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PREFACE.

The favourable reception wliich has been granted to my History

of the Calculus of Variations dunng the Nineteenth Century has

encouraged me to undertake another work of the same kind.

The .subject to which I now invite attention has liigh claims to

Consideration on account of the subtle problems which it involve.s,

the valuable contributions to analysis which it has produced, its

important practical .applications, and the eminence of those who
have cultivated it.

The nature of the problems which the Theory of Probability

contemplates, and the influence which this Theory h.xs exercised

on the progress of matliematical science and also on the concerns

of pvacticiil life, cannot be discussed witliin the limits of a Preface;

we may however claim for our subject all the interest which illus-

trious names can confer, by the simple statement that nearly

every great mathematician within the range of a century .and a

half will come before us in the course of the history. To mention
only the most distinguished in this distinguished roll—we shall

find here—P.xscal and Ferm.at, w'orthy to be associated by kindred

genius and character—De Moivre with his rare powers of analysis,

which seem to belong only to a later epoch, and which justify the

honour in which he was held by Newton—Leibnitz and the emi-

nent school of which he may be considered the founder, a school

including the Beruoullis and Euler—D’Alembert, one of the most
conspicuous of those who brought on the French revolution, and
Condorcet, one of the most illustrious of its victims—Lagrange
and Lkaplacc who suiwived until the present century, and may be

regarded as rivals at that time for the supremacy of the mathe-
matical world.

I will now give an outline of the contents of the book.

The first Chapter contains an account of some anticipations

of the subject which are contained in the writings of Cardan,

Kepler and Galileo.

The second Chapter introduces the Chevalier de Mdrd who
h.aving puzzled himself in vain over a problem in chances,

fortunately turned for help to Pa.scal : the Problem of Points is

discussed in the correspondence between Pascal and Fermat, and

thus the Theory of Probability begins its career.
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vl PREFACE.

The third Clmptcr analy.ses the treatise in which Huygens in

1659 e.xhibitod wliat wa.s then known of the subject. Works such

as tliis, whicli pre.sent to st\ulent.s the opportunity of becoming
acquainted with the speculations of the foreino.st men of the

time, cannot be too higldy commended
;
in this respect our sub-

ject has been fortunate, for the example which was afforded by
Huygens lias been imitated by James Bernoulli, De Moivre and
Laplace—and the same course might with great advantage be

pursued in connexion with other subjects by mathematicians in

the present d.ay.

The fourth Chajiter contains a sketch of the early history of

the theory of Permutations and Combinations
;
and the fifth Chap-

ter a sketch of the early history of the researches on Mortality

and Life Insurance. Neither of the.se Chapters claims to be ex-

haustive
;
but they contain so much as may suffice to trace the

connexion of the branches to which they relate with the main sub-

ject of our histoiy.

Tlie sixth Chapter gives an account of some miscellaneous in-

vestigations between the years 1670 and 1700. Our attention is

directed in succession to Caratuuel, Sauveur, James Bernoulli,

Leibnitz, a translator of Huygens’s treatise whom I take to be
Arbuthnot, Roberts, and Craig—the last of whom is notorious for

an absurd abuse of mathematics in connexion with the probability

of te.stimony.

The seventh Chapter analyses the Ars Conjectandi of James
Bernoulli. This is an elaborate treatise by one of the greatest

mathematicians of the age, and although it was unfortunately

left incomplete, it affords abund.ant evidence of its author’s ability

and of his interest in the subject Especially we may notice the

famous theorem which justly l)car,s the name of James Bernoulli,

and which places the Theory of Probability in a more commanding
position than it h.ad hitherto occupied.

The eighth Chapter is devoted to Jlontmort. He is not to bo
compared for mathematical jiower with James Bernoulli or De
Moivre

;
nor does ho seem to have forme<l a very exalted idea of

the true dignity and imp<irtance of the subject. But he was cn-
thn.siastically devoted to it; he .spared no labour him.self, and his

influence direct or indirect stimulated the exertions of Nicolas

Bernoulli and of I)e Moivre.

The ninth Chapter relates to De MoivTO, containing a full

analysis of his Doctrine of Chances. De Moivre brought to bear
on the subject mathematical jwwei-s of the highest order; these

]iowers are e.specially manifested in the results which he enun-
ciated respecting the great problem of the Duration of Play.

Unfortunately he did not publish demonstrations, and Lagrange
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preface. vii

him.seir more than fifty years later found a good exercise for his

analytic.-il skill in supplying the investigations
;

this circumstance
compels us to admiro De Moivre's powers, and to regret the lass

which his concealment of his methods has occasioned to mathe-
matics, or at least to mathematical history.

De Moivre’s Doctrine of Chances fonned a treatise on the
subject, full, clear and accurate

;
and it maintained its place as a

standard work, at least in England, almost down to our own day.

Tlie tenth Chapter gives an account of some miscellaneous
investigations between the years 1700 and 1750. These inves-

tigations are due to Nicola.s Bernoulli, Arbtithnot, Browne, Mairan,
Nicole, Buffon, Ham, Thomas Simp.son and John Bernoulli.

The eleventh Chapter relates to Daniel Bernoulli, containing
an account of a series of memoirs publi-shed chiefly in the volumes
of the Academy of Petersburg

;
the memoirs are remarkable for

boldness and originality, the first of them contains the celebrated

theory of Moral Exjwctation.

The twelfth Chapter relates to Euler
;

it gives an account of

his memoirs, which relate principally to certain games of chance.

The thirteenth Chapter relates to D’Alembert
;

it gives a full

account of the objections which ho urged against some of the

fundamental principles of the subject, and of his controversy with
Daniel Bernoulli on the mathematical investigation of the gain to

human life which would arise from the extirpation of one of the

most fatal diseases to which the human race is li.able.

The fourteenth Chapter relates to Bayes
;

it explains the me-
thod by which he demonstrated his famous theorem, which may
be said to have been the origin of that part of the subject which
relates to the probabilities of causes as inferred from observed

effects.

The fifteenth Chapter is devoted to Lagrange
;
he contributed

to the subject a valuable memoir on the theory of the errors of

observations, and demonstrations of the results enunciated by De
Moivre res|Tecting the Duration of Play.

The .sixteentli Chapter contains notices of miscellaneous inves-

tigations between the years 1750 and 1780. This Chapter brings

liefore us Kaestner, Clark, Mallet, John Bernoulli, Beguelin,

Michell, Lambert, Buffon, Fu.ss, and some others. The memoir
of Michcll is remarkable

;
it contains the famous argument for the

existence of design drawn from the fact of the closeness of certain

stars, like the Pleiades.

The seventeenth Chapter relates to Cordorcet, who published a

large book and a long memoir upon the Theory of Probability.

He chiefly di.scussed the probability of the correctness of judg-

ments determined by a majority of votes
;
he has the merit of first
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Via PREFACE.

submitting tins question to mathematical investigation, but his

own results are not of great practical imjwrtance.

The eighteenth Chapter relates to Trembley. He wrote several

memoirs with the main design of establishing by elementary

methods results which had been originally obtained by the aid of

the higher branches of mathematics
;
but he does not seem to

have been very successful in carrying out his design.

The nineteenth Chapter contains an account of mi.scellancous

investigations betw'een tlie years 1780 and 1800. It includes tho

following names ;
B<5rda, Malfatti, Bicquillcy, the writers in the

mathematical portion of the Encycloj^idie Methodique, D’Anieres,

Waring, Prevost and Lhuilier, and Young.

The twentieth Chapter is devoted to Laplace
;

this contains a
full account of all his writings on the subject of Probability. First

his memoirs in chronological order, are analysed, and then the great

work in which he embodied .all his own invcstig<ations and much
derived from other writers. I hope it will be found that all the

parts of Laplace’s memoirs and work have been carefully and
clearly e.xpounded

;
I would venture to refer for examples to

Laplace’s method of approxim.ation to integrals, to the Problem of

Points, to James Bernoulli’s theorem, to the problem tiiken from

Buffon, and above all to the famous method of Lea.st S<)uare.s.

With respect to the last subject I have availed myself of the

guidance of Poisson’s luminous analysis, and have given a general

investigation, applying to the case of more than one unknown
element. I hope I have thus accomplished something towards ren-

dering the theory of this important method accessible to students.

In an Appendix I have noticed some writings which came
iinder my attention during the printing of the work too late to be
referred to their proper places.

I have endeavoured to be quite accurate in my statements,

and to reproduce the es.sential elements of the original works
which I have analy.sed. I have however not thought it indispen-

sable to pre.scrve the exact notation in which any investigation

w'as first presented. It did not appear to mo of any importance
to retain the specific letters for denoting the known and unknowui
quantities of an algebraical problem wTiich any writer may have
chosen to use. Very often the same problem has been dis-

cussed by various writers, and in order to compare their methods
with any facility it is nece.ssary to use one set of .symlx>ls through-

out, although each writer may have preferred his peculiar set.

In fact by exercising c.are in the choice of notation I believe that

my exposition of contrasted methods has gained much in brevity

and clearness without any .s,acrifice of real fidelity^.

I have used no symbols which are not common to all mathc-
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PREFACE. IX

matical literature, except
|

n whicli is an abbreviation for the pro-

duct 1.2, ...n, frequently but not universally employed : .some such

symbol is miich required, and I do not know of any which is pre-

ferable to this, and I have accordingly introduced it in all my
publications.

There are three important authors whom I have frequently

cited whose works on Probability have passed through more than
one edition, Montmort, De Moivre, and Laplace ; it may save trouble

to a person who may happen to consult the pre.sent volume if I

here refer to pages 79, 13(1, and 495 where I have stated which
editions I have cited.

Perhaps it may appear that I have allotted too much space to

some of the authors whose works I examine, especially the more
ancient

;
but it is difficult to be accurate or interesting if the nar-

rative is confined to a mere catalogue of titles : and as experience

shews that mathematical histories are but rarely undertaken, it

seems desirable that they should not bo executed on a meagre
and inadequate scale.

I will here advert to .some of my predecessors in this depart-

ment of mathematical bistor}'
;
and thus it will appear that I have

not obtained much assistance from them.

In the thii'd volume of Montucla’s Ilistoire des Mathemaliques
pages 380—42(3 are devoted to the Theory of Probability and the

kindred subjects. I have always cited this volume simply by the

name Montucla, but it is of course well known that the tliini and
fourth volumes were edited from the author’s manuscripts after his

death by La Landc. I should be sorry to appear ungrateful to

Montucla; his work is indispensable to the student of mathema-
tical history, for whatever may be its defects it remains without
any rival But I have been much disappointed in what he says

respecting the Theory of Probability
;
he is not copiou.s, nor accu-

rate, nor critical Hallam has characterised him with some severity,

by saying in reference to a point of mathematical history, “Mon-
tucla is as superficial as usual .see a note in the second Chapter
of the first volume of the History of the Literature of Europe.

There arc brief outlines of the hi.story involved or formally

incorporated in some of the elementary treatises on the Theory
of Probability : I need notice only the best, which occurs in the

Treati.se on Probability published in the Library of Useful Know-
ledge. This little work is anonymous, but is known to have been
written by Lublwck and Drinkwatcr; the fonner is now Sir John
Lubbock, and the latter changed his name to Drinkwater-Betbune:
see Professor Do Morgan’s Arithmetical Books... page lOG, a letter

by him in the Assurance Magazine, Vol. tx. p.age 238, and another

letter by him in the Times, Dec. IG, 1862. The treatise is intcr-
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csling and valuable, but I Lave not been able to agree uniformly
witli the historical statements which it makes or irn])lie.s.

A more ambitious work bears the title llistoire dii Calcul

des Probabilit^s depuis ses oripines jusi/u’d nos jours par Charles

Gouraud... Paiis, 1848. This consi.sts of lf8 widely printed octavo

pages
;

it is a popular narrative entirely free from mathematical
symbols, containing however some imjiortant specific references.

Exact truth occasionally sufters for the .sake of a rhetorical style

unsuitable alike to hi.story and to science; nevertheless tlie general

readier will be gratified by a lively and vigorous exhibition of the

whole course of the subject. M. Gouraud recognises the value of

the purely mathematical part of the Theoiy of Probability, but
will not allow the soundness of the applications which have been
iinule of these mathematical formula; to questions involving moral
or political considerations. His history seems to be a portion of a
very extensive es.say in three folio volumes containing 192!) pages
written when he was very young in competition for a prize pro-

posed by the French Academy on a subject entitled Tht'orie de la

Certitude; see the liapport by M. Franck in the Seances et 'Tra-

vails; de VAcademie des Sciences morales et politiques, Vol. x,

piiges 372, 382, and Vol. Xi. p:ige 139. It is scarcely necessary

to remark that M. Gouraud has gained distinction in other branches
of literature since the publication of his work which we have here
noticed.

There is one history of our subject which is indeed only a

sketch but tniced in lines of light by the hand of the great

master himself; La|)lace devoted a few j)ages of the introduction

to his celebnited work to recording the names of his predecessors

and their contributions to the Theory of Probability. It is much
to be regretted that he did not siipjily specific references through-

out his treatise, in order to distinguish carefully between that

which he merely transmitted from preceding mathematicians and
that which he originated himself.

It is necessary to observe that in cases where I point out a
similarity between the investigations of two or more WTiters I do
not mean to imj)ly that these investigations could not have been
made independently. Such coincidences may occur easily and
naturally without any reason for imputing unworthy conduct to

those who succeed the author who had the priority in publication.

I draw attention to this circumstance because I find with regret

that from a pa.ssage in my former historical work an inference has

been draw'll of the kind which I here disclaim. In the case of a

writer like Laplace who agrees with his i>redecessor.s, not in one or

two points but in ver\' many, it is of course obvious that he must
have borrowed largely, and we conclude that he supposed the
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PREFACE. XI

erudition of his contemporaries would be sufficient to prevent

them from ascribing to liimsclf more than was justly due.

It will be seen that I have ventured to survey a very extensive

field of mathematical research. It has been my aim to estimate

carefully and impartially the character and the merit of the

numerous memoirs and works which I have examined
;
my criti-

cism has been intentionally close and searching, but I trust never
irreverent nor unjust. I have sometimes explained fully the
errors which I detected; sometimes, when tlie detailed exposition

of the error would have required more space than the matter
deserved, I have given only a brief indication which may be
serviceable to a student of the original production itself. I have
not hesitated to introduce remarks and developments of my
own whenever the subject seemed to require them. In an
elaborate German review of my former publication on mathe-
matical history it was suggested that my own contributions were
too prominent, and that the purely historical character of the
work was thereby impaired; but I have not been induced to

change my plan, for I continue to think that such additions as I

have been able to make tend to render the subject more in-

telligible and more complete, without disturbing in any serious

degree the continuity of the history. I cannot venture to expect
that in such a difficult subject I shall bo quite free from error

either in my exposition of the labours of others, or in my own
contributions; but I hope that such failures will not bo numerous
nor important. I shall receive most gratrifully intimations of any
errors or omi.ssions whicli may be detected in the work.

I have been carefid to corroborate my statements by exact
quotations from the originals, and these I have given in the lan-

guages in which they were published, instead of translating them
;

the course which I have here adopted is I understand more agree-

able to foreign students into w'hose hands the book may fall. I

have been careful to preserve the historical notices and references

wdiich occurred in the works I studied; and by the aid of the
Table of Contents, the Chronological List, and the Index, which
accompany the pre.sent volume, it will be ea.sy to a.scertaiu w'ith

regard to any proposed mathematician down to the close of the
eighteenth century, whether he has written anything upon the
Theory of Probability.

I have carried the history down to the close of the eighteenth
century; in tlie case of Laplace, however, I have passed beyond this

limit: but by far the larger part of bis lalwurs on the Tlieory of
Probability were accomplished during the eighteenth century,

though collected and rcpubli.shed by him in his celebrated work in

the early part of the present century, and it was therefore conve-
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nient to incUule a full account of all Ills researches in the present

volume. There is ample scope for a continuation of the work
which should conduct the history through the period which has

elapsed since the close of the eighteenth century
;
and I have

already made some progi-ess in the analysis of the rich materials.

But when I consider the time and labour exixuided on the present

volume, cslthough reluctant to abandon a long cherished dc.sign,

I feel far le.ss sanguine than once I did that I shall have the

leisure to arrive at the termination I originally ventured to pro-

pose to myself.

Although I wi.sh the present work to Ije regarded prlncip.ally as

a history, yet there are two other aspects under which it may
solicit the attention of students. It may claim the title of a com-
prehensive treatise on the Theory of Probability, for it assumes
in the reader only so much knowledge as can be gained from
an elementary bo<jk on Algebra, and introduces liiin to almost

every proce.ss and every species of iiroblem which the literature of

the suiyect can funiish
;
or the work may be consitlered more spe-

cially a.s a commentary on the celebrated treatise of Laplace,

—

and perhaps no matheinaticid treatise over more required or more
deserved such an accompaniment.

My sincere thanks are due to Professor Do iforgan, him.self

conspicuous among cultivators of the Theory of Probability, for

the kind interest which he has taken in my work, for the loan of

scarce books, and for the suggestion of valuable references. A
similar interest was manifested by one prematurely lost to science,

whose mathematical and metaphysical genius, attested by his

marvellous work on the Laivs of Thought, led him naturally and
rightfully in that direction which Pascal and Ijcibnitz had marked
with the unfading lustre of their approbation; and who by his

rfirc ability, his wide attainments, and his attractive character,

gained the affection and the reverence of all who knew him.

Caubbidor,

May, i86«.

I. TODIIUNTEPv.
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CHAPTER I.

CARDAN. KEPLER. GALILEO.

1. The practice of games of chance must at all times have

directed attention to some of the elementary considerations of the

Theory of Probability. Libri finds in a commentary on the Divina

Commedia of Dante the earliest indication of the different proba-

bility of the various throws which can be made with three dice.

The passage from the commentary is quoted by Libri
;

it relates to

the first line of the sixth canto of the Purgatorio. The com-

mentary was published at Venice in 1477. See Libri, Histoire

des Sciences Math&matiques en Italic, Yol. ii. p. 188.

2. Some other intimations of traces of our subject in older

writers are given by Gouraud in the following passage, unfor-

tunately without any precise reference.

Les ancicns paraissent avoir entiSreraent ignor6 cette sorte de calcul.

L’^rudition modeme en a, il est vrai, trouv6 quelques traces dans un

p<ienie en latin barbare intitul6 : De Vetula, osuvre d’un moine du Bas-

Empire, dans un commentaire de Dante de la fin du XV' siScle, et

dans les Merits de plusicurs math6maticiens italiens du moyeu ^e et

de la renaissance, Pacioli, Tartaglia, Peverone ; Gouraud, .^iXotrs

du Calcul des ProbdbilUes, page 3.

3. A treatise by Cardan entitled Be Ludo Alece next claims

our attention. This treatise was published in 1663, in the first

volume of the edition of Cardan’s collected works, long after

Cardan’s death, which took place in 1576.

1
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Montmort says, “ Jcrfime Cardan a donne un Traits De Ludo

Aleae
;
mais on n’y trouve que de I’drudition et des r<*flexions

morales.” Easai (fAnaZyae. .. p. XL. Libri say.s, “Cardan a ^crit

un traitd special do Ludo Alea, oil so trouvent r<5.solues plusieurs

questions d’analyse combinatoire.” Histoire, Vol. III. p. 176. The

former notice ascribes too little and the latter too much to

Cardan.

4. Cardan’s treatise occupies fifteen folio pages, each containing

two columns; it is so badly printed as to be scarcely intelligible.

Cardan himself was an inveterate gambler
;
and his treatise may

be best described as a gambler’s manual. It contains much mis-

cellaneous matter connected with gambling, such as descriptions of

games and an accmint of the precautions necessary to bo employed

in order to guard against adversaries disposed to cheat : the

discussions relating to chances form but a small portion of the

treatise.

6. As a specimen of Cardan’s treatise we will indicate the

contents of his thirteenth Chapter. He shews the number of

cases which are favourable for each throw that can be made with

two dice. Thus two and tw'elve can each be thrown in only one

way. Eleven can be thrown in tw'o ways, namely, by six appear-

ing on either of the two dice and five on the other. Ten can be

thrown in three ways, namely, by five appearing on each of the

dice, or by six appearing on cither and four on the other. And
so on.

Cardan proceeds, “Sed in Ludo fritilli undecim puncta adjicere

decct, quia una Alea potest ostendi.”. . .'fhe meaning apparently is,

that the person who throws the two dice is to be considered to

have thrown a given number wdien one of the dice alone exhibits

that number, as well as when the number is made up by the sum
of the numbers on the two dice. Hence, for six or any smaller

number eleven more favourable cases arise besides those already

considered.

Cardan next exhibits correctly the number of cases which are

favourable for each throw that can be made with three dice. Thus

three and eighteen can each be thrown in only one way ; four and
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seventeen can each be thrown in three ways
;
and so on. Cardan

also gives the following list of the number of cases in Fritillo

:

1 2 3 4 5 6789 10 11 12

108 111 115 120 126 133 33 36 37 36 33 26

Here we have corrected two misprints by the aid of Cardan’s

verbal statements. It is not obvious what the table means. It

might be supposed, in analogy with what has already been said,

that if a person throws three dice he is to be considered to have

thrown a given number when one of the dice alone exhibits that

number, or when two dice together exhibit it as their sum, as

well as when all the three dice exhibit it as their sum : and this

would agree wuth Cardan’s remark, that for numbers higher than

twelve the favourable cases are the same as those already given by

him for three dice. But this meaning does not agree with Cardan’s

table
;
for with this meaning we should proceed thus to find the

cases favourable for an ace : there are 5’ cases in which no ace

appears, and there are 6* cases in all, hence there are 6’ — 5’ cases

in which we have an ace or aces, that is 91 cases, and not 108 as

Cardan gives.

The connexion between the numbers in the ordinary mode of

using dice and the numbers which Cardan gives appears to

be the following. Let n be the number of cases which are favour-

able to a given throw in the ordinary mode of using three dice,

and N the number of cases favourable to the same throw in

Cardan’s mode
;

let m be the number of cases favourable to the

given throw in the ordinary mode of using two dice. Then for any

throw not less than thirteen, F=n , for any throw between seven and

twelve, both inclusive, JV= 3w» + n
;
for any throw not greater than

six, JV= 108 + 3m + n. There is only one deviation from this law

;

Cardan gives 26 favourable cases for the throw twelve, and our

proposed law would give 3 -h 25, that is 28.

We do not, however, see what simple mode of playing with

three dice can be suggested which shall give favourable cases

agreeing in number with those determined by the above law.

6. Some further account of Cardan’s treatise will be found

1—2
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in the Life of Cardan, by Henry Morley, Vol. I. pages 92—95.

Mr Morley seems to misunderstand the words of Cardan which he

quotes on his page 92, in con.setiuence of which he says that

Cardan “ lays it down coolly and philosophically, as one of his first

axioms, that dice and cards ought to be played for money.” In

the passage quoted by Mr Morley, Cardan seems rather to admit

the propriety of moderation in the stake, than to assert that there

must be a stake; this moderation Ciirdan recommends elsewhere,

as for example in his second Chapter. Cardan’s treatise is briefly

noticed in the article Probability of the English Cyclopwdia.

7. Some remarks on the subject of chance were made by

Kepler in his work De Stella Xova in pede Serpentarii, which was

published in 160G. Kepler examines the different opinions on the

cause of the appearance of a new star which shone with great

splendour in ICOt, and among these opinions the Epicurean notion

that the star had been produced by the fortuitous concurrence

of atoms. The whole passage is curious, but we need not repro-

duce it, for it is easily accessible in the reprint of Kepler’s works

now in the course of publication
; see Joannis Kepleri Astronomi

Opera Omnia edidit Dr Ch. Frisch, Vol. ii. pp. 714—716. See

also the Life of Kepler in the Library of Useftd Knowledge, p. 13.

The passage attracted the attention of Dugald Stewart
;
see his

irorfo edited by Hamilton, Vol. I. p. G17.

A few words of Kepler may be quoted as evndence of the

soundness of his opinions
;
he shows that even such events as

throws of dice do not happen without a cause. He says,

Quare hoc jactu Venus cecidit, illo canis? Nirairum lusor hao vice

tessellam alio latere arripuit, aliter maim condidit, aliter intus agitavit,

alio impetu animi manusve projecit, aliter inteidlavit aura, alio loco

alvei impegit. Nihil hie est, quod sua causa sic caruerit, si quis ista

subtilia posset consectari.

8. The next investigation which we have to notice is that by

Galileo, entitled Considerazione sopra il Giuco dei Dadi. The date

of this piece is unknown; Galileo died in 1642. It appeal's that

a friend had consulted Galileo on the following difficulty : with

three dice the number 9 and the number 10 can each be produced

by six different combinations, and yet experience shows that the
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number 10 is ofteiier tlii-uwu than the number 9. Galileo makes

a careful and accurate analysis of all the cases which can occur,

and he shows that out of 210 possible cases 27 are favourable

to the appearance of the number 10, and 25 are favourable to the

appearance of the number 9.

The piece will be found in Vul. Xiv. pages 293—296, of Le

Opere di Galileo Galilei, Firenze, 1X55. From the Biblio-

grafia Galileiuna given in Vol. xv. of this edition of Galileo’s

works we learn that the piece first appeared in the edition of the

works published at Florence in 1718: here it occurs in Vol. ill.

pages 119—121.

9. Libri in his HUtoire dea Sciences Mathhnatiques en Italie,

Vol. IV. page 288, has the following remark relating to Galileo

:

...“Ton voit, par ses lettres, qu’il s’<5tait longtemps occupe d’une

question delicate et non encore rdsolue, relative k la manibre de

compter les erreurs en rai.son gdomdtrique ou en proportion

arithmdtique, question qui touche ^galement au calcul des pro-

babilities et k l’arithm<?tique politique.” Libri refers to Vol. II.

page 55, of the edition of Galileo’s works published at Florence

in 1718 ;
there can, however, be no doubt, that he means Vol. III.

The letters will be found in Vol. xrv. pages 2.31—284 of Le

Opere...di Galileo Galilei, Firenze, 1855; they are entitled Lettere

intomo la stinia di un cavallo. We are informed that in those

days the Florentine gentlemen, instead of wasting their time

in attention to ladies, or in the stables, or in excessive gaming,

were accustmned to improve themselves by learned conversation

in cultivated society. In one of their meetings the following

question was proposed ; a horse is really worth a hundred crowns,

one person estimated it at ten crowns and another at a thousand
;

which of the two made the more extravagant estimate ? Among
the persons who wore consulted was Galileo

;
he pronounced the

two estimates to be equally extravagant, because the ratio of a

thousand to a hundred Is the same as the ratio of a hundred to

ten. On the other hand, a priest named Nozzolini, who was also

consulted, pronounced the higher estimate to be more extravagant

than the other, because the excess of a thousand above a hundred

is greater than that of a hundred above ton. Various letters of
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Galileo and Nozzolini are printed, and also a letter of Benedetto

Castelli, who took the same side as Galileo
;

it appears that Galileo

had the same notion as Nozzolini when the question was first

proposed to him, but afterwards changed his mind. The matter

is discu.s.sed by the disputants in a very lively manner, and some

amusing illustrations are introduced. It does not appear, however,

that the di.scu.s-sion is of any scientific interest or value, and the

terms in which Libri refers to it attribute much more importance

to Galileo’s letters than they deserve. The Florentine gentlemen

when they renounced the frivolities already mentioned might have

investigated questions of greater moment than that which is here

brought under our notice.
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CHAPTER II.

PASCAL AND FERMAT.

10. The indications which we have given in the preceding

Chapter of the subsequent Theory of Probability are extremely

slight; and we find that writers on the subject have shewn a jus-

tifiable pride in connecting the true origin of their science with

the great name of Pascal Tlius,

Elle doit la naissance & deux (Jeoraetres fran^ais du dix-aeptilme

siSclo, si fccond eu grands homines et en grandes ddconvertes, et peut-

Stre de tons les sificles celui qui fait le plus d’honneur & I’esprit

humain. Pascal et Fermat se jiroposJrent et resolurent quelques pro-

blames sur les probabilit£s... Laplace, Theorie...dea Prob. 1st edition,

page 3.

Un problcme relatif au.x jcux de hasard, propos4 il un austilre jan-

s€niste par un homme du monde a 4t6 I’origine du calcul des probabilit4s.

Poisson, Recherchea aur la Prob. jiage 1.

The problem which the Chevalier de M6r4 (a reputed gamester)

proposed to the recluse of Port Royal (not yet withdrawn from the in-

terests of science by the more distracting contemplation of the “great-

ness and the misery of man ”), was the first of a long series of problems,

destined to call into existence new methods in mathematical analysis,

and to render valuable service in the practical concerns of life.” Boole,

Lavoa of Thought, page 243.

11. It appears then that the Chevalier de M4rd proposed

certain questions to Pascal
;

and Pascal corresponded with Fer-

mat on the subject of these questions. Unfortunately only a

portion of the correspondence is now accessible. Three letters
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of Pascal to Fennat on this subject, which were all written in

165-t, were published in the Varia Opera Mathematica D. Petri

de i^er»ia<...Tolosa?, 1679, pages 179—188. These letters are

reprinted in Pascal’s works
;

in the edition of Paris, 1819, they

occur in Vol. IV. pages 360—388. This volume of Pascal’s works

also contains some letters written hy Fennat to Pascal, which are

not given in Fermat’s works
;
two of these relate to Probabilities,

one of them is in reply to the second of Pascal’s three letters, and

the other apparently is in reply to a letter from Pascal which

has not been preserved
;
see pages 383—388 of the volume.

We will quote from the edition of Pascal’s works just named.

Pascal’s first letter indicates that some previous correspondence

had occurred which w'e do not possess; the letter is dated July 29,

1651;. He begins.

Monsieur, L’impatience me prend aussi-bieu qu’k vous
;

et quoique

je sois encore au lit, je ne puis m’emp^her de vous dire que je reijus

hier au soir, do la i>art de M. de Carcavi, votre lettre sur les partis,

que j’admire si fort, que je ne puis vous le dire. Je n’ai pas le loisir de

m’6tendre
; mais en un mot vous avez trouv6 les dexix partis des d6a et

des parties dans la parfaite justesae : j’en suis tout sati.sfait
;
car je ne

doute plus maintenant que je ne sois dans la v6rit^, aprSs la rencontre

admirable oil jo mo trouve avec vou.s. J’admire bien davantage la

mCthode des parties que celle des d6s
;
j’avois vu plusieurs personnes

trouver cello des d&i, corame M. le chevalier de Mor6, qui est celui qui

ni’a propo.sd ces questions, et aussi M. de Roberval
;
mais M. de Merd

n’avoit jamais pu trouver la juste valour des parties, ni de biais pour

y arriver : de sorte que je me trouvois seul qui eusse connu cette

projwrtion.

Pascal’s letter then proceeds to discuss the problem to which it

appears from the above e.vtract he attached the greatest importance.

It is called in English the Problem of Points, and is thus enun-

ciated ; two players want each a given number of points in order

to win
;

if they separate without playing out the game, how
should the stakes be divided between them ?

The question amounts to asking what is the probability which

each player has, at any given stage of the game, of winning the

game. In the discussion between Pascal and Fermat it is sup-
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posed that the players have equal chances of winning a single

point.

12. We will now give an account of Pascal’s investigations

on the Problem of Points
;
in substance we translate his words.

The following is my method for determining the share of each

player, when, for example, two players play a game of three points

and each player has staked 32 pistoles.

Suppose that the first player has gained two points and the

second player one point
;
they have now to play for a point on

this condition, that if the first player gains he takes all the money

which is at stake, namely 6-1 pistoles, and if the second player

gains each player has two points, so that they are on terms of

equality, and if they leave off playing each ought to take 32

pistoles. Thus, if the first player gains, 64 pistoles belong to

him, and if he loses, 32 pistoles belong to him. If, then, the

players do not wish to play this game, but to separate without

playing it, the first player would say to the second “ I am certain of

32 pistoles even if I lose this game, and as for the other 32 pistoles

perhaps I shall have them and perhaps you wUl have them
;
the

chances are equal Let us then divide these 32 pistoles equally

and give me also the 32 pistoles of which I am certaia” Thus

the first player will have 48 pistoles and the second 16 pistoles.

Next, suppose that the first player has gained two points and

the second player none, and that they are about to play for a

point
;

the condition then is that if the first player gains this

]K)int he secures the game and takes the 64 pistoles, and if the

second player gains this point the players will then be in the

situation already examined, in which the first player is entitled

to 48 pistoles, and the second to 16 pistoles. Thus if they do not

wish to play, the first player would say to the second “ If I gain

the point I gain 64 pistoles
;

if I lose it I am entitled to 48

pistoles. Give me then the 48 pistoles of which I am certain,

and divide the other 16 equally, since our chances of gaining the

point are equal." Thus the first player will have 56 pistoles and

the second player 8 pistoles.

Finally, suppose that the first player has gained one point and
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the second player none. If they proceed to play for a point the

condition is that if the first player gains it the players will be in

the situation first examined, in which the first player is entitled to

56 pistoles
;

if the first player loses the point each player has then

a point, and each is entitled to 32 pistoles. Thus if they do not

wish to play, the first player would say to the second “ Give me
the 32 pistoles of which I am certain and divide the remainder of

the 56 pistoles equally, that is, divide 2+ pistoles equally.” Thus

the first player will have the sum of 32 and 12 pistoles, that is

44 pistoles, and consequently the second will have 20 pistoles.

13. Pascal then proceeds to enunciate two general results

without demonstrations. We will give them in modem notation.

(1) Suppose each player to have staked a sum of money

denoted by A
;

let the number of points in the game be n + 1, and

suppose the first player to have gained n points and the second

player none. If the players agree to separate without playing

any more the first player is entitled to 2A —
.

(2) Suppose the stakes and the number of points in tlie game
as before, and suppose that the first player has gained one point

and the second player none. If the players agree to separate

w’ithout playing any more, the first player is entitled to

A+ A 1.3.5
2.4.6

(2n - 1)

Pascal Intimates that the second theorem is difficult to prove.

He says it depends on two propositions, the first of which is purely

arithmetical and the second of which relates to chances. The
first amounts in fact to the proposition in modern works on

Algebra which gives the sum of the co-efficients of the terms in

the Binomial Theorem. The second consists of a statement of

the value of the first player’s chance by means of combinations,

from which by the aid of the arithmetical proposition the value

above given is deduced. The demonstrations of these tw’o results

may be obtained from a general theorem which will be given later

in the present Chapter ;
see Art. 23. Pascal adds a table which
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exhibits a complete statement of all the cases which can occur in

a game of six p:>ints.

l-l. Pascal then proceeds to another topic. He says

Je n’a pas le temps de vous envoyer la dfimonstration d'une difficult^

qui ^tonnoit fort M. de Mer6 : car il a trSs-bon esprit, mais il n’est pas

g^omfitre
;

c’est, comme vous savez, nn grand d6faut; etm6me il ne com-

prend pas qu’une ligne math6matique soit divisible 4 I’infini, et croit

fort bien entendre qu’elle est composle de points en nombre fini, et

jamais je n’ai pu Ten tirerj si vous pouviez le faire, on le rendroit

parfait. Il me disoit done qu’il avoit trouv6 fausset4 dans les nombres

par cette raison.

The diflSculty is the following. If wo undertake to throw a

six with one die the odds are in favour of doing it in four throws,

being as 671 to 625 ;
if we undertake to throw two sixes w’ith two

dice the odds are not in favour of doing it in twenty-four throws.

Nevertheless 24 is to 36, which is the number of cases with two

dice, as 4 is to 6, which is the number of cases with one die.

Pascal proceeds

VoilA quel €toit son grand scandale, qui lui faisoit dire hautement

que les propositions n’dtoient pas constantes, et que Tarithm^tique se

dimentoit. Mais vous en verrez bien ais6ment la raison, ])ar les prin-

cipes oil vous §tes.

15. In Pascal’s letter, as it is printed in Fermat’s works, the

name de MirS Ls not given in the passage we have quoted in the

preceding article
; a blank occurs after the 31. It seems, however,

to be generally allowed that the blank has been 6 lied up correctly

by the publishers of Pascal’s works : Montmort has no doubt on

the matter
; see his p. xxxii. See also Gouraud, p. 1 ;

Lubbock

and Drinkwater, p. 41. But there is certainly some difiSculty. For

in the extract which we have given in Art. 11, Pascal states that

M. de M^r^ could solve one problem, celle des dSs, and seems to

imply that he failed only in the Problem of Points. Montucla

says that the Problem of Points was proposed to Pascal by the

Chevalier de M<5r^, " qui lui en proposa aussl quelques autres sur le

jeu de d^s, comme de determiner en combien de coups on peut

parier d’amener une rafle, &c. Ce chevalier, plus bel esprit que
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gTODofetre ou analyste, r&olut i la vdritd ces dernidres, qui ne sont

pas bien difficiles
;
mais il dchoua pour le prdcddent, ainsi que

Roberval, & qui Pascal le proposa.” p. 384. These words would

seem to imply that, in Montucla’s opinion, M. de Mdrd was not the

person alluded to by Pascal in the passage we have quoted in

Article 14. We may remark that Montucla was not justified in

suggesting that M. de Mdrd must have been an indifferent mathe-

matician, because he could not solve the Problem of Points
;

for

the case of Roberval shews that an eminent mathematician at that

time might find the problem too difficult.

Leibnitz says of M. de Mdrd, “ II est vrai cependant que le Che-

valier avoit quelque gdnie extraordinaire, mdme pour les Mathd-

matiques and the.se words seem intended seriously, although in

the context of this passage Leibnitz is depreciating M. de Mdrd.

Leibnitii, Opera Omnia, ed. Dutens, VoL II. part 1. p. 92.

In the Nouveaux Essais, Liv. iv. Chap. 16, Leibnitz says,

“Le Chevalier de Mdrd dont les Agriments et les autres ouvrages

ont dtd imprimds, homme d’un esprit pdndtrant et qui dtoit joueur

et philosophe.”

It must be confe.ssed that Leibnitz speaks far less favourably of

M. de Mdrd in another place. Opera, Vol. V. p. 203. From this pas-

sage, and from a note in the article on Zeno in Bayle’s Dictionary,

to which Leibnitz refers, it appears that M. de Mdre maintained

that a magnitude was not infinitely divisible : this assists in identi-

fying him with Pascal’s friend who would have been perfect had it

not been for this single error.

On the whole, in spite of the difficulty which we have pointed

out, we conclude that M. de Merd really was the person who so

strenuously asserted that the propositions of Arithmetic were in-

consistent with themselves
;
and although it may be unfoidunate

for him that he is now known principally for his error, it is some

compensation that his name is indissolubly associated with those of

Pascal and Fermat in the history of the Theory of Probability.

16. The remainder of Pascal’s letter relates to other mathe-

matical topics. Fermat’s reply is not extant
;
but the nature of it

may be inferred from Pascal’s next letter. It appears that Fermat
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sent to Pascal a solution of the Problem of Points depending on

combinations.

Pascal’s second letter is dated August 24tb, 1654. He says that

Fermat’s method is satisfactory when there are only two players,

but unsatisfactory when there are more than two. Here Pascal

was wrong as we shall see. Pascal then gives an example of

Fermat’s method, as follows. Suppose there are two players, and

that the first wants two points to win and the second three points.

The game will then certainly be decided in the course of four

trials. Take the letters a and h and write down all the combina-

tions that can be formed of four letters. These combinations are

the following, 16 in number:

a a a a a b a a b a a a b b a a

a a a h a b a b b a a b b b a b

a a h a a b b a b a b a b b b a

a a h h a b b b b a b b b b b h

Now let A denote the player who wants two points, and B the

player who wants three points. Then in these 16 combinations

every combination in which a occurs twice or oftener represents a

case favourable to A, and every combination in which h occurs

three times or oftener represents a case favourable to B. Thus on

counting them it will be found that there are 11 cases favourable to

A, and 5 cases favourable to B
;
and as these cases are all equally

likely, A'a chance of winning the game is to .ffs chance as

11 is to 5.

17. Pascal says that he communicated Fermat’s method to

Roberval, who objected to it on the following ground. In the

example just considered it is supposed that four trials will be

made
;
but this is not necessarily the case

;
for it is quite possible

that the first player may win in the next two trials, and so the

game be finished in two trials. Pascal answers this objection by

stating, that although it is quite possible that the game may be

finished in two trials or in three trials, yet we are at liberty to

conceive that the players agree to have four trials, becarise, even if

the game be decided in fewer than four trials, no difference will bo
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made in the decision by the superfluous trial or trials. Pascal

puts this point very clearly.

In the context of the first passage quoted from Leibnitz in

Art. 15, he refers to “ Ics belles pcnsces de Alea, de Messieurs

Fermat, Pascal et Huygens, oh Mr. Roberval ne pouvoit ou ne

vouloit ricn comprendre.”

The difficulty raised by Roberval was in effect reproduced by

D’Alembert, as we shall see hereafter.

18. Pascal then proceeds to apply Fermat’s method to an

example in which there are three players. Suppose that the first

player wants one point, and each of the other players two points.

The game will then be certainly decided in the course of three

trials. Take the letters a, h, c and write down all the combinations

which can be formed of three letters. These combinations are the

following, 27 in numlxir:

a a a

a a h

a a c

a b a

abb
a b c

a c a

a c h

a c c

baa
b a b

b a c

b b a

b b b

h b c

h c a

b c b

b c 0

c a a

cab
c a c

c b a

c b b

c b c

c c a

c c b

c c c

Let A denote the player who wants one point, and B and C the

other two players. By examining the 27 cases, Pascal finds 13

which are exclusively favourable to A, namely, those in which a

occurs twice or oftener, and those in which a, b, and c each occur

once. He finds 3 cases whicli he considers equally favourable to

A and B, namely, those in which a occurs once and b twice
;
and

similarly he finds 3 cases equally favourable to A and C. On the

whole then the number of cases favourable to A may be considered

to be 13 + 5 + f. that is 16. Then Pascal finds 4 cases which

are exclusively favourable to B, namely those represented by bbb,

ebb, beb, and bbc

;

and thus on the whole the number of cases
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favourable to B may be considered to be 4 + |, that is 5^. Simi-

larly the number of cases favourable to G may be considered to

be 54 . Tims it -would appear that the chances of A, B, and C are

respectively as 16, 5^, and 5J.

Pascal, however, says that by his o-wn method he had found

that the chances are as 17, 5, and 5. He infers that the differ-

ence arises from the circumstance that in Fermat’s method it is

assumed that three trials will necessarily be made, which is not

assumed in his o-wn method. Pascal was -wrong in supposing that

the true result could be affected by assuming that three trials

would necessarily be made
;
find indeed, as we have seen, in the

case of two players, Pascal himself had correctly maintained

against Roberval that a similar assumption was legitimate.

19. A letter from Pascal to Fermat is dated August 29th, 1654.

Fennat refers to the Problem of Points for the case of three

players; he says that the proportions 17, 5, and 5 are correct for

the example which we have just considered. This letter, how-

ever, does not seem to be the reply to Pascal’s of August 24th, but

to an earlier letter which has not been preserved.

On the 25th of September Fermat writes a letter to Pascal,

in which Pascal’s error is pointed out. Pascal had supposed

that such a combination as acc represented a case equally favour-

able to A and (7; but, as Fermat says, this case is exclusively

favourable to A, because here A gains one point before C gains

one
;
and as A only wanted one point the game is thus decided

in his favour. When the necessary correction is made, the result

is, that the chances of A, B, and C are as 17, 5, and 5, as Pascal

had found by Ids own method.

Fermat then gives another solution, for the sake of Roberval,

in -which he does not assume that three trials -will necessarily be

made
;
and he arrives at the same result as before.

In the remainder of his letter Fermat enunciates some of his

memorable propositions relating to the Theory of Numbers.

Pascal replied on October 27th, 1654, to Fermat’s letter, and

said that he was entirely satisfied.
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20. There is another letter from Fermat to Pascal which is

not dated. It relates to a simple question which Pascal had pro-

posed to Fermat. A person undertakes to throw a six with a die

in eight throws
;
supposing him to have made three throws with-

out succe.ss, what portion of the stake should he be allowed to take

on condition of giving up his fourth throw ? The chance of success

is so that he should be allowed to take J of the stake on con-

dition of giving up his throw. But suppose that we wish to esti-'

mate the value of the fourth throw before any throw is made. The
first throw is worth J of the stake

;
the second is worth J of what

remains, that is ^ of the stake
;
the third throw is worth ^ of what

now remains, that is ^ of the stake
;
the fourth throw is worth

J of what now remains, that is of the stake.

It seems possible from Fermat’s letter that Pascal had not dis-

tinguished between the two cases ; but Pascal’s letter, to which

Fermat’s is a reply, has not been preserved, so that we cannot

be certain on the point.

21. We see then that the Problem of Points was the prin-

cipal question discussed by Pascal and Fermat, and it was certainly

not exhausted by them. For they confined them.selves to the case

in which the players are supposed to possess equal skill; and their

methods would have been extremely laborious if applied to any

examples except those of the most simple kind. Pascal’s method

seems the more refined
;
the student will perceive that it depends

on the same principles as the modem solution of the problem

by the aid of the Calculus of Finite Differences ; see Laplace,

Th^orie...des Prob. page 210.

Qouraud awards to Fennat’s treatment of the problem an

amount of praise which seems excessive, whether we consider that

treatment absolutely or relatively in comparison with Pascal’s ;
see

his page 9.

22. We have next to consider Pascal’s Traiti du triangle

arithmitique. ’This treatise was printed about 165-t, but not

published until 1665 ;
see Montucla, p. 387. The treatise will be

found in the fifth volume of the edition of Pascal’s works to which

we have already referred.
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The Arithmetical Triangle in its simplest form consists of the

following table

:

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 3 6 10 15 21 28 36 .. ,

1 4 10 20 35 56 84. ,

1 5 15 35 70 126 .

1 6 21 56 126 . ..

1 7 28 84. , ,

1 8 36 . , ,

I 9 ...

1 ...

In the successive horizontal rows we have what are now called

the figurate numbers. Pa.scal distinguishes them into orders. He
calls the simple units 1, 1, 1, 1,... wliich form the first row, num-
bers of the first order; he calls the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4,... which

form the second row, numbers of the second order; and so on.

The numbers of the third order 1, 3, 6, 10,... had already received

the name of triangular numbei-s; and the numbers of the fourth

order 1, 4, 10, 20,... the name oipyramidal numbers. Pascal says

that the numbers of the fifth order 1, 5, 15, 35,... had not yet

received an exprc.ss name, and he proposes to call them triangtdo-

triangulaires.

In modem notation the term of the r“‘ order is

n (n + 1) ... (?» + r— 2)

Pascal constructs the Arithmetical Triangle by the following

definition
;
each number is the sum of that immediately above it

and that immediately to the left of it. Thus

10 = 4 + 6, 35 = 20 + 15, 126 = 70 + 56,...

The properties of the numbers are developed by Pascal with

great skill and distinctness. For example, suppose we require the

sum of the first n terms of the i*^ order : the sum is equal to the

number of the combinations of n + r — 1 things taken r at a

time, and Pascal establishes this by an inductive proof.

o
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18 PASCAL AND FERMAT.

23. Pascal applies his Arithmetical Triangle to various subjects

;

among these we have the Problem of Points, the Theory of Com-
binations, and the Powers of Binomial Quantities. We are here

only concerned with the application to the first subject.

In the Arithmetical Triangle a line drawn so as to cut off

an equal number of units from the top horizontal row and the

extreme left-hand vertical column is called a base.

The bases are numbered, beginning from the top left-hand

comer. Thus the tenth base is a fine drawn through the num-

bers 1, 9, 36, 8t, 126, 126, 8 t, 36, 9, 1. It will be perceived that

the ?•“* base contains r numbers.

Suppose then that A wants m points and that B wants n
points. Take the (m-|-n)“‘ base; the chance of .d is to the chance

of B as the sum of the first n numbers of the base, beginning at

the highest row, is to the sum of the last m numbers. Pascal

establishes this by induction.

Pascal’s result may be easily shewn to coincide with that

obtained by other methods. For the terms in the (m n)““ base

are the coefficients in the expansion of (1 by the Binomial

Theorem. Let m + n — l=r; then Pascal’s result amounts to

saying that the chance of .d is proportional to

+ I

>-(^-1
) ••• (r-n + 2)i+r-r

j 2 n-1 '

and the chance of B proportional to

1.2 »t — 1

Tliis agrees with the result now usually given in elementary

treatises; see Algebra, Cliapter Liil.

2-t. Pascal then notices some particular examples. (1) Sup-

pose that A wants one point and B wants n points. (2) Suppose

that A wants ji — 1 points and B wants n points. (3) Suppose

that A wants n — 2 points and B wants n points. An interesting

relation holds between the second and third examples, which we
will exhibit.
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Let M denote the number of cases which are favourable to A,
and iV the number of cases which are favourable to B. Let

r = 2»— 2.

In the second example we have

M—N= . = \ say.
|n— 1

I

» - 1 •'

Then if 2 iS denote the whole sum at stake, A is entitled to

2 2** 4- X S_
, ,

that is to ^
(2’'+ X)

;
so that he may be considered

to have recovered his own stake and to have won the fraction

— of his adversary’s stake.

In the third example we have

M->rN= 2->,

2|r-l 2(n-l)|r-lM-N= '—=— = — ^

I

n - 1
I

a - 2 |«-1 « - 1

2X(w-l)
r

= X.

Thus we shall find that A may be considered to have recovered

his own stake, and to have won the fraction of his adversary’s
A

stake.

Hence, comparing the second and third examples, we see that if

the player who wins the first' point also wins the second point,

his advantage when he has gained the second point is double what

it was when he had gained the first point, whatever may be the

number of points in the game.

25. We have now analysed all that has been preserved of

Pascal’s researches on our subject. It seems however that he had

intended to collect these researches into a complete treatise. A
letter is extant addressed by him Celeherrimce Matheseoa A cademice

Parisiensi; this Academy was one of those voluntary a.ssociations

which preceded the formation of formal scientific societies : see

Pascal’s Works, Vol. iv. p. 356. In the letter Pa.scal enumerates

various treatises which he had prepared and which he hoped to

2—2
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publish, among which was to be one on chances. His language

shews that he had a high opinion of the novelty and importance

of tlie matter he proposed to discuss
;
he says,

Novissima autem ac penitiis intentatfs materise tractatio, scilicet de

compotilum« alea in ludis ipsi subjects, quod gallico nostro idiomate

dicitur (Jatre Us partis des jeux) : ubi anceps fortuna eequitate rationis

ita reprimitur ut utrique lusoram quod jure competit exacts semper

assignetur. Quod quidem eo fortiila ratiocinando quffirendum, quo

min^ tentando investigari possit ; ambigui enim sortis eventus fortuit®

contingenti® poti^ quam naturali necessitati meritb tribuuntur. Itleb

res hactenus erravit incerta
;
n\mc autem qu» ex)ierimento rebellis

fuerat, rationis dominium cffugere non potuit : earn quippe tanta se-

curitate in artem per gcometriam rcduximus, ut certitudinis cjus

particeps facta, jam audacter prodeat
;
et sic matheseos demonstrationes

cum ale® incertitudine jungendo, et qu® contraria videntur conciliando,

ab utraque nominationem suam accipiens stupendum hunc titulum jure

sibi arrogat : aU<e geometria.

But the design was probably never accomplished. The letter

is dated 1654; Pascal died in 1662, at the early age of 39.

26. Neglecting the trifling hints which may be found in pre-

ceding writers we may say that the Theoiy of Probability really

commenced with Pascal and Fermat
;
and it would be difficult to

find two names which could confer higher honour on the subject.

Tlie fame of Pascal rests on an extensive basis, of which

mathematical and physical science form only a part; and the

regret which we may feel at his renunciation of the studies in

which he gained his earliest renown may be diminished by reflect-

ing on his memorable Letters, or may be lost in deeper sorrow

when we -contemplate the fragments which alone remain of the

great work on the evidences of religion that was to have engaged

the efforts of his maturest powers.

The fame of Fermat is confined to a narrower range
; but it is

of a special kind which is without a parallel in the history of

science. Fermat enunciated various remarkable propositions in

the theory of numbers. Two of these are more important than

the rest; one of them after baffling the powers of Euler and La-
grange finally yielded to Cauchy, and the other remains still un-
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conquered. The interest which attaches to the propositions is

increased by the uncertainty which subsists as to whether Fermat
himself had succeeded in demonstrating them.

The French government in the time of Louis Philippe assigned

a grant of money for publishing a new edition of Fermat’s works
;

but unfortunately the design has never been accomplished. The
edition which we have quoted in Art. 11 has been reprinted in

facsimile by Friedlandcr at Berlin in 1861.

27. At the time when the Theory of Probability started from

the hands of Pascal and Fermat, they were the most distinguished

mathematicians of Europe. Descartes died in 1650, and Newton
and Leibnitz were as yet unknown

;
Newton was bom in 16l!2,

and Leibnitz in 1646. Huygens was bom in 1629, and had

already given specimens of his powers and tokens of his future

eminence; but at this epoch he could not have been placed on the

level of Pascal and Fermat. In England Wallis, bom in 1616,

and appointed Savilian professor of geometry at Oxford in 16k9,

was steadily rising in reputation, while Barrow, bom in 1630, was

hot appointed Lucasian professor of mathematics at Cambridge

untU 1663.

It might have been anticipated that a subject interesting in

itself and discussed by the two most distinguished mathematicians

of the time would have attracted rapid and general attention
;
but

sucb does not appear to have been the case. The two great men

themselves seem to have been indifferent to any extensive publi-

cation of their investigations; it was sufficient for each to gain

the approbation of the other. Pascal finally withdrew from science

and the world
;
Fermat devoted to mathematics only the leisure of

a laborious life, and died in 1665.

Hie invention of the Differential Calculus by Newton and

Leibnitz soon offered to mathematicians a subject of absorbing

interest
;
and we shall find that the Theory of Probability advanced

but little during the half century which followed the date of the

correspondence between Pascal and Fermat.
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CHAPTER III.

HUYGENS.

28. We have now to speak of a treatise by Huygens entitled

De Ratiociniia in Ludo AUie. This treatise was first printed by

Schooten at the end of his work entitled Francisci d Schooten

Exercitationum Mathematicarum Libri quinque

;

it occupies pages

519...53-t of the volume. The date 1658 is assigned to Schooten’s

work by Montucla, but the only copy which I have seen is dated

1657.

Schooten had been the in.structor of Huygens in mathematics
;

and the treatise which we have to examine was communicated by

Huygens to Schooten written in their vernacular tongue, and

Schooten translated it into Latin.

It appeal’s from a letter written by Schooten to Wallis, that

Wallis had seen and commended Huygens’s treatise
;
see Wallis’s

Algebra, 1693, p. 833.

Leibnitz commends it Leibnitil Opera Omnia, ed. Dutens,

VoL VI. part 1, p. 318.

29. In his letter to Schooten which is printed at the beginning

of the treatise Huygens refers to his predecessors in these words

:

Sciendum verb, quod jam pridem inter prsestantissimos totS.

QallH Geometras calculus hie agitatus fuerit, ne quis indebitam

mihi primse inventionis gloriam hac in re tribuat. Huygens ex-

presses a very high opinion of the importance and interest of the

subject he was bringing under the notice of mathematicians.

30. The treatise is reprinted with a commentary in James

Bernoulli’s Are Conjectandi, and forms the first of the four parts
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of which that work is composed. Two English translations of the

treatise have been published
;
one which has been attributed to

Motte, but which was probably by Arbuthnot, and the other by
W. Browne.

31. The treatise contains fourteen propositions. The first pro-

position asserts that if a player has equal chances of gaming a sum
represented by o or a sum represented by h, his expectation is

^ {a + b). The second proposition a.sserts that if a player has equal

chances of gaining o or ii or c, his expectation is J (a + 6 -)- c). The
third proposition a.sserts that if a player has p chances of gaining a

and q chances of gaining b, his expectation is .

j) + q

It has been stated with reference to the last proposition :

“ Elementary as this truth may now appear, it was not received

altogether without opposition.” Lubbock and Drinkwater, p. 42.

It is not obvious to what the.se words refer; for there does not

appear to have been any opposition to the elementary prinOiple,

except at a much later period by D’Alembert.

32. The fourth, fifth, sixtli, and seventh propositions discuss

simple cases of the Problem of Points, when there are two players;

the method is similar to Pascal’s, see Art. 12. The eighth and

ninth propositions discuss simple cases of the Problem of Points

when there are t/iree players ;
the method is similar to that for two

players.

33. Huygens now proceeds to some questions relating to dice.

In his tenth proposition he investigates in how many throws a

player may undertake to throw a six with a single die. In his

eleventh proposition he investigates in how many throws a player

may undertake to throw twelve with a pair of dice. In his

twelfth proposition he investigates how many dice a player must

have in order to undertake that in one throw two sixes at least

may appear. The thirteenth proposition consists of the following

problem. A and B play with two dice; if a seven is thrown,

A wins; if a ten is thrown, B wins; if any other number is

thrown, the stakes are divided : compare the chances of A and B.

They are shewn to be as 13 is to 11.
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34. The fourteenth proposition consists of the following

problem. A and B play with two dice on the eondition that A
is to have the stake if he throws six lx;fore B throws seven, and

that .B is to have the stake if he throws seven before A throws

six
; .4 is to begin, and they are to throw alternately

;
compare

the chances of A and B.

We will give the solution of Huygens. Lot B's chance be

worth X, and the stake a, so that a — a; is the worth of A's chance
;

then whenever it is 4[’s turn to throw x will express the value

of Bs chance, but when it is B's own turn to throw his chance

will have a different value, say y. Suppose then A is about to

throw
;
there are 36 equally likely cases

;
in 5 cases A wins and B

takes nothing, in the other 31 cases A loses and B’s turn comes

on, which is worth y by supposition. So that by the third propo-

sition of the treatise the expectation of B is
^ ^ ^

,
that is,

36
Thus

36

Now suppose B about to throw, and let us estimate B’s chance.

There are 36 equally likely cases
;
in 0 cases B wins and A takes

nothing
;
in the other 30 cases B loses and A’s turn comes on

again, in which case .B’s chance is worth x by supposition. So

1 , • • fl® + 30x
that the cxpectatio.n of .B is —^— . Inus

y =
6a + 30j;

36
'

31a
From these equations it will be found that x= -gj- ,

and thus

a — x= ,
so that A’s chance is to B’s chance as 30 is to 31.

01

35. At the end of his treatise Huygens gives five problems

without analysis or demonstration, which he leaves to the reader.

Solutions are given by Bernoulli in the Are Conjectandi. The
following are the problems.

0) A and B play with two dice on this condition, that A gains

if he throws six, and B gains if he throws seven. A first has one
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throw, then B haa two throws, then A two throws, and so on until

one or the other gains. Shew that A’a chance is to B’a as 10355 to

12276.

(2) Three players A, B, G take twelve balls, eight of which

are black and four white. They play on the following condition
;

they are to draw blindfold, and the first who draws a white ball

wins. -4 is to have the first turn, B the next, C the next, then

A again, and so on. Determine the chances of the players.

Bernoulli solves this on three suppositions as to the meaning
;

first he supposes that each ball is replaced after it is drawn
;

secondly he supposes that there is only one set of twelve balls,

and that the balls are not replaced after being drawn
;
thirdly he

supposes that each player has his own set of twelve balls, and that

the balls are not replaced after being drawn.

(3) There are forty cards forming four sets each of ten cards

;

A plays with B and undertakes in drawing four cards to obtain

one of each set. Shew that A'a chance is to B's as 1000 is to 8139.

(4) Twelve balls are taken, eight of which are black and four

are white. A plays with B and undertakes in drawing seven balls

blindfold to obtain three white balls. Compare the chances of

A and B.

(5) A and B take each twelve counters and play with three

dice on this condition, that if eleven is throwm A gives a counter

to B, and if fourteen is thrown B gives a counter to A
;
and ho

wins the game who first obtains all the counters. Shew that A ’s

chance is to B’s as 244140625 is to 282429536481.

36. The treatise by Huygens continued to form the best

account of the subject untU it was superseded by the more elabo- -

rate works of James Bernoulli, Montmort, and De Moivre. Before

we speak of the.se we shall give some account of the history of the

theory of combinations, and of the inquiries into the laws of

mortality and the principles of life insurance, and notices of

various miscellaneous investigations.
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CHAPTER IV.

ON COMBINATIONS.

37. The theory of combinations is closely connected with the

theory of probability
;
so that we shall find it convenient to imi-

tate Montucla in giving some account of the writings on the

former subject up to the close of the seventeenth century.

38. The earliest notice we have found respecting combinations

is contained in Wallis’s Algebra as quoted by him from a work by

William Buckley; see Wallis’s Algebra 1693, page I89. Buckley

was a member of King’s College, Cambridge, and lived in the time

of Edward the Sixth. He wrote a small tract in Latin verse con-

taining the rules of Arithmetic. In Sir John Leslie’s Philosophy

of Arithmetic full citations are given from Buckley’s work
;

in

Dr. Peacock’s History of Arithmetic a citation is given; see also

De Morgan’s Arithmetical Books from the invention of Printing...

Wallis quotes twelve lines which form a Regula Comhinationis,

and then explains them. We may say briefly that the rule

amounts to assigning the whole number of combinations which can

be formed of a given number of things, when taken one at a time,

or two at a time, or three at a time,. . . and so on until they are taken

all together. The rule shews that the mode of proceetling was

the same as that which we shall indicate hereafter in speaking

of Schooten
;
thus for four things Buckley’s rule gives, hke Schoo-

ten’s, 1 + 2 + 4 + 8, that is 15 combinations in all.

By some mistake or misprint Wallis apparently overestimates

the age of Buckley’s work, when he says “...in Arithmetica sua,
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versibus scripta ante annos plus minus 190;” in the ninth Chapter

of the Algebra the date of about 1550 is assigned to Buckley’s

death.

39. We must now notice an example of combinations which

is of historical notoriety although it is very slightly connected

with the theory.

A book was published at Antwerp in 1617 by Erycius Pu-

teanus under the title, Erijcii Puteani PietaU's Thaumata in

Bernardi Bauhusii h Societate Jesu Proteum Parthentum. The

book consists of 116 quarto pages, exclusive of seven pages, not

numbered, which contain an Index, Censura, Summa Priyilegii,

and a typographical ornament.

It appears that Bemardus Bauhusius composed the following

line in honour of the Virgin Mary:

Tot tibi sunt dotes, Virgo, quot sidera caelo.

This verse is arranged in 1022 diflFerent ways, occupying 48 pages

of the work. First we have 54 arrangements commencing Tot tibi;

then 25 arrangements commencing Tot sunt; and so on. Although

these arrangements are sometimes ascribed to Puteanus, they ap-

pear from the dedication of the book to be the work of Bauhusius

himself
;
Puteanus supplies verses of his own and a scries of chap-

ters in prose which he calls Thaumata, and which are distingui.shed

by the Greek letters from A to fl inclusive. Tlie number 1022 is

the same as the number of the stars according to Ptolemy’s Cata-

logue, which coincidence Puteanus seems to consider the great

merit of the labours of Bauhusius
;
see his page 82.

It is to be observed that Bauhusius did not profess to include

all the possible arrangements of his line; he expre.ssly rejected those

which would have conveyed a sense inconsistent with the glory of

the Virgin Mary. As Puteanus says, page 103,

Dicere horruit Vates:

Sidera tot caelo, Virgo, quot sunt tibi Dotes,

imb in hunc sensum producere Proteum recusavit, ne laudem immi-

nueret. Sic igitur contraxit versuum numerum
; ut Dotium augeret.

40. The line due to Bauhusius on account of its numerous

arrangements seems to have attracted great attention during the

following century ; the discussion on the subject was finally settled
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by James Bernoulli in his Ars Conjectandi, where he thus details

the history of the problem.

...Quemadmodiim ceruereest in hexametro L Bemh. Bauhusio Jesuita

Loraniensi in laudem Virginia Deiparse constructo

:

Tul tibi aunt Dotes, Virgo, quol sidera ccelo;

quern dignum peculiari opera duxerunt plures Viri celebrea. Eiycius

Futeanus in libcllo, quern Thaumata Fietutis inacripait, variationes ejua

utilea integria 48 paginia emunerat, eaaque numero atellarum, quarum

vulgb 1022 recensentur, accommodat, omiasia acrupuloaiila illia, qute di-

cere videntur, tot aidei-a caelo esse, quot Wariaa dotes; nam Marias

dotes esse multo plures. Eundem numerum 1022 ex Futeano repetit

Gerh. Voasius, cap. 7, de ScienL Matbemat. Frestetus Gallua in prima

editione Element. Matbemat. pag. 358. Froteo huic 2196 variationea

attribuit, sed facefi resdsione in altera edit. tom. pr. jsag. 133. numerum
earum dimidio fere auctum ad 3276 exteudit. Industrii Actoinm Lijss.

Collectores m. Jun. 1686, in recensione Tractatua Wallisiani de Algebra,

numerum in quaestione (quern Auctor ipse definire non fuit ausus) ad

2580 determinant. Et ipee postmodum Wallisius in edit, latina operis

sui Oxon. anno 1693. impreasA, pagin. 494. eundem ad 3096 profert.

Sed omnea adhuc & vero deticientea, ut delusam tot Virorum post

adhibitas quotjue sccundaa curaa in re leri perspicaciam meritb mireris.

Ar« Conjectandi, page 78.

James Bernoulli seems to imply that the two editions of

Wallis’s Algebra differ in their enumeration of the arrangements

of the line due to Bauhusius
;
but this is not the case : the two

editions agree in investigation and in result.

James Bernoulli proceeds to say that he had found that there

could be 3312 arrangements without breaking the law of metre;

this excludes spondaic lines but includes those which have no

caesura. The analysis which produces this number is given.

41. The earliest treatise on combinations which we have ob-

served is due to Pascal. It is contained in the work on the

Arithmetical Triangle which we have noticed in Art 22; it will

also be found in the fifth volume of Pascal’s works, Paris 1819,

pages 86—107.

’The investigations of Pascal on combinations depend on his

Arithmetical Triangle. The following is his principal result; we

express it in modern notation.
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Take an Arithmetical Triangle with r numbers in its base

;

then the sum of the numbers in the p*** horizontal row is equal to

the multitude of the combinations of r things taken p at a time.

For example, in Art 22 we have a triangle with 10 numbers in

its base
;
now take the numbers in the 8th horizontal column

;

their sum is 1 + 8 + 36, that is 45 ;
and there are 45 combinations

of 10 things taken 8 at a time. Pa-scal’s proof is inductive. It

may be observed that muUitudo is Pascal’s word in the Latin of

his treatise, and multitude in the French version of a part of the

treatise which is given in pages 22—30 of the volume.

From this he deduces various inferences such as the following.

Let there be n things
;
the sum of the multitude of the combinations

which can be formed, one at a time, two at a time,...
, up to n at

a time, is 2" — 1.

At the end Pascal considers this problem. Datis duobus numeris

inaequalibus, invenire quot modis minor in majore combinetur.

And from his Arithmetical Tnangle he deduces in effect the follow-

ing result; the number of combinations of r things taken p at

a time is

(p+1) (p + 2
) (p + 3) ...r

\r-p

After this problem Pa.scal adds.

Hoc problematc tractatum hunc absolvere constitaeram, non tamen

omniab sine molestia, ciim malta alia parata habeam ; sed ubi taiita

ubertas, vi moderauda est fames : his ergo pauca htec subjiciam.

Eruditissimus ac mihi charisimus, D.D. de Ganifires, circa combina-

tiones, assiduo ac peimtili labore, more sao, incumbens, ac indigeiis

facili constructione ad inveniendum quoties nnmerus datus in alio dato

combinetur, hanc ipse sibi praxim instituit.

Pascal then gives the rule
;

it amounts to this
;

the num-

ber of combinations of r things taken p at a time is

r(r-l)... (r-p+1)

This is the form with which we are now most familiar. It

may be immediately shewn to agree with the form given before

by Pascal, by cancelling or introducing factors into both numerator

and denominator. Pascal however says, Excellentem hanc solu-
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tionem ipse mihi ostendit, ac etiam demonstrandam proposuit, ipsam

ego sanfe miratus sum, sed difficultate territus vix opus suscepi,

et ipsi authori relinquendum existimavi
;
attamen trianguli aritli-

metici auxilio, sic proclivis facta est via. Pascal then establishes

the correctness of the nile by the aid of his Arithmetical Triangle;

after which he concludes thus, Hac demon.stratione assecutd, jam

reliqua quae invitus supprimebam libeuter omitto, adeo dulce est

amicorum memorari.

42. In the work of Schooten to which we have already re-

ferred in Art. 28 we find some very slight remarks on combinations

and their applications; see pages 373—403. Schooten’s first sec-

tion is entitled. Ratio inveniendi electiones omnes, quse fieri pos-

sunt, data nuiltitudine rerum. He takes four letters a, h, c, d,

and arranges them thus,

a.

b. ab.

c. ac. Ik. abc.

d. ad. bd. abd. cd. acd. bed. abed.

Thus he finds that 15 elections can be made out of these four

letters. So he add.s, Hinc si per a designator unum malum, per b

unum pinim, per c unum prunum, et per d unum cerasum, et ipsa

aliter atque aliter, ut supra, eligantur, electio eorum fieri poterit 15

diveiais modis, ut .setjuitur....

Schooten next takes five letters
;
and thus he infers the result

which we should now express by saying that, if there are n letters

the whole number of elections is 2” — 1.

Hence if a, b, c, d are prime factors of a number, and all dif-

ferent, Schooten infers that the number has 15 divisors excluding

unity but including the number itself, or 16 including also unity.

Next suppose some of the letters are repeated; as for example

suppose we have a, a, b, and c
;

it is recpiired to determine how
many elections can be made. Schooten arranges the letters thus,

a.

a. aa.

b. ab. aab.

c. ac. aac. be. abc. aabc.

We have thus 2 + 3 + 6 elections.
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Similarly if the proposed letters are a, a, a, b, b, it is found

that 11 elections can be made.

In his following sections Schooten proceeds to apply these

results to questions relating to the number of divisors in a number.

Thus, for example, supposing a, b, c, d, to be different prime

factors, numbers of the following forms all have 16 divisors,

abed, a*bc, a'b, a“. Hence the question may be asked, what is

the least number which has 16 divisors? This question must

be answered by trial
;
we must take the smallest prime numbers

2, 3,. . . and substitute them in the above forms and pick out the least

number. It will be found on trial that the least number is 2*. 3. 5,

that is 120. Similarly, suppose we require the least number which

has 24 divisors. The suitable forms of numbers for 24 divLsors

are a'bcd, a'b'c, a‘bc, aV, a'b*, a"6 and a”. It will be found on

trial that the least number is 2*. 3*. 5, that is 360.

Schooten has given two tables connected with this kind of

question. (1) A table of the algebraical forms of numbers which

have any given number of divisors not exceeding a hundred ; and

in this table, when more than one form is given in any ca.se, the

first form is that which he has found by trial will give the least

number with the corre.sponding number of divisors. (2) A table

of the least numbers which have any assigned number of divisors

not exceeding a hundre<l. Schooten devotes ten pages to a list of

all the prime numbers under 10,000.

43. A dissertation was published by Leibnitz in 1666, entitled

Dissertatio de Arte Combtnatona

;

part of it had been previously

published in the same year under the title of Disputatio arith-

metica de complextoiiibus. The dissertation is interesting as the

earliest work of Leibnitz connected with mathematics
;
the con-

nexion however is very slight. The dissertation is contained in

the second volume of the e<lition of the works of Leibnitz by

Dutens ;
and in the first volume of the second section of the

mathematical works of Leibnitz edited by Gerhardt, Halle, 1858.

The dissertation is also included in the collection of the philoso-

phical writings of Leibnitz edited by Erdmann, Berlin, 1840.

44. Leibnitz constructs a table at the beginning of his dis-
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sertation similar to Pascal’s Arithmetical Triangle, and applies it

to find the number of the combinations of an assigned set of things

taken two, three, four,... together. In the latter part of his disser-

tation Leibnitz shews how to obtain the number of permutations

of a set of things taken all together
;
and he forms the product of

the first 24 natural numbers. He brings forward several Latin

lines, including that which we have already quoted in Art. 39,

and notices the great number of aiTangements which can be

formed of them.

The greater part of the dissertation however is of such a

character as to confirm the correctness of Erdmann’s judgment in

including it among the philosophical works of Leibnitz. Thus,

for example, there is a long discussion as to the number of moods

in a syllogism. Tliere is also a demonstration of the existence of

the Deity, which is founded on three definitions, one postulate,

four axiom-s, and one re.sult of observation, namely, aliquod corpus

movetur.

4.5. We wll notice some points of interest in the dissertation.

(1)

Leibnitz proposes a curious mode of expression. Wlien

a set of things is to be taken two at a time he uses the symbol

com2natio (combinatio)
;
when three at a time he uses conSnatio

(contematio)
;
when four at a time, con4natio, and so on.

(2)

The mathematical treatment of the subject of combina-

tions is far inferior to that given by Pa-scal
;
probably Leibnitz

had not seen the work of Pascal. Leibnitz seems to intimate

that his predecessors had confined them.selves to the combina-

tions of things two at a time, and that he had himself extended

the subject so far as to shew how to obtain from his table the

combinations of things taken together more than two at a time

;

generaiiorem modum nos deteximus, specialis est mdgatus. He
gives the rule for the combination of things two at a time, namely,

that which we now express by the formula —^”^2

not give the similar rule for combinations three, four,... at a time,

which is contained in Pascal’s work.

(3)

After giving his table, which is analogous to the A rith-
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metical Triangle, he adds, " Adjiciemus hie Theoremata quorum
TO 2rt ex ipsa tabula manifestum est, to SioTt ex tabulse funda-

mento.” The only theorem here that is of any importance is that

which we should now express thus : if n bo prime the number of

combinations of n things taken r at a time is divisible by n.

(4) A passage in which Leibnitz names his predece.ssors may
l)e quoted. After saying that he had partly furnished the matter

himself and partly obtained it from others, he adds,

Quis ilia primus detexerit ignoramus. Schwenterus Ddie. L 1, Sect. 1,

prop. 32, apud Hieronymum Cardanum, Johannem Buteouem et

Nicolaum Tartaleam, extare (licit. In Cardani tameu Fractica Arith-

meti<!a quse prodiit Mediolani anno 1539, nihil reperimus. luprimis

dilucide, quicquid dudum habetur, propoauit Christoph. Clavius in Com.

supra Joh. de Sacro Bosco Sphmr. edit. Bomte forma 4tu anno 1785.

p. 33. seqq.

With respect to Schwenter it has been obser\'ed,

Schwenter probably alluded to Cardan’s book, “ De Proportionibus,”

in which the iigurate numbers are mentioned, and their u.se shown in

the extraction of roots, as employed by Stifel, a German algebraist,

who wrote in the early part of the sixteenth centuiy. Lubbock and

DrinkuxUer, page 45.

(5) Leibnitz uses the symbols 4— = in their present sen.se ;

he uses ^ for multiplication and for division. He uses the

word productum in the sense of a sum : thus he calls 4 the pro-

ductum of 3 + 1.

46. The dis.sertation shews that at the ago of twenty years

the distinguishing characteristics of Leibnitz were strongly de-

veloped. The extent of his reading is indicated by the numerous

references to authors on various subjects. We see evidence too

that he had already indidged in those dreams of impossible achieve-

ments in which his vast powers were uselessly squandered. He

vainly hoped to produce substantial realities by combining the

precarious definitions of metaphysics with the elementary truisms

of logic, and to these fruitless attempts he gave the aspiring titles

of universal science, general science, and philosophical calculus.

See Erdmann, pages 82—91, especially page 84.

3
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47. A discourse of comhinaftons, alternations, and aliquot

parts is attached to the Engli.sh edition of Wallis’s Algebra pub-

lished in 168.0. In the Latin edition of the Algebra, published in

1693, this part of the work occupies pages 48o—.529.

In refening to Wallis’s Algebra wo shall give the pages of the

Latin edition
;
but in quoting from him we shall swlopt his own

English version, 'rho English version was reprinted by Maseres in

a volume of reprints which was published at London in 179.5 under

the title of The Doctrine of Permutations and Combinations, being

an essential and fundamental quirt of the Doctrine of Chances.

48. Wallis’s firet Cliajitcr is Of the variety of Elections, or

Choise, in taking or leaving One or more, out of a certain Num-
ber of things jiroposcd. He draws up a 'rablc which agrees

with Pascal’s Arithmetical Triangle, and shews how it m.ay be

used in finding the number of combinations of an assigned set

of things taken two, three, four, five,... at a time. Wallis does

not add any thing to what Pa.scal had given, to whom however

he does not refer; and Wallis’s clum.sy ]iarenthetic:d stylo con-

trasts very unfavourably with the clear bright stream of thought

and language which flowed from the genius of Pascal. The
chapter closes with an extract from the Arithmetic of Buckley

and an explanation of it
;

to this we have already referred in

Art. 38.

49. Wallis’s second Cdiapteris Of Alternations, or the different

change of Order, in any Number of things ptroposed. Here he

gives .some examples of what arc now usually called permutations
;

thus if there are four letters a, h, c, d, the numl)er of permutations

when they .arc taken all together is 4 x 3 x 2 x 1. Wallis accord-

ingly exhibits the 24 permutations of these four letters. He forms

the product of the first twenty-four natural numbers, which is the

number of the permutations of twenty-four things taken all toge-

ther.

WaUis exhilnts the 24 pennutations of the lettei-s in the word

Roma taken all together
;
and then he subjoins, “ Of which (in

Latin) these seven are onlyu.seful; Roma, ramo,oram,mora, maro,

armo, amor. The other forms are useless
;
as affording no (Latin)

word of known signification.”
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Wallis then considers the case in which there is some repetition

among the quantities of which we require the permutations. He
takes the letters which compose the word Messes. Here if there

were no repetition of letters the number of permutations of the

letters taken all together would be Ix2x3x4x5x(i, that is

720 ; but as Wallis e.xplains, owing to the occurrence of the letter

e twice, and of the letter s thrice, the number 720 must be divided

by 2 X 2 X 3, that is by 12. Thus the number of permutations is

reduced to 60. Wallis exhibits these permutations and then sub-

joins, “ Of all which varieties, there is none beside messes itself,

that affords an useful Anagram.” The chapter closes with Wallis’s

attempt at detenuining the number of arrangements of the verse

Tot tibi sunt dotes, virgo, ([uot sidera ca;lo.

The attempt is followed by these words, “ I will not be posi-

tive, that there may not be some other Changes
:
(and then, those

may be added to these
:)

Or, that most of these be twice repeated,

(and if so, those are to l>e abated out of the Number :) But I do

not, at pre.sent, discern either the one and other.”

Walli.s’s attempt is a very b.id specimen of analy.sis
;

it involves

both the erroi's he himself anticipates, for some cases arc omitted

and some counted more than once. It seems strange that he

should have failed in such a problem con.sidering the extraordinary

powers of abstraction and memorj’ which he possessed
;
so that

as he states, he extracted the srjuare root of a number taken at

random with 53 figures, in tenebris decumbens, sola fretus

memoria See his Algebra, page 450.

50. Walli-s’s third Cliapter is Of the Divisors and Aliquot

parts, of a 2\'’uniber proposed. This Chapter treats of the resolu-

tion of a number into its prime factors, and of the numljer of

divisors w'hich a given number has, and of the least numbers

which have an assigned number of divisors.

51. Wallis’s fourth Cliapter is Monsieur Fermat’s Problems con-

cerning Divisors and Aliquot Paris. It contains solutions of two

problems which Fermat had proposed as a challenge to Wallis and

the English mathematicians. The problems relate to what is now

called the Theory of Numbers.
3-2
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52. Thus the theory of combinations is not applied by Wallis

in any manner that materially bears upon our subject. In fact

the influence of Fermat seems to have lK>en more powerful than

that of Pascal
;
and the Theory of Numbers more cultivated than

the Theory of Probability.

The judgment of Montmort seems correct that nothing of any

importance in the Tlicory of Combinations previmis to his own

work had been added to the results of Pascal. Montmort, on his

page XXXV, names as writers on the subject Prestet, Tacquet, and

Wallis. I have not seen the works of Prestet and Tacquet

;

Gouraud refers to Pre.stet’s Noitveaux Elements de matliematiqnes,

2' <?d., in the following terms, Le p6re Prestet, enfin, fort habile

geombtre, avait explique avec infiniment de clartti, en 1G89, les

principaux artifices de cet art ingenieux de composer et de varier

les grandeurs. Gouravd, page 23.
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CHAPTER V.

MORTALITY AND LIFE INSURANCE

63. The history of the investigations on the laws of mortality

and of the calculations of life insurances is sufficiently important

and extensive to demand a separate work
;
these subjects were

originally connected with the Theory of Probability but may now
be considered to form an independent kingdom in mathematical

science : we shall therefore confine ourselves to tracing their

origin.

64. According to Gouraud the use of tables of mortality was

not quite unknown to the ancients: after speaking of such a

table as unknown until the time of John de Witt he subjoins

in a note,

Inconnue dn moins dos modemes. Car il paraitrait par un passage

du Digeste, ad legem Falcidiam, xxxv. 2, 68, que les Romains n’en

ignoraient pas absolument I'usage. Voyez & ce sujet M. V. Lcclorc,

Dee Jouma/ux chez lea Romaina, p. 198, et une curieuse dissertation;

De prdbahilUate vita ejtiaque uau forenai, etc., d’un certain Scbmelzer

(Goettingue, 1787, in-8). Gouraud, page 14.

65. The first name which is usually mentioned in connexion

with our present subject is that of John Graunt: I borrow a

notice of him from Lubbock and Driiikwater, page 44. After

referring to the registers of the annual numbers of deaths in

London which began to be kept in 1592, and which with some
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intermissions between 1594 and 1G03 have since been regularly

continued, they proceed thus,

They were first intended to make known the progress of the plague

;

and it was not till 1 663 that Captain Graunt, a most acute and intel-

ligent man, conceived the idea of rendering them subservient to the

ulterior objects of determining the population and growth of the me-

tropolis; as before his time, to use his own words, “most of them who

constantly took in the weekly bills of morbility, made little or no use

of them than so as they might take the same as a text to talk ujion in

the next company; and withal, in the jdague time, how the sickness

increased or decreased, that so the rich might guess of tlie necessity of

their removal, and tradesmen might conjecture what doings they were

like to have in their i-espective dealings.” Graunt was careful to pub-

lish with his deductions the actual returns from which they were

obtained, comparing himself, when so doing, to “a silly schoolboy,

coming to say his lesson to the world (that peevish and tetchie master,)

who brings a bundle of rods, wherewith to be whipped for every mistake

he has committed.” Many subsequent writers have betrayed more fear

of the punishment they might be liable to on making similar disclosures,

and have kept entirely out of sight the sources of their conclusions.

The immunity they have thus purchased from contradiction could not

bo obtained but at the e.xpense of confidence in their results.

Those re.searches procured for Graunt the honour of being chosen a

fellow of the Royal Society, ...

Gouraud says in a note on bis page IG,

...John Graunt, homme sans g6om6trie, mais qui ne manquait ni

de sagacitc ni do bon sens, avait, dans unc sorte de traiW d’Arithme-

tique politique intitul6 : Kalural awl political obsert'otiom...made upon

the bills of mortality, etc., rassemble ces differentes listc-s, et donn6 memo
{ibid. chap, xi.) un calcul, h la v6rit6 fort grossier, mais du moins fort

original, de la mortality probable k eluvque ago d’un certain nombre

d’indi%ddus supposes nfis viables tons au memo instant.

See also the Athenceinn for October 31st, 18G3, page 537.

5G. The names of two Dutchmen next present themselves.

Van Hudden and John de Witt. Montucla says, page 407,

Le probl6me des rentes viagfires fut trait6 par Van Hudden, qui

quoique g4om6tre, ne laisaa pas que d’etre bourguemestre d’Amstenlam,
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ct par le c^lfibre pensionnaire d’Hollande, Jean de Witt, un des pre-

miers promoteura do la geom6trie de Descartes. J'ignoro le titre de

I’ecrit de Iludden, mais celui dc Jean de Witt <;toit intitule: De vardye

van de lif-renlen na }>roi)ortie van de loe-renien, ou la Vahur dee rentes

viageres en raison dee rentes lihres ou remboursables (La Haye, 1C71).

Ils fitoicnt I’un et I’autro plus a iKjrtde que per.soime d’eu seutir I’inipor-

tanco et de se procurer les depouillemona uecessaires de registi es de luor-

talit6; aussi Leibnitz, pas.sant en Hollande quelques aiinees apris, fit

tout sou possible pour se procurer I’ecrit do Jean de Witt, mais il no

pent y parvenir; il n’etoit cependant pas absolumcnt perdu, car M. Ni-

colas Stniyck (Inleiding tot het algemeine geography, itc. Amst. 17-10,

in 4o. p. 345) nous apprend qu’il en a cu un exemj)laire entre les mains;

il nous en donne un precLs, par le<piel ou voit eombieu Jean de Witt

raisonnoit ju.ste sur cetto matici-c.

Le chevalier Petty, Anglois, qui s’occupa beaucoup de calculs poli-

tiqucs, entre'S'it le jiroblemo, mais il n’etoit pas assez geometro pour lo

traitor fnictueusemcnt, en sorte que, jusqu’a Halley, I’Angleterre et la

Prance qui empruntSrent tant et out taut cinpnintfi depuis, le tirent

comme des aveugles ou comnio de jeunes debauches.

57. With respect to Sir William Petty, to whom Montucla

refers, we may remark that hi.s writing.s do not seem to have been

very important in couue.xion with our pre.sent subject. Some
account of them is given in the &r\\c\e A rithnutique Politique oi

the original French Encychpedie

;

the article i.s reproduced in

tlio Encychpt'die Mi'thodirpie. Gouraud speaks of Petty thus in a

note on his page IG,

Apris Graunt, le chevalier W. Petty, dans diflerents essais d’eco-

nomie politique, oh il y avail, il est vnii, plus d’imiigination que de

jugement, s’etait, do 1082 h 1687, occujk' de scmblables rccherches.

58. With respect to Van Iludden to whom Jlontucla also

refers we can only add that hi.s name is mentioned with appro-

bation by Leibnitz, in conjunction with that of John de W'^itt,

for his researches on annuities. See Leibnitii Opera Omnia, ed.

Dutens, Vol. II. part 1, page 93; VoL Vi. part 1, page 217.

59. With re.spcct to the work of John de Witt we have

some notices in the correspondence between Leibnitz and James

Bernoulli; but these notices do not literally confirm Montucla’s
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statement re.specting Leibnitz ; see Leibntzens Mathematische

Schriflen hemusgegehen von C. I. Gerhardt, Erstc Abtheilung.

Band HI. Halle lbo5. Jame.s Bernoulli says, page 78,

Nuper in Menstruis Excerptis Hauovcrao impre-ssia citatum invcni

Tractatum quendam mihi igiiotum Pcusionarii de Wit von Subtiler

Auarcchuung des valoris der Leib-Renten. Fortaase is quaedam hue

iikcientia habet; quod si sit, copiam cjua mihi alictmde fieri percuperem.

In bis reply Leibnitz says, page 84,

Fenaionarii de Wit libcllus cxiguua eat, ubi aeatimatione ilia nota

utitur a poasibilitate casuum acqualium aequali et hine oatendit re-

ditua ad vitam sufficientea pro sorte a Batavia aolvi. Ideo Belgice

acripserat, ut uequitas in vulgua apparcret.

In his next letter, page 89, James Bernoulli says that Do
Witt’s book will be useful to him; and as he had in vain tried

to obtain it from Amsterdam he asks for the loan of the copy

which Leibnitz possessed. Leibnitz replies, page 93,

Fenaionarii Wittii disaertatio, vel potius Scheda impressa de ro-

ditibus ad vitam, sane brevis, extat quidem inter chartaa meas, aed cum
ad Te mittere vellem, reperire nondum potui. Dabo tamen operam ut

nanciscare, ubi primum domi cruere licebit alicubi latitontcm.

James Bernoulli again a.sked for the book, page 95. Leibnitz

replies, page 99,

Fenaionarii Wittii acriptum nondum satis quaei-ere licuit inter char-

taa; non dubito tamen, quin aim tandem reperturua, ubi vacaverit.

Sed vix aliquid in co novum Tibi occurrot, cum fundamentis iisdem

ubique inaistat, quibus cum alii viri docti jam crant usi, turn Faschalius

in Triaugulo Arithmetico, ct Hugenius in diss. de Alca, nem|)o ut

medium Arithmeticum inter aeque incerta sumatur; quo fundamento

etiam rustici utuntur, cum i>racdiorum pretia acstimant, et rcrum fis-

calium curatores, cum reditus praefecturarum Frincipis medioa consti-

tuunt, quando se oUert conductor.

In the last of his letters to James Bernoulli which is given, Leib-

nitz implies that he has not yet found the book
;
see page 103.

We find from pages 7C7, 769 of the volume that Leibnitz

attempted to procure a copy of De Witt’s dissertation by the aid

of John Bernoulli, but without success.

These letters were wTitten in the years 1703, 1704, 1705.
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60. The political fame of John de Witt haa overpowered

that which he might have gained from science, and thus his mathe-

matical attainments are rarely noticed. We may therefore add

that he is said to have published a work entitled Elementa linea-

rum curvarum, Leyden 1650, which is commended by Condorcet;

see Condorcet’s Es8a{.,.d^A7ialyse... p&gc CLXXXiv.

61. We have now to notice a memoir by Halley, entitled An
estimate of the Degrees of the Moiiality of Mankind, draxvn from
curious Tables of the BiHhs and Funerals at the City of Breslaw;

with an Attempt to ascertain the Price of Annuities upon Lives.

This memoir is published in Vol. xvii. of the Philosophical

Transactions, 1693; it occupies pages 596—610.

This memoir is justly celebrated as having laid the foundations

of a correct theory of the value of life annuities.

62. Halley refers to the bills of mortality which had been

published for London and Dublin
;
but these bills were not suit-

able for drawing accurate deductions.

First, In that the Number of the People was wanting. Secondly,

That the Ages of the People dying was not to be had. And Lastly,

That both London and Dublin by reason of the great and casual

Accession of Strangers who die therein, (as appeared in both, by the

great Excess of the Funerals above the Birlld) rendered them incapable

of being Standards for this purpose; which requires, if it were possible,

that the People we treat of should not at all be changed, but die where

they were bom, without any Adventitious Increase from Abroad, or

Decay by Migration elsewhere.

63. Halley then intimates that he had found satisfactory data

in the Bills of Mortality for the city of Breslau for the years

1687, 88, 89, 90, 91 ;
which “had then been recently communi-

cated by Neumann (probably at Halley’s request) through Justell,

to the Royal Society, in whose archives it is supposed that copies

of the original registers are still preserved.” Lubbock and Drink-

water, page 45.

64. The Breslau registers do not appear to have been pub-

lished themselves, and Halley gives only a very brief introduction
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to the table which he deduced from them,

following form:

1
I

1000

2

Halley’s table is in the

The left-hand number indle<ates ages and the right-hand num-
ber the corresponding number of persons alive. We do not feel

confident of the meaning of the table. Montucla, page 408, under-

stood that out of 1000 persons born, 855 attain to the age of one

year, then 798 out of these attain to the age of two years, and

so on.

Daniel Bcnioulli understood that the number of infants bom
is not named, but that 1000 are su[>posed to reacli one year, then

855 out of these reach two years, and so on. Hist, de I’Acad. ...

Haris, 1760.

05. Halley proceeds to shew the use of his table in the calcu-

lation of aunuitie.s. To find the value of an annuity on the life of

a given person we must take from the table the chance that he

will be .alive after the lapse of n years, and multiply this cli.ance

by the present value of the .annual p.ayment due at the end of

91 years
;
wo must then sum the results thus obt.ained for all values

of 91 from 1 to the extreme possible age for the life of the given

person. Halley says that “This will without doubt appear to

be a most laborious Calculation.” He gives a table of the value

of an annuity for every fifth year of age up to the seventieth.

66. He considers also the case of annuities on joint lives, or

on one of two or more lives. Suppo.se that we have two persons,

an elder and a younger, and we wish to know the probability

of one or both being ahve at the end of a given number of years.

Let N be the number in the table opposite to the present age of

the younger person, and R the number opjxisite to that age in-

creased by the given number of years
;
and let N= Ra 1”, so that

Y represents the number who have died out of X in the given

number of years. Let 9i, r, y denote similar quantities for the

elder age. Then the chance that both will be dead at the end
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• * V
of the given number of years is

y
--

;
the chance that the younger

It

will be alive and the elder dead is -r:- ; and so on.

Halley gives according to the fashion of the time a geometri-

cal illustration.

n 1 2

I
1 K

V

n A

Let AB QT CD represent N, and DE or BH represent R,

so that EC or HA represents Y. Similarly AC, AF, CF may
represent ii, r, y. Then of course the rectangle ECFG represents

Yy, and so on.

In like manner, Halley first gives the proposition relating to

three lives in an algebraical form, and then a geometrical illus-

tration by means of a parallelepiped. We find it difficult in

the present day to understand how such simple algebraical pro-

positions could be rendered more intelligible by the aid of areas

and solids.

67. On pages Col—C-56 of the same volume of the Philoso-

phical Transactions we have Some further Considerations on the

Breslaiv Bills of Mortality. By the same Hand, Ac.

68. De Moivre refers to Halley’s memoir, and republishes

the table; see De Moivre’s Doctrine of Chances, pages 261, 31-5.
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CHAPTER VI.

MISCELLANEOUS INVESTIGATIONS

Between the years 1670 and 1700.

69. The present chapter will contain notices of various con-

tributions to our subject, which were made between the publi-

cation of the treati.sc by Huygens and of the more elaborate

works by James Bernoulli, Montmort, and De Moivre.

70. A Jesuit named John Caramuel published in 1670, under

the title of Maihesis Biceps, two folio volumes of a course of

Mathematics
;

it appears from the li.st of the author’s works at the

beginning of the first volume that the entire course was to have

comprised four volumes.

There is a section called Conibinatoria which occupies pages

921—1036, and p»art of this is dev'oted to our subject.

Caramuel gives first an account of combinations in the modem
sense of the word

;
there is nothing requiring special attention

here : the work contains the ordinary results, not proved by general

symbols but exliibited by means of examples. Caramuel refers

often to Clavius and Izquierdus as his guide.s.

After this account of combinations in the modem sense Cara-

muel proceeds to explain the Ars Lnlliana, that is the method of

affording assistance in reasoning, or rather in disputation, proposed

by Raymond LuUy.

71. Afterwards we have a treatise on chances under the title

of Kybeia, quee Combinatorice genus est, de Aka, et Ludis Fortunce
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serio disputana. This treatise includes a reprint of the treatise of

Huygens, which however is attributed to another person. Cara-

muel says, page 984,

Dum hoc Syntagma Perillustri Domino N. Viro eruditissimo com-

municarem, ostendit etiam mihi ingeniosam quamdam de eodem argu-

mento Diatribam, quam h Christiano Severino Longomontano fuisae

scriptam putabat, et, quia est curiosa, et brevis, debuit huic Qusestioni

Bubjungi...

In the table of contents to his work, page XXVIII, Caramuel

speaks of the tract of Huygens as

Diatribe ingeniose k Longomontano, ut pntatur, de hoc eodem argn-

mento scripta : nescio an evulgata.

Longomontanus was a Danish astronomer who lived from 1562

to 1647.

72. Nicolas Bernoulli speaks very severely of Caramuel. He
says Un Jesuite nommd Caramuel, que j’ai citd dans ma These...

mais comme tout ce qu’il donne n’est qu’un amas de paralogismcs,

je ne le compte pour rien. Montmort, p. 387.

By his These Nicolas Bernoulli probably means his Specimina

Artis conjectandi..., which will be noticed in a subsequent Chapter,

but Caramuel’s name is not mentioned in that essay as reprinted

in the Acta Emd.,..Suppl.

John Bernoulli in a letter to Leibnitz speaks more favourably

of Caramuel
; see page 715 of the volume cited in Art. 59.

73. Nicolas Bernoulli has exaggerated the Jesuit’s blunders.

Caramuel touches on the following points, and correctly: the

chances of the throws with two dice ;
simple cases of the Problem

of Points for two players
;
the chance of throwing an ace once at

least in two throws, or in three throws
;
the game of Passe-dix.

He goes wrong in trying the Problem of Points for three

players, which he does for two simple cases
;
and also in two other

problems, one of which is the fourteenth of Huygens’s treatise, and

the other is of exactly the same kind.

Caramuel’s method with the fourteenth problem of Huygens’s

treatise is as follows. Suppose the stake to be 36 ;
then A's chance
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5 o
at his first throw is ,

and - x 36 = 5 ;
thus taking 5 from 36 wc

i>0 ou

may consider 31 as left for B. Now B's chance of success in a single

throw is —
;
thus ^ ^ 31, that is 5J, may be considered the value

of his first throw.

Thus Cararauel assigns 5 to A and to B, ,as the value of

their first throws respectively
;
then the remaining 2.5| he proposes

to divide equally between A and B. This is wrong: he ought to

have continued his process, and have assigned to A for his second

5 . 6
throw of the 2.15, and then to B for his second throw st; of the

oO 30

remainder
;
and so on. Thus ho would have had for the shares of

each player an infinite geometrical progre.ssion, and the result

would have been correct.

It is strange that Caramuel wont wrong when he had the

treatise of Huygens to guide him
;

it seems clear that he followed

this guidance in the discussion of the Problem of Points for ttvo

players, and then deserted it.

74. In the Journal des S(;avans for Feb. 1679, Sauveur gave

some formula^ without demonstration rebating to the advantage of

the Banker at the game of Bassdte. Demonstrations of the for-

mulae will be found in X\\o Ars Conjectmuli of James Bernoulli,

pages 191—199. I have examined Sauveur’s formula; as given

in the Amsterdam edition of the Journal. There arc six scries

of formula;
;
in the first five, which alone involve any difficulty,

Sauveur and Bernoulli agree ; the last series is obtained by simply

subtracting the second from the fifth, and in this case by mistake

or misprint Sauveur is wrong. Bernoulli seems to exaggerate the

discrepancy when he says, Qubd si quis D.ni S.alvatoris Tabellas

cum hbsce nostris contulerit, deprehendet ilbas in quibusdam loci.s,

pnesertim ultimis, nonnihil einendationis indigere. Montucla,

page 390, and Gouraud, page 17, seem also to think Sauveur more

inaccurate than he really is.

An iloge of Sauveur by Fontenelle is given in the volume

for 1716 of the Hist, de TAcad....Paris. Fontenelle says that

Bassette was more beneficial to Sauveur than to most of those who
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played at it with so much furj'
;

it was at the request of the Marquis

of Dangeau that Sauveur undertook the investigation of the

chances of the game. Sauveur was in consequence introduced at

court, and had the honour of explaining his calculations to the

King and Queen. See also Montmort, page xxxix.

75. James Bernoulli proposed for solution two problems in

chances in the Journal dea Sgavans for 1G85. They are as

follows

:

1. A and B play with a die, on condition that he who first

throws an ace wins. First A throws once, then B throws once,

then A throws twice, then B throws twice, then A throws three

times, then B throws throe times, and so on until ace is thrown.

2. Or first A throws once, then B twice, then A three times,

then B four times, and so on.

The problems remained unsolved until James Bernoulli himself

gave the results in the Acta Eruditorum for 1G90. Afterwards in

the same volume Leibnitz gave the results. The chances involve

infinite series which are not summed.

James Bernoulli’s solutions are reprinted in the collected

edition of his works, Geneva, 1744 ;
see pages 207 and 430. The

problems are also solved in the Ars Conjectandi, pages 52—5G.

7G. Leibnitz took grc.at interest in the Tlieory of Probability

and shewed that he was fully alive to its importance, although ho

cannot be said himself to have contributed to its advance. There

was one subject which especially attracted his attention, namely

that of games of all kinds
;
he himself here found an exercise for

his inventive powers. He believed that men had nowhere shewn

more ingenuity than in their amusement-s, and that even those of

children might usefully engage the attention of the greatest mathe-

maticians. He wished to have a systematic treatise on games,

comprising first those which depended on numbers alone, secondly

those which depended on position, like chess, and lastly those

which depended on motion, like billiards. This he considered

would be useful in bringing to perfection the art of invention, or
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as he expresses it in anotlier place, in bringing to perfection the

art of arts, which is the art of thinking.

See Leibnitii Opera Omnia, ed. Dutens, Vol. v. pages 17, 22, 28,

29, 203, 206. Vol. VI. part 1, 271, 304. Erdmann, page 175.

See also Opera Omnia, ed. Dutens, Vol. VI. part 1, page 36,

for the design which Leibnitz entertained of writing a work on

estimating the probability of conclusions obtained by arguments.

77. Leibnitz however furnishes an example of the liability to

error which seems peculiarly characteristic of our subject. He
says. Opera Omnia, ed. Dutens, VoL Vi. part 1, page 217,

...par excmple, avec deux dcs, il est au.ssi faisable de jetter douze

points, qiie d’en jetter onze
; car I’un et I’autre ne se peut fairo que

d’une seule m&mire; mais il est trois fois plus faisable d’eu jetter

sept; car cela se peut faire en jettant six et un, cinq et deux, quatre

et trois; et une combinaison ici est aussi faisable que I’autre.

It is true that eleven can only be made up of six and five
;
but

the six may be on either of the dice and the five on the other, so

that the chance of throwing eleven with two dice is twice as great

as the chance of throwing twelve : and similarly the chance of

throwing seven is six times as great as the chance of throwing

twelve.

78. A work entitled 0/ the Laws of Chance is said by Montu-

cla to have appeared at Isjndon in 1692; he adds mais n’ayant

jamais rencontrd ce livre, je ne puis en dire davantage. Je le

soupeonne n^anmoins de Benjamin Motte, depuis secrdtaire de

la soci^td royale. Montucla, page 391.

Lubbock and Drinkwater say respecting it, page 43,

This essay, which was edited, and is generally supposed to have

been written by Motte, the secretary of the Royal Society, contains

a translation of Huyghens’s treatise, and an application of his princi-

ples to the determination of the advantage of the banker at pharaon,

hazard, and other games, and to some questions relating to lotteries.

A similar statement is made by Galloway in his Treatise on

Probability, page 5.

79. It does not appear however that there was any fellow

of the Royal Society named Motte; for the name does not occur
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in the list of fellows given in Thomson’s History of the Royal

Society.

I have no doubt that the work is due to Arbuthnot. For

there is an English translation of Huygens’s treatise by W.
Browne, published in 1714 ;

in his Advertisement to the Reader

Browne says, speaking of Huygens’s treatise.

Besides the Latin Editions it has pass’d thro’, the learned Dr
Arbuthnott publish’d an English one, together with an Application

of the General Doctrine to some particular Games then most in use;

which is so intirely dispers’d Abroad, that on Account of it is all we
can now meet with.

This seems to imply that there had been no other transla-

tion except Arbuthnot’s; and the words “an Application of the

General Doctrine to some particular Games then most in use”

agree very well with some which occur in the work itself: "It

is easy to apply this method to the Games that are in use amongst

us.” See page 28 of the fourth edition.

Watt’s Bibliotheca Britannica, under the head Arbuthnot, places

the work with the date 1G92.

80. I have seen only one copy of this book, which was lent

to me by Professor De Morgan. The title page is as follows:

Of the laws of chance, or, a method of calculation of the hazards

of game, plainly demonstrated, and applied to games at present most

in use; which may be easily extended to the most intricate cases of

chance imaginable. The fourth edition, revis’d by John Ham. By
whom is added, a demonstration of the gain of the banker in any

circumstance of the game call’d Pharaon
;
and how to deteimine the

odds at the Ace of Hearts or Fair Chance; with the arithmetical

solution of some questions relating to lotteries; and a few remarks

upon Hazard and Backgammon. London. Printed for B. Motto and

C. Bathurst, at the Middle-Temple Gate in Fleet-street, k.dcc.xxxviii.

81. I proceed to describe the work as it appears in the

fourth edition.

The book is of small octavo size
;

it may be said to consist of

two parts. The first part extends to page 49 ;
it contains a trans-

lation of Huygens’s treatise with some additional matter. Page 50

is blank
;
page 51 is in fact a title page containing a reprint

4
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of part of the title we have already given, namely from “a de-

monstration” down to “Raokgammon.”

The words which have been quoted from Lubbock and Drink-

water in Art. 78, seem not to distinguish between these two

parts. There is nothing about the “ advantage of the banker

at Pharaon” in the fii-st part
;
and the inve.stigations which are

given in the second part could not, I lx;lieve, have appeared so

early as 1092; they seem evidently taken from De Moivre. De
Moivre .says in the second paragraph of his preface,

I had not at that time read anytliing concerning this Subject, hut

Mr. Huygens’s Book, de Eatiociniia in Ludo Alere, and a little Eng-

lish Piece (wliich was properly a Translation of it) done by a very in-

genious Gentleman, who, tho’ capable of carrying the matter a great

deal farther, was contented to follow his Original; adding only to it

the computation of the Advantage of the Setter in the Play called

Hazard, and some few things ruore.

82. The work is preceded by a Preface written with vigour

but not free from coarsene.ss. We will give some extracts, which

show that the writer was sound in his views and sagacious in

his expectations.

It is thought ns necessary to write a Preface Ixjfore a Book, as

it Ls judg’d civil, when you invite a Friend to Dinner to proffer him

a Glass of Hock beforehand for a Whet: And this being maim’d

enough for want of a Dedication, I am resolv’d it shall not want an

Epistle to the Header too. I shall not take upon me to determine,

whether it is lawful to play at Dice or not, leaving that to be disputed

betwixt the Fanatick Parsons and the Sharpers; I am sure it is lawful

to deal with Dice as with other Epidemic DisteuqwrH;

A great part of this Di.scourse is a Translation from Mens. Huy-
gens’s Treatise, De ratiociniis in ludo Alese; one, who in his Improve-

ments of Philosophy, has but one Superior, and I think few or no

equals. The whole I undertook for my own Divertiscmenl, next to

the Sati.sfaction of some Friends, who would now and then be wran-

gling about the Proportions of Haau’ds in some Cas(is that are here

decided. All it requir’d wivs a few spare Honrs, and but little Work
for the Biain; my Design in publishing it, was to make it of more

general Use, and perhaps persuade a law Scpiire, by it, to keep his

Money in his Pocket; and if, upon this account, I should incur the
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Clamonrs of the Sharpers, I do not much regard it, since they are

a sort of People the World is not bound to provide for

...It is impossible for a Die, with such determin’d force and di-

rection, not to fall on such a determin’d side, and therefore I call that

Chance which is nothing but want of Art;

The Reader may here observe the Force of Numbers, which can

be successfully applied, even to those things, which one would imagine

are subject to no Rules. There are very few things which wo know,

which are not capable of being reduc’d to a Mathematical Reasoning;

and when they cannot, it’s a sign our Knowledge of them is very small

and confus’d
;
and where a mathematical reasoning can be had, it’s os

great folly to make use of any other, as to grope for a tlung in the

dark, when you have a Caudle standing by you. I believe the Cal-

culation of the Quantity of Probability might be improved to a very

useful and pleasant Speculation, and applied to a great many Events

which arc accidental, besides those of Games ;

...There is likewise a Calculation of the Quantity of Probability

founded on Experience, to bo made use of in Wagers about any thing;

it is odds, if a Woman is with Child, but it shall bo a Boy; and if

you would know the just odds, you must consider the Proportion in

the Bills that the Males bear to the Females: The Yearly Bills of

Mortality are observ’d to bear such Projwrtion to the Live People as

1 to 30, or 2C; therefore it is an even Wager, that one out of thir-

teen dies within a Year (which may be a good reason, tho’ not the

true, of that foolish piece of Superstition), because, at this rate, if 1

out of 20 dies, you are no loser. It is but 1 to 18 if you meet a

Parson in the Street, that he proves to be a Non-Juror, because there

is but 1 of 30 that are such.

83. Pages I to 2.5 contain a translation of Huygens’s treatise

including the five problems which he left unsolved. Respecting

these our author says

The Calculus of the preceding Problems is left out by Mons. Huy-

gens, on purpose that the ingenious Reader may have the satisfaction of

applying the former method himself; it is in most of them more labo-

i-ious than diflScult : for Example, I have pitch’d upon the second and

third, because the rest can be solv’d after the same Method.

Our author solves the second problem in the first of the

three senses which it may bear according to tlic Ars Conjecktndi,

4—2
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ami he arrives at the same result as James Bernoulli on page 58

of the Ars Conjectandi. Our author adds,

I have suppos’d here the Sense of the Problem to be, that when any

one chus'd a Counter, he did not diminish their number; but if he

miss’d of a white one, put it in again, and left an equal hazard to him

who had the following choice; for if it be otherwise suppos’d, A’b share

will be
55

l23’
which is less than

9
_

19

This result however is wrong in either of the other two

senses which James Bernoulli ascribes to the problem, for which he

XOT
obtains ^ ; and , respectively as the results; see Art. 35.

l(jo 12o ^

84.

Then follow some other calculations about games. We
have some remarks about the Royal-Oak Lottery which are analo-

gous to those made on the Play of the Royal Oak by De Moivre

in the Preface to his Doctrine of Chances.

A table is given of the number of various throw's which can be

made with three dice. Pages 34—39 are taken from Pascal
;
they

seem introduced abruptly, and they give very little that had not

already occurred in the translation of Iluygens’s treatise.

85. Our author touches on Whist
;
and he solves two problems

about the situation of honours. These solutions are only approxi-

mate, as he does not distinguish between the dealers and their

adversaries. And he also solves the problem of comparing the

chances of two sides, one of w'hich is at eight and the other at

nine; the same remark applies to this solution. He makes the

chances as 9 to 7 ;
De Moivre by a stricter investigation makes

them nearly as 25 to 18. Sec Doctrine of Chances, page 17G.

86. Our author says on page 43,

All the former Cases can be calculated by the Theorems laid down
by Monsieur Huygens; but Cases more eompos’d require other Prin-

ciples; for the easy and ready Computation of which, I shall add one

Theorem more, demonstrated after Monsieur Huygens’s method.

The theorem is :
“ if I have p Chances for a, q Oiances for h.
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and r Chances for c, then my hazard is worth —

^

>> q^.
2> + q + r

author demonstrates this, and intimates that it may be extended

to the case when there are also s Chances for rf, &c.

Our author then considers the game of Hazard. He gives an
investigation .similar to that in De MoivTC, and leading to the

same results; see Doctrine of Chances, page ICO.

87. The first part of the liook concludes thus :

All tliose Problems suppose Chances, which are in an equal proba-

bility to happen; if it should be suppos’d otherwise, there will arise

variety of Cases of a quite different nature, which, perhaps, 'twere not

unpleasant to consider ; I shall add one Problem of that kind, leaving

the Solution to those who think it merits their pains.

In Parallelipipedo cujus latera sunt ad invicem in ratione o, 6, c:

Invcniie quota vice quivis suscipere potest, ut datum quodvis planum,

v.g. nijaciat.

The problem was afterwards discussed by Thomas Simpson
;

it

is Problem xxvii. of his Nature and Laws of Chance.

88. It will be convenient to postpone an account of the second

part of the book until after we have examined the works of De
Moivre.

89. We next notice An Arithmetical Paradox, concerning the

Chances of Lotteries, by the Honourable Francis Roberts, Esq.;

Fellow of the R. S.

This is published in Vol. xvir. of the Philosophical Trans-

actions, 1693 ;
it occupies pages 677—681.

Suppose in one lottery that there are three blanks, and three

prizes each of 16 pence
;
suppose in another lottery that there are

four blanks, and two prizes each of 2 shillings. Now for one

drawing, in the first lottery the expectation is | of 16 pence, and in

the second it is J of 2 shillings
;
so that it is 8 pence in each case.

The paradox which Roberts finds is this
;
suppose that a gamester

pays a shilling for the chance in one of these lotteries
;

then

although, as we have ju.st seen, the expectations are equal, yet the

odds against him are 3 to 1 in the first lottery, and only 2 to 1 in

the second.
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The paradox is made by Roberts Idmself, by his own arbitrary

definition of odds.

Supposing a lottery has a blanks and b prizes, and let each

prize be r shillings
;
and suppose a gamester gives a shilling for

one drawing in the lottery
;
then Roberts says the odds against

him are formed by the product of
^
and

j
> that is, the odds

are as a to b (r — 1). This is entirely arbitrary.

The mere algebra of the paper is (juite correct, and is a curious

specimen of the mode of work of the day.

Tlio author is doubtless the same whose name is spelt Robartes

in De Moivre’s Preface.

90. I borrow from Lubbock and Drinkwater an accoimt of a

work which I have not seen
;

it is given on their page 45.

It is not neces-sary to do more than mention an essay, by Craig, on

the probability of testimony, which appeared in 1699, under the title

of “Theologiro Christiaiue Principia Matliematica.” This attempt to

intro<luco mathematical language and reasoning into moral subjects can

scarcely be read with seriousness
;

it has the appearance of an insane

parody of Newton’s Principia, which then engrossed the attention of the

mathematical world. The author begins by stating that he considers

the mind as a movable, and arguments as so many moving forces, by

which a certain velocity of suspicion is produced, ikc. He proves

gravely, that suspicions of any liistory, tran-smitted through the given

time (cceteris jmtibus), vary in the duplicate ratio of the times taken

from the beginning of the history, with much more of the same kind

with resjject to the estimation of equable pleasure, xmiformly accele-

rated pleasui-e, pleasure varying as any power of the time, dec. <fcc.

It i.s stated in biographical dictionaries that Craig’s work wa.s

reprinted at Leijisic in 1755, with a refutation by J. Daniel Titius

;

and that .some Aninuidversiones on it were publi.shed by Peterson

in 1701.

Provost and Lhuilier notice Craig’s work in a memoir published

in the Mfmmres de VAcad.. ..Berlin, 1797. It seems that Craig con-

cluded that faith in the Gospel .so far as it depended on oral tra-

dition expired about the year 800, and that so far as it depended
on written tradition it would expire in the year 3150. Peterson
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by adopting a different law of diminution concluded that faith

would expire in 1789.

See Montmort, page xxxviii.
;
also the Athena'um for Nov. 7th,

1863, page 611.

91. A Calculation of the Credibility of Human Testimony is

contained in Vol. XXI. of the Philosophical Transactions; it is the

volume for 1699 : the essay occupies pages 359—365. The essay

is anonymous
;
Lubbock and Driukwater suggest that it may be

by Craig.

The views do not agree with those now received.

First suppose we have successive witue.sses. Let a report be

transmitted through a series of n witnesse.s, whose credibilities are

Pi> Pv"Pn‘ essay takes the product as representing

the resulting probability.

Next, suppose we have concurrent witnesses. Let there be two

witnesses
;
the first witness is supposed to leave an amount of un-

certainty represented by 1 —p^, of this the second witness removes

the fraction |),, and therefore leaves the fraction (1 —p^ (1 ~ pj :

thus the resulting probability is 1 — (1 —pi) (1 ~p^- Similarly

if there arc three concurrent testimonies the resulting probability

is 1 — (1 — j)j) (1 —p^ (1 —p^ ;
iiial so on for a greater number.

The theory of this e.ssay is adopted in the article ProhabiliU

of the original French Encyclojn'die, which is reproduced in the

Encyclopddte Mvthodique: the article is unsigned, so that we must

apparently ascribe it to Diderot. The same theory is adopted by

Bicquilley in his work Du Calcul des Probabilitds.
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CHAPTER VII.

JAMES BERNOULLI.

92. We now propose to give an account of the Ara Conjee-

tandi of James Bernoulli.

James Bernoulli is the first member of the celebrated family

of this name who is a.ssociated with the history of Mathematics.

He was born 27th December, 1G5I, and died IGth August, 1705.

For a most interesting and valuable account of the whole family

we may refer to the essay entitled Die Mathematiker Bernoulli...

von Prof. Dr. Peter Merian, Basel, 18G0.

93. Leibnitz states that at his request James Bernoulli studied

the subject. Feu Mr. Bernoulli a cultiv^ cette matifere sur mes
e.xhortations

;
Leibnitii Opera Omnia, ed. Duteiis, Vol. vi. part 1,

page 217. But this statement is not confirmed by the correspond-

ence between Leibnitz and James Bernoulli, to which we have

already referred in Art. 59. It appears from this correspondence

that James Bernoulli had nearly completed his work before he

was aware that Leibnitz had heard any thing about it. Leibnitz

says, page 71,

Audio a Te doctrinam de aestimandis probabilitatibus (quam ego

magni facio) non parum esse eicultam. Vellem aliquis varia ludendi

genera (in quibus pulclira hujus doctrinae specimina) mathematice trac-

taret. Id simul amoenum et utile foret nec Te aut quocunque gra-

vissimo Mathematico indignum.

James Bernoulli in reply says, page 77,

Scire libenter velim, Amplissime Vir, a quo habeas, quod Doctrina

de probabilitatibus aestimandis a me excolatur. Verum est me a plu-
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ribas retro annis hajaamodi speculationibos magnopere delectari, at rix

putem, qaemqaam plura super his meditatum esse. Animus etiam

erat, Tractatum quendam conscribendi de hac materia; sed saepe per

integros annos seposui, qnia naturalis meus torpor, quern accessoria vaJe-

tudinis meae infirmitas immane quantum auxit, facit ut aegerrime ad

Bcribendum accedam
;
et saepe mihi optarem amonuensem, qui cogitata

mea leviter sibi indicate plene divinare, scriptisque consignare posset.

Absolvi tamen jam maximam Libri partem, sed deest adhuc praecipua,

qua artis conjectandi principia etiam ad civUia, moralia et oeconomia

applicare doceo...

James Bernoulli then proceeds to speak of the celebrated

theorem which is now called by his name.

Leibnitz in his next letter brings some objections against the

theorem; see page 83; and Bernoulli replies; see page 87. Leib-

nitz returns to the subject; see page 9-1: and Bernoulli briefly

replies, page 97,

' Quod Verisimilitudines spectat, et eamm augmentum pro aucto scU.

observationum numero, res omnino se habet ut scripsi, et certus sum
Tibi placituram demonstrationem, cum publicavero.

9-t. The last letter from James Bernoulli to Leibnitz is dated

3rd June, 1705. It closes in a most painful manner. We here see

him, who was perhaps the most famous of all who have borne

his famous name, sufiering under the combined sorrow arising from

illness, from the ingratitude of his brother John who had been

his pupil, and from the unjust suspicions of Leibnitz who may
be considered to have been his master

:

Si rumor vere narrat, redibit certe frater mens Basileam, non tamen

Graecam (cum ipse sit droX^o^i/rof) sed meam potius stationem (quam

lirevi cum vita me derelicturum, forte non vane, existimat) occupatunis.

De iniquis suspicionibus, quibus me immerentem onerasti in Tuis pe-

nultimis, alias, ubi plus otii nactus fiiero. Nunc vale et fave etc.

95. The Ars Conjectandi was not published until eight years

after the death of its author. The volume of the Hist, de

VAcad....Paris for 1705, published in 1706, contains Fontenelle’s

Eloge of James BemoullL Fontenelle here gave a brief notice,

derived from Hermann, of the contents of the Ars Conjectandi

then unpublished. A brief notice is also give in another Eloge of
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James Bernoulli which appeared in the Journal des Sgavans

for 1706: this notice is attributed to Saurin by Montmort; see his

page rv.

References to the work of James Bernoulli frequently occur in

the correspondence between Leibnitz and John Bernoulli
;
see the

work cited in Ait. 50, pages 367, 377, 836, 815, 817, 922, 923,

925, 931.

96. Tlie Ars Conjectandi was published in 1713. A preface

of two pages was supplied by Nicolas Bernoulli, the sou of a

brother of James and John. It appears from the preface that

the fourth part of the work was left unfinished by its author; the

publishers had desired that the work should be finished by John

Bernoulli, but the numerous engagements of this mathematician

had been an obstacle. It was then proposed to devolve the task

on Nicolas Bernoulli, who had already turned his attention to

the Theory of Probability. But Nicolas Bernoulli did not con-

sider himself adequate to the task; and by his advice the work

was finally published in the state in which its author had left it;

the words of Nicolas Bernoulli are, Suasor itaque fui, ut Tractates

iste qui maxima ex parte jam impressus erat, in eodem quo eum
Auctor reliquit statu cum publico communicarctur.

The Conjectandi is not contained in the collected edition

of James Bernoulli’s works.

97. The Ars Conjectandi, including a treatise on infinite series,

consists of 306 small quarto pages besides the title leaf and the

preface. At the end there is a dissertation in French, entitled

Lettre d, un Amy, sur les Parties du Jeu de Paume which occu-

pies 35 additional pages. Montucla speaks of this letter as the

work of an anonymous author; see his page 391: but there can

be no doubt that it is due to James Bernoulli, for to him Nicolas

Bernoulli assigns it in the preface to the Ara Conjectandi, and

in his correspondence with Montmort. See Montmort, page 333:

98. The Ars Conjectandi is divided into four parts. The

first part consists of a reprint of the treatise of Huygens De Rct-

tiociniis in Ludo Alece, accompanied ufith a commentary by James

Bernoulli. The second part is devoted to the theory of permu-

tations and combinations. The third part consists of tho solution
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of various problems relating to games of chance. The fourth part

proposed to apply the Theory of Probability to questions of interest

in morals and economical science.

We may observe that instead of the ordinary symbol of

equality, =, James Bernoulli uses x, which Wallis ascribes to Des
Cartes; see Wallis’s .4Z^ehm, 1693, page 138.

99. A French translation of the first part of the Ars Con-

jectandi was published in 1801, under the title of L'Art de

Conjecturer, Traduit du Latin de Jacques Bernoulli; Avec des

Observations, Eclaircissemens et Additions. Far L. G. F. Vastel,...

Caen. 1801.

The second part of the Ars Conjectandi is included in the

volume of reprints which we have cited in Art. -t7; Maseres in

the same volume gave an English translation of this part.

100. The first part of the Ars Conjectandi occupies pages

1—71 ;
with respect to this part we may oljserve that the com-

mentary by James Bernoulli is of more value than the original

treatise by Huygens. The commentary supplies other proofs of

the fundamental propositions and other investigations of the pro-

blems; also in some cases it extends them. We will notice the

most important additions made by James BemoullL

101. In the Problem of Points with two players, James

Bernoulli gives a table which furnishes the chances of the two

players when one of them wants any number of points not

exceeding nine, and the other wants any number of points not

exceeding seven
;
and, as he remarks, this table may be prolonged

to any extent; see his page 16.

102. James Bernoulli gives a long note on the subject of

the various throws which can be made with two or more dice,

and the number of cases favourable to each throw. And we may
especially remark that he constructs a large table which is equi-

valent to the theorem we now express thus : the number of ways

in which tn can be obtained by throwing n dice is equal to the

co-eflBcient of aZ" in the development of (x + iF + iF+x* + iJ + aJ)’

in a series of powers of x. See his page 2k.
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103. Tlie tenth problem is to find in how many trials one

may undertake to throw a si.x with a common die. James Bernoulli

gives a note in reply to an objection which he sugge.sts might

be urged against the result; the reply is perhaps only intended

as a popular illustration : it ha.s been criticized by Prevost in the

Nouveaux Memoires de VAcad.. ..Berlin for 1781.

104. James Bernoulli gives the general expression for the

chance of succeeding m times at least in n trials, when the chance

of success in a single trial is known. Let the chances of success

b c
and failure in a single trial be and - respectively: then the

® a a ^

required chance consists of the terms of the expansion of
^

©
"

. . /6\"* /c
to the term which involves

j
, both inclusive.

This formula involves a solution of the Problem of Points for

two players of unequal skill; but James Bernoulli does not ex

Illicitly make the application.

105.

James Bernoulli solves four of the five problems which

Huygens had placed at the end of his treatise
;
the solution of the

fourth problem he postpones to the third part of his book as it

depends on combinations.

106.

Perhaps however the most valuable contribution to the

subject which this part of the work contains is a method of solving

problems in chances which James Bernoulli speaks of as his own,

and which he frequently uses. We will give his solution of the

problem which forms the fourteenth proposition of the treatise

of Huygens: we have already given the solution of Huygens him-

self; see Art. 34.

Instead of two players conceive an infinite number of players

each of whom is to have one throw in turn. The game is to

end as soon as a player whose turn is denoted by an odd number

throws a six, or a player whose turn is denoted by an even number

throws a seven, and such player is to receive the whole sum at

stake. Let b denote the number of ways in which six can be

thrown, c the number of ways in which six can fail; so that 6 = 5,
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and c = 31 ;
let c denote the number of ways in which seven can

be thrown, and f the number of ways in which seven can fail, so

that e = 6, and/= 30 ;
and \^i a = h + c = e +f.

Now consider the expectations of the different players
;
they

are as follows:

I. II. III. IV. V. VI. VII. VIII.

6 ce bef e'ef d'er bc^f e'ef

a’
*

a a*
'

a“
’

a“
’

a'
’

a”

For it is obvious that - expresses the expectation of the first

player. In order that the second player may win, the first throw

must fail and the second throw must succeed; that is there are ce

favourable cases out of a’ cases, so the expectation is ^ • In

order that the third player may win, the first throw mu.st fait,

the second throw must fail, and the third throw must succeed;

that is there are cfb favourable cases out of a’ cases, so the ex-

hef
pectation is . And so on for the other players. Now let a

single player. A, be substituted in our mind in the place of the

first, third, fifth,...; and a single player, B, in the place of the

second, fourth, sixth.... We thus arrive at the problem proposed

by Huygens, and the expectations of A and B are given by two

infinite geometrical progressions. By summing these progressions

we find that A's expectation is S’s expectation is

;
the proportion is that of 30 to 31, which agrees with

ce

a* — cf

the result in Art. 3-i.

107. The last of the five problems which Huygens left to be

solved is the most retiiarkable of all; see Art. 35. It is the first

example on the Duration of Play, a subject which afterwards

exercised the highest powers of De Moi\To, Lagrange, and Laplace.

James Bernoulli solved the problem, and added, without a demon-

stration, the result for a more general problem of which that of

Huygens was a pailicular case; see Are Conjectandi page 71.
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Suppose A to have m counters, and B to have n counters
;
let their

chances of winning in a single game be as a to 6 ;
the loser in each

game is to give a counter to his adversary: required the chance of

each player for winning all the counters of his adversary. In the

ca.se taken by Huygens m and n were equal.

It will be convenient to giv^e the modem form of solution of

the problem.

Let denote J.’s chance of winning all his adversary’s count-

ers when he has himself x counters. In the next game A must

either win or lose a counter; his chances for these two contin-

gencies are respectively: and then his chances

of winning all his adversary’s counters are and respectively.

Hence
a b

* a-f-6
*-*

Tliis equation is thus obtained in the manner exemplified by

Huygens in his fourteenth proposition; see Art. 34.

The equation in Finite Differences may be solved in the or-

dinary way; thus we shall obtain

where G^ and C, are arbitrary constants. To determine these

constants we observe that .4’s chance is zero when he has no

counters, and that it is unity when he has all the counters. Thus

u, is equal to 0 when x is 0, and is equal to 1 when x is m -t- n.

Hence we have

therefore

Hence

0 = C, -I- C,, i = a,+ (7.

c,=

Wx =

. ff _

_ a’"'""'* 6*—
_ jTShT- •

To determine A’s chance at the beginning of the game we

must put X = m; thus we obtain

_ g” (g" - 6")
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In precisely the same manner we may find ^’s chance at any

stage of the game; and his chance at the beginning of the game
will be

b” {o' - h")

oT*' - b”*'

It will be observed that the sum of the chances of A and B at

the beginning of the game is unity. The interpretation of this

result is that one or other of the players must eventually win

all the counters; that is, the play must tenninate. This might

have been expected, but was not assumed in the investigation.

Tlie formula which James Bernoulli here gives will next come

before us in the correspondence between Nicolas Bernoulli and

Montmort; it was however first publi.shed by De Moivre in his

De Mensura Soiiis, Problem ix., where it is also demonstrated.

108. We may obser\'e that Bernoulli seems to have found,

ns most who have studied the subject of chances have also found,

that it was extremely easy to fall into mistakes, e.specially by

attempting to reason without strict calculation. Thus, on his

page 15, he points out a mistake into which it would have been

easy to fall, nisi nos calculus aliud docuisset. He adds,

Quo ijwo proin monemur, ut canti simus in jndicando, nec ratio-

cinia nostra super quacunque statim analogia in rebus deprehensa fun-

dare suescamus; quod ipsum tnmen etiam ab iis, qni vel maxinid sapere

videntur, nimis frequenter fieri solet.

Again, on his page 27,

Quee quidem eum in fiiiem hie adduce, ut palim fiat, qukm parilm

fidendum sit ejusmodi ratiociuiia, qnse corticem tantfrm attingunt, neo

in ipsam rei naturam altiils penetrant; tametsi in toto vita) usu etiam

apud sapientissimos quosque nihil sit frequentius.

Again, on his page 29, he refers to the difficulty which Pascal

says had been felt by M. de * * * *, whom James Bernoulli calls

Anonymus quidam CKterk subacti judicii Vir, sed Geometrise

expers. James Bernoulli adds,

Hac cnim qui imbuti sunt, ejusmodi fraeTio^rcuu minimi moran-

tur, probd conscii dari innumera, qnse admoto calculo aliter se habere

comperiuntur, qukm initio apparebant; ideoqne sodulb cavent, juxtk id

quod semel iterumqne monui, ne quioquam analogiis temerd tribuant.
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109. Tlie second part of the jirs Conjectandi occupies pages

72—137: it contains the doctrine of Permutations and Combina-

tions. James Bernoulli says that others have treated this subject

before him, and especially Schooten, Leibnitz, Wallis and Prestet

;

and so he intimates that his matter is not entirely new. He con-

tinues thus, page 73,

...tametsi qusedam non contenmenda de nostro adjecimus, inprimis

demonstrationem generalem et iacilem proprietatis numerorum figura-

torum, cni csetera pleraqne innituntur, et quam nemo quod sciam ante

nos dedit eruitve.

110. James Bernoulli begins by treating on pennutatiops

;

he proves the ordinaiy rule for finding the number of permuta-

tions of a set of things taken aU together, when there are no

repetitions among the set of things and also when there are. He
gives a full analysis of the number of arrangements of the verse

Tot tibi sunt dotes, Virgo, quot sidera coeli
;
see Art. 40. He then

considers combinations
;
and first he finds the total number of ways

in which a set of things can be taken, by taking them one at a

time, two at a time, three at a time,...He then proeeeds to find

what we should call the number of combinations of n things taken

r at a time
;
and here is the part of the subject in which he

added most to the results obtained by his predecessors. He
gives a figure which is substantially the same as Pascal’s Arith-

metical Triangle; and he arrives at two results, one of which

is the w'ell-known form for the nth term of the rth order of

figurate numbers, and the other is the formula for the sum of

a given number of terms of the series of figurate numbers of a

given order
;
these results are expressed definitely in the modem

notation as we now have them in works on Algebra. The mode of

proof is more laborious, as might be expected. Pascal as we have

seen in Arts. 22 and 41, employed without any scruple, and indeed

rather with approbation, the method of induction : James Bernoulli

however says, page 95,... modus demonstrandi per inductionem

pariim scientificus est.

James Bernoulli names his predecessors in investigations on

figurate numbers in the following terms on his page 95

;

Multi, ut hoc in transita notemus, numerorum figuratorum contem-
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plationibua Tac&rant (quos inter Faulhaberua et Remmelini UlmenEes,

Wallisina, Mercator in Logarithmotechni^ Prestetus, aliique)...111.

We may notice that James Bernoulli gives incidentally

on his page 89 a demonstration of the Binomial Theorem for the

case of a positive integral exponent. Maseres considers this to

be the first demonstration that appeared
;
see page 233 of the

work cited in Art. 47.

112.

From the summation of a scries of figurate numbers

James Bernoulli proceeds to derive the summation of the powers

of the natural numbers. He exhibits definitely 2n, Sn’, 2«*,...

up to 2n“
;
he uses the symbol / where we in modem books use 2.

He then extends his results by induction without demonstration,

and introduces for the first time into Analysis the coefficients since

so famous as the numbers ofBernoulli. His general formula is that

^ c+1^2^2^ + 2.3.4

c(c-l ) (c-2)(c-3)(c-4)
2 . 3 . 4 ,

5

. 6
f7«-*

where

c(c-l)(c- 2) (c-3) (c -_1) (c-5)(c-6)
2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

7.
'8

7j_ p L 7) — L^"6* 30’ 42’ 30’ ‘

He gives the numerical value of the sum of the tenth powers

of the first thousand natural numbers; the result is a number

with thirty-two figures. He adds, on his page 98,

E qnibus apparet, quim inutilis censenda sit opera TsmaeUs Bul-

lialdi, quam conscribendo tam spisso volumini Arithmeticie suse Infini-

torum impend! t, ubi nihil prmstitit aliud, qukm ut primarum tanturn

sex potestatum siunmas (partem eju.s quod unic4 nos consecuti sumus

I>agina) immeuso labore demonstrates exhiberet.

For some account of Bulliald’s spissum volumen, see Wallis’s

Algebra, Chap. LXXX.

113.

James Bernoulli gives in his fourth Chapter the rule

now well known for the number of the combinations of n things

6
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taken c at a time. He also draws various simple inferences from

the rule. He digresses from the subject of this part of his book to

resume the discussion of the Problem of Points
;
see his page 107.

He gives two methods of treating the problem by the aid of

the theory of combinations. The first method shews how the

table which he had exliibited in the first part of the Ars Con-

jectandi might be continued and the law of its terms expressed;

the table is a statement of the chances of A and 7i for winning

the game when each of them wants an assigned number of points.

Pascal had himself given such a table for a game of six points

;

an extension of the table is given on jjage IG of the Ars Con-

jectandi, and now James Bernoulli investigates general expressions

for the component numbers of the table. From his investigation

he derives the result which Pascal gave for the case in which one

player wants one point more than the other player. James Ber-

noulli concludes this investigation thus
;
Ipsa solutio Pascaliana,

quse Auctori suo tantopere arrisit.

James Bernoulli’s other solution of the Problem of Points is

much more simple and direct, for here he does make the application

to which we alluded in Art. lOi. Suppose that A wants m points

and B wants n points
;
then the game will certainly be decided in

*n -b n — 1 trials. As in each trial A and B have equal chances

of success the whole number of possible cases is 2"^"'. And
A wins the game if B gains no point, or if B gains just one point,

or just two points,... or any number up to n — 1 inclusive. Thus

the number of cases favourable to A is

i + „ I

(>-2) +
^

2 [3
^ |i.-l

where /a = m4 n-1.

Pascal had in effect advanced as far as this
;
see Art. 23 : but

the formula is more convenient than the Arithmetical Triangle.

IIA In his fifth Chapter James Bernoulli considers another

question of combinations, namely that which in modern treatises is

enunciated thus : to find the number of homogeneous products of

the r*** degp-ee which can be formed of n symbols. In his sixth

Chapter he continues this subject, and makes a slight reference to
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the doctrine of the number of divisors of a given number; for

more information he refers to the works of Schooten and Wallis,

which we have already examined
;
see Arts. 42, 47.

115, In his seventh Chapter James Bernoulli gives the for-

mula for what we now call the number of permutations of n things

taken c at a time. In the remainder of this part of his book he

discusses some other questions relating to permutations and com-

binations, and illustrates his theory by examples.

116. The third part of the Ars Conjectandi occupies pages

138—209; it consists of twenty-four problems which are to illus-

trate the theory that has gone before in the book. James Ber-

noulli gives only a few lines of introduction, and then proceeds to

the problems, which he says,

...nullo fere habito selectu, prout in aJversariis reperi, proponam, prsB-

missis etiam vel interspersis nonnullia facilioribus, et in quibus nullos

combinationum nans ap|>aret.

117.

The fourteenth problem deserves some notice. There

are two cases in it, but it will be sufficient to consider one of

them. .4 is to throw a die, and then to repeat his throw as many
times as the number thrown the first time. A is to have the

whole stake if the sum of the numbers given by the latter set of

throws exceeds 12; he is to have half the stake if the sum is

equal to 12; and ho is to have nothing if the sum is less than

12. Required the value of his expectation. It is found to be

1.5295

31104

’

which is rather less than g- After giving the correct

solution James Bernoulli gives another which is plausible but

false, in order, as he says, to impress on his readers the necessity

of caution in these discussions. The following is the false solution.

A has a chance equal to
^

of throwing an ace at his first trial;

in this case ho has only one throw for the stake, and that throw

may give him with equal probability any number between 1 and 6

inclusive, so that we may take
^

(l-b2-t-3-t-4-b5+6), that is

3^, for his mean throw. We may observe that 3i is the Arith-

5—2
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metical mean between 1 and 6. Again A has a chance equal to
1

6

of throwing a two at his first trial
;
in this case he has two throws

for the stake, and these two throws may give him any number

between 2 and 12 inclusive; and the probability of the number

2 is the same as that of 12, the probability of 3 is the same as

that of 11, and so on; hence as before we may take ^ (2 + 12),

that is 7, for his mean throw. In a similar way if three, four,

five, or six be thrown at the first trial, the corresponding means
of the numbers in the throws for the stake will be respectively

lOi, 14, 17i, and 21. Hence the mean of all the numbers is

g
+ 7 + lOJ + 14 + 17J + 21}, that is 12^;

and as this number is greater than 12 it might appear that the

odds are in favour of A.

A false solution of a problem will generally appear more plau-

sible to a person who has originally been deceived by it than to

another person who has not seen it until after he has studied the

accurate solution. To some persons James Bernoulli’s false solu-

tion w'ould appear simply false and not plausible; it leaves the

problem proposed and substitutes another which is entirely differ-

ent. This may be easily seen by taking a simple example.

Suppose that A instead of an equal chance for any number of

throws between one and six inclusive, is restricted to one or six

throws, and that each of these two cases is equally likely. Then,

as before, we may take i
{3J + 21j, that is 12J as the moan

throw. But it is obvious that the odds are against him; for if

ho has only one throw he cannot obtain 12, and if he has six

throws he wull not necessarily obtain 12. The question is not

what is the mean number he will obtain, but how manij throws

wUl give him 12 or more, and how many will give him less than 12.

James Bernoulli seems not to have been able to make out

more than that the second solution must be false because the first

is unassailable; for after saying that from the second solution we
might suppose the odds to be in favour of A, he adds, Hujus
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autem contrarium ex priore solutione, quse sua luce radiat, ap-

paret; ...

The problem has been since considered by Mallet and by Fuss,

who agree with James Bernoulli in admitting the plausibility of

the false solution.

118. James Bernoulli examines in detail some of the games of

chance which were popular in his day. Tlius on pages 167 and 168

he takes the game called Cinq et neuf He takes on pages 169—17 t

a game which had been brought to his notice by a stroller at

fairs. According to James Bernoulli the chances were against the

stroller, and so as he says, istumque proin hoc aleas genere, ni

pnemia minuat, non multum lucrari posse. We might desire to

know more of the stroller who thus supplied the occasion of an

elaborate discu.ssion to James Bernoulli, and who offered to the

public the amusement of gambling on terms unfavourable to

himself.

James Bernoulli then proceeds to a game called Trijaquea.

He considers that, it is of great importance for a plaj’er to main-

tain a serene composure even if the cards are unfavourable, and

that a previous calculation of the chances of the game will assist

in securing the requisite command of countenance and temper.

As James Bernoulli speaks immediately afterwards of what he

had himself formerly often observed in the game, we may perhaps

infer that Trijaqu4S had once been a favourite amusement with

him.

119. The nineteenth problem is thus enunciated.

In quolibet Alete genere, si ludi Oeconomns seu Dispensator (l«

Banquier du Jeu) nonnihil hsbeat prserogativse in eo consistentis, ut paulo

major sit casuum numems quibus vincit quAm quibus perdit; et major

simul casuum numerus, quibus in officio Oeconomi pro ludo sequenti

confirmatur, quAm quibus eeconomia in collusorem transfertur. Quwritur,

quanti privilegium hoc Oeconomi sit tcstimandum ?

The problem is chiefly remarkable from the fact that James

Bernoulli candidly records two false solutions which occurred to

him before he obtained the true solution.

120. The twenty-first problem relates to the game of Basaette;
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James Bernoulli devotes eight pages to it, his object being to

estimate the advantage of the banker at the game. See Art. 74.

The last three problems which James Bernoulli discusses

arose from his observing that a certain stroller, in order to entice

persons to play with him, offered them among the conditions of

the game one which was apparently to their advantage, but

which on investigation was shewn to be really pernicious
;
see his

pages 208, 209.

121. The fourth part of the Ars Conjectandi occupies pages

210—239 ;
it is entitled Pars Quarta-, tradens usum et applicatio-

nem prcecedentis Doctrirm in GivUibus, Moralihus et Oeconomicis. It

was unfortunately left incomplete by the authgr; but nevertheless

it may be considered the most important part of the whole work.

It is divided into five Chapters, of which we will give the titles.

I. Prceliminaria quaidam de Certitudine, Probabilitate, Neces-

sitate, et Contingentia Rerum.

II. De Scienlia et Conjectura. De Arte Conjectandi. De
Argumerdis Conjecturamm. Axiomata queedam generalia hue

pertinentia.

III. De variis argumentorum generibus, et quomodo eorum

pondera cestimmtur ad supputandas rerum probabilitates.

IV. De duplici Modo investigandi numeros casuum. Quid

sentiendum de illo, qui instituitur per expetnmenta. Problema

singulars earn in rem propositum, &c.

V. SoluHo Problematis prcecedentis.

122. We will briefly notice the results of James Bernoulli

as to the probability of argument.s. Ho distinguishes arguments
into two kinds, pure and mixed. He says, Pura voco, quae in qui-

busdam casibus ita rem probant, ut in aliis nihil positivi^ probent

:

Mixta, quae ita rem probant in casibus nonnulbs, ut in caeteris

probent contrarium rei.

Suppose now we have three arguments of the pure kind lead-

ing to the same conclusion; let their respective probabilities be
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c f X
1 — -

,
1— • Then the resulting probability of the oon-

cfi . . .

elusion is 1

—

-r-

.

This is obvious from the consideration that
culg

any one of the arguments would establish the conclusion, so that

the conclusion fails only when all the arguments fail.

Suppose now that wo have in addition two arguments of the

q t
mixed kind; let their respective probabilities be

q+r’ t + u"

Then James Bernoulli gives for the resulting probability

efiru
1 -

adg (nt + gt)

But this formula is inaccurate. For the supposition g = 0 amounts

to having one ai^iment absolutely decisive against the conclusion,

while yet the formula leaves still a certain probability for the

conclusion. The error was pointed out by Lambert; see Prevost

and Lhuilier, MSmoires de tAcad....Berlinior

123. The most remarkable subject contained in the fourth

part of the Ars Conjectandi is the enunciation and investigation

of what we now call Bernoulli’s Theorem. It is introduced in

terms which shew a high opinion of its importance

:

Hoc igitur est illud Problcma, quod evulgandum hoc loco proposui,

postquam jam per vicennium pressi, et cujus turn novilas, turn summa

utilitas cum pari conjuncta difficultate omnibus reliquis hujus doc-

triniB capitibus pondus et pretium superaddere potest. Ars Conjectandi,

page 227. See also De Moivre’s Doelrine of Chances, page 254.

We will now state the purely algebraical part of the theorem.

Suppose that (r + «)"* is expanded by the Binomial Theorem, the

letters all denoting integral numbers and t being equal to r + «.

Let M denote the sum of the greatest term and the n preceding

terms and the n following terms. Then by taking n large enough

the ratio of u to the sum of all the remaining terms of the expan-

sion may be made as great as we please.

If we wish that this ratio should not bo less than c it will be

sufiScient to take n equal to the greater of the two following ex-

pressions.
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and

loge + log(«-l) /, • \ *_
log(r + l)-logr \ ’’’r + l/ r + 1'

loge + log(r-l) /j _ r

log (*+ 1) — logs \ "’"s + 1/ s+l‘

James Bernoulli’s demonstration of this result is long but

perfectly satisfactory ;
it rests mainly on the fact that the terms

in the Binomial series increase continuously up to the greatest

term, and then decrease continuously. We shall see as we proceed

with the history of our subject that James Bernoulli’s demonstra-

tion is now superseded by the use of Stirling’s Theorem.

124. Let us now take the application of the algebraical result

to the Tlieory of Probability. The greatest term of (r + s)"*, where

t=r+s is the term involving Let r and s be proportional to

the probability of the happening and failing of an event in a single

trial. Then the sum of the 2/i+ 1 terms of (r + s)*' which have th^

greatest term for their middle term corresponds to the probability

that in nt trials the number of times the event happens will lie

between n(r— 1) and n(r+l), both inclusive; so that the ratio

of the number of times the event happens to the whole number of

trials lies between
^
and

^ ^
Then, by taking for n the

t t

greater of the two expressions in the preceding article, we have

the odds of c to 1, that the ratio of the number of times the event

happens to the whole number of trials lies between

r-1
t

As an example James Bernoulli takes

r = 30, s=20, <=50.

r-l-1
and

He finds for the odds to be 1000 to 1 that the ratio of the

number of times the event happens to the whole number of trials

31 29 . .

shall lie between — and it will be sufficient to make 25550
50 50

trials
;
for the odds to be 10000 to 1, it will be sufficient to make

31258 trials
;

for the odds to be 100000 to 1, it will be sufficient

to make 36966 trials
;
and so on.
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125.

Suppose then that we have an urn containing white balls

and black balls, and that the ratio of the number of the former

to the latter is known to be that of 3 to 2. We learn from the

preceding result that if we make 25550 drawings of a single ball,

replacing each ball after it is drawn, the odds are 1000 to 1 that

31 29
the white balls drawn lie between — and — of the whole num-

50 oO

her drawn. This is the direct use of James Bernoulli’s theorem.

But he himself proposed to employ it inversely in a far more
important way. Suppose that in the preceding illustration we
do not know anything beforehand of the ratio of the white balls

to the black
;
but that we have made a large number of drawings,

and have obtained a white ball R times, and a black ball S times

:

then according to James Bernoulli we are to infer that the

ratio of the white balls to the black balls in the um is approxi-

mately ^

.

a
To determine the precise numerical estimate of the

probability of this inference requires further investigation : we

shall find as we proceed that this has been done in two ways,

by an inversion of James Bernoulli’s theorem, or by the aid of

another theorem called Bayes’s theorem
;
the results approximately

agree. See Laplace, Th6orie..,de8 Prob.... pages 282 and 366.

126. We have spoken of the inverse use of James Bernoulli’s

theorem as the most important; and it is clear that he himself

was fully aware of this. This use of the theorem was that which

Leibnitz found it difficult to admit, and which James Bernoulli

maintained against him
;
see the correspondence quoted in Art. 59,

pages 77, 83, 87, 97.

127. A memoir on infinite series follows the Ars Conjectandi,

and occupies pages 24>1—306 of the volume
;
this is contained in

the collected edition of James Bernoulli’s works, Geneva, 1744 : it

is there broken up into parts and distributed through the two

volumes of which the edition consists.

'This memoir is unconnected with our subject, and we will

therefore only briefly notice some points of interest which it

presents.
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128.

James Bernoulli enforces the importance of the subject

in the following terms, page 243,

Csetcrum quantn sit necessitatis pariter et utilitatis hseo serienim

contcmplatio, ei sane ignotum esse non poterit, qui perspectum habuerit,

ejusmodi series sacram quasi esse anchoram, ad quam in maxime arduis

ct dusperatiB solutionis Problematibus, ubi omnes alias humani ingenii

vires naufragium passse, velut ultimi remcdii loco confugiendum est.

129.

The principal artifice employed by James Bernoulli in

this memoir is that of subtracting one series from another, thus

obtaining a third series. For example,

let ^=l + |+^+-+^>

then S= 1 + 1 + 1 + ...+ ! +^;
therefore 0 = - 1 + + ... +

therefore

1 . 2
"^
2 . 3 3 . 4111

1 .

2"''
2 .

3'''3.
i"*"

n (n + 1) n + 1
’

n(7i+ 1)

= 1 - 1

n+ 1
‘

Thus the sum of n terms of the series, of which the r*’’ term is

1 . n

r(r + l) ’ n+1

130.

James Bernoulli says that his brother first observed

that the sum of the infinite series infinite

;

and he gives his brother's demonstration and his own
;
see his

page 250.

131.

James Bernoulli shews that the sum of the infinite series

1 + +^ + . . . is finite, but confesses himself unable to give
1 ^ t> 4

the sum. He says, page 254, Si quis inveniat nobisque commu-

nicet, quod industriam nostram elusit hactenus, magnas de nobis

gratias feret. The sum is now known to be — ;
this result is due

to Euler: it is given in his Introductio in Analysin Infinitorum,

1748, Vol. I. page 130.
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132. James Bernoulli seems to be on more familiar terms

with infinity than mathematicians of the present day. On his

page 262 wc find him stating, correctly, that the sum of the infinite

series + + + - is infinite, for the series is greater
yl ijL nji y-*

than T + H +^+7 +••• He adds that the sum of all the odd
1 A O 4

terms of the first series is to the sum of all the even terms as

V2 — 1 is to 1 ;
so that the sum of the odd terms would appear to

bo leas than the sum of the even terms, which is impossible. But

the paradox does not disturb James Bernoulli, for he adds,

...cujns ivavTunfnytlai rationcm, etsi ex infiniti nature finite intel-

lectui comprehendi non posse videatnr, nos tamen satis perspectsm

habemns.

133. At the end of the volume containing the Ars Conjectandi

we have the Lettre d tm Amy, sur lea Parties da Jeu de Paume,

to which we have alluded in Art. 97.

The nature of the problem discussed may be thus stated.

Suppose A and B two players
;
let them play a set of games, say

five, that is to say, the player gains the set who first wins five

games. Then a certain number of sets, say four, make a match.

It is required to estimate the chances ofA and B in various states

of the contest. Suppose for example that A has won two sets,

and B has won one set ;
and that in the set now current A has

won two games and B has won one game. The problem is thus

somewhat similar in character to the Problem of Points, but more

complicated. James Bernoulli discusses it very fully, and presents

his result in the form of tables. He considers the case in which the

players are of unequal skill
;
and he solves various problems arising

from particular circumstances connected with the game of tennis

to which the letter is specially devoted.

On the second page of the letter is a very distinct statement

of the use of the celebrated theorem known by the name of Ber-

noulli ; see Ait. 123.

134. One problem occurs in ihvs Lettre d un Amy... which

it may be interesting to notice.

Suppose that A and B engage in play, and that each in turn
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by the laws of the game has an advantage over his antagonist Thus
suppose that A’s chance of winning in the 1st, 3rd, 5th... games is

always p, and his chance of losing y; and in the 2nd, tth, 6th...

games suppose that .d’s chance of winning is q and his chance of

losing p. The chance of B is found by taking that of A from

unity
;
so that Bs chance \s p or q according as .d’s is y or p.

Now let A and B play, and suppose that the stake is to bo

assigned to the player who first wins n games. There is however to

be this peculiarity in their contest : If eacli of them obtains n — 1

games it will be necessary for one of them to win two games in

succession to decide the contest in his favour; if each of them

wins one of the next two games, so that each has scored n games,

the same law is to hold, namely, that one must win two games in

succe.ssion to decide the contest in his favour
;
and so on.

Let us now suppose that n = 2, and estimate the advantage of

A. Let X denote this advantage, S the whole sum to be gained.

Now A may win the first and second games
;

liLs chance for

this \s pq, and then he receives S. He may win the first game,

and lose the second
;
his chance for this is p'. He may lose the

first game and win the second
;
his chance for this is j*. In the

last two cases his position is neither better nor worse than at first

;

that is he may be said to receive x.

Thus

therefore

X=pqS-\-{p'+q^X\

_ PI ^ ^
* 1 —p^ — q* 2pq 2

'

g
Hence of course B's advantage is also

^
•

are on an equal footing.

Thus the players

James Bernoulli in his way obtains this refrult. He says that

whatever may be the value of n, the players are on an equal foot-

ing ;
he verifies the statement by calculating numerically the

chances for n = 2, 3, 4 or 5, taking y> = 2y. See his pages 18, 19.

Perhaps the follownng remarks may be sufiBcient to shew that

whatever may be, the players must be on an equal footing. By
the peculiar law of the game which we have explained, it follows

that the contest is not decided until one player has gained at least

n games, and is at least two games in advance of his adversary.
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Thus the contest is either decided in an even number of games,

or else in an odd number of games in which the victor is at least

three games in advance of his adversary: in the last case no ad-

vantage or disadvantage will accrue to either player if they play

one more game and count it in. Thus the contest may be con-

ducted without any change of probabilities under the following

laws: the number of games shall be even, and the victor gain not

less than n and be at least two in advance of his adversary. But

since the number of games is to be even we see that the two

players are on an equal footing.

135. Gouraud has given the following summary of the merits

of the Are Conjectandi; see his page 28

:

Tel est oe livre de I’dr* conjectandi, livre qui, si Ton considdre le

temps oil il fut compost, I'origiualitS, I'^tendue et la p6n6tration

d’esprit qu’y montra sou auteur, la f4condit€ ^tonnante de la constitution

Ecientifique qu’il donna au Calcul des probabilit€s, I’influence enfin qu’il

devait exercer sur deux siScles d'analyse, pourra sans exagdration €tre

regard^ comme un des monuments les plus imjKirtants de I’histoire des

mathL'inatiquea 11 a plac6 A jamais le nom de Jacques Bernoulli parmi

les noms de ces inveuteurs, A qui la post€rit€ reconnaissante reporte tou-

jours et A bon droit, le plus pur mdrite des d6couvertes, que sans leur

premier effort, eUe n’aurait jamais su faire.

This panegyric, however, seems to neglect the simple fact of

the date of publication of the Are Conjectandi, which was really

subsequent to the first appearance of Montmort and De Moivre in

this field of mathematical investigation. The researches of James

Bernoulli were doubtless the earlier in existence, but they were

the later in appearance before the world
;
and thus the influence

which they might have exercised had been already produced. The

problems in the first three parts of the Are Conjectandi cannot be

considered equal in importance or difficulty to those which we

find investigated by Montmort and De Moivre
;
but the memorable

theorem in the fourth part, which justly bears its author’s name,

will ensure him a permanent place in the history of the Theory of

Probability.
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CHAPTER VIII.

MONTMORT.

136. The work which next claims attention is that of Mont-

mort; it is entitled Essai dAnalyte sur let Jeux de Hazards.

Fontenelle’s Eloge de M. de Montmort is contained in the

volume for 1719 of the Hist, de tAcad...Paris, which was pub-

lished in 1721 ;
from this we take a few particulars.

Pierre Remond de Montmort was horn in 1678. Under the

influence of his guide, master, and friend, Malebranche, he devoted

himself to religion, philosophy, and mathematics. He accepted

with reluctance a canonry of N6tre-Dame at Paris, which he re-

linquished in order to marry. He continued his simple and

retired life, and we are told that, par un batiheur assez singidier

le manage lui rendit sa maison plus agrSable. In 1708 he pub-

lished his work on Chances, where with the courage of Columbus

he revealed a new world to mathematicians.

After Montmort’s work appeared De Moivre published his essay

De Mensura Sortls. Fontenelle says,

Je ne dissimulerai point qui M. do Montmort fut vivement piqu£

de cet ouvrage, qui lui parut avoir 6t6 enti€rement fait sur le sien, et

d'apriSs le sien. II est vrai, qu’il y 6toit lou6, et n’6toitK3e pas assez,

dirart-on 1 mais un Seigneur do fief n’en quittera pas pour des louanges

celui qu’il prdtend lui devoir foi et hommage des terres qu’il tient de

luL Je parle selon sa pr£tention, et ne decide nullement s’il £toit en

effet le Seigneur.

Montmort died of small pox at Paris in 1719. He had been

engaged on a work entitled Histoire de la Giomitrie, but had not
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proceeded far with it; on this subject Fontenelle has some inter-

esting remarks. See also Montucla’s Histoire des Maihematitpies,

first edition, Preface, page vii.

137. There are two editions of Montmort’s work; the first

appeared in 1708 ;
the second is sometimes said to have appeared

in 1713, but the date 1714 is on the title page of my copy, which

apjiears to have been a present to ’sGravesande from the autlior.

Both editions are in quarto; the first contains 189 pages with

a preface of xxrv pages, and the second contains 414 pages with

a preface and advertisement of XLII pages. The increased bulk

of the second edition arises, partly from the introduction of a

treatise on combinations which occupies pages 1—72, and partly

from the addition of a series of letters which passed between

Montmort and Nicholas Bernoulli with one letter from John

Bernoulli. The name of Montmort does not appear on the title

page or in the work, except once on page 338, where it is used

with respect to a place.

Any reference which we make to Montmort’s work must be

taken to apply to the second edition unless the contrary is stated.

Montucla says, page 394, speaking of the second edition of

Montmort’s work, Cette Edition, inddpendamment de ses aug-

mentations et corrections faites k la premibro, est remarquable par

de belles gravures k la tCte de chaque partie. These engravings

are four in number, and they occur also in the first edition, and of

course the impressions will naturally be finer in the earlier edition.

It is desirable to correct the error implied in Montucla’s state-

ment, because the work is scarce, and thus those who merely wish

for the engravings may direct their attention to the first edition,

leaving the second for mathematicians.

138. Leibnitz corresponded with Montmort and his brother;

and he records a very favourable opinion of the work we are now
about to examine. He says, however, J’aurois souhaitd les loix

des Jeux un peu mieux decrites, et les termes expliqubs en faveur

des Strangers et de la postbritd Leibnitii Opera Omnia, ed.

Dutens, Vol. v. pages 17 and 28.

Reference is also made to Montmort and his book in the cor-

respondence between Leibnitz and John and Nicholas Bernoulli

;
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see the work cited in Art. 59, pages 827, 836, 837, 842, 846, 903,

985, 987, 989.

139. We will now give a detailed account of Montmort’s

work
;
we will take the second edition as our standard, and point

out as occasion may require when our remarks do not apply to

the first edition also.

140. The preface occupies xxrv pages. Montmort refers to

the fact that James Bernoulli had been engaged on a work entitled

De arte conjectandi, which his premature death had prevented him

from completing. Montmort’s introduction to these studies had

ari.sen from the request of some friends that he would determine

the advantage of the banker at the game of Pharaon
;
and he had

been led on to compose a work which might compensate for the

loss of Bernoulli’s.

Montmort makes some judicious observations on the foolish

and superstitious notions which were prevalent among persons

devoted to games of chance, and proposes to check these by shew-

ing, not only to such persons but to men in general, that there

are rules in chance, and that for want of knowing these ndes

mistakes are made which entail adverse results; and these results

men impute to destiny instead of to their own ignorance. Per-

haps however he speaks rather as a philosopher than as a gambler

when he says positively on his page VIII,

On joueroit sans doute avec plus d’agr€ment si Ton pouvoit s<^voir

it chaque coup resjierance qu’on a de gagner, ou le risque que Ton court

de perdre. On seroit plus tranquile sur les fivenemens du jeu, et on

sentiroit mieux le ridicule de ces plaintes continuelles ausquclles se

laifisent alter la pldpart des Joueurs dans les rencontres les plus com-

munes, lorsqu’elles leur sent contraires.

141. Montmort divides his work into four parts. The first

part contains the theory of combinations; the second part discusses

certain games of chance dejrending on cards; the third part dis-

cusses certain games of chance depending on dice; the fourth

part contains the solution of various problems in chances, including

the five problems proposed by Huygens. To these four parts

must be added the letters to which we have alluded in Art. 137.
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Montmort gives his reasons for not devoting a part to the appli-

cation of his subject to political, economical, and moral questions,

in conformity with the known design of James Bernoulli; see his

pages XIII—XX. His reasons contain a good appreciation of the

diflSculty that must attend all such applications, and he thus states

the conditions under which we may attempt them with advantage;

1”. homer la question que Ton se propose k un petit nombre de

suppositions, ^tablies sur des faits certains
;

2”. faire abstraction do

toutes lea ' circon-stances ausquelles la liberty de Thomme, cet

^eueil perpetuel de nos connoissances, pourroit avoir quelque part.

Montmort prai.ses highly the memoir by Halley, which we have

already noticed; and also commends Petty’s Political Arithvietic

;

see Arts. 57, 61.

Montmort refers briefly to his predecessors, Huygens, Pascal,

and Fermat. He says that his work is intended principally for

mathematicians, and that he has fully explained the various games

which he discusses because, pour I’ordinaire les S9avans ne sont

pas Joueurs; see his page xxiiL

142. After the preface follows an Avertissement which was not

in the first edition. Montmort says that two small treatises on

the subject had appeared since his first edition; namely a thesis

by Nicolas Bernoulli De arte conjectandi in Jure, and a memoir
by De Moivre, De mensura sortie.

Montmort seems to have been much displeased with the terms

in which reference was made to him by De Moivre. De Moivre

had said,

IIugeniuB, primus quod sciam regulas tradidit ad istius generis Fro-

blematum Solutionem, quas miperrimus autor Gallus variis exeiuplis

pulchre illustravit
; sed non videntur viri clariasimi ea simplicitate ac

generalitate nsi fiiisse qnam natura rei postulabat : etenim dnm plnres

quantitates incognitas usurpant, ut varias Collusoriim conditiones re-

praesentent, calculum suum nimis perplexum reddunt
; dumque Collu-

eorum dexteritatem semper aequalem pouunt, doctrinam hanc ludorum
intra limites nimis arctos continent.

Montmort seems to have taken needless oSence at these words

;

he thought his own performances were undervalued, and accord-

ingly he defends his own claims: this leads him to give a sketch

G
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of the history of the Theory of Probability from its origin. He
attributes to himself the merit of having explored a subject which

had been only slightly noticed and then entirely forgotten for

sixty years; see his page XXX.

143. The first part of Montmort’s W'ork is entitled Traits des

Covibinaisons

;

it occupies pages 1—72. Montmort says, on his

page XXV, that he has here collected the theorems on Combina-

tions which were scattered over the work in the first edition, and

that he has added some theorems.

Montmort begins by explaining the properties of Pascal’s Arith-

metical Triangle. He gives the general expression for the term

which occupies an assigned place in the Arithmetical Triangle. He
shews how to find the sum of the squares, cubes, fourth powers, . .

.

of the first n natural numbers. He refers, on his page 20, to a

book called the Neiu introduction to the Mathematics written by

M. Johnes, s(javant Geometre Anglois. The author here meant is

one who is usually described as the father of Sir William Jones.

Montmort then investigates the number of permutations of an

assigned set of things taken in an assigned number together.

144. Much of this part of Montmort’s work would however

be now considered to belong rather to the chapter on Chances

than to the chapter on Combinivtlons in a treatise on Algebra.

We have in fact numerous examples about drawing cards and

throwing dice.

We will notice some of the more interesting points in this

part. We may remark that in order to denote the n\imber of

combinations of n things taken r at a time, Montmort uses the

symbol of a small rectangle with n above it and r below it.

145. Montmort proposes to establish the Binomial Theorem

;

see his page 32. He says that this theorem may be demonstrated

in various whys. His own method will be seen from an example.

Suppose we require (a 6)*. Conceive that we have four counters

each having two faces, one black and one wdiite. Then Montmort

has already shewn by the aid of the Arithmetical Triangle that

if the four counters are thrown promiscuously there is one way
ia which all the faces presented will be black, four ways in which
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three faces will be black and one white, six ways in which two

faces will bo black and two white; and so on. Then he reasons

thus; we know by the rules for multiplication that in order to

raise a + 6 to the fourth power (1) we must take the fourth power

of a and the fourth power of b, which is the same thing as taking

the four black faces and the four white faces, (2) we must bike

the cube of a with 6, and the cube of b with a in as many ways as

possible, which is the same thing as taking the three black faces

with one white face, and the three white faces with one black

face, (3) we must take the square of a with the square of b in

as many ways as possible, which is the same thing as taking the

two black faces with the two white faces. Hence the coeflBcients

in the Binomial Theorem must be the numbers 1, 4, 6, which we
have already obtained in considering the cases which can arise

with the four counters.

140. Thus in fact Montmort argues d priori that the coeffi-

cients in the expansion of (a + 6)* must be equal to the numbers of

cases correspon<ling to the different ways in which the white and

black faces may ap|>ear if n counters are thrown promiscuously,

each counter having one black face and one white face.

Montmort gives on his page 34 a similar interpretation to

the coefficients of the multinomial theorem. Hence w’o see that

he in some cases passed from theorems in Chances to theorems in

pure Algebra, while wo now pass more readily from theorems in

pure Algebra to their application to the doctrine of Chances.

147. On his page 42 Montmort has the following problem:

There arep dice each having the same number of faces; find the

number of ways in which when they are thrown at random we can

have a aces, b twos, c threes, ...

The result will be in modem notation

\P

\a\b[p...

He then proceeds to a case a little more complex, namely

where we are to have a of one sort of faces, b of another sort, c

of a third sort, and so on, without specifying whether the a faces

6—2
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are to be aces, or twos, or threes, and similarly without specify-

ing for the b faces, or the c faces, ...

He had g^ven the result for this problem in his first edition,

page 137, where the factors B, C, D, E, F,.,. must however be

omitted from his denominator
;
he suppressed the demonstration

in his first edition because he said it would be long and abstruse,

and only intelligible to such persons as were capable of discovering

it for themselves.

148. On his page 46 Montmort gives the following problem,

which is new in the second edition : There are n dice each having

f faces, marked with the numbers from 1 to they are thrown at

random: determine the number of ways in which the sum of the

numbers exhibited by the dice will be equal to a given number p.

We should now solve the problem by finding the coeflScient

of of in the expansion of

(a: + !c’ + a:’+

that is the coefficient of in the expansion of ^ , that is

in the expansion of (1 — a:)"" (1 — a/)“. Let — ti = « ;
then the

required number is

n (n+ 1) ... (n + s —1) n (n+ 1) ... ( n+a—f— 1)

” [El
n (n-1) n(n + l) ... (a + s -2/- 1)

1.2 \a-2f

The series is to be continued so long as all the factors which

occur are positive. Montmort demonstrates the formula, but in a

much more laborious way than the above.

149. The preceding formula is one of the standard results of

the subject, and we must now trace its history. The formula was

first published by De Moivre without demonstration in the De
Menaura Sortia. Montmort says, on his page 364, that it was derived

from page 141 of his first edition
; but this assertion is quite un-

founded, for all that we have in Montmort’s first edition, at the

place cited, is a table of the various throws which can be made
with any number of dice up to nine in number. Montmort how-
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ever shews by the evidence of a letter addressed to John Bernoulli,

dated 15th November, 1710, that he was himself acquainted with

the formula before it was published by De Moivre; see Montmori,

page 307. De Moivre first published his demonstration in his

Miscellanea Anaiytica, 1730, where he ably replied to the asser-

tion that the formula had been derived from the first edition of

Montmort’s work; see Miscellanea Anaiytica, pages 191—197.

De Moivre’s demonstration is the same as that which we have

given.

150. Montmort then proceeds to a more difficult question.

Suppose we have three sets of cards, each set containing ten cards

marked with the numbers 1, 2,... 10. If three cards are taken

out of the thirty, it is required to find in how many ways the

sum of the numbers on the cards will amount to an assigned

number.

In this problem the assigned number may arise (1) from three

cards no two of which are of the same set, (2) from three cards

two of which are of one set and the third of another set, (3) from

three cards all of the same set. The first case is treated in the

problem. Article 148 ;
the other two cases are new.

Montmort here gives no general solution; he only shews how a

table may be made registering all the required results.

He sums up thus, page 62 : Cette methods est un peu longue,

mais j’ai de la peine k croire qu’on pulsse en trouver une plus

courts.

The problem discussed here by Montmort may bo stated thus

:

We require the number of solutions of the equation m + y-\-z=p,

under the restriction that x, y, z shall be positive integers lying

between 1 and 10 inclusive, and p a positive integer which has an

assigned value lying between 3 and 30 inclusiva

151. In his pages 63—72 Montmort discusses a problem in

the summation of series. We should now enunciate it as a general

question of Finite Differences: to find the sum of any assigned

number of terms of a series in which the Finite Differences of a

certain order are zero.

In modem notation, let u. denote the n*** term and suppose

that the (wi + 1)"* Finite Difference is zero.
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Then it is shewn iu works on Finite Dififerenccs, that

. 71 (n — 1) .

,

7(. = + 7iAw„ H
j “2

‘ ^

71 (n — 1) . . . — 771 + 1) . _
+ ^ i A"h, .

l»i

This formula Montmort gives, using A, B, C,... for Ai(„, A'u^

By the aid of this formula the summation of an assigned

number of terms of the proposed series is reduced to depend on the

.. , . f 1 • 1 n (n— 1) ... (n — T'^-
1) ,summation of series ot which — may be

[r

taken as the type of the general term
;
and such summations have

been already etfected by means of the Arithmetical Tnamjle and

its properties.

152. ilontmort naturally attaches great importance to this

general investigation, which is new in the second edition. He
says, page 65,

Ce Problfimo a, comme Ton voit, tonte l’6tcndue et toute I’lmiversa-

liW j)Ossible, et .semble ne rien laisser 4 d&irer eur cette mntiere, qui u’a

encore C‘t6 traitdc par pei'sonne, que je s^che
:
j'en nvois obmis la de-

monstration dans le Journal dcs Si^^vans du mois de Mars 1711.

De Moivre in his Doctrine of Chances uses the rule which

Montmort here demonstrates. In the first edition of the Doctrine

of Chances, page 29, we are told that the “ Demonstration may
be had from the Methodus Dijferentialis of Sir Isaac Keiuton,

printed in his Analysis.” In tlie second edition of the Doctrine

of Chances, page 52, and in the tliird edition, page 59, the origin

of the rule is carried further back, namely, to the fifth Lemma of

the Principia, Book III. See .also Miscellanea Analytica, p.age 152.

Do Moivre seems here hardly to do full justice to Montmort

;

for the latter is fairly entitled to the credit of the first explicit

enunciation of the lailo, even though it may be implicitly contained

in Newton’s Prineijna and Methodus Differentialis.

153. Montmort’s second part occupies pages 73—172 ;
it re-
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lates to games of chance involving cards. The first game is that

called Pharaon.

This game is described by De Aloivre, and some investigations

given by him relating to it. Do Moivre restricts himself to the

case of a common pack of cards with four suits
;
Montmort sup-

poses the number of suits to be any number whatever. On the

other hand De Moivre calculates the percentage of gain of the

banker, which he justly considers the most important and difficult

part of the problem
;
see Doctnne of Chances, pages ix, 77, 105.

Montmort’s second edition gives the general results more

compactly than the first.

154. We shall make some remarks in connection with Mont-

mort’s investigations on Pharaon, for the sake of the summation of

certain series which present themselves.

155. Suppose that there are p cards in the pack, which the

Banker has, and that his adversary’s card occurs j time.s in the

pack. Let m, denote the Banker’s advantage, A the sum of money

which his adversary stakes. Montmort shews that

g (?
- 1 ) 1 ^ .

(p-g) (p- g-1)
’ p{p-l) ^

supposing that p — 2 is greater than q. That is Montmort should

3
have this; but he puts {pq — q*) 2A+ (q* — q) 2

on page 89,

by mistake for q{q — Vj \ A\ he gets right on his page 90. Mont-
A

inort is not quite full enough in the details of the treatment of

this equation. The following results will however be found on

examination.

If q is even we can by succes.sive use of the formula make »/,

depend on
;
and then it follows from the laws of the game that

M, is equal to M if j is equal to 2, and to
^

.4 if g" is greater

than 2. 'Tlius we shall have, if q is an even number greater

than 2,
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ip-2){p-S)

(p-q) (p-g-l) (p-q- 2) ip- g-3)

(i>-2)(iJ-3)(p-4)(i,-5)

, ,
(p- g)(p-g-l)...l

1
_^ ip -2) (i>-3)...(g-l) J

If q = 2 the last term within the brackets should be doubled.

Again if q is odd we can by succes-sive use of the fundamental

formula make u, depend on u,^,, and if j is greater than unity it

can be shewn that ^ ^ ^ . Thus we shall have, if q is an
’

* 2+12
odd number greater than unity,

^ g(g- 1 ) 1 J i 1 + (/>-g)(p- g-l_)
2^1^+ (p-2)ip-S)

I

(p-g) (y-g-'t) (p-g-2) (p-g-^)

(i>-2)(i»-3)(p-4)(p-5)

(p-g)(p-g-l)...2 l

+ (p-2)(»-3) gj-

If 2 = 1 we have by a special investigation m,=—

.

If we suppose q even and p — q not less than g — 1, or g odd

and p—q not less than g, some of the terms within the brackets

may be simplified. Montmort makes these suppositions, and con-

sequently he finds that the series within the brackets may be

expressed as a fraction, of which the common denominator is

ip-2) ip-S) ...ip-q + l)\

the numerator consists of a series, the first term of which is the

same as the denominator, and the last term is

(g-2)(g-3)...2.1, or (g-l)(g-2)...3.2.

according as g is even or odd.

The matter contained in the present article was not given

by Montmort in his first edition
; it is due to John Bernoulli

:

see Montmort’s, page 287.
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156. We are thus naturally led to consider the summation of

certain series.

SO that if> (n, r) is the n“ number of the (r + 1)**" order of figurate

numbers.

Let S^(n, r) stand for <f>(n, r) +
<f>

{n — 2, r) +<^(n — 4,r) + ...,

so that &j> (n, r) is the sum of the alternate terms of the series of

figurate numbers of the (r + 1)“* order, beginning with the n“’ and

going backwards. It is required to find an expression for S<f> (n, r).

It is known that

^ (t?, r) + ^ (n — 1, r) + ^ (n — 2, r) + ^ (n — 3, r) + ... = ^ {n, r + 1)

;

and by taking the terms in pairs it is easy to see that

(j>{n, r)—<j>{n — l,r) + ^(n— 2, r) -f{n — 3, r) + ... =
8<f>

{n,r— 1)

therefore, by addition,

S<l> (n,r) = ^<f>{n,r+l) + ^8<f> (n, r- 1).

Hence, continuing the process, we shall have

(n, r) = I ^
(n, r + 1) +

1

(n, r) + I ^
(n, r - 1) + . .

.

... + l0(«,2)+i^(a,O);

and we must consider S<f> (n, 0) = ^
«, if n be even, and = i (n+1),

if n be odd.

We may also obtain another expression for S<f> (n, r). For

change n into n + 1 in the two fundamental relations, and subtract,

instead of adding as before
;
thus

(«. ») <^ (» + 1. »•+ 1) - 1
(« + i> » - !)•

Hence, continuing the process, we shall have

(n, r) = i (n + 1, r + 1) - ^ ^
(n + 2, r) +

1 ^
(n + 3, r - 1)

- - ^ (n+ r, 2) + 8<])(n + r, 0).
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157. Montmort’s own solution of the problem respecting

Pharaon depends on the first mode of summation explained in Art.

15C, which coincides wdth Montmort’s owm process. The fact that

in Montmort’s result when q is otld, q — \ terms are to be taken,

and when q is even, q terms are to be taken and the last doubled,

depends on the different values we have to ascribe to S<^ (n, 0) ac-

cording as n is even or odd
;
see Montmort’s page 98.

Montmort gives another form to his re.sult on his page 99

;

this he obtained, after the publication of his first edition, from

Kicolas Bernoulli. It appears however that a wrong date is here

assigned to the communication of Kicolas Bernoulli
;
see Mont-

mort’s page 299. This form depends on the second mode of sum-

mation explained in Art. 156. It happens that in applying this

second mode of summation to the problem of Pharaon n -f r is

always odd
;

so tliat in Nicolas Bernoulli’s form for tlie result

we have only one case, and not two cases according as q is even

or odd.

There is a memoir by Euler on the game of Pharaon in the

Hist, de VAcad. ...Berlin for 1764, in which he e-xpresses the ad-

vantage of the Banker in the same manner as Nicolas Bernoulli.

158. Montmort gives tw'o tables of numerical results respect-

ing pharaon. One of these tables purports to be an exact exhibi-

tion of the Banker’s advantage at any stage of the game, supposing

it played with an ordinary pack of 52 cards
;
the other table is an

approximate exhibition of the Banker’s advantage. A remark may
be made with respect to the former table. The table consists of

four columns
;
the first and third are correct. The second column

should be calculated from the formula
^

,
by putting for n

in succession 50, 48, 46, ... 4. But in the two copies of the second

edition of Montmort’s book which I have seen the column is given

.SI 17 26
incorrectly

;
it begins with instead of 5-^1^ >

and of the re-

maining entries some are correct, but not in their simplest forms,

and others are incorrect. The fourth column should be calculated

from the formula
2n-5

2(n-lK7j-3)
by putting for n in succession

50, 48, 46 ... 4 ;
but there are errors and unreduced results in it

;
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it begins 'W’ith a fraction having twelve figures in its denominator,

which in its simplest form would only have four figures.

In the only copy of the first edition which I have seen these

columns are given correctly
;
in both editions the description given

in the text corresponds not to the incorrect forms but to the cor-

rect forms.

159. Montmort next discusses the game’ of Lansquenet; this

discu-ssion occupies pages 105—129. _It does not appear to present

any point of interest, and it would be useless labour to verify the

complex arithmetical calculations which it involves. A few lines

which occurred on pages 40 and 41 of Montmort’s first edition are

omitted in the second
;
while the Articles 84 and 95 of the second

edition are new. Article 84 seems to have been suggested to

Montmort by John Bernoulli
;
see Montmort’s page 288 : it relates

to a point which James Bernoulli had found difficult, as we have

already stated in Art. 119.

160. Montmort next discusses the game of Treize; this dis-

cussion occupies pages 130—143. The problem involved is one of

considerable interest, which has maintained a 2)ermanent place in

works on the Theory of Probability.

The following is the problem considered by Montmort.

Suppose that we have thirteen cards numbered 1, 2, 3 ... up to

13; and that these cards are thrown promiscuously into a bag.

The cards are then drawn out singly
;
required the chance that,

once at least, the number on a card .shall coincide with the number

expressing the order in which it is drawn.

IGl. In his first edition Montmort did not give any demon-

strations of his results
;
but in his second edition ho gives two

demonstrations which he had received from Nicolas Bernoulli

;

see his pages 301, 302. We will take the first of these demon-

strations.

Let a, b, c, d, e, ... denote the cards, n in number. Tlion the num-

ber of possible cases is [n. The number of cases in which a is first

is [n — 1. The number of cases in which b is second, but a not first,

is
I

n — 1 —
I

w — 2. The number of cases in which c is third, but a

not first nor b second, is
[

n — 1 — |w — 2 —
|
|n —

2

— | n — 3
|,
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that is |n-l - 2 |n-2 +
|
n-3. The number of cases in

which d is fourth, but neither a, b, nor c in its proper place is

ln-l -2 ;n-2 + ln-3 -| n-2 -2 |n^3 + |n-4
|,

that is

[

n — 1 — 3
I

w— 2 + 3
I

n — 3 —
|

n — 4 . And generally the number

of cases in which the card is in its proper place, while none

of its predecessors is in its proper place, is

|n-l -(w-l) |n-2 + ^ i |n-3

(m — 1) (m — 2) (m — 3)

L5
I
n-4 + + (- 1)-*-* |n-wt.

We may supply a step here in the process of Nicolas Bernoulli,

by shewing the truth of this result by induction. Let (m, w)

denote the number of cases in which the »»“ card is the first that

occurs in its right place
;
we have to trace the connexion between

(m, n) and (n» + 1, n). The number of cases in which the

(n» + 1)“* card is in its right place while none of the cards between

b and the card, both inclusive, is in its right place, is y/r (m, n).

From this number we must reject all those cases in which a is in its

right place, and thus we shall obtain (m + 1, n). The cases to

be rejected are in number (m, n — 1). Thus

(w + 1, n) =y/r (m, — n — 1).

Hence we can shew that the form assigned by Nicolas Bernoulli

to (m, n) is universally true.

Thus if a person undertakes that the «»“* card shall be the first

that is in its right place, the number of cases favourable to him is

dr (m, n), and therefore his chance is .

l_n

If he undertakes that at least one card shall be in its right

place, we obtain the number of favourable cases by summing
(m, n) for all values of m from 1 to n both inclusive : the chance

is found by dividing this sum by [n.

Hence we shall obtain for the chance that at least one card is

in its right place,

.. 1,11 (- 1)-‘
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We may observe that if ve subtract the last expression from

unity we obtain the chance that no card is in its right place. Hence

if
<f>

(n) denote the number of cases in which no card is in its right

place, we obtain

162. The game which Montmort calls Treize has sometimes

been called Rencontre. The problem which is here introduced for

the first time has been generalised and discussed by the following

writers: De Moivre, 2)octnn« Chances, pages 109—117. Euler,

Hist, de tAcad....Berlin, for 1751. Lambert, Nouveaux Mimoirea

de VAcad. ... Berlin, for 1771. Laplace, Thforie ...des Prob.

pages 217—225. Michaelis, MSmoire sur la probabilitd du jeu de

rencontre, Berlin, 1846.

163. Pages 148—156 of Montmort relate to the game of Bas-

setts. This is one of the most celebrated of the old games; it

bears a great resemblance to Pharaon.

As we have already stated, this game was dismissed by James

Bernoulli, who summed up his results in the form of six tables

;

see Art 119. The most important of these tables is in the fourth,

which is in effect also reproduced in De Moivre’s investigations.

The reader who wishes to obtain a notion of the game may con-

sult De Moivre’s Doctrine of Chances, pages 69—77.

164. James Bernoulli and De Moivre confine themselves to

the case of a common pack of cards, so that a particular card, an

ace for example, cannot occur more than four times. Montmort

however, considers the subject more generally, and gives formulm

fur a pack of cards consisting of any number of suits. Montmort

gives a general formula on his page 153 which is new in his second

edition. The quantity which De Moivre denotes by y and puts

equal to J is taken to be | by Montmort

Montmort gives a numerical table of the advantage of the

Banker at Bassette. In the second edition some fractions are

left unreduced which were reduced to their lowest terms in the

first edition, the object of the change being probably to allow
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the law of formation to be more readily perceived. The last

fraction, given in the table was wrong in the first edition
;
see

Montmort’s page 303. It would be advisable to multiply both

numerator and denominator of this fraction by 12 to maintain

uniformity in the table.

10-5. Montmort devotes his pages 157—172 to some pro-

blems respecting games which are not entirely games of chance.

He gives some preliminary remarks to shew that the complete

discussion of such games is too laborious and complex for our

powers of analysis
;
he therefore restricts himself to some special

problems relating to the games.

The games are not described, so that it would be difificult to

undertake an examination of Montmort’s investigations. Two of

the problems, namely, those relating to the game of Piquet, are

given by De Moivre with more detail than by Montmort
;

see

Doctrine of Chances, page 179. These problems are simple exer-

cises in combinations
;
and it would appear that all Montmort’s

other problems in this part of his book are of a similar kind, pre-

senting no difficulty except that arising from a want of familiarity

with the uudescribed games to which they belong.

106. Montmort’s third part occupies pages 173— 215; it

relates to games of chance involving dice. This part is almost

identically repeated from the first edition.

The first game is calleil Quinquenove; it is described, and a

calculation given of the disadvantage of a player. The second

game is called Hazard; this is also described, and a calculation

given of the disadvantage of the player who holds the dice. This

game is discussed by Dc Moivre
;
see his pages 160—166. The

third game is called .Esperance; it is described and a particular

case of it with three players is calculated. The calculation is

extremely laborious, and the chances of the three players are

represented by three fractions, the common denominator being a

number of twenty figures. ’Then follow games called Trois Dez,

Passe-dix, Rafle; these are described somewhat obscurely, and

problems respecting them are solved ; Raffling is discussed by Dc
Moivre

;
see pages 166—172 of the Doctrine of Chances.
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1G7. The last game is called Le Jeu dea Noyaux, which

^lontmort says the Baron de la Hontau had found to be in use

among tho savages of Canada
;
see Montmort’s pages xii and 213.

The game is thus described,

On y joue avec huit noyaux noirs d’un c6t6 et blancs de I’autre : on

jetto lea noyaux en I’air : alors si les noire se trouvent impairs, celui qui

a jett6 les noyaux gagne ce que I’autro Joueur a mis au jeu : S'ils se

trouvent ou tous noire ou tous blancs, il en gagne le double
j
et hors de

ces deux cas il perd sa mise.

Suppose eight dice each having only two faces, one face black

and one white
;
let them be thrown up at random. There are

then 2', that is 256, equally pos.sible cases. It will be found that

there are 8 cases for one black and seven white, 56 cases for three

black and five white, 28 cases for two black and six white, and

70 cases for four black and four white
;
and there is only one case

for all black. Thus if the whole stake be denoted by A, the chance

of the player who throws the dice is

^ |(8 + 8 + 56 + 56) ^ + 2 {A-^\a)
}

,

and the chance of the other player is

23yJ(28
+ 28 + 70)^+2(0-l.l)|.

131 125
The former is equal to A, and the latter to A.

Montmort says that the problem was proposed to him by a

lady who gave him almost instantly a correct solution of it
;
but

he proceeds very rudely to depreciate the lady’s solution by in-

sinuating that it was only correct by accident, for her method was

restricted to the case in which there were only two faces on each

of the dice : Montmort then proposes a similar problem in which

each of the dice has Jour faces.

Montmort should have recorded the name of the only lady who

has contributed to the Theory of Probability.
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168. The fourth part of Montmort’s book occupies pages

216—282 ;
it contains the solution of various problems respecting

chances, and in particular of the five proposed by Huygens in

1657 ;
see Art. 35. This part of the work extends to about double

the length of the corresponding part in the first edition.

169. Montmort’s solution of Huygens’s first problem is similar

to that given by James BemoullL The first few lines of Mont-

mort’s Remarque on his page 217 are not in his first edition
;
they

strongly resemble some lines in the Are Conjectandi, page 51.

But Montmort does not refer to the latter work, either in his

preface or elsewhere, although it appeared before his own second

edition; the interval however between the two publications may
have been very small, and so perhaps Montmort had not seen the

Are Conjectandi until after his own work had been completely

printed.

The solution of Huygens’s fifth problem is very laborious, and

inferior to that given by James Bernoulli
;
and Montmort him-

self admits that he had not adopted the best method ; see his

page 223.

The solutions of Huygens’s problems which Montmort gave

in his first edition received the benefit of some observations by

John Bernoulli
; these are printed in Montmort’s fifth part,

pages 292—294, and by the aid of them the solutions in the second

edition were improved : but Montmort’s discussions of the pro-

blems remain stiU far less elaborate than those of James Bernoulli.

170. Montmort next takes two problems which amount to

finding the value of an annuity, allowing compound interest.

Then he proceeds to the problem of which a particular example

is to find in how many throws with a single die it will be an

even chance to throw a six.

171. Montmort now devotes his pages 232—2-18 to the Pro-

blem of Points. He reprints Pascal’s letter of August 14th, 1654,

to which we have alluded in Art 16, and then he adds, page 241,

Le respect que nous avons pour la reputation ot pour la memoire do

M. Pascal, ne nous permet pas de faire remarquer ici en detail toutes
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les faut«8 de raisonnement qui sont dans cette Lettre
;

il noua suffiia

d'avertir que la cause de son erreur est de n'avoir point d’^gard aux

divers arrangemens dee lettres.

Montmort’s words seem to imply that Pascal's letter contains

a large amount of error; we'have, however, only the single fun-

damental inaccuracy which Fermat corrected, as we have shewn in

Art. 19, and the inference that it was not allowable to suppose

that a certain number of trials will necessarily be made; see Art. 18.

172. Montmort gives for the first time two formulae either of

which is a complete solution of the Problem of Points when there

are two players, taking into account difference of skill. We will

exhibit these formulae in modem notation. Suppose that A wants

VI points and B wants n points
;
so that the game will be neces-

sarily decided in m -I- n — 1 trials
;

let m + »— 1 = r. Let p denote

A ’s skill, that is his chance of winning in a single trial, and let

q denote Ba skill
; so that p -f g = 1.

Then A ’s chance of winning the game is

p' + rp'~'q+
r (r — 1)

1 .

2

+ +

and Bs chance of winning the game is

«r+ + Hm~i
This is the first formula. According to the second formula A's

chance of winning the game is

[m |n — 1

n Iot — 1

p ? :

, .
(«i -f- 11 , . . l£ ^ _.-i t

.

l+7ng+-\--2-V+ +|«_1|»-1®

and Bs chance of winning the game is

. f, n Cn + 11 . . 1
** ^

I

« lTy' P+ j

Montmort demonstrates the truth of these formulse, but we

need not give the demonstrations here as they will be found in

elementary works; see Algd>ra, Chapter LIII.

173. In Montmort’s first edition he had confined himself

to the case of equal skill and had given only the /irst formula.
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80 that he had not really advanced beyond Pascal, although the

formula would be more convenient than the use of the Arith-

vietical Triangle

;

see Art. 23. The first formula for the case

of unequal skill was communicated to Montmort by John Ber-

noulli in a letter dated March 17th, 1710; see Montmort’s page 295.

As we have already stated the formula was known to James

Bernoulli; see Art. 113. Tlie second formula for the Problem of

Points must be assigned to Montmort himself, for it now appears

before us for the first time.

174. It will be interesting to make some comparison between

the two formulae given in Art. 172.

It may be shewn that we have identically

-p"j(p+?)~+"tp+ ‘ir~'a + (p

+

|r-l 1

This may be shewn by picking out the coefficients of the
various powers of q in the expression on the right-hand side,

making use of the relations presented by the identity

(i-5r-'(i-j)-”= (i-j)-<.

Thus we see that \i p + q be equal to unity the two expres-

sions given in Art. 172 for A’s chance are numerically eqiial.

173. If however ^-|-g be not equal to unity the two expres-

sions given in Art. 172 for A’s chance are not numerically equal.

If we suppose p + q less than unity, we can give the following in-

terpretation to the formulae. Suppose that A ’s chance of winning
in a single trial is p, and B's chance is q, and that there is the
chance 1 —p — q that it is a drawn contest.

Then the formula

i+mq +
m 1)

1.2
q'+...+.

lr-1
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expresses the chance that A shall wn m points before either a

single drawn contest occurs, or B wins n points.

This is easily seen by examining the reasoning by which the

formula is established in the case when p-\- qia equal to unity.

But the formula

f + rp’~'q +
r (r — 1)

1.2
p^q^ + ...+ \Z

ll'l
«-l p q

expresses the chance that A shall win m points out of r, on the

condition that r trials are to be made, and thatA is not to be con-

sidered to have won if a drawn contest should occur even after he

has won his m points.

This follows from the fact that if we expand (p + J + 1 —p — f)'

in powers of y>, q, \—p — q,& term such as Cjffif — p — ?)’ ex-

presses the chance that A wins p points, B wins a points, and t

contests are drawn.

Or we may treat this second case by using the transformation

in Art. 17-t. Tlien we see that {p j)™ expreases the chance

that there shall be no drawn contest after the m points which A is

supposed to have won
; (p + q)"^' expresses the chance that there

shall be no drawn contest after the m points which A is supposed

to have won, and the single point which B is supposed to have

won
;
and so on.

176. Montmort thinks it might be easily imagined that the

chances of A and B, if they respectively want hn and kn points,

would be the same as if they respectively wanted m and n points

;

but this he says is not the case ; see his page 247. He seems to

assert that as k increases the chance of the player of greater skill

necessarily increases with it. He does not however demonstrate this.

We know by Bernoulli’s theorem that if the number of trials

be made large enough, there is a very high probability that the

number of points won by each player respectively will be nearly in

the ratio of his skill
;
so that if the ratio ofm to a he less than that

of the skill of A to the skill of B, we can, by increasing k, obtain as

great a probability as we please that A will win km points before

B wins kn points.

Montmort probably impbes, though he does not state, the con-

dition which we have put in Italics.

7—2
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177. Montmort devotes his pages 248—257 to the discussion

of a game of Bowls, which leads to a problem resembling the Pro-

blem of Points. The problem was started by De Moivre in his

De Meimira tfortis

;

see Montmort, page 3GG, and the Doctrine of

Chances, page 121. De Moivre had supjxj.sed the players to be of

equal skill, and each to have the same number of balls
;
Montmort

generalised the problem by supposing i)layers of unequal skill and

having unequal numbers of balls. Thus the problem was not in

Montmort’s fiist edition.

Montmort gives on his page 256 a simple example of a solution

of a problem which appears very plausible, but which is incorrect

Suppose A plays with one bowl and B with two bowls
;
required

their respective chances in one trial, a.ssuming equal skill.

Considering that any one of the three bowls is as likely as the

2 1
others to be first, the chance of .B is

^
and that of J is

^
. But by

the incorrect solution Montmort arrives at a difl’ereut result For

suppose A to have delivered his Ik)w1. Tlien B has the chance

^ with his first bowl of beating A

;

and the chance ^
x

^
of failing

with his first bowl and being succe.s.sful with his second. Thus i?’s

3
chance appears to be - . Montmort considers the error of this so-

lution to lie in the assumption that when B has failed to beat A
with his first bowl it is still an even chance that he will beat A with

his second bowl : for the fact that B failed with his first bowl

suggests that A 's bowl has a position better than the average, so

that B's chance of success with his second bowl becomes less than

an even chance.

178. Montmort then takes four problems in succession of

trifling importance. The first relates to a lottery which was started

in Paris in 1710, in which the projector had ofiered to the public

terms which were very disadvantageous to himself The second is

an ea-sy exercise in combinations. The third relates to a game
called Le Jen des 0ublieu.t. The fourth is an extension of

Huygens’s eleventh problem, and is also given in the Ars Conjec-

tandi, page 31. Tliese four problems are new in the second edition.
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179. Montmort now passes to a problem of a more important

character which occupies his pages 268—277, and which is also

new in the second edition; it relates to the Duration oj Play;

see Art. 107.

Suppose A to have m counters and B to have n counters
; let

their chances of winning a single game be as a to J
;
the loser in

each game is to give a counter to his adversary : required the chance

that A will have won all B’s counters on or before the a:*** game.

This is the most difficult problem which had as yet been solved

in the subject. Montmort’s formula is.given on his pages 268, 269.

180. The history of this problem up to the current date will

be found by comparing the following pages of Montmort’s book,

275, 309, 315, 324., 344, 368, 375, 380.

It appears that Montmort worked at the problem and also

asked Nicolas Bernoulli to try it. Nicolas Bernoulli sent a

solution to Montmort, which Montmort said he admired but

could not understand, and he thought his own method of investi-

gation and that of Nicolas Bernoulli must l)e very different: but

after e.xplanations received from Nicolas Bernoulli, Montmort

came to the conclusion that the methods were the same. Before

however the publication of Montmort’s second edition, De Moivre

had solved the problem in a different manner in the De Mensura

Sortie.

181. The general problem of the Duration of Play was studied

by De Moivre with great acuteness and success
;
indeed his inves-

tigation forms one of his chief contributions to the subject.

He refers in the following words to Nicolas Bernoulli and

Montmort

:

Monsieur de Jfonmorl, in the Second Edition of his Book of Chances,

having given a very handsom Solution of the Problem relating to the

duration of Play, (which Solution is coincident with that of Mon.sieur

Nicolas BemouUy, to be seen in that Book) and the demonstration of it

being very naturally deduced from our first Solution of the foregoing

Problem, I thought the Reader would be well pleased to see it trans-

ferred to this place.

Doctrine of Chances; first edition, page 122.
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. . . the Solution of Mr Nicolas BerHovdli being very much crouded

with Symbols, and the verbal Explication of them too scanty, I own
I did not understand it thoroughly, which obliged me to consider Mr.
de Monnwrt's Solution with very great attention ; I found indeed that

he was very plain, but to ray great surpriz; I found him veiy erroneous;

still in my Doctrine of Chances I printed that Solution, but rectided

and ascril>ed it to Mr. de Monmort, without the least intimation of any
alterations made by me

;
but as I had no thanks for so doing, I resume

my right, and now print it as my own

Doctrine of Chances; second edition page 181, third edition, page 211.

The language of De Moivre in his second and third editions

would seem to imply that the solutions of Nicolas Bernoulli and
Montmort are different; but they are really coincident, as De
Moivre had himself stated in his first edition. The statement that
Montmort’s solution is very erroneous, is unjustly severe

; Mont-
mort has given his fonnula without proper precaution, but his

example which immediately follows shews that he was right him-
self and would serve to guide his readere. The second edition of
the Doctrine of Chances appeared nearly twenty years after the
death of Montmort; and the change in De Moivre’s language
respecting him seems therefore e.specially ungenerous.

182. We shall not here give Montmort’s general solution of
the Problem of the Duration of Play; w-e shall have a better
opportunity of noticing it in connexion with De Moivre’s investiga-

tions. We will make three remarks which may be of service to
any student who examines Montmort’s own work.

Montmort’s general statement on his pages 268, 269, might
easily mislead

;
the example at the end of page 269 is a safer

guide. If the statement were literally followed, the second line in
the example would consist of as many terms as the first line, the
fourth of as many terms as the third, and the sixth of as many
terms as the fifth

;
but this would be wTong, shewing that the

general statement is not literally accurate.

Montmort’s explanation at the end of his page 270, and the be-
ginning of his page 271, is not satisfactory. It is not true as he
intimates, that the four letters a and the eleven letters b must be
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80 arranged that only a single J is to come among the four letters

a : we might have such an arrangement as aaahhbbbhhbbhha. We
shall return to this point in our account of De Moivre’s in-

vestigations.

On his page 272 Montmort gives a rule deduced from his

formula
;
he ought to state that the rule assumes that the players

are of ecjual skill : his rule also assumes that p — m is an even

number.

183. On his pages 275, 276 Montmort gives without demon-

stration results for two special cases.

(1) Suppose that there are two players of equal skill, and that

each starts with two counters
;
then 1 — ^ is the chance that the

A

match will be ended in 2a; games at most. The result may be de-

duced from Montmort’s general expression. A property of the

Binomial Coefficients is involved which we may briefly indicate.

Let M,, M,, denote the successive tenns in the expansion

of (1 -H 1)“*. Let S denote the sum of the following series

M, + 2u,.,+ M^,+ 0 + M^+ 2«^+ M^+ 0 + M^+ ...

Then shall 5'= 2‘^‘-2*-‘.

For let V, denote the r“’ term in the expansion of (1 -f 1)**’*, and

It), the tei-m in the expansion of (1 + 1)“^. Then

M, = t), -1- t),_„

«r_, = I’r-i + IV-,= W’r-t +

Employ the former transformation in the odd terms of our pro-

posed series, and the latter in the even terms ;
thus we find that

the proposed series becomes

-f 2 2w,.,+ w^+ 0 + w,_,-l-...}.

The first of these two series is equal to
^

(1 + 1)** *
5

second is a series of the same kind as that which we wish to sum

with X changed into a; — 1. Thus we can finish the demonstration

by induction

;

for obviously

2 - 2*^ + 2”** = 2 - 2*''.
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(2) Next suppose that each player starts with three counters

;

then 1 — ^ is the chance that the match will be ended in 2x + 1

games at most. This result had in fact been given by Montmort in

his first edition, page 184. It may be deduced from Montmort’s

general expression, and involves a property of the Binomial Coeffi-

cients which we will briefly indicate.

Let M,, « denote the successive term^ in the expansion

of (1 + 1)“*'. Let S denote the sum of the following series

u,+ 2u^, + 2m,^,+ «^ + 0 + 0 + u,^-(-2u,.,+ 2«,.,+«^+0-|-0+...

Then shaU <S= 2“- 3*.

If denote the r**" term in the expansion of (1 + I)***' we can

shew that

«, + 2ii,_j+2m^+u..,

= w, + U}^^ + -t- tc^ +

+ 3 + 2w^ + 2w^, +

By performing a similar transformation on every successive

four significant terms of the original series we transform it into

i
(1 + 1)*^ + 32, where 2 is a series like S with * changed into

X— 1. Tims
5= 2"-*+ 32.

Hence by induction we find that S'= 2“ — 3*.

184. Suppose the players of equal skill, and that each starts

TO + 1
with the same odd number of counters, say m ; let f=—^

.

Then Montmort says, on his page 276, that we may wager with

advantage that the match will be concluded in 3/’— ^+1 trials.

Montmort does not shew how he arrived at this approximation.

3 1
The expression may be put in the form

^ j
Moivre

spoke favourably of this approximation on page 148 of his first edi-

tion; he say.s, “Now Mr do Montmort having with great Sagacity

discovered that Analogy, in the case of an equal and Odd number
of Stakes, on supposition of an equaUty of Skill between the
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Gamesters..." In his second and third editions De Moivre with-

drew this commendation, and says respecting the rule “ Which tho’

near the Truth in small numbers, yet is very defective in large

ones, for it may be proved that the number of Games found by his

Expression, far from being above what is requisite is really below

it.’’ Doctrine of Chances, third edition, page 218.

De Moivre takes for an example m = 45 ;
and calculates by his

own mode of approximation that about 1531 games are requisite

in order that it may be an even chance that the match will be

concluded
;
Montmort’s rule would assign 1519 games. We should

differ here with De Moivre, and consider that the results are

rather remarkable for their near agreement than for their dis-

crepancy.

The problem of the Duration of Play is fully discussed by

Laplace, Theorie...des Prob. pages 225—238.

185. Montmort gives some numerical results for a simple

problem on his page 277. Suppose in the problem of Art. 107 that

the two players are of equal skill, each having originally n counters.

Proceeding as in that Article, we have

n, — 2
(*^*+i*b

Hence we find = Cx+ C^, where C and O', are arbitrary con-

stants. To determine them we have

«. = o. «» = i;

3D
hence finally, ^ ’

Montmort’s example is for n = 6 ;
he gave it in his first edition,

page 178. He did not however appear to have observed the gene-

ral law, at which John Bernoulli expressed his surprise
;
see Mont-

mort’s page 295.

186. Montmort now proposes on pages 278—282 four pro-

blems for solution
;
they were originally given at the end of the

first edition.

’The first problem is sur le Jeu da Treize. It is not obvious

why this problem is repeated, for Montmort stated the results on

his pages 130—143, and demonstrations by Nicolas Bernoulli are

given on pages 301, 302.
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The second problem is sur le Jeu appelU le Her; a discussion

respecting this problem runs through the correspondence between

Moutmort and Nicolas Bernoulli. See Montinort’s pages 321, 334,

338, 3-18, 361, 376, 400, 402, 403, 409, 413. We will return to

this problem in Art. 187.

The third problem is sur le Jeu de la Ferme; it is not referred

to again in the book.

The fourth Problem is sur le Jeu des Tas. We will return to

this problem in Art. 191.

Montmort’s language in his Avertissement, page xxv, leads to the

expectation that solutions of all the four problems will be found

in the book, whereas only the first is solved, and indeed Montmort

himself seems not to have solved the others
;
see his page 321.

187. It may be advisable to give some account of the discus-

sion respecting the game called IIei\ The game is described by

Montmort as played by several persons
;
but the discussion was

confined to the case of two players, and we will adopt this

limitation.

Peter holds a common pack of cards
;
he gives a card at random

to Paul and takes one himself
;
the main object is for each to

obtain a higher card than his adversary. The order of value is

ace, two, three, ... ten. Knave, Queen, King.

Now if Paul is not content with his card he may compel Peter

to change with him
;
but if Peter has a King he is allowed to

retain it. If Peter is not content with the card which he at first

obtained, or which he has been compelled to receive from Paul, he

is allowed to change it for another taken out of the pack at

random ; but if the card he then draws is a King he is not allowed

to have it, but must retain the card with which he was di.ssatisfied.

If Paul and Peter finally have cards of the same value Paul is

considered to lose.

188. The problem involved amounts to a determination of the

relative chances of Peter and Paul
;
and this depends on their

using or declining their rights of changing their cards. Montmort

communicated the problem to two of his friends, namely Walde-

grave, of whom we hear again, and a person who is called some-
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times M. l’Abb4 de Monsoury and sometimes M. I’Abb^ d’Orbais.

These two persons differed with Nicolas Bernoulli respecting a

point in the problem ; Nicolas Bernoulli asserted that in a certain

contingency of the game each player ought to take a certain course

out of two which were open to him
;
the other two persons con-

tended that it was not certain that one of the courses ought to be

preferred to the other.

Montmort himself scarcely interfered until the end of the cor-

respondence, when he intimated that his opinion was contrary to

that of Nicolas Bernoulli; it would seem that the latter intended

to produce a fuller explanation of his views, but the correspondence

closes without it.

189. We will give some details in order to shew the nature of

the dispute.

It will naturally occur to the reader that one general principle

must hold, namely, that if a player has obtained a high card it will

be prudent for him to rest content with it and not to run the

risk involved in changing that card for another. For example, it

appears to be tacitly allowed by the disputants that if Paul has

obtained an eight, or a higher card, he will remain content with it,

and not compel Peter to change with him
;

and, on the other

hand, if Paul has obtained a six, or a lower card, he will compel

Peter to changa The dispute turns on what Paul .should do if

he has obtained a seven. The numerical data for discussing this

case will be found on Montmort’s page 339 ;
we will reproduce

them with some explanation of the process by which they are

obtained.

I. Paul has a seven

;

required his chance if he compels Peter

to change.

Supposing Paul to change, Peter will know what Paul has and

will know that he himself now has a seven ; so he remains content

if Paul has a seven, or a lower card, and takes another card if Paul

has an ei^ht or a higher card. Thus Paul’s chance arises from the

hypotheses that Peter originally had Queen, Knave, ten, nine, or

eight. Take one of these cases, for example, that of the ten. The
4

chance that Peter had a fen is — ; then Paul takes it, and Peter
51
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gets the seven. There are 50 cards left and Peter takes one of

these instead of his seven
;
39 cards out of the 50 are favour-

able to Paul, namely 3 sevens, 4 Kings, 4 nuus, 4i eights, 4 sixes,

... 4 aces.

Proceeding in this way we find for Paul’s chance

4 47 + 43 -1- .39 + 35 + 31

51' 50
that

78(^
51.50’

In this case Paul’s chance can be estimated without speculating

upon the conduct of Peter, because there can be no doubt as to

what that conduct will be.

II. Paul has a seven; required his chance if he retains the

seven.

The chance in this case depends upon the conduct of Peter.

Now it appears to be tacitly allowed by the disputants that if

Peter has a itine or a higher card he will retain it, and if he has a

seven or a lower card ho will take another instead. The dispute

turns on what he will do if he has an eight.

(1) Suppose that Peter’s rule is to retain an eight.

Paul’s chance arises from the hypotheses that Peter has a seven,

six, five, four, tiiree, two, or ace, for which he proceeds to take

another card.

We shall find now, by the same method as before, that Paul’s

chance is

51 '50 51 60 51 50 51 50 51 50 51 • 50 51 50’’

that is

(2) Suppose that Peter’s nile is to change an eight.

4 ^4
We have then to add — . to the preceding result

;
and thus

we obtain for Paul’s chance

51 50

816

51.50’

780
Thus we find that in Case I. Paul’s chance is -—— , and that

51 . oO

in Case II. it is either or . If it be an even chance
51.50 51.50
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I / 720 810 N
which rule Peter adopts we should take

^
K

j
—

^ ^
,
that

768
is, as Paul’s chance in Case II. Thus in Case IL Paul’s

51 . 50

chance is less than in Case I.
;
and therefore he should adopt the

rule of changing when he has a seven. This is one of the argu-

ments on which Nicolas Bernoulli relies.

On the other hand his opponents, in effect, deny the correctness

of estimating it as an even chance that Peter will adopt either

of the two rules which have been stated.

We have now to estimate the following chance. Peter has an

eight and Paul has not compelled him to change
; what is Peter’s

chance ? Peter must argue thus :

I. Suppose Paul’s rule is to change a seven; then he now
has an eight or a higher card. That is, he must have one out of a

certain 23 cards.

(1) If I retain my eight my chance of beating him arises only

from the hypothesis that his card is one of the 3 eights; that is, my

chance is ^

.

(2) If I change my eight my chance arises from the five hypo-

theses that Paul has Queen, Knave, ten, nine, or eight

;

so that my
chance is

that is

23 50 23 50 23 50 23 50 23 50’

210

23.50’

IL Suppose Paul’s rule is to retain a seven. Then, as before,

7
(1) If I retain my eight my chance is =

.

(2) If I change my eight my chance is

26

27 50 27 50 27 50 27 50 27 50 27 50
’

that is
314.

27.50’
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190. These numerical results were accepted by the disputants.

We may sum them up thus. The question is whether Paul should

retain a certain card, and whether Peter should retain a certain

card. If Paul knows his adversary’s rule, he should adopt the con-

trary, namely retaining when his adversaiy changes, and changing

when his adversary rctain.s. If Peter knows his adversary’s rule he

should adopt the same, namely, retaining when his adversary re-

tains and changing when his adversary changes.

Now Nicolas Bernoulli asserted that Paul should change, and

therefore of course that Peter should. The objection to this is

briefly put thus by Montmort, page 405,

En un mot, Monsieur, si je s(^i que vous 6tes le conseil de Pierre,

il est 6vident quo je dois moi Paul me tenir au sept ; et de mtme
si je suis Pierre, et qui je s^acbe que vous 6tes le conseil de Paul,

je dois changer au huit, auquel cas vous aur& donn€ un mauvais con-

seil k Paul.

The reader will be reminded of the old puzzle respecting the

veracity of the Cretans, since Epiraenides the Cretan said they

were liars.

The opponents of Nicolas Bernoulli at first contended that it

was indifferent for Paul to retain a seven or to change it, and also

for Peter to retain an eight or to change it
;
and in this Montmort

considered they were wrong. But in conversation they explained

themselves to assert that no absolute rule could be laid down for

the players, and in this Montmort considered that they were right

;

see his page 403.

The problem is considered by Trembley in the Mitnoires de

TAcad.... Berlin, for 1802.

191. The fourth problem which Montmort proposed for solu*

tion is sur le Jeu des Tas. The game is thus described, page 281,

Pour comprendre de quoi il s’agit, il faut s^voir qu’aprfts lea reprises

d’hombre un des Joueurs a’amuse souvent k partager le jeu en dix tas

composes chacun de quatre cartes couvertes, et qu’enauite retournaiit la

premiere de chaque tas, il ute et met k part deux k deux toutes celles

qui se trouvent semblables, par exemple, deux Hois, deux valets, deux

six, <fec. alors il retoume les cartes qui suivent imm^diatement celles

qui viennent de lui donner des doublets, et il continue d’oter et de

mettre k part celles qui viennent par doublet ju.squ’k ce qu’il on soit
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venu ^ la derniere de chaque taa, apres les avoir enlev6 toutca deux k

deux, auquel cas geulement il a gagn&

The game is not entirely a game of pure chance, because the

player may often have a choice of various methods of pairing and

removing cards. In the description of the game forty cards are

supposed to be used, but Montmort proposes the problem for solu-

tion generally without limiting the cards to forty. He requires

the chance the player has of winning and also the most ad-

vantageous method of proceeding. He says the game was rarely

played for money, but intimates that it was in use among ladies.

192. On his page 321 Montmort gives, without demonstration,

the result in a particular case of this problem, namely when the

cards consist of n pains, the two cards in each pair being numbered

alike
;
the cards are supposed placed at random in n lots, each of

two cards. He says that the chance the player has of winning is

w — X

j . On page 334 Nicolas Bernoulli says that this formula is

correct, but he wishes to know how it was found, because he him-

self can only find it by induction, by putting for n in succession

2, 3, 4, 3, ...We may suppose this means that Nicolas Bernoulli veri-

fied by trial that the formula was correct in certain cases, but could

not give a genenal demonstration. Montmort seems to have

overlooked Nicolas Bernoulli’s inquiry, for the problem is never

mentioned again in the course of the correspondence. As the result

is remarkable for its simplicity, and as Nicolas Bernoulli found the

problem difficidt, it may be interesting to give a solution. It will

lie observed that in this case the game is one of pure chance, as the

player never has any choice of courses open to him.

193. The solution of the problem depends on our observing

the state of the cards at the epoch at which the player lose.s, that

is at the epoch at which he can make no more pairs among the

cards exposed to view
;
the player may be thus iirrested at the

very beginning of the game, or after he has already taken some

steps : at this epoch the player is left with some mimber of lots,

which are all unbroken, and the cards exposed to view present no

pairs. This will be obvious on reflection.
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We must now determine (1) the whole number of possible

cases, and (2) the whole number of cases in which the player is

arrested at the very beginning.

(1) We may snppose that 2re cards are to be put in 2n

places, and thus
|

2u will be the whole number of possible cases.

(2) Here we may find the number of cases by supposing that

the n upper places are first filled and then the n lower places.

We may put in the first place any card out of the 2a, then in the

second place any card of the 2n — 2 which remain by rejecting the

companion card to that we put in the first place, then in the third

place any card of the 2« — 4 which remain by rejecting the two

companion cards, and so on. Thus the n upper places can be

filled in 2*[n ways. Tlien the n lower places can be filled in [n

ways. Hence we get 2* [n [n cases in which the player is arrested

at the very beginning.

We may divide each of these expressions by [n if we please

to disregard the different order in which the n lots may be sup-

posed to be arranged. Thus the results become

respectively
;
we shall use these forms.

Let «, denote the whole number of unfavourable cases, and let

^ denote the whole number of favourable cases when the cards

consist of r pairs. Then

«, = 2"[n -I- 2 ^ — f^ln — r 2"^,
irln — r-'

I

the summation extending from r = 2 to r = n — 1, both inclusive.

For, as we have stated, the player loses by being left with some

number of lots, all unbroken, in which the exposed cards contain

no pairs. Suppose ho is left with n — r lots, so that he has got rid

of r lots of the original n lots. The factor— gives the num-
Ll I

” ~ ^

her of ways in which r pairs can be selected from n pairs
; the

factor gives the numlier of ways in which these pairs can be so

arranged as to enable the plaj’cr to get rid of them ; the factor

— r 2'~' gives the number of ways in which the remaining n — r

pairs can be distributed into n — r lots without a single pair occur-

ring among the exposed cards.

I

2n
and 2" [n
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It 18 to be observed that the case in which r= l does not
occur, from the nature of the game

;
for the player, if not arrested

at the very beginning, will certainly be able to remove Uvo pairs.
We may however if we please consider the summation to extend
from r=l tor = n— 1, since^^ = 0 when r= 1.

We have then

«. = 2"[n 1 + S -=^l

The summation for extends to one term less
; thus we

shall find that

«» = 2nu..,+ 2«X-,-

^ 12 /1-2
But

therefore

Hence

2 /1 12/1 — 2

1/1 — 1

. 1

2

n 212/1 — 2
^ ^ — n I

'‘in

[n

This is Montmort’s result.

n — 1

2n^‘

19-4, We now arrive at what Montmort calls the fifth part

of his work, which occupies pages 283—414. It consists of the

correspondence between Montmort and Nicolas Bernoulli, together

with one letter fi-om John Bernoulli to Montmort and a reply

from Montmort. The whole of this part is new in the second

edition.

John Bernoulli, the friend of Leibnitz and the master of Euler,

was the third brother in the family of brothers of whom James

Bernoulli was the eldest. John was bom in 16G7, and died in

1748. The second brother of the family was named Nicolas
;
his

son of the same name, the friend and correspondent of Montmort,

was bom in 1687, and died in 1759.

195. Some of the letters relate to Montmort’s first edition,

and it is necessary -to have access to this edition to study the

letters with advantage
;
because although Montmort gives re-

ferences to the corresponding passages in the second edition, yet

8
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as these passages have been modified or corrected in accordance

with the criticisms contained in the letters, it is not always ob-

vious what the original reading was.

196. The first letter is from John Bernoulli ; it occupies

pages 283—298 ;
the letter is also reprinted in the collected

edition of John Bernoulli’s works, in four volumes, Lausanne and

Geneva, 1742; see VoL I. page 453.

John Bernoulli gives a series of remarks on Montmort’s first

edition, correcting some errors and suggesting some improvements.

He shews that Montmort did not present his discussion relating

to Pharaon in the simplest form
;
Montmort however did not

modify this part of his work. ' John Bernoulli gave a general

formula for the advantage of the Banker, and this Montmort did

adopt, as wo have seen in Art. 155.

197. John Bernoulli points out a curious mistake made

by Montmort twice in his first edition; see his pages 288, 296.

Montmort had considered it practically impossible to find the

numerical value of a certain number of terms of a geometrical

progression ; it would seem that he had forgotten or never known

the common Algebraical formula which gives the sum. The

passfiges cited by John Bernoulli are from pages 35' and 181 of

the first edition
;
but in the only copy which I have seen of the

first edition the text does not correspond wfith John Bernoulli’s

quotations : it appears however that in each place the original page

has been cancelled and replaced by another in order to correct

the mistake.

After noticing the mistake, John Bernoulli proceeds thus in

his letter

:

...mais pour le restc, vous faites bien d’employer les logarithmos,

je m’en suis servi utilement dans uno pareille occa.sion il y a bien

douze ans, oi il s’agissoit do determiner combien il restoit do vin et

d’eau m616 ensemble dans un tonneau, lefiuel Ctant au commencement

tout plein de vin, on en tireroit tons les jours pendant une ann(-e

une certaine mesure, en le remplis.sant incontinent apr6s chaquo ex-

traction avec de I’eau pure. Vous trouverCs la solution de cetto ques-

tion qui est ass6s curieuso dans ma dissertation lie NiUritiane, que Mr
Varignon vous pouira communiquer. Je fis cetto question pom- fairo
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oomprendre comment on pent determiner la quantit6 de vieille nut-

ticre qui resto dans nos corps mei4e avec do la nouvelle qui nous

vient tons les jours par la nourriture, pour r6parer la perte que nos

corps font insensiblemont par la transpiration continuelle.

The dissertation De Nutritione will be found in the collected

edition of John Bernoulli’s works
; see VoL I. page 275.

198. John Bernoulli passes on to a remark on Montmort’s

discussion of the game of Treizo. The remark enunciates the

following theorem. .

and let

then shall ^(„) = l
+ ^

+ + ... +i .

We may prove this by induction. For wo may write yfr (n) in

the following form.

1
1 1 1 11

M

~2{^'^l'''[2‘''[3'^ jT^ l

+ + T
+ +

Hence we can shew that

i/r(»+l) = -f (n)+

199. John Bernoulli next adverts to the solutions which

Montmort had given of the five problems proposed by Huygens

;

see Art. 35.

According to John Bernoulli’s opinion, Montmort had not

understood the second and third problems in the sense which

Huygens had intended
;

in the fifth problem Montmort had

8—2
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changed the enunciation into another quite different, and yet had

really solved the problem according to Huygens’s enunciation. By
the corrections which he made in his second edition, Montmort

shewed th.at he admitted the justice of the objections urged against

his solutions of the second and fifth problem-s; in the case of

the third problem he retained his original opinion; see his

pages 292, 305.

John Bernoulli next notices the solution of the Problem of

Points, and gives <a general formula, to which we have referred in

Art. 173. Then he atlverts to a problem which Montmort had

not fully considered; see Art. 185.

200. John Bernoulli gives high praise to Montmort’s work,

but urges him to extend and enrich it He refers to the four

problems which Montmort had proposed for inve-stigation
;
the

firet he considers too long to be finished in human life, and the

fijurth ho cannot understand : the other two he thinks might be

solved by great labour. This opinion seems singularly incorrect.

The first problem is the easiest of all, and has been solved without

difficulty; see Article 161
:
perhaps however John Bernoulli took

it in some more general sense; see Montmort’s page 308. The

fourth problem is quite intelligible, and a particiilar case of it is

simple; see jVrt. 193. The third and fourth problems seem to be

far more intractable.

201. A letter to Montmort from Nicolas Bernoulli occupies

pages 299—303. This letter contiiins corrections of two mistakes

which occurred in Montmort’s first edition. It gives without de-

monstration a formula for the advantage of the Banker at Pharaon,

and also a formula for the advantage of the Banker at Bassette

;

Montmort quoted the former in the text of his second edition
;

see Art. 157. Nicolas Bernoulli gives a good investigation of the

formula! which occur in analysing the game of Treize
;
see Art. 161.

He also discusses briefly a game of chance which we will now
explain.

202. Suppose that a set of players J, B, C, T),... undertake

to play a set of I games with cards. A is at first the dealer, there

are m chances out of m-\- n that he retains the deal at the next

game, and n chances out of m + n that he loses it
;

if he loses the
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deal the player on his right hand takes it; and so on in order.

is on the left of C is on the left of B, and so on. Let the

advantages of the players when A deals be a, h, c, d, ... resjiec-

tively
;

these advantages are supposed to depend entirely on
the situation of the plaj'ers, the game being a game of pure

chance.

Let the chances of A, B, C, P, ... be denoted by z, y, a-, u, ...

;

and let s = vi + n.

Then Nicolas Bcraoulli gives the following values :

via+nh m'd+hnnh +7i\ TnV+Sm’nJ+.Smn’c+nV/
* = „ +___ +

, mh-^nc
,
ni*& + 2ainc+n’J ni’ft+3;n’nc + 3;HuW+n*e

y = 6 + ^— + 4.
_

_ mc + nd m'c+2mnd+n'e m'c+ 3;n’wfZ+ 3»in*e+ w’/
X ~c + _

1 j 1 5 + ..
« « . 8

_ T md+ ne •ni*d+2nine+n*f vi*d+fim*ne+3nm*f+n*ffu-a+
^

+ -j = +

and so on.

Each of these series is to continue for I terms. If there are

not so many as I players, the letters in the set a, h, c, d, e, f, y, ...

will recur. For e.xample, if there are only four players, then

e = a, f=b, g = c

It is easy to see the meaning of the separate terms. Take, for

example, the value of z. A deals
;
the advantage directly arising

from this is a. Tlien there are m chances out of s that A will havo

the second deal, and n chances out of s that the deal will pass on

to the next player, and thus put A in the position originally held

by B. Hence we have the term — ^
. Again, for the third

deal
;
there are (m + n)‘, that is, s* possible cases

;
out of these

there are m’ cases in which A will have the third deal, 2;/in cases

in which the player on the right of A will have it, and n’ cases in

which the player next on the right will have it. Hence we

, ... ra*« + 2w»iZi + w*c , ,

nave the term . And so on.
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Nicolas Bernoulli then gives another form for these expressions
;

we will exhibit that for z from which the others can be deduced.

Let q = ~, r=(-)\ t=~. Then
^ n \8/ m

« = aj (1 -r) + J(
2
-|l -r [1 + «Z]| +cg' |l - r j^l +

+ ...
;

this series is to be continued for I terma

The way in which this transformation is effected is the follow-

ing : suppose for example we pick out the coefficient of c in the

value of z, we shall find it to be

j^jl.2 + 3.2- + 4.3-y + 5.4.^ +
...J,

where the series in brackets is to consist of Z— 2 terms.

We have then to shew that this expression is ecpial to

We will take the general theorem of which this is a particular

case. Let

{^4 + i’. 7 + 7+ - to Z- \ terms}

,

p + \-l
where

Let

Ip-1

-mm“-* + 7 + 7 + .+

then S =
(P'U

Now u =

|_X dm^

'

*-(t)'

1 -
1 -n

say;
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d*‘u [X 1—fi' X 1

dm^ (1 —

1

(1 —

X(X-1) Z(Z-1)/X'^

1.2 (1 -

X(X-l)(X-2) 1(1-1) (1-2)^'-^

1.2.3 (1-m)^'*

r 1 + <Z +
«(Z-1)
1.2

t‘l(l-l) (1-2)
*

1.2.3
+

where the series between square brackets is to extend to X+1
tenns.

We may observe that by the nature of the problem wo have

o+ J + c + ... = 0, and also » +y + x+ ... = 0.

The problem simplifies very much if we may regard I as infinite

or very great. For then let e denote the advantage of .4 ;
if .4 ob-

tains the next deal we may consider that his advantage is still z

;

if

A loses the next deal his advantage is the same as that of B
originally. Thus

z = a +
mz + ny

8

Multiply by s and transpose
;
therefore

z = y+aq.
Similarly we have

y= x + bq, x = u + cq,

Hence we shall obtain

«=j|a(j;-l)-f- 6 (^ — 2) + c(yj — S) + ...j ,

where p denotes the number of players ;
and the values of y, x, ...

may be obtained by symmetrical changes in the letters.

We may also express the result thus,

z — — —
I

fit+ 2b + 3c 4" . .

. I"

.
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203. The next letter is from Montmort to John Bernoulli
;

it

occupies pages 303—307. Montmort makes brief observations on

the points to which John Bemonilli had drawn his attention; he

suggests a problem on the Duration of Play for the consideration

of Nicolas Bernoulli.

204'. The next letter is from Nicolas Bernoulli to Montmort

;

it occupies pages 308—314.

Nicolas Bernoulli first speaks of the game of Treize, and gives

a general formula for it
;
but by accident ho gave the formula in-

correctly, and afterwards corrected it when Montmort drew his

attention to it
;
see Montmort’s pages 315, 323.

We will here investigate the formula after the manner given by

Nicolas BeraouUi for the simple case already considered in Art 161.

Suppose there are n cards divided into p sets. Denote the

cards of a set by a, h, c, ... in order.

The whole number of cases is [«.

The number of ways in which a can stand first is p |

n — 1 .

The number of ways in which b can stand second without a

standing first isp |

» — 1 —p’
|

w — 2 .

The number of ways in which c can stand third without a

standing first or b second is p |

n — 1 — 2p’
|

n — 2 + p’
[

n — 3.

And so on.

Hence the chance of winning by the first card is ^ ;
the chance

of winning by the second card is
^ ;

the chance of win-

7) 2n* 7?* j
ning by the third card is ^ ^—rr H— ;

and so on.
® (n — 1) n (n — 1) (n - 2)

Hence the chance of winning by one or other of the first m
cards is

mp TO («i — 1) p* TO (m — 1) (to — 2) p*

n T72~ n(n-l)'*’ 1.2.3 n(n-l)(n-2)

And the entire chance of winning is found by putting

TO = -
,
so that it is

P
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1 n—p (n—p){n — 2p)

1
"

1 . 2 (n- 1) 1.2.3 (n-1) (n-2)

_ (n-2p) (n-Sp)

1.2.3.4(n-l) (n-2) («-3)

205. Nicolas Bernoulli then passes on to another game in

which he objects to Montmort’s conclusion. Montmort had found

a certain advantage for the first player, on the a.ssumption that tho

game was to conclude at a certain stage
;
Nicolas Bernoulli thought

that at this stage the game ought not to terminate, but that the

players should change their positions. He says that the advantage

for the first player should be only half what Montmort stated.

The point is of little interest, as it does not belong to tho theory of

chances but to the conventions of the players
; Montmort, however,

did not admit the justice of the remarks of Nicolas Bernoulli
; see

Montmort’s pages 309, 317, 327.

206. Nicolas Bernoulli then considers the problem on tho

Duration of Play which had been suggested for him by Mout-

mort. Nicolas Bernoulli here gives the formulae to which we have

already alluded in Art. 180 ;
but the meaning of the formulae was

very obscure, as Montmort stated in his reply. Nicolas Bernoulli

gives the result which expresses the chances of each player when

the number of games is unlimited
;
he says this may be deduced

from the general formulae, and that ho had also obtained it pre-

viously by another method. See Art. 107.

207. Nicolas Bernoulli then makes some remarks on the

summation of series. He exemplifies the method which is now

common in elementary works on Algebra. Suppose we require

the sum of the squares of the first n triangular numbers, that is, the

sum of n terms of tho series of which the 7^*“ term is

Assume that the sum is equal to

an' + bn* + cn’ + dn*+ en +f;

and then determine a, b, c, d, e,f by changing n into n + 1 in

the assumed identity, subtracting, and equating coefficients. This

method is ascribed by Nicolas Bernoulli to his uncle John.
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Nicolas Bernoulli also indicates another method; he resolves

r (r + 1) (r+ 2) (j* + 3) r (r + 1) (r + 2) r (r + 1)

1.2. 3:1. 1.2..3 1.2 ’

and thus finds that the required sum is

n («+ l) (n+ 2) (n+.3) (n + d) n (n + 1) (n + 2) (n + 3)

1.2. 3. 4..5 1.2. 3.

4

1) (w + 2)

r.2.3

208. It seems probable that a letter from Montmort to

Nicolas Bernoulli, which has not been preserved, preceded this

letter from Nicolas Bernoulli. For Nicohvs Bernoulli refers to the

problem about a lottery, as if Montmort had drawn his attention

to it
;
see Art. 180 : and he intimates that Montmort had offered

to undertake the printing of James Bernoulli’s unpublished Ars
Conjectandi. Neither of these points had been mentioned in

Montmort’s preceding letters as we have them in the book.

209. The next letter is fi"om Montmort to Nicolas Bernoulli

;

it occupies pages 315—323. The most interesting matter in this

letter is the introduction for the first time of a problem which has

since been much discussed. The problem was proposed to Mont-

mort, and also solved, by an Engli.sh gentleman named Waldegravo

;

see Montmort’s pages 318 and 328. In the problem as originally

proposed only three players are considered, but we will enunciate

it more generally. Suppose there are n -f- 1 players
;
two of them

play a game
;
the loser deposits a shilling, and the winner then

plays with the third player
;
the loser deposits a shilling, and

the winner then plays with the fourth player
;
and so on. The

player who lost the first game does not enter again until after the

(n -4 !)“ player has hatl his turn. The process continues until

one player has beaten in continued succession aU the other players,

and then he receives all the money which has been deposited.

It is required to determine the expectation of each of the players,

and also the chance that the money will be won when, or before,

a certain number of g.ames has been played. The game is sup-
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posed a game of pure chance, or which is the same thing, the

players are all supposed of equal skill

Montmort himself in the case of three players states all the

required results, but does not give demonstrations. In the case

of four players he states the numerical probability that the money
will be won in any assigned number of games between 3 and 13

inclusive, but he says that the law of the numbers which he

assigns is not easy to perceive. He attempted to proceed further

with the problem, and to determine the advantage of each player

when there are four players, and also to determine the pro-

bability of the money being won in an assigned number of games

when there are five or six players. He says however, page 320,

mais cela m’a paru trop difficile, ou pltltot j’ai manqud de courage,

car je serois sfir d'en venir k bout.

210. There are references to this problem several times in

the correspondence of Montmort and Nicolas Bernoulli; see Mont^

mort’s pages 328, 345, 350, 366, 375, 380, 400. Nicolas Bernoulli

succeeded in solving the problem generally for any number of

players
;
his solution is given in Montmort’s pages 381—387, and

is perhaps the most striking investigation in the work. The

following remarks may be of service to a student of this solution.

(1) On page 386 Nicolas Bernoulli ought to have stated

how many terms should be taken of the two series which he gives,

namely, a number expressed by the greatest integer contained

in
" i

. On page 330 where he does advert to this point

he puts by mistake instead of
” —-•

(2) The expressions given for a, h, c, ... on page 386 are

2
correct, except that given for a

;
the value of a is ^ , and not

as the language of Nicolas Bernoulli seems to imply.

(3) The chief results obtained by Nicolas Bernoulli arc stated

at the top of page 329 ; these results agree with those afterwards

given by Laplace.
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211. Although the earliest notice of the problem occurs in

the letter of Montmort’a which we are now examining, yet the

earliefit publication of it is due to De Moivre; it is Problem xv.

of the De Mensura Sortie. We shall however speak of it as

Waldeffraves Problem, from the person whose name we have found

first a.ssociated with it.

The problem is discussed 1^ Laplace, TMorie . . . dee Prob.

page 238, and we shall therefore have to recur to it.

212. Montmort refers on page 320 to a book entitled TraitS

du Jeu, which he says he had lately received from Paris. He says

it is un Livre de morale. He praises the author, but considers

him to be wrong sometimes in his calculation of chances, and

gives an example. Nicolas Bernoulli in reply says that the

author of the book is Mr Barbeyrac. Nicolas Bernoulli agrees

with Montmort in his general opinion respecting the book, but

in the example in question he thinks Barbeyrac right and Mont-

mort wrong. The difference in result arises from a difference in

the way of understanding the rules of the game. Montmort

briefly replied
;
see pages 332, 346.

Montmort complains of a dearth of mathematical memoirs
;
he

says, page 322,

Je suis 6tonn6 de voir les Joumeaux de Leipsic si d6gamis de

morceaiix de Mathematiques ; ils doivont en portie leur reputation aux

excellens Memoires quo Messieurs vos Onclcs y envoyoient souvent : les

Geometres n’y trouvent plus depuis cinq ou six ans les mSmes richesses

qu’autrefois, faites-cn des reproches k M. votre Oncle, et peimett6s-moi

de vous en faire aussi, laiceat lux vestra coram Iiominibus.

213. The next letter is from Nicolas Bernoulli to Montmort

;

it occupies pages 323—337. It chiefly relates to matters which

we have already sufficiently noticed, namely, the games of Treize,

Her, and Tas, and Waldegrave’s Problem. Nicolas Bernoulli ad-

verts to the letter hy his uncle James on the game of Tennis,

which was afterwards published at the end of the Are Conjectandi,

and he proposes for solution four of the problems which are con-

sidered in the letter in order to see if Montmort’s results will

agree with those of James Bernoulli.
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Nicolas Bernoulli gives at the end of his letter an example

of summation of series. He proposes to sum p terms of the

series 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21, ... He considers the series

1 + 3x+ Cx*+ lOx* + lox* + 21x’ + ...

which ho decomposes into a set of series, thus

:

1 + 2x + 3x’ + 4x“ + 5x* + ...

+ x + 2x* + 3x’ + 4x*+...

+ X* “I" 2x* + 3x^ + . .

.

+ x’ + 2x* + ...

+ x* + ...

+ ...

The series in each horizontal row is easily summed to p terms

;

the expression obtainetl takes the form
^
when x = 1, and Nicolas

Bernoulli evaluates the indeterminate form, as he says, ...en me
servant de la regie do mon Oncle, quo feu Monsieur le Manpiis

do l’H6pital a insert dans son Analyse des iufiniment petits, ...

The investigation is very inaccurately printed.

214. The next letter is from Montmort to Nicolas Bernoulli

;

it occupies pages 337—347. Besides remarks on the game of Her
and on Waldegrave’s Problem, it contains some attempts at the

problems which Nicolas Bernoulli had proposed out of his uncle’s

letter on the game of Tennis. But Montmort found the problems

difficult to understand, and asked several questions as to their

meaning.

215. Montmort gives on his page 342 the following equation

as the result of one of the problems,

4w*-8m*+14;» + 6 = 3"'^‘,

and he says that this is satisfied approximately by m = 5^tj
;
but

there is some mistake, for the equation has no root between

5 and 6. The correct equation should apparently be

8w’-12m‘+ 16/» + 6 = 3’"",

which has a root between 5T and 5 2.
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216. One of the problems is the following. The skill of A,

that is his chance of success in a single trial, is p, the skill of B
is q. A and B are to play for victory in two games out of three,

each game being for two points. In the first game B is to have

a point given to him, in the second the players are to be on an

equality, and in the third also B is to have a point given to

him. Required the skill of each player so that on the whole

the chances may be equal. A’s chance of success in the first

game or in the third game is p\ and ffa chance is 2qp.

A’a chance of success in the second game is p’ + Sp^q, and B’s

chance is q’' + Sq'p. Hence A’a chance of success in two games

out of throe is

p* (p‘ + 3j/q) +p*i^ + 2qp) (;/ + fip'q) + p' (/ + 3q’p) ;

and this by supposition must equal ^

.

This agrees with Montmort’s result by putting for P

and — for q, allowing for a mistake which was afterwards
a + o

corrected
;
see Montmort’s pages S13, 3.50, 352.

217. The letter closes with the following interesting piece of

literary history.

Jc ne S9ai si vous S9av6s qu’on Feimprime la Recherche de la veritd.

Le R. P. Malbranche m’a dit que cet Ouvrage paroitroit au commence-

ment d’AvriL II y aura un grand nombro d’additions sur des sujets

tres importaus. Vous y verrfis entr’autres nouveaut€s une Disserta-

tion sxir la cause do la pesanteur, qui apparemment fixera les doutes

de tant do S<javans hommes qui no s^avent 4 qnoi s’en tenir sur

cette maticro. II prouvo d’une maniere invincible la necessity de ses

petits tourbillona pour rondre raison de la cause de la pesanteur, de la

duretfi et fluidity des corjis et des princi])aux idienomenes touchant la

lumiero et lea couleurs; sa theorie s’accordo lo mieux du monde avec

Ics belles experiences quo M. Newton a rapports dans son beau Traitd

J)e Nalura Lucis et Colorunu Jo peux me glorifier aupriis du Pub-

lic quo mes j)riere.s ardentes ot rciter6es depuis plusieurs ann6es, out

contribu6 il determiner cet iucompai-ablo Philoscphe 4 Ccrire sur cette
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matiero qui renferme toute la Physique generale. Vous vorrfia avec

admiration que co grand hommo a port6 dans ces matieres obscures

cette ncttet6 d’id6es, cette sublimite de genie et d’invention qui bril-

lent avec tant d’cclat dans ses Trait& de Metaphysique.

Posterity has not adopted the high opinion which Montmort

here expresses respecting the physical speculations of his friend

and master; Malehranche is now remembered and honoured for

his metaphysical works alone, which have gained the following

testimony from one of the greatest critics :

As a thinker, he is p<?rhape the most profound that Franco has

ever produced, and as a writer on philosophical subjects, there is not

another European author who can be placed before him.

Sir William Hamilton’s Lectures on Metaphysics, Vol. l. page 262 ;

SCO also his edition of ReuLs Works, page 266.

218. The next letter is from Montmort to Nicolas Bernoulli

;

it occupies pages 3o2—SCO. We may notice that Montmort hero

claims to be the first person who called attention to the theorem

which is now given in elementary treatises on Algebra under the

following enunciation : To find the number of terms in the expan-

sion of any multinomial, the exponent being a positive integer.

See Montmort’s page 355.

219. Montmort gives in this letter some examples of the recti-

fication of curves
;
see his pages 350, 357, 359, 360. In particular

he notices one which he had himself discussed in the early days

of the Integral Calculus, when, as he says, the subject was well

known only by five or six mathematicians. This example is the

rectification of the curve called after the name of its inventor De
Beaune

;
sec John Bernoulli’s works, Vol. i. pages G2, 63. What

Montmort gives in this letter is not intelligible by itself, but it can

be understood by the aid of the originid memoir, which is in the

Journal des Sgarans, Vol. xxxi.

These remarks by Montmort on the rectification of curves are

of no great interest except to a student of the history of the Inte-

gral Calculus, and they are not free from errors or misprints.
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220. Montmort quotes the following sentence from a letter

written by Pascal to Fermat.

Pour vouB parler francliemcnt de la Geometrie, je la trouve le plus

haut exercice de I’esprit; mnis en ni6me temps je la conuois pour si

inutile, que je fais peu de difference eutre un homme qui n’est que

Geometre et un habile Artisan
; aussi je I'appelle le plus beau metier

da monde; mais enfin cc n’est qu’un m6tier; et j’ai souvent dit qu’ello

est bonne pour faire I’essai, mais non pas I’emploi de notre force.

Montmort naturally objects to this deci.sion as severe and humi-

Uating, and probably not that which Pascal himself would have

pronounced in his earlier days.

221. The next letter is also from Montmort to Nicolas Ber-

noulli
;

it occupies pages 361—370. Montmort says he has just

received Do Moivre’s book, by wliich ho moans the memoir De
Mensura Soiiis, published by De Moivre in the Philosophical

Transactions

;

and he proceeds to analyse this memoir. Montmort

certainly docs not do justice to De Moivre. Montmort in fact

considers that the first edition of his own work contained im-

plicitly all that had been given in the De Mensnra Sortis; and ho

seems almosst to fancy that the circumstance that a problem had

been discussed in the correspondence hetw'een himself and the

Bemoullis was sufficient ground to deprive De Moivre of the credit

of originality. The opinion of Nicola.s Bernoulli was far more favour-

able to De Moivre
;
see Montmort’s pages 362, 375, 378, 386.

De Moivre in his Miscellanea Analytica replied to Montmort,

as we shall see hereafter.

222. On his page 365 Montmort gives some remarks on the

second of the five problems which Huygens proposed for solution
;

eee Art. 35.

Suppose there are three players
;

let a be the number of

white balls, and b of black balls
;

let c = a -I- 5. The balls are

supposed not to be replaced after being drawn
;
then the chance of

the first player is

a J(J-l)(ft-2)a 5(5-1) ...(5- 5) a

c'^c(c-l)(c-2)(c-3)'^ c(c- 1) ... (c-6)
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Montmort takes credit to himself for summing this series, so as
to find its value when a and b are large numbers

; but, without
saying so, he assumes that a = 4. Thus the series becomes

iii , ifzil
[c t i± i±z^ JFg

Let ^ J + 8, then c =p + 1 ;
thus the series within brackets

becomes

p(p-l) (p-2) + (p-3) Cp-4’)(p-5)

+ (p -6)(p-7)(p-8) + ...

Suppose we require the sum of n terms of the series. The
r“" term is

(p-3r+3)07-3r+2)(^-3r+l);

assume that it is equal to

^ ^ - 1) ^
B(r- 1) (r- 2) (r- 3)

^

where A, B, C, D are to be independent of r.

We shall find that

A=p ip-1) O' - 2),

B = — (9p* — 45jj + 60),

Cr=54p-216,

2>=-162.

Hence the required sum of n terms is

”?(?-!)(?- 2) (V-45, + 60)

^K- >) (-a _ 2,e) -
1.2.3 1.2. 3.

4

This residt is suflSciently near Montmort’s to shew that he must

have adopted nearly the same method
;
he has fallen into some

mistake, for he gives a different expression for the terms inde-

pendent oip.

In the problem on chances to which this is subservient we

should have to put for n the gr eatest integer in ^

.

O

9
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Montmort refers on his page 361; to a letter dated June 8"',

1710, which does not appear to have been preserved.

223. The ne.xt letter is from Nicolas Bernoulli to Montmort

;

it occupies pages 371—375. Nicolas Bernoulli demonstrates a

property of De Beaune’s curve
;
he also gives a geometrical recti-

fication of the logarithmic curve
;
but his results are very in-

correct. He then remarks on a subject which he says had been

brought to his notice in Holland, and on which a memoir had been

in.serted in the Philosophical Transactions. The subject is the

argument for Divine Providence taken from the constant regu-

larity observed in the births of both sexes. The memoir to which

Bernoulli refers is by Dr John Arbuthnot
;

it is in Vol. xxvii. of

the Philosophictd Transactions, and was ])ublished in 1710. Nicolas

Bernoulli had discus-sed the subject in Holland with ’sGravesande.

Nicolas Bernoulli says that he was obliged to refute the argu-

ment. What he supposes to be a refutation amounts to this
;
he

examined the registers of births in London for the years from 1G29

to 1710 inclusive; he found that on the average 18 males were

bom for 17 females. The greatest variations from this ratio were

in 1661, when 47-18 males and 4100 females were bom, and in

1703, when 7765 males and 7683 females were bom. He sjiys

then that we may bet 300 to 1 that out of 1 4,000 infants the ratio

of the males to the females will fall within the.se limits
;
we .shall

see in Art. 225 the method by which ho obtained this re.«ult.

224. Tire next letter is also from Nicolas Bernoulli to Mont-

mort
;

it occupies pages 375—387. It contains some remarks on

the game of Her, and some remarks in reply to tho.se made by

Montmort on De Moivre’s memoir De Men-mra Sortis. The most

important part of the -letter is an elaborate discussion of Walde-

grave’s problem
;
we have already said enough on this problem,

and so need only add that Nicolas Bernoulli speaks of this discus-

sion as that which he preferred to every thing else which he had

pro<luced on the subject; see page 381. The approbation which

he thus bestows on his own work seems well deserved.

225. The next letter is also from Nicolas Bernoulli to Mont-

mort
;

it occupies pages 388—393. It is entirely occupied with
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the question of the ratio of male infants to female infants. We
liave already stated tliat Nicolas Bernoulli had refused to see any

argument for Divine Providence in the fact of the nearly constant

ratio. He assumes that the probabiUty of the birth of a male is to

the probability of the birth of a fevude as 18 to 17 ;
he then shews

that the chances ai'e 4.3 to 1 tliat out of 1 1,000 infants the males

will lie between 70.37 and 7363. His investigation involves a

general domon.stration of the theorem of his uncle James called

Bernoulli’s Theorem. Tlio investigation requires the summation

of terms of a binomial series
;
this is effected approximately by a

proce.ss which is commenced in these words : Or comme ces termes

sont furieuseraent grands, il faut un artifice singulier jx)ur trouver

cc rapport : voici comment jc m’y suis pris.

The whole investigation bears some resemblance to that of

James Bernoulli and may have been suggested by it, for Nicolas

Bernoulli .says at the end of it, Je me souviens que feu mon Oncle

a demontr^ une semblable chose dans .son Traits De Arte Con-

jectandi, qui s’imprimo it pr(^sent il Bftle, ...

226. Tlie next letter is from Montraort to Nicolas Bernoulli

;

it occupies pages 3d~>—tOO. Montmort records the death of the

Puches.se d’Angoul6me, which caused him both grief and trouble
;

he says ho cannot discuss geometrical matters, but will confine

himself to literary intelligence.

Ho mentions a work entitled Prcyiotion Physique, on Action

de l)ieu sur les Creatures dt'montri'e par raisonnement. The

anonymous author pretended to follow the method of mathe-

maticians, and on every page were to lx; found such great words

as Definition, Axiom, Theorem, Demonstration, Corollary, &c.

Montmort asks for the opinion of Nicolas Bernoulli and his

uncle re.specting the famous Commercium Epistolicuin which he

.s.ays M" de la Society Royalc ont fait imprimer pour assurer il

M. Newton la gloiro d’avoir invente le premier et seul les nou-

velles methodes.

Montmort .speaks with approbation of a little treatise which

had just appeared under the title of Mechanique du Feu.

Montmort expresses his strong admiration of two investigations

which he had received from Nicolas Benioulli ; one of these was

9—2
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the solution of Waldegravo’s problem, and the other apparently

the demonstration of James Bernoulli’s theorem ; see Arts. 22-i, 225.

Montmort says, page 400,

Tout cola ^toit en verity bien difficile et d’un grand travail.

Vou3 6tes un terrible homme; je croyois quo pour avoir pris lea de-

vants je no serois pas si-tfit ratrapp^, mais je vois bien que je me suis

tromp4: je suis i present bien derriere vous; et forc£ de mettre toute

mon ambition it vous suivre de loin.

227. lliis letter from Montmort is interesting, as it records

the perplexity in which the writer found himself between the

claims of the rival systems of natural philosophy, the Cartesian

and the Newtonian. He says, page 397,

D£rang6 comme je le suis par I’autoritd de M. Newton, et d’un

si grand nombro do 89avans Geometres Anglois, je serois presque tent6

de renoncer pour jamais & I’fitude de la Physique, et de remettre ^

si^ivoir tout cola dans le Ciel; mais non, l’autorit£ des plus grands

esprits ne doit point none faire de loi dans les choses oil la raison

doit decider.

228. Montmort gives in this letter his views respecting a

History of Mathematics
;
he says, page 399,

II seroit i souhaiter que quelqu’un voulut prendre la peine de

nous ajjprendre comment et en quel ordre les docouvertes en Mathe-

matiquos se sont succed6e.s les unes aux autres, et % qui nous en avons

I’obligation. On a fait ITlistoii-e de la Peinture, de la Musique, de

la Medecine, <tc. Une bonne Histoiro des Mathematiques, et en par-

ticulier de la Gfeometrie, seroit un Ouvrage beaucoup plus curieux et

plus utile
:
Quel plkisir n’auroit-on ]ias de voir la liaison, la connexion

des methodes, I’enchainement des differentes theories, k commencer

depuis les premiers temps jusqu’au nfltre ou cette science se treuve

port£e k un si haut degr£ de perfection. II me semble qu’un tel

Ouvrage bien fait pourroit £tre en quelque sorte regard^ comme I’his-

toire de I’esprit humaiir; puisque e’est dans cette science plus qu’eu

toute autre chose, que I’bomme fait connoitre I’excellence de ce don

d’intelligence que Dieu lui a accords pour l’£lever au dessus de toutes

les autres Creatures.
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Montmort himself had made some progress in the work which
he here recommends; see Art. 137. It seems however that his

manuscripts were destroyed or totally dispersed
;
see Montucla,

Histoire des Mathematiqiies first edition, preface, page IX.

229. The next letter is from Nicolas Bernoulli to Montmort

;

it occupies pages 401, 402. Nicolas Bernoulli announces that the

Ars Conjectandi has just been published, and says, II n’y aura

gueres rien de nouveau pour vous. He proposes five problems to

Montmort in return for those which Montmort had proposed to

him. He says that he had already proposed the first problem in

his last letter
;
but as the problem does not occur before in the

correspondence, a letter must have been suppressed, or a portion

of it omitted.

The third problem is as follows. A and B play with a com-

mon die, A deposits a crown, and B begins to play
;

if B throws

an even number he takes the crown, if he throws an odd number

he deposits a crown. Then A throws, and takes a crown if he

throws an even number, but docs not deposit a crown if he

throws an odd number. Then B throws again, and so on. Thus

each takes a crown if he throws an even number, but B alone

deposits a crown if he throws an odd number. The play is to

continue as long as there is any sum deposited. Determine the

advantage of A or B.

The fourth problem is as follows. A promises to give to B
a crown if B with a common die throws six at the first throw,

two crowns if B throws six at the second throw, three crowns

if B throws six at the third throw
;
and so on.

The fifth problem generalises the fourth, A promises to give

B crowns in the progression 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, ... or 1, 3, 9, 27, ... or

1, 4, 9, 16, 25, ... or 1, 8, 27, 64, ... instead of in the progression

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, as in the fourth problem.

230. The next letter is the last; it is from Montmort to

Nicolas Bernoulli, and it occupies pages 403—412. It enters

largely on the game of Her. With respect to the five problems

proposed to him, Montmort says that he has not tried the first

and second, that the fourth and fifth present no difficulty, but

that the third is much more difficult He says that it took him
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a long time to convince himself that there would be neither

ailvantage nor disadvantage for B, but that he had come to this

conclusion, and so had Waldegrave, who had worked with him
at the problem. It would seem however, that this result is

obvious, for B has at every trial an equal chance of winning or

losing a crown.

Montmort proposes on his page 408 a problem to Nicolas

Bernoulli, but the game to which it relates is not described.

231. In the fourth problem given in Art. 22!), the advantage

of B is expressed by the series

1 2 3 4 . . ^

This series may be summed by the ordinary methods.

We shall see that a problem of the same kind as the fourth

and fifth of those communicated by Nicolas Biu-noulli to Mont-

mort, was afterwards discussed by Daiiicl Bernoulli and others, and

that it has become famous under the title of the Petersburg

Problem.

232. Montmort’s work on the whole must be considered

highly creditable to his acuteness, ]Xirseverance, and energy. The
courage is to be commended which led him to labour in a field

hitherto so little cultivated, and his example served to stimulate

his more distinguished successor. De Moivre w,as certiiinly far

superior in mathematical power to Montmort, and enjoyed the

great advantage of a long life, extending to more than twice the

duration of that of his predecessor
;

on the other hand, the

fortunate circumstances of Montmort’s position giive him that

abundant leisure, which De Moivre in e.xile and poverty must

have found it impossible to secure.
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CHAPTER IX.

DE MOIVRE.

233. Abraham De Moivre was bom at Vitri, in Champagne,

in 1GG7. On account of the revocation of the edict of Nantes,

in 168.3, he took shelter in England, where he sup|xjrted himself

by giving instruction in mathematics and answers to questions

relating to chances and annuities. He died at London in 175L

John Bernoulli speaks thus of De Mobure in a letter to

Leibnitz, dated 26 Apr. 1710; see page 817 of the volume cited

in Art. 59 :

...Dominus Moyvraeus, insignia certe Geometra, qui baud dubie

adhuc hacret Loiidini, luctans, ut audio, cum fame et misciia, quas ut

depellat, victum quotidianum ex informationibus adolescentura ])ctcrc

cogitur. U duram sortem bomiuis! et parum aptam ad excitanda

ingenia nobilia; quia non tandem succumberot sub tarn iniquae fortunae

vcxationibus 1 vel quodnam ingeiiium etiam forridiasimum non algeat

tandem 1 Miror certe Moyvraeum tantis angustiis pressure ea tamcn

adhuc praestarc, quae praestat.

De Moivre was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1697

;

his portrait, strikingly con.spicuous among those of the great

chiefs of science, may be seen in the collection which adorns the

walls of the apartment used for the meetings of the Society. It

is recorded that Newton himself, in the later years of his life,

used to reply to inquirers re.specting mathematics in these words :

“ Go to Mr De Moivre, he knows these things better than I do."

In the long list of men ennobled by genius, virtue, and mis-

fortune, who have found an a.sylum in England, it would bo
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difficult to name one who has conferred more honour on his

adopted country than De Moivre.

• 234. Number 329 of the Philosophical Transactions consists

entirely of a memoir entitled De Mensura Sortis, sett, de Probahili-

tate Eventuum in Ludis a Casu Fortuito Pendentibus. Autore

Abr. De Moivre, R.S.S.

The number is stated to be for the months of January,

February, and March 1711 ;
it occupies pages 213—264 of Vo-

lume XXVII. of the Philosophical Tran.sactions.

The memoir was afterwards expanded by De Moivre into his

work entitled The Doctrine of Chances : or, a Method of Calculating

the Probabilities of Events in Play. The first edition of this work

appeared in 1718 ;
it is in quarto and contains xiv + 175 pages,

besides the title-leaf and a dedication. The second edition appeared

in 1738 ;
it is in large quarto, and contains xiv -f 258 pages,

besides the title-leaf and a dedication and a page of corrections.

The third edition appeared in 1756, after the author’s death
;

it is

in large quarto, and contains xii -f- 348 pages, besides the title-leaf

and a dedication.

235. I propose to give an account of the memoir De Mensura

Sortis, and of the third edition of the Doctrine of Chances. In my
account of the memoir I shall indicate the corresponding parts of

the Doctrine of Chances

;

and in my account of the Doctrine of
Chances I shall give such remarks as may be suggested by compar-

ing the third edition of the work with those which preceded it

;

any reference to the Doctrine of Chances must be taken to apply to

the third edition, unless the contrary is stated.

236. It may be observed that the memoir De Mensura Sortis

is not reprinted in the abridgement of the Philosophical Tran.sac-

tions up to the year 1800, which was edited by Hutton, Shaw, and

Pearson.

The memoir is dedicated to Francis Robartes, at whose recom-

mendation it had been drawn up. The only works of any import-

ance at this epoch, which bad appeared on the subject, were the

treatise by Huygens, and the first edition of Montmort’s book.

De Moivre refers to thase in words which we have already quoted

in Art. 142.
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De Moivre says that Problems 16, 17, 18 in his memoir were

proposed to him by Robartes. In the Preface to the Doctrine of

Chances, which is said to have been written in 1717, the origin of

tlie memoir is explained in the following words

:

’ Tis now aV)out Seven Yeai-s, since I gave a S[>ecimen in the Philo-

topkical Transactions, of what I now more largely treat of in this Book.

The occasion of my then undertaking this Subject was chiefly owing to

the Desire and Encouragement of the Honourable Francis Robartes Esq.

(now Earl of Radnor); who, upon occasion of a French Tract, called

L'Analyse des Jeux de Hazard, which had lately been published, was

pleased to propose to me some Problems of much greater difiiculty than

any he had found in that Book
;
which having solved to his Satisfaction,

be engaged me to methodize those Problems, and to lay down the Rules

which had led me to their Solution. After I had proceeded thus far, it

was enjoined me by the Royal Society, to communicate to them what I

had discovered on this Subject : and thereupon it was ordered to bo pub-

lished in the Transactions, not so much as a matter relating to Play, but

as containing some general Speculations not unworthy to be cousideied

by the Lovers of Truth.

237. The memoir consists of twenty-six Problems, besides

a few introductory remarks which explain how probability is

measured.

238. The first problem is to find the chance of throwing an

ace twice or oftener in eight throws with a single die
;
see Doctrine

of Chances, page 13.

239. The second problem is a case of the Problem of Points.

A is supposed to want 4 points, and B to want 6 points
;
and A'n

chance of winning a single point is to B's as 3 is to 2 ;
see Doctrine

of Chances, page 18. It is to be remembered that up to this date,

in all that had been published on the subject, the chances of the

players for winning a single point had always been assumed equal

;

see Art. 173.

240. The third problem is to determine the chances ofA and B
for winning a single game, supposing that A can give B two gfimes

out of three
;
the fourth problem is of a similar kind, supposing
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that A can give £ one game out of tiiree : see Problems i. and ii.

of the Doctrine of Chances.

211. The fifth problem is to find how many trials must be

made to have an even chance that an event shall happen once at

least. Montmort had already solved the problem
;

.see Art. 170.

De Moivre adds a useful approximate formula which is now one

of the permanent results in the subject
;
we shall recur to it in

noticing Problem ill. of the Doctrine of Chances, where it is repro-

duced.

242. De Moivre then gives a Lemma: To find how many
Chances there are upon any number of Dice, each of them of the

same number of Faces, to throw any given number of points
;
see

Doctrine of Chances, page 39. We have already given the history

of this Lemma in Art. 149.

243. The sixth problem is to find how many trials must be

made to have an even chance that an event shall happen tioice at

least. The seventh problem is to find how many trials must be

made to have an even chance that an event shall happen tiu-ee

times at least, or fonr times at least, and so on. See Problems m.
and IV. of the Doctrine of Chances.

244. The eighth problem is an example of the Problem of

Points with three players
;

it is Problem Vi. of the Doctrine of

Chances.

24,7. The ninth problem is the fifth of those proposed for

solution by Huygens, which Montmort had enunciated wrongly in

his first edition; sec Art. 199. Here we have the first publication

of the general formula for the chance which each of two players

has of ruining the other in an unlimited number of games
; see

Art. 107. The problem is Problem vii. of the Doctrine of

Chances.

24G. The tenth problem is Problem viii. of the Doctrine of

Chances, where it is thus enunciateil

:

Two Gamesters A and B lay by 24 Counters, and jday with three

Dice, on this conditit)U
;
that if 1 1 Points come up, A shall take one
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t'ouuter out of tlio hea)>; if 14, B shall take out one; and he shall be

reputed the winner who shall soonest get 12 Counters.

This is ca very simple problem. De Moivro seems quite un-

necessarily to have imagined that it could be confounded with that

which immediately preceded it
;
for at the end of the ninth pro-

blem he says,

Maxime caveudum est ne Problemata propter 8]>eciem aliquam

alKnitatis inter se confundantur. Problema sequeus videtur affine

siq)eriori.

After enunciating his ninth problem he says,

Problema istud a suiieriore in hoc differt, quod 23 ad pluriinum

tesserarum jactibus, ludus necessario finietur
; cum Indus ex lege supe-

rioris problematis, posset in aeternum continuari, proj)ter reci])roca-

tiouem lucri et jactune so invicem perpetuo destruentium.

247. Tlie eleventh and twelfth problems consist of the second

of those propf)sed for solution by Huygens, taken in two mean-

ings
;
they form Problems X. and XI. of the Doctrine of Chances.

The meanings given by De Moivre to the enunciation coincide

with the first and second of the three considered by James Ber-

noulli
;
see Arts. 3-5 and 1!)!).

248. The thirteenth problem is the first of those proposed for

solution by Huygens
;
the fourteenth problem is the fourth of the

same set : see Art. 3-5. These problems are very simple and are

not repeated in the Doctrine of Chances. In solving the fourth of

the set De MoivTO took the meaning to be that A is to draw three

white balls at least. Montmort ba<l taken the meaning to be that

A is to draw exactly three white balls. John Bernoulli in his

letter to Montmort took the meaning to be that A is to draw three

white balls at lea.tt. Janies Berpoulli had considered both mean-

ings. See Art. 19!).

249. Tlic fifteenth problem is that which we have called

Waldegrave’s problem; .see Art. 211. De Moivre hero discusses

the problem for the case of three players ; this discussion is re-

jieated, and extended to the case of four players, in the Doctrine of

Chances, pages 132— 159. De Moivre was the first in publishing a

solution of the problem.
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250. The sixteenth and seventeenth problems relate to the

game of bowls
;
see Art. 177. These problems are reproduced in

a more general form in the Doctrine of Chances, pages 117—123.

Respecting these two problems Montmort says, on his page 366,

Les Problemes 16 et 17 ne sont que deux cas trSs simples d’un

mdme Problfime, e’est presque le seul qui m’ait 4chap6 de tons ceui que

je trouve dans ce Livre.

251. The eighteenth and nineteenth problems are Problems

XXXIX. and xl. of the Doctrine of Chances, where we shall find

it more convenient to notice them.

252. Tlie remaining seven problems of the memoir form

a distinct section on the Duration of Play. They occur as

Problems LViii, LX, LXI, LXii, Lxiii, lxv, lxvi, of the Doctrine

of Chances; and we shall recur to them.

253. It will be obvious from what we have here given that the

memoir De Mensura Sortie deserves especial notice in the history

of our subject. Many important results were here first published

by De Moivre, although it is true that these results already existed

in manuscript in the Ars Conjectandi and the correspondence

between Montmort and the Bemoullis.

We proceed to the Doctrine of Chances.

254'. The second edition of the Doctrine of Chances contains

an Advertisement relating to the additions and improvements

effected in the work
;
this is not reprinted in the third edition,

llie second edition has at the end a Table of Contents which

neither of the others has. The third edition has the following

Advertisement

:

The Author of this Work, by the failure of his Eye-sight in extreme

old age, wa-s obliged to entrust the Care of a new Edition of it to one of

his Friends; to whom he gave a Copy of the former, with some marginal

Corrections and Additions, in his own h.and writing. To these the

Editor has added a few more, where they were thought necessary : and

has disposed Iho whole in better Order; by restoring to thou" proper

j)laces some things that had been accidentally misplaced, and by putting

all the Problems concerning Annuities together; as they stand in the

\tite improved edition of the Treatise on that Subject An Appendix
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of several useful Articles is likewise subjoined : the whole according

to a Plan concerted with the Author, above a year before his death.

255. The followring list will indicate the parts which are new
in the third edition. The Remark, pages 30—33 ;

the Remark,

pages 48, 49 ;
the greater part of the second Corollary, pages 64—66

;

the Examples, page 88
;
the Scholium, page 95 ;

the Remark,

page 116; the third Corollary, page 138; the second Corollary,

page 149 ;
the Remark, pages 151—159 ;

the fourth Corollary,

page 162; the second Cm'ollary, pages 176— 179; the Note

at the foot of page 187 ; the Remark, pages 251—254.

The part on life annuities is very much changed, according to

the plan laid down in the Advertisement.

In the second and third editions the numbers of the Problems

agree up to Problem xi
;
Problem xil. of the third edition had

been Problem LXXXIX. of the second
;
from Problem xii. to

Problem Lxix. of the third edition inclusive, the number of each

Problem exceeds by unity its number in the second edition
;
Pro-

blem LXix. of the second edition is incorporated in the third

edition with Problem Vi; Problems LXX. and LXXI. are the

same in the two editions, allowing for a misprint of LXXI. for LXX.

in the second edition. After this the numbering differs consider-

ably because in the second edition Problems respecting life annui-

ties are not separated from the other Problems as they are in the

third edition.

The first edition of the work was dedicated to Newton : the

second was dedicated to Lord Carpenter, and the dedication of the

second edition is reprinted at the beginning of the third
;
the

dedication to Newton is reprinted on page 329 of the third edition.

256. The first edition of the Doctrine of Chances has a good

preface explaining the desig^n and utility of the book and giving an

account of its contents
;
the preface is reproduced in the other

editions with a few omissiona It is to be regretted that the fol-

lowing paragraphs were not retained, which relate respectively to

the first and second editions of Montmort’s work ;

However, had I allowed my self a little more time to consider it,

I bad certainly done the Justice to its Author, to have owned that he

had not only illustrated Huygens's Method by a great variety of well
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chosen Examples, but that ho ]iad added to it several carious things of

his own Invention.

Since the printing of my Specimen, Mr. de Monmort, Author of the

Analyse desjeux de Hazard, PuhlLshed a Second Edition of that Book,

in whicli he has particularly given many proofs of his singular (Jenius,

and extraordinary Cnpiicity
;

which Testimony I give both to Truth,

and to the Friendship with which he is pleased to Honour me.

The concluding paragraph of the preface to the first edition

refers to the A rs Conjectandi, and invites Nicola.s and John Ber-

noulli to prosecute the subject begun in its fourth part
;

thi.s

paragraph is omitted in the other edition.s.

We repeat that we are about to analyse the third cilition of the

Doctrine of Chances, onl}'- noticing the previous editions in cases of

changes or additions in matter's of importiincc.

2.57. The Doctrine of Chances begins with an Introduction of

33 page.s, which exjrlains the chief rules of tire subject and illus-

trates them by examples
;
this part of the work is very much fuller

than the corresponding part of the first edition, so that our remarks

on the Introduction do not apply to the fir-st edition. De Moivre

considers carefidly the following fundamental theorem : suppose

that the odds for the happening of an event at a single trial are as

a to h, then the chance that the event will happen r times at least

in n trials is found by taking the first »» —r+ 1 terms of the expan-

sion of (a + hy and dividing by (a + &)". We know that the residt

can also be expressed in another manner corresponding to the

second formula in Art. 172; it is curious that De Moivre gives

this without demonstration, though it seems le.ss obvious than

that which he has demonstrated.

To find the chance that an event may happen just r time.s, De

Moivre directs us to subtract the chance that it will happen at least

?• — 1 times from the chance that it will happen at least r times.

He Tiotices, but le.ss distinctly than we might expect, the modern

method which seems more sim])le and more direct, by which we

begin with finding the chance that an event shall h.appen ju.st r

times and deduce the chance that it shall happen at least r

times.
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2i)8. De Moivre notices the advantage arising from emplojnng

a single letter insteatl of two or three to denote the prohability of

the happening of one event. Thus if x denote the probability of

the happening of an event, 1 — a; will denote the probability of its

failing. So also y and z may denote the probabilities of the hap-

pening of two other events respectively. Then, for example,

*0 -
y) (1-2)

will represent the probability of the first to the exclusion of the

other two. De Moivre .says in conchision, “ and innumerable cases

of the same nature, belonging to any numl)er of Events, may be

solved without any manner of ti'ouble to the imagination, by the

mere force of a proper notation.”

2o9. In his third edition De Moivre draws attention to the

convenience of approximating to a fraction with a large numenitor

and denominator by continued fractions, which he calls “ the

Methoil proposed by Dr Wallis, Huygens, and others.” He gives

the rule for the formation of the successive convergente which is

now to be found in elementary treatises on Algebra
; this nde he

ascribes to Cotes.

2G0. The Boctnne of enhances eontains 74 problems exclusive

of those relating to life annuities
;
in the first edition there were

53 problems.

2G1. We have enunciateil Problems i. and ii. in Art. 240.

Suppose p and q to repre.sent the chances of A and B in a. single

game. Problem i. means that it is an even chance that A will win

three games before B wins one
;
thus p’ =

^

^

q = \ — Problem II. means that it is an even chance that
V 2

will win three games beforeB wins two. Thus p* -ip*q = ^ ;
which

must be solved by trial.

These problems are simple e.tamples of the general formula in

Art. 172.

2G2. Problems III, iv, ami v. are included in the following
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general enunciation. Suppose a the number of chances for the

happening of an event in a single trial, and b the number of

chances for its failing : find how many trials must be made to have

an even chance that the event Avill happen r times at least.

For example, let r = 1.

Suppose X the number of trials. Then the chance that

'
. . . b’

the event fails x times m succession is
^ •

And by suppo-

sition this is equal to the chance of its happening once at least

in X triala Therefore each of these chances must be equal

to ^ . Thus

1

(a -I-
6)* ' 2

’

from this equation x may be found by logarithms.

De Moivre proceeds to an approximation. Put ~ Thus

X log -f- = log 2.

If y = 1, we have *=1. If g' be greater than 1, we have by

expanding log
^
1 -f

i
j

,

where log 2 will mean the logarithm to the Napierian base. Then

if g be large we have approximately

7
a: = g log 2 = YjT g nearly.

De MoivTe says, page 37,

Thus we have assigned the very narrow limits within which the ratio

of X to g is comprehended; for it begins with imity, and terminates at

last in the ratio of 7 to 1 0 very near.

But X soon converges to the limit 0.7g, so that this value of x may

be assumed in all cases, let the value of g be what it will.

The fact that this result is true when g is moderately large is the
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clement of truth in tlie mistake mjule by M. de M<ire
;
ho assumed

that such a result should hold for all values of q

:

see Art.. 14.

203. As another example of the general enunciation of

Art 262, let r = 3.

The chance that the event will happen at least 3 times in x
trials is equal to the first a:— 2 terms of the expansion of

/ a h Y
" \a + 6 a + 6/

’

and this chance by hypothesis is ^ . Hence the last three terms

of the expansion will also be equal to ^ , that is,

V + xi’-' a + - a* =
I

(« + ly.

Put| = ^;thus(l+iy= 2 {l + |+^^^)}.

If = 1 we find x = 5.

oc
If q be supposed indefinitely great, and wo put —

(f=2 ^l + *+ 2*),

where c is the base of the Napierian logarithms.

By trial it is found that z = 2 073 nearly. Hence De Moivre

concludes that x always lies between 5q and 2’675y.

264. De Moivre exhibits the following table of results ob-

tained in the manner shewn in the two preceding Articles.

A Table 0/ the Limits.

The Value of x will always be

For a single Event, between \q and 0'693g’.

For a double Event, between Zq and 1-678^.

For a triple Event, between 5q and i ZlSq.

For a quadruple Event, between 1q and Z'G12q.

For a quintuple Event, between Zq and 4‘670y.

For a sextuple Event, between II5 and 8'668j’.

&c.

10
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And if the number of Events contended for, as well as the number

q be pretty large in respect to Unity; the number of Trials requisite for

•
— 1

,
,

those Events to happen n times will be —
,,

q, or barely nq.

De Moivre seems to have inferred the general result enun-

ciated in the last sentence, from observing tlie numerical values

obtained in the six cases which he had calculated, for he gives no

further investigation.

265. In Art. 263 we have seen that De Moivre concludes

that - always lies between 5 and 2 675. This may appear very

probable, but it is certainly not demonstrated. It is quite con-

ceivable, in the absence of any demonstration to the contrary, that

- should at first increase with q, and so be greater than 5, and
9
then decrease and become less than 2 675, and then increase

again to its limit 2 675. The remark ajiplies to the general pro-

position, whatever be the value of r, as rvell as to the particular

example in which r = 3.

It would not bo very easy perhaps to shew' from such an

equation as that in Art. 263, that x increases continually with q\

and j'et from the nature of the question we may conclude that

this must be the case. For if the cliance of success in a single

trial is diminished, it ajjpears obvious that the number of trials

must be increased, in order to secure an even chance for the event

to happen once at least.

266. On pages 39—43 of the Doctrine of Chances, we have

the Lemma of which we have already given an account
;

see

Art. 242.

267. Problem vi. of the Doctrine of Chances is an example

of the Problem of Points with three players. Do Moivre gives

the same kind of solution as Fermat : see Arts. 16 and 18. In

the third edition there is also a discu-ssion of some simple cases

according to the method which Pascal used for two players
;
see

Art. 12. De Moivre also gives here a good rule for solving the

problem for any number of players; the rule is founded on
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Fermat’s method, and is intended to lighten as much as possible

the labour which must be inciuTed in applying the method to

complex cases. The rule w'as first published in the Miscellanea

Analytica, in 1730; it is given in the second edition of the

Doctrine of Chances on pages 191, 192.

2G8. Problem vii. is the fifth of those proposed by Huygens

for solution ; see Art. 33. We have already stated that De Moivre

generalises the problem in the same way as James Bernoulli,

and the result, with a demonstration, was first published in the

De Mensura Sortis; see Arts. 107, 245. De Moivre’s demon-

stration is very ingenious, but not quite complete. For he finds

the ratio of the chance that A will ruin D to the chance that

B will ruin A
;
then he assumes in effect that in the long run

one or other of the players must be ruined: thus he deduces

the absoliite values of the two chances.

See the first Appendix to Professor De Morgan’s Bssay on

Probabilities in the Cabinet Cyclopcedia.

We have spoken of Problem Vili. in Art. 246.

269. Problem IX. is as follows.

Supposing A and B, whose proportion of skjll is as a to 6, to play

together, till A either wins the number q of Stakes, or loses the number

p of them ;
and that 5 sets at every Game the sum G to the sum Z

;
it

is required to find the Advantage or Di.sadvantage of A.

This was Problem XLiii. of the first edition of the Doctrine

of Chances, in the preface to which it is thus noticed

;

The 43d Problem having been proposed to me by Mr. Thomas Wood-

code, a Gentleman whom I infinitely respect, I attempted its Solution

with a very great desire of obtaining it; and having had the good

Fortune to succeed in it, I returned him the Solution a few Days after

he was plca.sed to propose it. This Problem is in my Opinion one of

the most curious that can be proims’d on this Subject ;
its Solution

containing the Method of determining, not only that Advanbige a hich

results from a Superiority of Chance, in a Play ctmtined to a certain

number of Stakes to be won or lost by either Party, but also that which

may result from an unequality of Stakes; and even compares those two

Advantages together, when the Odds of Chance being on one side, the

Odds of Money are on the other.

10—2
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In the Miscellanea Analytica, page 204, the problem is again

said to have been proposed by Thomas Woodcock, spectatissimo

viro, but he is not mentioned in the second or third edition of

the Doctrine of Chances ; so that De MoivTe’s infinite respect for

him seems to have decayed and disappeared in a finite time.

The solution of the problem is as follows:

Let R and S re-spectively represent the Probabilities wliich A and B
have of winning all the Stakes of their Adversary ;

which Probabilities

have been determined in the vii**' Problem. Let us first suppose that

the Sums deposited by A and B are equal, viz. 6, and 6 : now since A
is either to wiu the sum qG, or lose the sum pG, it is plain that the Gain

of A ought to be estimated by RqG — SpG

;

moreover since the Sums

deposited are G and G, and that the proportion of the Chances to -win

one Game is as a to b, it follows that the Gain of A for each individual

aG-hG
Game is -

a + b
and for the same reason the Gain of each individual

Game would be
aG-bL
a+b ’

if the Sums deposited by A and B were re-

spectively Z and G. Let iis therefore now suppose that they are Z
and (?; then in order to find the whole Gain of A in this second cir-

cumstance, we may consider that whether A and B lay down equal

Stakes or unerjual Stakes, the Probabilities which either of them has

of winning all the Stakes of tlie other, suffer not thereby any alter-

ation, and that the Play will continue of the same length in both cir-

cumstances before it is determined in favour of either; wherefore the

Gain of each individual Game in the first case, is to the Gain of each

individual Game in the second, as the whole Gain of the first case, to

the whole Gain of the second; and consequently the whole Gain of the

second case will be liq - Hpx or restoring the values of R and S,

q(f X o’" — b’'—plP X a? - 6*

multiplied by
aG-bL
a-b

270. In the first edition of the Doctrine of Chances,

pages 136—142, De Moivro gave a very laborious solution of the

preceding Problem. To this was added a much shorter solution,

communicated by Nicolas Bernoulli from his uncle. This solution

was founded on an artifice which De Moivre had himself used in
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the ninth problem of the De Mensura Sortis. De Moivre how-

ever renounces for himself the claim to the merit of the solu-

tion. This renunciation he repeats in the Miscellanea Arudytica,

page 206, where he names the author of the simple solution

which we have already given. He says.

Ego vere illud ante libenter fassus sum, idque ipsum etiamnum

libenter &teor, quamvis solutio Problematis mei noni causam fortaaae

dederit bujus solutionis, me tamed nihil juris in earn habere, eamque

Cl. illius Autori ascribi sequum essa

Septem aut octo abhinc annis D. Stevens Int. Tempi. Socius, Vir

ingenuus, singular! sagacitate pncditus, id sibi prupositum habens ut

Problema superius allatum solveret, hac rations solutionem facile asse-

cutus est, quam mihi his verbis exhibuit.

Then follows the solution, after which De Moivre adds,

Doctissimus adolescens D. Cranmer, apud Generenses Mathematicee

Professor dignissimus, cujus recordatio eeque ac Collegte ejus peritissimi

D. Calandrin mihi est peijucunda, cum superiore anno Londini com-

moraretur, narravit mihi se ex literis D. Ate. Bernoulli ad se datis acce-

pisse Cl. Yirum novam solutionem hujus Problematis adeptum esse,

quam prioribns autor anteponebat; cum vero nihil de via solutionis

dixerit, si mihi conjicere liceat qualis ca sit, hanc opinor eandem ease

atque illam quam modo attuli.

271. We have already spoken of Problems X. and xi. in

Art. 247. In his solution of Problem X. Do Moivre uses the

theorem for the summation of series to which wo have referred

in Art. 152. A corollary was added in the second edition and

was expanded in the third edition, on which we will make a

remark.

Suppose that A, B, and G throw in order a die of n faces,

and that a faces are favourable to A, and b io B, and c to C,

where a+b+c = n. Required the chances which A, B, and C
have respectively of being the first to throw a corresponding face.

It may be easily shewn that the chances are proportional to

an*, {b + c) bn, and (6 + c) (a -I- c) c, respectively. De Moivre, in

his third edition, page 65, seems to imply that before the order

was fixed, the chances would be proportional to a, b, c. This

must of course mean that such would be the case if there were
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no order at all; that is if the die were to be thrown and the

stake awarded to A, B, or C, according as the face which appeared

was one of the a, b, c respectively. If there is to be an order,

but the order is as likely to be one as another, the result will be

different. The chance of A for example will be one sixth of the

sum arising from six possible and equally likely cases. It will be

found that >l’s chance is

„ {G(t‘ + 9a {h + c) + 3 (5* + c*) + She}

G — (5 + c) (c + a) (a +

272. Problem XII. appeared for the first time in the second

edition, page 248, with this preliminary notice. “A particular

Friend having desired of me that to the preceding Problems I

would add one more, I have thought fit to complj^ with his desire
;

the Problem was this.” The problem is of no great importance

;

it is solved by the method often used in the Are Conjectandi,

which we have explained in Art. 106.

273. Problem XIII. relates to the game of Bassette, and

Problem XIV. to 'the game of Pharaon; these problems occupy

pages G9—82 of the work. We have already siifficiently noticed

these games
;
see Arts. 154, 1G3. De Moivre’s discus.sion is the

same in all his three editions, except that a paragraph on page 37

of the first edition, extending from the words “Those who are...”

to the end of the page, is omitted in the foUowing editions.

The paragraph is in fact an easy example of the formula; for the

game of Bassette.

274. Problems XV. to XX. form a connected series. De Moivre

solves simple examples in chances and applies his results to esta^

blish a Theory of Permutations and Combinations
;

in modem
times we usually adopt the reveme order, establish the Tlieory of

Permutations and Combinations first, and -afterwards apply the

theory in the discussion of chances. We will take an example of

De Moivre’s method from his Problem xv. Suppose there are

six things a, h, c, d, e, f, and let two of them be taken at random
;

required the chance that a shall stand first, and h second. The
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chance of taking a first is ^ ;
and there are then five things left,

and the chance of now taking J is ^ Therefore the required

chance is ^ . Tlien De MoivTe says,
Ov/

Since the taking a in the first place, and 6 in the second, is but one

single Case of those by which six Things may change their order, being

taken two and two; it follows that the number of Changes or Permu-

tations of six Things, taken two and two, must be 30.

275. In his Preface De MoivTe says.

Having explained the common Rules of Combinations, and given a

Theorem which may be of use for the Solution of some Problems re-

lating to that Subject, I lay down a new Theorem, which is properly a

contraction of the former, whereby several Questions of Chance are

resolved with wonderful ease, tho’ the Solution might seem at first sight

to be of insuperable diflBoulty.

Tlie new Theorem amounts to nothing more than the simplifi-

cation of an expression by cancelling factors, which occur in its

numerator and denominator
;
see Doctrine of Chances, pages ix. 89.

276. Problems xxi. to xxv. consist of easy applications to

questions concerning Lotteries of the principles established in the

Problems xv. to xx.
;
only the first two of these questions con-

cerning Lotteries appeared in the first edition.

A Scholium is given on page 95 of the third edition which

deserves notice. De Moivre quotes the following formula; Sup-

pose a and n to be positive integers ; then

where

1111 1

2n 2a 2 Vn’ aV 4 U* aV

<7/1 1\
+ 6 («•-«•) + ••

=

^ =
6

’
^""

42
’
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As Do Molvrc says A, B, C, ... arc "the numbers of Hr. James

Bernoulli in his excellent Theorem for the Summing of Powers.”

See Art. 112. De Moivre refers for the demonstration of the

formula to the Supplement to the Miscellanea Analytica, where

the formula first appeared. Wo shall recur to this in speaking of

the Miscellanea Anahjtica.

277. Problems xxvil. to XXXII. relate to the game of Quad-

rille ; although the game is not described there is no difficulty in

understanding the problems which are simple examples of the

Theory of Combinations : these problems are not in the first

edition.

278. Problem XXXIII. is To find at Pharaon how much it is

that the Banker gets per Cent, of all the Money that is adventured.

De Moivre in his Preface seems to attach great importance to this

solution
;
but it scarcely ssitisfies the expectations which are thus

raised. The player who stakes against the bank is in fact sup-

posed to play merely by chance without regard to what would be

his best course at any stage of the game, although the previous

investigations of Montmort and Do MoivTe shewed distinctly that

some courses were far le.ss pernicious than others.

The Banker’s adversary in De Moivre’s solution is therefore

rather a machine than a gambler with liberty of choice.

279. Problem XXXIV. is as follows :

Supposing A and B to play together, that the Chances they have

respectively to win are as a to 6, and that B obliges himself to set to A
so long as A wins without interniption : what is the advantage that A gets

by his hand)

The result is, supposing each to stake one,

a — b

a + b

that is,

280. Problems xxxv. and xxxvi. relate to the game dis-

cussed by Nicolas Bernoulli and Montmort, which is called Treize

or Rencontre

;

see Art. 162.

1 +
a 4 6

4
(a 4 6/ '(a 4 5/

a — b

4 ... in infinitum I

,
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De Moivre treats the subject with great ingenuity and vdth

mere generality than his predecessors, as we shall now shew.

281. Problem xxxv. is thus enunciated :

Any number of Letters a, b, c, d, e,f, ifcc., all of them diflFerent,

being taken promiscuously as it happens : to find the Probability that

some of them shall bo found in their places according to the rank they

obtain in the Alphabet; and that others of them shall at the same time

be displaced.

Let n be the number of the letters
;
suppose thatp specified

letters are to be in their places, q specified letters out of their

places, and the remaining n —p — q letters free from any restric-

tion. The chance that this result will happen is

1

n(n— l)...(n—^-f-1)
, 1_2 J_ + ii2zl) .1

\ n—p 1.2 (n—p)(ft—j)— 1) J-p 1.2 (n

This supposes that p is greater than 0 ;
if p = 0, the result is

1 1.2 n(»*-l)
"

If we suppose in this formula j = »» — 1, we have a result already

implicitly given in Art. 161.

In demonstrating these formulas De Moivre is content to ex-

amine a few simple cases and assume that the law which presents

itself will hold universally. We wiU indicate his method.

The chance that a is in the first place is the chance that a is

in the first place, and h in the second place is —, : hence the
^ n (a — 1)

chance that a is in the first place and b not in the second place is

1 1

n n (n — 1)
‘

Similarly the chance that a, b, c are all in their proper places i.s

1

subtract tliis from the chance that a and b are in
n(«-l)(n-2)’

their proper places, and we have the chance that a and b are in

their proper places, and c not in its proper place : thus this chance is

1 1

n (n — 1) rt («— 1) (a — 2)
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De Moivro uses a peculiar notation for facilitating this process.

Let + a denote the chance that a is in its proper place and — o the

chance that it is out of it
;

let + 6 denote the chance that h is in

its proper place and — h the chance that it is out of it
;
and so on.

And in general let such a symbol as + a + J + c — — e denote that

a, b, c are in their proper places, and d, e out of theirs.

Leti=r -J_=s —-J
n

*

n (n — 1)
* n (/i — 1) — 2)

'

1 _
n (rt — 1) (a — 2) (n — 3)

*’>•'*

Then we have the following results :

+ 6 =r
+ J + U =*

+ b — a = r —8 (1)

+ C “h ^ “ 8

+ c + b — a = 8 — t (2)

+ c-a =r-s by (1)

+ c - a + S = a-

t

by (2)

+ c — a — b= r — 2s + t (3)

+d+c+b+a=v

+ d + c + b-a = t — (4)

+ d+c —

a

=s-« by (2)

+ (f+c — a + i= t — V by (4)

+ d+c — a — b= S — 21 + V (5)

+ d—b — a =r — 2s + < by (3)

+d—b — a + c= 8 — 2t + v by (5)

d—b — a — c= r — 3s + 3< — V (6)

It is easy to translate into words any of these symbolical pro-

cesses. Take for example that which leads to the result (2)

:

+ c -f J = *

;
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this means that the chance that c and h are in their proper places

is s
;
and this we know to be true

;

+ c + J + a = ^,

this means that the chance that c, h, a are all in their proper

places is t
;
and this we know to be true.

From the.se two results we deduce that the chance that c and h

are in their proper places, and a out of its place is « — < ;
and this

is expressed symbolically thus,

+ C + 6— a = s —

Similarly, to obtain the result (3) ;
we know from the result (1)

that r — s is the chance that c is in its proper place, and a out of

its proper place
;
and we know from the result (2) that # — < is the

chance that c and h are in their proper places, and a out of its pro-

per place
;
hence we infer that the chance that c is in its proper

place, and a and h out of their proper places is r — 2s + < ;
and this

result is expressed symbolically thus,

+ c — a — J = r — 2s-|-<.

282. De Moivre refers in his Preface to this process in the fol-

lowing terms

:

In the 35th and 36th Problems, I explain a new sort of Algebra,

whereby some Questions relating to Combinations are solved by so easy

a Process, that their Solution is made in some measure an immediate

consequence of the Method of Notation. I will not pretend to say that

thU new Algebra is absolutely necessary to the Solving of those Ques-

tions which I make to depend on it, since it appears that Mr. Montmort,

Author of the Analyse des Jeux de Hazard, and Mr. Nicholas Bernoulli

have 8olve<l, by another Method, many of the cases therein proposed:

But I hope I shall not be thought guilty of too much Confidence, if

I assure the Header, that the Method I have followed has a degree of

Simplicity, not to say of Generality, which will hardly be attained by

any other Steps than by those I have taken.

283. De Moivre himself enunciates his result verbally
; it is of

course equivalent to the formula which we have given in Art 281,

but it will be convenient to reproduce it The notation being that

already explained, he says,
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...then let all the quantities 1, r, t, t,v, 4c. be -written down -with

Signs alternately positive and negative, beginning at 1, ifp be = 0; at r,

if be = 1 ; at «, if p be = 2 ; 4c. Prefix to these Quantities the Co-

efiScients of a Binomial Power, whose index is = this being done,

those Quantities taken all together will express the Probability re-

quired.

284'. The enunciation and solution of Problem XXXVL are as

follows

:

Any given number of Letters a, 6, c, d, e, f, 4c., being each repeated

a certain number of times, and taken promiscuously as it happens : To
find the Probability that of some of those sorts, some one Letter of each

may be found in its place, and at the same time, that of some other

sorts, no one Letter be found in its place.

Suppose n be the number of all the Letters, I the number of times

that each Letter is repeated, and consequently
j

the whole number of

Sorts ; suppose also that p be the number of Sorts of which some one

Letter is to be found in its place, and q the number of Sorts of which

no one Letter is to be found in its place. Let now the prescriptions

given in the preceding Problem be followed in all respects, saving that

r must here bo made =. — ,» =
n n{n —

the Solution of any particular case of the Problem will be obtained.

Thus if it were required to find the Probability that no Letter of any

sort shall be in its place, the Probability thereof would be expressed by

the Series ,

1)’
t =

n («—1) (n — 2)
, 4c., and

1 - qr +
?(?-!)
1.2

s
q{q-^)(q-2) q (q -1) (q - 2) (q- 3)—nrrr- ' +—r. 270— ®

of which the number of Terms is equal to + 1.

But in this particular case q would be equal to -j ,
and therefore, the

foregoing Series might be changed into this, viz.

1 n-l 1 (n-l)(n -21) 1 (n-l) (n- 2i) (n- 31) .

2 n-1 6 («-l) (71-2)' 24 (n-l) (»-2) (n-3)

fl^l
of which the number of Terns is equal to —

.
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285. De Moivre then adds some Corollaries. The following

is the first of them :

From hence it follows, that the Probability of one or more Letters,

indeterminately taken, being in their places, will be expressed as fol-

lows :

1 n — Z 1 (n — Z) (n — 2Z) 1 (n — Z) (n — 2Z) (n — 3Z) „
^ " 2 6 (n-l)(n -2y " 24 >-l) (»-2) Sf

‘

This agrees with what we have already given from Nicolas

Bernoulli
;
see Art 204.

In the next three Corollaries De Moivre exhibits the pro-

bability that two or more letters should bo in their places, that

three or more should be, and that four or more should be.

286. The four Corollaries, which we have just noticed, are

examples of the most important part of the Problem; this is

treated by Laplace, who gives a general formula for the proba-

bility that any assigned number of letters or some greater number
shall be in their proper places. Tlidorie. . .des Prob. pages 217—222.

The part of Problems XXXV. and xxxvi. which' De Moivre puts

most prominently forward in his enunciations and solutions is

the condition that p lettere are to be in their places, q out of

their places, and n—p — q free from any restriction
;
this part

seems peculiar to De Moivre, for we do not find it before his time,

nor does it seem to have attracted attention since.

287. A Remark is given on page 116 which was not in the

preceding editions of the Doctrine of Chances. De Moivre shews

that the sum of the series

1 — ^ + |
— ^-1 ...in infinitum,

is equal to unity diminished by the reciprocal of the base of the

Napierian logarithms.

288. The fifth Corollary to Problem xxxvi. is as follows

:

If A and B each holding a Pack of Cards, pnll them out at the same

time one after another, on condition that every time two like Cards are
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pulled out, A shall give B a Guinea; end it were required to find what

consideration B ought to give A to play on those Terms: the Answer
will bo one Guinea, let the number of Cards be what it will.

Altho’ this be a Corollary from the preceding Solutions, yet it may

more easily be made out thus
;
one of the Packs being the Rule where-

by to estimate the order of the Cards in the second, the Probability

that the two first Cards are alike is i
,

the Probability that the two

second are alike is also
,
and therefore there being 52 such alike com-

52
binatious, it follows that the value of the whole is —

,
= 1-

It may be interesting to deduce tlii.s re.sult from the formulm

already given. The chance that out of n cards, p specified cards

will be in their place.s, and all the rest out of their places will

be obtained by making q = n —p in the first formula of Aid. 281.

The chance that any p cards will be in their place.s, and all the

rest out of their places w’ill be obtained by multiplying the pre-

ceding result by , And since in this ca.se B receives
'' \^n—p\p

p guineas, we must multiply by p to obtain B'b advantage. Thus

we obtain

_1
1/^-1

{

1 -1 +
1

•7

[i

,

(- ir
• • • "T* I — 7> )

’

Denote this by ^ {p) ;
then we are to shew that the sum of

the values of (p) obtained by giving to p all values between

1 and n inclusive is unity.

Let yfr (n) denote the sum
;
then it may be easily shewn that

l/r (ft -b 1)
— -\/r (ft) = 0.

Thus ylr (ft) is constant for all values of n
;
and it = 1 when

« = 1, so that (ft) is always = 1.

289. The sixth Corollary to Problem xxxvi. is as follow's :

If the number of Packs be given, the Probability that any given

number of Circumstances may happen in any number of Packs, wdll
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easily be found by our Method ; thus if the Dumber of Packs be k, the

Probability that one Card or more of the same Suit and Name in every

one of the Packs may be in the same position, will be expressed as fol-

lows,

1

n*-* 2 [n (« - 1)}*-' |3 [n (» - 1) (n - 2)[*-*

1

li t« (« - 1) (« - (« - 3;]*
&c.

Laplace demonstrates this result; see Thiorie ... dea Prob.

page 224.

290. Problems xxxvii. and xxxvui. relate to the game of

Bowls; see Arts. 177, 250.

De Moivre says, page 120,

Having given formerly the Solution of this Problem, proposed to me
by the Honourable Francis Robartes, Esq ;, in the Philosophical Trans-

aclions Number 329 ;
I there said, by way of Corollary, that if the

proportion of Skill in the Gamesters were given, the Problem might

also be solved : since which time M. de Monmorl, in the second Edition

of a Book by him published upon the Subject of Chance, has solved

this Problem as it is extended to the consideration of the Skill, and

to carry his Solution to a great number of Cases, giving also a Me-

thod whereby it might be carried farther : But altho’ his Solution is

good, as he has made a right use of the Doctrine of Combinations,

yet I think mine has a gi-eater degree of Simplicity, it being deduced

from the original Principle whereby I have demonstrated the Doctrine

of Permutations and Combinations:...

291. Problems XXXIX. to XLII. form a connected set. Pro-

blem xxxix. is as follows :

To find the Expectation of A, when with a Die of any given num-

ber of Faces he undertakes to fling any number of them in any given

number of Casts.

Let p -I- 1 be the number of faces on the die, n the number

of casts, /the number of faces which A undertakes to fling. Then
A’b expectation is
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-/(/-W-2) (^-,).^...j.

De Moivre infers this general result from the examination

of the simple cases in which f is equal to 1, 2, 3, 4 respec-

tively.

He says in his Preface respecting this problem,

When I began for the first time to attempt its Solution, I had

nothing else to guide me but the common Buies of Combinations, such

as tliey had been delivered by Dr. WaUis and others; which when I

endeavoured to apply, I was surprized to find that my Calculation

swelled by degrees to an intolerable Bulk ; For this reason I was forced

to turn my Views another way, and to try whether the Solution I

was seeking for might not be deduced from some easier considerations;

whereupon I happily fell upon the Method I have been mentioning,

which as it led mo to a very great Simplicity in the Solution, so I

look upon it to be an Improvement miade to the Method of Com-

binations.

The problem has attracted much attention; we shall find it

discussed by the following writers: Mallet, Acta Helvetica, 1772

;

Euler, Opuscula Analytica, Yol. II. 1785 ; Laplace, Mimoires...

par divers Savans, 177 +, Th6orie...des Prob. page 191 ;
Trembley,

Msmoires del’Acad... Berlin, 1794, 1795.

"We shall recur to the problem when we arc giving an account

of Euler’s writings on our subject.

292. Problem XL. is as follows

:

To find in how many Trials it will bo probable that A with a Die

of any given number of Faces shall throw any proposed number of

them.

Take the formula given in Art. 291, suppose it equal to i
,

and seek for the value of n. There is no method for solving

this equation exactly, so De Moivre adopts an approximation.

He supposes that p + 1, p, p — 1, p — 2, are in Geometrical
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Progression, which supposition he says "will very little err from

the truth, especially if the proportion of jj to 1, be not very smalL”

Put r for ;
thus the equation becomes

P

1 / 1
I

/(/-I) 1 /(/-I) (/-2) 1
,

=1.
Ir*"^ 1.2 r“ [3

^-•’—2’

that is

Hence ^-
= 1-©'*

and then n may be found by logarithms.

De Moivre says in his Preface respecting this problem.

The 40th Problem is the reverse of the preceding; It contains a

very remarkable Method of Solution, the Artifice of which consists

in changing an Arithmetic Progression of Numbers into a Geometric

one; this being always to be done when the Numbers are large, and

their Intervals small. I freely acknowledge that I have been indebted

lung ago for this useful Idea, to my much respected Friend, That Ex-

cellent Mathematician Dr. UaUey, Secretary to the Royal Society,

whom I have seen practise the thing on another occasion: For this

and other Instructive Notions readily imparted to me, during an nn-

iuterrupted Friendship of five and Twenty years, I return him my
very hearty Thanks.

Laplace also notices this method of approximation in solving

the problem, and he compares its result with that furnished by his

own method
;
see Thiorie ... des Proh. pages 198—200.

293. Problem XLi. is as follows

:

Supposing a regular Prism having a Faces marked i, 6 Faces

marked ii, c Faces marked in, d Faces marked iv, 4c. what is the

Probability that in a certain number of throws n, some of the Faces

marked i will be thrown, as also some of the Faces marked ii 1

This is an extension of Problem XXXIX ;
it was not in the first

edition of the Doctrine of Chances.

Let a + b + c +d + ...=«; then the Probability required

will be

i [s’ - {(s - a)’ + [s- b)’} + {s-a- 1)*].

11
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If it be required- that some of the Faces marked i, some of

the Faces marked II, and some of the Faces marked III he

thrown, the Probability required will he

+ («— a — i)" + (« — 6 — c)* -t- (s — c — a)"

— {s — a — b — c)'

And so on if other Faces are required to be thrown.

De Moivre intimates that these results follow easily from the

method adopted in Problem XXXIX.

21)4. Problem XLii. first appeared in the second edition

;

it is not important.

Problem XLlll. is as follows :

Any number of Clmnces being given, to find the Probability of their

being produced in a given order, without any limitation of the number

of times in which they are to be produced.

It may be remarked that, for an approximation, De Moivre

proposes to replace several numbers representing chances by a

common mean value
;

it is however not easy to believe that the

result would bo very trustworthy. This problem was not in the

firat edition.

295. Problems XLIV. and XLV. relate to what we have called

Waldegrave’s Problem; see Art. 211.

In De Moivre's first edition, the problem occupies pages 77—102.

De Moivre says in his preface that he had received the solution

by Nicolas BemoulU before his own was published
;
and that both

solutions were printed in the Philosophical Transactions, No. 341.

De Moivre’s solution consists of a very full and clear discussion

of the problem when there are three players, and also when there

are four players ;
and he gives a little aid to the solution of the

general problem. The last page is devoted to an explanation of a

method of solving the problem which Brook Taylor communicated

to De Moivre.

In De Moivre’s third edition the problem occupies pages 132—159.

The matter given in the first edition is here reproduced, omitting,
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however, some details which the reader might be expected to fill

up for himself, and also the method of Brook Taylor. On the

other hand, the last nine pages of the discussion in the third

edition were not in the first edition
;

the.se consist of explanations

and investigations Avith the view of enabling a reader to determine

numerical results for any number of players, supposing that at

any stage it is required to stop the play and divide the money
deposited equitably. This part of the problem is peculiar to

De Moivre.

The discussions which De hfoivre gives of the particular

cases of tliree players and four players are very easy and satis-

factory
;
but as a general solution his method seems inferior to

that of Nicolas Bernoulli. We may remark that the investigation

for three players given by De Moivre will enable the student to

discover how Montmort obtained the results which he gives with-

out demonstration for three players
;

see Art. 209. De Moivre

determines a player’s expectation by finding first the advantage

resulting from bis chance of winning the whole sum dcjx)sited, and

then his disadvantage arising from the contributions which he

may have had to make him.sclf to the whole sum deposited ; the

expectation is obtained by subtracting the second result from the

first. Montmort determined the expectation by finding, firat the

advantage of the player arising from his chance of winning the

deposits of the other two players, and then the disadvantage

arising from the chance which the other two players have of

winning his deposits
;
the expectation is obtained by subtracting

the second result from the first.

The problem will come before us again as solved by Laplace.

296. Problem XLVi. is on the game of Hazard; there is no

description of the game here, but there is one given by Montmort

on his page 177 ;
and from this de.scription, De Moivre’s solution

can be understood : his results agree with Montraort’s. Pro-

blem XLVii. is also on Hazard
;

it relates to a point in the game

which is not noticed by Montmort., and it is only from De Moivre’s

investigation itself that we can discover what the problem is,

which he is considering. With respect to this problem, De Moivre

says, page 16;),
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After I had aolved the foregoing Problem, which is about 12 years

ago, I spoke of my Solution to Mr. Henry SIvmtI Stevens, but with-

out communicating to him the manner of it: As he is a Gentleman

who, besides other uncommon Qualifications, has a particular Sagacity

in reducing intricate Questions to simple ones, he brought me, a few

days after, his Investigation of the Conclusion set down in my third

Corollary; and as I have had occasion to cite him before, in another

Work, so I here renew with pleasure the Expression of the Esteem

which I have for his extraordinary Talents

:

Then follows the investigation duo to Stevens. The above

passage occurs for the first time in the second edition, page 110

;

the name however is there spelt Stephens : see also Art. 270.

Problem XLVii. is not in the first edition
;
on the other hand,

a table of numerical values of chances at Hazard, without ac-

companying explanation.s, is given on pages 171, 175 of the first

edition, which is not reproduced in the other editions.

297. Problems XLViii. and XLix. relate to the game of Raffling.

If three dice are thrown, some throws will present triplets, some

doublets, and some neither triplets nor doublets; in the game

of Rajffles only those throws count which present triplets or

doublets. The game was discussed by Montmort in his

pages 207—212 ;
but he is not so elaborate as De Moivre. Both

writeis give a numerical table of chances, which De Moivre says was

drawn up by Francis Robarte.s, twenty years before the publica-

tion of Montmort’s work
;
see Miscellanea Analytica, page 221.

Problem XLIX. was not in De Moivre’s first edition, and

Problem XLvm. was not so fully treated as in the other edi-

tions.

298. Problem L. is entitled Of Whisk; it occupies pages 172— 1 79.

This is the game now called Whist. De Moivre detei-mines the

chances of various distributions of the Honours in the game. Thus,

for example, he says that the probability that there are no Honours

650
on either side is

1066’
this of course means that the Honours

are equally divided. The result would be obtained by considering

two cases, namely, 1st, that in which the card turned up is an
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Honour, and 2nd, that in which the card turned up is not an

Honour. Thus we should have for the required probability

4 3 2.5 . 26 . 25 9 4 . 3 25 . 24 . 26 . 25

13 1 51 .50.49 13 1.2' 51.50.49.48’

and this will be found equal to t-tts •

1606

De Moivre has two Corollaries, which form the chief part of

his investigation re.specting Whist.

The first begins thus

:

From what we have said, it will not be difficult to solve this Case

at Whisk; viz. which side has the best, of those who have vm of

the Giame, or of those who at the same time have ixt

In order to which it will be necessary to premise the following

Principle.

1“ That there is but 1 Chance in 8192 to get vn. by Trika

2” That there are 13 Chauces in 8192 to get VL
3° Tliat there are 78 Chances in 8192 to get V.

4° That there are 286 Chances in 8192 to get iv.

6° That there are 715 Chances in 8192 to get in.

6° That there are 1287 Chances in 8192 to get ii.

7° That there are 1716 Chances in 8192 to get i.

All this will appear evident to those who can raise the Binomial

0 + 6 to its thirteenth power.

But it must carefully be oliserved that the foregoing Chances ex-

press the Probability of getting so many Points by Triks, and neither

more nor less.

De Moivre .states his conclusion thus

:

From whence it follows that without considering whether the '^^II

are Dealers or Eldest, there is one time with another the Odds of

somewhat less than 7 to 5; and very nearly that of 25 to 18.

The second Corollary contains tables of the number of chances

for any assigned number of Trumps in any hand. De Moivre says.

By the help of these Tables several useful Questions may be re-

solved
;
as 1°. If it is asked, what is the Probability that the Dealei-

has precisely in Trumps, besides the Trump Card 1 The Answer

by Tad. i. is
4662

16875 ’
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In the first edition there was only a brief notice of Whist,

occupying scarcely more than a page.

299. Problems LI. to LV. are on Piquet. The game is not

described, but there is no difficulty in understanding the problems,

which are easy examples of combinations. The following Remark
occurs on page 186 ; it was not in the first edition :

It may easily be perceived from the Solution of the preceding

Problem, that the number of variation.^ which there are in twelve

Cards make it next to impossible to calculate some of the Piobabili-

ties relating to Piquet, such as that which results from the priority

of Hand, or the Probabilities of a Pic, Rcpic or Lurch
; however not-

withstanding that difficulty, one may from obseirations often repeated,

nearly estimate what those Probabilities are in themselves, as will bo

proved in its place when we come to treat of the rea.sonable conjec-

tures which may bo deduced from Experiments; for which reason I

shall set down some Observations of a Gentleman who has a very great

degree of Skill and Exj>eriencc in that Game, after which I shall make
an application of them.

The di.scu.s.sion of Piquet was briefer in the first than in the

following editions.

300. 'We will give the enunciation of Problem LVI. and the

beginning of the solution.

Problem LVI. Of Saving Clauses.

A has 2 Ch.ances to beat B, and B has 1 chance to beat A
;
but

there is one Chance which intitles them both to withdraw their own
Stake, which we suppose eipial to s

;
to find the Gain of A.

Solution.

This Question tho’ easy in itself, yet is brought in to caution Be-
ginners against a INIistake which they might commit by imagining
that the Case, which intitles each Man to recover liis own Stake, needs
not be regarded, and that it is the same thing as if it did not exist.

This I mention .so much more readily, that some people who have
pretended great skill in these Speculations of Chance have themselves
fallen into that error.
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This problem was not in the first edition. The gain of A
. 1

301. Problem Lvn, which was not in the first edition, is as

follows

;

A and B playing together deposit £» apiece
; A has 2 Chances to

win », and B 1 Chance to win s, whereupon A tells B that ho will

play with him upon an equality of Chance, if he 19 will set him 2« to 1«,

to which B assents : to find whether A has any advantage or disad-

vantage by that Bargain.

In the first case A’a expectation is i
«, and in the second,

it is
^

s
;
so that he gains

g
* by the bargain.

302. We now arrive at one of the most important parts of

De Moivre’s work, namely, that which relates to the Duration of

Play
;
we will first give a full account of what is contained in the

third edition of the Doctrine of Chances, and afterwards state how
much of this was added to the investigations originally published

in the De Mensura Sortis.

Do Moivro himself regarded his labours on this subject with

the satisfaction which they justly merited
;

he says in his

Preface,

When I first began to attempt the general Solution of the Problem

concerning the Duration of Play, there was nothing extant that could

give me any light into that Subject; for altho’ Mr de Monmort, in the

first Edition of his Book, gives the Solution of this Problem, a.s limited

to three Stakes to be won or lost, and farther limited by the Suppo-

sition of an Equality of Skill between the Adventurers; yet he having

given no Demonstration of his Solution, and the Demonstration when

discovered being of very little use towards obtaining the general Solu-

tion of the Problem, I was forced to try what my own Enquiry would

lead me to, which having been attended with Success, the result of

what I found was afterwards published in my Specimen before men-

tioned.

The Specimen is the Essay De Mensura Sortis.
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803. The general problem relating to the Duration of Play

may be thus enunciated : suppose A to hare m counters, and B
to have n counters

;
let their chances of winning in a single gfame

be as a to i
;
the loser in each game is to give a counter to his

adversary : required the probability Uiat when or before a certain

number of games has been played, one of the players will have won
all the counters of his adversary. It will be seen that the words

in italics constitute the advance which this problem makes beyond

the more simple one discussed in Art. 107.

De Moivre’s Problems LVin. and LIX. amount to solving the

problem of the Duration of Play for the case in which m and n

are equal.

After discussing some cases in which n = 2 or 3, De Moivre

lays down a General Rule, thus:

A General Rule for detei'mining what Probability there is that

the Play shall not be determined in a given number of Games.

Let n be the number of Pieces of each Gamester. Let also n + d
be the number of Games given ; raise a -t- i to the Power n, then cut off

the two extream Terms, and multiply the remainder by oa + 2ah + hb :

then cut off again the two Extreams, and multiply again the remainder

by oa 4- 2ab -f 66, still rejecting the two Extreams; and so on, making

as many Multiplications as there are Units in
^
d

; make the last Pro-

duct the Numerator of a Fraction whose Denominator let be (a + 6)“*‘‘,

and that Fraction will express the Probability required, ;
still ob-

serving that if d be an odd number, you write d—\ in its room.

For an example, De Moivre supposes n = 4, = 6.

Raise a-i- J to the fourth power, and reject the extremes
;
thus

we have 4a’6 + 6a*t* -1- 4ah’.

Multiply by a’ + 2ab + b*, and reject the extremes
;
thus we

have 14aV + 20a’6* + 14tt’i*.

Multiply by a’ + 2ab -f- 6’, and reject the extremes
;
thus we

have 48tt“i’ -I- 68a*6* -f 48«’4‘.

Multiply by a’ -I- 2a6 + and reject the extremes ; thus we
have 164aV+ 232a'6‘ + 164o‘6‘.

Thus the probability that the Play will not be ended in

10 games is
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164a'6‘ + 232a‘i‘ + 164a‘6*

(a + 6)“

Dc Moivre leaves his readers to convince themselves of the

accuracy of his rule
;
and this is not difficult.

De Moivre suggests that the work of multiplication may be

abbreviated by omitting the a and h, and restoring them at the

end
;
this is what we now call the method of detached coefficients.

304. The terms which are rejected in the process of the

preceding Article will furnish an expre.ssion for the probability

that the play will be ended in an as.signed number of games.

Thus if n = 4 and d = Q, thLs probability will be found to be

a* + i*
,

4a‘6+4oi'
.
14a“6’ + 14a‘6*

,

48a'6*+48a‘y

(o + t)‘‘^ (a + 6)* (a + by (a + 6)“ '

that is,
a‘ + f 4a6 14a’i’ 48a*J* )

(a + fc)* t
^ (a + *)• + (o + J)‘ (a + A)* j

Now here wo arrive at one of De Moivre’s important results

;

he gives, without demonstration, general formulso for determining

those numerical coefficients which in the above example have the

values 4, 14, 48. De Moivre’s formuloe amount to two laws, one

connecting each coefBcient with its predecessors, and one giving

the value of each coeflBcient separately. We can make the laws

most intelligible by demonstrating them. We start from a result

given by Laplace. He shews, Thiorie . . . des Prob., page 229,

that the chance of A for winning precisely at the (n + 2x)‘‘' game
is the coeflScient of in the expansion of

arc

l + V(l-4aZ?rp (
1-V(1-4!?I^

TM
where it is supposed that a + 6 = 1.

Now the denominator of the above expression is known to be

equal to

l-„c + 0* - !Li!Lzi) c- + ...

where c = abf
;
see Differential Calculus, Chapter ix.
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We can thus obtain by the ordinary doctrine of Series, a lineiu'

relation between the coefficient of and the coefficients of the

preceding powers of t, namely, *“**'*, <‘***~*,
... This is Do

MoivTc’s first law; see his page 198.

Again
;
we may write the above fraction in the form

a't'

where
1 + V(1iv-

2 »

and then by expanding, we obtain

a‘t' [N- -{abty N-* + -•••}

The coefficient of <** in N~* is known to bo

(w +a; + 1) (n + a; + 2) ... (n + 2a; - 1)

L*

see Differential Calculus, Cliaptcr IX.

Similarly we get the coefficient of <**** in A/’"’*, of in

N~^, and so on.

Thus we obtain the coefficient of in the expansion of the

original expros.sion.

This is Do Moivre’s second law
;
see hi.s page 199.

305. De Moivre’s Problems LX. LXI. LXII. are simple ex-

amples formed on Problems LVili. and LIX. They are thus

enunciated

:

LX. Supposing A and B to play together till such time as four

Stakes are won or lost on either side
;
what must bo their proportion

of Skill, otherwise what must be their proportion of Chances for win-

ning any one Game assigned, to make it as probable that the Play will

be ended in four Games as not!

LXI. Supposing that A and B play till such time as four Stakes

are won or lost : What must be their proportion of Skill to make it a

Wager of three to one, that the Play will be ended in four Games!

LXII. Supposing that A and B play till such time as four Stakes

are won or lost
;
What must be their proportion of Skill to make it an

equal Wager that the Play will be ended in six Games t
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30G. Problems Lxm. and LXIV. amount to tbe general enun-

ciation we have given in Art. 303 ;
so that the restriction that

m and n are equal which was imposed in Problems Lvni. and

Lix. is now removed. As before De Moivre states, without de-

monstration, two general laws, which we will now give.

Laplace shews, Thiorie...des Prob. page 228, that the chance

of A for winning precisely at the (n + 2x)‘'‘ game is the coefficient

of i"*" in the expansion of

fi-t-v(i-Mr
j

1>1l-H

1”

1 2 J 1 2 )

(
1 + V(1 -4c) 1""* [l-V(l-4c)

1

I 2 ; i1 2 J

\/fl — ic)
Let ^ ^ —

-

be denoted by h ;
then the fractional expression

which multiplies o*<* becomes by expansion, and striking out 2A

from numerator and denominator.

m ly-
^ Q"'V+...

We have to arrange the denominator according to powers of

t, and to shew that it is equal to

1 _ + ...

whore i=m + n — 2.

Now, as in Ai-t. 304', wo have

I

l+V(l-4c)
1

1

- V(1 - 4c)

J-
_

, r (r — 3) , r (r — 4) (r — o) ,= 1 +-1T2-
«*+ -;

and the left-hand member is equivalent to
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Differentiate both sides with respect to t observing that

Thus,

(dO’— -j.
aht* +

r (r — 4) (r — 5)

1.^2

Now put r = Z + 3 ;
and we obtain the required result.

Thus a linear relation can be obtained between the coefficients

of successive powers of t.

This is De Moivre’s first law
;
see his page 205.

Again
;

let
^ ^

;
then the original expression

becomes
aTCN" (1 - c"JV-*")

= a't'N-' (1 - c"iV"*") (1 -

We may now proceed a-s in the latter part of Art. 304, to de-

termine the coefficient of

The result will coincide with De Moivre’s second law
;
see his

page 207.

307. Problem Lxv. is a particular case of the problem of

Duration of Play
;
m is now supposed infinite : in other words

A has unlimited capital and we require his chance of ruining B in

an assigned number of games.

De Moivre solves this problem in two ways. We will here

give his first solution with the first of the two examples which ac-

company it.

Solution.

Supposing n to be the number of Stakes which .i is to win of B,

and n + d the number of Games; let a + & be raised to the Power whose

Index is n + (Z ; then if (Z be an odd number, take so many Terms of

that Power as there are Units in take also so many of the
J

Terms next following as have been taken already, but prefix to them

in an inverted order, the Coefficients of the preceding Terms. But if

<Z be an even number, take so many Terms of the said Power as there
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arc Units in + Ij then take as many of the Terms next foliowing

as there are Units in
|

and prefix to them in an inverted order the

Coefficients of the preceding Terms, omitting the last of them; and

those Terms taken all together will compose the Numerator of a Frac-

tion expressing the Probability required, the. Denominator of which

Fi-action ought to be (a + 6)**“'.

Example I.

Supposing the number of Stakes, which is to win, to be Three,

and the given number of Games to be Ten; let o + 6 be raised to the

tenth power, viz. o'°+ lOa’6 + 45a’66 + 120o’6’+ 210o“6* + 252a“6‘

+ 210o*6' + 120o’6' + 45oa6' + 10o6“ + 6'°. Then, by reason thatn=3,

and n + (i= 10, it follows that d is =7, and —
^ =4. Wherefore let

the Four first Terms of the said Power be taken, viz. a'° + 10o’5

+ iSa’bb + 120a’6”, and let the four Terms next following be taken

likewise without regard to their Coefficients, then prefix to them in an

iuvei-ted oitler, the Coefficients of the preceding Terms : thus the four

Terms following with their new Coefficients will be 120a‘6* + 45o*6‘

+ 10o‘6*+ lo’6’. Then the Probability which A has of wrinning three

Stakes of .B in ten Games or sooner, will be expressed by the following

Fraction

o">+ 10a'6 + 45o'66 + 120a’6* + 120o“5‘ + 4.')a‘6’+10a‘6' + o*6'

(a + 6)'“

which in the Case of an Equality

reduced to
3.52

1024
or

11

32'

of Skill between A and B will be

308. In De Moivre's solution there is no difficulty in seeing

the origin of his first set of terms, but that of the second set of

terms is not so immediately obvious. We will take his example,

and account for the last four terms.

The last term is aV. There is only one way in which B’s

capital may be exhausted while A wdns only three games
;
namely,

A must win the first three games.

The next term is lOa‘6*. There are ten ways in which B'e

capital may be exhausted while A wins only four games. For let

there be ten places
;
put h in any one of the first three places,
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and fill up the remaining places with the letters aaaablhbb in this

order
;
or put a in any one of the last seven places, and fill up the

remaining places with the letters aaahbVbhb in this order
;
we thus

obtain the ten admissible cases.

The next term is 45a‘i‘. Tliere are forty-five ways in which

TJ’s capital may be exhausted while A wins only five games.

For let there be ten places. Take any two of the first three

places and put h in each, and fill up the remaining places with

the letters aaaaabhh in this order. Or take any two of the

last seven places and put a in each, and fill up the remaining

places with the letters aaahlhbh in this order. Or put b in any

one of the first three places and a in any one of the last seven ;

and fill up the remaining places with the letters aaaabbbb in this

order. On the whole we shall obtain a number equal to the num-

ber of combinations of 10 things taken 2 at a time. The following

is the general result : suppose we have to arrange r letters a and

8 letters b, so that in each anangement there shall be n more

of the letters a than of the letters b before we have gone through

the arrangement
;

then if r is lc.ss than s a the number of

dififerent arrangements is the same as the number of combina-

tions of r -I- s things taken r — n at a time. For example, let

r =6, 8 = 4, n = 3; then the number of difierent arrangements is

that IS 120.

The result which we have here noticed was obtained by Mont-

mort, but in a very unsatisfactory manner: see Art. 182.

De MoivTe’s first solution of his Problem LXV. is based on the

same principles as Montmort’s solution of the general problem

of the Duration of Play.

309. Do Moi\Tc’s second solution of his Problem LXV. con-

sists of a formula which he gives without demonstration. Let us

return to the expression in Ai't. 306, and suppose m infinite. Then

the chance of A for winning precisely at the (n -f- 2a:)“‘ game is

the coefficient of t'*^ in the expansion of

a't'
'

1 + v(i-4;?

y
’
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that is
j”(» + ^+l)(” + ^+2) +

see Art 304.

[x

The chance of A for winning at or before the (n + 2j’)"’ game
is therefore

a«
1

1 +naJ + ZLlpj^) o*6*+ ...

w (n + g + l) (re + a; + 2) ... (n + 2x- 1) )

[X “
j

•

Laplace, T}Uorie...des Prob., page 235.

310. De Moivre says with respect to lii.s Problem LXV»

In the first attempt that I had ever made tf)wards solving the

general Problem of the Duration of Play, which was in the year 1708,

I began with the Solution of this lxv'** Problem, well knowing that

it might be a Foundation for what I farther wante<l, since which time,

by a due repetition of it, I solved the main Problem : but as I found

afterwards a nearer way to it, I barely published in my first Essay on

those matters, what seemed to me most simple and elegant, still pre-

serving this Problem by me in order to be published when I should

think it proper.

De Moivre goes on to speak of the investigations of Montmort

and Nicolas Bernoulli, in words which we have already quoted
;
see

Art. 181.

311. Dr L Oettinger on pages 187, 188 of his work entitled

Dre Wahrscheinlichk-eits-Rechnung, Berlin, 1852, objects to some

of the results which are obtained by De Moivre and Laplace.

Dr Oettinger seems to intimate that in the formula, which we

have given at the end of Art. 309, Laplace has omitted to lay

down the condition that A has an unlimited capital
;
but Laplace

has distinctly introduced this condition on his page 234.

Again, speaking of De Moivre’s solution of his Problem LXIT.

Dr Oettinger says, Er erhiilt das namliche unhaltbare Eesultat,

welches Laplace nach ihm aufstellte.

But there is no foundation for this remark
;
De Moivre and
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Laplace are correct The misapprehension may have arisen from

reading only a part of De Moivre’s page 205, and so assuming a

law of a series to hold universally, which he distinctly says breaks

off after a certain number of terms.

The just reputation of Dr Oettinger renders it neces.sary for me
to notice his criticisms, and to record my dissent from them.

312. De Moivre’s Problems LX\a. and lxvii. are easy deduc-

tions from his preceding results
;
they are thus enunciated

:

Lxvi. To find what Probability there is that in a given number -

of Games A may be a winner of a certain number q of Stakes, and at

some other time B may likewise bo winner of the number p of Stakes,

BO that both circumstances may happen.

Lxvn. To find what Probability there is, that in a given number

of Games A may win the number q of Stakes ; with this farther con-

dition, that B during that whole number of Games may never have

been winner of the number p of Stakes.

313. De Moivre now proccetls to express his results relating

to the Duration of Play in another form. He says, page 215,

The Rules hitherto given for the Solution of Problems relating to

the Duration of Play are easily practicable, if the number of Games

given is but small
;
but if that number is large, the work will be very

tedious, and sometimes swell to that degree as to be in some manner

impracticable : to remedy which incouveniency, I shall here give an

Extract of a paper by me produced before the Royal Society, wherein

was contained a Method of solving very expeditiously the chief Pro-

blems relating to that matter, by the help of a Table of Sines, of which

I had before given a hint in the first Edition of my Doctrine of Chances,

pag. 149, and 150.

Tlie paper produced before the Royal Society docs not appear

to have been published in the Philosophical Transactions; pro-

babl}' we have the sub-stance of it in the Doctrine of Chances.

De Moivre proceeds according to the announcement in the

alxive extract, to expre.ss his re.sults relating to the Duration of

Play by the help of Trigonometrical Tables; in Problem i.xviu. he

supposes the players to have equal skill, and in Problem LXix. he

supposes them to have unequal skill.
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The demonstrations of the formulre are to be found in tlie Mis-

cellanea Analytica, pages 76—83, and in tlie Doctrine of Chances,

pages 230—23-t. De Moivre supposes the players to start witli the

same number of counters
;
but he says on page S3 of the Miscel-

lanea Analytica, that stdutious similar but somewhat more complex

could be given for the case in which the original numbers of

counters were different. This has been effected by Laplace in his

discussion of the whole problem.

31-t. De Moivre’s own demonstrations depend on his doctrine

of Recurring Scries
; by thLs doctrine De Moivre could effect what

we should now call the integration of a linear equation in Finite

Differences : the equation in this ctvse is that furnished by the first

of the two laws which we h.ave explained in Arts. 304, 306. Cer-

tain trigonometrical formula) are also required
;
see Miscellanea

A iMlytica, page 78. One of these, De Moivre say.s, con.stat ex

.iRquationibus ad circulum vulgo notis ; the follovving is the pro-

perty : in elementary works on Trigonometry we have an expan-

sion of cos n6 in descending powers of cos 6\ now cos n6 vanishes

when n0 is any odd multiple of and therefore the equivalent c.x-

pansion must also vanish. The other fonrnilm which Do MoivTo

uses arc in fact deductions from the general theorem which is

called De Moivre's jyroperty of the Circle; they arc as follow's

;

let a = then we have
2n

1 = 2"“' sin o sin 3a sin oa ... sin (2na — a)
;

also if ?i be even we have

cos n<(> = 2"'* (sin* a — sin’
<f>]

[sin’ 3a — sin’ <^j . .

.

... [sin’ (n — 3) a — sin’ [sin’ (a — 1) a — sin’<^}

:

.see Plane Trigonometry, Chap. XXIII.

De Moivre u.ses the first of those formulte
;
and also a formula

which may be deduced from the second by differentiating with

respect to <j>, and after differentiation putting if>
equal to a, or

3a, or oa, ...

315. De Moivre applies his results respecting the Duration

12
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of Play to test the value of an approximation proposed by Mont-

mort; we have already referred to this point in Art. 18 k

316. It remains to trace the history of Do Moivre’s investi-

gations on this subject.

The memoir De Mensura Sortis contains the followdng Pro-

blems out of tho.se which appear in the Doctrine of Chances,

LViii, LX, LXii, LXin, the first solution of lxv, lxvi. The first

eilition of the Doctrine of Chances contains all that the thinl does,

except the Problems LXVIII. and LXIX; these were added in the

second edition. As wo proceed with our history we shall find

that the subject engaged the attention of Lagrange and Laplace,

the latter of whom has eml>odled the researches of his prede-

ce.ssors in the Theorie...des Prob. pages 22.i—238.

317. With one slight exception noticed in Art. 322, the re-

mainder of the Doctrine of Chances was not in the first edition but

was added in the second edition.

318. The pages 220—229 of the Doctrine of Chances, form

a digression on a subject, which is one of De Moivre’s most

valuable contributions to mathematics, namely that of Recurring

Series. He ssiy.s, page 220,

The Reader may liave ]ierceived that the Solution of several Pro-

blems relating to Chance depends upon the Summation of Series; I

have, as occa.sion has ofiered, given the IMethod of summing them up;

but as there are others that may occur, I think it ncces^sary to give

a summary View of what is mo.st requi.site to be known in this matter;

desiring the Reader to excuse me, if I do not give the Demonstrations,

which would swell this Tract too much; especially considering that I

have already given them in my Miscellanea Anatylica.

319. These pages of the Doctrine of Chances will not present

any difficulty to a student who is acquainted with the subject of

Recurring Series, as it is now explained in works on Algebra

;

De Moivre however gives some propositions which are not usually

reproduced in the present day.

320. One theorem may be noticed which is enunciated by
De Moivre, on his page 224, and also on page 1 67 of the Miscellanea

A nalytica.
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The general term of the expansion of (1 — r)~* in powers of

r is f
••(/> + ”—^ ^ terms of

the expansion is equivalent to the following expression

1 - -/I \
"C'i+1) V. |n+p-2

1 — r — nr" (1 — r) r (I— r)*— — -

r

(1—rr
1.2 ' \n— 1 p— 1

^

(1-r/

This may be easily shewn to be true when n = 1, and then,

by induction, it may be shewn to be generally tnie. For

so that

r"^‘ = r"{l-(l-r)},

r"*’ + (a + 1) r"^' (1 - r) + +1^ r"^' (1 - r)* + . .

.

= r’{l- (1 -r)} + (n + 1) r" (1 -r) {l - (1 -r)}

+ (1 _ ry {1 - (1 _ r)} + ...

n fn + I'i !
n + » — 2

= ^. + nr’ (1 - r) + r’ (1 -r)*+ . . . + -
^
f^(l~ r)-

I
y? + 1 +p- 2

JizJ
r" (1 - r)^

Tims the additional term obtained by changing n into n + 1

la+p— 1 .,,, , ..........
is 7^=^; ^ r* as it should be ;

so that if De MoivTe’s theorem is
[n Ip -1

true for any value of n, it is true when n is changed into n+ 1.

321. Another theorem may be noticed
;

it is enunciated by

De Moivre on his page 229. Having given the scales of relation

of two Recurring Seric.s, it is required to find the scale of relation

of the Scries arising from the product of corresponding terms.

For example, let w.r" be the general term in the expansion

according to powers of r of a proper Algebraical fraction of which

the denominator is 1 —fr + ;
and let v,a' be the general term

in the expansion according to powers of o of a proper Algebraical

12—2
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fraction of which the denominator is 1— «ia + pa’. We have

to find the scale of relation of the Series of which the general

term is (>«)".

We know by the ordinary theory of decomposing Recurring

Series into Geometrical Progressions that

w.r* X v.a" = rV {R,pC + (yl,a." +

where and p, are the reciprocals of the roots of the equation

and o, and a, are the reciprocals of the roots of the equation

1 — via + = 0 ;

and R^, R^, A^ arc certain constants.

Thus w,r. = + R,A^

this shews that the required scale of relation will involve four

terms besides unity. The four quantities p,a,, p,a,, p,a,, p,a, will

be the reciprocals of the roots of the e<iuation in z which is found

by eliminating r and a from •

l—Jr+gr*=0, l—ma+pa* = 0, ra = z;

this equation therefore is

1 -finz + {pf + gni* - 2gp) z’ -fgvipz^ +</’/«* = 0.

Thus we have determined the required scale of relation
;
for

the denominator of the fraction which by e.vpansion produces

(ra)" as its general term wilt be

1 —fmra + + giv^ — r*a’ —fgmpr^a' + g'p’rW.

De Moivre adds, page 22!),

But it is very observable, that if one of the differential Scales bo the

Binomial I—

a

raised to any Power, it will be sufficient to raise tlie other

differential Scale to that Power, only substituting ar for r, or leaving

the Powers of r as they are, if <x be restrained to Unity; and that

Power of the other differential Scale will constitute the differential

Scale required.
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This is very easily demonstrated. For suppose that one scale

of relation is (1 — a)‘

;

then by forming the product of the cor-

re.sponding terms of the two Recurring Series, we obtain for the

general term

I

< + n — 1 , ,

^ a- + ...

}

This shews that the general term will be the coefficient of

in the expansion of

Jl, It, Jt,
(1 - rap,y ( 1 - rap^' (1 - rap,)‘

’

and by bringing these fractions to a common denominator, we
obtain De Moivre’s result.

322. De Moivi-e applies his theory of Recurring Series to

demonstrate his results relating to the Duration of Play, as we
have already intimated in Art. 313; and to illustrate still further

the use of the theory he takes two other problems respecting play.

These problems arc thus enunciated :

Lxx. 3f and A, whose projiortion of Chances to win one Game
are respectively as a to resolve to play together till one or the other

has lost 4 Stakes : two Standers by, R and S, concern themselves in the

Play, X takes the side of AT, and S of A, and agree betwixt them, that R
shall set to S, the sum L to the sum G on the first Game, 2Z to iG on

the second, ZL to ZG on tlie third, to AG on the fourth, and in case

the Play be not then concluded, 5i to 5(r on the fifth, and so increasing

peqietually in Arithmetic Progression the Sums which they are to set

to one another, as long as M and A play
;
yet with this farther con-

dition, that the Siims, set down by them R and S, shall at the end of

each Game be taken up by the Winner, and not left upon the Table to

be taken up at once upon the Conclusion of the Play: it is demanded

how the Gain of R is to be estimated before the Play begina

Lxxi. If M and A, whose number of Chances to win one Game
are respectively as a to &, play together till four Stakes are won or loet

on either side
;
and that at the same time, R and S whoso number of

Chances to win one Game are respectively as c to cf, play also together

till five Stakes are won or lost on either side; what is the Probability

that the Play between M and A will be ended in fewer Games, than the

Play between R and S.
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The particular case of Problem LXXI. in which a = h, and
c = d, was given in the first edition of the Doctrine of Chances,

page 152.

323. Problems LXXII. and LXXIII. are important; it will be

sufficient to enunciate the latter.

A and B playing together, and having a different number of Chances

to win one Game, wliich number of Chances I suppose to be respectively

as o to 6, engage themselves to a Spectator S, that after a certain number

of Games is over, A shall give him as many Pieces as he wins Games,

over and above
a + b

n, and B as many as he wins Games, over and above

the number
^
n

;
to find the Expectation of S.

Problem LXXII. is a particular case of Problem LXXIII. obtained

by supposing a and 5 to be equal.

These two problems first appeared in the Miscellanea Ana-
li/tica, pages 99— 101. We there find the foUowing notice respect-

ing Problem Lxxii

:

Cum aliquando labente Anno 1721, Vir Clarissimus Alex. Cuming
Eq. Au. Rogire Societatis Socius, queestionem infra subjectam mihi

proposuisset, solutionem problematis ei postero die tradideram.

After giving the solution De Moivre proceeds to Problem LXXIII.

which he thus introduces

:

Eodem procedendi modo, solntum fuerat Problema .sequens ab eodem
Cl. viro etiam propositum, cjmsdem generis ac superius sed multo latiua

patena

We will give a solution of Problem Lxxni
;
De Moivre in the

Doctrine of Chances merely states the result.

Let n = c (a + 5) ; consider the expectation of S so far as it

depends on A. The chance that A will win all the games is

, and in this case he gives cb to 8. The chance that .4 will
{a + b) ®

win n — 1 games is

And so on.

na'-^h

{a+bf
and in this case he gives ci — 1 to
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Thus we have to sum the series

oTbc + na'-'b {be - 1) + a'-^b' (ic - 2) + ...

,

the series extending so long as the terms in brackets are positive.

We have

a"bc — iui'~'b = a"’’J (nc — w) = — a'~'b be
;

thus the first two terms amount to

(n — 1) a’'~'bhe.

Now combine this with — —
;
we get

(n— 1) (ac— n), that is — (n — 1) a"~'b*bc ;

thus the first three terms amount to

This process may be carried on for any number of terms
;
and

we shall thus obtain for the sum of be terms

(,i-l) („- 2) .(U-&C+1)
be — \

This may be expressed thus

a'^b'^aebc,

which is equivalent to De Moivre’s result. The expectation of S
from B will be found to be the same as it is from A.

321. Wlien the chances of A and B for winning a single game

are in the proportion of a to & we know, from Bernoulli’s theorem,

that there is a high probability that in a large number of trials the

number of games won by A and B respectively will be nearly in

the ratio of a to b. Accordingly Do Moivre passes naturally from

his Problem LXXiii. to investigations which in fact amount to what

we have called the inverse use of Bernoulli’s theorem ;
see

Art. 125. De Moivre says.
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...I’ll take the liberty to gay, that this is the hardest Problem that

can be proposed on the Subject of Chance, for which reason I hare re-

served it for the last, but I hojie to be forgiven if my Solution is not

fitted to the capacity of all Headers; however 1 shall derive from it

some Conclusions that may be of use to every body : in order thereto,

I shall here translate a Paper of mine which was printed November 12,

1733, and communicated to some Friends, but never yet made public,

reserving to myself the right of enlarging my own Thoughts, as occasion

shall require.

Then follows a section entitled A Method of approximating the

Sum of the Terms of the Binomial (a-f- b)" expanded into a Series,

from whence are deduced some jiractical Rules to estimate the

Degree of Assent which is to be given to Experiments. This section

occupies pages 213—251 of tlie Doctrine of Chances; wc shall find

it convenient to postpone our notice of it until we examine the

Miscellanea A nalgtica.

325. Dc Moivre’s Problem Lxxrv. is thus enunciated

:

To find the Probability of throwing a Chance assigned a given

number of times without intermission, in any given number of Trials.

It was introduced in the second edition, page 213, in the fol-

lowing tenns

:

When I wa.s just concluding this Work, the following Problem was

mentioned to me as very difficult, for which reason I have considered it

with a particular attention.

De Moivre does not demonstrate his results for this problem ;

w’e will solve the problem in the modem way.

Lfd a denote the chance for the event in a single trial, i the

chance against it
;

let 7i be the number of trials, p the number of

times without intermission for which the event is required to hap-

pen. We shall speak of this as a ofp.
Let u, denote the probability of having the required run of p

in n trials
;
then

w.M-1 = “»+(!- :

for in « I- 1 trials we have all the favourable cases which we have

in n trials, and some more, namely those in which after having

failed in n—p trials, we fail in the (n—^-1-1)*'' trial, and then

have a run of p.
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Let u, = 1 — V,, and substitute in the equation
;
thus

The Generating Function of t’, will therefore be

<^(0

i-t + ’

where ^ (<) is an arbitrary function of t which involves no powers

of t higher than

The Generating Function of u, is therefore

_i
.

1 _ < 1 - < + ’

we may denote this by

t(0
(l-<) (l-« + 5a'0’

where ^fr (<) is an arbitrary function of t which involves no powers
of t higher than Now it is obvious that u, = 0 if n be less

than j}, also m,= o’’, and = a'’ + Jo’’.

Hence we find that

y/r(()=a^('(l-ai),

so that the Generating Function of m, is

+ harr')

The coeflScient of <* in the expansion of this function will

therefore be obtained by expanding

^ (1 -at)

l-< +

and taking the coeflficients of all the powers of < up to that of

<"' inclusive.

It may be shewn that De Moivre’s result agrees with this after

allowing for a slight mistake. He says we must divide unity by

1 — a: — oa:* —oV— ... — o’’"’®' take n + 1 terms of the series,

multiply by
o'

(a + J)”’
and finally put x = . The mistake here
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is that in the series 1 — a:— ax’ — a*a^ — ... — instead of a

we ought to read ^ . De Moivre is correct in an example which

he gives on his page 255. Let
j
= c, then according to De Moivre’s

rule corrected we have to expand

1 a!'
*1 * •- 1 — cx a'

l -c-'x' {a + bf’ l-x(l+c)+c'x>"* (a + 5/'

1 — tx

This will be seen to agree with our result remembering that we

took a + b = l.

De Moivre himself on his page 256 practically gives this form

to his result by putting

1 — X for 1 —X— ex’ — c’x“ — ... —
1 — cx

De Moivre gives without demonstration on his page 259 an

approximate rule for detenniuing the number of trials which must

be made in order to render the chance of a run of equal to

one half.

De Moivre’s Problem Lxxiv. has been extended by Condorcet,

Esaai...de FAnalyse... pages 73—86, and by Laplace, Thiorie...dea

Prob. pages 247—253.

326. De Moivre’s pages 261—328 are devoted to Amuiities on

Lives; an Appendix finishes the book, occupying pages 329—348 :

this also relates principally to annuities, but it contains a few’ notes

on the subject of Probal)ility. As we have already stated in

Art. 53, w'e do not profess to give an account of the investigations

relating to mortality and life insurance.

We may remark that there Ls an Italian translation of De
Moivre’s treatise on Annuities, with notes and additions

;
the title

is La Doitrina degli Azzardi...de Abramo Moivre: Trasportata

dalF Idioma Inglese,...dal Padre Don Roberto Gaeta...sotto Fassis-

tenza del Padre Don Gregorio Fontana. ..In Milano 1776. Tliis

translation does not discuss the general 'Theory of Probability, but

only annuities on lives and similar subjects.
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In the Advertisement to the second edition of the Doctrine of
Chances, page xiii, De Moivre says.

There is iu the World a Gentleman of an older Date, who in the year

1726 did assure the Public that he could calculate the Values of Lives if

he would, but that he would not,...

De Moivre proceeds to make some sarcastic remarks
;
a manu-

script note in my copy says that the person here meant was

"John Smart of Guildhall, who in that year published Tables

of Interest, Discount, Annuities, &c. -Ito.”

327. We have now to notice Do MoivTe’s work entitled 3Iis-

ceUanea Analytica de Seriebtis et Quadratiiris. ..hondon, 1730.

This is a quarto volume containing 2.50 pages, a page of Errata,

a Supplement of 22 pages, and two additional pages of Errata;

besides the title page, dedication, preface, index, and list of sub-

scribers to the work.

We have alrea<ly had occasion to refer to the Miscellanea

Analytica as supplying matter bearing on our subject; we now
however proceed to examine a section of the work which is entirely

devoted to controversy between Montmort and De Moivre. This

section is entitled Responsio ad qitasdam Criminationes; it occu-

pies pages 1-lG—22.‘), and is divided into seven Chapters.

328. In the first Chapter the design of the section is ex-

plained De Moivre relates the history of the publication of

Montmort’s first edition, of the memoir De Mensura Sortie, and

of Montmort’s second edition. De Moivre sent a copy of the De
Mensura Sortis to Montmort, who gave his opinion of the memoir

in a letter to Nicolas Bernoulli, which was publi.shed in the second

edition of Montmort’s book; see Art. 221. De Moivre states briefly

the animadversions of Montmort, distributing them under nine

heads.

The publication of Montmort’s second edition however does

not seem to have produced any quarrel between him and De
Moivre; the latter returned his thanks for the present of a copy

of the work, and after this a frequent interchange of letters

took place between the two mathematicians. In 1715 Montmort

visited England, and was introduced to Newton and other dis-
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tinguished men
;

lie was also admitted as a member of the Ro3'al

Society. De Moivre sent to Montmort a copj' of the Doctrine, of
Chances when it wa.s publi.shed, and about two years afterward-s

Montmort died.

De Moivre quotes the words of Fontenellc which we have

already given in Art. 1.36, and intimates tliat these word.s

induced him to undertake a comparison between his own labours

and those of Montmort, in order to vindicate liis own claims. As
the Doctrine of Chances was written in English it was not readily

accessible to all who would take an interest in the di.spnte; and

this led De MoivTC to devote a section to the subject in his Mis-

cellanea Anuhjtica.

32.0. The second Chapter of the Responsio...\s entitled De
Methodo Differentiarurn, in qua exhihetur Bohitio Stirlitu/iana de

media Coefficients Binoniii. The general object is to shew that

in the summation of series De Moivre had no need for any of

Montmort’s investigations. De Moiwe begins by referring to a

ceiiain theorem which we have noticed in Art. 1.52; he gives some

examples of the use of this theorem. He also adverts to other

methods of summation.

Montmort had arrived at a verj' general result in the summa-
tion of series. Suppose w”r" to denote the tei-m of a series,

where «, is such that A"i/, is zero, m being any po.sitive integer

;

then Montmort had succeeded in summing any assigned number

of terms of the series. De Moivre shews that the result can be

easily obtained by the method of Differences, that is by the method

which we have expl.ained in Art. 151.

The investigations by Montmort on the summation of series to

which De Moivre refers were published in Vol. XXX. of the Philo-

sophical Transactions, 1717.

Tliis Chapter of the Responsio... gives some interesting details

respecting Stirling’s Theorem including a letter from Stirling

himself.

330. The third Chapter of the Responsio... is entitled De Me-

thodo Combinationum; the fourth De Permutationibus

;

the fifth

Combinationes et Permutationes ulterius consideratce: these Chap-
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ters consist substantially of translations of portions of the Doctrine

of Chances, and so do not call for any remark. The sixth Chapter

is entitled De Kumero Punctorum in Tessens; it relates entirely

to the formula of which we have given the history in Art. 119.

331. Tlie seventh Chapter of the Responsio... is entitled

tiones variorum Probleinatuin ad Sorteni spectuntium. This Chapter

gives the solutions of nine problems in Chances. The first eight

of these are in the Doctrine of Chances; nothing of importance is

added in the Miscellanea Analytica, except in two cases. The first

of these additions is of some historical interest. Suppose we take

an example of the Binomial Theorem, as (p + <7)®; one term will

be then Do Moivre sjiy.s, page 218,

...at fortiUs.se noscivenim hujus termini coefficientem, nimirum 28,

designaturam numerum permutatioiium quas literaj p, p, p, p, p, p, q, q,

productum 9* constituentes siibire jrossiut; immb vero, hoc jam diu

mihi crat exploratuin, etenim ego fortasso primus omnium detexi co-

efficientes aiinoxas protluctis Binomii, vel Multinomii cvijuacunque, id

denotare quotenis variationibus liteite producti positicnes suas intar so

l>ermutent: sed utrum illud facile fuerit ad inveniendum, jwstquam

lex coefficientium ex productis continuis ^ x x — x ^ ^
t J o 4

ike.

Jam perspecta es.set, aut quisquam ante me hoc ipsum detexerit, ad rem
pnesentem non magni interest, cum id monere suflecerit hanc proprie-

tatein Coefficientium a me a.s.scrtara fuis.se et demonstratam in Actis I'hi-

losophicis Anno 1097 ini))res.sis.

The second addition relates to Problem XLIX. of the Doctrine

of Chances; some easy details relating to a maximum value are

not given there wliich may be found in the Miscellanea Analytica,

pages 223, 22k

332. The ninth problem in the seventh Chapter of the Re-

sponsio ... is to find the ratio of the sum of the largest p terms

in the expansion of (1 + 1)" to the sum of all the terms
; p being

an odd number and n an even number. De Moivre expresses

this ratio in terms of the chances of certain events, for which

chances he had already obtained fommlas. This mode of ex-

pressing the ratio is not given in the Doctrine of Chances, being

rendered unnecessary by the application of Stirling’s Theorem

;
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but it involves an interesting fact in approximation, and we will

therefore explain it.

Suppose two players A and B of equal skill
;

let A have an

infinite numlx'r of counters, and B have the number j>. Let

<f>
{n,p) denote the chance that B will be ruined in n games. Then

the required ratio is 1 — <^ (n, p) ;
this follows from the first form

of solution of Problem LXV; see Art. 307. Again, .suppose that

each of the players starts with p counters
;
and let yjr {n, p) then

denote the chance that B will be ruined in n games
;
similarly if

each starts with 3/i counters let ijr (n, 3p) denote the chance that

i? will be ruined in n games; and so on. Then De MoivTe says

that approximately

4> (". p) = f(>>,p)+f (”. 3/>).

and still more approximately

<f> i»,p) = 'p- + 'p- (», 3/0 - yp (n, op) + yp' (n, 7p).

Tlie closeness of the ajiproximation will depend on n being

large, and p being only a moderate fraction of n.

These results follow from the formuhe given on pages 199

and 210 of the Doctrine of Chances... The second term of

yp {n, p) is negative, and is numerically equal to the first term

of yp (n, 3p), and so is cancelled
;

similarly the third term of

yp (n, p) is cancelled by the first of —yp(n, op), and the fourth

term of yp(n, p) by the first of yp (n, 7p). The terms which do

not mutually cancel, and which we therefore neglect, involve

fewer factors than that which we retain, and are thus com-

paratively small.

333. We now proceed to notice the Supplement to the Mis-

celluneu Analytica. The investigations of problems in Cliances

had led mathematicians to consider the approximate calculation

of the coefficients in the Binomial Theorem
;
and as we shall now

see, the consequence was the discovery of one of the most striking

results in mathematics. The Supplement commences thus

:

Aliquot f)OBt diebua quam Liber qui insoribifcur, Miscellanea Analy-

tica, in lucom prodiis.set, Doctis-siraus Sltrlingius me literis admonuit

Tabulam ibi a me exhibitam de summis Logarithmorum, non satis au-

toritatis habere ad ea fiianauda quie in s]>eculatione niterentur, utpote
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cni Tabulse subeeset error perpetuus in quinta quaque figura decimali

summarum; qute cum pro humunitate sua monuisset, bis subjunzit

seriem celemine convergentem, cujus ope summse logarithmorum tot

numerorum naturalium quot quis sumure voluerit obtiueri possent

;

res autem sic exposita fuerat.

Then follows a Tlieorem which is not quite coincident in

form with what we now usually call Stirling’s Theorem, but is

practically equivalent to it. De Moivre gives his own investiga-

tion of the subject, and arrives at the following result

:

log 2 -1- log 3 -t- log 4 + . . . -b log (m — 1)

1

360»t*

1

12(j0m‘

_1
1680m’

+ 1 -
1

12 360

1 1

1260 1680

With resspect to the series in the last line, De Moivre says

on page 9, of the Supplement to the Miscellanea Analytica ... qu®
satis commode convergit in principio, post terminos quinque pri-

mes convergentiam amittit, quam tamen postea recuperat... The

last four words involve an error, for the series is divergent,

as we know from the nature of Bernoulli’s Numbers. But De
Moivre by using a result which Stirling had already obtained,

arrived at the conclusion that the series 1 — ^ -b • .

.

12 360 1260

is equal to
^
log 27t

;
and thus the theorem is deduced which

we now call Stirling’s Theorem, See Miscellanea Analytica,

page 170, Supplement, page 10.

334. De Moivre proceeds in the Supplement to the Miscellanea

Analytica to obtain an approximate value of the middle coeflBcient

of a Binomial expansion, that is of the expression

(wj-bl) (m-b2)... 2ffj
’

m {j« — 1) ... 1

He expends nearly two pages in arriving at the result, which
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he might have obtained immediately by putting the proposed ex-

pression in the equivalent form
|w'

De Moivre then gives the general theorem for the approximate

summation of the series

(n + 1;' (ft +2)‘'^(n + 3)*

We have already noticed his use of a particular case of this

summation in Art. 276.

De Moivre does not demonstrate the theorem
;

it is of course

included in the weUknown result to which Euler’s name is usually

attached,

2 + G

1

2 dx 30 [4 (iB*

See ATovi Comm....Petrop. Vol. xiv. part 1, page 137 ;
1770.

The theorem however is also to be found in Maclaurin’a

Treatise of Fluxions, 1742, page G73.

335. We return to the Doctrine of Chances, to notice what is

given in its pages 243—254 ;
see Art. 324.

In these pages De Moivre begins by adverting to the theorem

obtained by Stirling and himself. He deduces from this the

following result : suppose n to be a very large number, then the

/I
logarithm of the ratio which a term of (5 + 2 ) '

the middle term by the interval I, bears to the middle term.

Is approximately — ~

.

This enables him to obtain an approximate value of the sum of

the I terms which immediately precede or follow the middle term.

Hence he can estimate the numerical values of certain chances.

For example, let n = 3600 : then, supposing that it is an even

chance for the happening or failing of an event in a single trial,

De Moivre finds that the chance is ’682688 that in 3600 trials,

the number of times in which the event happens, will lie between

1800 + 30 and 1800 - 30.
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Thus by the aid of Stirling’s Theorem the value of Bernoulli’s

Theorem is largely increased,

De Moivre adverts to the controversy between Nicolas Ber-

noulli and Dr Arbuthnot, respecting the inferences to be drawn

from the observed fact of the nearly constant ratio of the number

of births of boys to the number of births of girls
;
see Art. 223.

De Moivre shews that Nicolas Bernoulli’s remarks were not re-

levant to the argument really advanced by Dr Arbuthnot.

336. Thus we have seen that the principal contributions to

our subject from De Moivre are his investigations respecting the

Duration of Play, his Theory of Recurring Series, and his extension

of the value of Bernoulli’s Theorem by the aid of Stirling’s Theorem.

Our obligations to De Moivre would have been still gieater if he

had not concealed the demonstrations of the important results

which we have noticed in Art. 306 ;
but it will not be doubted

that the Theory of Probability owes more to him than to any

other mathematician, with the sole exception of Laplace.

13
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CHAPTER X.

MISCELLANEOUS INVESTIGATIONS

Between the years 1700 and 1750.

337. The present Chapter will contain notices of various con-

tributions to our subject w'hich were made between the years 1700

and 1750.

338. The first work which claims our attention is the essay by
Nicolas Bernoulli, to which we have already alluded in Art. 72 ;

it

is entitled Specimina Artis conjectandi, ad quajstiones Juris ap-

plicatce. This is stated to have been published at Basle in 1709

;

see Gouraud, page 36.

It is reprinted in the fourth volume of the Act. Erudttorum...

SnppUmenta, 1711, where it occupies pages 159—170. Allusion

is made to the essay in the volume which we have cited in Art. 59,

pages 812, 811, 816.

339. In this essay Nicolas Bernoulli professes to apply mathe-

matical calculations to various question.s, principally relating to the

probability of human life. He takes for a foundation some facts

which his uncle James had deduced from the comparison of bills

of mortality, namely that out of 100 infants born at the same time

61 are alive at the end of the sixth year, 10 at the end of the

sixteenth year, and so on. Nicolas Bernoulli considers the following

questions : the time at the end of which an absent man of whom
no tidings bad been received might be considered as dead ; the
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value of an annuity on a life
;
the sum to be paid to assure to a

child just bom an assigned sum on his attaining a certain age

;

marine assurances
;
and a lottery problem. He also touches on the

probability of testimony
;
and on the probability of the innocence

of an accused person.

The e.ssay does not give occasion for the display of that mathe-

matical power which its author possessed, and which we have seen

was called forth in his correspondence with Montmort
;
but it indi-

cates boldness, originality, and strong faith in the value and extent

of the applications which might be made of the Theory of Pro-

bability.
,

We will take two examples from the Essay.

340. Suppose there are b men who will all die within a years,

and are equally likely to die at any in.staut within this time : re-

quired the probable duration of the life of the last survivor.

Nicoliis Bernoulli really views the problem as efpnvalent to the

following : A line of length a is mea.sured from a fixed origin
;
on

this line b points are taken at random : determine the mean dis-

tance from the origin of the most distant point.

Let the line a be supposed divided into an indefinitely large

number n of equal parts
;

let each part be equal to c, so that

nc = a.

Suppose that each of the b points may be at the distance

c, or 2c, or 3c, ... up to «c; but no two or more at exactly the

same distance.

Then the whole number of cases will be the number of combi-

nations of a things taken i at a time, say
<f>

(n, b).

Suppose that the most distant point is at the distance xc
;
then

the number of ways in which this can happen is the number of

ways in which the remaining b—1 points can be put nearer to the

origin
;
that is, the number of combinations of a;— 1 things, taken

6 — 1 at a time, say (x — 1, b — 1).

Hence the required mean distance is

%xc<f>(x — l, b — l)

in. 1)

where the summation extends from x<=hio x = n.

13—2
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It is easily seen that the limit, when n is infinite, is . that

ah

6+1
The above is substantially the methcxl of Nicolas Bernoulli.

341.

Nicolas Bernoulli has a very curious mode of estimating

the probability of innocence of an accused person. He assumes

that any single evidence against the accused person is twice as

likely to be false as true. Suppose we denote by m, the probability

of innocence when there are n different evidences against him
;

, there are two chances out of three that the n“’ evidence is false,

and then the accused prisoner is reduced to the state in which there

are n — 1 evidences against him
;
and there is one chance out of

three that the evidence is true and his innocence therefore impos-

sible. Thus

.

2«,_, + 0
= 3

“--

Hence «.=

This is not the notation of Nicolas

;

result.

but it is his method and

342. In the correspondence between Montmort and Nicolas

Bernoulli allusion was made to a work by Barbeyrac, entitled

Traits du Jeu; see Art. 212. I have not seen the book myself.

It appears to be a dissertation to shew that religion and morality

do not prohibit the use of games in general, or of games of chance
in particular. It is stated that there are two editions of the work,
published respectively in 1709 and 1744.

Barbeyrac is also said to have published a discourse Sur Ui

nature du Sort.

See the English Cyclopedia, and the Biographic Universelle,

under the head Barbeyrac.

343. We have next to notice a memoir by Arbuthnot to whom
we have already assigned an elementary work on our subject

;

see Art. 79.

The memoir is entitled An Argument for Divine Providence,
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taken from the constant Regularity observ'd in the Births of both

Sexes. By Dr John Arbuthnott, Physitian in Ordinary to Her
Majesty, and Fellow of the College of Physitians and the Royal

Society.

This memoir is published in VoL xxvii. of the Philosophical

Transactions; it is the volume for 1710, 1711 and 1712: the

memoir occupies pages 18G—190.

344. The memoir begins thus :

Among innumerable Footsteps of Divine Providence to be found in

the "Works of Nature, there is a very remarkable one to be observed in

the exact Ballance that is maintained, between the Numbers of Men and.

Women; for by this means it is provided, that the Species may never fail,

nor perish, since every Male may have its Female, and of a proportion-

able Age. This Equality of Males and Females is not the Effect of

Chance but Divine Providence, working for a good End, which I thus

demonstrate

:

345. The registers of births in London for 82 years are given

;

these shew that in every year more males were bom than females-

There is very little relating to the theory of probability in the

memoir. Tlie principal point is the following. Assume that

it is an even chance whether a male or female be bom ; then

the chance that in a given year there will be more males than

females is ^ ;
and the chance that this will happen for 82 years in

succession is ^ . This chance is so small that we may conclude

that it is not an even chance whether a male or female be bom.

346. The memoir attracted the attention of Nicolas Bernoulli,

who in his coiTCspondence with Montmort expressed his dissent

from Arbuthnot’s argument
;
see Art. 223. There is also a letter

from Nicolas Bernoulli to Leibnitz on the subject
;
see page 989 of

the work cited in Art. 59. De Moivre replied to Nicolas Bernoulli,

as we have already intimated in Art. 335.

347. The subject is also discussed in the Oeuvres Philo-

sophiques et Mathhnatiques of ’s Gravesande, published at Amster-

dam, 1774, 2 vol& 4to. The discussion occupies pages 221—248

of the second volume.
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It appears from page 237, that when Nicolas Bernoulli travelled

in Holland he met ’sGravesande.

In this discussion we have first a memoir by ’sGravesande.

This memoir contains a brief statement of some of the elements

of the theory of probability. The following result is then obtained.

Assume that the chance is even for a male or female birth, and

find the chance that out of 114i29 births the males shall lie

between 5715 and Cl 28. By a laborious arithmetical calculation

this is found to be about Then the chance that this should

happen for 82 years in succassion will he ^

.

But in fact the event for which the chance is so small had

happened in London. Hence it is inferred that it is not an even

chance that a male or female should be bom.

It appeal's that ’sGravesande vTote to Nicolas Bernoulli on

the subject
;
the reply of Nicolas Bernoulli is given. This reply

contains a proof of the famous theorem of James Bernoulli
;

the proof is substantially the same as that given by Nicolas Ber-

noulli to Montmort, and published by the latter in pages 389—393

of his book.

Then ’sGravesande wrote a letter giving a very clear account

of his views, and, as his editor remarks, the letter seems to have

impressed Nicolas Bernoulli, judging from the reply which the

latter made.

Nicolas Bernoulli thus suras up the controversy

:

Mr. Arbtithnot fait consister son argument en deux clioscs; 1°. en

ce que, supixjsC-e nne f'galite dc naissance entro Ics lilies et Ics gardens,

il y a peu de probability que le nombre desgar^-ons et des lilies se trouve

dans des liraites fort proches dc I’egality: 2°. qu'il y a peu de proba-

bility que le nombre des gar^ons sur|iassera un grand nombre do fois de

suite la nombre des filles. C’est la premiere partie que je refute, et non

pas la scconde.

But this does not fairly represent Arbuthnot’s argument.

Nicolas Bernoulli seems to have imagined, without any adequate

reason, that the theorem known by his uncle’s name was in some

way contradicted by Arbuthnot.

318. Two memoirs on our subject are published in Vol.
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XXIX. of the Philosophical Transactions, which is the volume for

1715, 1716 the memoirs occupy pages 133—158. They are

entitled Solutio Gensralis Problematis XV. propositi d, D. tie Moivre,

in tractatu de Mensura Sortis...Sohilio gensralis altera prcece-

dentis Problematis, ope Combinationum et Serierum injinitanim....

These memoirs relate to the problem which wo have called

Waldegrave’s

;

see Art 211.

The first memoir is by Nicola.s Bernoulli
;

it gives substantially

the same solution as he sent to Montmort, and which was printed

in pages 381—387 of Montmort’s work.

The second memoir is by De Moivre; it gives the solution

which was reproduced in the Doctrine of Chances.

319. We have next to notice a work which appeared under
the following title

:

Christiani Hugenii Libcllus do Ratiociniis in Ltido Alese. Or, the

value of all chances in games of fortune; cards, dice, wagers, lotteries, <fcc.

m ithematically demonstrated. London : Printed by S. Keimer, for

T. Woodward, near the Inner Temple-Gate in Fleet-street. 1714.

This is a translation of Huygens’s treatise, by W. Browne. It

is in small octavo size; it contains a Dedication to Dr Bichard

Mead, an Advertisement to the Reader, and then 24 pages, which

comprise the translation. The dedication commences thus

;

Honour’d Sir, When I consider the Subject of the following Papers,

I can no more forbear dedicating them to Your Name, than I can

refuse giving my assent to any one Proposition in these Sciences, which

I have already seen clearly demonstrated. The Reason is plain, for as

You have contributed the greatest Lustre and Glory to a very consider-

able part of the Mathematicks, by introducing them into their noblest

Province, the Theory of Physick; the Publisher of any Truths of that

Nature, who is desirous of seeing them come to their utmost Perfection,

must of course beg Your Patronage and Application of them. By so

prudent a Course as this, he may perhaps see those Projmsitions which

it was his utmost Ambition to make capable only of directing Men in

the Management of their Purses, and instructing them to what Chances

and Hazards they might safely commit their Money
;
tura’d some time

or other to a much more glorious End, and made instrumental likewise

towards the securing their Bodies from the Tricks of that too successful
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Sharper, Death, and coanterminlDg the underhand Dealings of secret and

overreaching Distempers.

In his Advertisement to the Reader, Browne refers to a trans-

lation of Huygens’s treatise which had been made by Arbuthnot

;

he also notices the labours of Montmort and De Moivi'e. He
says further.

My Dc'ign in publishing this Edition, was to have made it as useful

as possible, by an addition of a very large Appendix to it, containing a

Solution of some of the most serviceable and intricate Problems I cou'd

think of, and such as have not as yet, that I know of, met with a par-

ticular Consideration; But an Information I have within these few

Days receiv’d, that M. Montmort’s French Piece is just newly reprinted

at Paris, with very considerable Additions, has made me put a Stop

to the Appendix, till I can procure a Sight of what has been added

anew, for fear some part of it may possibly have been honour’d with the

Notice and Consideration of that ingenious Author.

I do not know whether thi.s proposed Appendix ever ap-

peared.

350. In the Hist, de TAcad.... Paris for 1728, which was

published in 1730, there is a notice respecting some results ob-

tained by Mairan, Sur le Jeu de Pair ou Hon. The notice

occupies pages 53— 57 of the volume; it is not by Mairan

himself.

Suppose a heap of counters ;
a person takes a number of them

at random, and asks another person to gue.ss whether the number

is odd or even. Mairan says that the number is more likely

to be odd than even
;
and he argues in the following way. Sup-

pose the number in the heap to l>e an odd number, for example 7

;

then a person who takes from the heap may take 1, or 2, or 3, ...

or 7 counters ;
thus there are 7 cases, namely 4 in which he takes

an odd number, and 3 in which he takes an even number. The
advantage then is in favour of his having taken an odd number.

If the number in the heap be an even number, then the person

who takes from it is as likely to take an even number as an

odd number. Thus on the whole Mairan concludes that the guess

should be given for an odd number.

The modem view of this problem is different from Mairan 's.
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If the original heap contains n counters we should say that there

are n ways of drawing one counter, — ways of drawing

two counters, and so on. Mairan notices this view but con-

demns it.

Laplace treated this problem in the Mimoires ...par divers

Sa»a»w...Tome Vi., Paris, 1774, and he arrives at the ordinary result,

though not by the method of combinations
;
he refers to Mairan’s

result, and briefly records his dissent. The problem is solved by

the method of combinations in the Thiorie...dea Proh. page 201.

In the article Pair on Xm of the original French Encych-

pidie, which was published in 1765, Mairan’s view is given
;
this

article was repeated in the Encyclopedie Mithodique, in 1785,

without any notice of Laplace’s dissent.

351. On page 68 of the volume of the Hist, de VAcad....

Paris, wliich contains Mairan’s results, is the following paragraph

:

M. L’Abb6 Sauveur, fila de feu M. Sauveur Acad6micien, a fait voir

une Methode qu’il a trouv6e pour ddtenniner au Jeu de Quadrille quelle

est la probability de gagner sans prendre plusienrs Jeux diffdrents, dont

il a calcuiy une Table. On a truuvy qnc la matiyre ypineuse et d61icate

des Combinaisons dtoit trys-bicn entendiie dans cet ouvrage.

352. \Vc have next to notice a memoir by Nicole, entitled

Examen et Resolution de quelques questions sur les Jeux.

This memoir is published in the volume for 1730 of the Hist,

de VAcad....Paris; the date of publication is 1732: the memoir

occupies pages 45—56 of the part devoted to memoirs.

The problem discussed is really the Problem of Points
;
the

method is very laborious, and the memoir seems quite superfluous

since the results had already been given in a simpler manner by

Montmort and De Moivre.

One point may be noticed. Let a and b be proportional to

the respective chances of A and B to win a single game
;

let them

play for an even number of games, say for example 8, and let

S 1^ the sum which each stakes. Then A’a advantage is

„ «• + 8a’6 + 28a'5* + 56aV - 56a*J‘- 28a’5‘- 8oi’ - b'
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This supposes that if each wins four games, neither receives

nor loses any thing. Now it is obvious that the numerator of the

expression is divisible by a + 6 ;
thus we may simplify the ex-

pression to

p a’ -1- 7a*A + + 35aW- 3oaV>* - 21aV - - b'

(<i + by

Tins is precisely the expression we shmild have if the players

had agreed to play seven games instead of eight. Nicole notices

this circumstance, and is content with indicating that it is not

unreasonable
;
we may shew without difficulty that the result is

universally tnie. Suppose that when A and B agree to play

2n — 1 games, r, is the chance that A beats B by just one game,

the chance that A beats B by two or more games
;
and let

?i>
similar quantities with respect to E, then A’s advantage

is S (p^ + p^
— r^ — Now consider 2n games : A’s chance of

beating B by two or mo.-e games, is p, -|-

a r b

beating A by two or more games is

vantage is

Now we know that ^' = = u say; therefore
a b '‘

;
J5’s chance of

Hence ^Ts ad-

a + i a-\- b
= p{a-b) =p,-q,.

Hence the advantage of A for 2n games is the same as for

2a — 1 games.

353. In the same volume of the Hist, de FA cad....Parts, on

]>ages 331—3-14!, there Ls another memoir by Nicole, entitled

Methods pour determiner Is sort de tant de Joueurs qiie Ton

voudra, et Vavantage que les uns ont sur les autres, lorsqu’ils

joiient h qui gagnera le plus de parties dans un nombre de parties

d^termini.

This is the Problem of Points in the case of any number of

players, supposing that each player wants the same number of
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points. Nicole begins in a laborious way
;
but he sees that the

chances of the players are represented by the terms in the ex-

pansion of a certain multinomial, and thus he is enabled to give

a general rule. Suppose for example that there are three players,

whose chances for a single game are a, b, c. Let them play a

set of three games. Then the chance that A has of winning

the whole stake is a' + 3a’ (6 + c) ;
and similar expressions give

the chances of B and C
;
there is also the chance 6ubc that the

three players should each win one game, and thus no one prevail

over the otliers.

Similarly, if they play four games, A’s chance of winning the

whole stake is a* + in’' (b + c) + 12a‘bc

;

there is also the chance

6a’A“ that .1 and /? .should share the stake between them to the

exclusion of C ; and so on.

But all that Nicole gives was already well known
; see

Montmort’s page 353, and De Moivre’s Miscellanea Analytica,

page 210.

354. In the year 1733 Buffon communicated to the Academy
of Sciences at Paris the solution of some problems in chances.

See Hist, de FA cad....Paris for 1733, pages 43—45, for a brief

account of them. The solutions are given in Buffon’s Essai

d'Arithnritique Morale, and we shall notice them in speaking

of that work.

355. We now return to the work entitled Of the Laics of
Chance, the second part of which we left for examination until

after an account had been given of De Moivre’s works
;

see

Arts. 78, 88.

According to the title page this second part is to be attributed

to John Ham.
Although De Moivre is never named, I think the greater part

of Ham’s additions are taken from De Moivre.

Ham considers the game of Pharaon in his pages 53—73. This

I think is all taken from De Moivre. Ham gives the same in-

troductory problem as De Moivre ; namely the problem which

is XI. in De Moivre’s first edition, and X. in his third etlition.

In pages 74—94 we have some examples relating to the game
of Ace of Hearts, or Fair Chance, and to Lotteries. Here we
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have frequent use made of De Moivre’s results as to the number

of trials in which it is an even chance that an event will happen

once, or happen twice
;
see Art. 264.

356. There is however an adtlition given without demon-

stration, to De Moivre’s results, which deserves notice.

De Moivre made the problem of finding the number of trials

in which it is an even chance that an event will occur twice

depend on the following equation

:

(l + l)".2(I+,).

If we suppose y infinite this reduces to

* = log 2 + log (1 + «)

;

from which De Moivre obtained z = 1'678 approximately. But let

us not suppose q infinite
;
put ^1 + = s'; so that our equation

becomes
e“=2 (l+s).

Assume a = 2 —y, thus

= 6 - 2y.

Assume 2c = 7 + * where ei = 6.

Thus, =

Take the logarithms of both sides, then

1 1 , 1 ,

that 18
’’J' ~ T5 ~ 81 ^ * ’

where r = c —

Hence by reversion of series we obtain

y =
8 J
r'*’ 18r

1 + 2r /«y
162r* W + ...
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This is Ham’s formula, given as we have said without de-

monstration. Since we assumed

c’ = 6,

we have 7= Napierian log of 6 = 1 TOlToO ;
thus

s = 2c — 7 = 2c— I791759.

TTnin says that this series will determine the value of 2 in

all cases when 2 is greater than -iT-tTS. This limit is doubtless

obtained by making 2c - 7 = 0, which leads to = VO
;

and this can be solved by trial. But Ham seems to be un-

necessarily scrupulous here
;
for if 2c be less than 7 we shall still

have
^
numerically less than unity, so long as 7 — 2c is less than

c - i, that is so long as c is greater than

357. The work finishes with some statements of the nu-

merical value of certain chances at Hazard and Backgammon.

358. We have next to notice a work entitled Calcul du Jeu

appellS par les Francois le trente-et-quarante, et que Von nomme
d Florence le trente-et-un.... Par Mr D. M. Florence, 1739.

This is a volume in quarto. Tlie title, notice to the reader,

and preface occupy eight pages, and then the text follows on

pages 1—90.

The game considered is the following ; Take a common pack

of cards, and reject the eights, the nines, and the tens, so that

forty cards remain. Each of the picture cards counts for ten, and

each of the other cards counts for its usual number.

The cards are turned up singly until the number formed by

the sum of the values of the cards falls between 31 and 40, both

inclusive. The problem is to determine the chances in favour of

each of the numbers between 31 and 40 inclusive.

The problem is solved by examining all the cases which can

occur, and counting up the number of ways. The operation is

most laborious, and the work is perhaps the most conspicuous
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elample of taisdirected industry which tlie literature of Games

of Chance can furnish.

The author seems to refer on page 80 to another work which

I have not seen. He says, ...j’en ai deja fait la demonstration

dans mon Calcul de la Loterie de Rome,...

It will be observed from our description of the game that

it does not coincide with that which has been called in more

recent times by the same name. See Poisson’s memoir in Ger-

gonne’s Annalea de Mathematiques, Vol. IG.

359. A treatise on the subject of Chances was published by

the eminent Thoma.s Simpson, Professor of Mathematics at the

Royal Military Academy, Woolwich. Simp.son w'as bom in 1710,

and died in 17G1
;
an account of his life an<l writings is prefixed

to an edition of his Select Exercises for Youmj Profdents in the

Mathematicks, by Charles Hutton.

Simpson’s work is entitled The Xature arid Laws of Chance...

The whole after a new, general, and conspicuous Manner, and

illu.strated with a great variety ofExamples ... 1710.

Simpson implies in his preface that his design was to produce

an introduction to the subject less expensive and less abstruse

than De Moivre’s work
;
and in fact Simpson’s work may be con-

sidered as an abridgement of De Moivre’s. Simpson’s problems

are nearly all taken from De MoivTe, and the mode of treatment

is substantiallj' the same. The very small amount of new matter

which is contributed by a w'riter of such high power as Simpson

shews how closely Do MoivTe had examined the subject so far

as it was accessible to the mathematical resources of the period.

We will point out what we find new in Simpson. He divides

his work into thirty Problems.

SCO. Simpson’s Problem vl is as follows

:

There is a given Number of each of .several sorts of Things, (of the

same Shape and Size)
;
as (a) of the first Sort, (b) of the second, <tc.

put promiscuously together; out of which a given Number (m) is to

bo taken, as it happens; To find the Probability that there shall come

out precisely a given Number of each sort, as (p) of the finst, '(<7) of

the second, (r) of the third, &c.
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The result in modem notation is a fraction of which the nume-

rator is

la L®

\p h-p lilAn? llLinI

and the denominator js — — ,

where n = a + i + C+...

Tliis is apparently the problem which Simpson describes in his

title page as “A new and comprehensive Problem of great Use in

discovering the Advantage or Loss in Lotteries, Raffles, &c.”

361. Simpson’s Problem X. relates to the game of Bowls
; see

Art. 177. Simpson gives a Table containing results for the c.ase of

an indefinitely large number of players on each side, but he does

not fully explain bis Table
; a better account of it will be found in

Samuel Clark’s Laws of Chance, pages 63— 6.5.

362. Simpson’s Problem xv. is to find in how many trials one

may undertake to have an equal chance for an event to occur r

times, its chance at a single trial being known. Simpson claims

to have solved this problem “in a more general manner than

hitherto but it does not seem to me that what he has added to

De iloivre’s result is of any importance. We will however give

Simpson’s addition. Suppose we require the event to happen

r times, the chance for it in a single trial being
^ ^

. Let

j = ^ ;
and suppose that q is large. Then De Moivre shews that

in order to have an even chance that the event shall occur r times

we must make about y trials; see Art. 262. But if 5
-= 1

the required number of trials is exactly 2r — 1 . Simpson theft

proposes to take as a universal formula J f r —
j
+ r — —

;
this

is accurate when y = 1 , and extremely near the truth whan q is

large.
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363. Simpson’s Problem xx. is the same as De Moivre’s Pro-

blem VII
;

it is an example of the Duration of Play : see Art 107 ;

Simpson’s method is less artificial than that which De Moivre used,

and in fact much resembles the modern method.

364. Simpson’s Problem XXii. is that which we have explained

in Art. 148 ;
Simpson’s method is very laborious compared with

De Moivre’s. Simpson however adds a useful Corollary.

By introducing or cancelling common factors we may put the

result of Art. 148 in the following fonn :

(p-1) (p-2) ... (;>-?M-l) _n (y-l) (g-2).. . (y-« + l)

I

n — 1 1
I

n — 1

M (n - 1) (r - 1) (r - 2) ... (r - n -I- 1)

1.2
I

» - 1

where 2=p—f, r and the series is to continue so

long as no negative factors appear.

Simpson’s Corollary then assigns the chance that the sum of the

numbers exhibited by the dice shall not exceed p. We must put

successively 1, 2, 3, ... up to p for p in the preceding expression,,

and sum the results. This gives, by an elementary proposition

respecting the summation of series, the following expression for the,

required chance

:

p(p-l) ... (p-n-f-1) n q{q-\)... (y_n-|-l)

\n \ \n

n(n-l) r (r- 1) ... (r-n-f-1)

1.2 [n

where, as before, the series is to continue so long as no negative

factor appears.

365. Simpson’s Problem XXIV. is the same as De Moivre’s

Lxxrv., namely respecting the chance of a run of p successes in

n trials
;
see Art 325. De Moivre gave the solution without a

demonstration
;
Simpson gives an imperfect demonstration, for

having proceeded some way he says that the “ Law of Continuation

is manifest”
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Wc have shewn in effect that the solution is obtained by taking

the coefficient of in the expansion of

a' (1 - at)

(1-0 (l - < +

that is in the expansion of

a'’(l-a/) (haH^'-y

(1-0" 1-t ll-

J

Now
1 — at

li^ty
1 _^(l-a)t_ ht

1-r (i-O’ 1-t (i-o*‘

We can thus express the result as the sum of two series, which

will be found to agree with the form given by Simpson.

366. Simpson’s Problem xxv. is on the Duration of Play.

Simpson says in his Preface re.specting his Problems xxiL and xxv,

that they “ are two of the most intricate and remarkable in the

Subject, and both solv’d by Methods entirely new.” This seems

quite incorrect so far as relates to Problem XXV. Simpson gives

results without any demonstration
;
his Case I. and Case II. are

taken from Do Moivre, his Case ill. is a particular example of his

general statement which follows, and this general statement coin-

cides with Montmort’s solution
;
see Montmort, 'page 268, Doctrine

of Chances, pages 193 and 211.

367. We will give the enunciation of Simpson’s Problem XXVII,

together with a remark which he makes relating to it in his

Preface-

In a Parallelopipedon, whose Sides are to one another in the Ratio

of a,h, c) To find at how many Throws any one may undertake that

any given Plane, viz. ah, may arise.

The 27th is a Problem that was proposed to the Public some time

ago in Latin, as a very difficult one, and has not (that I know of)

been answered before.

We have seen the origin of this problem in Art. 87. Simpson

supposes that a sphere is described round the parallelepiped, and

that a radius of the sphere passes round the boundary of the given

plane; he considers that the chance of the given plane being

li
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uppermost in a single throw is equal to the ratio which the spheri-

cal surface bounded by the moving radius bears to the whole

surface of the sphere. Thus the problem is reduced to finding the

area of a certain portion of the surface of a sphere.

368. Simpson gives two examples of the Summation of Series

on his pages 70—73, which he claims as new in method

(1) Let (« +a;)* be denoted by A + Bx+ + + ...

;

required the sum of

A Bx Caf

1.2. 2. 3... (r+l)‘‘’374T7. (r + 2)

*••••

' Integrate both sides of the identity, and determine the con-

stant so that both sides may vanish when x = 0 ;
thus

{a + x)'*' a'*'

n + 1 n + 1

. Ba? Ca* Dx*

Repeat the operation
;
thus

(a + x)--" o’^'x oT*

(n + l)(n+2) n+1 (n+l)(n + 2)

Aa* Ba^ _7V
1. 2 '2. 3 '3. 4 '4.

5

«

Proceed thus for r operations, then divide both sides by x', and

the required sum is obtained.

(2) Required the sum of 1* + 2“ + 3* + . .. + x*.

Sim])son’s method is the same as had been already u.sed by

Nicolas Bernoulli, who ascribed it to his uncle John
;
see Art. 207.

369. Simpson’s Problem XXIX. is as follows

:

A and B, whose Chances for winning any assigned Game are in

the proportion of a to 5, agree to play until n stakes ai-e won and

lost, on Condition that A, at the Beginning of every Game shall set

the Sum p to the Sum p x so that they may play without Disad-

vantage on either Side; it is required to find the present Value of all

the Winnings that may be betwixt them when the Play is ended.

The investigation presents no difficulty.
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370. Simpson’s Problem xxx. is as follows

;

Two Gamesters, A and B, equally skilful, enter into Play together,

and agree to continue the same till (m) Games are won and lost. ’Tis

required to find the Probability that neither comes off a Winner of

r^n Stakes, and also the Probability that B is never a Winner of

that Number of Stakes during the whole Time of the Play; r being

a given, and n any very great, Number.

Simpson says in his Preface relating to his Problems XXIV. and

XXX. that they

“are the same with the two new ones, added in the End of Mr
X)e Moivre’s last Edition, whose Demonstrations that learned Author

was pleased to reserve to himself and are here fully and clearly in-

vestigated....”

The same two problems are thus referred to in Simpson’s

title page

:

Full and clear Investigations of two Problems, added at the end of

Mr. Do Moivre’s last Edition
; one of them allowed by that great Man

to be the most useful on the Subject, but their Demonstrations there

omitted.

Simpson is quite wrong in claiming the solution of Pro-

blem xxx, and saying that De Moivre had reserved his demon-

stration to himself. ’The investigation is that for determining the

approximate value of terms near the largest in the expansion of

(a -1- b)’
;

it is given in the Doctrine of Chances, second edition,

pages 233—243, third edition pages 241—251 : tho method of

Simpson is in fact identical with De Moivre’s.

371. We may remark that Simpson published a work in 1757

under the title of Miscellaneous Tracts on some curious, and

very interesting Subjects in Mechanics, Physical-Astronomy, and

Speculative Mathematics

In this work on pages 64—75 we have a section entitled An
Attempt to shew the Advantage arising by Taking the Mean of a

Humber of Observations, in Practical Astronomy.

This is a very interesting section ;
the problems solved by

Simpson were reproduced by Lagrange in a memoir in the fifth

volume of the Miscellanea Taurinensia, without amy allusion how-

ever to Simpson.
14—2
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It will be more convenient to defer any account of the section

in Simpson until we examine Lagrange’s memoir, and then we will

state what Simpson gave in 1757.

372. The fourth volume of the collected edition of John Ber-

noulli’s works, which was published in 174'2 has a section entith-d

De A lea, give Arte Conjectamli, Prohlemata quwdam; this section

occupies pages 28—33 : it contains seven problems.

373. The first and .second problems are simple and well-

known
; they are solved completely. The third problem relates to

the game of Bowls
;
John Bernoulli gives, without demonstration,

the result which had already been published
; see Monlmort,

page 248, and the Doctrine of Chances, page 117.

374. The fourth problem contains an error. John Bernoulli

sa3*s that if 2« common dice are thrown, the number of ways in

which the sum of the marks is 7n is

(7n-l) (7a-2)(7n-3)...(5n-4l)
.

1.2.3.4 ... (2n-l)

this amounts to a.sserting that the expres.sion here given is the co-

efficient of x” in the expansion of

{x+a^+x' + x* + x\+ X*)*'

:

in fact however the coefficient is a series of which the above ex-

pression is only the first term.

375. The fifth and sixth problems involve nothing new in

principle
;
John Bernoulli gives merely the numerical re.sults which

would require long calculation to verify. Tlie seventh problem

does not seem intelligible.
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CHAPTER XL

DANIEL BERNOULLI.

376. Daniel Bernoulli was the son of the John Bernoulli

to whom we have often referred
;
Daniel was bom in 1700, and

died in 1782 : he is the author of some important memoirs on

our subject, remarkable for their boldness and originality, which

we shall now proceed to examine.

377. The first memoir which we have to notice is entitled

Specimen Theorite Novce de Mensura Sortie. This memoir is

contained in the Commentarii Acad. ...Petrop. Vol. V., which i»

the volume for the years 1730 and 1731 ;
the date of pubUcation

of the volume is 1738 : the memoir occupies pages 175—192.

378. This memoir contains the theory of Moral expectation

proposed by Daniel Bernoulli, which he considered would give

results more in accordance with our ordinary notions than the

theory of Mathematical expectation. Laplace has devoted to this

subject pages 432—445 of his ThAorie ...dea Proh., in which he

reproduces and developes the hypothesis of Daniel Bernoulli.

379. Mathematical expectation is estimated by the product

of the chance of obtaining a sum of money into that sum. But

we cannot in practice suppose that a given sum of money is of

equal importance to every man
;
a shilling is a matter of small

moment to a person who possesses a thousand pounds, but it is

of great moment to a person who only po?ses.ses a few shillings.

Various hypotheses may be proposed for taking into account the
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relative value of money
;
of these Daniel Bernoulli’s has attracted

most notice.

Suppose a person to possess a sum of money x, then if it re-

ceive an increment dx, Daniel Bernoulli estimates the relative

value of the increment as proportional to dx directly and x in-

. Icdoi «

versely; that is, he takes it equal to — where k is some con-

stant Put this equal to so that

kdx
’

therefore = k log x + constant

= k log
^

say.

Laplace calls x the fortune physique and y the fortune morale.

We must suppose a some positive quantity, for as Daniel Bernoulli

remarks, no man is absolutely destitute unless he is dying of

hunger.

Daniel Bernoulli calls y the emolummtum, a he calk eumma
honorwm, and x— a he calls lucrum.

380. Suppose then that a person, starting with a for his fortune

physique, has the chance p, of gaining Xj, the chance p, of gaining

x„ the chance p, of gaining x,, and so on
;
and suppose the sum

of these chances to be unity. Let

F=ipjlog(a-fxJ -t-/p,log(a + x^ -|-Ap,log (a+x,) -t-... -iloga.

Then Bernoulli calls Y the emolumenium medium, and Laplace

stUl calk Y the fortune morale. Let X denote the fortune

physique which corresponds to this fortune morale; then

F=AlogX— iloga.

Thus X= (a + xf' (a -I- x.)”* (a -I- xj”* . .

.

And X— a will be according to Laplace taccroissement de la

fortune physique qui procurerait d, tindividu le meme avantaye

moral qui risulte pour lui, de son expectative. Daniel Bernoulli

caUs X— a the lucrum legitime expectandum seu sore qucesita.
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381.

Daniel Bernoulli in his memoir illustrates his hy-

pothesis by drawing a curve. He does not confine himself to the

case in which y = ^ log ^ ,
hut supposes generally y = f (x).

ITius the ordinary theory of mathematical expectation amounts to

supposing that the curve becomes a straight line, or ^ (*) a •

linear function of x.

382. After obtaining the value of X which we have given

in Art. 380, the remainder of Daniel Bernoulli’s memoir consists

of inferences drawn from this value.

383. The first inference is that even a fair game of chance

is disadvantageous. Suppose a man to start with a as his fortune

physique, and have the chance p^ of gaining a;,, and the chance

/), of losing a;,. Then by Art. 380, the fortune physique which he

may expect is

{a+a.0”‘(a-a;/*;

we have to shew that this is less than o, supposing the game to be

mathematically fair, so that

1>M ».

Daniel Bernoulli is content with giving an arithmetical ex-

ample, supposing Pi~ Pi ~ Daplace establishes the proposition

generally by the aid of the Integral Calculus, It may be proved

more simply. We have

Pi =
ar, + a:,’

P,=
_?L_.
», + *•’

and we have to shew that

|{a + ®/>(a-a;/‘
1

is less than o.

’ Now we may regard a:, and a;, as integers. Thus the result

we require is true by virtue of the general theorem in inequalities

that the ge<ymetr%cal mean is less than the arithmetical mean. For
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here we may suppose that there are a:, quantities, each equal to

a + x,, and x, quantities each equal toa — x,. The arithmetical

mean is

X, (g + x
.)
+x, (a-x^

x.' + x,

that is a. The geometrical mean is the quantity which we had

to shew to be less than a.

384. Daniel Bernoulli proposes to determine what a man
should stake at a wager, in order that the wager may not be

disadvantageous to him. He takes the case in which p, ^ .

Then we require that

(a + x,)* (a-x,)* = a.

dX
This leads to x, = ——_ .

* o + x,

Thus X, is less than x, and less than a.

386. Daniel Bernoulli now makes an application to in-

surances. But this application wiU be more readily understood if

we give first a proposition from Laplace which is not in Daniel

Bernoulli’s memoir. Suppose that a merchant has a fortuite

physique equal to a, and that he expects the sum x to arrive

by a ship. Also let p be the chance that the ship will arrive

safely, and let j = 1 —p.

Suppose that he insures his ship on the ordinary terms of

mathematical equity
;
then he pays qx to the insurance company,

so that he has on the whole a + x — qx, that is a +px.

Suppose however that he does not insure
;
then his fortune

physique is (a+x)’’a’. We shall shew that a+px is greater

than (a + x)^.

Laplace establishes this b)' the aid of the Integral Calculus,

with which however we may dispense. We have to shew that

(a + x)W is less than a -\-px,

that is that -f. is less than 1 + — .

\ aj a
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Let p =
m

m + n
where m and n are integers.

Then we know that
|^1 +

|i*+«
jg jggg

»» (l + ^)
+ n

m + n

by the theorem respecting the geometrical mean and the arith-

metrical mean which we quoted in Art. 383 ;
and this is what we

had to establish.

It follows that the merchant can afford without disadvantage

to increase his payment to the insurance company beyond the

sum qx. If we suppose f to represent the extreme additional

sum, we have

f= a +px — (a + x)’’a'’.

386. We now return to Daniel Bernoulli We have seen

that a merchant can afford to pay more than the sum qx for

insuring
;
but it may happen that the insurance company demand

more than the merchant can afford to pay. Daniel Bernoulli

proposes this question : for a given charge by the insurance com-

pany required to find the merchant’s fortune, so that it may
be indifferent to him whether he insures or not.

Retaining the notation of the last Article, let e be the charge

of the insurance company
;
then we have to find a from the

equation

a-l-a: — e=(a + x)V.

19
Daniel Bernoulli takes for an example a;=l(K)00, e=800,p=

;

whence by approximation a = 50I3. Hence he infers that if the

merchant’s fortune is less than 5043 he ought to insure, if greater

than 5043 he ought not to insure. This amounts to assuming

that the equation from which a is to be found has only one

positive root. It may be interesting to demonstrate this. We
have to compare

o + a: — e with (a + x)^.

where a is the variable, and x is greater than e.
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Let p ——;— and q = —;— , where m and n are inteeers

;

m +n m + n e> >

then we have to compare

(a + a; — with (a + a;)“o*.

When a = 0 the right-hand member is the less
;
when a is

infinite the right-hand member is the greater, provided mx is

greater than {m -I- n) (* — e) : we will assume that this is the case.

Thus the equation

(a -h ® - e)"'*' = (a + *)" a*

has one positive root. We must examine if it has another.

Let

then

log {a-^x-eY‘**=y,

<Iy _ m-\-n

da a + x — e’

log (a a;)“ a* = «

;

dz m n
da x + a^ a'

Thus when a is zero ^ is greater than ^ , so that z begins

by increasing more rapidly than y does. If we suppose

dy _dz
da da

we obtain
na; (x — e)

(wt + n) e — nx'

Now begin with o = 0, and let a gradually increase until we
have y = « ;

then it is obvious that we have not yet reached the

value of a just given. And if by increasing a we could arrive

at a second value at which y = z,'we should have passed beyond

the value of a just given. Then after that value z would increase

more slowly than y, and the final value of z would be less than

the final value of y, which is impossible. Thus there is only one

value of o which makes y = z, and this value is less than

nx (x — e)

(m + n) e — 7ix'

If mx is less than (m -h n) (x — e) the original equation has

no positive root; for then we have z always increasing more

rapidly than y, and yet the final value of z less than that of y

;

so that it is impossible that any value of a can make y = z.
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387. Daniel Bernoulli also inquires what capital the in-

surance company must have so that they may safely undertake

tlie insurance. Let y denote the least value of the capital
;
then

y must be foimd from

Cy + e)' (y- » + «)*= y-

This is merely the former equation with y in place o{ a + x — e.

Thus, taking the same example as before, we have y = 14243.

388. Daniel Bernoulli now lays down the important principle

that it is more advantageous for a person to expose his fortune

to different independent risks than to expose it all to one risk.

He gives this example: suppose a merchant to start with a

9
capital of 4000, and that he expects 8000 by a ship

;
let —

be the chance of the safe arrival of the ship. The merchant’s

fortune physique is thus

(4000 8000)^™ (4000)A = 10751 approximately.

But siippose him to put half of his merchandize in one ship

and half in another. The chance that both ships will arrive safely

81
is the chance that one of the two will arrive safely is

2 X ^ X
,
that is

;
the chance that both will be lost is

. Hence the merchant’s fortune physique is

(4000 + 8000)AV (4000 + 4000)^’^ (4000)^ = 11033

approximately.

Subtract the original capital 4000, and we find the expectation

in the former case to bo 6751, and in the latter to be 7033.

Daniel Bernoulli says that the merchant’s expectation con-

tinually increases by diminishing the part of the merchandize

which is intrusted to a single ship, but can never exceed 7200.

9
This number is of 8000 ; so that it expresses the Mathematical

expectation. The result which Daniel Bernoulli thus enunciates
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•without demonstration is demonstrated by Laplace, Thiorie ...dea

Prob., pages 435—437 ;
the proposition is certainly by no means

ea.sy, and it is to be wished that Daniel Bernoulli had explained

how he obtained it.

389. Daniel Bernoulli now applies his theory to the problem

which is known as the Petersburg Problem, probably from its first

appearing here in the Commentarit of the Petersburg Academy.

The problem is similar to two which Nicolas Bernoulli proposed to

Montmort; see Art. 231.

A throws a coin in the air
;

if head appears at the first throw

he is to receive a shilling from B, if head does not appear until the

second throw he is to receive 2 shillings, if head does not appear

until the third throw ho is to receive 4 shillings, and so on : re-

quired the expectation of A.

The expectation is

1 2 4 8 . . ^

that is
| + ^ + ^

+

Thus A’s expectation is infinite, so that he ought to give an

infinite sum to J5 to induce B to play with him in the manner

proposed. Still no prudent man in the position of A would be

willing to pay even a small number of shillings for the advantage

to be gained.

The paradox then is that the mathematical theory is apparently

directly opposed to the dictates of common sense.

390. We will now give Daniel Bernoulli’s application of his

theory of Moral expectation to the Petersburg Problem.

Suppose that A starts with the sum a, and is to receive 1 if

head appears at the first throw, 2 if head does not appear until the

second tlirow, and so on. A’s fortune physique is

(rt + 1)^ (a + 2)^ [a + 4)» (a + 8)’’* ... — a.

This expression is finite if a be finite. The value of it when

a = 0 is easily seen to be 2. Daniel Bernoulli says that it is about

3 when a = 10, about 4J when a = 100, and about 6 when a = 1000.

2
+ ... 171 infinitum.
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Let X represent the sum which a person wth the capital a
miglit give without disadvantage for the expectation ofA

;
then x is

to be found from

(a + 1 — a;)’ (a + 2 — a:)^ (a + 4 — a;)* (a + 8 — x)^ ... = a.

Put o — X = a'
;
thus

(a + 1)J (a' + 2}i (a' + 4)i (a' + 8)i** ... - a' = x.

Then if a is to have any large value, from what we have

already seen, x is small compared with a, so that we may put o' for

a

;

and we have approximately

X = (a + 1)' (o + 2)^ (o + 4)» (o + 8)* ... - o.

Laplace reproduces this part of Daniel Bernoulli’s memoir with

developments in pages 439—442 of the Tldorie. . .des Prob.

391. Daniel Bernoulli’s memoir contains a letter addressed to

Nicolas Bernoulli by Cramer, in which two methods are suggested

of explaining the paradox of the Petersburg Problem.

(1) Cramer considers that the value of a sum of money is not

to be taken uniformly proportional to the sum
;
he proposes to

consider all sums greater than 2” as practically equal 'Thus he

obtains for the expectation of B
12 4 ^
2

"^
2’

'*’

2’ 2”

2« 2“ 2“
"b^ "b^ + ....

The first twenty-five terms give 12^ ;
the remainder constitute

a geometrical progression of which the sum is ^ . Thus the total

is 13.

(2) Cramer suggests that the pleasure derivable from a sum
of money may be taken to vary as the square root of the sum.

Thus he makes the moral expectation to be

that is 2"“^'2 •
moral expectation corresponds to the sum
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that ia to 2"9 approximately; and Cramer considers
(2 - V2)«

this to be nearer the common notion on the subject than his former

value 13.

392. It is obvious that Cramer’s suppositions are entirely

arbitrary, and that such suppositions might be multiplied to any

extent. Montucla alludes on his page 403 to an attempt made by

M. Fontaine to explain the paradox. This attempt seems to con-

sist in limiting the game to 20 throws at most, instead of allowing

it theoretically to extend to infinity. But the opponents of the

mathematical theory would as.sert that for the game as thus under-

stood the value of the expectation assigned by the theory is still

far larger than common sense can admit

393. The Petersburg Problem will come under our notice

again as we advance with the subject We may remark that

Laplace adopts Daniel Bernoulli’s view; Th^orie...de8 Prob.

page 439. Poisson prefers to reconcile mathematical theory with

common sense by the consideration that the fortune of the person

whom we represent by .B is necessarily finite so that he cannot pay
more than a certain sum

;
this in result practically coincides with

the first of Cramer’s two suppositions; see Poisson, Jtecherches

sur la Prob... page 73; Cournot, Expositim de la Theorie dea

Chances... page 108.

394. We pass to another memoir by Daniel Bernoulli. The

Academy of Sciences of Paris proposed the following question as a

prize subject for 1732,

Quelle est la cause physique de I’inclmaison des Flans des Orbites

des Planetes par rapport au plan de I’^iquateur de la revolution du

Soleil autour de son axe; £t d’od vient que les inclinaisons de ces

Orbites sont differentes entre elles.

None of the memoirs sent in appeared to the judges to be

worthy of the prize. The Academy then proposed the subject

again for 1734, with a double prize. The prize was divided be-

tween Daniel Bernoulli and his father John Bernoulli. The
memoirs of both are contained in the Pecueil des pieces qui ont

remporti le prix de VAcademie Royale des Sciences, Tom. 3, 1734.
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A French translation of Daniel Bernoulli’s memoir occupies

pages 95—122 of the volume
;
the original memoir in Latin occu-

pies pages 125—14-t.

395. The portion of the memoir with which we are concerned

occurs at the beginning. Daniel Bernoulli wishes to shew that we
cannot attribute to hazard the small mutual inclinations of the

planetary orbits. He puts the calculation in three forms.

(1) Ho finds that the greatest mutual inclination of any two
planetary orbits is that of Mercury to the Ecliptic, which is 6“ 54'.

He imagines a zone of the breadth of 6° 54' on the surface of a

sphere, which would therefore contain about ^ of the whole sur-

face of the sphere. There being six planets altogether he takes

for the chance that the inclinations of five of the planes to one

plane shall all be less than 6° 54'.

(2) Suppose however that all the planes intersected in a

common line. The ratio of 6° 54' to 90° is equal to nearly

;

1
and he takes —. for the chance that each of the five inclinations

13*

would be less than 6* 64'.

(3) Again
;
take the Sun’s equator as the plane of reference.

The greatest inclination of the plane of any orbit to this is 7° 30',

which is about ^ of 90“
; and he takesi as the chance that each

12 12*

of the six inclinations would be less than 7* 30'.

396. It is diflBcult to see why in the first of the three pre-

1 . 2
ceding calculations Daniel Bernoulli took instead of —

; that is

why he compared his zone with the surface of a sphere instead of

with the surface of a hemisphere. It would seem too that he

should rather have considered the poles of the orbits than the

planes of the orbits, and have found the chance that all the

other poles should lie within a given distance from one of them.
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397. We shall find hereafter that D’ Aleinhcrt did not admit

that there was any value in Daniel Bernoulli’s calculations.

Laplace proposes to find the probability that the sum of all the

inclinations should not e.xceed an assigned quantity
;
see Thiorie...

des Prob. page 2.57. The principle of Daniel Bernoulli’s attempt

seems more natural, because it takes more explicit account of the

fact that each inclination is small.

398. The next memoir by Daniel Bernoulli is entitled Essai

dune nouvcUe analyse de la mortality causae par la petite V^role,

et des avantagea de IInoculation pour la privenir.

This memoir is contained in the Ilist. de FA cad. ...Paris, for

1760; the date of publication of the volume is 1766 : the memoir

occupies pages 1—45 of the part devoted to memoirs.

399. The reading of the memoir commenced on April 30th,

1760, as we learn from its seventh page. Before the memoir

was printed, a criticism on it appeared, which Daniel Bernoulli

ascribes to a grand math/maticien; sec his pages 4 and 18.

In con.sequence of this, an introduction upologitique was written

on April 16th, 1765, and now forms the first six pages of the

whole.

The critic was D’Alembert; see Montucla, page 426, and

our Chapter XIII.

400. Daniel Bernoulli’s main object is to determine the mor-

tality caused by the small-pox at various stages of age. ’This of

course could have been determined if a long scries of observations

had been made
;
but at that time such observations had not been

made. Tables of mortality had been formed, but they gave the

total number of deaths at various ages without distinguishing

the causes of death. Thus it required calculation to determine

the result which Daniel Bernoulli was seeking.

401. Daniel Bernoulli made two assumptions : that in a year

on an average 1 person out of 8 of all those who had not pre-

viously taken the disease, would be attacked by small-pox, and

that 1 out of eveiy 8 attacked would die. These assumptions he

supported by appeal to obserx'ation
;
but they might not be uni-
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vereally admitted. Since the introduction of vaccination, the
memoir of Bernoulli will have no practical value

;
but the mathc'

matical theory which he based on his hypotheses is of sufficient

interest to be reproduced here.

402. Let X denote the age expressed in years
;

let f denote
the number who survive at that age out of a given number
who were bom

;
let s denote the number of these survivors who

have not had the small-pox. Assume that in a year the small-

pox attacks 1 out of every n who have not had the disease,

and that 1 out of every m who are attacked dies.

The number of survivors who have not had the small-pox
continually diminishes

;
partly because the small-pox continually

attacks some whom it had previously left unattacked, and partly

because some persons die of other diseases without ever being
attacked by the small-pox.

The number of those attacked by the small-pox during the

element dx of time is by hypothesis
adx ,— : because we suppose

- to be attacked in one year, and therefore in the elementn ' n
dx of & year. The number of those who die of the small-pox is

by hypothesis — ;
and therefore the number of those who diemn

of other diseases is — — . But this last number must bemn
diminished in the ratio of s to because we only want the

diminution of those who have not yet had the small-pox, of whom
the number is s.

Thus — <£» =

sdx

This equation is to be integrated. We have

therefore

»dx ifdx
_

sdf — fd!» (dx _ dx
»’ ns mn

‘

15
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Put q for -
;
thus, dq =——^ dx ;I • ’ * mn

therefore

therefore

and

n log (mq — 1) = * + constant

;

(t

* — z*C •

e* +1
To determine the constant C, we observe that when x=0,

we have s = f ;
thus, finally.

s =
{in - 1) e" + 1

403. By this formula Daniel Bernoulli calculates a table on

the basis of Halley’s table, derived from the Breslau Observations,

a.ssuming that m and n each equal 8 ;
Halley’s table gives the

values of f corresponding to successive integer values of *, and

Daniel Bernoulli’s formula then gives the values of *. The fol-

lowing is an extract from the table:

1

^ f t

0 1300 1300
1 1000 896
2 855 685
3 798 671
4 760 485
5 732 416
6 710 359
7 692 311
8 680 272
9 670 237
10 661 208
11 653 182
12 646 160
13 640 140
14 634 123
15 628 108
16 622 94
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Halley’s table begins with 1000 at the end of the first year,

and does not say to what number of births this corresponds.

Daniel Bernoulli gives reasons for assuming this to be 1300,

which accordingly he takes
;
see Art. 64.

404. On page 21 of the memoir, Daniel Bernoulli says that

the following question had been asked: Of all persons alive

at a given epoch what fractional part had not been attacked

by the small-pox ? The inquirer him.self, who was D’Alembert,

estimated the number at one-fourth at most. Daniel Bernoulli

himself makes it about two-thirteenths. He intimates that it

would be desirable to test this by observation. He add.s,

Voici un autre th^ordme qui pourroit servir k la v&ification de

nos principea Si de tous les vivans on ne prend que I'enfimce et la

jeunesse, jusqu’tl I’age de .seize ans et demi, on trouvera lo nombre

de ceux qui auront eu la petite v6role k peu-prds 6gal an nombre de

ceux qui ne I’aoront pas ene.

405. Daniel Bernoulli gives another interc.sting investigation.

Required to find the number of survivors at a given age from

a given number of births, supposing the small-pox altogether

extinguished. Retain the notation of Article 402
;
and let z be

the number who would have been alive at the age ar if there had

been no small-pox, the original number of births being supposed

the same.

The whole mortality during the element dx of time being

tidx— rff, and the mortality caused by the small-pox being ,
we

have for the mortality in the absence of small-pox — rff .

But this mortality arises from a population f ;
and we must mul-

tiply it by
I

population z.

to obtain the mortality which would arise from a

Hence, finally.

therefore
dz _ s dx

z f f mn
'

15—2
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Substitute for s from the result in Art. 402
;
then integrate,

and determine the arbitrary constant by the condition that

when a;= 0. Hence we shall obtain
m

z _ we*

^ (m - 1) + 1

Thus as X increases, the right-hand member approaches the

limit •

406. After discussing the subject of the mortality caused by

the small-pox, Daniel Bernoulli proceeds to the subject of In-

oculation. He admits that there is some danger in Inoculation,

but finds on the whole that it is attended with large advantages.

He concluded that it would lengthen the average duration of life

by about three years. This was the part of the memoir which

at the time of publication would be of the greatest practical

importance
;
but that importance happily no longer exists.

407. We shall find hereafter that D’Alembert strongly ob-

jected to the justness of Daniel Bernoulli’s investigations. La-

place speaks very highly of Daniel Bernoulli
;
Laplace also briefly

indicates the method of treating the problem respecting Inocula-

tion, but as he does not assume m and n to be constant, he rather

follows D’Alembert than Daniel Bernoulli; see Thiorie...des Prob.,

pages cxxxvii. and 413.

408. The next memoir by Daniel Bernoulli is entitled De usu

algorithmi injinileshnalis in arte conjeciandi specimen.

This memoir is contained in the A'bw Comm...Petrop. Vol. Xii,

which is the volume for the years 1766 and 1767; the date

of publication of the volume is 1768 ; the memoir occupies

pages 87—38.

409. The object of tbe memoir is twofold. A certain problem

in chances is to be solved, which is wanted in the next memoir to

which we shall come
;
and the introduction of the Differential

Calculus into the Theory of Probability is to be illustrated. The
reader will see in Art. 402 that Daniel Bernoulli bad already really
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employed the Differential Calculus, and the present memoir con-

tains remarks which would serve to explain the process of Art. 402

;

but the remarks are such as any student could easily supply

for himself. We shall see the point illustrated in another memoir.

See Art. 417.

410. The problem which Daniel Bernoulli solves is in its

simplest form as follows : In a bag are 2n cards
;
two of them are

marked 1, two of them are marked 2, two of them are marked 3, ...

and so on. We draw out m cards
;
required the probable number

of pairs which remain in the bag.

We give the solution of Daniel Bernoulli with some changes of

notation. Suppo.se that x„ pairs remain after m cards have been

drawn out ; let a new drawing be made. The card thus drawn out

is either one of the cards of a pair, or it is not
;
the probabilities

for these two cases are proportional to 2r„, and 2n — — m re-

spectively : in the former case there remain — 1 pairs in the bag,

and in the latter case there remain x„ pairs. Thus by ordinary

principles

2a-, - 1) -f (2n - 2x, - m) x„

2n-m
2n — m — 2

zn — m
We can thus form in succession x^, x„ x„... As x^=n we

find that

_ _ (2n — m) (2n — m — 1)“
2

(
2« - 1 )

•

411. The problem is extended by Daniel Bernoulli afterwards

to a greater generality
;
but wo have given sufficient to enable the

reader to understand the nature of the present memoir, and of that

to which we now proceed.

412. The next memoir is entitled De durations media matri-

moniorum, pro quacunque conjugwm aetaie, aliisque quaestionibus

ajffinihus.

This memoir_ is closely connected with the preceding
;

it fol-

lows in the same volume of the Novi Comm...Petr-op., said occupies

pages 99—126.
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413. Suppose 500 men of a given age, as for example 20 years,

to marry 500 women of the same age. The tables of mortality

will shew at what rate these 1000 individuals gradually diminish

annually until all are dead. But these tables do not distinguish

the married from the unmarried, so that we cannot learn from them

the number of unbroken couples after the lapse of a given number

of years. Daniel Bernoulli applies the result of Art. 410; the pairs

of cards correspond to the married couples. From that article

knowing the numl)er of cards which remain undrawn we infer the

probable number of pail's. The number of cards remaining un-

drawn corresponds to the number of persons remaining alive at a

given age
;
this is taken from the tables of mortality, and by the

formula the probable number of unbroken couples is calculated.

Daniel Bernoulli calculates such a table for the numbers we have

supposed alxive.

414. Daniel Bernoulli then proceeds to the ca.se in which the

husband and wife arc supposed of different ages
;
this reejuires the

extended problem to which we have referred in Art, 411. Daniel

Bernoulli calculates a table for the case in which 500 men aged

40 years marry 500 women aged 20 years.

Daniel Bernoulli allows that his residts mu.st not claim im-

plicit confidence. He has taken the same laws of mortality for

both men and women, though of cour.se he was aware that on an

average women live longer than men. With re.speet to this fact he

says, page 100, ...nequo id diversa? vivendi rationi tribui potest,

quia ista sequioris sexus praerogativa a primis incunabilis constan-

tissime manifestatur atque per totam vitain in illo manet.

Daniel Bernoulli’s process is criticised by Trembley in the

de VA cad.... Berlin, 1709, 1800.

The problem respecting the mean duration of mamages is con-

sidered by Laplace, Th(oi'ie...des Proh. page 415.

415. The memoir which we have noticed in Arts. 412—414

bears a close analogy to the memoir which we have noticed in

Arts. 398—406. In both cases theory is employed to supply the

lack of observations, in both cases the questions discussed are of the

same kind, and in both cases the use of the Differential Calculus is

illustrated.
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416. The next memoir by Daniel Bernoulli is entitled Dis-

quisitiones Analyticce de novo problemate conjecturali.

This memoir is contained in the Novi Comm. ..Petrop. ..Yol. 14,

1769, para prior. The date 1759 occurs by mistake in the title-

page. The date of publication of the volume is 1770. The

memoir occupies pages 1—25 of the part devoted to memoirs.

417. Tlie object of the memoir is to illustrate the use of the

Differential Calculus, and it is thus analogous to memoirs which we
have already noticed by Daniel Bernoulli.

Suppose three urns
;
in the first are n white balls, in the second

n black balls, in the third n red balls. A bad is taken at random

from each um
;
the ball taken from the first um is put into the

second, the ball taken from the second is put into the third, and

the ball taken from the third is put into the first
;

this operation

is repeated for any assigned number of times ; required the proba-

ble distribution of the balls at the end of these operations.

Suppose that after x operations the probable numbers of white

balls in the three urns are denoted by m,, w* respectively. Then

«*+. = w* •
*** n n

For — is the probability of drawing one white ball out of the

first um, and — is the probability that a white ball will be drawn

from the third ura and so put into the first Similarly

' n » I

~ ~ 7T 7T

'

n n

By eliminating, using the condition u,Av, + v), = n, we may

obtain an equation in Finite Differences of the second order for

namely.

But the following process is more symmetrical Put = Eu„
and separate the symbols in the usual way

;
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Urns

{£-(1 - 1)}...!..,

therefore
|
E- ^1 -

|
«,=

Therefore u, =A (l + + B (l ~^ +
^’'+ C^l-l + ^y,

where A, B, C toe oonstants, and a, /3, 7 are the three cube roots

of unity.

Then from the above equations we obtain

therefore

Similarly

i +
3'+ 9’+

The three constants A, B, C are not all arbitrary, for we
require that

«,+ », + »,= n,

with this condition and the facts that

«, = n, e,= 0, M,= 0,

we shall obtain A = B= C—^.
O

418. The above process will be seen to be applicable if the

number of urns be any whatever, instead of being limited to three.

We need not investigate the distribution of the balls of the

other colours
;
for it is evident from symmetry that at the end of x
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operations the black balls will be probably distributed thus, ti. in

the second um, in the third, and ic, in the first
;
similarly the

red balls will be probably distributed thus, m, in the third um, v, in

the first, and w, in the second.

It should be observed that the equations in Finite Difierences

and the solution will be the same whatever be the original distri-

bution of the balls, supposing that there were originally n in each
um

;
the only difference will be in the values to be assigned to the

arbitrary con.stants. Nor does the process require n white balls

originally. Thus in fact we solve the following problem : Suppose
a given number of urns, each containing n balls, m of the whole
number of balls are white and the rest not white

; the original

distribution of the white balls is given : required their pro^ble
distribution after x operations.

419. Daniel Bernoulli does not give the investigation which
we have given in Art 417. He simply indicates the following

result, which he probably obtained by induction :

* (as— 1) (*— 2) (x— 3)(x — 4) (x — 5)

+ ie

together with similar expressions for and u>,. These can be

obtained by exptanding by the Binomial Theorem the expressions

we have given, using the known values of the sums of the powers

of a, A r

420. Now a problem involving the Differential Calculus can

be framed, exactly similar to this problem of the urns. Suppose

three equal vessels, the first filled with a white fluid, the second

with a black fluid, and the third with a red fluid. Let there be

very small tubes of equal bore, which allow fluid to pass from the

first vessel into the second, from the second into the third, and from

the third into the first. Suppose that the fluids have the property

of mixing instantaneously and completely. Required at the end

of the time t the distribution of the fluids in the vessela
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Suppose at the end of the time t the quantities of the white

fluid in the three vessels to be «, v, w respectively. We obtain the

following equations,

du = Icdl (w — u),

dv = kdt (it — v),

du> = kdt (» — w),

where is a constant

Daniel Bernoulli integrates these equations, by an un.S
3mi-

metrical and difficult proce.ss. They may be easily integrated by

the modem method of separating the symbols. Put D for ^ ;
thus

(D + k)u = kw, {D + k) v= ku, {D + k)tc = kv,

therefore (D + k)' u = Idu.

Hence « = e’" {Ad^ + Bd^+ Cd^],

where A, B, C are arbitrary constants, and o, /3, y are the three cube

roots of unity. The values of v and to can be deduced from that of

u. Let us suppose that initially u = h, v = 0, w = 0 ;
we shall find

that A =B= C= 1^1 so

„ = {«*•« +

+

Laplace has given the result for any number of vessels in the

Thk>rie...de» Prob. page 303.

421. Now it is Daniel Bernoulli’s object to shew, that when x
and n are supposed indefinitely large in the former problem its

results correspond with those of the present problem. Here indeed

wo do not gain any thing by this fact, because we can solve the

former problem
; but if the former problem had been too difficult

to solve we might have substituted the latter problem for it And
thus generally Daniel Bernoulli’s notion is that we may often ad-

vantageously change a problem of the fomier kind into one of the

latter kind.

If we suppose n and x very large we can obtain by the Bino-

mial Theorem, or by the Logarithmic Theorem,
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Hence when n and x are very large, we find that the value of a,

given in Art. 419 reduces to

Daniel Bernoulli sums the series in the brackets by the aid of

the Integral Calculus. We know however by the aid of the

theorem relating to the value of the sums of the powers of

a. A 7, that this series is equal to

1

3

S ^ 22

)

e* +e* +c* k

Hence the analogy of the value of when x and n are in-

definitely large, with the value of u in Art 420 is sufficiently

obvious.

Daniel Bernoulli gives some numerical applications of his

general results.

Daniel Bernoulli’s memoir has been criticised by Malfatti, in

the Memorie ... della Societa Italiana, VoL I. 1782.

422. The next memoir by Daniel Bernoulli is entitled, J/en-

sura Sortis ad fortuitam successionem rerum, naturaliter contin-

gentium applicata. This memoir is in the same volume of the

Ifovi Comm Petrop. as the preceding
;

it occupies pages 26—45.

423. The memoir begins by noticing tho near equality in the

numbers of boys and girls who are bom
;
and proposes to consider

whether this is due to chance. In the present memoir only thus

much is discussed : assuming that the births of a boy and of a girl

are equally likely, find the probability that out of a given

number of births, the boys shall not deviate from the half by

more or less than a given number. The memoir gives some calcu-

lations and some numerical examples.

Daniel Bernoulli seems very strangely to be unaware that

all which he effects had been done better by Stirling and De
Moivre long before

; see De Moivre’s Doctrine of Chances,

pages 243—254.
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The following is all that Daniel Bernoulli contributes to the

theory. Let m and n be laVge numbers
;
let

_ 1

2n 1

I

2m

He shews that approximately

M _ /hii+ 1

V V 4n + i
"

n
He also states the following : in the expansion of

(

^

the term from the middle is approximately equal to ^ .

e"*

These results are included in those of Stirling and De Moivre,

so that Daniel Bernoulli's memoir was useless when it appeared

;

see Art. 337.

424. The next memoir by Daniel Bernoulli is entitled Di-

judicatio maxime probabilts plurium observattonum discrepantium

atque verisimiUima inductio inde formanda. This memoir is con-

tained in the Acta Acad. ...Petrop. for 1777, pars prior; the

date of publication of the volume is 1778 : the memoir occupies

pages 3—23 of the part devoted to memoirs.

425. The memoir is not the first which treated of the errors

of observations as a branch of the Theory of Probability, for

Thomas Simpson and Lagrange had already considered the sub-

ject
;
see Art. 371.

Daniel Bernoulli however does not seem to have been ac-

quainted with the researches of his predecessors.

Daniel Bernoulli says that the common method of obtaining

a result from discordant observations, is to take the arithmetical

mean of the result This amounts to supposing all the observa-

tions of equal weight Daniel Bernoulli objects to this supposition,

and considers that small errors are more probable than large

errors. Let e denote an error
;
he proposes to measure the pro-

bability of the error by V(r* — e*), where r is a constant. Tlien
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the best result from a number of observations will be that

which makes the product of the probabilities of all the errors

a maximum. Thus, suppose that observations have given the

values a, b, c, ... for an element
;
denote the true value by x

;

then we have to find x so that the following product may be a

maximum

;

V(r* - (x - a)*} v/[r* - (* - J)‘] V(r* - (x - c)«} ...

Daniel Bernoulli gives directions as to the value to be assigned

to the constant r.

426. Thus Daniel Bernoulli agrees in some respects with

modem theory. The chief difference is that modem theory takes

for the curve of probability that defined by the equation

while Daniel Bernoulli takes a circle.

Daniel Bernoulli gives some good remarks on the subject

;

and he illustrates his memoir by various numerical examples,

which however are of little interest, because they are not derived

from real observations. It is a fatal objection to his method, even

if no other existed, that as soon as the number of observations

surpasses two, the equation from which the unknown quantity is

to be found rises to an unmanageable degree. This objection he

himself recognises.

427. Daniel Bernoulli's memoir is followed by some remarks

by Euler, entitled Ohservationes in praecedentem dissertcUionem

;

these occupy pages 24—33 of the volume.

Euler considers that Daniel Bernoulli was quite arbitrary in

proposing to make the product of the probabilities of the errors

a maximtun. Euler proposes another method, which amounts to

making the sum of the fourth powers of the probabilities a

maximum, that is, with the notation of Art. 425,

{r‘ - (x - o)*)’ + {r* - (x - 5)*j* + [r^-{x- c)‘j* + ...

is to be a maximum. Euler says it is to be a maximum, but
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)ie does not discriminate between a maximum and a minimum.

The equation which is obtained for determining x is a cubic,

and thus it is conceivable that there may be two minima values

and one maximum, or only one minimum and no maximum.
Euler seems to have objected to the wrong part of Daniel

Bernoulli’s method
;
the particular law of probability is really the

arbitrary part, the principle of making the product of the pro-

babilities a maximum is suggested by the Theory of Probability.

Euler illustrates his method by an example derived from real

observations.
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CHAPTER XII.

EULER.

428. EuLfni was born in 1707, and died in 1783. His

industry and genius have left permanent impressions in every

field of mathematics; and although his contributions to the

Theory of Probability relate to subjects of comparatively small

importance, yet they will be found not unworthy of his own great

powers and fame.

429. Euler’s first memoir is entitled Calcul de la Probability

dans Is Jeu de Rencontre. This memoir is published in the volume

for 1751 of the Histoire de VA cad ... Berlin; the date of pub-

lication is 1753 : the memoir occupies pages 255—270 of the

volume.

430. Tlie problem di.scussed is that which is called the game
of Treize, by Montmort and Nicolas Bernoulli

;
see Art. 162.

Euler proceeds in a way which is very common with him
;
he

supposes first one card, then two cards, then three, then four, and

exhibits definitely the various cases which may occur. After-

wards, by an undemonstrated inductive process, he arrives at the

general law.

The results obtained by Euler had been given more briefly

and simply by Nicolas Bernoulli, and published by Montmort in

his page 301 ;
so we must conclude that Euler had not read

Montmort’s book.

When n is infinite, the expre.s.«ion given in Art, IGl for the
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chance that at least one card is in its right place becomes equal

to 1 — where e is the base of the Napierian logarithms
;
this is

noticed by Euler : see also Art. 287.431.

The next memoir by Euler is entitled Recherdhes gdnd-

ruUa 8ur la mortaUtd et la multipltcation du genre humain. This

memoir is published in the volume for 1760 of the Histoire de

VAcad. ... Berlin; the date of publication is 1767: the memoir

occupies pages 144—164.

432.

The memoir contains some simple theorems concerning

the mortality and the increase of mankind. Suppose N infants

bom at the same time
;
then Euler denotes by (1) N the number

of them alive at the end of one year, by (2) N the number of

them alive at the end of two years, and so on.

Then he considers some ordinary questions. For example,

a certain number of men are alive, all aged m years, how many
of them will probably be alive at the end of n years ?

According to Euler’s notation, (m) N represents the number
alive aged m years out of an original number N

;
and (m + n) AT

represents the number of those who are alive at the end of n

more years
;
so that — is the fraction of the number

(m)

aged m years who wiU probably be alive at the end of n years.

Thus, if we have a number M at present aged m years, there will

probably be ^ of them alive at the end of n years.

433.

Then Euler gives formulae for annuities on a life. Sup-

pose M persons, at present each aged m years, and that each

of them pays down the sum a, for which he is to receive x

annually as long as he lives. Let i be the present worth of the

unit of money due at the end of one year.

Then at the end of a year there will be M {m -I- 1)

(m)
of the

persons alive, each of whom is to receive x : therefore the present

• , , , , . , . a; (m + 1)
worth of the whole sum to be received is - M •
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Similarly, at the end of the second year there will be

M of the persons alive, each of whom is to receive x

:

{m)

therefore the present worth of the whole sum to be received is

X (m + 2
) .

,-iM /—V—. And 80 on.V (w)

The present worth of all the sums to be received ought to be

equal to Ma
;
hence dividing by M we get

X
(m)

(m + 1)
,
(m + 2) ,

(ni + 3)

Euler gives a numerical table of the values of (1), (2), ... (9.1),

which he says is deduced from the observations of Kerseboom.

434. Let X denote the number of infanta bom in one year,

and rX the number bom in the next year
;
then we may suppose

that the same causes which have changed X into rX will change

rX into r’jV, so that r'X will be the number bom in the year

succeeding that in which rX were born. Similarly, r‘X will be

bom in the next succeeding year, and so on. Let us now express

the number of the population at the end of 100 years.

Out of the X infants bom in the present year, there will

be (100) X alive
;
out of the rX bom in the next year, there will

he (99) rX alive
;
and so on. Thus the whole number of persons

alive at the end of 100 years will be

X7.100

[
r r r

Therefore the ratio of the population in the 100'*’ year to the

number of infants born in that year will be

(1) (2) (3)
+ -+-r^ +^

If we assume that the ratio of the population in any year to the

number of infants bom in that year is constant, and we know this

mtio for any year, we may equate it to the expression just given

:

then since (1), (2), (.3), ... are known by observation, we have

an equation for finding r.

1C
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435. A memoir by Euler, eutitled Sur lea Rentes Viageres,

immediately follows the preceding, occupying pages 165—175 of

the volume.

Its principal point is a formula for facilitating the calculation

of a life annuity.

Let A„ denote the value of an annuity of one pound on the

life of a person aged m years, the value of an annuity of

one pound on the life of a person aged »» + 1 years. Then by

the preceding memoir. Art. 433,

. 1 ((m + 1) (m + 2) (m + .3)

" (7/i) [ \ V X’

A m+|
1 f(»i + 2) (»i + 3) (m+ll

(w+ 1) I X X”
^

X’

therefore (w) X = (w + 1) + (jw + l)^,,^^.

Thus when A„ has been calculated, we can calculate

easily.

Euler gives a table exhibiting the value of an annuity on

any age from 0 to 94. But with respect to the ages 90, 91, 92,

93, Oi, he says,

Mais je ne voudrois pas conseiller ^ un entrepreneur de se mSler

avec de tels vieillards, k moins que leur nombre ne fut asses consider-

able; CO qui est une regie generale pour tous les etablissemens fond£s

sur les probabilit6a

Euler is of opinion that the temptations do not appear suf-

ficient to induce many persons to buy annuities on terms which

would be advantageous to the sellers. He suggests that deferred

annuities might perhaps l)e more successful; for it follows from

his calculations, that 350 crowns should purchase for a new bom
infant an annuity of 100 crowns to commence at the age of

20 years, and continue for life. He adds,

...et si I’on y vouloit employer la somrae de 3500 ecus, ce seroit

toujours un bel 5tablissement, que de jouir dis I’age de 20 ana d’une

pension fixe de 1000 ficus. Cependant il est encore douteux, s’il so

trouveroit plusieurs parens qui voudroient bien faire un tel sacrifice

pour le bien de leurs enfans.
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436. The next memoir by Euler is entitled Sur Tavantage du
Banquier au jeu de Pharaon. This memoir was published in the

volume for 1764 of the Histoire de VAcad....Berlin; the date of

publication is 1766 : the memoir occupies pages 144—164.

437. Euler merely solves the same problem as had been
solved by Montmort and Nicolas Bernoulli, but he makes no refer-

ence to them or any other writer. He gives a new form however

to the result which we wdll notice.

Consider the equation in Finite Differences,

_ to(ot-1) («-«0(»-w-1)
.

* 2rt(n-l)‘^ n(n-l) *-»•

By successive substitution wo obtain

_ — 8
“* “ 2n{rt-l)(a-2) ,..(n-m + l)

’

where 8 denotes the sum ^(n) + <f>(n — 2) + <}> {n — i) + ...

,

(}> (n) being (n — 2) (n — 3) ... (« — »» -f- 1).

This coincides with what we have given in Art. 155, supposing

that for A we put unity.

We shall first find a convenient expression for 8. We see that

tk (tA
= coeflScient of in the expansion of (1 + x)""*.

Hence 8 is equal to —

2

times the coeflScient of x""* in the

expansion of

(1 -I-
x)--»

-4 (1 -H x)*-* -I-
(1 -I-

x)*^ -(- . .

.

Now in the game of Pharaon we have n always even
;
thus we

may suppose the series to be continued down to 1, and then its

sum is

(l±x)"j-l

(l+*)’-l
that is

(l-4x)*-l

2x + x*

Thus we require the coeflScient of x"^

(l-4x)*-l
'2 + x

in the expansion of

16—2
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This coefficient is

« (n — 1) ... (n — TO + 2) w (» — 1) . .. (« —to+3)
2 ! TO - 1 4

I

TO — 2

n (?j — 1) ... (;i — TO + 4)

8
^1^3

"

Then 8 =
|

w — 2 times this coefficient.

Hence with this expression for 8 we find that

_1 TO 1 to(to — 1)

4 jj — TO + 1 8 (n —m + 1) (n — to + 2)

1 TO (to — 1) (to — 2)

1(J (n — JH + 1) (« — TO+ 2) (n — TO + 3)

+ (-!)’
1 TO (to — 1) ... 2

^ (»-;«+!) ... («-!)

This is the expression for the advantage of the Banker which

was given by Nicolas Bernoulli, and to which we have referred in

Art. 157.

Now the form which Euler gives for u, is

TO
I

TO — 1 (to — 1) (to — 2) (to — 3)

2^ [T(ir^l)" 1 . 2 . 3 (tt - 3)

(to — 1) (to — 2) (to — 3) (to — 4) (to — 5)

1 . 2.3.4.5 i^-5)

Euler obtained this formula by trial from the cases in which

OT= 2, 3, 4, ... 8; but he gives no general demonstration. We will

deduce it from Nicolas Bernoulli’s formula.

By the theory of partial fractions we can decompose the

terms in Nicolas Bernoulli’s formula, and thus obtain a series of

fractions having for denominators n — 1, n — 2, n — 3, . . . « — to + 1

;

and the numerators will be independent of n.

We will find the numerator of the fraction whose denominator

is n — r.

From the last term in Nicolas Bernoulli’s formula we obtain

(-ir‘ TO (to -1)... 2
2"'

|

n,-l - r
I

r - 1 ’
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from the last term but one we obtain

(-I)' TO (»»- 1) ... .1

I

m-\-r ['r^2 ’

and proceeding in this way we find for the sum

(- 1)^‘
I m

- 1
I

TO - 1 - r I 1.2 1.2.3

-(1 - 2)'}.

(_ 1)-+'

2"-'' ^ I

m - 1 - ?

This vanishes if r be an even number
;
and is equal to

[to

2"* [r
(

TO — 1 — r ’

if r be odd.

Thus Euler’s formula follows from Nicolas Bernoulli’s.

438. The next memoir by Euler is entitled Siir la probability

dee sequences dans la Lotterie Gynoise. This memoir was published

in the volume for 1705 of the Hietoire de VAcad.. ..Berlin; the

date of publication is 1707 ;
the memoir occupies pages 191—230.

439. In the lottery here considered 90 tickets are numbered

consecutively from 1 to 90, and 5 tickets are drawn at random.

The question may be asked, what is the chance that two or

more consecutive numbers should occur in the drawing? Such

a result is called a sequence; thus, for example, if the numbers

drawn are 4, 5, 0, 27, 28, there is a sequence of three and also a

sequence of two. Euler considers the question generally. He
supposes that there are n tickets numbered consecutively from 1 to

n, and he determines the chance of a sequence, if two tickets are

drawn, or if three tickets are drawn, and so on, up to the case in

which six tickets are drawn. • And having .successively investigated

all these cases he is able to perceive the general laws which would

hold in any case. He does not formally demonstrate these laws,

but their truth can be inferred from what he has previously given,

by the method of induction.
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440. As an example of Euler’s method we will give his inves-

tigation of the case in which three tickets are drawn.

There are three events which may happen which may be repre-

sented as follows

:

L a, a + 1, a + 2, that is a sequence of three.

IL a, a + 1, h, that is a sequence of two, the number h

being neither a + 2 nor a — 1.

IIL a, h, c, where the numbers a, b, c involve no sequence.

I. The form a, a + 1, a -I- 2. The number of such events is

n — 2. For the sequence may be (1, 2, 3), or (2, 3, 4), or (3, 4, 5),

up to (n — 2, n — 1, n).

II. The form a, a -I- 1, J. In the same way as we have just

shewn that the number of sequences of three, like a, a + 1, a -I- 2,

is n — 2, it follows that the number of sequences of two, bko

a, a + 1, is n — 1. Now in general b may be any number between

1 and n inclusive, except a — 1, a, a -I- 1, a + 2 ;
that is, b may be

any number out of n — 4 numbers. But in the case of the first

sequence of two, namely 1, 2, and also of the last sequence n — 1, v,

the number of admissible values of 6 is n — 3. Hence the whole

number of events of the form a, a + 1, J, is (n— 1) (n — 4) + 2, that

is n’ — on -I- 6 ,
that is (n — 2) (n — 3).

III. The form a, b, c. Suppose a to Ije any number, then b

and c must be taken out of the numbers from 1 to a — 2 inclusive,

or out of the numbers from a -f 2 to n inclusive
;
and b and c must

not be comsecutive. Euler investigates the numlwr of events

which can arise. It will however be sufficient for us here to take

another method which he has also given. The total number of

events is the number of combinations of n things taken 3 at a time,

that is —” ^ . The number of events of the third kind

can be obtained by subtracting from the whole number the num-
ber of those of the first and second kind

;
it is therefore

--I-
2

'

3
—
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It will be found that this i.s

(« - 2) (n - 3) (n - 4)

1.2.3

The chances of the three events will be found by dividing

the number of ways in which they can respectively occur by the

whole number.

Thus we obtain for I, II, III, respectively

2.3 (^3) (r,-S) (n - 4)

n(n-l)’ «(«-!) ’ «(«-!) '

441. Euler’s next memoir also relates to a lottery. This

memoir is entitled Solution cCune question tres difficile dans le

Galcul des ProhabiliUs. It was published in the volume for

1769 of the Histoire de HAcad. ...Berlin; the date of publication

is 1771 : the memoir occupies pages 28.5—302 of the volume.

442. The first sentences give a notion of the nature of the

problem.

C’est le plan d’une lotterie qui m’a foumi cette question, que je

me propose de dfivelopper. Cette lotterie 6toit de cinq classes, chacune

de 10000 billets, parmi lesquels il y avoit 1000 prix dans chaque

claasc, et par cons^uent 9000 blancs. Chaque billet devoit passer

par toutes les cinq classes; et cette lotterie avoit cela de particulier

qu’outre les prix de chaque classe on s’engageoit de payer un ducat

h chacun de ceux dont les billets auroient pass6 par toutes les cinq classes

sans rien gagner.

443. We may put it perhaps more clearly thus. A man
takes the same ticket in 5 different lotteries, each having 1000

prizes to 9000 blanks. Besides his chance of the prizes, he is to

have £1 returned to him if he gains no prize.

The question which Euler discusses is to determine the pro-

bable sum w'hich will thus have to be paid to those who fail

in obtaining prizes.

444. Euler’s solution is very ingenious. Suppose k the num-

ber of classes in the lottery
;
let n be the number of prizes in each

doss, and m the number of blanks.
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Suppose the tickets of the first class to have been drawn, and

that the prizes have fallen on certain n tickets A, B, C ...

Let the tickets of the second class be now drawn. Reqjiired

the chance that the prizes will fall on the same n tickets as

before. The chance is

1. 2 n

(j« + 1) (}« + 2) {m + n) ’

And in like manner the chance that the prizes in all the

elasses -will fall on the same tickets as in the first class, is obtained

by raising the fraction just given to the power k — 1.

Let {(m + 1) (ot + 2) (m + «)}^‘ = M,

and {1.2 n}*"' = a.

Then ^ is the chance that all the prizes will fall on the same

n tickets. In this case there are m persons who obtain no prize,

and so the managers of the lottery have to pay m ducats.

445. Now consider the case in which there are to — 1 persons

who obtain no prize at all. Hero besides the n tickets A,B, C, ...

which gained in the first cla.ss, one of the other tickets, of which

the number is to, gains in some one or more of the remaining

classes. Denote the number of ways in which this can happen by

/3w. Now M denotes the whole number of cases which can

happen after the fiist class has been drawn. Moreover /8 is in-

dependent of TO. This statement involves the essence of Euler’s

solution. The reason of the statement is, that all the case.s

which can occur will be produced by distribiiting in various

ways the fresh ticket among A, B, G, ... excluding one of these

to make way for it.

In like manner, in the case in which there are to — 2 persons

who obtain no prize at all, there are two tickets out of the m
which failed at first that gain prizes once or oftener in the remain-

ing classes. Tlie number of ways in which this can occur may
be denoted by ym (to — 1), where 7 is independent of to.

Proceeding in this way we have from the consideration that

the sum of all possible cases is M
M= a + /Sto + ym (in — 1) + (to — 1) (to — 2) + ...
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Now a, /9, 7, ... are all independent of m. Hence we may put

in succession for m the values 1, 2, 3, ... ;
and we shall thus bo

able to determine y3, 7

446. Euler enters into some detail as to the values of
/
8

, 7 ...

;

but he then shews that it is not nece.ssary to find their values for

his object.

For he proposed to find the probable expense which will fall

on the mauagei-s of the lottery. Now on the first hypothesis

it is m ducats, on the second it is m — 1 ducats, on the third it

is j» — 2 ducats, and so on. Thus the probable expense is

am + /9m (m — 1) + 7m (m — 1) (m — 2) + . .

.

=^ |a+^ (m- 1
) +7 (m- 1

)
(m- 2

) + ...|.

The expression in brackets is what we shall get if we change

m into m — 1 in the right-hand member of the value of M in

Art. 44 .5
;
the expression therefore is w’hat M becomes when we

change m into w — 1. Thus

a -I- /9 (m — 1) -f- 7 (m — 1) (m - 2) + . .

.

= (m (m -I- 1) ... {m + n — 1)}*"'.

Thus finally the probable expense is

Euler then confirms the truth of this simple result by general

reasoning.

447. We have next to notice a memoir entitled ^claircisse-

tnene sur U vidmoire de Mr. De La Grange, inadrd dans le V
volume de Melanges de Turin, concemant la m^thode de prendre le

milieu entre lee r/sidtate de plueieure observations, dc. Prieentd

(i VAcademie le 27 Nov. 1777. This memoir was published in the

A ova Acta Acad. ... Petrop. Tom. 3, which contains the history

of the Academy for the year 1785
;
the date of publication

of the volume is 1788 : the memoir occupic.s pages 289—297.
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The memoir consists of explanations of part of that memoir

by Lagrange to which we have alluded in Art. 371 ; nothing new
is given. The explanations seem to have been written for the

benefit of some beginner in Algebra, and would be quite un-

necessary for any student unless he were very indolent or very

dull

418. The next contribution of Euler to our subject relates to

a lottery
;
the problem is one that has succes.sively attracted the

attention of De Moivre, Mallet, Laplace, Euler and Trembley.

We shall find it convenient before we give an account of Euler’s

solution to advert to what had been .previously published by

De Moivre and Laplace.

In De Moivre’s Doctrine of Chances, Problem xxxix. of the

third edition is thus enunciated: To find the Expectation of A,

when with a Die of any given number of Faces, he uudertakes

to fling any number of them in any given number of Casts. The

problem, as wo have already stated, first appeared in the De Men-

sura Sortie. See Arts. 251 and 291.

Let n be the number of faces on the die
;
x the number of

throws, and suppose that m specified faces are to come up. Then

the number of favourable cases is

n - m(n-l) -I-—
^

^

'

2r-

where the series consists of »» + 1 terms. The whole number of

possible cases is n*, and the required chance is obtained by di-

viding the number of favourable cases by the whole number of

possible cases.

449. The following is De Moivre’s method of investigation.

First, suppose we ask in how many ways the ace can come up.

The whole number of cases is n*
;
the whole number of cases

if the ace were expunged would be (n— 1)*
;
thus the whole number

of cases in which the ace can come up is n' — (n — 1)*.

Next, suppose we ask in how many ways the ace and deux

can come up. If the deux were expunged, the number of ways

in which the ace could come up would be (n — 1)* — (n — 2)*, by
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what we have just seen
;
this therefore is the number of ways

in which with the given die the ace can come up without the deux.

Subtract this number from the number of ways in which the ace

can come up with or without the deux, and wo have left the

number of ways in which the ace can come up with the deux.

Thus the result is

that is, — 2 (» — 1)* + (« — 2)*.

De Moivre in like manner briefly considers the case in which
the ace, the deux, and the tray are to come up; he then states

what the result will be when the ace, the deux, the tray, and
the quatre are to come up

;
and finally, he enunciates verbally

the general result.

Do Moivre then proceeds to shew how approximate numerical

values may bo obtained from the formula
;
see Art 292.

450. Tlie result may be conveniently expressed in the nota-

tion of Finite Differences.

The number of ways in which m specified faces can come up

is A" (m — m)“
;
w'here m is of course not greater than n.

It is also obvious that if m be greater than x, the event

required is impo.s-sible
;
and in fact we know that the expression

A" (n — m)* vanishes when m is greater than x.

Suppose n = m\ then the number of ways may be denoted by

A’O*
;
the expression written at full is

(n - 2)* - . .

.

451. One particular case of the general result at the end

of the preceding Article is deserving of notice. If we put x = v,

we obtain the number of ways in which all the n faces come up

in n throws. The sura of the series when a: = n is known to be

equal to the product 1 . 2 .

3

. . . n, as may bo shewn in various

ways. But we may remark that this result can also be obtained

by the Theory of Probability itself; for if all the n faces are

to appear in n throws, there must be no repetition ;
and thus the
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number of ways is the number of permutations of n things taken

all together.

Thus we see that the sum of a certain serias might be inferred

indirectly by the aid of the Theory of Probability
;
we shall

hereafter have a similar example.

4.52. In the M4moires ... par divers Savans, Vol. vi., 177-5,

page 3G3, Laplace solves the following problem : A lottery con-

sists of n tickets, of which r are drawn at each time
;
find the

probability that after x drawings, all the numbers will have been

drawTi.

The numbers are supposeil to be replaced after each drawing.

Laplace’s method is substantially the same as is given in his

Th4orie ... des Prob., page 192; but the approximate numerical

calculations which occupy pages 193—201 of the latter work do

not occur in the memoir.

Laplace solves the problem more generally than he enunciates

it ;
for he finds the probability that after x drawings m specified

tickets will all have been drawn, and then by putting n for m,

the result for the particular case which is enunciated is obtained.

453. The most interesting point to observe is that the pro-

blem treated by Laplace is really coincident with that treated by

De Moivre, and the methoels of the two mathematicians are sub-

stantially the same.

In De Moivre’s problem is the whole number of cases ; the

corresponding number in Laplace’s problem is {<j> (n, r))*, where

by
<f>

(n, r) we denote the number of combinations of n things

taken r at a time. In De Moivre’s problem (n — 1)* is the whole

number of cases that would exist if one face of the die were

expunged; the corresponding number in Laplace’s problem is

j^(n— l,r)|*. Similarly to (n — 2)* in De Moivre’s problem

corresponds
[<f>

(n — 2, r)}* in Laplace’s. And so on. Hence, in

Laplace’s problem, the number of cases in which m specified

tickets will be drawn is

14> (". »•)]' r)}* -1- (n - 2, r)}* - ... ;

and the probability will be found by di\uding this number by the

whole number of cases, that is by
[<f>

(n, r)j’.
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454. With the notation of Finite Differences we may denote

the number of cases favourable to the drawing of m specified

tickets by A” (n — m, r)}*; and the number of cases favourable

to the drawing of all the tickets by A"
[<f> (0, r)j’.

455. In the Histoire de VAcaA. ... Paris, 1783, Laplace gives

an approximate numerical calculation, which also occurs in

page 195 of the Thiorie ... des Proh. He finds that in a lottery

of 10000 tickets, in which a single ticket is drawn each time, it

is an even chance that all will have been drawn in about 95767

drawings.

456. After this notice of what had been published by De
Moivre and Laplace, we proceed to examine Euler’s solution.

The problem appears in Euler’s Opmcula Analytica, VoL ii.,

1785. In this volume pages 331—346 are occupied with a memoir

entitled Solutio quaruiulam quaestionum dijfficiliorutn in calculo

probahilium. Euler begins thus

:

His quaestionibus occasionem dedit ludus passim publice institutus,

quo ex nonaginta schedulis, numeris 1, 2, 3, 4,. ..90 signatis, statis tem-

poribus quinae schedulae sorte extrahi solcut. Hinc ergo hujusmodi

quaestiones oriuntur: quanta scilicet sit probabilitas ut, poatquam datus

extractionum numerns fiierit peractus, vel omnee nonaginta numeri

exieiint, vel saltern 89, vel 88, vel pauciores. Has igitur quaestiones,

utpote difficillimas, hie ex principiis calculi Probabilium jam pridem usu

receptis, resolvere constitid. Neque me deterrent objectiones lllustris

lyAlembert, qui hnne calculnm suspectum reddere eat conatus. Post-

quam enim summns Geometra studiis mathematicis valedixit, iis etiam

bellum indixisse videtur, dum pleraque fiindamenta solidissime stabilita

evertere est aggreasua Quamvis enim hae objectiones apud ignaros

maximi ponderis esse debeant, baud tamen metuendum est, inde ipsi

scientiae ullum detrimentum allatum iri.

457. Euler says that he finds a certain symbol very useful in

these calculations
;
namely, he uses

>1
UJ 1-2 q

458. Euler makes no reference to his predecessors De Moivre

and Laplace. He gives the formula for the chance that all the
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tickets shall be drawn. This formula corresponds with Laplace’s.

We have only to put m= n in Art. 453.

Euler then considers the question in which re — 1, or re — 2, ...

tickets at least are to be drawn. He discusses successively the

first case and the second case briefly, and he enuneiates his

general result. This is the following
;
suppose we require that

n — v tickets at least shall be drawn, then the number of favour-

able cases is

{<f>
{n, r)]* -(f>(n,v+l){<f>{n-v-l,r)]‘

+ {v + {n,v + 2) [(f)
(n-v - 2, r))*

(«.+ !)(»-+ 2
)

1.2 ^ (re, j/ + 3) {<f>(n-v- 3, r))*- ...

This result constitutes the addition which Euler contributes to

what had been known before.

459. Euler’s method requires close attention in order to gain

confidence in its accuracy
;

it resembles that which is employed

in treatises on Algebra, to shew how many integers there are

which are less than a given number and prime to it. Wc will give

another demonstration of the result which will be found easier

to foUow.

Tlie number of ways in which eanctly m tickets are drawn

is <j) (re, m) A"*
{<f> (0, r)}*. For the factor A"" (0, r)}* is, by

Art 454, the number of ways in wLich in a lottery of m tickets,

all the tickets will appear in the course of * drawings
;
and

^ (re, m) is the number of combinations of re things taken m at

a time.

The number of ways in which n — v tickets at least will appear,

will therefore be given by the fomula 2 <j> (re, m) A" {<^ (0, r)j',

where 2 refers to m, and wi is to have all values between re and

n — v, both inclusive.

Thus we get

A" » («. ’•)) + ” A-' (0, •)) + A«(* (Cl, ,)]

A-(»(0.er+...

the series extending to i/ + 1 terms.
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We may write this for shortness thus,

|a- + n A-* + A"-* + A- + ...| (0, r)|*

Now put E—\ for A, expand, and rearrange in powers of E
;

we shall thus obtain

^ V + 1) E'—' + {v+l) <f>(n,v+ 2) E"

_ (M^)_|jf2}
^(^n,v + 3) +

and this coincides with Euler’s result.

...| |<^(0,r)P

We shall find in fact that when we put E—1 for A, tho

coefficient of E'~’' is

In-p T ^ 1.2 1.273 ^"V
where the series in brackets is continued to i» + 1 terms, unless

p be less than i< + 1 and then it is continued to p + 1 terms

only. In the former case the sum of the series can be obtained by

taking the coefficient of x" in the expansion of (1 — »)' (1 - x)"*,

that is in the expansion of (1 — x)’’"*. In the latter case the sum
would be the coefficient of x' in the same expansion, and is there-

fore zero, except whenp is zero and then it is unity.

460. Since r tickets are drawn each time, the greatest number

of tickets which can be drawn in x drawings is xr. Thus, as

Euler remarks, the expression

{<t>
(n, r)Y-n [(f>

{n - 1, r)}* +
”

{<(, {n - 2, r)}‘ - . .

.

must be zero if n be greater than xr
;
for the expression gives the

number of ways in which n tickets can be drawn in r drawings.

Euler also says that the case in which n is equal to xr is re-

markable, for then the expression just given can be reduced to

a product of factors, namely to

_l2_
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Euler does not demonstrate this result; perhaps he deduced

it from the Tlieory of Probability itself. For if ar = «, it is

obvious that no ticket can be repeated, when all the tickets are

drawn in r drawings. Thus the whole number of favourable cases

which can occur at the first drawing must be the number of

combinations of n things taken r at a time
;
the whole number

of favourable cases which can occur at the second drawing is the

number of combinations of n — r things taken r at a time
;
and

so on. Then the product of all these numbers gives the whole

ntimber of favourable cases.

This example of the summation of a series indirectly by the aid

of the Theory of Probability is very curious
;
see also Art. -tol.

461. Euler gives the following paragraph after stating his

formulae,

In hia probabilitatibus aestimandis ntique assumitur omnes litteras

ad extrahendum aeque esse proclives, quod autem 111. IfAlemhert negat

assumi posse. Arbitratur enim, simul ad omnes tractus jam ante per-

actos respici opoi’tere; si enim quaepiam litterae nimis crebro fuerint

extractae, turn eas in sequentibus tractibus rarius exituras; contrarium

vero evenire si quaepiam litterae nimis raro exierint. Haec ratio, si

valeret, etiam vaUtura esset si soquentes tractus demum post annum,

vel adeo integrum saeculum, quin etiam si in alio quocunque loco

institnerentur; atque ob eandem ratiouem etiam ratio haberi deberet

omnium tractuum, qui jam olim in quibuscunque terrae locis fuerint

I>eracti, quo certe vix quioquam absurdius excogitari potest.

4G2. In Euler’s Opuscula Analytica, Vol. ii., 1785, there is

a memoir connected with Life Assurance. The title is Solutio

quaestianis ad calculum prohahUitatis pertinentis. Quantum duo

conjuyes persolvere debeant, ut suis haeredibus post utriusque

mortem certa argenti summa persolvatur. The memoir occupie.s

pages 315—330 of the volume.

Euler repeats a table which he had inserted in the Berlin

Memoirs for 17C0
;
see Art. 433. The table shews out of 1000

infants, how many will bo alive at the end of any given year.

Euler supposes that in order to ensure a certain sum when
both a husband and wife are dead, x is paid down and z paid
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annually besides, until both are dead. He investigates the re-

lation which must then hold between x, k and the sum to be

ensured. Thus a calculator may assign an arbitrary value to two

of the three quantities and determine the third. He may sup-

pose, for example, that the sum to be ensured is 1000 Rubles,

and that x — Q, and find z.

Euler does not himself calculate numerical results, but he

leaves the formulae quite ready for application, so that tables

might be easily constructed.

17
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CHAPTER XIII.

D’ALEMBERT.

463. D’Alembert was born in 1717 and died in 1783. This

great mathematician is knowm in tlie history of the Theory of Pro-

bability for his opposition to the opinions generally received
;
his

high reputation in science, philosophy, and literature have secured

an amount of attention for bis paradoxes and errors which they

would not have gained if they had proceeded from a less distin-

guished WTiter. The earliest publication of his peculiar opinions

seems to be in the article Croix oh Pile of the EncyclopMie ou

Dictionnaire Raisonni..,. We will speak of this work simply .os

the Encyclopidie, and thus distinguish it from its successor the

Encyclop^die M^thodique. The latter work i.s based on the former;

the article Croix ou Pile is reproduced unchanged in the latter.

4G4. The date of the volume of the Encyclop^die containing

the article Croix ou Pile, is 1754. The question proposed in the

article is to find the chance of throwing head in the course of two

throws with a coin. Let H stand for head, and T for tail. Then
the common theory asserts that there are four cases equally likely,

namely, IIH, TH, in', TT\ the only unfavourable case is the

3
last

;
therefore the required chance is . D’Alembert however

doubts whether this can be correct. He says that if head appears

at the first throw the game is finished and therefore there is no
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need of the second throw. Thas he makes only three cases,

namely, II, Til, TT: therefore the chance is

Similarly in the case of three throws he makes only four cases,

namely, H, TII, TTH, TTT-. therefore the chance is The

common theory would make eight equally likely cases, and obtain

465. In the same article D’Alembert notices the Petersburg

Problem, He refers to the attempts at a solution in the Com-

mentarii Acad Petrop. Vol. v, which we have noticed in

Arts. 389—393 ;
he adds : mais nous ne .savons si on cn sera satis-

fait
;
et il y a ici quelque scandale qui merite bien d'occuper les

Algdbristes. D’Alembert says we have only to see if the expecta-

tion of one player and the corresponding ri.sk of the other really

is infinite, that is to say greater than any lussignable finite number.

He says that a little reflexion will shew that it is, for the ri.sk

augments with the number of throws, and this number may by the

conditions of the game j)roceed to any extent. He concludes that

the fact that the game may continue for ever is one of the reasons

which produce an infinite expectation.

D’Alembert proceed.s to make some further remarks which are

repeated in the second volume of his Opuscules, and which will

come under otir notice hereafter. We shall also see that in the

fourth volume of his Opuscules D’Alembert in fact contradicts the

conclusion which we have just noticed.

466. We have next to notice the article Gageure, of the

Encyclopldie; the volume is dated 1757. D’Alembert says he will

take this occasion to insert some ver^- good objections to what he

had given in the article Ci-oix on, Pile. He say.s, £Iles sont de

M. Necker le fils, citoyen de Gonbve, professeurde Mathdmatiques

en cette ville, ... nous les avons extraits d’une de scs lettres. The

tibjections are three in number. First Necker denies that D’Alem-

l>ert’3 three cases are equally likely, and justifies this denial.

Secondly Necker gives a good statement of the solution on the

17—2
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onlinary theory. Thirdly, he shews that D’Alemhert’s view is

inadmissible as leading to a result which is obviously untrue : this

objection is given by D’Alembert in the second volume of his

Opuscules, and will come before us hereafter. D’Alembert after

giving the olyections says, Ces objections, sur-tout la derniere,

m(?ritent sans doute beaucoup d’attention. But still he does not

admit that he is convinced of the soundness of the common theory.

The article Gageure is not reproduced in the • Encyclopidie

M^thodupie.

4G7. D’Alembert wTote various other articles on our subject

in the EncyclopMie

;

but they are unimportant. We will briefly

notice them.

Ahsint. In this article D’Alembert alludes to the e.s.say by

Nicolas Bernoulli
;
see Art. 338.

Avantage. This article contains nothing remarkable.

Bassette. Tliis article contains a calculation of the advantage

of the Banker in one case, namely that given by Montmort on his

page 145.

Carreau. This article gives an account of the sorts dejeu dont

M. de Buffon a donnd le calctd in 1733, avant que d'etre de

VA cad^mie des Sciences; see Art. 354.

D^. This article shews all the throws which can be made with

two dice, and also with three dice.

Loterie. This is a simple article containing ordinary remarks

and examples.

Pari. This article consists of a few lines giving the ordinary

rule.s. At the end we read : Au reste, ces regies doivent fitre modi-

fi^es dans certains cas, ou la probability do gagner est fort petite,

et celle de perdre fort grande. Voyez Jeu. Tliere is however
nothing in the article Jeu to which this remark can apply, which
is the more curious because of course Jeu precedes Pari in alpha-

betical order
; the absurdity is reprotluced in the Encydopddie

Mithodique.

Tlie article ProbabiliU in the Encyclopidie is apparently by
Diderot. It gives the ordinary view of the subject with the excep-
tion of the point which we have noticed in Art. .11.
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468. In various places in his Opuscules Mathimatiques D’Alem-

bert gives remarks on the Theory of Probabilities. These remarks

are mainly directed against the first principles of the subject which

D’Alembert professes to regard as unsound. We will now examine

all the places in which these remarks occur.

469. In the second volume of the Opuscules the first memoir

is entitled Reflexions sur le calcul des ProhabiliUs

;

it occupies

pages 1—25. The date of the volume is 1761. D’Alembert

begins by quoting the common rule for expectation in the Theory

of Probability, namely that it is found by taking the product of the

loss or gain which an event will produce, by the probability that

this event will happen. D’Alembert says that this rule had been

adopted by all analysts, but that cases exist in which the rule

seems to fail.

470. The first case which D’Alembert brings forward is that

of the Petersbfurg Problem. ; see Art. 389. By the ordinary theory

A ought to give B an infinite sum for the privilege of playing

with him. D’Alembert says.

Or, iu(]£t>endaiiimcut de ce qu’une lomme injinie est une chimere,

il n'y a personne qui vouliit donner pour jouer ik ee jou, je ne dis pas

une sonune infinie, mais mSuie uno somme ussez modique.

471. D’Alembert notices a solution of the Petersburg Problem

which had been communicated to him by un G(5ometre cdlebre

de I’Acaddmie des Sciences, plein de savoir et de sagacitd He
means Fontaine I presume, as the solution is that which Fontaine

is known to have given
;
see Montucla, page 403 ; in this solution

the fact is considered that B cannot pay more than a certain sum,

and this limits what A ought to give to induee B to play. D’Alem-

bert says that this is unsatisfactory
;
for suppose it is agreed that

the game shall only extend to a finite number of trials, say 100
;

then the theory indicates that A should give 50 crowns. D’Alem-

bert aaserts that this is too much.

The answer to D’Alembert is simple ; and it is very well put in

fact by Condorcet, as we shall see hereafter. The ordinary rule is

entitled to be adopted, because in the long run it is equally fair to
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both parties A and B, and any other rule would be unfair to one

or the other.

472. D’Alembert concludes from hi.s remarks that when the

probability of an event is very small it ought to be regarded and

treated as zero. For example he says, siqipo.se Peter plays with

James on this condition
;
a coin is to be toased one hundred times,

and if head appear at the last trial and not before, James shall give

2'“ crowns to Peter. By the ordinary theory Peter ought to give

to James one crown at the beginning of the game.

D’Alembert says that Peter ought not to give this crown

because he will certainly lose, for lieail will ajipear before the

hundredth trial, certainly though not necessarily.

D’Alembert’s doctrine about a small probability being equi-

valent to zero was also maintiiincd by Buffon.

473. D’Alembert .says that we must distinguish between what

is metaphysically possible, and what is physically possible. In the

first class arc included all those things of which the existence is not

absurd
;

in the second class are included only those things of which

the existence is not too extraordinary to occur in the ordinary

course of events. It is metaphysically po.ssible to throw two sixes

with two dice a hundred times running
; but it is physically impos-

sible, because it never has happened and never will happen.

This is of course only saying in another way that a very small

chance is to be regarded and treated as zero. D’Alembert shews

however, that when wo come to ask at what stage in the diminu-

tion of chance we shall consider the chance as zero, we are in-

volved in difficulty
;
and he uses this as an additional argument

against the common theory'.

See also Mill’s Logic, 1862, Vol. ii. page 170.

474. D’Alembert says he will propose an idea which has
occurred to him, by which the ratio of probabilities may be
estimated. The idea is simply to make experiments. He ex-
emplifies it by supposing a coin to be tos.sed a large number of
times, and the results to be observed. We shall find that this

has been done at the instance of Buffon and others. It is need-
less to say that the advocates of the common Theory of Proba-
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bility would be quite willing to accept D’Alembert's reference to

experiment ;
for relying on the theorem of James Bernoulli, they

would have no doubt that experiment would confirm their calcula-

tions. It is however curious that D’Alembert proccod.s in hi.s

very next paragraph to make a remark which is quite inconsistent

with his appeal to experiment. For he says that if head has

arrived three times in succession, it is more likely that the next

arrival will be tail than head. He says that the oftener head

has arrived in succession the more likely it is that tail w'ill

arrive at the next throw. He considers that this is obvious, and

that it furnishes another example of the defects of the ordinary

theory. In the Opuscules, VoL IV. pages 90—92, D’Alembert

notices the charge of inconsistency which may be urged against

him, and attempts to reply to it.

47o. D’Alembert then proceeds to another example, which,

as he intimates, he had already given in the Eiici/clopidie, under

the titles Croix ou Pile and Gageure; see Art. 463. The question

is this : required the probability of throwing a head with a coin

in two trials.

D’Alembert came to the conclusion in the Encyclapidie that

2 3
the chance ought to be

^
instead of the Opuscules how-

ever he does not insist very strongly on the correctness of the

2
result s . but seems to be content with saying that the reasoning

«>

which produces
j

is unsound.

D’Alembert urges his objections against the ordinary theory

with great pertinacity
;
and any person who wishes to see all that

a great mathematician could produce on the wrong side of a

question should consult the original memoir. But we agree with

every other writer on the subject in thinking that there is no

real force in D’Alembert's objections.

476. The following extract will shew that D’Alembert no

2
longer insisted on the absolute accuracy of the result ^

:
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Je ne voudrois pas cepeudant regarder eu toute rigncor lea troia coups

dout il s’agit, comme cgalciueut possibles. Car 1°. il pourroit ae &ire

en effet (et jo siiia memo portfi k le croire), quo le cas file croix ne fut

pas 4xactement ausai possible quo le cas croix soul ; mais le rapport des

possibility me par6it inapprdtiable. 2°. II pourroit ae faire encore que

le coup pile croix fit un peu plus possible que pile pile, par cette seule

raison que dans le dernier le meme eflet arrive deux fois de suite; mais

le rapport des possibilit6s (suppose qu’elles soient in^gales), n’est pas

plus facile k gtablir daiis ce second cas, que dans le premier. Ainsi

il pourroit tres-bien se faire que dans le cas propoa^, le rapport des

probability ne fit ni de 3 k 1, ni de 2 k 1 (comme nous I’avons sup-

pos6 dans VUrwpclojtcdie) mais un incommensurable ou inappr6tiablc,

moyen entre ces deux nombres. Je croia cependant que cet incommen-

surable aj>proclicra plus de 2 que de 3, parce qu’encore une foia il n’y

a que trois cas possibles, et non pas quatre. Je crois de m6me et par

los m6mes raisons, que dans le cas ok Ton joueroit en trois coups, le

rapport de 3 k 1, que donne ma m^thode, est plus prks du vrai, que

le rapport de 7 k 1, donn6 par la m^thode ordinaire, et qui me paroit

exorbitant.

477. D’Alembert returns to the objection whicb had been

urged against his method, and which he noticed under the title

Gageure in the EncyclopMie; see Art. 46G. Let there be a

die with three faces, A, B, C\ then according to D’Alembert’s

original method in the Encyclopedie, the chances would always

be rather against the appearance of a specified face A, however

great the number of trials. Suppose n trials, then by D’Alembert’s

method the chance for the appearance of A is to the chance

against it as 2" — 1 is to 2“.

For example, suppo.se n = 3: then the favourable cases are

A, BA, CA, BBA, BCA, CCA, CBA
;
the unfavourable cases are

BBB, BBC, BCB, BGC, CBB, CBC, COG, GGB-. thus the ratio

is that of 7 to 8. D’Alembert now admits that these cases are

not equally likely to happen
;
though he believes it difficult to

assign their ratio to one another.

Thus we may say that D’Alembert started with decided but

erroneous opinions, and afterwards j^assed into a stag^ of general

doubt and uncertainty
;
and the dubious honour of effecting the

transformation may be attributed to Necker.
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478. D’Alembert thus sums up liis results, on his page 24

:

Concluons de toutes ces r€fl6xions; 1*. que ai la r6g1e quo j’ai donn€e

dans yEncyclopedie (faute d’en connditre une meilleare) pour deter-

miner le rapport des probabilites au jeu de croix el pile, n’est point

exacte & la rigueur, la r6gle ordinaire pour determiner ce rapport, Test

encore moins; 2°. que pour parvenir a une th6orie satisfaisante du cal-

cul des probabilites, il faudroit resoudre plusieurs Frobldmes qui sent

peut-etre insolubles; savoir, d’assigner le vrai rapport des probabilites

dans les cas qui ue sont pas 6galement possibles, ou qui peuvent

n’etre pas regardes comme tels; de determiner quand la probabilite

doit etre regardee comme nulle; de fixer enfin comment on doit estimer

I’esperance ou I’enjeu, selon que la probabilite est plus ou moins grande.

479. The next memoir by D’Alembert which we have to

notice is entitled Siir Vapplication da Calcul dea ProbabiliUs d
Vinoculation de la petite Vfrole; it is published in the second

volume of the Opuscules. The memoir and the accompanying

notes occupy pages 26—95 of the volume.

480. We have seen that Daniel Bernoulli had written a

memoir in which he had declared himself very strongly in favour

of Inoculation
;
see Art. 398. The present memoir is to a certain

extent a criticism on that of Daniel Bernoulli. D’Alemljert does

not deny the advantages of Inoculation
;
on the contrary, he is

rather in favour of it : but he thinks that the advantages and

disadvantages had not been properly compared by Daniel Ber-

noulli, and that in consequence the former had been overestimated.

Tlie subject is happily no longer of the practical importance it

was a century ago, so that we need not give a very full account

of D’Alembert’s memoir
;
we shall be content with stating some

of its chief points.

481. Daniel Bernoulli had considered the subject as it related

to the state, and had shewn that Inoculation was to be recom-

mended, because it augmented the mean duration of life for

the citizens. D’Alembert considers the subject as it relates to

a private individual : suppose a person who has not yet been

attacked by small-pox
;
the question for him is, whether he will

be inoculated, and thus run the risk, small though it may Ijc,

of dying in the course of a few days, or whether he will take his
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chaucj of escapiug entirely from an attack of small-pox during

his life, or at least of recovering if attacked.

D’Alembert thinks that the prospect held out to an individual

of a gain of three or four years in the probable duration of his

life, may perhaps not be considered by him to balance the im-

mediate danger of submitting to Inoculation. The relative value

of the alternatives at least may be too indefinite to be estimated
;

so that a person may hesitate, even if he does not altogether

reject Inoculation.

482. D’Alembert lays great stress on the consideration that

the additional year's of life to be gained form a remote and not

a jiresent benefit
;
and moreover, on account of the infinnities of

age. the later years of a life must be considered of far less value

than the years of early manhood.

D’Alembert distinguishes between the physical life and the

real life of an individual. By the former, he means Ufe in the

ordinary sense, estimated by total duration in years
;
by tbe latter,

he means that portion of existence during which the individual is

free from suffering, so that he may be said to enjoy life.

Again, with rc.spect to utility to his country, D’Alembert dis-

tinguishes between the physical hfe and the civil life. During

infancy and old ago an individual is of no use to the state
;
he

is a burden to it, for he must ho- supported and attended by

others. During this period D’Alembert cousiders that the indi-

vidual is a charge to the state
;
his value is negative, and becomes

positive for the intermediate periods of his existence. The civil

life then is measured by the excess of the productive period of

existence over that which is burdensome.

Relying on considerations such as these, D’Alembert does not

admit the gi eat advantage which the advocates for Inoculation found

in the fact of the prolongation of the mean duration of human
life effected by the operation. He looks on the problem as far

more difficult than those who had discu.ssed it appeared to have

supposed.

483. We have seen that Daniel Bernoulli as,sumod that the

small-pox attacked every year 1 in n of those not previously
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attacked, and that 1 died out of every m attacked
;
ou these

hypotheses he solved definitely the problem which he undertook.

D’Alembert also gives a nuithematical theory of inoculation; but he

does not admit that Daniel Bernoulli’s assumptions are established

by observations, and as he does not replace them by others, he

cannot bring out definite results like Daniel Bemotilli does.

There is nothing of special interest in D’Alembert’s mathematical

inve.stigation
;

it is rendered tedious by several figures of curves

which add nothing to the clcamc.ss of the process they are suj»-

posed to illustrate.

The following is a specimen of the investigations, rejecting the

encumbrance of a figure which D’Alembert givea

Suppose a large number of infants born nearly at the same

epoch
; let y represent the number alive at the end of a certain

time
;
let u represent the number who have died during this

period of small-pox : let e represent the number who would have

been alive if small-pox did not exist : required z in terms of y
and u.

Let dz denote the decrement of z in a small time, dy the

decrement of y in the same time. If we supposed the z individual.s

subject to small-pox, we should have

But we must subtract from this value of dz the decrement

arising from small-pox, to which the z individuals are by hypo-

thesis not liable : this is - du.
y

Thus, dz = - dy - du •,

y y
z z

we put -I- - du and not du, because z and v diminish while
y y

^

u increases. Then

therefore

therefore

logz = logy-(-
j

z = yc-' " .
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The result is not of practical use because the value of the

integral f— is not known. D’Alembert gives several formul®
J y

which involve this or similar unfinished integrations.

484. D’Alembert draws attention on his page 74 to the two

distinct methods by which we may propose to estimate the espi-

rance de vivre for a person of given age. Tlie mean duration of

life is the average duration in the ordinary sense of the word

average; the probable duration is such a duration that it is an

even chance whether the individual exceeds it or falls short of it.

Thus, according to Halley’s tables, for an infant the mean life is

26 years, that is to say if we take a large number N of infants

the sum of the years of their lives will be 26*V
;
the probable

N
life is 8 years, that is to say ^ of the infants die under 8 years

N
old and ^ die over 8 years old.

The terms wicaa life and probable life which we here use have

not always been appropriated in the sense we here explain
;
on the

contrary, what we call the mean life has sometimes been called

the probable hfc. D’Alembert does not propose to distinguish the

two notions by such names as we have used. His idea is rather

that each of them might fairly be called the duration of life to be

expected, and that it is an objection against the Tlieory of Proba-

bility that it should apparently give two different results for the

same problem.

485. We will illustrate the point as D’Alembert does, by means

of what he calls the curve of mortality.

Let X denote the number of years measured from an epoch
;
let

(a:) denote the number of persons alive at the end of x yeiirs

from birth, out of a large number bom at the same time. Let

>jr{x) be the ordinate of a curve
;
then ^jr (x) diminishes from

a; = 0 to a: = c, say, where c. is the greatest ago that persons can

attain, namely about 100 years.

This curve is called the curve of mortalitj' by D’Alembert.
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The mean duration of life for persons of the age a years is

j
(a:) Jx

J_a

The jrrohable duration is a quantity b such that

= («)•

This is D’Alembert’s mode. We might however use another

curve or function. Let
<f>

(ar) be such that
<f>

(x) dx represents the

number who die in an element of time dx. Then the mean dura-

tion of life for persons aged a years is

I
(x — a) tj) (x) dx

I
<f>(x)dx

J a

The probable duration is a quantity b such that

f <f)
(x) dx = ( <j) (x) dx,

J a J b

Thus the mean duration is represented by the abscissa of the

centre of gravity of a certain area
;
and the probable duration is

represented by the abscissa corresponding to the ordinate which

bisects that area.

This is the modern method of illustrating the point
;

see

Art. 101 of the Theory of Probability in the Encychpcedia Metro-

politana.

486. We may easily shew that the two methods of the pre-

ceding Article agree.

For we have <p (x) = — k yfr' (x), where k is some constant

Therefore

(x — a)
<f)

(x) dx
J

(x — a) -<fr' (x) dx
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and j'(x — a) yjr (x) dx = (x — a) yfr (x) —J (j)

therefore
f

(x — a) yjf (x) dc = —
I

ifr (x) dx;
J a • a

ami II 1

Thus

re

I
(.r — a) <p (jc) dx

I
(pr) dx

'

"
f («)

This shows that the two methods give the same mean duration.

In the same way it may i>e shewn tliat they give tlie same probable

duration.

487. D'Alembert draws attention to an erroneous solution of

the problem re.specting the advantages of Inoculation, which he

says was communicated to him by ten sava?it Geumetre. D’Alem-

l>ert shews that the solution must be erroneous because it leads to

untenable results in two cases to wliich he applies it. But he does

not shew the nature of tlic error, or explain tlie principle on which

(he pretendefl .solution rests; and as it is rather curious we will

now consider it.

Suppose that A' infants are born at the same
,

1
1

1

epoch, and let a table of mortality be formed by 2
i

recording how many die in each year of all dis- 3

ea.ses excluding small-pox, and also how many die
,

4
1 'b 1

»'4

of small-pox. Let the table be denoted as here
;

so that denotes the number who die in the year excluding

those who die of small-pox, and v, denotes the number who die of

.•imall-pox. Then we can u.se the table in the following way : sup-

])ose M any other number, then if w, die in the r"‘ year out of N
from all diseases except small-pox, ^ would die out of M; and

so for any other proportion.

Now suppose small-pox eradicated from the list of human dis-

e.ases
; required to constnret a new table of mortality from the

above data. The savant Giometre proceeds thus. He takes the
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preceding table and destroys the column f,, r,, t’,, ... Then he

.assumes that the remaining column will .shew the con-ect mortality

for the number N—na.i starting, where n is the total number who
died of small-pox, that is n = u, -f e, -f- f, .

Thus if we start with the numljer M of infants would
A — n

die on this a.ssumption in the r"* year.

There is a certain superficial plausibility in the method, but it

is easy to see that it is unsound, for it takes too un famurable a view

of human life after the eradication of small-pox. For let

-h •••

»'i
+ -1- ... IV = K ;

then we know from the observations that at the end of r years

there are N—U,— V, survivors of the original N
;
of these u,^, die

in the next year from all disoa.ses excluding small-pox. Thus

excluding small-pox

K
is the ratio of those who die in the year to those who are aged

r years at the beginning of the year. And this ratio will be the

ratio which ought to hold in the new tables of mortality. Tlie

method of the savant Gfometre gives instead of this ratio the

greater ratio

2̂ - /;-«•

488. Thus we see whore the savant Geometre was wrong, and

the nature of the error. The p.ages in D’Alembert are 88—92

;

but it will require some attention to extricate the false principle

really used from the account which D’Alembert gives, which is also

obscured by a figure of a cun e. In D’Alembert’s account regard

is paid to the circumstance that Inoculation is fatal to some on

whom it is performetl
;
but this is only a matter of detail : the

essential principle involved is that which w'e have here exhibited.

489. The next publication of D’Alembert on the subject of

Probabilities appears to consist of some remarks in his Melanges
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de Philosophie, Vol. V. I have never seen the original edition of

this work
;
but I have no doubt that the remarks in the Melanges

de Philosophie were those which are reprinted in the first volume

of the collected edition of the literary and philosophical works of

D’Alembert, in 5 Vols. 8vo, Paris, 1821. According to the cita-

tions of some writers on the subject I conclude that these remarks

nl.so occur in the fourth volume of the edition of the Uterary and

philosophical works in 18 Vols. 8vo, Paris, 1805.

490. In the first volume of the edition of 1821 there are two

es.says, one on the general subject of Probabilities, and the other on

Inoculation.

The first essay is entitled Doutes et questions sur le Calcul des

ProbabtlMs. Tliese occupy pages 451—466 ;
the pages being

closely printed.

D’Alembert commences thus

:

On se plaint assez common6ment que les fonnules des math^ma-

liciens, appliqu6es aux objets de la natiu-e, ne se trouvent que trop

en d4faut. Personne n6anmoins n’avait encore aper^u ou cm aper-

cevoir cet inconv6nient dans U ealcul des probabilites. iTai oak le

premier proposer des doutes sur quelques principes qui servent de base

& ce calcuL De grands gdomStres ont jug4 ces doutes dignes ^attention;

d'autres grands g^omStres lea ont trouvSs cdmirdes; car pourqnoi adou-

cirais-je les termes dont ils se sont servisl La question est desavoir

s’ils ont eu tort de les employer, et en ce cas ils auraient doublement

tort. Leur decision, qu'ils n’ont pas jug6 a projKis de motiver, a en-

courage des mathematiciens mldiocres, qui se sont h^tes d’^crire sur ce

sujet, et de m’attaquer sans m’entendre. Je vais t&cher de m’expliqner

si clairement, que presque tous mes lecteurs seront H port4e de me
j.iger.

491. Tlie es.say which we are now considering may be described

in general as consisting of the matter in the second volume

of the Opuscules divested of mathematical formulae and so adapted

to readers less versed in mathematics. Tlie objections against

the ordinary theory are urged perhaps with somewhat less con-

fidence
;
and the particular case in which ^ was proposed in-

3
"

stead of 7 M the result in an elementary question does not appear.

But the other errors are all retained.
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492. There i.s some adilitioual matter in the e.ssay. D’Alem-

bert notices the calculation of Daniel Bernoulli relative to the

small inclination to the eclijJtic of the orbits of the j)lanets

;

see Art. 394. D’Alembert considers Daniel Bernoulli’s result

as worthless.

D’Alembert says with respect to Daniel Bernoulli,

Ce qu’il y a de singulier, e’est que ce giivnd gt5oiu6tre dont je parle,

a trouv6 riflicules, du nioins & ce qu’on m'assure, nies raisoniicmeiis

sur le calcul dea probabilitis.

493. D’Alembert introduces an illustration which Laplace

afterwards adopted. D’Aleml)ert supposes that we see on a table

the letters which form the word (JonetatUinopoUtanetisUnia, ar-

ranged in this order, or arranged in alphabetical order
;
and he

says that although mathematically the.se distributions and a third

case in which the letters follow at hazard are equally po.ssible,

yet a man of sen.se would scarcely doubt that the first or .second

distribution had not been produced by chance. See Diplace,

Tfworie ... des Proh. page xi.

494. D’Alembert quotes the article FatulitS in the Encyclo-

j'Jdie, a.s supporting him at least partially in one of the opinions

which he maintained
;
namely that which we have noticed in the

latter part of our Aj^. 474. The name of the writer of the article

FataliU is not given in the Encycloji^dii.

493. The other essay which we find in the first volume

of the edition of D’Alembert’s literary and philosophical works

of 1821, is entitled P^jleaions sur 11noculation

;

it occupies

pages 463—514.

In the course of the preface D’Alembert refers to the fourth

volume of his Opuscules. The fourth volume of the Opuscules is

dated 1768 ;
in the preface to it D’Alembert refers to his MS-

langes de Philosophie, VoL v.

We may perhaps infer that the fifth volume of the Melanges,,

.

and the fourth volume of the Opuscules appeared at about the

same date.

496. The essay may be said to consist of the same matter

18
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omitting the mathematical investigations, hut expanding and

illustrating all the rest.

D’Alembert’s general position is that the arguments which

have hitherto been brought forward for Inoculation or against it

are almost all unsound. His own retlexious however lead to the

conclusion that Inoculation is advantageous, and that conclusion

seems more confidently maintained in the es.say than in the

Opuscules. Some additional facts concerning the subject ai-e re-

ferred to iu the essay
;
they had probably been publi.shed since

the second volume of the Opuscules.

I-iiT. D'Alembert retains the opinion ho had formerly held as

to the difficulty of an exact mathematical solution of the problem

respecting the advantages of Inoculation. He says in summing

up his remarks on this point : S’il est quelqu’un a tpii la solution

de ce problfcme soit reservde, ce ne sera sflrement pas i ceux qui

la croiront facile.

498. D’Alembert insists strongly on the want of ample col-

lections of observations on the subject. He W'ishes that mediciU

men would keep lists of all the ciises of small-pox which come

under their notice. He says,

...CCS regi.stres, donnas an public par Ics Facultes de m6decino ou

par Ics particuliers, seraient certaincnicnt d’unc utilit6 plus paljiablc

et plus prochainc, que Ics reeueils d’obscrvations ni6tt*orologiques pub-

lics avec bint de soin par nos Academies depuis 70 ana, et qui pour-

tant, iL certains f'ganls, ne sont pas €*ux-mcmi*s .sans utilitc.

Coinbicn no serait-il pas ft souhaiter que les nicdccins, an lieu de

se quercller, de s’injurier, de se dcchirer mutuellcment au sujet de

rinuculation avec un acliarnenieut tli6ologique, au lieu de supposer

ou de deguiser les fuita, voulusscnt bien se rCunir, jiour faire de bonne

foi loutes lea exji^riences nocessaires sur une inatiero si interessante

pour la vie des hoiuui^s ?

499. '\\ e next proceed to the fourth volume of B’A lenibert's

Opuscules, in which the pages 73— 10.5 and 283—341 are de-

voted to our subject. The remarks contained in these pages are

presented as extnu-t.s from letters.
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000. We will now take the firet of the two portions, which

occupies pages 73— lOo.

D’Alembert begins with a section Sur le calcul des Frobabililes.

This section is chiefly devoted to the Petersburg Problem. The

chance that head will not appear before the n‘'‘ throw is

on the ordinary theory. D’Alembert proposes quite arbitrarily to

change this expression into some other which will bring out a

finite result for ..4 ’s expectation. He suggests
^ ^

where

/3 is a constant. In this case the summation which the problem re-

quires can only be effected approximately. lie also suggests

where a is a constant.

He gives of course no rca.son for these suggestions, except

that they lead to a finite result instead of the infinite result of

the ordinary theory. But his most curious suggestion is that of

replacing 2" by 2” |l -|- — ,1 > where B and A' are constants

and q an odd integer. He says,

Nous mettons le nouibre pair 2 au deuominateur de I’expo.sant, afiu

que quaud on est arriv6 au nombre n qui doime la probabilitfi 4gale

& zero, on ne trouve pas la probability negative, en faisant n plus

grand que ce nombre, co qui seroit choqnant; car la probability ue

sauroit jamais 6tre aiwlessous de zero. II est vrni qu’en faisant n

plus grand que le nombre dont il s’agit, ello devient imaginaire; mais

cet inconvenient me pai-oit luoindre que celui de devouir nygative;...

001. D’Alembert’s next .section is entitled Stir Tatudgse des

Jetw.

D’Alembert first proposes une considdration trbs-simple ct

tres-naturelle i fairc dans le calcul des jeux, et dont M. de Buffon

m’a donnd la premiere hide, ... This consideration wo will explain

when noticing a work by Buffon. D’Alembert gives it in the

form which Buffon ought to have given it in order to do justice

to his own argument. But soon after in a numerical example

IH—

2
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D'Alembert falls back on Buffon’s own statement
;
for he supposes

that a man has 100000 crowns, and that he stakes 50000 at an

equal game, and he says that this man’s damage if he loses is

greater than his advantage if he gains
;
puisque dans le premier

cas, il s’appauvrira de la moiti^
;
et que dans le second, il ne

s’enrichira que du tiers.

602. If a person has the chance of gaining x and the

chance “
^7^

losing y, his expectation on the ordinary theory

ig 2?

—

2R
_ D’Alembert obtains this result himself on the ordi-

p + q
nary principles

;
but then he thinks another result, namely

, might also be obtained and defended. Let z denote the
P

sum which a man .should give for the privilege of being placed

in the position stated. If he gains he receives *, so that as he

paid z his balance is x — z. Thus ' is the corresponding

expectation. If he lo.ses, as he has already paid z he will have

to j>ay y — z additional, so that his total loss is y, and his con-

sequent expectation — . Then ^ is his total ex-

pectation, which ought to be zero if z is the fair sum for him

to pay. Thus z = ~~ It is almost superfluous to observe

that the words which we have printed in Italics amount to as-

signing a new meaning to the problem. Thus D’Alembert gives

us not two discordant solutions of the same problem, but solu-

tions of two different problems. See his further remarks on his

page 283.

503. D’Alembert objects to the common rule of multiplying

the value to be obtained by the probability of obtaining it in

order to determine the expectation. He thinks that the pro-

bability is the principal element, and the value to be obtained

is subordinate. He brings the following example as an objection

against the ordinary theory; but his meaning is scarcely intel-

ligible :
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Qu’on propose de choisir cntre 100 combinaisons, dont 99 fei-ont

gagner mille 6cus, et la 100* 99 mille 6cus; quel sera rhomme a-ssc*

iusens4 pour prfiKrer celle qui donuera 99 mille ficus. Uesperance dans

les deux cas n’est done paa riellement la mfimej quoiqu’elle soit la

mfime suivant les rfigles des probabilitfia

501. D’Alembert appeals to the authority of Pascal, in the

following words

:

Un homiue, dit Pascal, passeroit pour fou, s'il hfi.sitoit H se laisser

donner la mort en cas qu’avec trois dez on lit viugt fois de suite trois

six, ou d’fitro Empereur si on y mauquoit 1 Je pense absolument comme
lui

;
mais pourquoi cet honinio passeroit-il jKJur fou, si le cas dont il

s'agit, est physiquement j>o.ssible 1

See too the edition of D’Alembert’s literary and philosophical

works, Paris, 1821, Vol. I. page 553, note.

503. The next section is entitled Sur la durfe de la vie.

D’Alembert draws attention to the distinction between the mean

duration of life and the probable duration of life
;
see Art. 481.

D’Alembert seems to think it Ls a great objection to the Theory

of Probability that there is this distinction.

D’Alembert’s objection to the Theory of Probability is as

reasonable as an objection to the Theory of Mechanics would be

on the ground that the centre of gravity of an area does not

necessarily fall on an a.ssigned line which bisects the area.

D’Alembert asserts that a numerical statement of BufiFon’s,

which Daniel Bernoulli had suspected of inaccuracy, was not really

inaccurate, but that the difference between Buffon and Daniel

Bernoulli arose from the distinction between what we call mean

duration and probable duration of life.

50G. The last section is entitled Sur un MSmoire de M. Ber-

noulli concemant Flnoculation.

Daniel Bernoulli in the commencement of his memoir had

said, il seroit k souhaiter que les critiques fussent plus rdservfis

et plus circon-spects, et sur-tout qu’ils se donnassent la peine de se

mettre au fait des chosea qu’ils se proposent d’avance de critiquer.

The words se mettre au fait seem to have given great ofifence to
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D’Alembert as he supposed they were meant for him. He refers

to them in the Opmcules, Vol. iv. pages ix, 09, 100; and he

seems with ostentatious deference to speak of Daniel Bernoulli

as ce grand Giumetre; see pages 09, 101, 31.5, 321, 323 of the

volume.

507. D'Alembert objects to the hj'|x>theses on which Daniel

Bernoulli had based his calculation
; see Art. 401. D’Alembert

brings forward another objection which is quite fallacious, and

which seems to shew that his vexation had disturbed his judg-

ment, Daniel Bernoulli had found that the average life of all

who die of small-pox is 0,‘j years; and that if small-pox were

extinguished the average human life would be 20.,% years. More-

over the average human life sidyect to small-po.x is 26/j years.

Also Daniel Bernoulli admitted that the deaths by small-pox

were of all the deaths.

Hence D’-Uembert aftirms that the following relation ought

to hold,

X ^ “•^ri * >

but the relation docs not hold, for the tenus on the left hand side

will give 27|i nearly in.stead of 26j'j. D’Alembert here makes the

mistake which I have pointed out in Art. 487 ;
when that Article

was written, I ha<l not read the remarks by D’Alembert which

are now under discussion, but it appeared to me that D'Alembert

was not clear on the point, and the mistake which he now makes

confirms my suspicion.

To make the above eejuation correct we mu.st remove 20/j,

and put in its place the average duration of those who die of

other diseases while small-pox still prevails
;
this number will be

amaller than 29 /j.

508. We pass on to the pages 283—341 of the fourth volume

of the Opuscules. Here we have two sections, one Sur le Calcul

des probabilites, the other Sur Us Calculs relutifs d, UInoculation.

609. The first section consists of little more than a repetition
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of the remarks which have already been noticed. D’Alembert

records the origin of his doubts in these words

:

II y a pres de trentc ans qne j’avoi.s forme ccs doutes en lisant

Texccllent livre de M. Bernoulli f/<? Arte conjectandi;...

He seems to have returned to his old error re.specting Croix

ou Pile with fresh ardour
;
he says,

...si les trois cas, croix, pile el croix, pile el pile, les seals qui

puissent arriver dans le jcu prop*i.se, nc soiit pas 6galement possibles,

ce n'est point, co me senible, par la raison qu’on cn apporte commu-

ncment, quo la probabilit6 du pi-etr.ier est et cclle des deux autres

g
X i ou

^
. Plus j’y pen.se, et plus il me paroit qne matheinalique-

meiU parlant, ccs troi.s ootips sent egalement jxissibles...

.510. D’Aleniliert introduces another point in which he ob-

jects to a principle commonly received. He will not admit that

it is the .same thing to tos.s one coin vi times in succession, or

to to.ss m coins simultaneously. He says it is perhaps physically

speaking more possible to have the same face occurring simul-

taneously an a.ssigncd number of times with m coins to.ssed at

once, than to have the same face repeated the .same a.s.signed

number of times when one coin is to.ssed m times. But no person

will allow what D’Alembert states. We can indeed siijipose circum-

stances in which the two ca.ses are not (juite the same
;
for example

if the coins used are not perfectly .symmetrical, so th.at they

have a tendency to fall on one face rather than on the other.

But wo should in such a case exjK-ct a run of resemblances rather

in using one coin for tlirows, than in using m coins at once.

Take for a .simple example m = 2. We should have rather more

than - as the chance for the former result, and onlv 7 for the
4. 4

latter; see Laplace, Tlworie...de-i Prob. page 402.

511. D’Alembert says on his page 290, 11 y a quelque temps

qu’un Joueur me demanda en combien de cotips consecutifs on

pouvoit parier avec avantage d’amener une face donndc d’un de...

.

This is the old tpiestion propo.sed to Piuscal by the Chevalier do
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Mertl D’jVlembcrt answered that according to the common theory

in n trials, the odds woidd be as G* — 5" to 5". Thus there would

be advantage in undertaking to do it in four throws. Then

D’Alembert adds, Ce Joueur me rcpondit que l'exp(^rience lui avoit

paru contrairc h ce resultat, et qu’en jouant quatro coups de

suite pour amcner uno face donnee, il lui ^toit arrivd beaucoup

plus souvent de gagner que de perdre. D’Alembert says that

if this be true, the di.sagrcement between theory and observation

may arise from the fact that the former rests on a supposition

which he has before stated to be false. Accordingly D’Alembert

points out that on his principles the number of favourable cases

in n throws instead of being 6" — o", as by the ordinary theory,

would be 1 + 5 + 5* + ... + .5""'. This is precisely analogous to what

w'e have given for a die with three faces in Art. -t77. D’Alembert

however admits that wo must not regard all these cases as equally

likely.

.'512. D’Alembert quotes testimonies in his own favour from the

letters of three mathematicians to himself
;
sec his p.ages 2!)6, 297.

One of these correspondents he calls, un trts-profond ct trhs-habilo

Anal^'ste
;
another he calls, uii autre Matlulmaticien de la plus

grande reputation et la mieux m<5ritee
;
and the third, un autre

Ecrivain tres-(5claire, qui a cultivd les Mathematiques avec suceb.s,

et fjui est connu p.ar un excellent Ouvrage de Philosophic. But
this Ecrienin tres-^cluiri is a proselyte whose zeal is more con- .

spicuous tlian his judgment. He .s,ays "ce que vous dites sur la

probability est excellent et tres-evident
;
I’ancien c.alcul des pro-

babilites e.st ruincS... D’Alembert is obliged to add in a note,

Je n’en demandc pas tant, h beaucoup prbs
;
je ne prdtends point

miner lo calcul des probabilites, je desire seulcmcnt qu’il soit

ydairci et modifid

.51.3. D’Alembert returns to the Petersburg Problem. He
says.

Vous dites, Monsieur, que la raison pour laquelle on trouve I’enjeu

infini, e'eat la siqiposition tacite qu’on fait que le jcu peut avoir

une dur6e infinie, ce que n’e-st pas admissible, attendu que la vie des

hommes ne dure qu’un temps.
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D’Alembert brings forward four remarks which shew that this

mode of explaining the difficulty is unsatisfactory. One of them

is the following; instead of supposing that one crown is to bo

received for heatl at the first throw, two for head at the second

throw, four for head at the third throw, and so on, suppose that in

each case only one crown is to bo received. Then, although theo-

retically the game may endure to infinity, yet the value of the

expectation is finite. This remark may be said to contradict a

conclusion at which D’Alembert arrived in his article Croix ou

Pile, which we noticed in Art. -iOo.

511-. The case just brought forward is interesting because

D’Alembert admits that it miglit supply an objection to his prin-

ciples. He tries to repel the objection by saying that it only leads

him to suspect another principle of the ordinary theory, namely

that in virtue of which the total expectation is taken to be equal

to the sum of the partial expectations; see his pages 299—301.

51.5. DAlembert thus sums up his objections against the

ordinary theory

:

Pour r6sumer en un mot tous mes doutcs sur Ic oalcul des pro-

babilites, et les mottre sous les yeux des vrais Juges; voioi ce que

j’accorde et ce que je nie dans les raisonnemens explicitee ou implicites

sur lerquels ce calcul me paroit fond€.

Premier raisonnement. Le nombre des combinaisons qui amenent

tel ca.s, est au nombre des combinaisons qui amenent tel autre cas,

comme p e&t 'k q. Je conviens de cette v4rite qui est purement ma-

thdmatique; done, conclut-on, la probabilitd du [jremier cas est & celle

du second comme p est & q. Yuilk ce que je nie, ou du moins do

quoi je doute fort
;
et jo crois que si, par exemple, p = q, et que dans

le second cas le mdme dvdnemcnt se trouve un ti-fis-grand nombre de

fois de suite, il sera moins probable physiqriemeiU que le premier,

quoique lea probabilitds mathdmatiques soient dgales.

Second raisonnement. La probability est & la probability — comme

np ycus est 4 mp ecus. J’en conviens; donci xmp 6cxx8 = ^
x np ycus;

j’en conviens encore; done I’esperance, ou ce qui est la meme choee.
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lo tort d'un Joueur qui aura la probability — de gagner mp 6cua,

sera figale i I’esperance, au sort d’un Jouettr qui aura la probability

^
de gagner np 6cus. Voilk ce que je nle; je dis que Vetperance cst

plus grande pour celui qui a la plus grande probability, quoique la

somme esj>crye soit moindre, et qu’on ne doit pas balancer de pryferar

le sort d’un Joueur qui a la probability ^ de gagner 1000 6cus, au

sort d’un Joueur qui a la probability d’en gagner 1000000.

TroUiime raitonnenient qui n'esl qn'iiiiplicile. Soit p + q \e nombre

total des caa, p la probability d’un certain nombre de cas, q la proba-

bility des autrea; la probability de chacun sera ^ la certitude totalo,

comme p et q gout k p + q. Violk ce que je nie encore; je conviens,

on plutOt j’acoorde, que les prol>abilitys de chaquo cas sont comme p
et 7 ;

je conviens qu’il arrivera certainement et iufailliblenient un

des cas dont le nombre est p + q ', raais je nie que du rapport des pro-

babilitys entr’elles, on puLsse en conclure leur rapjmrt a la certitude

abaolue," parce que la certitude absolue est infinie par rapport k la plus

grande j)roljability.

Vous me demanderez jieut-etre quels sont les principes qu’il faut,

selon moi, substituer A ceux dont je revoque on doute I’exoctitude 1 Ma
ry|wnse sera celle que j’ai dyja faite; je n’en sais rien, et je suis my-me

tres-porty ^ croire que la matiere dont il s’agit, no pent etre soumise,

au moins i plusieurs ygard.s, it un calcul exact et pryds, ygalement net

dans ses princi]>es et dans scs resulbits.

.516. D’Alembert now rcturn.s to the calculations relating to

Inoculation. He criticise.s very minutely the mathematical in-

vestigations of Daniel Benioulli.

The objection which D’Alembert first urges is a.s follows. Let

s be the number of persons alive at the commencement of the

time X

;

then Daniel Bernoulli assumes that die from small-

pox during the time dx. Tlierefore the wdiole number who die

from small-pox during the (n + 1)*'' year is

l'*'
sdx

.L

/
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But this is not the same thing as ,
where S denotes tlic

number alive at the beginning of the year
;
for « is a variable

gradually diminishing during the year from the value S with

which it began. But is the result which Daniel Bernoulli

professed to take from observation
;
therefore Daniel Bernoulli is

inconsistent with himself. D’Alembert’s objection is sound
;
Daniel

Bernoulli would no dotibt have admitted it, and have given the

just reply, namely that his calculations only professed to be

appro.’timately correct, and that they were approximately correct.

;• «+l

Moreover the error arising in taking I silx and S to be equal in
^ n

value becomes very small if we suppose S to be, not the value of

8 when a: = n or n + 1 but, the intermediate value when a: = n + i
;

and nf)thing in Daniel Bernoulli’s investigation forbids this sup-

position.

517. We have put the objection in the preceding Article as

D’Alembert ought to have put it in faime.ss. He himself however

really assumes n = 0, so that his attack does not strictly fall on the

whole of Daniel Bernoulli’s table but on its first line
;
see Art. 403.

This does not affect the principle on which D’Alembert’s objection

re.st.s, but tfikon in conjunction w'ith the remarks in the preceding

Article, it will be found to diminish the practical value of the ob-

jection considerably. See D’Alembert’s pages 312—314.

518. Another objection which D’Alembert takes is al.so sound
;

see his page 315. It amounts to saying that instead of using the

Differential Calculus Daniel Bernoulli ought to have used the

Calculus of Finite Difi’erences. We have .seen in Art. 417 that

Daniel Bernoulli proposed to solve various problems in the Theory

of Prol>ability by the use of the Differential Calculus. ’Die reply

to l>e maile to D’Alembert’s objection is that Daniel Bernoulli’s

investigation accomplishes what was proposed, namely an approxi-

mate solution of the problem
;
we shall however see hereafter in

examining a memoir by Trembley that, assuming the hyjxithesea of

Daniel Bernoulli, a solution by common algebra might be effected.
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519. D’Alembert thinks that Daniel Bernoulli might have

solved the problem more simply and not le,s.s accurately. For

Daniel Bernoulli made two a-ssumption.s
;
see Art. 101. D’Alembert

says that only one is required
;
namely to assume some function

of y for « in Art. 183. Accordingly D’Alembert suggests arbi-

trarily some functions, which have apparently far less to recom-

mend them as corresponding to facts, than the assumptions of

Daniel Bernoulli.

520. D’Alembert solves what he calls un probleme assez cur-

rieux

;

see his page 325. He solves it on the assumptions of Daniel

Bernoulli, and also on his own. We will give the former solution.

Return to Art. 102 and siippo.se it required to determine out of

the number s the number of those who will die by the small-pox.

Let o» denote the numlier of those who do not die of small-pox.

Hence out of this number o> during the time dx none will die

of small-pox, and the number of those who die of other diseases

will be, on the assumptions of Daniel Bernoulli,
^

.

Hence, - dw = (- d^ -

,

\ mnj f

therefore
dto _ sdx

£t) f fmn

Substitute the value of s in tenns of x and f from Art. 102,

and integrate. Thus we obtain

b>

V
Ce"

e" (m - 1) -I- 1

where G is an arbitrary constant. The constant may be deter-

mined by taking a result which has been deduced from observa-

tion, namely that
^ ^ when a: = 0.

521. D’Alembert proposes on his pages 326—328 the method

which according to his view should be used to find the value of

a at the time x, instead of the method of Daniel Bernoulli which
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we gave in Art. 402. D’Alembert’s method is too arbitrary in

its hypotheses to be of any value.

522. D’Alembert proposes to develop his refutation of the

Savant GSumetre whom we introduced in Art. 487. He shews

decisively that this person was wong
;
but it does not seem to

me that he shews distinctly how he was wrong.

523. D’Alembert devotes the last ten pages of the memoir

to the development of his own theory of the mode of comparing

the risk of an individual if he undergoes Inoculation with his

risk if he declines it. We have already given in Art. 482, a hint

of D’Alembert’s views
;
his remarks in the present memoir are

ingenious and interesting, but as may be supposed, his hypotheses

are too arbitrary to allow any practical value to his investiga-

tions.

524. Two remarks which he makes on the curve of mortality

may be reproduced
;
see his page 340. It appears from Buffon’s

tables that the mean duration of life for persons aged n years

is always less than
^

(100 — n). Hence, taking 100 years as the

extreme duration of human life, it will follow that the curve of

mortality cannot be always concave to tlie axis of abscissie. Also

from the tables of Buffon it follows that the probable duration

of life is almost always greater than the viean dumtion. D’Alem-

bert applies this to shew that the curve of mortality cannot be

always convex to the axis of absci.ssse.

52-). The fifth volume of the Opuscules was published in

17C8. It contains two brief articles with which we are con-

cerned.

Pages 228—231 are Sur les Tables de mortalitf. The numeri-

cal results are given which served for the foundation of the two

remarks noticed in Art. 524.

Pages 508—510 are Sur les calculs relatifs d Vinoculation...

Tliese remarks form an addition to the memoir in pages 283—341

of the fourth volume of the Opuscules. D’Alembert notices a reply

which had been offered to one of his objections, and enforces the
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ju.stnejs.s of liis objections. Nevertheless he gives liis roa.sons for

regarding Inoculation as a useful practice.

526. The seventh and eighth volume of the Opmcules were

published in 17W). D’Alembert says in an Advertisement pre-

fixed to the seventh volume, “...C'e seront vraisemldablement,

jjeu de cho.se pre.s, mes derniers Ouvrages Mathomatiques, ma t6te,

fatigu4e par rpuirante-ciiu] anndes de travail en ce genre, n’dtant

plus gufere ai}>able des profondes recherchos qu’il exige.” D’Alem-

bert died in 17H3. It would seem according to his biographers

that he suffered more from a broken heart than an exhausted

brain during the last few years of his life.

527. The seventh volume of the Opusciden contains a memoir

.S'ur le calcul des I'robabditSs, which occupies pages 3!)—60. We
shall see that D’Alembert .still retained his objections to the

ordinary theory. He begins thus

;

Je demando jiardon aux Geometres do revenir encore sur ce sujet.

Mais j’avoue que plus j'y ai jiensfi, jilus je me suis confirm^ dans mes

doutes surles princi|>es de la theorie ordinaire; je desire qvi’on felairciase

ces doutes, et que cette tli6orie, soil qu’on y change quelques j)riiicipes,

soit qu’on la conserve telle qu’elle est, soit du moius exposOe dC'sormais

de inaniere k ne jdus lai.s.sor aueuii miuge.

528. We will not delay on some repetition of the old remarks
;

but merely notice what is new. We find on page 4'2 an error which

D'Alembert has not exhibited elsewhere, except in the article

Cartes in the EncychpSdie M^Uwdique, which we shall notice

hereafter. He says that taking two throws there is a chance ^ of

head at the first throw, and a chance ^ of head at the second

throw
;
and thus he infers that the chance that head will arrive at

least once is ^ + 7, or 1. He says then, Or je demande si cela est

vrai, ou du moins .si un pareil r(?sultat, fondd sur de pareils prin-

cipes, est bien jtropre it siitisfaire I’esprit. The answer is that the

result is false, lieing erroneously deduced : the error is expo.sed in

elementary works on the subject.

529. The memoir is chiefly devoted to the Petersburg Problem.

D’Alemlfcrt refers to the memoir in Vol. vi. of the M^moires...juir
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divers >iavans... iu which Laplace had made the supposition that

the coin has a greater tendency to fall on one side than the otlier,

but it is not known on which side. Supjwse that 2 crowns are to

be received for head at the first trial, -i for head at the second,

8 for head at the third, ... Then Laplace sliews that if the game is

to last for X trials tlie player ought to give to his antagonist le.ss

than X crowns if x be less than 5, and more than x crowns if x be

greater than 5, and just x crowns if x be equal to 5. On the com-

mon hypothesis he would always have to give x crowns. These

results of Laplace are only obtained by him !is approximations

;

D’Aleml>ert seems to present them as if they were exact.

530. Suppose the probability that head should fall at first to

be to and not 5 ;
and let the game have to extend over n trial s

Then if 2 crowns are to be received for head at the first trial, i

for head cat the second, and so on
;
the sum which the player

ought to give isO O

2o> [1 + 2 (1 - to) + 2’ (1 - to)* + ... + 2"-‘ (1 - to)*-'),

which we will call O.

D’Alembert suggests, if I understcand him rightly, that if we

know nothing about the value of to we may take as a solution of

the problem, for the sum which the player ought to give I fiefto.

0

But this involves all the difficulty of the ordinary solution, for the

result is infinite when n is. D'Alembert is however very obscure

hero
;
see his pages 45, 4G.

He seems to say that
j

fltfto will be grc.ater tlian, equal to, or

less than n, according as n is greater than, etpial to, or less than 5.

But this result is false
;
ami the argument unintelligible or incon-

clusive. We mcay easily see by calculation that |" flcZto = n when

n = 1 ; and that for any value of n from 2 to C inclusive

I ildto is less than n
;
and that when n is 7 or any greater number

0

I

nda> is greater than n.
• 0
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631. D’Aleml>ert then propo.ses a methcMl of sohaiig the Peters-

burg P'ohlem which shall avoid the infinite result; this method is

perfectly arbitrary. He says, if tail has arrived at the first throw,

let the chance that head arrives at the next be - and not

i, where a is some small rpiantity
;

if tail has arrived at the first

throw, and at the second, let tlie chance that head arrives at the

next throw be -
,
and not if Uil has arrived at the first

throw, at the second, and at the third, let the chance that head

arrives at the next throw be
^

,
and not | ;

and so on.

The quantities a, h, c, ... are supposed small positive quantities,

and subjected to the limitation that their sum is le.ss than unity,

80 that every chance may be less than unity.

On this supposition if the game be as it is described in Art. 389,

it may be shewn that A ought to give half of the following series

:

1

+ (!+«)

+ (1 — a) (1 + a + 6)

+ (1 - a) (1 — a - &) (1 + a + i + c)

+ (1 — ®)(1 — u. — h — + fl?)

+

It is easily shewn that tliis finite. For

(1) Each of the factors 1 + a, 1 + a + 6, 1 + o + i + c, . . . is less

than 2.

(2) 1 — a — J is less than 1 — a
;

1 — a — i — cis less than I — a — b, and a fortiori less than

1 -a;

and so on.

Thus the series excluding the first two tenns is less than the

Geometrical Progression

2 {1 - a + (1 - a)* + (1 - «)• + (1 - «)* ...],

and is therefore finite.
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This ia D’Alembert’s principle, only he uses it thus; he sheu-s

that all the terms beginning with

(1 —a) (1—a—J)(l- o—6— c) (1— a — 6 — c — rf)(l+a + 6+ c + rf+ e)

are less than

2 (1 — a) (1 — o — J) (1 —a — b — c) {l—a — b — c — d)8,

where 8 denotes the geometrical progression

1 + r + ?-’ + r’+

r being = 1 — a — b— c — d.

532. Thus on his arbitrary hypotheses D’Alembert obtains a

finite result in.stead of an infinite result. Moreover he performs

what appears a work of supererogation
;

for he shews that the suc-

cessive terms of the infinite series which he obtains form a con-

tinualhj diminishing seines beginning from the second, if we suppose

that a, b,c,d, ... are connected by a certain law’which ho gives,

namely,

1—a — b — c — d— e—.,.
1

where p is a small fraction, and w» — 1 is the number of the quan-

tities a, b, c, d, e, ... Again he shews that the same result holds if

wo merely assume that a, h, c, d, e ... form a continually diminish-

ing series. We say that this appears to be a work of supereroga-

tion for D’Alembert, because we consider that the infinite result

was the only supposed difficulty in the Petersburg Problem, and

that it was sttfficient to remove this without shewing that the

series substituted for the ordinary series consisted of terms con-

tinuaUy decreasing. But D’Alembert apparently thought differ-

ently
;

for after demonstrating this continual decrease he says,

En voili assez pour faire voir qne lea termes de I’enjeu vont en

diminuant dSs le troisiirao coup, jusqu’au dernier. Nous avons prouv6

d'ailleurs quo I’enjeu total, somme de ces termes, est fini, en supposant

m§me lo nombre de coujm infini. Ainsi le rdsultat de la solution quo

nous donnona ici du pVoblSme de Petersbourg, n’est pas sujet il la diffi-

cult6 insoluble des solutions ordinaires.

533. We have one more contribution of D’Alembert’s to our

subject to notice
;

it contains eiTors which seem extraordinarj’,

19
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even for him. It is the article Cartes in the Encycloj)Sdie Mitho-

dique. Tlie following problem is given,

Pierre tient huit cartes dans ses mains qui sont : un as, un deux,

un trois, un quatre, un cinq, un six, un sept et un liuit, qu’il a m616es

:

Paul parie que les tirant I’une aprCs I’autre, il lea devinei-a i. mesure

qu’il les tirera. L’on dcmando combien Pierre doit parier contre un

que Paul ne rfiussira pa.s dans son enteq)rise ?

It is con’ectly determined that Paul’s chance is

1111111
ijX,;X-X;XTX-X;;.
8 i 0 4^3 2’

Then follow three problems formed on this
;
the whole is ab-

surdly false. We give the worths

:

Si Paul parioit d’amener ou de devincr juste & un des sept coups

seulement, son espCrance seroit
^ + ^

+ ... +i, et {>ar consequent

I'enjeu de Pierre & celui dc Paul, comme

11 1 , , 1 1 1

8+7 +...+
2
M

g 7 2
'

Si Paul parioit d’amener juste dans les deux premiers coups seule-

ment, son esp6rance seroit ^ et lo rapport des enjeux celui dc
o 7

1 1 .

1

1 1

8"^
7

^ ^ 8 7‘

S’il parioit d’ameuer juste dans deux coups quelconques, son esp^-

.,11 11 11
ranee seroit 5-^+ 5- „ + ... + 5—:;

+ s—?+ ... + if—x + p—f + •••
8x7 8 x 6 8x27x6 tx26xo

The first question means, I suppo.se, that Paul undertakes to be

right once in the seven cases, and wrong six time.s. His chance

then is

1 /I 1 1 1 1 1 , \

8(7+C + 5 + 5 + 3 + 2 + V'

For his chance of being right in the first case and wrong in the

other six is

1C54321,, 1gX^XgX^x^XgXg. that IS
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his chance of being right in the second case and wrong in all the

others is

7 1 5 4 3 2 1 ,.,. 1
gX^XgX.XiXgX^.thatiSgxQ;

and so on.

If the meaning be that Paul undertakes to be right once at

For his chance ofleast in the seven cases, then his chance is ^

.

O
being wrong every time is

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 „ ,.l

1 7
therefore his chance of being right once at least is 1 — ^ , that is -

.

8 8

The second question means, I suppasc, that Paul undertakes

to be right in the first two cases, and wrong in the other five.

His chance then is

1 1 5 4 3 2 1 ,,,.
r. xj;X^x-X 7 x^xjj, that IS

1

8^7 6 4 3 2’ 8x7x6'

Or it may mean that Paul undertakes to be right in the first

two cases, but undertakes nothing for the other cases. Then his

chance is ^ x = .

8 7

The third question means, I suppose, that Paul undertakes to

1x5 right in two out of the seven cases and wrong in the other five

cases. The chance then will be the sum of 21 terms, as 21 combi-

nations of pairs of things can be made from 7 things. The chance

that he is right in the first two cases and wrong in all the others is

1154321 ,.,. 1

8^7^6’^5^4^3^2’'’^"*‘«8T7^ =

similarly we may find the chance that he is right in any two

assigned cases and wrong in all the others. The total chance will

be found to be

19—
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Or the third question may mean that Paid undertakes to bo

riglit twice at least in the course of the seven cases, or in other

words he undertakes to be right twice and undertakes nothing

more. His chance is to be found by subtracting from unity his

chance of being never right, and also his chance of being right only

once. Thus his chance is

, 1 1 /I 1 1 , \
534.

Another problem Ls given unconnected with the one we

have noticed, and is solved correctly.

The article in the Encyclop^Jie ^fModlque is signed with the

letter which denotes D’Alembert. The date of the volume is 1784,

which is subsequent to D’Alembert’s death ; but as the work was

published in parts this article may have appeared during D’Alem-

bert’s life, or the article may have been taken from his manu-

scripts even if published after his death. I have not found it in

the original Encyclopedie

:

it is certainly not under the title Cartes,

nor under any other which a person would naturally consult. It

seems strange that such errors should have been admitted into the

Encyclopidie Methodique.

Some time after I read the article Cartes and noticed the

errors -in it, I found that I had been anticipated by Binet in the

Comptes Jtendus ... Vol. XIX. 1844. Binet does not exhibit any

doubts as to the authorship of the article
;
he says that the three

problems are wrong and gives the correct solution of the first.

535. We wdll in conclusion briefly notice some remarks which

have been made respecting D’Alembert by other writers.

536. Montucla after alluding to the article Croix ou Pile says

on his page 406,

D’Alembert ne s’est {>as bom6 k ci-t excmplc, il en a accumul6 plu-

siours autres, soil dans le quatridme volume de ses Opuscules, 1768, page

73, et page 283 du cinquiiime; il s’est aussi 6taye du suffrage de divers

geometres qu’il qualific de distingu6.s. Condorcet a appuy6 ces objec-

tions dans plusieurs ai'ticles de I’Encyclopfidie methoilique ou par ordre

do matieres. D’un autre cote, divers autre.s geomStres ont entropris
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de rfipondre anx raisonnemena de d’Alembert, et je orois qu’en par-

tionlier Daniel Bernoulli a pris la defense de la thdorie ordinaire.

In this passage the word cinquxime is wrong; it should be

quatrxime. It seems to me that there is no foundation for the

statement that Condorcet supports D’Alembert’s objections. Nor
can I find that Daniel Bernoulli gave any defence of the ordinary

theory
;
he seems to have confined himself to repelling the attack

made on his memoir respecting Inoculation.

537. Gouraud after referring to Daniel Bernoulli’s controversy

with D’Alembert says, on his page 59,

...et quant au reste des mathdmaticiens, ce ne fut que par le silence

on le d6dain qn’il r4]>ondit aux doutes que d’Alembert s’etait permis

d’€mettre. M6pris injusto et malhabile oil tout le monde avait & ])erdre

et qu’uue post5rit€ moins pr^venue ne devait point aanotionncr.

The statement that D’Alembert’s objections were received with

silence and disdain, is inconsistent with the last sentence of the

passage quoted from Montucla in the preceding Article. According

to D’Alembert’s o\yn words which we have given in Art. 490, he

was attacked by some indifferent mathematicians.

538. Laplace briefly replies to D’Alembert
; sec Th^orie...des

Proh. pages vil. and X.

It has been suggested that D’Alembert saw his error respecting

the game of Croix ou Pile before he died; but this suggestion

does not seem to lx: confirmed by our examination of all his

writings : see Cambridge Philosophical Transactimis, Vol. ix.

page 117.
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CHAPTER XIV.

BAYES.

539. The name of Rayes is associated with one of the most

important parts of our subject, namely, the method of estimating

the probabilities of the causes by which an okserved event may
have been produced. As we shall see, Bayes commenced the in-

vestigation, and Laplaco developed it and enunciated the general

principle in the fonn which it has since retained.

640. We have to notice two memoirs which be«ar the fol-

lowing titles

:

An Essay towards solving a Problem in the Doclrins of Chances.

By the late Rev. Mr. Bayes, F.R.S. communicaled by Mr Price in a

Letler to John Canton, A.M. F.R.S. A Demonstration of the Second

Ride in the Essay towards the Solution of a Problem in the Doctrine of

Chances, puhlished in the Philosophical Transactions, Vol. uu. Com-

municated by the Rev. Mr. Richard Price, in a Letter to Mr. John

Canton, M.A. F.R.S.

The first of these memoirs occupies pages 370—418 of Vol. LIII.

of the Philosophical Transactions; it is the volume for 1763, and

the date of publication is 1764.

The second memoir occupies pages 296—325 of Vol. LIV. of the

Philosophical Transactions; it is the volume for 1764, and the

date of publication is 1765.

541. Bayes proposes to c.stablish the following theorem : If
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an event ha.s happened ji times and failed q times, the probability

that its chance at a .single trial lies between a and h is

J
a^(l — oc'f dx

f x' (1 — x)’ dx
^ 0

Bayes does not u.se this notation
;
areas of curves, according to

the fashion of his time, occur instead of integrals. Moreover wo
shall see that there is an important condition implied which we

have omitted in the above enunciation, for the sake of brevity;

we shall return to this point in Art. ‘552.

Bayes also gives rules for obtaining approximate values of the

areas which coiTcspond to our integrals.

542. It will be seen from the title of the first memoir that it

was published after the death of Bayes. The Rev. Mr Richard

Price is the well known writer, whose name is famous in connexion

with politics, science and theology. He begins his letter to

Canton thus

:

Dear Sir, I now send you an easay which I have found among the

papers of our deceased friend Mr Bayes, and which, in my opinion, has

great merit, and well deserves to be preserved.

543. The first memoir contains an introductory letter from

Price to Canton
;
the es.say by Bayes follows, in which he begins

with a brief demonstration of the general laws of the Theory

of Probability, and then establishes his theorem. The enuncia-

tions are given of two rules which Bayes proposed for finding

approximate values of the areas which to him represented our

integrals
;
the demonstrations are not given. Price himself addeil

An Appendix containing an Application of the foregoing Rules

to some particular Cases.

The second memoir contains Rayes’s demonstration of his prin-

cipal rule for approximation
;
and some investigations by Pidce

which also relate to the subject of approximation.

544. Bayes begins, as we have said, with a brief demonstra-

tion of the general laws of the Theory of Probability
;
this part of

his es.say is excessively obscure, and contrasts most unfavourably

with the treatment of the same subject by Do Moivre.
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Bayes gives the principle by which we must calculate the

probability of a compound event.

Suppose we denote the probability of the compound event by

p
the probability of the first event by z, and the probability

of the second on the supposition of the happening of the first

h JP b
by . Then our principle gives us ~ ^ therefore

P
e = -j- . Tins result Bayes seems to present as something new

and remarkable
;
he arrives at it by a strange process, and enun-

ciates it as his Proposition 5 in these obscure terms :

If there be two subsequent events, the probability of the 2nd ^
P

and the probability of both together and it being 1st discovered

that the 2nd event has happened, from hence I guess that the 1st event

. P
has also happened, the probability I am in the right is

Price himself gives a note which shews a clearer appreciation

of the proposition than Bayes had.

54-5. We pass on now to the remarkable part of the easay.

Imagine a rectangular billiard table ABCD. Let a ball be rolled on

it at random, and when the ball comes to rest let its pei-pendicular

distance from ABhc measured
;
denote this by x. Let a denote the

distance between AB and CD. Then the probability that the

^ C ft .

value of X lies between two assigned values b and c is . This

we should assume as obvious

;

very elalwrately.

Bayes, however, demonstrates it

546. Suppose that a ball is rolled in the manner just ex-

plained
;
through the point at which it comes to rest let a lino EF

be drawn parallel to AB, so that the billiard table is divided into

the two portions AEFB and EDCF. A second ball is to be rolled

on the table; required the probability _that it will rest within the
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space AEFB. If x denote the distance between AB and EF the

required probability is - : this follows from the preceding Article.

547. Bayes now considers the following compound event

:

Tlie first ball is to be rolled once, and so EF determined
;
then

p + q trials are to be made in succes.sion with the second ball

:

required the probability, before the first ball is rolled, that the

distance of EF from AB will lie between b and c, and that the

second ball will rest p times within the space AEFB, and q times

without that space.

We should proceed thus in the solution : Tlie chance that EF
falls at a distance x from AB is —

;
the chance that the second

a

event then happens p times and fails q times is

lP + 7 _A\
\p [q W V «/

’

hence the chance of the occurrence of the two contingencies is

^ \SJ=1 (A\ (\ _5V
a [£ U/ \ a)

‘

Therefore the whole probability refiuired is

Bayes’s method of solution is of course very different from the

above. With him an area takes the place of the integral, and

lie establi.shes the result by a rigorous demonstration of the ex

ubsurdo kind.

548. As a corollary Bayes gives the following: The proba-

bility, before the first ball is rolled, that EF will lie between AB
and CD, and that the second event will happen p times and fail q
times, is found by putting the limits 0 and a instead of b and c.

But it is certain that EF will lie between AB and CD. Hence we
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have for the probability, before the fii'st l>all is thrown, that the

second event will happen p times and fail q times

o-l‘9. We now arrive at the most important point of the essay.

Suppo.se we only know that the .second event has happened p times

and failed q times, and that we wish to infer from this fact the

probalde position of the line which is to us unknown. The
probability that the distance of EF from AB lies between b

and c is

I
x'' (a — xy dx

J b

I

«’’(« — xy dx
J 0

This depends on Bayes’s Proposition 5, which we have given

in our Art. o44. For let z denote the required probability

;

then

z X probability of seco7id event = probability of compound event.

The probidiility of the compound event is given in Art. .547,

and the probability of the .second event in Art. 548 ;
hence the

value of z follows.

550. Bayes then proceeds to find the area of a certain curve,

or as we should say to integrate a certain expression. We have

X (1 X) ((X
1j9+2+ 1.2 p + 3

This series may be put in another fonn
;

let u .stand for 1 — ar,

then the series is equivalent to

/•

p-\-l p+1 ;; + 2 (p+ 1) (p + 2) p + Z

+ ?(?- !) (y-2)
,

(p + i) (p + 2} (/j + 3; p + i

This may be verified by putting for u its value and rearranging

according to powei's of x. Or if we differentiate the series with
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respect to x, we shall find that the terms cancel so as to leave

only

551. The general theory of the estimation of the probabilities

of causes from observed events was first given by Laplace in the

Memoires ...•par divers Savans, Vol. VI. 1771. One of Laplace’s

results is that if an event has happened p times and failed q
times, the probability that it will happen at the next trial is

j
x''^^ (1 — xY d.v

f (1 — xY dx
J 0

Lubbock and Drinkwater think that Bayes, or perhaps rather

Price, confounded the probability given by Bayes’s theorem with

the probability given by the result just taken from Laplace
;
see

Lubbock and Dnukwater, page 18. But it appears to me that

Price understood correctly what Baye.s’s theorem really expressed.

Price’s first example is that in which p = 1, and q = 0. Price says

that “ there would be odds of three to one for somewhat more

than an even chance that it would happen on a second trial.”

His demonstration is then given
; it amounts to this

:

f x' (1 — xY dx
J 4 .

f x’’ (1 — xY dx
J 0

5

i’

where p = \ and y = 0. Thus there is a probability L that the

chance of the event lies between and 1, that is a probability

.3

J
that the event is more likely to happen than not.

552. It must be observed with respect to the result in Art. 519,

that in Bayes’s own problem we kmiu that a priori any position

of .EA" between AB and CD is equally likely
;
or at least we know

what amount of assumption is involved in this supposition. In

the applications which have been made of Bayes’s theorem, and

of .such rc.sults as that which we have taken from Laplace in
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Art. 5.51, there has however often been no adequate ground for

such knowledge or assumption.

553. We have already stated that Bayes gave two rules for

approximating to the value of the area which corresponds to the

integral. In the first memoir, Price suppre.ssed the demonstrations

to save room ;
in the second memoir, Bayes's demonstration of the

principal rule is given : Price himself also continues the subject.

These investigations are very laborious, especially Price’s.

The following are among the most definite results which Price

gives. Let n =p + q, and suppose that neither p nor q is small

;

let ^ ~ ^
^ event has happened^ times and

failed q times, the odds are about 1 to 1 that its chance at

a single trial lies between ^ 4.A
V2

and £ A

n“ V2’
the odds are about

2 to 1 that its chance at a single trial lies between - + A and
n

2 — A
;

the odds are about 5 to 1 that its chance at a single

trial lies between -2 + A and — A >J% These results may be

verified by Laplace’s method of approximating to the value of the

definite integrals on which they depend.

554'. We may observe that the curve y = a:’’ (1 — a;)’ has two

points of inflexion, the ordinates of which are equidistant from the

maximum ordinate
;
the distance is equal to the quantity A of the

preceding Article. Tliese points of inflexion are of importance in

the methods of Bayes and Price.
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CHAPTER XV.

LAGRANGE

555. Lagr.\NOE was bom at Turin in ^73G, and died at

Paris in 1813. His contributions to our subject will be found to

satisfy the expectations which would be formed from his great

name in mathematics.

55G. His first memoir, relating to the Tlieory of Probability,

is entitled Menioire sur VutiliU de la mSthode de prendre le milieu

entre les r^sultats de pluaieura observations ; dans lequel on examine

lea avantages de cette mfthode par le calcul des probabilitds ; et o&

Uon risond differens problemes relatifs d cette mature.

This memoir is published in the fifth volume of the Miscellanea

Taunnensia, which is for the years 177<>—1773 : the date of

publication is not given. The memoir occupies pages 1G7—232

of the mathematical portion of the volume.

The memoir at the time of its appearance must have been

extremely valuable and interesting, as being devoted to a most

important subject
;

and even now it may be read with ad-

vantage.

557. Tlie memoir is divided into the discussion of ten pro-

blems
;
by a mistake no problem is numbered 9, so that the last

two are 10 and 11.

The first problem is as follows : it is supposed that at every

oijservation there are a cases in which no error is made, h cases

in which an error equal to 1 is made, and b ca.scs in whicli an
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error equal to — 1 is made
;

it is required to find the probability

that in taking the mean of n observations, the result shall Ikj

exact.

In the expansion of [a + h{x + x"')}" according to powers of x,

find the coefficient of the term independent of *; divide this

coefficient by (a + 2b)" which is the whole number of cases that

can occur
;
we thus obtain the required probability.

Lagrange exhibits his usual skill in the management of the

algebraical expansions. It is found that the probability diminishes

as n increases.

5.58. We may notice two points of interest in the course of

Lagrange’s discussion of this problem. Lagrange arrives indirectly

at the followng relation

l+n’ +
n {n - 1) (n - 2)1

*

2.3

_1.3.5...(2«-1)
1.2. 3.. .71

and he says it is the more remarkable because it does not seem
easy to demonstrate it a priori.

The re.sult is easily obtained by equating the coefficients of the

term independent of x in the equivalent expressions

(i + «r(i+iy, and
(1+xr

x"

This simple method seems to have escaped Lagrange’s notice.

Suppose we expand ^— in powers of z
;

let the
V 1 — 2az — ca“

result be denoted by

\ + A^z + A/ + Aji’‘
;

Lagrange gives as a known result a simple relation which exists

between every three consecutive coefficients
;
namely

. 2t7 — 1A,=~— a A. I

” “ 1 A+— cA,
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This may he established by dilferentiatloa For thus

a + cz

(1 - 2az - m")
-j
= J,+ 2A^ + ... + nJ,z"''+ .

that is

(a + cz) [1+J^z + A^^+... +A^' + ...}

= (1 — 2oa — ca*) {A^ + 2A^ + ... + nA,z'‘~'+ ...}

;

then by equating coefiBcients the result follows.

559. In the second problem the same suppositions are made
as in the first, and it is required to find the probability that the

error of the mean of n okservations shall not surpass + ^

.

Like the fiist problem this leads to interesting algebraical ex-

pansions.

We may notice here a result which is obtained. Suppose we
expand {a -f J (* + in powers of a;; let the result be de-

noted by

A^ + A^(x+x'') + A^(a^ +x~^ +A,(a/‘ + x'*) + ...

;

Lagrange wishes to shew the law of connexion between the co-

eflScients A^, A,, A,, ... This he effects by taking the logarithms

of both sides of the identity and differentiating with respect to x.

It may be found more ea.sily by putting 2 cos d for a: q- a;'*, and

therefore 2 cos r6 for x' -I- x~^. Tlius we have

(a + 2J cos 0)" = .A, -I- 2J, cos 6 + 2A,cos 26 -I- 2^4, cos 30-1- ...

Hence, by taking logarithms and differentiating,

u6sin 0 _ sin 0 -t 2^1, sin 20-f 3j4, sin 30 -f...

a + 2b cos 0 A^+2A^ cos 0 -f- 2.4, cos 26 + ...

Multiply up, and arrange each side according to sines of mul-

tiples of 0 ;
then equate the coefiBcients of sin r0 : thus

{^r.i
-

^r+i] = raA, -I- J ((r - 1) -h (r -h 1) ;

therefore = Hn-r+l)A -raA^
6(n+7+T)
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500. In the third problem it is supposed that there are a

ca.ses at each observation in whicli no error is made, b cases in

which an error equal to — 1 is made, and c ca.ses in which an error

e<[ual to r is made
;
the probability is required that the error of

the mean of n observations shall be contained within given

limits.

In the fourth problem the suppositions arc the same as in the

third problem
;
and it is required to find the most probable eiror

in the mean of n observations
;
this is a particular case of the

fifth problem.

561. In the fifth problem it is supposed that every observation

is subject to given errors which can each occur in a given number

of cases
;
thus let the errors be p, q,r, s and the numbers of

cases in which they can occur be a, b, c,d, ... respectively. Then

wo require to find the most probable error in the mean of n ob-

servation.s.

In the expansion of (ax* + bx'' + ex' + ...)" let M l>e the coeffi-

cient of xH-

;
then the probability that the sum of the errors is p,

and therefore that the error in the mean is - is
n

M
(a + 5 + c + •••)"

Hence we have to find the value of p for which M is greatest.

Suppose that the error p occurs a times, the error q occurs

/3 tinie.s, the error r occurs 7 times, and so on. Then

o + yS + 7 + =n,

+ g/9 + ry + — p.

It appears from common Algebra that the greatest value of p
is when

a_/9 _ 7 _ _ n

a b c a + 5 + c + ...
’

so that p^im + qb + rc^...
^

n a + b + c+ ...

Tliis therefore is the most probable error in the mean result.

562. With the nutation of Art. 561, suppose that a, b, c, ...
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are not known d priori; but that a, 0,y, ... are known by ob-

servation. Then in the sixth problem it is taken as evident that

the most probable values of a, b, c, ... are to be determined from

the results of observation by the relations

a _ 5 _ c _
’

so that the value of - of the preceding Article may be written

p _ pa + ^$ + rj + . ..

n~ a + 0 + y+ ...

Lagrange propo.ses further to estimate the prol)ability that the

values of a, b, c, ... thus determined from observation do not differ

from the true values by more than assigned quantities. This is an

investigation of a different character from the others in the

memoir; it belongs to what is usually called the theory of in-

verse probability, and is a difficult proldem.

Lagrange finds the analytical difficulties too great to be over-

come; and he is obliged to be content with a rude approxi-

mation.

563. The seventh problem is as follows. In an observation it

is equally probable that the error should be any one of the

following quantities — a, — (a — 1), ... — 1, 0, 1, 2 ... 0 ;
required

the probability that the error of the mean of n observations shall

have an assigned value, and also the probability that it shall lie

between assigned limits.

We need not delay on this problem
;

it really is coincident

with that in De MoivTC as continued by Thomas Simpson : see

Arts. 148 and 36 t. It leads to algebraical work of the same kind

as the eighth problem which we will now notice.

564. Suppose that at each observation the error must be

one of the following quantities — o’, — (a — 1), ... 0, 1, ... a ;
and

that the chances of these errors are proportional respectively to

1, 2, ... a -I- 1, o, ... 2, 1 ; required the probability that the error in

the mean of n observations shall be equal to
n

'

20
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We must find the coefficient of in the expansion of

{x"“ + 2a:"”*' + ... + ax"' + (a + 1) x" + ox + ... + 2x“"' + x“]",

and divide it by the value of this expression when x = 1, which is

the whole number of ca.ses ; thus we obtain the required pro-

bability.

Now l+2x-l-3x*+ ... -f (a+ 1) x“ + ... + 2ai*“"' -|- a:*”

Hence finally the required probability is the coefficient of

x** in the expansion of

1 x"“ (1 - x“*')’"
.

(a + 1)” (1-x)” ’

that is the coefficient of x'**” in the expansion of

Lagrange gives a general theorem for effecting expansions, of

which this becomes an example
;
but it will be sufficient for our

purpose to employ the Binomial Theorem. We thus obtain for

the coefficient of a/**”” the expression

[2^
|</>(«!X + /* + l)-2n<f,(na+fi+l-a - 1)

2n (2n — 1) , , in n\+ ~ </>(na+ya + l-2a-2)

2n (2n - 1) (2n - 2)

1.2.3 <f>
{na + /t + 1 — 3a —

where if> (r) stands for the product

r(r + l) (r+2)...(r + 2n-2);

the series within the brackets is to continue only so long as r is

positive in
<f>

(r).

665. We can see d prion that the coefficient of x** is equal

to the coefficient of x"**, and therefore when we want the former

we may if we please find the latter instead. Thus in the result of
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Art. 564r, we may if we please put — instead of /t, without

changing the value obtained. It is obvious that this would be

a gain in practical examples as it would diminish the number
of terms to be calculated.

This remark is not given by Lagrange.

566. We can now find the probability that the error in the

mean result shall lie between assigned limits. Let us find the

probability that the error in the mean result shall lie between

and -
,
both inclusive. We have then to substitute in the

n n

expression of Article 564 for fn in succession the numbers

-m, -(na-1),. ... 7 - 1
, y,

and add the results. Thus we shall find that, using S, as is

customary, to denote a summation, we have

2</>(«a + ^ + l) = i ^(wa + 7+1),

where ^(r) stands for

r (r + 1) (r + 2) ... (r + 2n — 1).

When we proceed to sum ij> {no. + /.i — a) we must remember

that we have only to include the terms for which na + /x — a i.s

fiositive
;
thus we find

2<^(na + /i-«)= ^^(«« + 7-a)-

Proceeding in this way we find that the probability that the

error in the mean result will lie between — — and -
,
both in-

n n

elusive, is

(,4. lj“
'

[2n
|'^"(«®+7+l)-2n«^r(na47 + l-a-l)

2n (2n — 1) , , in o\4 j—
2 (na + 7 + 1 — 2a — 2)

2n (2n - 1) (2n - 2) , ,
_ 1 .

^ 2
^

g
^ -<;r(na+7+l-3a-3) +

...J;

20—2
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the series within the brackets is to continue only so lowj as r is

positive in \jr (r). We will denote this by F[y).

The probability that the mean error will lie between 0 and 7,

where 7 is greater than 0, is F{y) — F{0) if we include 7 and

exclude 0

)

it is F{y — 1) — F{0 — 1) if we exclude 7 and include

0; it is F(y)—F[0—l) if we include both 7 and 0; it is

F(y — 1) — F{0) if we exclude both 7 and 0.

It is the hast of these four results which Lagrange gives.

We have deviated slightly from his method in this Article in

order to obtain the result with more clearness. Our result is

F {y — 1) — F {0)

;

and the number of terms in F{y-1) is de-

tennined by the law that r in (r) is always to be positive

:

the number of tenns in F (0) is to be determined in a similar

manner, so that the number of terms in F {0) is not necessarily

so great as the numlxir of terms in F (y
— 1 ). Lagrange gives an

incorrect law on this jioint. He determines the number of terms

in i^(7 — 1) correctly; and then he prohmjs F{0) until it has

as many terms as F{y — 1) by adding fictitious tenns.

507. Let us now modify the suppositions at the beginning

of Art. 50 k Suppose that instead of the errors — a, — (a — 1), ...

we are liable to the errors — k^, — k{a — l), ... Then the investi-

gation in Art. 501 gives the prob.ability th.at the error in the mean

re.sult shall lie equal to ~
;
and the investigation in Art. 500

gives the probability that the error in the mean result shall lie

between -- and . Let a increase indefinitely and k diminish
n n

indefinitely, and let ck remain finite and equal to h. Let 7 and 0
also increase indefinitely

;
and let 7 = ca and 0 = ha where c and b

are finite. We find in the limit that F{y) — F(0) becomes

~ |(c + »)" - 2 ,t (c + n - 1)" + (c+n- 2)*"-...|

-^ {(& + nr - 2n {h + n- !)» + {b + n- 2)” -. .

. J
;

e.ach series is to continue only so long as the quantities which

are raised to the power 2m are positive.
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This result expresses the probability that the error in the

mean result will lie between — and — on the following hv-
n n b j

pothesis
; at every trial the error may have any value between

— h and + h
;
positive and negative errors are equally likel}’

;

the probability of a positive error z i.s proportional to h — 2
,
and

• (?i z') Sz >

in fact ^ — is the probability that the error wiU lie be-

tween 2 and 2 -I- 82 .

We have followed Lagrange’s guidance, and our result agrees

with his, except that he takes ?i = 1 , and his formula involves

many misprints or errors.

568.

The concln.sion,in the preceding Article is striking. We
have an exact expression for the probability that the error in

the mean result will lie between assigned limits, on a very rea-

sonable hypothesis as to the occurrence of single errors.

Suppose that positive en-ors are denoted by absciasee measured
to the right of a fixed point, and negative errors by absciss®

measured to the left of that fixed point. Let ordinates l>e drawn
representing the probabilities of the errors denoted by the re-

spective absciss®. The curve which can thus be formed is called

the curve of errors by Lagrange
;
and as he observes, the curve

becomes an isosceles triangle in the case which Ave have ju.st

discussed.

569. The matter which we have noticed in Arts. 563, 561',

566, 567, 568, had all been published by Thomas Simpson, in his

Miscellaneous Tracts, 1757 ;
he gave also some numerical illus-

trations ; see Art. 371.

570 . The remainder of Lagrange’s memoir is very curious;

it is devoted to the solution and exemplification of one general

problem. In Art. 567 we have obtained a result for a case in

which the error at a single trial may have any value between

fixed limits
;
but this result was not obtained directly : we started

with the supposition that the error at a single trial must be one

of a certain specified number of errors. In other words we started

with the hypothesis of errors changing per saltum and paased on
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to the supposition of continuous errors. Lagrange wishes to solve

questions relative to continuous errors without starting with the

supposition of errors changing per saltum.

Suppose that at every observation the error must lie between b

and c; let (j> (x) dx denote the probability that the error will lie

between x and x + dx: required the probability that in n obser-

vations the sum of the errors will lie between assigned limits say

and 7. Now what Lagrange effects is the following. He trans-

forms
|J

^(x)a'dx|- into j/(z)a‘dz, where /(z) is a known

function of z which does not involve a, and the limits of the

integral are known. WHicn we say that J" (z) and the limits of

z are known we mean that they are determined from the known

function
<f>

and the known limits b and c. Lagrange then says

that the probability that the sum of the errors will lie between

/3 and 7 is I /(z) dz. He apparently concludes that his readers

will admit this at once
;
he certainly does not demonstrate it.

We will indicate pre.scntly the method in which it seems the de-

monstration must be put.

571. After this general statement we will give Lagrange’s

first example.

Suppose that
<f>

(x) is constant = K say ; then

K (a' — d")

log a

ll.«rcfo,e

Now we may suppo.se that a is greater than unity, and then it

may be easily shewn that

/ =
If ;Jc (logo)

tliHs

I
(») a* dx^ = ,~:j («' - a*’)" f dy.
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Let c— b=t, and expand (a* — a*)* by the. Binomial Theorem

;

tilus
IJ

(®) '^*1'

^ n(n— 1)

Now decompose I y^'^oT^dy into its elements; and multiply
lo

them by the series within brackets. We obtain for the coefficient

of a”"* the expression

^ |y- - n (y - 0
-‘ + (y - 2t)-‘ - . .

.}

dy.

where the series within brackets is to continue only so long as the

quantities raised to the power n — 1 are positive.

Let nc—y= z; then dy = — dz: when y—0 we have z = nc,

and when y = oo we have 2 = — oo . Substitute nc — z for y, and

we obtain finally

where

=J°‘
f{z)a'dz,

f = |~^Tl |(”«
- - « (nc - a - «)•'

the series within brackets being continued only so long as the

quantities raised to the power n — 1 are positive.

Lagrange then says that the probability that the sum of the

errors in n observations will lie between /S and 7 is

572 . The result is correct, for it can be obtained in another

way. We have only to carry on the investigation of the problem

enunciated in Art. 563 in the same way as the problem enunciated

in Art 564 was treated in Art. 567 ;
the result will be very similar

to those in Art. 567. Lagrange thus shews that his process is

verified in this example.
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673. lu tlie problem of Art. 570 it is obvious that the sum

of the errors mu.st lie between nh and nc. Hence f{z) ought

to vanish if z does not lie between these limits
;
and we can

easily shew that it doe.s.

For if z be greater than nc there is no term at all in f{z),

for every tjuantity raised to the power n — 1 would be negative.

And if 2 be less than nh, then f{z) vanishes by virtue of the

theorem in Finite Differences which shews that the n*'' difference

of an algebraical function of the degree re — 1 is zero.

This remark is not given by Lagrange.

574. W e will now supply what we presume would be the

demonstration that Lagrange mu.st have had in view.

Take the general problem as enunciated in Art. 570. It is

not difficult to see that the following process would be suitable

for our puqjose. Let a be any ijuantity, whicb for convenience

we may suppose greater than unity. Find the value of the e.x-

pression

dx.1

I

where the integrations are to be taken under the following

limitations
;
each variable is to lie between h and c, and the sum

of the variables between z and z + Sz. Put the result in the

form Pa'Bz
;
then

j
Pdz is the required probability.

Now to find P we ])roceed in an indirect way. It follows from

our method that

n:
</) {x) = I i'a* dz.

But Lagrange by a suitable transformation sbe^Ys that

I

(ar) a'dxj = j^’/ («) a' dz,

where z„ and 2
,
are known. Hence

rPu‘dz= f(z)a’dz.
I Hi *0

'

It will be remembered that a may be any quantity which
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is greater than unity. We shall shew that we must then have

Suppose that z, is less than nh, and z, greater than nc. Then

we have

f f{z) a'dz+ (/(z) - P} a‘ dz '+ f ‘/(z) a’ dz = 0,
J ^ nb J

i

for all values of a. Decompose each integral into elements
;
put

«*' = p. We have then xdtimately a result of the following

form

a». |P„ + T^p + ry + Py + ... in inf. ...}
= 0,

where T„, are independent of p. And p may have any

positive value we please. Hence by the ordinary method of in-

determinate coefficients we conclude that

p„=0, r, = o, p, = 0,...

Thus

The demonstration will remain the same whatever suppo.sitioii

be made as to the order of magnitude of the limits z„ and z,

compared with nl and nc.

575. Lagrange takes for another example that which we have

already discu.s.sed in Art. 567, and he thus again verifies his

new method by its agreement with the former.

He then takes two new' examples
;
in one he supposes that

<f>
(x) = K Vc* — X*, the errors lying between — c and c

;
in the

other he supposes that
<f>

(x) = K cos x, the errors lying between

7T , 7T

2 9 *

576. We have now to notice another memoir by Lagrange

which is entitled liecherches sur les suites recurrentea doiit lea

termes variant de plusieurs manieres difdrentes, ou sur tintegra-

tion des Equations liiufuires aux differences finies etpartieU.es; et

sur Tusage de ces (ijuatiom dans la thforie des hazards.

This memoir is published in the Nouveaux Mfmoirea de VAcad.

... Perlin. The volume is for the year 1775; the date of pub-
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lication is 1777. The memoir occupies pages 183—272; the ap-

])lication to the Theory of Cliauces occupies pages 240—272.

577. The memoir begins thus
;

J’ai domi6 dans le premier Volume des Mgmoires de la Soci6t4 dcs

Sciences de Turin une m6thode nouvelle jwur traiter la thSorie des suites

recurreutes, en la iaisant dipeudre de I'int^gration des 6quations lin^aires

aux dilKreuces finies. Je me proposois alors de pousser ces recherches

)>lu8 loin et de les appliquer principalemeut A la solution de plusieurs

])roblcmes de la th6orie des hasards; mais d’autres objets m’ayant depuis

fait jx;rdre celui Ik de vue, M. de la Place m’a pr6venu en grand partie

dans deux exccllens Mfimoires sur lea suites recurro-recurrenUs, et mr
Vintegratiou des equations diffh’entieUes finies el leur usage dans la

theorie des hasards, imprim6s dans les Volumes vi et vii des ISI^moircs

pr6sent6s k I’Academie des Sciences de Paris. Je crois cependant qu’on

jieut encore ajouter quelquo chose au travail de cet illustrc Gdometre, et

traiter Ic meme sujet d’uue maniere plus directe, plus simple et surtout

l)lu8 geu6rale
;

e’est I’objet des Recherches que je vais donner dans ce

Mdmoire
;
on y trouvera dcs m6thodes nouvelles pour I’int^gration des

Equations liii6aires aux differences finies et partielles, et rapplicatiou de

ces in6thodes k plusieurs problcmes int6ressans du calcul des probabilit4s

;

mais il u’est question ici quo des 6quations dont les cob'fficiens sont con-

stants, et Je r&erve pour un autre Mfimoire I’examen de celles qui ont

des oocfiScicns variables.

578. We shall not delay on Ihe part which relates to the

Integration of Equations
;
the methods are simple but not so good

as that of Generating Functions. We proceed to the part of the

memoir which relates to Chances.

579. The first problem is to find the chance of the happening

of an event b times at least in o trials.

Let p denote the ehance of its happening in one trial
;

let

'/«,< denote the probability of its happening t times in x trials

;

then Lagrange puts down the equation

y^> =py,-i.t.x + (1 -p)y,.i,f

He integrates and determines the arbitrary quantities amd thus

arrives at the usual result.

In a Corollary he applies the same method to determine the
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chance that the event shall happen just h times
;
he starts from

the same equation and by a different determination of the arbi-

trary quantities arrives at the result which is well known,

namely,

I

a — h

Lagrange refers to De Moivre, page 15, for one solution, and

adds : mais celle que nous venons d’en donner est non seulement

plus simple, mais elle a de plus I’avantage d’etre ddduite de prin-

cipes directs.

But it should be obsei-ved that De Moivre solves the problem

again on his page 27 ;
and here he indicates the modern method,

which is self-evident. See Ait. 257.

It seems curious for Lagrange to speak of his method as more

simple than De Moivre’s, seeing it involves an elaborate solution

of an equation in Finite Differences.

580. Lagrange’s second problem is the following

:

On suppose qu’A chaque coup il puisse arriver deux dvenemens dont

les probabilitds respectives soient p et^; et on demande le sort d’un

joueur qui parieroit d’amener lo premier do ces dvenemens b fois au

moins et le second c fois au inoins, en un uombre a do coups.

The enunciation does not state distinctly what the suppositions

really are, namely that at every trial either the first event happens,

or the second, or neither of them
;
these three cases arc mutually

exclusive, so that the probability of the last at a single trial

is 1 —p — q. It is a good problem, well solved
;
the solution is

presented in a more elementary shape by Trembley in a memoir
which we shall hereafter notice.

581. The third problem is the following

:

Les m^mes choses dtant sujiposdes que dans le Problemo ii, on de-

mande le sort d’un joueur qui parieroit d’amener, dans un nombre de

coups ind6termin6, lo second des deux 6venemens h fois avant que le

premier fut arriv6 a fois.

Let be the chance of the player when he has to obtain the

second event t times before the first event occurs x times. Then
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This leads to

y.A = ?' ^tp+ —.2—p +
. 3

^ * •••

< + a-- 2|< + a--2 1

+ -|7'=.Tr-'T"i
Tills result aOTCos with the second formula in Art. 172.

582. The fourth problem is like the third, only three events

may now occur of which the jiroliabilities are p, q, r re.spectively.

In a Corollary the method is extended to four events; and in

a second Corollary to any number.

To this problem Lagrange annexes the following remark :

Le Probleme dont nous venous de donner une solution tr&s gen6rale

ft tres .siniplf renferme d’uiie maiiiere generale celui qu’ou nommo com-

luunfiment dans I’unalyso des liasards lo probleme des partis, et qui

n’a encore £t6 rfisolu complettemeut que pour le cas de deux joueurs.

He then refers to Montmort, to De iloivre’s second edition,

Problem Vl, and to the memoir of Lajilace.

It is very curious that Dtgrange here refers to De iloivre’s

second edition, while elsewhere in the memoir he always refers to

the tim'd edition
;

for at the end of Problem vi. in the third

edition De Moivre does give the general rule for any number of

jilayers. This he first publi.shed in his Miscellanea Analytica,

)>agc 210; and he reproduced it in his Doctrine of Chances. But

in the second edition of the Doctrine of Chances the rule was not

given in its natural place as part of Problem vi. but aj)peared as

Problem LX IX.

There is however some difference lietween the solutions given

liy De Moivre and by Liigrange
;
the diflerence is the same as

that which we have noticcsl in Art. 175 for the ca.se of two players.

De Moivre’s solution resembles the first of tho.se which are given

in Art. 172, and Lagi'ange’s resembles the second.

It is stated by Alontucla, page 397, that Lagrange intended

to translate De Moivre’s third edition into French.

583. Lagrange’s fifth proldem relates to the Duration of Play,

in the ctuse in which one player has unlimited capital
;
this is De

Moivre’s Problem LXV: see Art. 307. Lagrange gives three solu-

tions. Digrangc’s first solution demonstrates the result given
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without demoustratioii in De Moivre's second solution
;

see

Art. 309. We will give Lfigrange’s solution as a specimen of hi.s

methods. Wc may remark that Laplace had preceded Lagrange

in the discu.ssion of the prohlem of the Duration of Play. La-

place’s investigations had been publi.shed in the Memoires ... j>ar

Divers Sarans, Vols. vi. and vir.

Laplace did not formally make the suppo.sition that one player

had unlimited capital, but we arrive at this ca.so by supposing

that his .symbol i denotes an infinite number
;
and we shall tluis

find that on page 158 of Laplace's memoir in Vol. vii. of the

M^moires.. .par Divers Savans, we have in effect a demonstration

of De Moivre’s result.

We proceed to Lagrange’s demonstration.

58k The probability of a certain event in a .single trial is p ;

a player bets that in a trials this event will happen at least

b times ofteuer than it fails ; determine the player’s chance.

Let represent his chance when he has x more trials to

make, and when to ensure his success the event must happen at

least t times oftener than it fails. Then it is obvious that wo re-

quire the value of

Suppose one more trial made
;

it is ea.sy to obtain the follow-

ing equation

yx,i=i>y..ut.i + (1 -p)

The player gains when < = 0 and x has any value, and he loses

when a; = 0 and t has any value greater than zero
;
so that

,,

= 1

for any value of x, and = 0 for any value of t greater

than 0.

Put 2 for 1 —p, then the equation becomes

To integrate this assume y = .ria'/9*
;
we thus obtain

p - = 0.

From this we may by Lagrange’s Theorem expand /S* in powers

of a
;
there will be two series because the quadratic equation

gives two values of /9 for an assigned value of a. These two

series are
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p‘ tp^'q t (t + 3) t{t+4.)(t + 5)

a‘"‘ 1.2 a‘"^ 1.2.3 oT

q‘ q'

t(t- 3)
p'oT <(t-4)(<-5) p’a'-

1.2
+ ...^ 1.2.3 q-

If then we put in succession these values of /S' in the ex-

pression Aa"^ we obtain two series in powers of a, namely,

t jt + 3)
Ap’i^a + tpqa

1.2

and Aq-‘ ja'” - tpqoT^ + -•••}•

Either of these series then would be a solution of the equation

in Finite Differences, whatever map be the values of A and a
;

so that we should also obtain a solution by the sum of any number

of such series with various values of A and a.

Hence we infer that the general solution will be

y-,. =/ |/ (* - 0 + - 2) + - 4)

+-
1.2.3

+ !?' <f>{x + t)-tpq<l>{x + t-2) + -
y
—
2
~ f’V ^ (« + < - 4)

,(<-4)(<-5) 1

TT^TS
0(a; + «-6)-l-...| .

Here f{x) and <f>{x) represent functions, at present arbitrary,

which must be determined by aid of the known particular values

of and y„,.

Lagrange says it is easy to convince ourselves, that the con-

dition y^,=0 when t has any value greater than 0 leads to the

following results : all the functions with the characteristic <j> must

be zero, and those with the characteristic f must be zero for all

negative values of the quantity involved. [Perhaps this will not

appear very satisfactory
;

it may be observed that q~* will become

indefinitely great with t, and this suggests that the series which

multiplies q~‘ should be zero.]

Tims the value of y,_, becomes a series with a finite number

of terms, namely.
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y..<=i*' |/(*-0 + (??/(*-* -2) + (»-<-*)

the series extends to
|

(x — < + 2) terms, or to
|

(x - 1 + 1) terms,

according as x — t is even or odd.

The other condition is that y, ,,

= 1, for any value of x. But if

we put < = 0 we have =/(x). Hence /(x) = 1 for every

positive value of x. Thus we obtain

the series is to extend to i (x — < + 2) terms, or to ^ (x — i+l)

terms. This coincides with the result in De Moivre’s second form

of solution : see Art. 309.

585. Lagrange gives two other solutions of the problem just

considered, one of which presents the result in the same form as

De Moivre’s first solution. These other two solutions by Lagrange

differ in the mode of integrating the equation of Finite Differences
;

but they need not be further examined.

586. Lagrange then proceeds to the general problem of the

Duration of Play, supposing the players to start with different

capitals. He gives two solutions, one similar to that in De
Moivre’s Problem LXIII, and the other similar to that in De
Moivre’s Problem Lxviii. The second solution is very remarkable

;

it demonstrates the results which De Moi\Te enunciated without

demonstration, and it puts them in a more general form, as De
Moivre limited himself to the case of equal capitals.

587. Lagrange’s last problem coincides with that given by

Daniel Bernoulli which we have noticed in Art. 417. Lagrange

supposes that there are n urns
;
and in a Corollary he gives some

modifications of the problem.

588. Lagrange’s memoir would not now present any novelty

to a student, or any advantage to one who is in possession of the

method of Generating Functions. But nevertheless it may be read
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with ease and interest, and at the time of publication its value

must have been great. The promise held out in the introduction

that something would be added to the labours of Laplace, is

abundantly fidfilled. The solution of the general problem of the

Duration of Play is conspicuously superior to that which Laplace

had given, and in fact Laplace embodied some of it subsequently

in his own work. The important pages 231—233 of the TMorie

... des Prob. are substantially due to this memoir of Lagrange’s.

589. We may notice a memoir by Lagrange entitled Me-

moire sur une question concernant les anmntis.

This memoir is published in the volume of the Memoires de

VAcad. ... Berlin for 1792 and 1793; the date of publication is

1798 ;
the memoir occupies pages 235—246.

Tlie memoir had been read to the Academy ten years before.

590. The question discussed is the following : A father wishes

to pay a certain sum annually during the joint continuance of his

own life and the minority of all his children, so as to ensure an

annuity to his children after his death to last until all have attained

their majority.

Lagrange denotes by A, B, C,... the value of an annuity of

one crown for the minority of the children A, B, C ... respectively.

Then by AB he denotes the value of an annuity of one crown

for the joint minority of two children A and B; and so on. Hence

he obtains for the value of an annuity payable as long as either

.d or is a minor,

A + B-AB.
Lagrange demonstrates this

;
but the notation renders it almost

obviously self evident.

Similarly the value of an annuity payable as long as one of

three children A, B, C remains a minor is

A + B+ C- AB- AC- B(J + ABC.
Do Moivre however had given this result in his Treatise of

Annuities on Lives, and had used the same notation for an annuity

on joint lives.

Lagrange adds two tables which he calculated from his

formul®, using the table of mortality given in the work of

Sussmilch.
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CHAPTER XVI.

MISCELLANEOUS INVESTIGATIONS

Between the Yeabs 1750 and 1780.

691. The present Chapter will contain notices of various con-

tributions to our subject which were made between the years 1750

and 1780.

592. We first advert to a work bearing the following title

:

Piece qui a remport^ le prix sur le aujet dee Evenemens Fortuita,

propose par TAcademie Royale des Sciences et Belles Lettres de

Berlin pour I’annde 1751. Avec les pieces qui ont concouru.

This work is a quarto volume of 238 pages
;
we notice it

because the title might suggest a connexion with our subject,

which we shall find does not exist.

The Academy of Berlin proposed the following subject for dis-

cussion ;

Lee Evenemens heurenx et malhenreux, ou co que nous appellons

Bonheur et Malheur dependant de la volont€ on de la permission de

Dieu, de sorte que le terme de fortune est nn nom sans r£alit6; on de-

mande si ces Evenemens nous obligent A de certains devoirs, quels sent

ces devoirs et quelle est leur 4tendue.

The prize was awarded to Kaestner professor of Mathematics at

Leipsic
; the volume contains his dissertation and those of his

competitors.

There are nine dissertations on the whole
;
the prize disserta-

tion is given both in French and Latin, and the others in French

21
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or German or Latin. The subject was perhaps unpromising
;

tlie

dissertations are not remarkable for novelty or interest. One of

the best of the writers finishes with a modest avowal which might

have been used by all

:

Ich mache hier den Schlass, weil icli ohnehin mit gar zu guton

Griinden fiirchto, zii weitlaufig gewe.seu zu seyn, da ich so wenig ncues

artiges und scharfsimiigcs gesagt habe. Ich finde auch in dieser Probe,

dass mein Wille noch eiumahl so gut als meine iibrige Fahigkeit, ist.

593. A work entitled the Mathematical Repository, in three

volumes, was published by Jame.s Dod.son, Accomptaiit and Teacher

of the Mathematics. The work consists of the solution of Mathe-

matical problenus. The second volume is dated 1753; pages

82—136 are occupied with problems on chances : they present

nothing that is new or important. The remainder of this volume

is devoted to annuities and kindred subjects
;
and so also is the

whole of the third volume, which is dated 1755.

594. Some works on Games of Chance are a.scribed to Hoyle

in Watt’s Bibliotheca Britannica. I have seen only one of them

which is entitled: An Bssay towards making the Doctrine of
Chances easy to those who understand Vulgar Arithmetick only;

to which is added, some useful tables on atinuitiesfor lives <kc. d-c. <L-c.

By Mr Hoyle... It is not dated; but the date 1754 is given in

Watt’s Bibliotheca Britannica.

The work is in small octavo size, with large type. The title,

preface, and dedication occupy VIII pages, and the text itself occu-

pies 73 pages. Pages 1—62 contain rule.s, without demonstration,

for calculating chances in certain games
;
and the remainder is de-

voted to tables of annuities, and to Halley’s Breslau table of life,

with a brief explanation of the latter. I have not tested the rules.

595. We ailvcrt in the next place to a work which is en-

titled i)eK’A zions del Caso nelle Invemioni, e dell’ infusso degli

Astri ne Corpi Terrestri Dissertazioni due.

This is a quarto volume of 220 pages, published anonymously

at Padua, 1757. It is not connected with the Theory of Pro-

bability
;
we notice it because the title might perhaps suggest
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such connexion, especiallywhen abbreviated, as in the Catalogues

of Booksellers.

The fir.st dissertation is on the influence of chance in inven-

tions, and the second on the influence of the celestial bodies on
men, animals, and plants. The first di.ssertation recognises the

influence of chance in inventions, and gives various examples
;
the

second dissertation is intended to shew that there is no influence

produced by the celestial bodies on men, animals, or plants, in the

sense in which astrologers understood such influence.

The author seems to have been of a sanguine temperament

;

for he obviously had 1io|k,'s that the squaring of the circle would

be eventually obtained
;
see his pages 31, 40, S3.

On the other hand his confidence is not great in the Newtonian

theory of gravitation
;
he thinks it may one day follow its prede-

cessor, the theoiy of vortices, into oblivion
;
see his pages 45, 172.

The following is one of his arguments against Lunar influence.

If there be such influence we must conceive it to arise from exhala-

tions from the Moon, and if the matter of these exhalations be

supposed of appreciable density it will obstruct the motions of the

planets, so that it will bo necessary from time to time to clean up

the celestial paths, just as the streets of London and Paris are

cleaned from dust and dirt. See his page 1G4.

The author is not very accurate in his statements. Take the

following specimen from his page 74; Jacopo III. Re d’lnghilterra

alia vista d’una spada ignuda, come riferisce il Cavaliere d’lgby,

sempre era compreso d’un freddo, e ferale spavento. This of

course refers to James I. Again
;
we have on his page 81 : ...cib

che disse in lode d’Aristotile il Bemi : II gran Maestro de color

che sanno. It is not often that an Italian ascribes to any inferior

name the honour due to Dante.

596. We have next to notice a work by Samuel Clark en-

titled The Laws of Chance : or, a Mathematical Investigation of the

Probabilities arising from any proposed Circumstance of Play.

London, 1758.

This is in octavo
;

there is a Preface of 2 pages, and 204

pages of text. The book may be described as a treatise based on

those of De Moivre and Simpson
;

the abstruse problems are

21— 2
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omitted, and many examples and illustrations are given in order

to render the subject accessible to persons not veiy far advanced

in mathematics.

The book presents nothing that is new and important. The

game of bowls seems to have been a favourite with Clark
;
he

devotes his pages —G8 to problems connected with this game.

He discusses at great length the problem of finding the chance of

throwing an assigned number of points with a given number of

similar dice; see his pages 113—130. He follows Simpson, but

he also indicates De Moivre’s Method
;

sec Art. SGI. Clark

begins the discussion thus

:

In order to facilitate the solution of this and the following problem,

I shall lay down a lemma which was commimicatcd to me by my inge-

nious fnend Mr William Payne, teacher of mathematics.

The Lemma.

The sum of 1, 3, C, 10, 15, 21, 28, 36, <kc. continued to (n) number

. m+2 n+1 n
of terms as equal to —j— x —^ x

^
.

It was quite uunecessaiy to appeal to William Payne for such

a well-known result
;
and in fact Clark himself had given on his

page 81 Newton’s general theorem for the summation of series

;

see Art. 152.

Clark discus.ses in his pages 139—153 the problem respecting

a run of events, which we have noticed in Art. 325. Clark detects

the slight mistake which occurs in De Moivre’s solution
;
and from

the elaboi-ate manner in which he notices the mistake we may
conclude that it gave him great trouble.

Clark is not so fortunate in another case in which he ventures

to differ with De MoivTe
;
Clark dLscu.s.ses De Moivre’s Problem ix.

and anives at a different result
;

see Art. 2G9. The error is

Clark’s. Taking De Moivre’s notation Clark a.ssumes that A must

either receive qO from B, or pay pL to B. This is wTong. Sup-

pose that on the whole A wins in q + m trials and loses in m trials

;

then there is the required difference of q games in his favour. In

this case he receives from B the sum {q -f ni) O and pays to him

the sum mL
;
thus the balance is qO + m {O — L) and not qO aa

Qark says.
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597. We have next to notice a memoir by Mallet, entitled

Recherches mr les amntages de trois Joueurs qui font entreux une

Poule au trictrac on <l un autre Jen quelconque.

This memoir is published in the Acta nelvetica...Basilea',

Vol. V. 17G2
;
the memoir occupies pages 230—248. The problem

is that of De Moivre and Waldegrave
;
see Art. 211. MaUet’s

solution resembles that given by De Moivre in his pages 132—138.

Mallet however makes .some additions. In the problem as treated

by De Moivre the fine exacted from each defeated player is con-

stant; Mallet considers the cases in which the fines increase in

arithmetical progression, or in geometrical progression. A student

of De Moivre will see that the extensions given by Mallet can bo

treated without any difficulty by De MoivTe’s process, as the series

which are obtained may bo summed by well-known methods.

598. The same volume which contains Euler’s memoir which

we have noticed in Art. 438, contains also two memoirs by Beguelin

on the same problem. Before we notice them it will be convenient

to consider a memoir by John Bernoulli, which in fact precedes

Beguelin’s in date of composition but not in date of publication.

This John Bernoulli was grandson of the John whom we named

in Art. 194. John Bernoulli’s memoir Ls entitled Sar les suites ou

sequences dans la loterie de Genes. It was published in the volume

for 1769 of the Histoire de tAcad Berlin; the date of pub-

lication is 1771 : the memoir occupies pages 234—253. The fol-

lowing note is given at the beginning :

Ce Mcraoire a 6t6 lu en 1765, apres le M6moire de Mr. Euler sur

cette matiere ins6r€ dans les M£moires de I’Acaddraie pour cette ann4e.

Comme les Memoirea de Mr. Beguelin impriines a la suite de celui de

Mr. Euler se rapjxjrtent au mien en plusieurs endroits, et que la Loterie

qui I’a occasion^ est plus en vogue que jamais, jc ne le supprimerai pas

plus longtems. Si ma m^tliodo ne mene pas aussi loin quo celle de

Mrs. Euler et Beguelin, elle a du moins, je crois, Tavantage d’etre plus

facile k saisir.

599. In the first paragraph of the memoir speaking of the

question respecting sequences, John Bernoulli says :

Je m’en occupai done de terns en terns jusqu’k ce que j’appris de

Mr. Euler qu’il traitoit le meme sujet
;
e’en fiit assez pour me faire
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abandonner mon dessein, et je me reservai seulement de voir par le

M^moire de cot illostre Geometre si j'avois raisonu6 juste; il a eu la

bont^ de me le communiquer et j’ai vu que le peu que j’avois fait, 6toit

fond6 sur des raisonnemens qui, s’ils n’^toient pas sublimes, n'etoient du

moins pas faux.

600.

John Bernoulli does not give an Algebraical investiga-

tion
;
he confines himself to the arithmetical calculation of the

chances of the various kinds of sequences that can occur when

there are 90 tickets and 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 are drawn. His metho<l

does not seem to possess the advantage of facility, as compared

with those of Euler and Beguelin, which he himself ascribes to it.

601.

Tliere is one point of difference between John Bernoulli

and Euler. John Bernoulli suppo.scs the numbers from 1 to 90

ranged as it were in a circle
;
and thus he counts 90, 1 as a

binary sequence
;
Euler does not count it os a sequence. So also

John Bernoulli counts 89, 90, 1 as a ternary sequence
;
with Euler

this would count as a binary .sequence. And so on.

It might perhaps have been anticipated that from the greater

symmetry of John Bernoulli’s conception of a seqiience, the in-

vestigations respecting sequences would be more simple than on

Euler’s conception
;
but the reverse seems to be the case on ex-

amination.

In the example of Art. 440 corresponding to Euler’s results

n - 2, (ra - 2) (ji - 3),
(n-2) («-3) («-4)

1.2.3

we shall find on John Bernoulli’s conception the results

n, n (n — 4),
n {n — 4) (re — .5)

TTITs

602.

There is one Algebraical result given which we may
notice. Euler had obtained the following as the chances that there

would be no sequences at all in the case of n tickets; if two

tickets be dra\vn the chance is
^

, if three
~ '^) (” ~ t)

n n (re — 1)

four
. (re^5) (« _ 6) (n - 7) (re - 8) _

n (re - 1) (re" - 2)
’ ’

« (re - ly Cre -l!) (re -3)^ ’

and so the law can be easily seen. Now John Bernoulli states
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that on his conception of a sequence these formulae will hold if we
change n into n — 1. He does not demonstrate this statement,

so that we cannot say how he obtained it.

It may be established by induction in the following way. Let

E {n, r) denote the number of ways in which we can take r tickets

out of n, free from any sequence, on Euler’s conception of a se-

quence. Let B {n, r) denote the corresponding number on John

Bernoulli’s conception. Tlien we have given

.A («-r+l) (n-r) ... (n-2r + 2)E {n, r) =
^

,

and we have to shew that

B In, r) = +
_

For these must be the values of E (n, r) and.i? (n, r) in order

that the appropriate chances may be obtained, by dividing by the

total number of cases. Now the following relation will hold

:

E (n, r)=B (n, r) B {n -I, r -1) - E {n-% r - 1).

The truth of this relation will be seen by taking an example.

Suppose n is 10, and r is 3. Now every case which occurs in

the total B (n, r) will occur among the total E (n, r)
;
but some

which do not occur in B (n, r) will occur in E {n, r), and these

mu.st be added. These cases which are to be added are such as

(10, 1, 3) (10, 1, 4) (10, 1, 8). We must then examine by what

general law we can obtain these cases. We should form aU the

binary combinations of the numbers 1 . 2, ... 9 which contain no

Bemoullian sequence, and which do contain 1.

And generally we should want all the combinations r— 1 at a

time which can be made from the first n — 1 numbers, so as to con-

tain no BernouUian sequence, and to contain 1 as one of the num-

bers. It might at first appear that B(n — 1, r— 1)—J5(n— 2, r— 1)

would be the number of such combinations
;
but a little con-

sideration will shew that it is B(n—1, r — l)—E{n — 2, r — 1), as

we have given it above.

Thus having established the relation, and found the value of

B(n, 1) independently we can infer in succession the values of

B (n, 2), B («, 3), and so On.
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G03. We now consider Beguelin’s two memoirs. These as we

have stated are contained in the same volume as Euler’s memoir

noticed in Art. 438. The memoirs are entitled Sur lea mites ou

sequences dam la lotterie de Oenes; they occupy pages 231—280

of the volume.

60 1. Boguelin’s memoirs contain general Algebraical formulm

coinciding with Euler’s, and also similar formulae for the results on

John Bernoulli’s conception; thus the latter formulae constitute

what is new in the memoirs.

60.5. We can easily give a notion of the method which

Beguelin uses. Take for example 13 letters a, b, c, ... i,j, k, I, m.

Arrange 5 files of such letters side by side, thus

a a a a a

b b b b b

c c c c c

m m m m m
Consider first only two such files

;
take any letter in the first

file and associate it with any letter in the second file
;
we thus

get 13’ such a-ssociations, namely aa, ab, ac ...ba, bb, be, ...

Here we have ab and ba both occurring, and so ac and co, and

the like. But suppose we wish to prevent such repetitions, we can

attain oim end in this way. Take any letter in the first file and

associate it with those letters only in the second file, which are in the

same rank or in a lower rank. Thus the a of the first file will be

associated with any one of the 13 letters of the second file
;
the b of

the second file will be associated with any one of the 12 letters

in the .second file beginning with b. Thus the whole number of

13 X 14

1.2
such as.sociations will be 13 + 12 + ... + 1 ;

that is

Similarly if we take three files we shall have 13* associations

if wo allow repetitions
;
but if we do not allow repetitions we

shall have in this way we find that if

there are five files and we do not allow repetitions the number of

. 13 X 14 X 15 X 16 X 17
associations is 5 ; =— .Ix2x3x4x5
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All this is well known, as Beguelin says, but it is introduced

by him as leading the way for his further investigations.

606. Such cases as a, a, a, a, a cannot occur in the lottery

because no number is there repeated. Let the second file be

raised one letter, the third file two letters; and so on. Thus

we have

a h c d e

h c d e f

% j k I m
j k I m
k I m
I m
m

We have thus 13 — 4 complete files, that is 9 complete files

;

and, proceeding as before, the number of associations is found to be

9 X 10 X 11 X 12 X 13 ,1 , . , . , , ,—=— —T—=

—

;
that IS, the number is what we know toIXi&XoXTjXO

be the number of the combinations of 13 things taken 5 at a time.

607. Suppftse now that we wish to find the number of asso-

ciations in which there is no sequence at all. Raise each file two

letters instead of one, so that we now have

a c e g %

b d f h j
c e

ff i k
d f h j I

e g t k m
i \ 3 I

g i k m
h j I

% k tn

j I

k m
I

m
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Here there are only 13 — 8, that is, 5 complete files
;
and

proceeding as in Art 605, we find that the whole number of asso-

. . . 5x6x7x8x9
Ciations IS r 7,

-j ; .lx2x3x4xo

In this way we arrive in fact at the value which we quoted

for £(n, r) in Art. 602.

608. The method which we have here briefly exemplified is

used by Beguelin in discussing all the parts of the problem.

He does not however employ letters as W'e have done
;
he supposes

a series of medals of the Roman emperors, and so instead of

a,b,c,... he uses Augustus, Tiberius, Caligula, ...

C09. It may be useful to state the results which are obtained

when there are n tickets of which 5 are drawn.

In the following table the first column indicates the form, the

second the number of ca.sos of that form according to Euler's

conception, and the third the number according to John Ber-

noulli's conception.

Sequence of 5, m-4. n.

Sequence of 1, (n-5) (n-4). n (n — 6).

Sequence of 3

combined with (n-5) (n-4). n (n — 6).

a sequence of 2,

Sequence of 3,

and the other (n — 6) (n — 5 )
(n — 4) n (n — 7) (n — 6)

numbers not

in sequence.

1.2 1.2

Two sequences (n — 6) (n — 5) (n — 4) n (n — 7) (n — 6)

of 2, 1.2 1.2

Single sequence (rt—7) («—6) (n—!)) (n—4) n (n—8) (n—7) (n—6)
of 2, 1.2.3 1.2.3

No sequence, see Art. 602.
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The chance of any assigned event is found by dividing the

correspKinding number by the whole number of cases, that is by the

number of combinations of n things taken o at a time.

610. We have now to notice another memoir by Beguelin.

It is entitled, Stir I'umge du principe de la raison suffisante dans

le calcul des probahiliUs.

This memoir is published in the volume of the Histoire de

FAcad....BerKn for 1767; the date of publication is 1769: the

memoir occupies pages 382—412.

611. Beguelin begins by saying, J’ai montrd dans un Memoire

prdcddent que la doctrine des probabilitds ^toit uniquement fondde

Bur le principe de la raison suffisante : this refers apparently to

some remarks in the memoirs which we have just examined.

Beguelin refers to D’Alembert in these words. Un illustre Auteur,

Gdometre et Philosophe h la fois, a publid depuis peu sur le

Calcul des probabilitds, des doutes et des questions bien dignes

d’dtre approfondies ... Beguelin proposes to try how far meta-

physical principles can assist in the Theory of Probabilities.

612. Beguelin di.scusses two questions. The first he says is

the question

:

...si les dvdnemens simmdtriqucs et rdgiiliers, attribads au hazard,

sent (toutes choses d’ailleurs dgalea) aussi probables qne les dvdnemens

qni n’ont ni ordre ni rdgularitd, et au cas qu’ils aient le mdme degrd de

probabilitd, d’oil vient que leur rdgularitd nous frappe, et qu’ils nous

paroissent si singuliers 1

His conclusions on this question do not seem to call for any

remark.

613. His next question ho considers more difficult
;

it is

... loiwju’un mdme dvdnement est deja arrivd une ou plusieurs fois

de suite, on demands si cet dvdnement conserve autant de probability

pour sa future existence, que rdvdnement contraire qui avec une ^pde

probability primitive n’est point arrivd encore.

Beguelin comes to the conclusion that the oflener an event

has happ>ened the leas likely it is to happen at the next trial

;
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thus be adopts one of D'Alembert’s errors. He considers that if

the chances would have been equal according to the ordinary

theory, then when an event has happened t times in succession

it is < + 1 to 1 that it will fail at the next trial.

014. Beguelin applies his notions to the Petersburg Problem.

Suppose there are to be n trials
;
then instead of ^ which the

common theory gives for the expectation Beguelin arrives at

112 2* 2’ 2
*“*

2+ 2
*'2 + 2 73+1 '[4 + 1

'''
|w-l + l‘

The terms of this series rapidly diminish, and the sum to

infinity is about 2^^.

615. Besides the above result Beguelin gives five other

solutions of the Petersburg Problem. His six results are not

coincident, but they all give a small finite value for the expecta-

tion in.stead of the large or infinite value of the common theory.

GIG. The memoir does not appear of any value whatever;

Beguelin adds nothing to the objections urged by D’Alembert

against the common theory, and he is less clear and interesting.

It should be added that Montucla appears to have formed a

different estimate of the value of the memoir. He says, on his

page 40.3, speaking of the Petersburg Problem,

Ce probleme a <jte aussi le sujet de .savantes considerations metapliy-

siques pour Beguelin... ce metajihysicien ct analyste examine au flam-

beau d'uno mfitapliysique profonde plusieurs questions sur la nature du

calcul des pi-obal)ilites...

Cl 7. We hav^e next to notice a memoir which has attracted

considerable attention. It is entitled An Inquiry into the pro-

bable Parullux, and Magnitude of the fixed Stars, from the Quantity

oj Light which they afford us, and the particular Circumstances of
their Situation, by the Rev. John Michcll, B.D., F.RS.

This memoir was published in the Philosophical Transactions,

VoL LVii. Part r., which is the volume for 1767 : the memoir
occupies pages 234—2G4.
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C18. The part of the memoir with which we are concerned

is that in which Michell, from the fact that some stars are very

close together, infers the existence of design. His method will be

seen from the following extract. He .says, page 213,

Let us then examine what it is probable would have been the loa-st

apparent distance of any two or more stiirs, any where in the whole

heavens, upon the supposition that they had been scattered by mere

chance, ns it might hapjjen. Now it is manife.st, upon this supposition,

that every star being as likely to be in any one situation as another,

the probability, that any one particular star .should hapj>en to bo within

a certain distance (ns for example one degree) of any other given star,

would be represented (according to the common way of computing

chances) by a fraction, whose numerator would be to it’s denominator,

as a circle of one degree radius, to a circle, whose radius is the diameter

of a great circle (this last quantity being equal to the whole surface of

(60')*
the sphere) that is, by the fraction or, reducing it to a deci-

(G875-5')”

mal form, •000076154 (that is, alx)ut 1 in 13131) and the complement

of this to unity, viz. '999923846, or the fraction
131.30

13131’
" represent

the probability that it would not be so. But, because there is the same

chance for any one star to be within the distance of one degree from

any given star, as for every other, multiplying this fraction into itself

as many times as shall be equivalent to the whole number of stars, of

not less brightness than those in question, and putting n for this number,

(•999923846)", or the fraction
f y^j 3 j

)
represent the probability,

that no one of the whole number of stars n would be within one de-

gree from the proposed given star
;
and the complement of this quan-

tity to unity will represent the probability, that there would be some

one star or more, out of the whole number n, within the distance of

one degree from the given star. And farther, because the same event

is equally likely to happen to any one star as to any other, and there-

fore any one of the whole number of stars n might as well have been

taken for the given star as any other, we must again repeat the last

found chance n times, and consequently the number {('999923846)"}",

or the Lection
3i3oyr

\Vl313lj /
will represent the probability, that no

where, in the whole heavens, any two stars, amongst those in question,

would be within the distance of one degree from each other; and the
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complement of this quantity to unity will represent the probability of

the contrary.

619. Michell obtains the following results on his page 246,

If now we compute, according to the principles above laid down,

what the probability is, that no two stars, in the whole heavens, should

have been within so small a distance from each other, as the two stars

P Capricorni, to which 1 shall sujjpose about 230 stars only to be equal

in brightness, we .shall find it to bo about 80 to 1.

For an example, where more than two stars are concerned, we may
take the six brightest of the Pleiades, and, supjwsing the whole number

of those stars, which are equal in splendor to the faintest of these, to

be about IfiOO, we shaU find the odds to be near 500000 to 1, that no

six stars, out of that number, scattered at random, in the whole hea-

vens, would bo within so small a distance from each other, as the Plei-

ades are.

Michell gives the details of the calculation in a note.

620. Laplace alludes to ilichell in the Thiorie ... des Prob.,

page LXIIL, and in the Connaissance des Terns for 1815, page 219.

621. The late Professor Forbes wrote a very interesting criti-

cism on Michell’s memoir; see the London, Edinburgh and Dublin

Philosophical Magazine, for August 1849 and December 1850. He
objects with great justice to Michell’s mathematical calculations,

and he also altogether distrusts the validity of the inferences

dra'wn from these calculations.

622.

Struve has given some researches on this subject in his

CaUdogus Novus Stellarum Duplicium et Multiplicium ... Dorpati,

1827, see the pages xxxvii.

—

XLVIII. Struve’s method is very

different from Michell’s. Let n be the numl>er of stars in a given

area S of the celestial surface
;
let

<f>
represent the area of a small

circle of x" radius. Then Struve takes
”

^ as the chance
2 o

of having a pair of the n stars within the distance x", supposing

tliat the stars are distributed by chance. Let S represent the

surface beginning from —15° of declination and extending to the

north pole; let n= 10229, and x = 4 : then Stnive finds the above

expression to become ‘007814.
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See also Struve’s Stellarum DupKciiim et MulttpKcium Men-

surce Micrometricm ... Petrop. 1837, page XCI., and his SteUarum

Fixarum ... Positiones Mediae ... Petrop. 1852, page CLXXXViii.

Sir John Herschel in his Outlines ofAstronomy, 184'9, page 565,

gives some numerical results which are attributed to Struve
;
but

I conclude that there is some mistake, for the results do not

appear to agree with Struve’s calculations in the works above cited.

623. For a notice of some of the other subjects discussed in

Michell’s memoir, see Struve’s Etudes dJAstronomie Stellaire,

St PHershourg, 1847.

624. We have next to notice another memoir by John Ber-

noulli
;

it is entitled M^nioire sur un problems de la Doctrine du

Hazard.

This memoir is published in the volume of the Histoire de

TAcad Berlin for 1768; the date of publication is 1770 : the

memoir occupies pages 384—408.

The problem discussed may be thus generally enunciated.

Suppose n men to marry n women at the same time
;
find the

chance that when half the 2n people are dead all the marriages

will be dissolved
;
that is, find the chance that all the survivors

will be widows or widowers. John Bernoulli makes two cases;

first, when there is no limitation as to those who die
; second, when

half of those who die are men and half women.

The memoir presents nothing of interest or importance
; the

formula? are obtained by induction from particular cases, but are

not really demonstrated.

625. We have next to notice a memoir by Lambert, en-

titled Examen dune espece de Superstition ramen6e au calcul

des probabilit^s.

This memoir is published in the volume for 1771 of the

Nouveaux Mlmoires ... Berlin; the date of publication is 1773:

the memoir occupies pages 411—420.

626. Lambert beg^ins by adverting to the faith which many
people in Germany had in the predictions of the almanack makers
respecting the weather and other events. This suggests to him to
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consider what is the chance that the predictions will be verified

supposing the predictions to be thrown out at random.

The problem which he is thus led to discuss is really the old

problem of the game of Treize, though Lambert does not g^ive this

name to it, or cite any preceding writers except Euler’s memoir of

1751 : see Arts. 162, 280, 430.

627. We may put the problem thus : suppose n letters to be

written and n corresponding envelopes to be directed
; the letters

are put at random into the envelopes : required the chance that

all, or any assigned number, of the letters are placed in the wrong
envelopes.

The total number of ways in which the letters can be put into

the envelopes is There is only one way in which all can be

placed in the right envelopes. There is no way in which just one

letter is in the wrong envelope. Let us consider the number of

ways in which just two letters are in the wrong envelopes : take

,71 (fi “ 1 ^

a pair of letters
;
this can be done in — ways

;

then find

in how many ways this pair can be put in the wrong envelopes

without disturbing the others : this can only be done in one way.

Next consider in how many ways just three letters can be put in

the wrong envelopes
;
take a triad of letters

;
this can be done

in ~ selected triad can be put in

wrong envelopes in 2 ways, as will be seen on trial

Proceeding thus we obtain the following result,

. , j, .1
n (n — 1)

[n = A,+A,n +A^-^^^

+ A^
n (n — 1) (n — 2)

1.2.3
, I

”
+ ...+A,-...(l),

where A, expresses the number of ways in which r letters, for

wliich there are r appropriate envelopes, can all be placed in wrong

envelopes. And

A„ = l, A^ = 0, A, = l, A,= 2,...

Now A„ A^, A„ ... are independent of n; thus we can deter-

mine them by putting for n in succession the values 1, 2, 3, ... in
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the above identity. This last remark is in fact the novelty of

Lambert’s memoir.

Lambert gives the general law which holds among the quan-

tities .<1,, namely

A,= rA^_,+ (-iy (2).

He does not however demonstrate that this law holds. We
have demonstrated it implicitly in the value which we have found

for
<f>

(n) in Art. 161.

We get by this law

u4, = 9, .4, = 44, J,= 265, ^=1854, J,= 148.33, ...

We can however easily demonstrate the law independently of

Art 161.

Let A' [0 stand for ^ — r [r — 1 + |r — 2 —

so that the notation is analogous to that which is commonly used

in Finite Differences Then the fundamental relation (1) sug-

gests that

A=A'L0; (3).

and we can shew that this is the case by an inductiye proof. For

we find by trial that

A»10=[0 = l=^.,

A* [0 = 1 - 1 = 0 = ^„

A*10= 2 -2+1=^,;

and then from the fundamental relation (1) it follows that if

A,= A'\0 for all values of r up to n — 1 inclusive, then = A* |0.

Thus (3) is established, and from (3) we can immediately shew

that (2) holds.

628. We now come to another memoir by the writer whom we
have noticed in Art. 597. The memoir is entitled Sur le Calcul

des Probability, par Mr. Mallet, Prof, dAstronomie d Geneve.

This memoir is published in the Acta Helvetica ... Basilece,

VoL VII.
;
the date of publication is 1772 : the memoir occupies

pages 133—163.

22
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629. The memoir consists of the discussion of two problems :

the first is a problem given in the A rs Conjectandi of James Ber-

noulli
;
the other relates to a lottery.

630. Tlie problem from the Ars Conjectandi is that which

is given on page 161 of the work
;
we have given it in Art. 117.

Mallet notices the fact that James Bernoulli in addition to

the correct solution gave another which led to a different result

and was therefore -wTong, but which appeared plausible. Mallet

then says,

Mr. Bernoulli s’6tant contents d’indiquer cette singnlarite apparente,

sans en donncr I’explication, j’ai cru qu’il ne seroit pas inutile d’entrer

dans un plus grand detail Ikdessus, pour 4claircir parfoitement cette

petite difficulti;, on verra qu’on jx^ut imaginer nne infinite de cas sem-

hlables k celui de Mr. Bernoulli, dans la solution desquels il seroit aussi

ais6 d'etre induit en erreur.

631. Mallet’s remarks do not appear to offer any thing new or

important
;
he is an obscure writer for want of sufficiently develop-

ing his ideas. The following illustration was suggested on reading

his memoir, and may be of service to a student. Suppose w'e

refer to the theory of duration of life. Let abscissae measured

from a fixed point denote years from a certain epoch, and the cor-

responding ordinates be proportional to the number of survivors

out of a large number bom at the certain epoch. Now suppose we
wish to know whether it is more probable than not that a new
bom infant will live more than n years. James Bernoulli’s plausi-

ble but false solution amounts to saying that the event is more
probable than not, provided the abscissa of the centre of gravity of

the area is greater than n : the tnie solution takes instead of the

abscissa of the centre of gravity the abscissa which corresponds to

the ordinate bisecting the area of the curve. See Art. 485.

632. We pass to Mallet’s second problem which relates to a

certain lottery.

The lottery is that which was called by Montmort la lotterie

de Loraine, and which he discussed in his work
;

see his pages

257—260, 313, 317, 326, 346. The following is practically the

form of the lottery. The director of the lottery issues n tickets to
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n persons, charging a certain sum for each ticket. He retains for

himself a portion of the money which he thus receives, say a

;

the

remainder he distributes into n prizes which will lie gained by
those who bought the tickets. He also offers a further inducement

to secure bu3^crs of his tickets, for he engages to return a sum, say

b, to every ticket-holder who does not gain a prize. The prizes are

distributed in the following manner. In a box are placed n coun-

ters numbered respectively from 1 to A counter is drawn, and

a prize assigned to the ticket-holder whose number corre.sponds to

the number of the counter. The counter is then replaced in the box.

Another drawing is made tond a prize assigned to the corre.sponding

ticket-holder. The counter is then replaced in the box. This pro-

cess is carried on until n drawings have been made
; and the prizes

are then exhausted.

Hence, owing to the peculiar mode of drawing the lottery, one

person might gain more than one prize, or even gain them aU
;
for

the counter which bears his number might be drawn any number

of times, or even every time.

The problem proposed is to find the advantage or disadvantage

of the director of the lottery.

633. Montmort solved the problem in the following manner.

Consider one of the ticket-holders. The chance that this per-

son’s number is never drawn throughout the whole process is

If it is not drawn he is to receive b from the director

;

so that his corresponding expectation is b A similar ex-

pectation exists for each of the ticket-holders, and the sum of these

expectations is the amount by which the director’s gain is di-

minished. Thus the director's advantage is

a-nb

In the case which Montmort notices b was equal to a, and n

was 20000 ;
thus the director’s advantage was negative, that is, it

was really a disadvantage. Before Montmort made a complete

investigation he saw that the director’s position was bad, and he

22—2
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suspected that there was a design to cheat the public, which

actually happened.634.

Mallet makes no reference to any preceding writer on

the subject
;
but solves the problem in a most laborious manner.

He finds the chances that the number of persons without prizes

should be 1, or 2, or 3, ... up to n
;
then he knows the advantage

of the banker corresponding to each case by multiplying the

chance by the gain in that case
;
and by summing the results he

obtains the total advantage.

635.

One part of Mallet’s process amounts to investigating

the following problem. Suppose a die with r faces
;

let it be

thrown « times in succession : required the chance that all the

faces have appeared. The number of ways in which the desired

event can happen is

r*-r(r-l)* +
^ -

't)

1.2
(r-2)‘-

r(r-l)(r-2)
1.2.3

^(r-3)* + ...

and the chance is obtained by dividing this number by r*.

This is De Moivre’s Problem xxxix
;

it was afterwards dis-

cussed by Laplace and Euler
;
see Art. 448.

Mallet would have saved himself and his readers great labour

if he had borrowed De iloivre’s formula and demonstration. But

he proceeds in a different way, which amounts to what we should

now state thus : the number of ways in which the desired event

can happen is the product of [r by the sum of all the homogeneous

products of the degree s — r which can be formed of the numbers

1, 2, 3, ... r. He does not demonstrate the truth of this statement

;

he merely examines one very easy case, and says without offering

any evidence that the other cases will be obtained by following the

same method. See his page 144.

Mallet after giving the result in the manner we have just indi-

cated proceeds to transform it
;
and thus he arrives at the same

formula as we have quoted from De Moivre. Mallet does not

demonstrate the truth of his transformation generally
;
he contents

himself with taking some simple cases.

636.

The transformation to which we have just alluded.
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involves some algebraical work which we will give, since as we
have intimated Mallet himself omits it.

Let there be r quantities a, b, c, ... k. Suppose a:' to be di-

vided by (*— a) {x— b) (x — c) ... (x — k). The quotient will be

+ ff, x^^ + ... in infinitum,

where denotes the sum of aU the homogeneous products of the

degree r which can be formed from the quantities a,b,c, ... k. This

can be easily shewn by first dividing *' by x — a\ then dividing

the result by x — b, that is multiplying it by »“* ^1 — , and

so on.

Again, if^ be not less than r the expression

a:’’

(a: — a) (x—b) ... (x — k)

will consist of an integral part and a fractional part ; if ^ be less

than r there will be no integral part. In both cases the fractional

part will be

.
K

x — a x—b x — c^”' x — k’

where A = ^
(a — b)(a— c)... (a — k)’

and similar expressions hold for B, C,...K. Now expand each of

the fractions — ... according to negative powers of x)
X — a X — o

and equate the coefficient of a:“'”‘ to the coefiScient in the first

form which we gave for {(x — a) (x— b) ... (x — A:)j. Thus

Aaf+Bi/+ C<f+...+Kkf= H^^^.

Put m for^ — r-ft-f-1; then ^-t-< = m + r — 1; thus we may
express our result in the following words : the sum of the homoge-

neous products of the degree m, which can be formed of the r quan-

tities a,b, c, ... k, is equal to

(a — J) (a — c) ... (a— k) (6 — a) (6 — c) ... (b — k)
”
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This is the general theorem which Mallet enunciates, but only

demou.strates in a few simple cases.

If we put 1, 2, 3, ... r respectively for a, h, c, ...k we obtain

the theorem by which we pass from the formula of Mallet to that

of De JMoivre, namely, the sum of the homogeneous products of

the degree 8 —r which can be formed of the numbers 1, 2, ... r is

equal to

I

_ !)• +^^^ (r - 2)* - (r-3)-+...|

.

The jmrticular case in which s = r + 1 gives us the following

result,

1+2 + 3 + ...+r

which is a known result.

637. When Mallet has finished his laborious investigation he

says, very ju.stly, U y a apparence que celui qui fit cette Lotterie ne

s'6toit pas doling la peine de faire tous les calculs pricedena.

638. Mallet’s result coincides with that which Montmort gave,

and this result being so simple sugge.sted that there might be an
easier method of arriving at it. Accordingly Mallet gives another

solution, in which like ilontmort he investigates directly not the

advantage of the director of the lottery, but the expectation of each

ticket-holder. But even this solution is more laborious than Mont-

mort’s, because Mallet takes separately the case in which a ticket-

holder has 1, or 2, or 3,..., or n prizes; while in Montmort’s

solution there is no necessity for this.

639. Mallet gives the result of the following problem ; Re-
quired the chance that in p throws with a die of n faces a specified

face shall appear just m times. The chance is

[P-

[

m \p —m n’’

t-.y Ciw-.pli’
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The formula explains itself; for the chance of throwing the

specified face at each throw is and the chance of not throwing

w — 1
it is . Hence by the fundamental principles of the subject

the chance of having the specified face just m times in p throws is

[ p ny fn - vy^
[w \p — m \nj \ n )

'

Since the whole number of cases in the p throws is if, it follows

that the number of cases in which the required event can happen is

I

m \p — in ^ ’

and the result had been previously given by Montmort in this

foim : see his page 307.

640. On the whole we may say that MaUet’s memoir shews

the laborious industry of the WTitcr, and his small acquaintance

with preceding works on the subject.

641. William Emerson published in 1776 a volume entitled

Miscellanies, or a Miscellaneous Treatise ; containing sevei'al Mathe-

matical Subjects.

The pages 1—48 are devoted to the Laws of Chance. These

pages form an outline of the subject, illustrated by thirty-four

problems. There is nothing remarkable about the w'ork except

the fact that in many cases instead of exact solutions of the

problems Emerson gives only rude general reasoning which he

considers may serve for approximate solution. This ho himself

admits
;
he says on his page 47,

It may be observed, that in many of these problems, to avoid more

intricate methods of calculation, I have contented myself with a more

lax method of calculating, by which I only approach near the truth.

See also the Scholium on his page 21.

Thus Emerson’s work would bo most dangerous for a beginner

and quite useless for a more advanced student.

We may remark that pages 49—138 of the volume are devoted

to Annuities and Insurances.
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642.

We have now to examine a contribution to our subject

from the illustrious naturalist Buffon whose name has already

occurred in Art. 354.

Buffon’s Essai d’Arithmftique Morale appeared in 1777 in the

fourth volume of the Supplement d UHistoire Eaturelle, where it

occupies 103 quarto pages. Gouraud says on his page 54, that the

Essay was composed about 1760.

643.

The es.say is divided into 35 sections.

Buffon says that there are truths of different kinds
;
thus there

are geometrical truths which we know by reasoning, and physical

truths which we know by experience
;
and there are truths which

we believe on testimony.

He lays down without explanation a peculiar principle with

respect to physical truths. Suppose that for n days in succession

the Sun has risen, what is the probability that it will rise to-

morrow ?

Buffon says it is proportional to 2*"‘. See his 6th section.

This is quite arbitrary
;
see Laplace TJUorie. . .des Prob. page XIIL

a

644.

He considers that a probability measured by so small

fraction as — cannot be distinguished from a zero proba-

bility. He arrives at the result thus; he finds from the tables

that this fraction represents the chance that a man 56 years

old will die in the course of a day, and he considers that such

a man does practically consider the chance as zero. The doctrine

that a very small chance is practically zero is due to D’Alembert

;

see Art. 472 : Buffon however is responsible for the value »

see his 8th section.

645.

Buffon speaks strongly against gambling. He says at

the end of his 11th section :

Mais nous allons donner un puissant antidote centre le nud €pi-

d6mique de la passion du jeu, et en mSme-tempe quelques pr6servati&

contre I’illusion de cet art dangereux.

He condemns all gambling, even such as is carried on under

conditions usually considered fair
;
and of course still more
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gambling in which an advantage is ensured to one of the parties.

Thus for example at a game like Pharaon, he says

:

... le banqnier n’est qu’un Mpon avou6, et le ponte une dupe, dont

on est convenu de ne ae pas moquer.

See his 12th section. He finishes the section thus

:

... je dis qu’en g6n6ral lejeu est \m pacte mal-entendu, un contrat

dfisavantageux aux deux parties, dont I’effet est de rendre la perte tou-

jours plus grande que le gain
;
et d'oter au bien pour ajouter au mal.

La d6monstration en est aussi ais€e qu’€vidente.

646. The demonstration then follows in the 13th section.

Buffon supposes two players of equal fortune, and that each

stakes half of his fortune. He says that the player who wins

will increase his fortune by a third, and the player who loses will

diminish his by a half
;
and as a half is greater than a third

there is more to fear from loss than to hope from gain. Buffon

does not seem to do justice to his own argument such as it is.

Let a denote the fortune of each player, and b the sum staked.

Then the gain is estimated by Buffon by the fraction
b

a + b
, and

the loss by -
;
but it would seem more natural to estimate the

loss by r, which of course increases the excess of the loss
a — 0

to be feared over the gain to be hoped for.

The demonstration may be said to rest on the principle that

the value of a sum of money to any person varies inversely as his

whole fortune.

647. Buffon discusses at length the Petersburg Problem which
he says was proposed to him for the first time by Cramer at

Geneva in 1730. This discussion occupies sections 15 to 20
inclusive. See Art. 389.

Buffon offers four considerations by which he reduces the ex-

pectation of A from an infinite number of crowns to about five

crowns only. These considerations are

(1) The fact that no more than a finite sum of money exists

to pay A. Buffon finds that if head did not fall until after the
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twenty-ninth throw, more money would be required to pay A than

the whole kingdom of France could furnish.

(2) The doctrine of the relative value of money which we

have .stated at the end of the preceding Article.

(3) The fact that there would not be time during a life for

playing more than a certain number of games; allowing only

two minutes for each game including the time necessary for

paying.

(4) The doctrine that any chance less than is to be

considered absolutely zero : see Art. 644.

Buffon cites Fontaine as having urged the first reason : see

Arts. 392, 393.

648. The 18th section contains the details of an experiment

made by Buffon respecting the Petersburg Problem. He says he

played the game 2084 times by getting a child to toss a coin in

the air. These 2084 games he says produced 100.57 crowns. There

were 1061 games which produced one crown, 494 which produced

two crown.s, and so on. The results are given in De Morgan’s

Pormal Logic, page 185, together with those obtained by a re-

petition of the exjieriment. See also Cambridge Philosophical

Transactions, Vol. ix. page 122.

649. The 23rd section contains some novelties.

Buffon begins by saying that up to the present time Arith-

metic had been the only instrument used in estimating probabilities,

but he proposes to shew that examples might be given which

would require the aid of Geometry. He accordingly gives some

simple problems with their results.

Supjx).so a large plane area divided into equal regular figures,

namely squares, equilateral triangles, or regular hexagons. Let

a round coin be thrown down at random
;
required the chance

that it shall fall clear of the bounding lines of the figure, or fall

on one of them, or on two of them
;
and so on.

Tliese examples only need simple mensuration, and we need

not delay on them
;
wo have not verified Buffon’s results.

Buffon had solved these problems at a much earlier date. We
find in the Hist, de VAcad Paris for 1733 a short account of
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them
;
they were communicated to the Academy in that year

;

see Art. 354.

C50. Bufifon then proceeds to a more difficult example which

requires the aid of the Integral Calculus. A large plane area is

ruled with equidistant parallel straight lines
;
a slender rod is

thrown down : required the probability that the rod will fall across

a line. Butfon solves this correctly. He then proceeds to con-

sider what he says might have apjx;ared more difficult, namely to

determine the probability when the area is ruled with a second

set of equidistant parallel straight lines, at right angles to the

former and at the same distances. He merely gives the result,

but it is wTong.

Laplace, without any reference to Buffon, gives the problem in

the Thewie...des Prob., pages 359—3G2.

The problem involves a compound probability
;

for the centre

of the rod may be supposed to fall at any point within one of

the figures, and the rod to take all po.ssible positions by turning

round its centre : it is sufficient to consider one figure. Buffon and

Laplace take the two elements of the problem in the less simple

order
;
we w'ill take the other order.

Suppose a the distance of tw'o consecutive straight lines of one

system, b tho distance of two consecutive straight lines of the

other system
;

let 2r be the length of the rod and assume that

2r is less than a and also le.ss than b.

Suppose the rod to have an inclination 0 to the line of length

a
;

or rather supjwse that the inclination lies between 0 and

0 -f- (10. Then in order that tho rod may cross a line its centre

must fall somewhere on the area

ab — {a — 2r cos 0) {b — 2r sin 0),

that is on the area

2?’ (a sin 0 + b cos 6)
— 4r* sin 0 cos 0.

Hence the wLole probability of crossing the lines is

2r (a sin 0 + h cos 0) — 4r’ sin 0 cos 0

jab d0
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The limits of 0 are 0 and ^ . Hence the result is

4r (a + S) — 4r*

Trad

If a = J this becomes

8ar — 4r*

Buffon’s result expressed in our notation is

2 (a — r) r

If we have only one set of parallel lines we may suppose

• • •

h infinite in our general result : thus we obtain —

.

Tra

651. By the mode of solution w’hich we have adopted we
may easily treat the case in which 2r is not less than a and

also less than h, which Bufibn and Laplace do not notice.

Let h be less than a. First suppose 2r to be greater than

h but not greater than a. Then the limits of 6 instead of being

7T 1)
0 and

£
will be 0 and sin"‘ ^ . Next suppose 2r to be greater

than a. Then the limits of 6 will be cos'‘ ^ and sin"* ^ : this
2r 2r

holds so long as cos"‘ ^ is less than sin"* ^ , that is so long as

V(4/'*— a*) is less than b, that is so long as 2r is less than

which is geometrically obvious.

652. Buffon gives a result for another problem of the same

kind. Suppose a cube thrown down on the area; required the

probability that it will fall across a line. With the same meaning

as before for a and b, let 2r denote the length of a diagonal of

a face of the cube. The required probability is

ab— {a — 2r cos 6) (p
— 2r cos 6)

Jabd0

the limits of 0 being 0 and Thus we obtain
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2(« + S)rsm^-r»g + l)

^ 4 -r*(2^ + 4)

, 7T ‘irab
cib j4

BufiFon gives an incorrect result.

653. The remainder of Buffon’s essay is devoted to subjects

unconnected with the Theory of Probability. One of the sub-

jects is the scales of notation

:

Buflfon recommends the duodenary

scale. Another of the subjects is the unit of length

:

Buflfon re-

commends the length of a pendulum which beats seconds at the

equator. Another of the subjects is the quadrature of the circle:

Buflfon pretends to demonstrate that this is impossible. His de-

monstration however is worthle.ss, for it would equally apply to

any curve, and shew that no airve could be rectified
;
and this we

know would be a false conclusion.

654. After the E.s.say we have a large collection of results

connected with the duration of human life, which Buflfon deduced

from tables he had formerly published.

Bufifon’s results amount to expressing in numbers the following

formula : For a person aged n years the odds are as a to 5 that

he will live x more years.

Buflfon tabulates this formula for all integral values of n up

to 99, and for various values of *.

After these results follow other tables and observations con-

nected with them. The tables include the numbers of births,

marriages, and deaths, at Paris, from 1709 to 1766.

655. Some remarks on Buflfon’s views will be found in Con-

dorcet’s Essai...de fAnalyse... page Lxxi., and in Dugald Stewart’s

If'brifcs edited by Hamilton, Vol. i. pages 369, 616.

656. We have next to notice some investigations by Fuss

under the following titles : Reckerches sur un prohUme du Calcul

des Probability par Nicolas Ftiss. SuppUment au m4moire sur un

problbme du Calcul des Prohahilitds...

The Recherches... occupy pages 81—92 of the Pars Posterior

of the volume for 1779 of the Acta Acad. ...Petrop.; the date of

publication is 1783.
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The Supplement... occupies pages 91—96 of the Pars Posterior

of the volume for 1780 of the Acta Acad. ...Petrop.; the date of

publication is 178-t.

The problem is that con.sidered by James Bernoidli on page 161

of the Ai-s Conjectandi; see Art. 117.

In the Rccherches ... Fus.s .solves the problem
;
he s.ays he had

not seen James Bernoulli’s own solution but obtained his know-

ledge of the problem from Mallet’s memoir
;

.see Art. 628. Fuss

published his solution because his results differed from that

obtained by James Bernoulli as recorded by Mallet. In the Sup-

plement... Fu.ss says that he has since procured James Bernoulli’s

work, and he finds that there are two ca.ses in the problem
;
his

former solution agreed with James Bernoulli’s solution of one

of the cases, and he now .adds a solution of the other case, which

agrees with James Bonioulli’s solution for th.at case.

Thus in fact Fu.ss would have spared his two papers if he

had consulted James Bernoulli’s own work at the outset. We may
observe that Fuss uses the Lemma given by De Moivre on his

page 39, but Fuss does not refer to any previous writer for it

;

see Art. 149.
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CHAPTER XVII.

CONDORCET.

657. COXDORCET was bom in 1743 and died in 1794. He
wrote a work connected with our subject, and also a memoir. It

will be convenient to examine the work first, although part of the

memoir really preceded it in order of time.

658. Tlic work i.s entitled Essai snr ^application de Vanahjse

d la prohabiliti des decisions rendues d la pluralite des voix. Par

M. Le 3fa7'quis de Condorcet ... Paris 1785.

This work is in quarto
;

it consists of a Discours PrSliminaire

which occupies CXCI. pages, and of the Essai itself which occupies

304 pages.

659. The object of the Preliminary Discourse is to give the

results of the mathematical investigations in a form which may be

intelligible to those who arc not mathematicians. It commences

thus

:

Tin grand homme, dont je regretterai toujours les lemons, les exera-

ples, et Bur-tout I'amitid, 6toit persuadd que les vdritds des Sciences

morales et politiques, sont snsceptibles de la mdme certitude que cellcs

qui forment le systems des Sciences physiques, et mdme que lea branches

de ces Sciences qui, comme I’Astronomie, paroissent approoher de la

certitude mathdmatique.

Cette opinion lui dtoit chdre, parce qu’elle conduit i I’espdrance con-

Bolante que I’espSce humaine fera ndcessairement des progrds vers le

bonheur et la perfection, comme elle en a fait dans la connoissance de la

vdritd.

Cdtoit poor lui que j’avois entrepris cet ouvrage
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The great man to whom Condorcet here refers is named in

a note : it is Turgot.

Condorcet him.sclf pcri.shod a victim of the French Revolution,

and it Ls to be pre.sumed that he must have renounced the faith

here expres.scd in the necessary progress of the human race to-

wards happiness and perfection.

6G0. Condorcet's Es8ai is divided into five parts.

The Discours PrSliininaire, after briefly expounding the funda-

mental principles of the Theory of Probability, proceeds to give

in order an account of the results obtained in the five parts of

the Essai.

We must state at once that Condorcet's work is excessively

difficult
;
the difficulty does not lie in the mathematical investi-

gations, but in the expre.ssions which are employed to introduce

these investigations and to state their results : it is in many cases

almost impossible to discover what Condorcet means to say. The
obscurity and self contradiction are without any parallel, so far as

our experience of mathematical works extends
;
some examples

will be given in the course of our analysis, but no amount of

examples can convey an adequate impression of the extent of

the evils. We believe that the work has been very little studied,

for we have not observed any recognition of the repulsive peculi-

arities by which it is so undesirably di.stinguished.

661. The Preliminary Discourse begins with a brief exposition

of the fundamental principles of the Theory of Probability, in

the course of which an interesting point is raised. After giving

the mathematical definition of probability, Condorcet proposes to

shew that it is consistent with ordinary notions
;
or in other words,

that the mathematical measure of probability is an accurate

measure of our degree of belief. See his page vii. Unfortunately

he is extremely obscure in his discussion of the p«int.

We shall not delay on the Preliminary Discourse, because it

is little more than a statement of the results obtained in the

E.ssay.

The Preliminary Discourse is in fact superfluous to any person

who is suflBciently acquainted with Mathematics to study the

Essay, and it would be scarcely intelligible to any other person.
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For in general when we have no mathematical symbols to guide

us in discovering Condorcet’s meaning, the attempt is nearly

hopeless.

We proceed then to analyse the Essay.

662. Condprcet’s first part is divided into eleven sections,

devoted to the examination of as many Hypotheses; this part

occupies pages 1—136.

We will consider Condorcet's first Hypothesis.

Let there be 22 + 1 voters who are supposed exactly alike as to

judgment
;
let v be the probability that a voter decides correctly,

e the probability that he decides incorrectly, so that » + e = 1 :

required the probability that there will be a majority in favour

of the correct decision of a question submitted to the voters. We
may observe, that the letters v and e are chosen from commencing
the words vfritS and erreur.

The required probability is found by expanding (» + «)**** by
the Binomial Theorem, and taking the terms from to that

which involves both inclusive. Two peculiarities in Con-

dorcet’s notation may here bo noticed. He denotes the required

probability by F’; this is very inconvenient because this symbol

has universally another meaning, namely it denotes V raised to

the power q. He uses ^ to denote the coefficient of o’™ e" in

the expansion of (v + e)"
;

this also is very inconvenient because

the symbol — has universally another meaning, namely it denotes

a fraction in which the numerator is n and the denominator is m.

It is not desirable to follow Condorcet in these two innovations.

We will denote the probability required by
<f> (g) ; thus

<f> (q) = (22 + 1) v'^e + t)'»-’e’+ ...

... + •

7+ ^
li

663. The expression for ^ {q) is transformed by Condorcet

into a shape more convenient for his purpose
;
and this trans-

formation we will now give. Let ^ (2 + 1) denote what
<f> (q)

23
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becomes when q is changed into j + 1, that is let <f>(q + l) denote

the probability that there will be a majority in favour of a correct

decision when the question is submitted to 2y + 3 voters. There-

fore

Since t> + e = 1 we have

<f> (q) = (« + e)'
(f) (q).

I
2y + 3

y -f 2
I y + 1

Thus
<f> (q + l) ~4> iq) =<l> (q + l)- {v + e)'

<f> (y).

Now ^ (y + 1) consists of certain terms in the expansion of

(v + e)^, and </> (y) consists of certain terms in the expansion of

(« + c)*^* ;
so we may anticipate that in the development of

^ + 1) ~ (*^ + *)’ 4> (?) very few terms will remain uncancelled.

In fact it will be easily found that

- .1^+1. 2y+l
^ (? + 1) -^ (?) = ^ -

1^yLi±iLl

Hence we deduce

j/\ / \f 3,, 5.4-, 7.6.5,,
<#>(?) = i’ + (v - e) |re+ ji-e + 172

^ ® TTITS
®

I
2? - 1 1

664. The rc.sult given in equation (2) is the transformation

to which we alludetl. We may observe that throughout the first

part of his Essay, Condorcct repeatedly uses the method of trans-

formation just exemplified, and it also appears elsewhere in the

Essay
;

it is in fact the chief mathematical instrument which

he employs.

It will be observed that we assumed v + e = l in order to

obtain equation (2). We may however obtain a result analogous
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to (2) which shall be identically true, whatever t; and e may be.

We have only to replace the left-hand member of (1) by

^ (y -Hi) -(r + e)* ./,(<,),

and we can then deduce

+ (2y -I- 1) r’*6 + t^‘ e* + .

127+1

|g+ 1 Li

= » (e + e)** +(»—
«)
jw (» + e)’*"’+ j

r*e* (y + e)*^

6.4 ... |27-1 , .)

+ ^vV(c+e)-+... + ^^^eV}.

This is identically true

;

if we suppose v + e = 1, we have the

equation (2).

665. We resume the consideration of the equation (2).

Suppose V greater than e

;

then we shall find that ^ (y) = 1

when q is infinite. For it may be shewn that the series in powers

of ve which occurs in (2) arises from expanding

-j+ld-te)-'

in powers of tie as far as the term which involves rV. Thus when

q is infinite, we have

^ (y) = « + (»- e)

I
- 1 + 1

(1 - 4t;c)^|

.

Now 1 — 4we = (w + e)‘ — 4c« = (w — «)*. Therefore when y is

infinite

^(y)=f+(c-e)|-|+2^^}

, ,f v-e
,

v+el= « + (f-e){-
2^+ 27;rri)|

= V + c = 1.

The assumption that v is greater than e is introduced when

we put r — « for (1 — 4re)l.
'

2.3—2
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Thus we have the following result in the Theory of Probability

;

if the probability of a correct decision is the same for every voter

and is greater than the probability of an incorrect decision, then

the probability that the decision of the majority will be correct

becomes indefinitely nearly equal to unity by sufficiently in-

creasing the number of voters.

It need hardly be observed that practically the hypotheses on

which the preceding conclusion rests cannot be realised, so that

the result has very little value. Some important remarks on the

subject will be found in Mill’s Logic, 1862, Vol. II. pages 65, 66,

where he speaks of “ misapplications of the calculus of probabilities

which have made it the real opprobrium of mathematics.”

666. We again return to the equation (2) of Art. 663.

If we denote by >fr(g} the probability that there will be a

majority in favour of an incorrect decision, we can obtain the

value of (g) from that of
<f> (g) by interchanging e and v.

We have also ^ (?) + (?)
= 1-

Of course if v=e we have obviously (q), for all

values of ? ;
the truth of this result when ? is infinite is esta-

blished by Condorcet in a curious way
; see his page 10.

667. Wc have hitherto spoken of the probability that the

decision tvill be correct, that is we have supposed that the result

of the voting is not yet known.

But now suppose we know that a decision has been given and

that m voters voted for that decision and n against it, so that «i

is greater than n. We ask, what is the probability that the de-

cision is correct ? Condorcet says briefly that the number of com-

binations in favour of the truth is expressed by

I 2? + l
-

—

and the number in favour of eiTor by

Thus the probabilities of the correctno.ss and incorrectness of the

decision are respectively
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»"*«*
, e"t»*—

~

—r ~—‘ —“
""T 2

.

tre + e V v e + e v

See his page 10.

668. The student of Condorcet’s work must carefully dis-

tingui.sh between the probability of the correctness of a decision

that has been given when we know the numbers for and against,

and the probability when we do not know these numbers. Con-

dorcet sometimes leaves it to be gathered from the context which

he is considering. For example, in his Preliminary Discourse

page XXIII. he begins his account of his first Hypothesis thus

:

Je oousidgre d’abord le cas le plus simple, celoi o& le nombre des

Yotans 6tant imjtair, on pronunce simplement iL la plurality

Dans ce cas, la probabilit6 de ne pas avoir uue d6cision fiausse, celle

d’avoir une d6cision vraie, celle que la decision rendue eet confonne & la

v£iit6, sent les mSmes, puisqu’il ne pent y avoir de cas od il n’y ait

pas de decision.

Here, although Condorcet does not say so, the words celle que

la decision rendue est conforme & la virit4 mean that we know
the decision has been given, but we do not know the numbers

for and against. For, as we have just seen, in the Essay Con-

dorcet takes the case in which we do know the numbers for and

against, and then the probability is not the same as that of the

correctness of a decision not yet given. Thus, in short, in the

Preliminary Discourse Condorcet does not say which case he takes,

and he really takes the case which he does not consider in the

E^say, excluding the case which he docs consider in the Essay;

that is, he takes the case which he might most naturally have

been supposed not to have taken.

669. We will now proceed to Condorcet’s second Hypothesis

out of his eleven
;
see his page 1-1.

Suppose, as before, that there are + \ voters, and that a

certain plurality of votes is required in order that the decision

should be valid
;
let 2j' -f 1 denote this plurality.

Let if> (q) denote the terms obtained from the expansion of

(v + e)*^‘, from to the term which involves both

inclusive. Let yjr (y) be formed from
(f> (q) by interchanging e

and V.
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Then ^ (j’) is the probability that there will be a valid

decision,
<f> (q) is the probability that there will be a valid and

correct decision, and (j) is the probability that there will be a

valid and incorrect decision. Moreover 1 — (y) is the probability

that there will not be an incorrect decision, and 1 — <}> (q) is the

probability that there will not be a correct deci.sion.

It will be obswved that here <f>iq)+'f'' iq) is not equal to unity.

In fact 1 —
<l> (q) — (q) consists of all the terms in the expansion

of (t> + e)*^* lying Ijetween those which involve and

both exclusive. Thus 1 —
<f> (q)

—
->fr {q) is the probability

that the decision will be invalid for want of the prescribed

plurality.

It is shewn by Condorcet that if v is greater than e the

limit of
<f> iq) when q increases indefinitely is unity. See his

pages 19—21.

670. Suppose we know that a valid decision has been given,

but do not know the numbers for and against. Then the pro-

bability tWt the decision is correct is
. ; f ; , and the pro-

^ • <#>(?) +t(2)
^

bability that it is incorrect is ^ ,

<l> (?) +

1

(?)

Suppose we know that a valid decision has been given, and

also know the numbers for and against. Then the probabilities

of the correctness and incorrectness of the decision are those which

have been stated in Art. 667.

671. We will now indicate what Condorcet appears to mean

by the principal conditions which ought to be secured in a de-

cision
;
they are

:

1. That an incorrect decision shall not be given
;

that is

1 — (y) must be large.

2. That a correct decision shall be given ;
that is ^ (q) must

be large.

3. That there shall be a valid decision, correct or incorrect

;

that La ^ (q)
+ -i/r (q) must be large.

4. That a valid decision which has been given is correct.
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supposing the numbers for and against not to be known
;
that is

(9)
-r-r \ . i-?T be large.

5. Tliat a valid decision which has been given is correct,

supposing the numbers for and against to be known
;

that is

v“e*
. ,—s-i must be large, even when m and n are such as tove + e V

give it the least value of which it is susceptible.

These appear to be w'hat Condorcet means by the principal

conditions, and which, in his usual fluctuating manner, he calls

in various places Jive conditions, four conditions, and turn con-

ditions. See his pages xviii, xxxi, Lxix.

672. Before leaving Condorcet’s second Hypothesis we will

make one remark. On his page 17 he requires the following

result.

= 1-1-
n + l (n -I- 3) (n + 2)

z +
1.2

«*+...

|n-(-2r-l
— + rH=T=T*’’ + —Ir |n + r— 1

On his page 18 he gives two ingenious methods by which the

result may be obtained indirectly. It may however be obtained

directly in various ways. For example, take a formula which may
be established by the Differential Calculus for the expansion of

{1 + V(1 — in powers of z, and differentiate with respect

to z, and put n — 2 for m.

673. Condorcet’s third Hypothesis is similar to his second

;

the only difference is that he here supposes 2q voters, and that

a plurality of 2q is required for a valid decision.

671'. In his fourth, fifth, and sixth Hypotheses Condorcet

supposes that a plurality is required which is proportional, or

nearly so, to the whole number of voters. We will state the

results obtained in one case. Suppose we require that at least

two-thirds of the whole number of voters shall concur in order

that the decision may be valid. Let n represent the whole num-

ber of voters
;
let ^ (n) represent the probability that there will
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be a valid and correct decision, and ^(n) the probability that

there will be a valid and incorrect decision
;

let v and e have the

same meaning as in Art. 662. Then, when n is infinite, if v is

2 . 2
greater than

^
we have ^ (n) = 1

, if » is less than
g

we have

2
^ (n) = 0 ;

and similarly if e is greater than ^ , that is if » is

1 2
less than 5 ,

we have (w) = 1 , and if e is less than ^ ,
that is

0 0

if t; is greater than i
,
we have (n) = 0.

We shall not stop to give Condorcet’s own demonstrations of

these results
;

it will be sufficient to indicate how they may be

derived from Bernoulli s Theorem; see Art. 123. We know from

this theorem that when n is very large, the terms which are in

the neighbourhood of the greatest term of the expansion of

(» + e)" overbalance the rest of the terms. Now ^ (n) consists of

the first third of all the terms of (» + e)", and thus if t) is greater

than I the greatest term is included within
<f>

(n), and therefore
O

<f>(n)=l ultimately.

The same considerations shew that when « = we have
1 ”

675. Condoicet’s seventh and eighth Hypotheses are thus

described by himself, on his page XXXIII

:

La septidme hypothtee est celle oh Ton renvoie la decision k nn autre

temps, si la plurality exig6e n’a pas lieu.

Dans la huitidme hypothhse, on gnppose qne si I’assemblde n’a pas

rendu sa premihre d6cision k la plurality exig€e, on prend une seconds

fois les avis, et ainsi de suite, jusqu’k ce quo Ton obtienne cette pluralitA

These two Hypotheses give rise to very brief discussions in the

Essay.

676. The ninth Hypothesis relates to the decisions formed

by various systems of combined tribunals. Condorcet commences
it thus on his page 57

:
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Jtuqn'ici noos avons suppose un seul Tribunal
;
dans pluaieors pays

cependant on &it juger la m^me afiaire par plasieura Tribunaux, ou

plusiems fois par le m4me, mais d’aprgs tme noorelle instruction, ju»-

qu’i ce qu’on ait obtenu un certain nombre de decisions conformes.

Cette hypoth^ se subdivise en plnsieurs cas diff6rens que nous allons

examiner s€par£ment. En effet, on peut exiger, 1*. Tunauimit^ de ces

decisions
;

2°. une certaine loi de pluralit6, form€e ou par un nombre

absolu, ou par un nombre proportionnel au nombre dee decisions

prises
;

3°. un certain nombre cons^cutif de decisions conformea. Quand
la forme des Tribunaux est telle, que la dfoision peut dtre nulle, comma
dans la septidme hypoth^se, il faut avoir €gard aux decisions nullee.

Enfin il faut examiner ces dificrens cas, en suppoeant le nombre de ces

decisions successives, ou comme d6termin€, ou oomme ind€fini.

677. The ninth Hypothesis extends over pages 57—86 ;
it

appears to have been considered of great importance by Condorcet

himself. We shall give some detail respecting one very in-

teresting case which is discussed. This case Condorcet gives on

pages 73—86. Condorcet is examining the probability of the

correctness of a decision which has been confirmed in succession

by an assigned number of tribunals out of a series to which the

question has been referred. The essential part of the discussion

consists in the solution of two problems which we will now enun-

ciate. Suppose that the probability of the happening of an event

in a single trial is v, and the probability of its failing is e, required,

1st the probability that in r trials the event will happen p times

in succession, 2nd the probability that in r trials the event will

happenp times in succession before it fails p times in succession.

It is the second of these problems which Condorcet wishes

to apply, but he finds it convenirat to begin with the solution

of the first, which is much the simpler, and which, as we have

seen, in Art. 325, had engaged the attention of De Molvre.

678. We have already solved the first problem, in Art. 323,

but it will be convenient to give another solution.

Let ^ (r) denote the probability that in r trials the event will

happenp times in succession. Then we shall have

^(r) +v’^e<f>(r—p + l) + ...

... +re^(r- 2) +e<^ (r— 1) (1).
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To shew the truth of this equation we observe that in the

first p trials the following p cases may arise
;
the event may

happen p times in succession, or it may happen p — \ times in

succession and then fail, or it may happen p — i times in succes-

sion and then fail,
,
or it may fail at the first trial. The

aggregate of the probabilities arising from all these cases is
<f>

(r).

The probability from the first case is v’’. The probability from

the second case is e<p (r—p) : for v’’~' e is the probability that

the event will happen p — I times in succession, and then fail
;

and (f>(r — p) is the probability that the event >vill happen p
times in succession in the course of the remaining r—p trials.

In a similar way the term v‘^’e'
(f>
(r— p-t- 1) is accounted for; and

so on. Thus the truth of equation (1) is established.

679. The equation (1) is an equation in Finite Differences

;

its solution is

<!> (r) = + Cpj; + . . . -P Q// + C (2).

Here C,, C„ ... C, are arbitrary constants
; y, tho

roots of the following equation in y,

f = e(rT'+v^*y + i/ + ... +y^') (3)

;

and (7 is to be found from the equation

(7= v' + c («'’* + d”'*

-

p ... + t) -p 1) C,

that is C=v^ + e 4;
—— C

;1—0

and as e = 1 — p we obtain (7=1.

Wo proceed to examine equation (3).

assume y = -] thus

Put 1 — » for «, and

1-p = z^ + z^' + ... +z

w-^ 2

1-2
We shall shew that the real roots of equation (3) are nu-

merically le.ss than unity, and so also are the moduli of the im-

aginary roots
;

that is, we shall shew that the real roots of
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equation (4) are numerically greater than v, and so also are the

moduli of the imaginary roots.

We know that v is less than unity. Hence from (-I) if z be

real and positive it must be greater than v. For if z be less than

V, then -— is less than
1 — z

V
and a fortiori

I — z
is less

V
than

j
^ . If * he negative in (-I) we must have 1 — z" nega-

tive, so that p must be even, and z numerically greater than unity,

and therefore numerically greater than v. Tims the real roots of

(4) must be numerically greater than v.

Again, we may put (4) in the form

v + v' +v'+ ...=z + z’‘ + ... +z' (5).

Now suppose that z is an imaginary quantity, say

z = k (cos 6 -1- V— 1 sin ff)

;

then if k is not greater than v, we see by aid of the theorem

z" = Id' (cos n6 -1- V— 1 sin nS),

that the real terms on the right-hand side of (5) will form an

aggregate less than the left-hand side. Thus k must be greater

than V.

After what we have demonstrated respecting the values of the

roots of (3), it follows from (2) that when r is infinite <j> (r) = 1.

680. We proceed to the second problem.

Let
<f>

(r) now denote the probability that in r trials the event

will happen p times in succession before it fails p times in suc-

cession.

Let yjr (ti) denote the probability that the event will happen

p times in succession before it fails p times in succession, mipposing

that one triai has just been made in which the event failed, and that

n trials remain to be made.

Then instead of equation (1) we shall now obtain

^ (r) = ti' + «'' (r — p) + eyfr (r—p + 1) -I-

...+t)e>Jr(r — 2) +ei/r(r — 1) ... (6).

This equation is demonstrated in the same manner as (1) was.
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We have now to shew the connexion between the functions

<f)
and ;

it is determined by the following relation

;

ijr(n)=4> («) - e*"' {</> (n - 1)+ 1) -ei/r (n -p)} (7).

To shew the truth of this relation we observe that (n) is

less than
<f>

(n) for the following reason, and for that alone. If the

one failure had not taken place there might be p — 1 failures in

successsion, and there would still remain some chance of the

happening of the event times in succession before its failing

j) times in succession
;
since the one failure has taken place this

chance is lost. The corresponding probability is

(n —p + 1) - (n—p)}.

The meaning of the factor is obvioxis, so that we need only

explain the meaning of the other factor. And it will be seen

that <f>(n — p + l) — eyfr{n—p) expresses the probability of the

desired result in the n—p + 1 trials which remain to be made;

for here the rejected part e\fr(n—p) is that part which would

coexist with failure in the first of these remaining trials, which

part would of course not be available when p—1 failures had

already taken place.

Thus we may consider that (7) is established.

In (6) change r into r—p; therefore

^ (»• —p) = v”+ {r - 2p) + (r— 2p + 1) + ...

... + ve^lr {r—p — 2)+eyfr(r —p - 1) (8).

Now multiply (8) by e' and subtract the result from (6), ob-

serving that by (7) we have

yfr {n) — ir {n —p) = <f>
(n) —p + 1)

;

thus we obtain

(f)
(r) (r—p) = v' — e'w'

+ v'~‘ e
[<f>

(r —p) - e'~‘ </i(r— 2p + l))

+ v'^e l<f>(r-p + l) —
<f>

(r— 2p + 2)}

+ ...

+ e
{<f>

(r - 1)
-

(/> (r -p)} (9).

681. The equation in Finite Differences which we have just
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obtained may be solved in the ordinary way
;
we shall not how-

ever proceed with it.

One case of interest may be noticed. Suppose r infinite
;
then

4* (* ~p)’ <f>
{r — 2p+l), ... will all he equal Thus we can obtain

the probability that the event will happen p times in succession

before it fails p times in succession in an indefinite number of

trials. Let V denote this probability ; then we have from (9),

F(l-e') =»' (1-e') +eV(v^' + v'-*+...+v+ l)

-e'Viv'-' +v^‘+ ... + V+1).

Hence after reduction we obtain

682. The problems which we have thus solved are solved by

Laplace, Th^orie ...des Prob. pages 247—251. In the solution

wc have given we have followed Condorcet’s guidance, with some

deviations however which we will now indicate
;
our remarks will

serve as additional evidence of the obscurity which we attribute

to Condorcet.

Our original equation (1) is given by Condorcet
;
his demon-

stration consists merely in pointing out the following identity

;

{v + ey = tf{v+e)'^ + iT'e{v.\-e)'-^ + v^e{v + e)'-^ + ...

. . . + r’c (v + e)’’"* + re (« + e)'~* + e (r + e)'~'.

He arrives at an equation which coincides with (4). He shews

that the real roots must be numerically greater than r
;
but with

respect to the im^nary roots he infers that the moduli cannot

be greater than unity, because if they were if> (r) would be infinite

when r is infinite.

We may add that Condorcet shews that (4) has no root which

is a simple imaginary quantity, that is of the form a V— 1.

If in our equation (7) we substitute successively for in terms

of if> we obtain

4r{r) =
<l>

(r) - c»^‘ (r + 1) - e<l> (r - p)}

— e*'"' (r — 2^ + 1) — e<l> (r — Ip)}

—
[<f>

(r — 3p + 1) — (r — 3p)}
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On his page Condorcet gives an equivalent result without

explicitly using (7); but he aflfords very little help in establish-

ing it.

Let X (') denote what
<f>

(r) becomes when v and e are inter-

changed
;
that is let x W denote the probability that in r trials

the event will fail p times in succession before it happens p times

in succession.

Let £ denote the value of x M when r is infinite. Then we
can deduce the value of E from that of V by interchanging ti and

e ;
and we shall have V+E=^ 1, as we might anticipate from the

result at the end of Art. 679.

Condorcet says that we shall have

F= (1 +e + e*-(- ... +e’^‘) v”/

(1 + V -I- u’ + f''') e”/,

where y is une fonction seviblable de v et de e.

Thus it would appear that he had some way of arriving at

these results less simple than that which we have employed
;
for

in our way we a.ssigu V and E definitely.

It will be seen that

V 1 - e'

E~ 1 -j/’

and this is less than — if t> be greater than e.

We have then two results, namely

<f>[p) _ v” V t>'
_

X (p) e' ’ E*' ’

the first of these results is obvious and the second has just been

demonstrated. From these two results Condorcet seems to draw
As It\

the inference that continually diminishes as r increases
;
see

his page 78. The statement thus made may be tnie but it is not

demonstrated.

Condorcet says on his page 78, La probability en gyndral que

la decision sera en faveur de la verity, sera exprimye par

v'(l-c) (1-0
«' (1 - e) (1 - v^)

'
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This Is not true. In fact Condorcet gives for the probability

F
when he ought to give

, that is F.

Condorcet says on the same page, Le cas le plus favorable est

celui oh Ton aura d’abord p decisions consecutives, sans aucun

melange. It would be difficult from the words used by Condorcet

to determine what he means
;
but by the aid of some symlxilical

expre.ssions which foUow we can re.store the meaning. Hitherto

he has been estimating the probability before the trial is made

;

but he now takes a different position altogether. Suppose we are

told that a question has been submitted to a series of tribunals, and

that at last p opinions in succession on the .same side have been

obtained
;
we are also told the opinion of every tribunal to which

the question was submitted, and we wish to estimate the pro-

bability that the decision is correct. Condorcet then means to

say that the highest probability will be when the first p tribunals

all concurred in opinion.

Condorcet continues, S’il y a quelque melange dans le cas de

p = % il est clair que le cas le plus dtffavorable sera celui

de toutes les valeurs paires de r, oh le rapport des probability

est ^ .
- = - . Let us examine this.eve

Suppose that p = 2. Suppose we are told that a decision has

been obtained after an odd number of trials
;
then we estimate the

probability of the correctness of the decision at
^ - . For sup-

pose, for example, that there were five trials. The probabilities of the

correctness and of the incorrectness of the decision are proportional

respectively to evev* and vevd, that is to v and e. On the other

hand, suppase we are told that the decision has been obtained after

an even number of trials
;
then in the same way we shall find that

the probabilities of the con'cctness and of the incorrectness of the

decision are proportional respectively to ti’ and c*. Thus the

. . i?
probability of the correctness of the decision is —

;
and this

is greater than ,

V + e
assuming that v is greater than e. Thus
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we see the meaning which Condorcet should have expressed, and

although it is almost superfluous to attempt to correct what is

nearly unintelligible, it would seem that paires should be changed

to impaires.

683. Condorcet’s problem may be generalised. We may ask

what is the probability that in r trials the event will happen

p times in succession before it fails q times in succession. In this

case instead of (7) we shall have

= ^ (n) -«**{(/> (n- j + 1) -cf (n- j))

;

instead of (9) we shall have

^(r) -^<t>{r-q)=‘v' (1-e*)

+ »'' e \(f>(r—p) — er'
<f>

(r —p — g + l)}

+ r'^e {(}> (r-p + l)-e*"‘<^ (r-p-g'+ 2)}

+ ...

+ e{<l>{r-l)-e*-'4>{r-q)},
'

and instead of (10) we shall have

+ e*"* - v”'' e*"‘

684. We will introduce here two remarks relating to that

part of Condorcet’s Preliminary Discourse which bears on his

ninth Hypothesia

On page XXXVI. he says,

...c’est qu’en supposant que Ton connoisse le nombi-e des decisions

et la plurality de chacune, on peut avoir la somme des pluralit6s obte-

mies contre I'opinion qui I’emporte, plus grande que celle des pluralit^s

conformes ii cet avis.

This is a specimen of a kind of illogical expression which is

not uncommon in Condorcet He seems to imply that the result

depends on our knowing something, whereas the result might

happen quite independently of our knowledge. If he will l>egui

his sentence as he does, his conclusion ought to be that we may
have a certain result and know that we have it.

On page xxxvii. he alludes to a case which is not discussed

in the Essay. Suppose that a question is submitted to a series
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of tribunals until a certain number of opinions in succession on

the same side has been obtained, the opinions of those tribunals

being disregarded in which a spccifietl plurality did not concur.

Let V be the probability of an opinion for one alteniative of the

question, which we will call the affirmative; let e be the proba-

bility of an opinion for the negative
;
and let z be the probability

that the opinion will have to be disregarded for want of the re-

quisite plurality. Thus v + e + z = \. Let r be the number of

opinions on the same side required, q the number of tribunals.

Suppose (v 4- z)’ to be expanded, and let all the terms be taken

between v’ and v' both inclusive
; denote the aggregate by <}> (u).

Let (}> (e) be fonned from
<f>

(v) by putting e for v. Then <j> (i?) is

the probability that there will be a decision in the affirmative,

and
<f>

(e) is the probability that there will be a decision in the

negative. But, as we have said, Condorcet docs not discuss the

case.

68.5. Hitherto Condorcet has always supposed that each voter

had only two alternatives presented to him, that is the voter had

a proposition and its contradictory to choose between
;
Condorcet

now proposes to consider cases in which more than two propo-

sitions are submitted to the votera. He says on his page 86 that

there will be three Hypotheses to examine
; but he really arranges

the rest of this part of his Essay under two Hypotheses, namely the

tenth on pages 86—94^, and the eleventh on pages 95—136.

686. Condorcet’s tenth Hypothesis is thus given on his

page XLII

;

...cclle oil Ton suppose quo Ics Votans peuvent non-seulemcnt voter

pour ou centre uno proposition, mais aussi ddclarer qu’ils ne se croLent

l>a3 assez instraits pour prononccr.

The pages 89—91 seem even more than commonly obscure.

687. On his page 91 Condorcet begins his eleventh Hypo-

thesis. Suppose that there are dy + 1 voters and that there are

three propositions, one or other of which each voter affirms. Let

r, e, * denote the probabilities that each voter will affirm these

three propositions re.spectively, so that u + c + t=l. Condorcet

indicates various problems for consideration. We may for example

suppose that three persons A, B, C are candidates for an office,

21
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and that v, e, t are the probabilities that a voter will vote for A, B, C
respectively. Since there are 6y + 1 voters the three candidates

cannot be bracketed, but any two of them may be bracketed. We
may consider three problems.

I. Find the probability that neither B nor C stands singly at

the head.

II. Find the probability that neither B nor C is before A.

III. Find the probability that A stands singly at the head.

These three probabilities are in descending order of magnitude.

In III. we have all the cases in which A decisively beats his two

opponents. In II. we have, in addition to the cases in III., those

in which A is bracketed with one opponent and beats the other.

In I. we have, in addition to the cases in II., those in which A is

beaten by both his opponents, who are themselves bracketed, so

that neither of the two beats the other.

Suppose for example that g = 1. We may expand (w + c + {)'

and pick out the terms which wOl constitute the solution of each

of our problems.

For III. we shall have

v’ + 1r!> {e + t) + 21i;' (e + f)’ + 35v* {e + 1 )’ + 35c’ Gc*f’.

For II. we shall have in addition to these

35c’ (-te’t + 4et*).

Fcir I. we shall have in addition to the terms in II.

7c 20e’t’.

These three problems Condorcet briefly considers. He denotes

the probabilities respectively by IF’, IF/, and IF'*. It will scarcely

be believed that he immediately proceeds to a fourth problem in

which he denotes the probability by IF/’, which is nothing but the

second problem over agam. Such however is the fact. His enun-

ciations appear to be so ob.scure as even to have misled himself.

But it will be scon on examination that his second and fourth

problems are identical, and the final expressions which he gives

for the probabilities agree, after allowing for some misprints.
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688. It may be interesting to give Cordorcet’s own enun-

ciations.

I. ...soit IF’ la probability que ni e ni t n’obtiendront sur les deux

autres opinions la plurality,... page 95.

II. ...IF/ exprimant la probability quo e et i n’ont pas sur v la

plurality exigye, sans qu’il soit nycessaire, pour rejeter un tenne, que

I’un des deux ait cette plurality sur I’autre,... page 100.

III. ...IF'", c’est-i-dire, la probability que o'obtiendra sur t et e la

plurality exigye,... page 102.

IV. ...IF,'*, c’est-i-dire, la probability que v surpassera un des

deux i ou e, et pourra cependant etre ygal ^ I’autre,... page 102.

Of these enunciations I., III., and IV. present no difficulty;

II. is obscure in itself and is rendered more so by the fact that

we naturally suppose at first that it ought not to mean the same

as IV. But, as we have said, the same meaning is to bo given

to II. as to IV.

Before Condorcet takes these problems individually he thus

states them together on his page 9.5

;

...nous chercherons la probability jiour un nombre donny de Votans,

ou quo ni e ni f no I’emportent sur v d’une plurality exigye, ou que e et t

I’emportent chacun sur v de cette plurality sans I’emporter I’un sur

I’autre, ou enfin que v I’emporte k la fois sur e et sur i de cette plurality.

Thus he seems to contemplate three problems. The last clause

ou enfin ... plnraliti gives the enunciation of the third problem

distinctly. The clause ou que ni...exig4e may perhaps be taken

as the enunciation of the second problem. The clause ou que...

Vautre will then be the enunciation of the first problem.

In the Preliminary Discourse the problems are stated together

in the following words on page XLIV

:

...qu’on cherche...ou la probability d’avoir la plurality d’un avis sur

les deux,..., ou la probability que, soit les deux autres, soit un seul des

deux, n’auront pas la plurality ;...

In these words the problems are enunciated in the order

III. , II., I.
;
and knowing what the problems are we can see that

the words are not inapplicable. But if we had no other way of

testing the meaning we might have felt uncertain as to what

problems II. and I. were to be.

24—2
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C89. Condorcct does not discuss those problems with much
detail. He gives some general considerations with the view of

shewing how what he denotes by IF**' may be derived from

but he does not definitely work out his sugge.stions.

We will here establi.sh some results which hold when the

number of voters is infinite.

We will first shew that when q is infinite IF/ is equal to unity,

provided that v is greater than either e or i. Suppose {v+e+ 1
)"**'

expanded in the form

{v + e)"**' + (62 + 1
)
(u + e)”* i + („ + e)«^< +

4.JML (r + e)***' »•’*+..
.

Now take the last term which we have here explicitly given,

and pick out from it the part which it contributes to IF^*.

iML-r,..

[t? + e V H- ej

ir as the term

«
)

•^U + e’ v + ej

; is

*
)

Now if V be greater than e, then f(
^

,
—— ) is equal to

^Vu + eu + e/
^

unity when q is infinite, as we have already shewn
;
see Art 6G0 .

Hence we see that •when q is infinite the value of IF/ is the

limit of

(v + e)"**' + (
6j + 1

) (« + c)«» 1 + {v + 1 * +

Now we arc at liberty to suppose that i is not greater than c,

and then v + e is greater than 2 i
;
so that v + e must be greater
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tlian g . Hence by Art. 674 the value of TF/ will be unity when

q is infinite.

Let
<f)

(v, ei) stand for TT/, where wo moan by our notation to

draw attention to the fact that W/ is a symmetrical function of e

and t. We have then the following result strictly true,

(p {v, ei) + (p (e, vi) + p (t, ev) = 1,

Now suppose q infinite. Let v be greater than e or t
;
then as

we have just shewn p (e, ei) = 1, and therefore each of the other

functions in the above equation is zero. Thus, in fact, p (x, yz)

vanishes if x be less than y or z, and is equal to unity if x be

greater than both y and z.

Next suppose a = e, and i less than v or e. By what we have

just seen p [i, ev) vanishes
; and p (v, ei) = p {e, vi), so that each

of them is ^ .

A

Lastly, suppose that v — e=i. Then

p {v, ei) = p (e, vi) = p (i, ev)

;

hence each of them is i

.

We may readily admit that when q is infinite W” and IF'*

are each equal to IF/j thus the results which we have obtained

with respect to Problem II. of Art. 687 will also apply to Problems

I. and III.

Conilorcet gives these results, though not clearly. He estab-

lishes them for IF'* without using the fundamental equation wo
have used. He says the same values will be obtained by examining

the formula for IF/*. He proceeds thus on his page 104 : Si

maintenant nous cherchons la valeur de IF*, nous trouverons que

IF* est (?gal h l’unit(5 inoins la somme des valeurs de IF'*, oh Ton

atiroit mis v pour e, et rdciproquement v pour i, et rdciproquement.

The words after IF'* are not intelligible
;
but it would seem that

Condorcet has in view such a fundamental equation as that we
have used, put in the form

p {v, ei) = 1 — ^ (e, vi) — p (t, ev).

But such an equation wilt not be true except on the assumption
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that T7'* and TT* are equal toWf ultimately; and on this assump-

tion we have the required results at once without the five lines

which Condorcet gives after the sentence we have just quoted.

C90. In the course of his eleventh Hypothesis Condorcet

examines the propriety of the ordinary mode of electing a person

by votes out of three or more candidates. Take the following

example
;
see his page LViii.

Suppose A, B, C are the candidates ;
and that out of 60 votes

23 are given for A, 19 for B, and 18 for G. Then A is elected

according to ordinary method.

But Condorcet says that this is not necessarily satisfactory. For

suppose that the 23 who voted for A would all consider C better

than B ;
and suppose that the 19 who voted for B would all con-

sider C better than A ;
and suppose that of the 18 who voted for

(7, 16 would prefer jB to .4, and 2 -ivould prefer A to B. Then ou
the whole Condorcet gets the following result.

The two propositions in favour of C are C is better than A,

C is better than B.

The first of these has a majority of 37 to 23, and the second

a majority of -il to 19.

The two propositions in favour of B are B is better than A,

B is better than G.

The first of these has a majority of 35 to 25, the second is

in a minority of 19 to 41.

The two propositions in favour of A are A is better than B,

A is better than G.

The first of these is in a minority of 25 to 35, and the second

in a minority of 23 to 37.

Hence Condorcet concludes that G who was lowest on the

poll in the ordinary way, really has the greatest testimony in his

favour
;
and that A who was highest on the poll in the ordinary

way, really has the least.

Condorcet himself shews that his own method, which has just

been illustrated, will lead to difiSculties sometimes. Suppose, for

example, that there are 23 voters for A, 19 for B, and 18 for G.

Suppose moreover that all the 23 who voted for A would have
preferred B to G; and that of the 19 who voted for B, there
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are 17 who prefer C to A, and 2 who prefer A io C-, and lastly

that of the 18 who voted for C there are 10 who prefer A to B,

and 8 who prefer B to A. Then on the whole, the following three

propositioas are aflBrmed

:

B is better than C, by 42 votes to 18

;

C is better than A, by 35 votes to 25

;

A is better than B, by 33 votes to 27.

Unfortunately these propositions are not consistent with each

other.

Condorcet treats this subject of electing out of more than

two candidate.s at great length, both in the Essay and in the

Preliminary Discourse
;
and it is resumed in the fifth part of

his Essay after the ample discu.ssion which it had received in the

first part. His results however appear of too little value to detain

us any longer. See Laplace, ThSorie ...des Prob. page 274.

691. The general conclusions which Condorcet draws from

the first part of his work do not seem to be of great importance

;

they amount to little more than the very obvious principle that

the voters must be enlightened men in order to ensme our con-

fidence in their decision. We will quote his own words

:

On voit done ici que la forme la plus propro ^ remplir toutes les

conditions exigdes, est en iu6me temps la plus simple, celle oit une

assemblce unique, composee d’hommes 6clair6s, prononce seule un jnge-

ment i une pluralitii telle, qu’on ait une assurance suf&sante de la

v6rit6 du jugement, m6me lorsque la pluralit6 est la moindre, et il faut

de plus que le nombre des Votans soit assez grand pour avoir une grande

probability d’obtenir une dycision.

Des Votans dclairys et une fonno simple, sont les moyens do ryunir

le plus d’avantages. Les formes compliquyes ne remydient point au

defaut de lumicres dans les Votans, ou n’y remydient qu’imparfaitement,

ou mSme entrainont des incouvenieus plus grands que ceux qu’on a

voulu yviter. Page xui.

... il faut, 1“ dans le cas des decisions sur des questions compliquyes,

faire en sorto que le systSme des propositions simples qui les ferment

soit rigoureusement d6veloppy, quo chaque avis possible soit bien exposy,

que la voix de chaque Votant soit prise sur chacuno des propositions qui

forment cet avis, et non sur le rysultat seul
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2“. n faut dc plus que les Votans soient CclairCs, et d’autant plus

6clair6s, que les question-s qu’ils d&ident sent plus compliqiieea
;
sans

cela ou trouvera bion uiie forme do decision qui preservera de la craintc

d’une ddeision fausse, mais qui cn memo temps rendaut toute decision

presque impossible, no sera qu'un mojen dc perpituer les abus et les

mauvuises loix. Pago LXIX.

C92. We now come to Condorcet’s second part, wliieh occupies

his pages 137—175. In the first part the following three elements

were alwaj's supposed known, the numher of voters, the hyiwthesis

of plurality, and the probability of the correctness of each voter’s

vote. From these three elements various re.sults were deduced,

the principal results Ixdng the probability that the decision will

bo correct, and the probability that it will not be incorrect
;
these

probabilities were denoted by <j> {q) and 1—
•^(<?) in Art. GG9.

Now in his second part Condorcet supposes that we know only tiw

of the three elements, and that we know one of the two results

;

from these known quantities he deduces the remainiug element

and the other result; this statement applies to all the ca.scs

discuased in the .second part, e.xccpt to two. In those two cases

we are supposed to know the probability of the correctness of a

decision which we know has been given with the lea-st admissible

plurality; and in one of these cases we know also the probability

of the correctness of each voter’s vote, and in the other case the

hypothesis of plurality.

Condorcet himself has given three statements as to the con-

tents of his second part
;
namely ou pages XXir, 2, and 137 ;

of

these only the first is accurate.

G93. Before proceeding to the main design of his second part

Condorcet adverts to two subjects.

First he notices and condemns Buffon’s doctrine of moral cer-

tainty
;
see Condorcet’s pages LXXI and 138. One of his objections

is thus stated on page 138 :

Cetto opinion est inexacte eu ellc-momc, en co qu’elle tend it con-

fondro deux choses de nature essentieliement diffdrente, la probabilite et

la certitude : e’est preci-semout comme si on confondoit 1’a.symptote

d’une oourbe avec une tangonte mcnie it im point fort eloignC
;
do telles

BU])position3 no pouiToient etre ndraise.s dans le.s Sciences exaetes sans en

dctniiro toute la precision.
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Without undertaking the defence of Buflfon we may remark

that the illustration given by Condorcet is not fortunate
;
for the

student of Geometry knows that it is highly important and useful

in many cases to regard an asymptote as a tangent at a very re-

mote point.

Secondly, Condorcet adverts to the subject of Mathematical

Expectation ; see his pages lxxv and 142. He intimates that

Daniel Bernoulli had first pointed out the inconvonienctni of the

ordinary rule and had trieil to remedy them, and that D’Alembert

had after>vards attacked the rule it.self
;
see Aits. 378, tCO, i71-

G9-t. The second part of Condorcct’s E.s.say presents nothing

remarkable; the formulae of the first part are now employed again,

with an interchange of given and sought quantities. Methods of

approximating to the values of certain series occupy pages 155—171.

Condorcet quotes from Euler what we now call Stirling’s theorem

for the approximate calculation of
;
Condorcet also uses the

formula, due to Lagrange, which we now usually express .symboli-

cally thus

A*«, = (e^ - l)*«,r

See also Lacroix, Traiti du Calc. Diff. ... Vol. III. page 92.

Condorcct’s investigations in these approximations are dis-

figured and obscuretl by numerous misprints. Tlie method which

he gives on his pages 108, 169 for successive approximation to a

required numerical result seems unintelligible.

095. We now arrive at Condorcet’s third part which occupies

his pages 170—211. Condorcet says on his page 170,

Nous avons suffiaammont ex|)os6 I’objet de cette troisiume Partie : on

a vu qu’elle devoit renfermer I’exaraen de deux questions differentes.

Dans la premiere, il s’agit de connoitre, d’aprfis I’oli.servation, la proba-

bilit6 des jiigemena d’uu Tribunal on de la voi.x de chaque Votant
;
dans

la seconde, il s’agit de determiner le degre de probabilite necessaire pour

qu’on puisse agir dims differentes circonstances, soit avec prudence, soit

avec ju.stice.

Mais il e.st aise de voir que I’examcn dc cos deux questions demande

d'abonl qu’on ait Ctabli en gen6ral le.a princii>es d’apres lesquels on pent

dfiterminer la probabilit6 d’un €v6ncmcnt futur ou inconnu, non par la
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coiiDoissance du nombre dcs combinaisona possibles que donnent cet

Cvenement, ou rdvciiement opposfi, inais sculemcut pur la connoiasance

de I’ordre dea 6vSnemens connua ou pasads de la memo esjjece. Cest

I’objet des probldmes suivans.

C9G. Condorcet devotes his pages 176—212 to thirteen pre-

liminary problems, and then his pages 213—21rl to the application

of the problems to the main purposes of his Essay.

With respect to these preliminary problems Condorcet makes

the following hi.storical remark on his page LXXXIII,

L’idee de chercher la probabilitd des Cvenemens futurs d’aprSs la loi

dea dvtnemens pas-sds, paroit s’etre prdsentde & Jacques Bernoulli et iL

Moivre, mala ila n’ont donnd dans leurs ouvragca aucune mdthode jx>ur

y paiwenir.

M”. Bayes et Price en out donnd une dana lea Transactiona pliilo-

Bopliiques, annees 1764 et 1765, ct M. de la Place eat le premier qui ait

ti-aitd cette question d’une manidre analytiqua

697. Condorcet's first problem is thus enunciated

:

Soient deux dvduemens seuls possibles A et N, dont on ignore la

pi-obabilitd, et qu’on sache seulcment que A est arrivd m foia, et N,

n foia. On suppose Tun des deux dvdnemens arrivds, et on demande la

probabilitd que e’est rdvenement A, ou que e’est I’dvduement N, dans

riiypothfise que la probabilitd do chacuu dea deux dvdnemens est con-

stamnieut la mdme.

We have already spoken of this problem in connexion with

Bayes, see Art. 551.

Condorcet solves the problem briefly. He obtains the ordinary

result that the probability in favour of A is,

^
f a:” (1 — *)" dx
0

and this is equal to
^ ^

. Similarly the probability in favour

of iV is
71 + 1

7n + ;i+ 2’

It will of course be obsen-ed that it is only by way of abbrevia-

tion that we can speak of these results as deduced from the hypo-

thesis that the probability of the two events is constantly the
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same
;
the real hypothesis involves much more, namely, that the

probability is of unknown value, any value between zero and unity

being equally likely d priori.

Similarly w'e have the following result. Suppose tlie event A
has occurred m times and the event N has occurred n times

;
suj>-

pose that the probability of the two events is constantly the same,

but of unknown value, any value between a and b being equally

likely d prion; required the probability that the probability of A
lies between certain limits a and /9 which are themselves com-

prised between a and h.

The required probability is

f x" (1 — x)" dx
J a

Laplace sometimes speaks of such a result as the prohahiliUj

that the possibility of .4 lies between a and see Th^orie...des

Frob. Livre ll. Chapitre VI. See also De Morgan, Theory of Proba-

bilities, in the Encyclopadia Metropolitana, Art. 77, and Essay on

Probabilities in the Cabinet Cyclopedia, page 87.

698. Condorcet’s second problem is thus enunciated

:

On suppose dans ce Problfime, que la probability de A et de N n’est

pas la rnUme dans tous les 6vt!nemen3, mais qu’elle peut avoir pour

chacun une valeur quelconque depuis z<iro jusqu’i l’unit4.

Condorcet’s solution depends essentially on this statement. The
probabihty of m occurrences of A, and n occurrences ofN is

I
+ w

|J
x4x|

|J
(1 , that

m -f n

]« n

1

2
"‘^'

The probability of havingA again, after A has occurred m times

and N has occurred n times, is foimd by changing the exponent m
into OT + 1, so that it is

^ + n 1

Proceeding in this way Condorcet finally arrives at the conclu-

sion that the probability of having A is
|
and the probability of
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having is ^ . In fact the hypothesis leads to the same conclu-

sion as we should obtain from the hypothesis that A and 2^ are

always equally likely to occur.

In his first problem Condorcet assumes that the probability of

eacli event remains constant during the observations
;
in his second

problem he says that he does not assume this. But we must

observe that to abstain from assuming that an clement is constant

is different from distinctly as.suming that it is not constant. Con-

dorcet, as we shall see, seems to confound these two thing.s. His

second problem does not exclude the case of a constant probability,

for as wo have remarked it is coincident with the case in wliich

there is a constant probability equal to |

.

The introduction of this second problem, and of others similar

to it is peculiar to Condorcet. We shall immediately see an appli-

cation which he makes of the novelty in his third problem
;
and we

shall not be able to commend it.

6!)9. Condorcet’s third problem is thus enunciated :

On suppose dans ce problime que I’ou ignore si il cliaqno fois la pro-

babilite d’avoir A on if rosto la raeme, ou si elle varie k ebaquo fois, do

niaiiiere qu’elle pui.sse avoir uno valeur quolconque depuis zero ju.stju’k

runitc, et Ton deuiaudc, sachant que Ton a eu m t-veuemens A, et n
Cveuemeus jV, quelle est la probability d’amener A ou N.

The following is Condorcet’s solution. If the probability is

constant, then the probability of obtaining m occurrences of A

and n occurrences of iV is ~— ,

- I x" (1 — a:)" dx, that is
[m

1_« Jo

I

m -t- n lin n
, , .

1=^^^ —I —r . If the probability is not constant, then, as in
[rti [rt |m+n+l ^

the second problem, the probability of obtaining w occurrences ofA

Hence he infers that the

P , Q

I

;ll + n 1
and n occurrences of N is

‘

.

\m iji S"’"

probabilities of the h}’pothesis are respectively

I

TO I n 1
where

^
and

J-+ Q J’+Q’
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Pie continues in the usual way. If the first hypotliesis be tnie

tlie probability of another A is
^ ^

; if the second hvno-
+ n + 2 •' *

thesis be tiaie the probability of another ^ is i . Thus finally the

probability in favour of A is

1

i' + Q

' W! + 1

m+n + 2

Similarly the probability in favour ofN is

1 pi
P+ Q\m+n-\-‘2 ^2

It should 1x3 noticed that in this solution it is assumed that

the two hypothe.scs were equally probable d priori, which is a very

important assumption.

700. Suppose that m + n is indefinitely large
;

if = n it may
be shewn that the ratio of P to Q is indefinitely small

;
this ratio

obviously increases as the difference of m and n increases, and is

indefinitely large when m or »t vanishe.s. Condorcet enunciates

a more general result, namely this
;

if we suppose m = an and

n infinite, the ratio of P to Q is zero if a is unity, and infinite

if a is greater or less than unity. • Condorcet then proceeds,

Ainsi supposons m et n donnfis et ineganx
; si on continue d’observer

lea 6v6ncmens, et que m et n conservent la mllmc projxjrtion, on parvi-

endra & une valour de m et de n, telle qu’on aura une probability aussi

gnmde qu’on voudra, que la probability des yvfinemens A et A est Con-

stanta

Par la memo raison, lorsque »» et n sent fort grands, leur difiyrence,

quoique tres-grande en elle-meme, pent Stre assez petite par rapport au

nombre total, pour que Ton ait uno tres-grande probability quo la pro-

bability d’avoir A ou A n’est pas constante.

The second paragraph seems quite untenable. If in a very

large number of trials A and N had occurred very nearly the same

number of times we should infer that there is a constant proba-

bility namely i for A and
|

for N. It is the more necessary to
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record dissent because Condorcet seems to attach gi'eat importance

to his third problem, and the inferences he draws from it
;
see his

pages Lxxxiv, xcii, 221.

701. Condorcet’s fourth problem is thus enunciated :

On suppose ici un 6v6nement A arriv6 m fois, et un ^vSnement X
arriv6 n fois

;
que Ton sache que la probabiliKi inconnue d’un des Cv6-

nemens soit depuis 1 jusqu’k et cellede I’autre depuis ^ jusqu’a z6ro,

ct Ton dcniande, dans les trois hyj)othi!ses des trois problfimes pr6c6dens,

1°. la probability que e’est ou .tVdont la probability est depuis 1 jusqu’k

2”. la probability d’avoir A ou dans le cas d’un nouvel yvencment;

3°. la probability d’avoir un yvfinement dont la probability soit depuis

1 jusquk g.

Condorcet uses a very repulsive notation, namely,

The chief point in the solution of this problem is the fact to

which wo have drawn attention in the latter part of Art. G97-

We may remark that Condorcet begins his solution of the

second part of his problem thus : Soit supposye niaintcnant la pro-

bability changeanto h chaque yvenement. He ought to say, let the

probability not be assumed constant. See Art. 698.

702. Condorcet’s fifth problem is thus enunciated :

Conservant les memes hypothJSscs, on demande quelle est, dans le cas

du problJme premier, la probability, 1“. que celle de I’evenement A n’ost

pas au-dessous d’une quantity donnye ;
2°. qu’elle ne diffOro de la valeur

moyenne — que d’unc qiuintity a

;

3". quo la probability d’amener it,

n’est point au-dessous d’une limite a
;

t”. qu’cllc ne differe de la pro-

bability moyenne 6ue d’une quantity moindre que a. On

demande aussi, ces probabilites ytant donnyes, quelle est la limite a

pour laquelle elles ont lieu.

Tlie whole solution depends on the fact to which we have

drawn attention in the latter part of Art. 697.
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Aa is very common with Condorcet, it would be uncertain from

his language what questions ho proposed to consider. On examin-

ing his solution it ap|K;ars that his 1 and 3 arc absolutely identical,

and that his 2 and 4 differ only in notation.

703. In his sixth problem Condorcet says that he proposes the

same questions as in his fifth problem, taking now the hypothesis

that the probability is not constant.

Here his 1 and 3 are really different, and his 2 and 4 are really

different.

It seems to mo th.at no value can be attributed to the discus-

sions which constitute the problems from the second to the sixth

inclu-sive of this part of Condorcet’s work. See also Cournot’s

Exposition de la Throne des Chaticcs...pago 106.

704. The seventh problem is an extension of the first. Sup-

pose there are two events A and N, which are mutually exclusive,

and that in m+ n trials A has happened m times, and N has hap-

pened n times : required the probability that in the next p + q
trials A will happenp times and N happen q times.

Suppose that x and 1 — x were the chances of A and A7 at a

single trial
;
then the probability that in m + n trials A would

happen m times and N happen n times would be proportional to

x"" (1 — x)*. Hence, by the rule for estimating the probabilities of

causes from effects, the probability that the chance of A lies be-

tween X and X + dx at a single trial is

x’*(l-x)’'d:x

And if the chance of A at a single trial is x the probability

that in p + q trials A will occur times and E occur q times is

x”(l-xy.

Hence finally the probability required in the problem is

f x" (1 - x)" dx
Jo •
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This important result had been given in effect by Laplace in

the memoir which we have cited in Art. 551 ;
but in Laplace’s me-

moir we mu.st suppose thep -1- y events to be required to happen

in an assigned order, as the factor
T’ + ? .

,--
7
— IS omitted.

[p ! y
We .shall see hereafter in examining a memoir by Prevost

and Lhuilier that an equivalent result may also bo obtained by an

elementary algebraical process.

705. The remaining problems consist chiefly of deductions

from the seventh, the deductions being themselves similar to the

problems treated in Condorcet’s first part. We will briefly illus-

trate this by one example. Supjiose that A has occurred w times

and B has occurred n times
;
required the probability that in the

next 2q -H 1 trials there will be a majority in favour of A. Let

F{q) denote this probability
;

then

f x" (1 — x)“
<f) {q) dx

^ 0

where ^ (j) stands for

a^‘ + {2q + 1) (1 - x) -I- (1 -x)*+

x^‘ (1 - x)'.

Hence if we use, as in Art. CG.3, a similar notation for the case

in which q is changed into q + \, we have

f X*" (1 — x)" <f>(q + 1) dx

F{q -h 1) =-^^—7^ .

j

x" (1 — x)" dx
•' 0

Tliercforc, as in Art. GG.3,

f
x'-a-x)- <f>(q+l)-<f>(q}ldx

F(q+1)-F(q)=-'^ ^

x'"(l-x)"(fx
^ n
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where .}> (3 + 1 ) - (3)
^

‘

In this manner Condorcet deduces various formulas similar to

equation (2) of Art. C63.

Wo may remark that at first Condorcet does not seem to deduce

his formulae in the simplest way, namely by applying the results

which ho has already obtained in his first part; but he does

eventually adopt this plan. Compare his pages 191 and 208.

i

706. Condorcet now proceeds to the application of the problems

to the main purposes of his Es.say. As he says in the passage we
have quoted in Art. 69.5, there are two questions to l)e considered.

The first cpiestion is considered in pages 213—223, and the second

question in pages 223—211.

707. Tlie first question a.sks for two results
;
Condorcet barely

notices the first, but gives all his attention to the second.

Condorcet proposes two methods of treatment for the first ques-

tion
; the premier moyen is in pages 213—220, and the seconde

vuthode in pages 220—223. Neither method is carried out to a

practical application.

708. Wo w'ill give a simple illustration of what Condorcet pro-

poses in his first method. Suppose w^e have a tribunal composed

of a largo number of truly enlightened men, and that this tribunal

examines a large number of decisions of an inferior tribunal. Sup-

pose too that we have confidence that these truly enlightened men
will bo absolutely correct in their estimate of the decisions of the

inferior tribunal. Then we may accept from their examination

the result that on the whole the inferior tribunal has recorded m
votes for truth and n votes for error. We are now ready to apply

the problem in Art. 701, and thus determine the probability that

out of the next 2j + 1 votes given by members of the inferior tri-

bunal there will l>c a majority in favour of the tnith.

Tliis must be taken however only as a very simple case of the

method proposed by Condorcet
;
he himself introduces circum-

stances which render the method much more complex. For in-

stance he has not complete confidence even in his truly enlightened

25
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men, but takes into account the probability that they will err in

their estimate of the decisions of the inferior tribunal. But there

would be no advantage gained in giving a fuller investigation of

Condorcet’s method, especially as Condorcct seems to intimate on
his page 216 that the following is the chief result

:

...ce qui conduit en g6ii6ral k cette conclusion tros-impoi'tante, que
tout Tribunal dont les jugenicns sout rendu.s k uue petite pluralite,

relativcnicnt au uombro total des Votans, doit inspiror peu de confiance,

et que ses decisions n’ont qu’une tres-petite probabilite.

Such an obvious result reejuires no elaborate calculation to

support it.

709. In the second method of treating the first question Con-
dorcet does not suppose any tribunal composed of truly enlightened

men to review the decisions of those who are less enli<rlitened.

But he assumes that the probability of the correctness of each vote

lies between
^
and 1 ;

and then he proposes to apply some of the

formula; which he obtained in the solutions of the preliminary
problems. Nothing of any practical value can be extracted from
this part of the book. Condorcct himself says on his page C,

II auroit 6t6 curieux de faire k la suite des d6ci,sions de quclque
Tribunal existfiut^ I’application de ce dernier princijje, mais il ue nous
a 6te possible do nous procurer les donnees uece.s.saires pour cette ap]>li-

cation. D’aillcurs les calculs auroiont 6t6 trfis-longs, ct la ncccssite

d’en supprimer les resultiits, s’ils avoient 6t6 ti-op dCfavorables, u’etoit

pas propre k donner le courage do s’y livrer.

710. Condorcct now proceeds to the second question which w'o
have seen in Art. 695 that ho j)roposed to consider, namely the
numerical value of the probability which ought to be obtained
in various cases. This occupies pages 223—241 of the Essay

;

the corresponding part of the Preliminary Discourse occupies
pages cii—cxxviir. This discussion is interesting, but not of
much practical value. Condorcct notices an opinion enunciated
by Buffon. Buffon says that out of 10,000 persons one will die in
the course of a day

;
but practically the chance of dying in the
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course of a day is disregarded by mankind
;
so tliat

be considered the numerical estimate of a risk wliich any person is

willing to neglect Condorcet objects to this on various grounds
;

ami himself proposes a different numerical estimate. He finds

from tables of mortality that the risk for a person aged 37 of a

sudden death in the course of a week is — ^
, and that the

o2 X obO

risk for a person aged 47 is
^ .

He assumes that prac-

tically no person distinguishes Ix'twccn these risks, so that their

difference is in fact disregarded. The difference between these

fractions is
» and this Condorcet proposes to take as a risk

which a man would practically consider ecpiivalent to zero in the

CJise of his own life. See Art. 6 14.

711. Condorcet considers however that the risk which wo
may with propriety neglect will vary with the subject to which it

relates. He specijilly considem three subjects, the establishment

of a new law, the decision between claimants as to the right to a

property, and the condemnation of an accused person to capital

punishment. We may observe that he records the opinion that

capital punishments ought to l)o abolished, on the gi-ound that,

however large may be the proluibility of the correctness of a

single decision, we cannot escape having a large probability that in

the course of many decisions some innocent person wdll be con-

demned. See his pages cxxvi, 241.

712. We now arrive at Condorcet’s fourth part, which occupies

pages 242—278. He says on his page 242,

Jusqu’ici nous n’avons considfird notre sujet quo d’une manidre ab-

straitc, et les suppositions generalcs quo nous avons faitos s'dloignent

trop de la rdalitd. Cette Partie est destinde k ddvelopper la methode do

faire entrer dans le calcul les principales donndes auxquelles on doit

avoir dgard pour quo les rcsultats oil Ton est conduit, soient applicables

k la pratique.

Condorcet divides this part into six questions. In these ques-

25—2
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t ions he proposes to examine the modifications wliich the results of

the preceding parts of his book rcfiuirc, before they can be applied

to practice. For instance we cannot in practice suppose it true

that all the voters are of equal skill and honesty
;
and accordingly

one of the six questions relates to this circumstance.

But the subjects projwscd for investigation arc too vague to be

reduced with advantage to mathematical calculation ;
and ac-

cordingly vfc find that Condorcct’s researches fall far below what

his enunciations appear to promise. For example, on page 2G4,

he says,

Nous examinerons ici I’influence qui peut r6sulter de la passion ou

de la mauvoise foi des Votans.

Tliese words may stimulate our curiosity and excite our atten-

tion
;
hut we arc quite disappointed when we read the paragraph

which immediately follows

:

Comme la probahilitC' n’a pn 6tre d6termin6c que par I'exp^rience,

si I’on suit la premiere ni6thode de la Iromime Partie, ou qu’en sui-

vant la secondc, ou sujqmsc que I’influence de la corruption ou de la

passion sur les jugemons ue fait pas tomber la probabditC au-dessous de

1

a’
alors il est 6vident que cct Clement e.st cntrC dans le calcul, et qu’il

u’y a par consequent rien & corriger.

Condorcet himself admits that he has here effected very little ;

he says on his page CUV,

Ainsi Ton doit regarder sur-tout oette quatriSme Partie comme nn

simple cssai, dans lequel on ne trouvera ni les dCveloppemeus ni les

details que I’importanoe du sujet pourroit exiger.

713. Condorcet him.solf seems to attach groat importance to

his fifth question which relates to that system of forced unanimity

which is established for Engli.sh juries. Tliis question he dis-

cusses in his pages 2G7—27G and cxi,—CLI. He believes that he

shews that the system is bad. He introduces the subject thus on

page CXL

:

Ix;.s jugemens criminel.s en Angleterre se rendent sons cette forme :

on oblige les Jur6s de rester duns le lieu d’assemblde jusqu’k ce qu’ils

Boient d’accord, et on les oblige de se r6unir par cette espfice de torture
;

car non-seulement la faim seroit un tourment rdel, mais I’ennui, la
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contnvinte, le mal-aiso, port^s k un certain point, peuvent devcnir un

6ritable supplice.

Aussi pourroit-on faire i cette forme de d6ciaion un repioche scm-

blable k cclni qu’on faisoit, avec tant de justice, il I’usago barbare efc

inutile de la torture, et dire qu’elle donne do I’avantago 3. un Jure

robuate et fripon, sur le Jur6 intSgre, mais foible.

He says that there is a cla-ss of questions to which this method

of forced unanimity cannot be applied
;
for example, the tniths of

Physical Science, or such as depend on reasoning. He says on

page CXLI,

Aussi, du moins dans des pays ou des siftcles dclaircs, n’a-t-on jamais

exig6 cette unanimity pour les questions dont Li solution d6pend du

raisonnemont. Personne n’hdsite 3 recevoir commo unc vCrit6 I’opinion

unanimo des gens instinits, lorsque cette unanimity a 6tt; le produit

lent des rfiflexion-s, du temps et des recherches : mais si Ton enfermoit

les vingt plus habiles Pliysiciens de I’Europe juscpi’i ce qu’ils fiissent

convenus d’un jxiint de doctrine, pemoime no sei'oit tent6 d’avoir la

moindre confiance cn cette esj)ice d’unanimit6.

714 We shall not reproduce Condorcet’s investigations on the

English jury system, as they do not seem to us of any practical

value. They can be easily read by a student who is interested in

the subject, for they form an indej>endent piece of reasoning, and

thus do not enforce a |x:rusal of the rest of the book.

We will make a few remarks for the use of a student who con-

sults this part of Condorcct’s book
;
these will occupy our next

Article.

713. On page CXLI Condorcet says that we ought to dis-

tinguish three .sorts of questions, and he at once states the first

;

ns usual wth him he is not careful in the subsequent pages to indi-

cate the second and third of these questions. Thu second is that

beginning on page CXLII, II y a un autre genre dopinions.... The

third is that beginning on page CLI, On peut considerer encore....

On his page 2G7 Condorcet says.

Si Ton prend I’hypothijse huitifimo de la premicro Partie, et quVn

consequence Ton supjrose que Ton prendra les voix jusqu’k ce que

runanimite se soit reunie pour un des deux avis, nous avons vu quo le
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calcul donnoit la merae probability, soit quo cette unanimity ait lieu

immydiatement, soit qu’elle no so forme qu’aprds plusieure changemena

d’avis, soit qvie Ton so ryunisse k la majority, soit que I’avis de la

minority fiuisse, par avoir tous les suffrages.

We quote this pass.ogc in order to draw attention to a practice of

which Condorcet is very fond, and which causes much olxscurity in

his writings ;
the practice is that of needlessly vaiyung the lan-

guage. If wo compare the words soit que ton se rfunisse d la

viajorit^ with those which immediately follow, we discover such a

great diversity in the language that we have to ascertain whether

there is a corrcsjx>nding diversity in the meaning which is to be

conveyed. We shall conclude on examination that there is no

such diversity of meaning, and wo consequently pronounce the

iliversity of language to be very mischievous, as it only serves to

arrest and jx?q)lex the student.

It woiild Ix) well in this paragraph to omit all the words soit

que ton. ..suffrages; for without the.se every thing is fully expressed

w'hich Condorcet had obtained in his first jxirt.

We would indicate the firet eleven lines of Condorcet’s page 270

ns involving so much that is arbitrary as to render all the conclu-

sions dejK’iuling on them valueless. We are not prepared to ofler

more rea.sonable suppositious than those of Condorcet, but w'c

think that if the.se are the best which can be found it will be

prudent to give up the attempt to apply mathematics to the

(lucstion.

Wc may remark that what is called Trial hy Jury would more

accurately be styled Trial by Judge and Jury. Accordingly a most

important element in such an investigation as Condorcet under-

takes would be the influence which the Judge exercises over the

Jury’; and in considering this element we must remcml)er that

the probability is very high that the opinion of the Judge will be

correct, on account of his ability and experience.

71G. We now arrive at Condorcct’s fifth part; which occupies

the remainder of his book, that is, pages 279—301. Condorcet

•says on page ci.vn,

L’objct de cette demiere Partie, cat d’appliqiier k quelques exempics

Ics prinoipes qua nous avons dyvelopjjys. II auroit 6ty k desirer que
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Cette application ciit pu ctre faite d’apres des donnfies r6elles, mais la

difficiiltfi de so procurer ces doniices, ditlicult€s qu’un particulior ne

pouvoit espcrer do vaincro, a forc6 de sc coutcntor d’appliquer les prin-

ci[)es de la tliiiorio ^ de siinijles liypothfises, afin do niontrer du moina

la niarche quo pourroiont suivro pour cette application r6ellc ceux ik qui

on auroit procui-6 les donndes qui doivent en etre la base.

But it would bo rather more correct to describe this part as

furnishiug some additions to the preceding investigations than as

giving examples of them.

Four so-caOed examples arc discussed.

717.

In the first example Condorcet proposes what he thinks

would be a good form of tribunal for the trial of civil cases. He
suggests a court of 2o judges, to decide by majority. He adds,

however, this condition
;
suppose tlie ca.se tried is the right to a

certain property, then if the majority Ls less than 3 the court

should award compensation to the claimant against whom de-

cision is given.

718. In the second e.xample Condorcet projtoses what he

thinks w'ould be a good form of tribunal for the trial of criminal

cases. He suggests a court of 30 judges, in which a majority of at

least 8 is to be required to condemn an accused person.

719. Tlie third example relates to the mode of electing from

a number of candidates to an office. This example is really a

supplement to tlie investigation given in the first part of the Essay.

Condorcet refers to the memoir on the subject by a celebrated

geometer, and records his own dis'sent from that geometer’s sug-

gestions
;
the geometer alluded to is Borda, See Art. C90.

720. The fourth example relates to the probability of the

accuracy of the decision tif a large assembly in which the voters

are not all alike. Condorcet considers the case in w'hich the num-

ber of voters whose i>robability of accuracy is x, is proportional to

1 — a; ;
and he supposes that x lies between

^
and 1. In such a

case the mean probability is
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J^(l — x) xdx

f (1 —x)de

. . 2 .

which is g . If the value of x lies between a and 1 the mean pro-

1 + 2a
bability is found in the same way to be —s— •

o

This example Is interesting, but some parts of the investiga-

tions connected with it are very obscure.

As in other parts of his Ixjok Condorcet draws a very in-

significant inference from his difficult investigations. Ho says,

page 303,

On voit done combien il est important, non-sculomcnt quo Ics

liomnic.s soient 6cUiiri3s, mais qu’en mouie temps tous ceux qui, dans

I’opinion jmbliquc, j>assent pour instruits on liabiles, .soient exempts de

prejuges. Cette deruiCre condition e.st memo la j)lus c.ssontielle, puisqu’il

pamit que ricn ne i>eut remedier aux inconv6niens qu’ello entraina

721. Besides the Condorcet VTote a long memoir on the

Theory of Probability, which consists of six parts, and Ls published

in the volumes of the J/ist. de EAcad....Pai'i8, for the years 1781,

1782, 1783, and 1784.

The first and second parts appear in the volume for 1781 ;

they occupy pages 707—728. The dates of pul)lication of the

volumes are as visual later than the dates to which the volumes

liclong
;
the portion of the memoir which appears in the volume

for 1781 is said to have been read on August 4th, 1784.

722. The first part of the memoir is entitled Reflexions sur la

rifle gen/rale qui present de prendre jmir valeur d'un eihiement

incertain, la pirolmhiliU de cet evinement, inidtiplUe par la valeur de

Vdvhiement en lui-meme.

Supjwse that p represents the probability that an event will

happen, and that if the event happens a person is to receive a sum
of money denoted by a

;
then the general rule to which Condorcet

refers is tlie rule which estimates the person's atlvantage at the

sum pa. On this nde Condorcet makes some remarks
;
and the.so

remarks arc also given in substance in the Essai, in pages
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—147. Tlie sum of the remarks is this
; Condorcet justifies the

rule ou.the ground that it will lead to satisfactory results if a very

large number of trials be made. Suppose for example that A and

B are playing together, and that .d’s chance of winning a single

game is and B'a chance is q : then the rule prescribes that if A’a

stake be denoted by kp, then B'a stake must be kq. Now w'e

know, by Bernoulli’s Theorem, that if A and B play a very largo

number of games, there is a very high probability that the number

which A wins will bear to the number which B wins a ratio ex-

tremely near to the ratio ofp to q. Thus if the stakes are adjusted

according to the general rule there is a very high probability that

A and B are on terms of equality as to their prospects; if any

other ratio of the stakes be adopted a proportional advantage is

given to one of the players.

There can be no doubt that this view of the ground on which

the rule is to be justified is correct.

723. Condorcet adverts to the Petersburg Problem. The
nature of his remarks may be anticipated. Suppose that p in

the preceding Article is extremely small and q very nearly equal to

unity. Then B'a stake is very large indeed comjxired with A’s.

Hence it may be very imprudent for B to play with A on such

tenns, because B may be ruined in a few games. Still it remains

true that if A and B agree to continue playing through a very

long series of games no projwrtion of stakes can be fair except that

which the general rule assigns.

724. The second part of Condorcet’s memoir is entitled Ap-

plication de Vanalyse d cetle question: Determiner la probal>ilit4

qu’un arrangement rdgulier est Feffet dune intention de le pro-

duire.

This que.stion is analogous to one discussed by Daniel Ber-

noulli, and to one discu.ssed by Michell
;
see Arts. 395 and 618.

Condorcet’s investigations rest on such ai-bitrary hypotheses

that little value can be attached to them. We will give one

specimen.

Consider the following two series

:

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. 10.

1, 3, 2, 1, 7, 13, 23, 44, 87, 167.
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In the first series eacli term is equal to twice the preceding

term diminished by the term which precedes that
;
ami in the

second scries each term is the sum of the four which precede it.

Condorcet says,

n cst clair que cos deux suites sont r6gulieres, que tout Math6-

inaticicn qui les examinem, verra qu’elles sont tontes deux assujetties

k une loi ; mais il est sensible en meme temps que, si I’on arrete une de

ces suites au sixi^me terme, par exemple, on sera plutot jx)rt<! k regarder

la premiJre, comme 6tant rfigulifire, que la secondc, puisque dans la

premiere il y aura quatre termes assujettis k une loi, tandis qu’il n’y en

a que deux dans la secondo.

Pour Cvaluer le rapport de ces deux probabilit&, nous supjwserons

que ces deux suites soient continufes a I’infini. Comme alors il y aura

dans toutes les deux un uombre infini de termes assujettis k la loi, nous

8U])poserons que la probability seroit ygale; mais nous no connoissons

qu’un certain nombre de termes a.ssujettis k cette loi
;
nous aurons

done les probabilitys que I’une de ccs suites sera ryguliere plutot que

I’autre, egales aux probabilites que ccs suites 6tant continu6es k I’infini,

restcront as.sujetties k la meme loi.

Soit done jxmr une de ces suites e lo nombre des termes assujettis

k une loi, et e le nombi'e correspondaut pour une autre suite, et qu’on

elierche la probability que pour uu nombre q de termes .suivans, la meme
loi continuera d’etre observec. La premiere probability sera exprimee

par
e+ 1

e + g+1

premiSre par

, la seconde par
e' + 1

e + q+l’
(e'+l)(e + q+l)

et le rapport de la seconde k la

(e+ 1) («' + j + 1)

'

1 . . e' +

1

Soit ? = Q> nombres fini-s, ce rapport devient •

Aiusi dans I’exemple prycydent, si Ton s’arrete au sixiemc terme, on aui-a

3
e = 4, e =2, et le rap])ort sera - : si on s’arrctc au dixieme, on aura

e = 8, e'= 6, et lo rapport sera ^

.

Si Ton suppose que e et e' sont du meme ordre quo g, le memo
, , . ^ ee' + e'g ^ 2e'

iai)port devient —; i, et si on supiMse e = j=l, il sera j.
ee+eq I + e

We will make some remarks on this investigation.
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The result, that the first probability is and the second
^ ^ e+2+1

c' + 1 .

is
,

is we presume obtained by Bayes’s Theorem.

After supposing that q is infinite it is perplexing to be told

that e = q = l. Condorcet should have proceeded thus. Sup-

pose e = q, then

ee + e'q _ 2/

ee' + eq e -i- e

2x
,

e
r where x = -
1 -t- a; e

The following then is the result which Condorcet considers

himself to have obtained. Let us suppose we have observed in

a certain scries that a certain law holds during so many terms

as form the fraction x of the whole scries, then the comparative

« . > >

probability that the whole series is subject to this law is
j
— -

.

A “F

It is however obvious that this result has been obtained by

means of several most arbitrary hypothe.ses.

725. The remainder of this part of Condorcet’s memoir is dif-

ficult, but the meaning can be discovered by patience. There is

nothing that appo.ars self-contradictory e.xcept perhaps on page 727.

In the last line Condorcet takes for the limits of a certain integra-

tion h and 1 — a + & ;
it would seem that the latter limit should be

1 — a, for otherwise his Article vii. is only a repetition of his

Article vi.

72G. Tlie third part of Condorcct's memoir is entitled Sur

Teoaluation des Droits iventuels. It is published in the Hist, de

tAcad....Pans, for 1782 ;
it occupies pages G71—G91.

Tlris part commences thus :

La destruction du Gouvernement fdodal a lai.ssc subsister en Eurojre

un grand nombre de droits dventuels, maw on ix;ut les r6duire & deux

classes principales
;

les uns se payeut lorsque les propri6Uw viennent ik

changer par vente, les autres se payent aux mutations par succession,

sort directe ou collat6rale, soit collatorale seulement.

Condorcet then proposes to determine the sum of money which

should be paid down in order to free any property from such feudal

rights over it.
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727. The following paragraph appears very remarkable when

wo reflect how soon the expectations it contains were falsified by

the French Revolution.

Premier Pnnexpe. Nous supposerona d’abord quo I’ordre soivant

Icquel lea dernifires mutations so sent auccCdfes, sera ind£fiuiment cou-

tinu6.

Lo motif qui nous a fait adopter ce principe, est la grande proba-

bilit6 que nous avons moina de grands changemens, moins de grandes

r6volutions i attendre pour I’avenir, qu’il n’y en a eu dans lo pass6 : lo

progrSs des Inmifires en tout genre et dans toutes les jmrties de I’EuroiJO,

I’csprit de moderation et de paix qui y regne, I’esjtfice de m6pris oil lo

Miichiavelisme commence i tomber, semblent nous assurer quo les guerres

et les revolutions deviendront k I’avenir moins ftequentes; ainsi le

princii)0 que nous adoptons, en memo temps qu’il rend les calculs et les

observations plus faciles, a de plus I’avantage d’etre plus exact..

728. The memoir is neither important nor interesting, and it

is disfigured by the contradiction and obscurity which we have

noticed in Condorcet’s Essay. Condorcet says that he will l>egin by
examining the case in which the event producing the right neces-

sarily happens in a certain length of time, as for example, when
the right accrues on every succession to the property

; and then he

wUl consider the case in which the event does not necessarily hap-

pen, as, for example, when the right accrues on a sale of the pro-

perty, or on a particular kind of succession. lie then gives three

methods for the first case, and in direct contradiction to what ho

has said, it will be found that only his first method applies to the

case in which the event producing the right necessarily happens.

729. We will give the results of the second of Condorcet’s

methods, though not in hLs manner.

Let us sup|X)se for simplicity that the sum to be paid if

the event happens is one pound
;

let c represent the present worth

of one pound duo at the end of a year
;
let x be the probability

that the event will happen in the course of one year. Then xc

represents the value of that part of the right which arises from the

first year, xc* the value of that part which arises from the second

year, xc’ the value of that part which arises from the third year,

and so on. Tims the value of the whole right is
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a: (c + c’ + c* + ...), that is
xc

•1 -c'

The question now arises what is the value of a; ? Suppose that

fluring m + n past years the event happened m times and did not

happen n times
;
wo might reasonably take — for x, so that the

« C
whole value of the right would be ^ . Condorcet how-

1 — c m + n

ever prefers to employ Bayes’s Theorem, and so he makes the

whole value of the right

that is
m + 1 c

wi + n + 2 1— c‘

Moreover Condorcet supposes that at the present moment the

event has just happened on which the' right depends, so that he

adds unity to the result and obtains for the value of the whole right

m + 1 c
1 + m + n + 'l 1 — c'

730. The investigation of the preceding Article goes over the

same ground as that on page 680 of the volume which contains tlie

memoir, but is we hope more intelligible. We proceed to make
two remarks.

First. It is clear that Condorcet is quite wrong in giving this

method as applicable to the first case, namely that in which the

event must happen in a certain length of years. The method is

quite inapplicable to such an example as he mention.s, namely

when the right would accrue on the next succession to the property,

tliat is, on the death of the present holder; for the probability of

such an event would not be const.ant from year to year for ever as

this method assumes. The method would be applicable to the

example of the second case in which the right is to accrue upon

a sale, for that might without absurdity be supposed as likely to

happen in one year as in another for ever.
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Secondly. We see no advantage in applying Bayes’s Theorem.

Condorcet is very fond of it
;
and throughout this memoir as well

as in his other writings on the subject indulges to excess in signs

of integration. In the above example if m and n are very largo

numl)ers no practical change is made in the result by using Bayes’s

Theorem
;

if m + n is a small number our knowledge of the past

would be insufficient to justify any confidence in our anticipations

of the future.

731. From what we have said it may be expected that when
Condorcet comes to his second case he should be obscure, and this

is the fact. He gives on his page G8o the modifications which his

three methods now rc(juire. TIic second method is really un-

altered, for wo merely supjxjse that observation gives m and n' in-

stead of m and n. The modification of the third methotl seems

unsound
;
the moditien.tion of the first metho<l is divided into two

parts, of which only the fonner appeans intelligible.

But we leave these to students of the original memoir.

732. We may add that on pages 687— 690 Condorcet gives an

investigation of the total value arising from two different rights.

It is difficult to sec any use whatever in this investigation, a.s the

natural method would be to calculate each separately. Some iile.a

of the unpractical character of the result may be gathered from the

fact that we have to calculate a fraction the numerator and deno-

minator of which involve n + n + n' + — 2 successive integra-

tions. This complexity arises from an extravagant extension and

abuse of Bayes’s Theorem.

733. The fourth part of Condorcet’s memoir is intitled R^-

flexions sur la m^thode de determiner la ProhabiHtd des Mnemens

future, (Tapres H Observation des evhiemens jiossds. The fourth .and

fifth parts appeared in the Hist, de VA cad....Paris, for 1783; they

occupy pages 539—559. This volume was published in 1786,

that is after Coudorcet’s Essai which is referred to on page 541.

734. Suppose that in m 4- « trials an event has h.appcncd m
times and failed n times

;
required the probability that in the next
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p + q trials it will happen p times and fail q times. The required

probability is

J 0

as we have already remarked in Art. TOi.

Condorcet quotes this re.sult
;
he thinks however that better

formula) may be given, and he proposes two. But these seem

quite arbitrary, and we do not perceive any reason for preferring

them to the u.sual formula. We will indicate these formula pro-

jx)sed by Condorcet.

I. Let < = ni+n + p + 2’ and put

X, + Xj + X + ... +Xfu—
^

then the proposed formula is

\p + q
•••«&<

(1 — u)“ Jx, t/x, ... (7x

The limits of each integration are to be 0 and 1.

II. Supj)ose an event to have happened n times in succession,

required the probability that it wiU happen p times more in suc-

cession.

T.«f „ - ^ «•. + a-.+g, + -»•. *5+3 + -+a^.
.

nier m — x, ... ,

let V be an expres.sion similar to u but extended to n+p factors;

then Condorcet proj)oses for the required probability the formula

t’Jx, (fx, ...

. U(7x, <fXj... <£r.

Tlie limits of each integration are to be 0 and 1.

Condorcet proposes some other formul® for certain cases
;
they
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are as arbitrary as those which we have already given, and not

fully intelligible
;
see his pages 550—553.

735. The fifth part of Condorcet’s memoir is entitled Sur la

prohalilM des fails extraordinaires.

Suppose that p is the probability of an event in itself
;
let t

denote the probability of the truth of a certain witness. This wit-

ness asserts that the event has taken place
;
required the proba-

bility that the event did take place, and that it did not. Tlie

. required probabilities are

n and -

p«+(1-p) (!-/)

Condorcet gives these formulae with very little explanation.

The application of these formulae is not free from difficulty.

Suppose for exanij)le a trustworthy witness asserts that one ticket

of a lotteiy of 10000 tickets was drawn, and that the numlx;r of

the ticket drawn was 297. Here if we put p = obtain

such a very small value of the truth of the witnc.ss’s statement that

we lose our confidence in the fonnula. See Laplace Th^orie...des

Proh. pages 446—151. De Morgan, Cambridge Philosophical

Transactions, Vol. ix. page 119.

736. Condorcet makes remarks on two points, namely the

mode of estimating p and the mode of estimating t. He recurs to

the former point in the sixth part of his memoir, and we shall give

an extract which will shew the view ho advocated in his fifth part,

and the view which he advocated in his sixth part.

With respect to the second point Condorcet’s chief remark is

that the probability of a witne.ss is not the same for all facts. If

we estimate it at u for a simple fiict, then we should estimate it at

M* for a compound fact consisting of two simple fact.s, and so on.

One witness however may be as capable of observing a compound
fact consi.sting of two or more simple facts as another is of observ-

ing a simple fact.

737. Tlie sixth part of Condorcet’s memoir is entitled Appli-
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cation des principes de Farticle precedent u qiielques questions de

critique. It is published in the Ifist. de FAcad Paris for 1784;

it occupies pages 454—4t!8.

738, In this part Condorcet begins by adverting to some
remarks wliich he had made in his fifth part as to the mode of

c-stimating the value of what we denoted by^ in Ai ticlc 735. He
says,

J'ai observ6 eu ineme-temps qu’il ne fiilloit pas clans ce c,t.s entendre,

par la probability projirc d’nn fait, lo rai>port du noiubro des coinbi-

naisoris on il a lieu, nvec le nombre total des coinbuiaiaons. Par ex-

emple, si d’un jeu de dix cartc-s on cn a tir6 une, et qu’un teinoin me
disc que e’est telle carte en partioulier, la probability propro de ce fait,

qu’il s’agit do comparer avec la probability cjui nait du temoignage, n’est

pas la probability de tirer cetto carte, qui seroit^ ,
mats la probability

d’araener cette carte jdutot cjue telle autre carte deterininec cii parti-

culier; et coinme toiitcs ce.s probabilitcs sont c'gales, la probability

propre cst ici ^ .

Cette distinction ytoit nece.ssaire, et elle suftit pour expliquer la

contrariety d’opinious entre deux classes de philosopbes. Les uus no

peuvent se persuader que les memos temoignages [missent produire,

pour un fait extraordinaire, une probability ygale ^ celle (ju’ils produi-

seut pour un fait ordinaire
; et que, par exempb^, .si jo crois un bomino

de tajn sens qui me dit qu’une femme cst accouebye d’uii gar^on, jo

dus.se le croire fgalement s’il me diaoit qu’elle est accouebye de douze.

Les autres au contraire sont convaincus que les temoignages conser-

vent toute leur force, ]>our les faits extnvordinaircs et tres-peu proba-

bles, et ils sont frappes de cette observation, que si on tire une loterie

de lOOOOO billets, et qu’un liomnie, digne de foi, disc que lo numero

250, par exemple, a eu le premier lot, pei'soune no dontera de son tem-

oignage, quoiqu’il y ait 99999 k parier centre 1 que cet yveuement

n’est pas ariivy.

Or, au moyen de I’observation precedente, on voit que dans le second

cas la probability propre du fait etant i
, le temoiguago conserve toute

sa force, au lieu que dans le j)rcmier, cette probability etant tre.s-pctite,

reduit presc[ue i ricn cello du temoignage.

J’ai projHjse onsuite de jirendre, pour la probability propre du fait^

20
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le nipport du nombre de eombinaisons qui donnent ce fait, ou un fait

scmblable an nombre total des eombinaisons.

Ain.si, par exemple, dans le caa oi on tire une carte d’un jeu de

dix cartc.s, le nombre des eombinaisons oil Ton tire une carte dCterminfie

quelcoiKiuo est un
;

celui des eombinaisons oi Ton tire une autre carte

d6terminee est aussi un; done 5 exprimera la probabilite propre.

Si on mo dit qu’on a tirfi deux fois do suite la m£me carte, alors on

tro\iveni qu’il n’y a quo dix eombinaisons qui donnent deux fois une meme
carte, et quatro-vingt-dix qui donnent deux cartes difierentes : la proba-

bility) propre du fait n’est done que ot celle du temoignage com-

mence k devenir plus foible.

ilais je crois devoir abaudonner cette mani&re de considfirer la

question, 1“ paree qu’ello mo paroit trop hypothCtique
;

2° parce que

souvent cetto com2)arai.son d’C'venemens semblablcs seroit difficile it faire,

ou, CO qui est encore pis, ne se feroit quo d’aj>res des suppositions arbi-

tmires
;
3“ parce qu’en l’api)liquant & des exen)])Ie.s, ello conduit & des

rCsultjits trop <;loigucs do ceux que donneroit la raison commune.
J’on ai done clierchC une autre, et il m’a paru plus exact de

prendre, pour probability projiro d’un 6v6nement, le rapport de la

probability do cet yvenoraent ]iriso dans le sens ordinaire, avec la pro-

bability moyenne do tons les autres yv&nemcns.

739. Thus we see tliat Conclorcet ah.andon.s tlie .suggestion

which he inatle in the fifth part, of his memoir and offers another.

It does not seem tliat the new suggestion escapes any of the objec-

tions which Condorcet himself advances again.st the old suggestion,

as will appear by the analysis we .shall now give of Condorcet’s

examples.

740. Suppose there are ten cards and it is asserted that a

specified card has been drawn twice running; we proceed to estimate

the probabiliU propre of the event. There are 9 other ways in

which the same card can be drawn twice, and the ordinary proba-

bility of each drawing is
;
there are 45 ways in which two dif-

ferent amis are obtained in two drawings, and the ordinary proba-

2
bility of each drawing is . Hence the mean probability of all

the other events Is
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If 2 1 1 0<)
55|4.3x-- + 9xj^-|, that is

Hence according to Condorcet’s own words the lyrohahiliU jnvpre

1 !)!) . fit
should be — -i-

> that is
Jy

. But he himself says that the

rrohabiUte propre is
, so tlmt he takes

1 99
Tliat is, as is so frequently the case with

Condorcet, his own words do not express his own meaning.

Again suppose that there are ten cards and it is asserted that a

specified card has been drawn thrice running
;
we proceed to esti-

mate the probability prujyre of the event. Here the mean proba-

bility of aU the other events is

If 6 39) . 999^ 1000
+ ^ foub + roobj ’ 219000

219
Condorcet .says that the lyrobabiliti propre Ls . so that ho

rooo100 I2 19000 1000

1

741. Condorcet now proceeds to apply these results in the

following words

:

Aiasi supjxjsons, par exemple, que la probabilit6 du ttimoignage solt

99
j-yyyy,

c’est-k-ilire, quc le ttimoin ne se tronipo ou ne vcuille tromper

qu'une foi.s sur cent, on aura, d’apris son temoiguage, la probability

99 9900
, . , ,, . , ,

9818
, . ou T— qu on a tiro une carte determinee : la iirobabilitc

, —
100 lliOOO ‘ ' lUOUO

95-10
qu’on a tiry deux fois la m6me carte

;
et la probability qu’oa

I’a tirye trois foLs.

We find some difficulties in the.se numbers.

Let p denote the probabilite propre and t the probability of

the testimony
;
then the formula to be applied is, we presume,

,, ,, In the first case it seems that Condorcet
pt+{\-p)(\-t)

26—2
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supposes p = 1 , that is he takes apparently the prohabilit/ propre

to be ^ ]T)^
’ agi'ees indeed with his own words

but not with his practice whicli we have exhibited in Art. 740 j if

we follow that practice we shall have = 5

a4
In the second case we have p=

,
and with this value the

loo
r)4

formula gives ^ which is approximately '9818.

In the third case we have value the

SOS
fonnula gives wdiich however is verj’ nemly '9560 instead of

•9o40 as Condorcct states.

742. Condorcet’s next example seems very arbitrary and ob-

scure. His words are,

Sup])osons encore que I’obscrvation ait constatC quo, eur vingt mil-

lions d’liommcs, un seal nit vccu 120 ans, et que la jdus longue vie

nit 6t£- do 130; qu’un hoinme me diso que quelqu’uu viont de mourir k

120 ans, et que jo cliercho la probabilito propre de cot 6vSueraent
:
je

regardenii d’abord comme uu fait unique, celui de vivre plus de 130

ans, fait que jo suppo.se n’etre pas arriv6
;
j’aurai done 131 faits dif-

ferens, dont celui de mourir il 120 ans cst un .soul. Iji probabilito do

oclui-ci sera
o^y^^^Ysi ’

probabilite moyenne dos 130 autres sera

20000130 130

21)00(1131 x 1-30' 20000200 '

1

ou environ —

.

lu3S4

743. Condorcet’s next cxani])le seems also arbitrary. His

words ai-e,

Cette methode s’nppllquera egidement mix 6i eneinens indfiterminf'S.

Ainsi, eu continuant le meme cxein]>le, si le tC-moin a dit sculcment

quo Ton a deux foi.s amen6 la mfime carte, sans la nonimer, alors ces dix

fivineniens, ayant chacun la probabilito exprimera leur pro-
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Ijabihte inoyenue; exprimera de mdme celltj djs 45 autros 6vfinc-

niens ayant chacun la probability : aiusi la probability propre do

ry-vSneraent sera ^

.

O

Condorcet himself observes that it may appear singular that
the result in this case is less than that which was obtained in
Art. 740 ;

so that a man is less trustworthy when he merely says
that he has seen the same card drawn twice, than when he tells us
in addition what card it was that he saw drawn twice. Condorcet
tries to e.xplain this apparent singularity

;
but not with any ob-

vious success.

The singidarity however seems entirely to arise from Con-
dorcet’sown arbitrary' choice; the rule which he himself lays dowm
requires him to estimate la prohahilite moyenne de tons les autres

Mnemens, and he estimates this mean j)robal)ility differently in

the two cases, and apparently without sufficient reason for the dif-

ference.

744. Condorcet’s next example is as follows : We are told that

a person with two dice has five times succe.s.sively thrown higher
than 10; find the prohabilitd propre. With two dice the number
thrown may be 2, 3, ... up to 12 ;

the respective probabilities are

J- -i A A A 2 1

30’ 30’ 30’ 30’ Sy’ .30’ 30’ B’ M' 30’ 30'

'fhe whole number of events is
11 X 12 X 13 X 14 X 15

l£>

,
that IS

300.3 ;
and of these only 0 belong to the propo.scd combination.

Since the proljability of these 6 throws is py, their mean proba-

bility is -
. The mean probability of the other throws will

11 *
*’,097

)̂7x i2*
• prohabiliie' propre is .

It is obvious that all this is very arbitrary. When Condorcet

says there are G throws belonging to the proposed combination he

means that all the throws may l>e 12, or all 11, or four 12 and one

11, or three 12 and two 11, ... And he .says the mean probability is
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-— - -7. But if wc consider the different orders in which these
0 X 12^

throws can occur we may say that the whole number is 2“ and the

1/1 2 . 1
mean probability ,

that is .

Again let us atlmit that there are 3003 cases in all, and that of

these only G belong to the proposed combination. Tlie other

29.07 cases form two species, namely tho.se in which erery throw is

below 11, and tho.se in which soi/W throws are below 11 and the

11
'

others above 10; when Condorcet takes
^ ^ mean

probability, ho forgets this divi.sion of species and only con-

siders the first species. He should take instead

f
11’

2997 X 12’-'

74o. Supp<xsc two clas.ses of events .4 and B; let the pro-

bability of an A Ik; a and the probability of a 7? be i
;

let there

1)0 m evenis A and n events B. The probability propre of an

assigned event of the cla.ss B will bo, according to Condorcet’s

practice.

ma -t- («-l/A
that

m + n — 1
+ h

(m + n — 1 ) b

ma + ()/£ + 2n — 'A) b
'

If m and n be equal and very large this becomes
^ ^ .

If

wo suppose b extremely small and consequently a very nearly

unity wc obtain 26 as an approximate value.

71G. Condorcet proceeds to apply liis doctrine to the credi-

bility of two statements in the History of Rome. Ho says,

Je Vais niaiutonant cssnyer de fiiire & unc question de critique

I'application des principcs que je viens d’etablir. Newton pan‘)it etro

lo premier qui ait eu I’idCe d’appliquer le calcul des pi'obabilit^s k la

critique des faits. II propose, dans son ouvrage sur la chronologic,

d’employer la connoissance de la durfie moyonne des g6n4rations et des

regnes, telle que l’exp6rience nous la donne, soit pour fixer d’une

manicre du moins approch^e, des points de chronologie fort incertains,
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soit pour juger ilu jilus ou clu moins de coiifianee que mdritcnt leu

diff6rcns systdmos imagines pour concilier entr’elles des 6poques qui

paroissent se contredire,

Condorcet names Frdret as having opposed this application of

the Theory of Probability, and Voltaire as having supported it; but

he gives no references.

747. According to some historians the whole duration of the

reigns of the seven kings of Rome was 2.37 years. Condorcet pro-

poses to examine the credibility of this statement. Ho a.ssumes

that in an elective monarchy we may suj)jx»sc that a king at the

date of his election will be between 30 years old and 60 3’ears old.

He adopts De Moivre’s hj’pothosis respecting human mortality;

this hypothesis, as Condorcet uses it, amounts to assuming that

the number of people at any epoch who are y j’cars old is

h (90 — y), where is some constant, and that of these die every

year.

Let n denote the greatest number of years which the youngest

elected king can live, m the greatest number of years which the

oldest elected king can live
;
then the probability that a single

reign will last just r years is the coefficient of a: in the e.xpan-

sion of

(n-vi+1) +

(1 - xy - (n - w -t- 1)

A few w'ords will be necessary to .shew how this formula can be

verified. It follows from our hypothesis that the number of per-

sons from whom the king must be elected is

k (ji + (n — 1) -I- (n - 2) + ... -f m],

that is k ~ (« — m -4 1). And if r be less than wi -t- 1 the num-

ber of persons who die in the r*** j-ear will be ^ (« — ni + 1
) ;

if r be

lietween m-f 1 and n-1
- 1 , both inclusive, the number who die in

the r** year will be A (n — r + 1
) ;

if r be gi’eater than n + 1 the

number who die in the r'^ j'ear will be zero. Now the coefficient

of af in the expansion of

(n-w+l)a; _
1 — X (1 — x/
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will l)C found to be n - m + 1 if r is less than »? + 1, and 0 if r is

greater than n + 1, and in other cases to be n - ?• + 1.

7tS. Hence the probability that the duration of seven reigns

will amount to just 2.57 years is the coefficient of in the expan-

sion of the seventh power of

(1 (n-m + \)

Now Condorcet takes ji = GO and m = 30; and he says that the

value of the requiretl coefficient is 0007.02, which we will as.sume

he has calculattsl ci>iTcctl}’.

Thus he has obtained the probability in the ordinaiy sense,

which he denotes by i’; he requires the 2»'oh(ihilit<' propre. He

considers there are 414 events possible, as the reigns m.ay have

any duration in years between 7 anil 420. Thus the mean proba-

. 1 - P
bility of all the other events is

^
;
and so the prohabilite propre

. 413P
, ^

1
1*^ 1 . , , I

or about 7 .

710. Condorcet says that other historians assign 140 years in-

stead of 2.57 years for the duration of the reigns of the kings.

He says the ordinary probability of this is •008887, which we
may denote by Q. He then makes the prohahilite piropre to be

1
' Ti I /i ’

'"‘"oil IS more than ^ .

I 4* 4 X 1 1,1 2

He seems here to take 413, and not 414, as the whole number
of events.

7.50. Condorcet then proceeds to compare throe events, namely
that of 2.57 years’ duration, that of 1 10 years’ duration, and what
he c,alls un antre Mnement inditermhw (pielconque qui auroit pit

avoir lieu. He makes the probubilifee qiroqires to be resjiectively

411P 411()
,

l-P-O
4T0 (/-’-l- + 1 ’ 410 (Z'-t- Q) + 1 410 (i'-i- (J) + 1

’

which are aiiproximately ^

,

37 10

.50’ .50'
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Hero again he seems to take 413 as the whole number of

events.

He proceeds to combine these probabilities with probabilities

arising from testimony borne to the first or second event.

7ol. Condorcet consiilers another statement which he finds in

Roman History, namely that the augur Accius Nrevius cut a stone

with a razor. Condorcet takes ^ *^‘6 ordinary proba-

bility, and then by Art. 715 makes the prohahiliti propre to be

2

100()()00

752. Wo have .spent a long space on Condorcet’s memoir, on

account of the reputation of the author; but we fear that the

reader will conclude that we have given to it far more attention

than it deserves. It seems to us to be on the whole exce.ssivcly

arbitrary, altogether unpractical, and in parts very obscure.

753. We have in various places expressed so decidedly our

opinion as to the ob.scurity and inutility of Comlorcet’s investiga-

tions that it will be just to notice the opinions which other writem

have fonned.

Gouraud devotes pages 89—KH of his work to Condorcet, and

the following defects arc noticed : Un stylo ombarrassd, ddnud de

juste.sse et dc colori.s, une philo.sophie souvent obscure ou bizarre,

une analyse que les meillcurs juges ont trouvde confu.se. With this

drawback Condorcet is j)raised in terms of such extravagant eulogy,

that we are tempted to a|)ply to Gouraud the reflexion which Du-

gald Stewart makes in reference to Voltaire, who he .says “is so

lavi.sh and undistingui.shing in his prai.se of Locke, as almost to

justify a doubt whether he had ever read the book which he extols

so highly.” Stewart's lI'orA-s, edited b;/ Hamilton, Vol. i. page 220.

Galloway speaks of Condorcet’s E.s.say as “ a work of great in-

genuity, and abounding with interesting remarks on subjects of

the highest inn)ortance to humanity.” Article Probability in the

Encyclopcedia Britannica.

Laplace in his brief .sketch of the history of the subject docs

not name Condorcet
;
he refers however to the kind of fjuestions
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which Condorcet considers and says, Tant de passions, d'iut4r6ts

divers et de circonstances compliquent les questions relatives k

ces objcts, qu’elles sont presque toujours insolubles. TMorie...des

Prob. page cxxxviil.

Poisson names Condorcet expressly; with respect to his Prelimi-

nary Discourse, he says, ... oh sont ddvcloppees avec soiii les con-

siddrations propres h montrer I’utilitd de ce genre de recherches.

And after referring to some of Laplace’s investigations Poisson

adds, ... il est juste de dire quo c’est h Condorcet qu’est due I’idde

ingduieuse de faire ddjiendre la solution, du principe de Bayes, en

considerant successivement la culpabilite et I’innocence de I’accusd,

comme une cause inconnue du jugement prononce, <)ui est alors le

fait observd, duquel il s’agit de deduire la probabilitd de cette

cause. Recherches sur la Prob . . .
.
page 2.

We have already referred to John Stuart Mill, see Art. 6C-5.

One sentence of liis may perhaps not have been specially aimed

at Condorcet, but it may well be so applied. Mr Mill says, “ It is

obvious, too, that even when the probabilities are derived from ob-

servation and experiment, a very slight improvement in the data,

by better observations, or by taking into fuller consideration the

special circumstances of the case, is of more use than the most

cla1x)rate application of the calculus to probabilities founded on the

data in their previous state of inferiority.” Logic, Vol. ii. page Co.

Condorcet seems really to have fancied that valuable results could

be obtained from any data, however imperfect, by using formula

with an adequate supply of signs of integration.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

TREMBLEY.

7o+. We have now to examine a series of memoirs by

Trembley. He was bom at Geneva in 1749, and died in 1811.

The first memoir is entitled Disquisitio Elementaria circa Cal-

culuin Probabilium.

This memoir is published in the Commentationes Societatis

Regies Scientiarum Gottingensia, Vol. XII. The volume is for the

years 1793 and 1794 ;
and the date of publication is 1796. The

memoir occupies pages 99—136 of the mathematical portion of

the volume.

753. The memoir begins thus

:

Plnrimac extant hie et illic sparsae meditationes analytioae circa cal-

culnm Probabilium, quas hie recensere non eat animus. Quae cum
jilerumque quaestionea particulares spectarent, snmmi Geometrae la

Place et la Grange hanc theoriam generalius tractare sunt aggressi,

auxilia derivantes ex intimis calculi intcgralium visceribus, et eximios

quidem fructus inde percepenint. Cum autem tota Probabilium theoria

principiis simplicibus et obviis sit innixa, quae nihil aliud fere requirunt

quam doctrinam combinationum, et pleraeque difficultates in enume-

randis et distinguendis casibus versentur, e re visum est easdem quaes-

tiones generaliores methodo elementari tractare, sine ullo alieno auxilio.

Cujus tentaminis primum specimen hae paginae complectuntur, continent

quippe solutiones elementares Problematnm generaliorum quae vir

illustrissimus la Grange soluta dedit in Commentariis Academiae Regiae

Berolinensis pro anno 1775. Si haec Geometris non displicuerint, alias

deinde ejusdem generis dilucidationes, deo juvante ipsis proponam.

756. The intention expressed at the end of this paragraph was
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carried into effect in a memoir in the next volume of the Gottin-

gen Commfntationes. The present memoir discusses nine prohlems,

most of -wliich are to be found in De ifoivre’s Doctrine of Clutnces.

To this work Trembley accordingly often refers, and his references

obviously shew that he used tlie second edition of De Moivre’s

work
;
we shall change these references into the corresponding

references to the third edition. ,

In this and other memoirs Trombley projmses to give elemen-

tary investigations of theorems which had been previously treated

by more difficult methods ;
but as wo shall see he frecpiently leaves

his results really undemonstrated.

*io7. The first problem is, to find the chance that an event

shall happen exactly h times in a trials, the chance of its happening

in a single trial being Trembley obtains the well known result,

I

^ -»
,——; — p) \

he uses the modern method
; see Art. 257.

h
I

g — 0 ^ ‘ '

758. Tlic second problem is to find the chance that the event

shall happen at least b times. Trembley gives and demonstrates

independently both tbe fonnulm to which we have already drawn

attention
;
see Art. 172. He says, longum et taediosum foret ha.s

formulas inter se comparare o priori; but as we have .seen in

Ai-t. 174 the comparison of the fonnulm is not really difficult.

759. The third problem consists of an application of the second

problem to the Problem of Points, in the case of two players
;
the

fourth problem is that of Points in the case of three players; and

the fifth problem is that of Points in the case of four jdayers. Tlie

results coincide with those of De Moivre
;
see Art. 207.

760. Trcmblcy’s next three problems arc on the Duration of

Play. He begins with Do Moivre’s Problem lxv, which in effect

suppo.ses one of the players to have an unlimited capital
; sec

Arts. 307, 309. Trembley gives De Moivre’s second nuslc of

solution, but his investigation is un.satisfactory
;

for after having

found in succe.ssion the first six terms of the .series in brackets, ho

says Perspicua nunc est lex progre.s.sioni.s, and accordingly M rites

down the general term of the scries. Trembley thus leaves the

main difficulty quite untouched.
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761. Trembley’s seventh problem is De Moivre’s Problem LXiv,

ami he g^vcs a result equivalent to that on De Moivre’s page 207

;

see Art. 306. But here again after inve.stigating a few terms the

main difficulty is left untouched with the words Perspicua nunc
cst lex progressionis. Trembley .says, Eodera redit solutio Cel.

la Grange, licet eaedem formulae non prodeant. This seems to

imply that Lagrange’s fomnilm take a different shape. Trembley

j)robably refers to Lagrange’s second solution which is the most

completely worked out
;
see Art. 583.

Trembley adds in a Scholium that by the aid of this problem

we can solve that which Ls i,xvii. in De Moivre
;
finishing with

these words, in secunda enim formula fieri debet c —p — 1, which

appear to be quite erroneous.

762. Trembley’s eighth problem is the second in Lagrange’s

memoir; see Art. 580: the chance of one event is p and of an-

other q, find the chance that in a given number of trials the first

shall happen at least h times and the second at least c times.

Trembley puts Lagrange’s solution in a more elementary form, so

as to avoid the Theory of Finite Differences.

763. Trembley’s ninth problem is the last in Lagrange’s me-

moir
;
see Art. 587. Trembley gives a good solution.

764. The next memoir is entitled Be Probabilitate Camarum
ah effectibus oriunda.

This memoir is published in the Comm. Soc. Reg.. .Mott.

Vol. XIII. The volume is for the years 1795—1798; the date of

publication is 1799. The memoir occupies pages 64—119 of the

mathematical portion of the volume.

765. The memoir begins thus :

Ilanc materiam pertractarunt eximii Geometrae, ao potissimum Cel.

la Place in Commentariis Acaderaiae Parisinensis, Cum autem in

hujusce generis Problematibus solveudis sublimior et ardua analysis

fucrit adhibita, easdcni quaestiones mothodo elementari ac idoneo usu

doctrinae sorierum aggredi operae pi-etium duxi. Qua ratione haeo altera

pars calcidi Probabilium ad tlieoriam combinationum reduceretur, sicut

et primam reduxi in dissertatione ad Begiam Societatem transmissa.
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Primariaa quaestionee hie breviter attingere conabor, metbodo diluci-

dandae imprimis intentua.

766. The first problem is the following. A bag contains an

infinite number of white balls and black balls in an unknown

ratio
; p white balls and <7 black have been dra>vn out va. p-^q

drawings
;
what is the chance that w» + n new draw-ings will give

VI white and n black balls ?

The known result is

j
x" (1 —x)’dx

[

m + n \m+p \n + q |p + g + 1

that iSj “T
j

; j p \

'

I V

.

Iw l_n [p L? l»t + y + ”+ y+ l

Trembley refers to the memoir which we have cited in

Art. 551, where this result had been given by Laplace
;
see also

Art. 704.

Trembley obtains the result by ordinary Algebra
;
the investi-

gations are only approximate, the error being however inappreci-

able when the number of balls is infinite.

If each ball is replaced after being drawn we can obtain an

exact solution of the problem by ordinary Algebra, as we shall see

when we examine a memoir by Prevost and Lhuilier
;
and of course

if the number of the balls is supposed infinite it will be indifierent

whether we replace each ball or not, so that we obtain indirectly

an exact elementary demonstration of the important result which

Trembley establishes approximately.

767. We proceed to another problem discussed by Trem-

bley. A bag is known to contain a very large number of balls

which are white or black, the ratio being unknown, la p-\-q

drawings p white balls and q black have been drawn. Required

the probability that the ratio of the white to the black lies between

zero and an assigned fraction. This question Trembley proceeds

to consider at great length
;
he supposes p and q very large and

obtains approximate results.

If the assigned fraction above referred to be denoted by
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—^ 6, he obtains as the numerator of the required probability,

p+q
approximately

{p + q)&

The denominator would be —

^

1 - pq+(p->r qY &
+3)‘^ r^p + q)

l£±l±i’
Trembley refers to two places in which Laplace had given this

result; they are the de TAcad.. ..Paris for 1778, page 270,

and for 1783 page 445. In the The'orie...de8 Prob. Laplace does

not reproduce the general formula
;
ho confines himself to suppos-

ing
p + q

— 6 = ^; see page 379 of the work.

Trembley’s methods are laborious, and like many other at-

tempts to bring high mathematical investigations into more

elementary forms, would probably cost a student more trouble

than if he were to set to work to enlarge his mathematical know-

ledge and then study the original methods.

7C8. Trembley follows Laplace in a numerical application

relating to the births of boys and girls at Vittcaux in Bourgogne.

Laplace first gave this in the Hist, de VAcad.. ..Paris for 1783,

page 448; it is in the Theorie...des Prob. page 380. It appears

that at Vitteaux in five years 212 girls were bom to 203 boys.

It is curious that Laplace gives no information in the latter work

of a more recent date than he gave in the Hist, de VAcad....Paris
for 1783 ;

it would have been interesting to know if the anomaly

still continued in the births at Vitteaux.

769. We may observe that Laplace treats the problem of

births as analogous to that of drawing black and white balls from a

bag. So he arrives at this result
;

if we draw 212 black balls to 203

white balls out of a bag, the chance is about "67 that the black

balls in the bag are more numerous than the white. It is not

very easy to express this result in words relating to births
; Laplace

says in the Hist, de VAcad.. ..Paris, la diflf^rence '670198 sera la
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probability rpi'a Viteaux, la possibility ties naissances ties filles est

supericure i\ cello ties naissances ties gart;ons
;
in the Thiorie...

des Prob. ho says, la superiority tie la facility tics uaissjinces ties

filles, est done iiuliquyc par ces observations, avec une probaltility

ygale ^ ‘G7. Tliese phrases seem much better adapteil to the idea

to be expressctl than Trembley’s, Probabilitas numerum puellarum

superatunun esse numerum pueronnn erit = ’G7M1.

770. Trombley now takes the following problem. From a

b.ag containing white l)alls and black lialls in a largo number but

in an unknown ratio p white balls and q black have been drawn
;

required the chance that if 2a more drawings are made the white

balls shall not exceed the black. This problem leads to a series

of which the sum cannot be found exactly. Trcmbley gives some

investigations respecting the scries which seem of no use, and of

which he him.self makes no ajq)licatiou
;
these are on his jiages

103— 105. On his page lOG he gives a rough apjwoximatc value

of the sum. He say.s, Similem seriem refert Cel. la Place. Tliis

refers to the Hist, de VAcad.. ..Paris for 177b, page 280. But the

word similem must not be taken too strictly, for La
2
)lace’s apjiroxi-

mate result is not the same as Trembley’s.

Laplace applies his result to estimate the probability that more

boys than girls will be born in a given year. This is not repeated

in the Tlu'orie...des Prob., but is in fact included in what is there

given, pages 397—401, which firet appeared in the Hist, de

rA cad.... Paris for 1783, page 458.

771. Trcmbley now takes another of Laplace’s jiroblems,

namely that discussed by Laplace in the Memoires ...qyar divers

fkicans, Vol. VI. page G33.

Two players, whose respective skills are unknown, play on the

condition that he who first gains n games over his adversary shall

take the whole stake
;
at a certain stage when A wants f games

and B wants h games they agree to leave off jtlaying : required

to know how the stake should be divided. Suppose it were given

that the skill of A is x and that of is 1 — a;. Then we know

by Art. 172 that B ought to have the fraction
<f>

(x) of the stake,

where
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J / \ ri ® »« (m —
<P

(x) = (1 - a:)" |l + m +—

j

—

3

»« (
m — 1

)

(1^)’

m (m — l)(»i — 2) x’

a;-'-* 1

where ni =y+ A — 1 .

Now if a; represents ^’s skill the prolmbility that in 2ii—f—h
games A w'ould win n —/ and B would win n — h is x""-' (1 — x)"'*,

disregarding a numerical coefficient which we do not want.

Hence if A wins n —/ games and B wns n — h, which is now
the observed event, we infer that the chance that A's skill is x is

x"'-^(l -x)°-Vfx

[‘x’-'(l -x)’-Vx
•'0

Therefore the fraction of the stake to which B is entitled is

f ^ (x) x'~-' (1 — x)" ’‘dx
J 0

f'x’-'(i-xy-’‘dx
• 0

All this involves only Lajdace’s ordinary theory. Now the

following is Tremblcy’s method. Consider
<f>

(x)
;
the first tenn

is (1 — x)"
;
this represents the chance that B will win m games

running on the suppcjsition that his skill is 1 — x. If we do not

know his skill a priori we must substitute instead of (1 — x)” the

chance that B will win m giimcs ninuiug, computed from the

observed fact that he has won n — h games to A'a n —f game.s.

This chance Ls, by Art. 70(1,

I

» +/- 1
I

2/i -/-/, +!

1

^-^'
[i«

=M say.

Again consider the term ?nx(l— x)””' in <^(x), Tliis represents

the chance that ilw’ill win jn — 1 games out of m, on the suppo-

sition that his skill is 1 — x. If we do not know his skill a priori

w’e must substitute instead of this the chance that B will win

27
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m — 1 games out of m, deduced from the obser\-ed fact that he has

won n-k games to yl’s n -/games. This chance is, by Art. 7C(i,

>»(«-/+ 1) ir

n+f-l

It is needle.ss to go farther, as the principle is clear. The final

result is that the fraction of the stake to which B is entitled is

il/|l4-(/+/i-l)
«-/+!

,

«-/+! n-f+i
1.2 «+/-! n4/-2

{f+h . r/< + l) {n -/+ 1 ) (» - f+ 2) ... (»-l)
I—

+ \f^ (« +/- 1 i +/- 2)'... (h

+

1)r
This procc.ss is the most interesting in Trembley’s memoir.

T^aplacc does not reproduce this problem in the Th^orie ... de.i

Prob.

772. Trombley gives some remarks to .shew the connexion

between his own methods and Laplace’s. These amount in fact

to illustrations of the use of the Integral Calculus in the summa-

tion of series.

For example he gives the result which we may viTite thus

;

_1 q t
,
g(g-^) g(g-i)(g-2)

^-t-1 1.2 ;)-|-3 1.2.3 ;j-l-4
"

(~ir

p + q +

773. Trembley remarks that problems in Probability consist

of two parts ; first the formulae must be exhibited and then modes

of approximate calculation found. He proposes to give one ex-

amide from Laplace.

Observation indicates that the ratio of the number of boy.s

bom to the number of girls born is gi-eatcr at London than at

Paris.

Laplace says : Cette dififdrence semble indiquer k Londres une

plus grande facility pour la naissance des gardens, il s’agit de deter-

miner combien cela est prob.able. See /fist, de I'Acad.,., Paris
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for 1778, page 304, for 1783, page 419; ami Thiorie ... dea Prob.

page 381.

Trembley says,

Supponit Cel. la Place natos esse Parisiis intra certain tempus, p
jmeros q paellas, Ijondini aatem intra aliad temporis spatiam p' pueros

q' paellas, et quaerit Probabilitatem, caasam qaae Parisiis prodacit

l>aeros esse efficaciorem qaam Londini. E sapra dictis seqaitur hanc

I’rolatbilitatem repraesentari per formalain

jjif (1 — a;)*
x''’

(1 - sdy dxdi!

jjjf (1 — x)’ x’' (1 - x')*' dxdxi

Trembley then give.s the limits of the integrations
;

in the

numerator for x from x' = 0 to x' = x, ami then for x from x = 0

to X = 1 ;
in the denominator both integrations are between 0

and 1.

Trembley considers the numerator. He expands x’’ (1 — x')*’ in

powers of x' and integrates from x = 0 to x = x. Then he expands

x' (1 — x)’ and integrates from x = 0 to x = 1 ;
he obtains a result

which he transforms into another more convenient shape, which

he might have obtained at once and saved a page if he had not

expanded x' (1 — x)’. Then he uses an algebraical theorem in

order to effect another transformation
;
this theorem he does not

demonstrate generally, but infers it from examining the first three

cases of it
;
see his page 113.

We will demonstrate his final result, by another method. We
have

_L ?' g
I

g'(g'-i) ^
y+i 1 y + 2'^ 1.2 y +3

Multiply by x^ (1 — x)’ and Integrate from x = 0 to x = 1

;

thus we obtain by the aid of known formulae

\q \p+p +\
I

1^ _ y 1 p + p' -f 2

I p + p' + y + 2 |p'4- 1 1 _p' + 2p+p' + i7 + 3

. g (
g'-l) 1 (p4-p' + 2)(p + p' + 3) _ \

_

1.2 y + 3 (p +y + 2 + 3) (p +p’ +? + *) )

27—2
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This result as we have said Trembley obtains, though he goes

through more stops to reach it.

Suj)pose however that before effecting the integration witli

respect to x we use the following theorem

1 q X g'iq'-^) ^
^- + 1 1 + 1.2 / + 3 1.2.‘3

'

p + (/ + 1 (/ + 2
' + 1

) (/ + q')

, L_
ip' + q + 1 ) {p + q ) {q> + y' - 1) (1 -

^ q'iq -i)(?-2) I_ , I

{p +q' + 1) {p + q) ip +?'-!) ip +2-2) (1 - xY )

Then by integrating with respect to x, we obtain

1

2

+

2 ' P+p'+}_ f 1 __ q p+p'+q+q'+2
|;» + ;>'+2 + 2'+2 I ^' + 2'+^ (f + 2’+

(

2
''+

2 ) 2+2

2'

(

2
'-!

) i r+p'+q+q'+
‘

-2.)ip+p+q+q'+\) )

(i)'+2'+l)(/+2')(y+2'-l) (2+2')(2+2'-l)
'

-It is in fact the identity of these two results of the final inte-

gration which Trembley as.sumcs from ob.serving its truth when
q' =1, or 2, or 3.

With regard to the theorem we have given above we may
remark that it may be obtained by examining the coefficient of a-’’

on the two sides; the identity of these coefficients may be estab-

lished as an example of the theory of partial fractions.

774 . Trembley then proceeds to an approximate summation

of the series
;
his method is most laborious, and it would not repay

the trouble of verification. He says at the end, Series haec, quae

similis est seriei quam refert Cel. la Place ... He gives no refer-

ence, but he probably Inis in view the Ifisi. cle VAcad.... Paris
for 1778, page 310.

77-i. We have next to consider a memoir entitled Recherches

8ur tine question relative au calcul des qtrobubilit^s. This memoir is

published in the volume for 1704 and 1705 of the Memoires de
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rAcad....Berlin; the date of publication is 1799: the memoir
occupies pages 69—108 of the mathematical portion of the volume.
The problem discussed is that which we have noticed in Art. 448.

776. Trembley refers in the course of his memoir to what had
been done by De Moivre, Laplace and Euler. He says,

L’analy.se dont M. Euler fait usage dans co Mfimoire est trfis-ing6-

nieuse et digne de ce grand geometre, mais comme elle est un peu

iudirecte et qu’il ne seroit |ms ais6 de I’appHqucr au problCme gfin^ral

dont celui-ci n’est qu’un cas particulier, j’ai entrepris de traiter la chose

directement d’apre.s la doctrine des combinaisons, et de donner & la

question toute I’etendue dont elle est susceptible.

777. The problem in the degree of generality which Trembley

gives to it had already engaged the attention of De Moivre
;

.see

.iVrt. 293. Do Moivre begins with the simpler case in his Pro-

blem XXXIX, and then briefly indicates how' the more general

(piestion in his Problem XU. is to be treated. Trembley takes the

contrary order, beginning witb the general question and then

deducing the simpler case.

When he has obtained the results of his problem Trembley

modifies them so as to obtain the results of the problem discussed

by Laplace and Euler. This he does very briefly in the manner

wo have indicated in Ai-t. 4.53.

778. Trombley gives a numerical example. Suppose that a

lottery consists of 90 tickets, and that 5 are drawn at each time

;

then he obtains •74102 ns the approximate value of the probability

that all the numbers will have been drawn in 100 drawings.

Euler had obtained the result '7419 in the work which we have

cited in Art. 4.36.

779. Treniblej’’s memoir adds little to what had been given

before. In fact the only novelty which it contains is the investi-

gation of the probability that n — 1 kinds of faces at least should

come up, or that n — 2 kinds of faces at least, or n — 3, and so on.

The result is analogous to that which had been given by Euler and

which we have quoted in Art. 4.38. Nor do Trembley’s methods

pre.scnt any thing of importance
;
they are in fact such as would

naturally occur to a reader of De Moivre’s book if he wished to
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reverse the order wliich De Moivre has taken. Tremhley does not

supply general demon.strations
;
he begins with a simple case, then

he proceeds to another which is a little more complex, and when

the law which governs the general result seems obvious he enun-

ciates it, leaving to his readers to convince themselves that the law

is universally true.

780. Tremhley notices the subject of the summation of a cer-

tain series which wo have considered in Art. 460. Tremhley says,

M. Euler remarque que dans ce cas la somme de la suite qui donne

la probability, peut s’exprimer par des produits. Cela peut se dd-

montrer par le calcul intdgral, par la mdthode suivante qui est

fort simple. But in what follows in the memoir, there is no use of

the Integral Calculus, and the demonstration seems quite un.satis-

factory. The result is verified when a; = 1, 2, 3, or 4 and then is

assumed to be universally true. And these verifications them-

selves are unsatisfactory
;
for in each case r is put successively

equal to 1, 2, 3, 4, and the law which appears to hold is assumed

to hold universally.

Tremhley also pro|X)ses to demonstrate that the sum of the

series is zero, if n be greater tlian rx. The demonstration how-

ever is of the same unsatisfactory character, and there is this ad-

ditional defect. Tremhley supposes successively that n = r (a; -t- 1),

n = r (a: + 2), « = r (a: -f 3), and so on. But besides these cases n

may have any value between rx and r {x+ 1), or between r (x-f 1)

and r (x + 2), and so on. Thus, in fact, Tremhley makes a most

imperfect examination of the possible cases.

781. Tremldey deduces from his result a fonnula suitable for

approximate numerical calcidation, for the case in which n and x
are large, and r small

;
his formula agrees with one given by La-

place in the Hist de VAcad....Pains 1783, as he him.self ob.serv'e.s.

Trombley obtains his formula by repeated use of an approximation

which he establishes by ordinary Algebraical expansion, namely

r’x's

Tremhley follows Laplace in the numerical example which

we have noticed in Art. 4o5. Tremhley moreover finds that in
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about 8G927 drawings there is an even chance tliat <all the tickets

except one will have been drawn
;
and he proceeds nearly to the

end of the calculation for the case in which all the tickets except

two are required to be drawn.

782. The next memoir is entitled Recherches stir la moHalite

de la petite virole.

This memoir is piildished in the Memoires de TAcad....Berlin

for 1796 ;
the date of publication is 1799 : the memoir occupies

pages 17—38 of the mathematical portion of the volume.

78.3. This memoir is closely connected with one by Daniel

Bernoulli
;
see Art. 898. Its object may be described as twofold

;

tirst, it solves the problem on the hypotheses of Daniel Bernoulli

by common Algebra without the Integral Calculus
;
secondly, it

examines how far those hyjxttheses are verified by facts. The

memoir is interc.sting and must have been valuable in a practical

lK)int of view at the date of publication.

784. Let m and n have the same signification as in Daniel

Bernoulli’s memoir
;
see Art. 402 : that is, suppose that every year

small-pox attacks 1 in n of those who have not had the disease,

and that 1 in m of those who are attacked dies.

Let denote a given number of births, and suppose that

a,, a,, ... denote the number of those who are alive at the end

of 1, 2, 3, ... years: then Trembley shows that the number of per-

sons alive at the beginning of the a;**’ year who have not had the

small-pox is

For let h, denote the numljer alive at the beginning of the a.***

year who have not had the small-pox, and the number at the

Ix-ginning of the {x -|- 1)“* year. Then in the year small-pox

attacks ^ persons
;
thus ^1 — would Ijc alive at the begin-

ning of the next year -wfithout having had the small-pox if none of

them died by other diseases. We must therefore find how many of
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these b, ^1
— die of other diseases, and subtract. Now the total

number who die of other diseases during the a:*'* year is

Or-a„, - - -
;

these die out of the number ~ ~ • Hence, by proportion, the

number who die out of h

h, (l

Therefore 5,

)ut of ^1 — is

=h f
* \ «/ K \ * mnj

vin

We can thus establish our result by induction; for we may
shew in the manner just given tliat

and then universally that

h. = -

-J71/

, 1 1 /C IV
1 1

[
1—

)

m m \^ «/

785. We may put our result in the form

b. = ^ ;

—
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Now there is nothing to hinder us from supposing the intervals

of time to be much shorter than a year
;
thus n may be a large

number, and then

i 1 —
-j

= e" nearly.

The result thus agrees with that given by Daniel Bernoulli, see

Art. 402 : for the intervals in his theory may be much shorter than

a year.

786. Hitherto we have used Daniel Bernoulli’s hypotheses

;

Trembley however proceeds to a more general hypothesis. Ho
supposes that m and n are not constant, but vary from year to

year
;
so that W'e may take vi^ and to denote their values for the

.jXb year. 'Tliere is no difficulty in working this hypothesis by

Trembley’s method
;

the results are of course more complicated

than those obtained on Daniel Bernoulli’s simpler hyjiotheses.

787. Trembley then compares the results he obtains on his •

general hj’pothesis with a table which had been furnished by ob-

servations at Berlin during the years 1758—1774. The comparison

is effected by a rude process of approximation. The conclusions he

arrives fit are that n is very nearly constant for aU ages, its value

being somewhat less than 6 ;
but m varies considerably, for it l)e-

gins by being equal to G, and mounts up to 120 at the eleventh

year of age, then diminishes to 60 at the nineteenth year of

age, and mounts up again to 133 at the twenty-fifth year of age,

and then diminishes.

Trembley also compares the results he obtains on his general

hjqfothesis with another table which had been furnished by obser-

vations at the Hague. It must be confcssetl that the values of

and n deduced from this set of observations differ very much from

those deduced from the former set, especially the values of m.

The observations at Berlin were nearly five times as numerous a.s

those at the Hague, so that they deserved more confidence.

788. In the volume for 1804 of the Mimoires de VAcad...,

Berlin, which was published in 1807, there is a note by Trem-

bley himself on the memoir which we have just examined.

'I'liis note is entitled Eclairdssement relatif au Mimoire sur la
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mortality.... ii'C.; it occurs on pages 80—82 of the mathematical

portion of the volume.

Tremhley corrects some misprints in the memoir, and he say.s :

Au reste, je dois avertir que la raethode d’approxiination que j’ai

donn6c dans ce ni6rnoire comme un essai, eii attendant quo des obser-

vations plus detaill6oa nous niis.scnt en 6tat de procedcr avec plus de

rfgularite, que cette metbiKle, dis-jo, ne vaut ubsolument rieu, et je dois

des excusc.s au public pour la lui avoir presentfio.

lie then shew.s how a more accurate calculation may lie made

;

and he says that he has found that the valuo.s of n instead of

remaining nearly constant really varied enormously.

789. The next memoir i.s entitled Essai sur la maniHre de

trouver le terme gdndral des series rdcurrentes.

This memoir i.s pnbli.shed in the volume for 1797 of the Md-

inoires de IAcad....Berlin

;

the date of publication is 1800. The

pages 97—105 of the memoir tire devoted to the solution of a pro-

idem which had been solved by Laplace in Vol. Vil. of the

Hemoires...par divers Savans; Tremhley refers to Laplace.

The problem is as follows : Suppose a solid having n equal

faces numhered 1, 2, ti ...p-, required the prohability that in the

course of n throws the faces will appear in the order 1, 2, 3, ...p.

This problem is very nearly the same as that of De MoivTC on

the run of luck
;
see Art. 325. In.stead of the equation

we shall now have

(I l^^ >

+ (1 - a'
;
and « = -

.

Tremblej'' solves the problem in his usual incomplete manner

;

he discus.ses in succession the ca.ses in which p = 2, 3, 4 ;
and then

he asssumes that the law which holds in these Ciises will hold

generally.

790. The next memoir is entitled Observations sur les calcids

relati/s d la durde des mariages et au noinbre des dpoujv subsistans.

This memoir is puhlished in the volume for 1799—1800 of

the Memoires de 1Acad. ..Berlin

;

the date of public.ation is 1803;

the memoir occupies pages 110—130 of the mathematical portion

of the volume.
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791. The memoir refers to that of Daniel Bernoulli on the

same subject which we have noticed in Art. 412. Trembley ob-

tains results agreeing with those of Daniel Bemoidli so far as the

latter was rigorous in his inve.stigations
;
but Trembley urges ob-

jections against some of the results obtained by the use of the

infinitesimal calculus, and which were only presented as approxi-

mate by Daniel Bernoulli.

792. As is usual with Trombley, the fonnulae which occur

are not demonstrated, but only obtained by induction from some

simple cases. Thus he spends three pages in arriving at the re-

sult which we have given in Art. 410 from Daniel Bernoulli
;
ho

examines in succession the five most simple cases, for which

m = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and then infers the general fonnula by analogy.

793. For another example of his fonnulm we take the follow-

ing question. Suppose n men marry n women at the same time;

if TO out of the 2« die, required the chance that m marriages are

dissolved.

I

”
AVe may take to pairs out of n in ,

~ ways. In each
‘ TO — TO. .

•'

of the TO pairs only one person must die
;
this can hapjien in 2’"

ways. Thus the whole number of cases favourable to the result

2"i n
i.s ,

=— . But the whole number of cases is the whole
I

TO
I

W — TO

number of ways in which to persons out of 2a may die
;
that is

2?i— ‘

. Hence the required chance is

[

TO
1

2)1 - TO

2”’
1

n
I 2/i — TO

I

in
I

» — TO

Trembley spends two pages on this problem, and then does

not demonstrate the result.

794. Trembley makes some applications of his formul® to the

subject of annuities for widows. He refers to a work by Karstens,

entitled Thsone von Wittwencassen, Halle, 1784; and also names

Teteu.s. On the other hand, he names Michelsen as a writer w'ho
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liiul represented the calculations of mathematicians on such sub-

jects as destitute of foundation.

Trembley intimates his intention of continuing his investi-

gations in another memoir, which I presume never appeared.

795. The next memoir is entitled Observations sur la m^thode

de prendre les milieux entre les observations.

This memoir is ]nibli.shed in the volume for 1801 of the

^fimoires de tAcad. ... Berlin

;

the date of publication of the

volume is 1801 : the memoir occupies pages 29—58 of the mathe-

matical portion of the volume.

79G. The memoir commences thus;

La nianiere la plus avantageuse do prendre les milieux entre les

oV)servations a £-to detaillee pur do grands g£ometrcs. M. Daniel Ber-

i\onlli, M. Lambert, M. de la Place, M. de la Grange s’en sont occup£s.

Le dernier a doim£ la-desaus un tres-beau ineinoire dans le Tome v. des

^r6moires de Turin. II a emploj’6 pour cela le calcul integral. Mon
de.sscin dans cc memoire est do montrer comment on pout parvenir aux

memes rfisultats par un simple usage de la doctrine des combinaisons.

797. The preceding extract shews the oljjcct of the memoir.

We observe however that although Lagrange does employ the

Integral Calcidus, yet it is only in the latter part of his memoir,

on which Trembley does not touch; sec Art.s. 570—575. In the

other portions of his memoir, Lagrange uses the Differential Cal-

culus
;

but it was cpiite mineces.sary for him to do so
;

sec

Art. 5G4.

Trombley’s memoir appears to be of no value whatever. The

method is laborious, obscure, and imperfect, while Lagrange’s is

simple, clear, and decisive. Trembley begins with De Moi^Te’s

prolilem, quoting from him
;

see Art. 149. He consiilers De
Moivre’s demonstration indirect and gives another. Trombley’s

demonstration occupies eight pages, and a reader would probably

find it necessary to fill up many parts with more detail, if he were

scrupulous about exactness.

After discussing Do Moivre’s problem in this manner, Trom-

bley proceeds to intlict similar treatment on Lagrange’s problems.

\Vc may remark that Trembley copies a formula from La-
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grange with all the misprints or errors which it involves; see

Art. .'507.

798. Tlie Ia.st memoir by Trombley is entitled Observations

stir le calcul (Tun Jeu de hasard.

Tlii.s memoir is pnbli.shcd in the volume for 1802 of the

Mimoires de VAcad. ... Berlin; the date of publication is 1804;

the memoir occupies pages 80—102 of the mathematical portion

of the volume.

799. The game considered is that of Her, which gave rise to

a dispute betw’een Nicoljus Bernoulli and others
;
see Art. 187.

Trembley refers to tlie dispute.

Trembley investigates fully the chance of Paul for every case

that can occur, and more briefly the chance of Peter. He states

his conclusion thus:

...M. de Jlontmort et ses amis concbioient de lit centre Xicolws

Bernoulli, que ce cas 6toit insohiblc, car di.soient-ils, si Paid sait quo

PiciTo se tient au huit, il cliangera an sept, mais Pierre vonant h savoir

que Paul change au sept, changcra au huit, ce qui fait un cercle vicieux.

Mats il riisulte seulenient de Ih que chacun sera pcrpetuellenient dans

I’incertitudc sur la manifire de jouer de son adversaire; di'.s lors il con-

viendra il Paul de changer au sept dans un coup donne, mais il no

pourroit suivre constamment ce systemo plusiours coups de suite. Il

conviendra de menie il Pieire de changer au huit dans un coup domic,

sans pouvoir le fairo jilusicui-s coujw de suite, ce qui s’accorde avec les

conclu.sions do M. Nicolas Benioulli coiitre cellos de M. do Montmort.

800. It is hardly comict to .say that the conclusion here

obtained agrees with that of Nicola.s Bernoulli against that of

Montmort. The opponents of Nicola-s Bernoulli .seem only to

have asserted that it was impossible to .say on which nilo Paul

should uniformly act, and this Trembley allows.

801. In Trembley’s investigation of the chance of Peter, he
considers this chance at the epoch before Paul has made his choice

whether he will exchange or not. But this is of little value for

Peter himself; Peter would w'ant to know how to act under cer-

tain circumstances, and before he acted he would know whether
Paul retained the card he obtained at first or compelled an ex-
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change. Hence Trembley’s investigation of Peter’s chance differs

from tlie method which we have e.xcmplificd in Art. 189.

802. Tremhley makes an attempt to solve the problem of

Iler for three players
;
hut his solution is ijuite unsound. Sup-

pose there are tlvree players, Paul, Jame.s, and Peter. Tremhley

considers that the chances of Paul and James are in the propor-

tion of the chance of the first and second players when there are

only two players
;
and he denotes these chances hy x and y. He

takes X to y as 8+9G to 8079; but thc.se numbers are of no con-

setjuence for our purpose. He supposes that the chances of James

and Peter are also in the same proportion. This would not be

quite accurate, because when James is estimating his chance with

respect to Peter he would have some knowledge of Paul’s card

;

whereas in the case of Paul and James, the former had no know-

ledge of iiny other caril than his own to guide him in retaining or

exchanging.

But this is only a minute point. Trembley’s error is m the

next step. He considers that — is the chance that Paul will
x + y

beat James, and that ~— is the chance that Peter will beat

James
;
he infers that . is the chance that both Paul and

(•c + y)

Peter will beat James, so that James will be thrown out at the

first trial. Tliis is false: the game is so constructed that the

plaj'crs are nearly on the same footing, so that
1

3
is very nearly

the chance that a given player will be excluded at the first trial.

Trembley’s solution would give
j

as the chance that James will

be excluded if x = y; whereas ^ should then be the value.
O

y
The error arises from the fact that and —^— do notx+y x+y

here represent independent chances
;
of cour.se if Paul has a higher

card than James, this alone affords presumption that James will

rather have a card inferior to that of Peter than superior. This

error at the beginning vitiates Trembley’s solution.
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803. As a subsidiary part of his solution Tremble}’ gives

a tedious numerical investigation which might be ea.sily spared.

He wishes to shew that supposing James to have a higher card

than both Peter and Paul, it is an even chance whether Peter

or Paul is excludetl. He might have proceeded thus, which will

be easily intelligible to a person who reads the description of the

game in Montmort, pages 278, 27!)

:

Let n denote the number of Jame.s’s card.

I. Suppose n — r and n — s the other two cards
;
where r and

s are positive integers and different. Then eitlier Paul or Peter

may have the lower of the tw'o n — r and ti — s; that is, there arc

as many cases favourable to one as the other.

II. Peter's card may also be n; then Paul’s must be 1, or

2. or 3, ... or n — 1. Here ai-o n — 1 cases favourable to Peter.

HI. Peter and Paul may both have a card with the same

mark n — r\ this will give « — 1 cases favourable to Paul.

Thus II. and III. balance.
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CHAPTER XIX.

MISCELLANEOUS INVESTIGATIONS

Between the Years 1780 and 1800.

801. The present Chapter will contain notices of various

contributions to our subject which were made between the years

1750 and 1780.

805. We have first to mention two memoirs by Provost, en-

titled, Sur les principes de la TMorie des gains fortuits.

The first memoir is in the volume for 1780 of the Kouveaua-

Memoires. .. Berlin

;

the date of publication is 1782: the memoir

occupies pages 4.30—472. The second memoir is in the volume

for 1781 ;
the date of publication is 1783 : the memoir occupies

jjjiges 4G3—472. Prevost j)rofesses to criticise the account of the

elementary principles of the subject given by James Bernoulli,

Huygens, and De Moivre. It does not seem that the memoirs

present anything of value or importance
;
see Art. 103.

806. We have next to notice a memoir by Borda, entitled

Mimoire sur les Elections au Scrutin.

This is in the Uist....de VAcad....Paris for 1781 ;
the date of

publication is 1784 : the memoir occupies pages G57—GC5.

This memoir is not connected with Probability, but we notice

it because the subject is considered at great length by O^ndorcct,

who refers to Borda’s view
;
see Art. 719.
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Borda observes that the ordinary mode of eleetion is liable to

error. Suppose, for example, that there are 21 voters, out of

whom 8 vote for A, 7 for B, and 6 for (7; then A is elected. But

it is possible that the 7 who voted for B and the G who voted

for C may agree in considering A as the worst of the three can-

didates, although they differ about the merits of B and C. In such

a case there are 8 votera for A and 13 against him out of the

21 voters
;
and so Borda considers that A ought not to be elected.

In fact in this case if there were only A and B as candidates, or

only A and C as candidates, A would lose
;
he gains because he

is opposed by two men who are both better than himself.

Borda suggests that each voter should arrange the candidates

in what he thinks the order of merit. Then in collecting the

results we may assign to a candidate a marks for each lowest

place, a + b marks for each next place, a -I- 2J mai'ks for each next

place, and so on if there are more than three candidates. Suppose

for example that there are three candidates, and that one of them

is first in the lists of 6 voters, second in the lists of 10 voters, and

third in the lists of 5 voters
;
then his aggregate merit is ex-

pressed by 6 (a + 2J) -f- 10 (a -f 6) + 5a, that is by 21a 4- 22J. It

is indifferent what proportion we establish between o and b, be-

cause in the aggregate merit of each candidate the coeflScient of a

will be the whole number of votei-s.

Condorcet objects to Borda’s method, and he gives the follow-

ing example. Let there be three candidates. A, B, and C ;
and

suppose 81 voters. Suppose that the order ABC is adopted by

30 voters, the order AGB by 1, the order GAB by 10, the order

BAGhj 29, the order BCA by 10, and the order GBA by 1. In

this case B is to be elected on Borda’s method, for his aggregate

merit is expressed by 81a+ 109J, while that of A is expressed

by 81a + 1016, and that of G by 81a + 336. Condorcet decides

that A ought to be elected
;
for the proposition A is better than B

is affirmed by 30 + 1 + 10 voters, while the proposition B is better

than A is affirmed by 29 + 10 + 1 voters, so that A has the ad-

vantage over B in the ratio of 41 to 40.

Thus suppose a voter to adopt the order .415(7; then Condorcet

considers him to affirm with equal emphasis the three propositions

A is better than B, B is better than C, A \a better than G
;
but

28
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BtirJa considers liim to affimi tlie first two with equal emphasis,

and the last with double emphasis. Sec Coudorcet’s Discours

rrelimtnaire, page CLXXVii, Liiplace, Thiorie ...des

807. We have next to notice a memoir by Malfatti, entitled

Esame Critico di nn Prohlema di probabilitd del Sig. Daniels

Bernoulli, e sohizione d’un altro Prohlema analogo al Bernulliano.

Del Sig. Gio: Francesco Malfatti Professore di Matematica nell’

University di Ferrara.

This memoir is published in the Memorie di Matematica e

Fisica della Societd lialiana, Tomo I. 1782 ;
the memoir occupies

pages 768—824. The problem is that which we have noticed in

Art. 416. Malfatti considers the solution of the problem about

the balls to be erroneous, and that this problem is essentially

different from that about the fluids which Daniel Bernoulli used

to illustrate the former
;
see Art. 420. Malfatti restricts himself

to the case of two urns.

Malfatti in fiict says that the problem ought to be solved by

an e.xact companson of the numbers of the various cases which

can arise, and not by tlje use of such equations as we have given

in Art. 417, which arc only probaldy true; this of course is quite

correct, but it does not invalidate Daniel Bernoulli’s process for

its own object.

Let us take a single case. Suppose that originally there are two

white balls in A and two black balls in B; required the probable

state of the um A after x of Daniel Bernoulli’s operations have

been performed. Let denote the probability that there are

two black balls in A
;
v„ the probability that there is one black

ball and one w'hite one, and therefore 1 — u„ — the probability

that there are two white balls.

808. We will fii-st give a Lemma of Malfatti’s. Suppose there

.are n—p white balls in A, and therefore/? black balls; then there

are n —p black balls in B and p white balls. Let one of Daniel

Bernoulli’s operations be performed, and let us find the number
of cases in which each possible event c.an happen. There are-n*

cases altogether-, for any b.all can be taken from A and any ball

from B. Now there are three possible events
;
for after the opera-

tion A may cont.ain 7i—p + l white balls, or n—p, or n—p — 1.
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For the first event a black ball must be taken from A and a white

ball from B
;
the number of cases is p*. For the second event a

black ball must be taken from A and a black one from B, or else

a white one from A and a white one from B
;
the number of cases

is 2p[n—p). For the third event a white ball must be taken

from A and a black ball from B; the number of cases is

(n -p)\
It is obvious that

n'=p*+ 2p (n -p) + [n —p)'

as should be the case.

809. Now returning to the problem in Art. 807 it will be

ea.sy to form the following equations

;

= «x + o V, + 1 - «X - fx.

Integrating these equations and determining the constant by

the condition that n, = 1, we obtain

Daniel Bernoulli’s general result for the probable number of

white balls in A after x trials if there were n originally would be

Thus supposing x is infinite Daniel Bernoulli finds that the

probable number is = . This is not inconsistent with our result

;

At

2 1
for we have when x is infinite = «x = 5 >

therefore
O D

1 — — M, = ^ , so that the case of one w hite ball and one black
D

ball is the most probable.

810. Malfatti advances an objection against Daniel Bernoulli’s

result which seems of no weight. Daniel Bernoulli obtains as

28—2
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we see 5 for the probable number of white balls in A after an

infinite number of operations. Now Malfatti makes Daniel Ber-

noulli’s statement imply conversely that it will require an infinite

number of trials before the result
^

will probably be reached.

But Daniel Bernoulli himself does not state or imply this con-

verse, so that Malfatti is merely criticising a misapprehension of

his own.

811. Malfatti himself gives a result equivalent to our value

of in Art. 809 ;
he does not obtain it in the way we use, but

by induction founded on examination of successive cases, and not

demonstrated generally.

812. The problem whieh Malfatti proposes to solve and which

he considers analogous to Daniel Bernoulli’s is the following.

Let r be zero or any given integer not greater than n : required

to determine the probability that in x operations the event will

never occur of having just n — r white balks in A. This he treats

in a most laborious way
;
he supposes r = 2, 3, 4, 5 in succession,

and obtains the results. He extracts by inspection certain laws

from these results which he assumes will hold for all the other

values of r between 6 and n inclusive. The cases r = 0, and r = 1,

require special treatment.

Thus the results are not demonstrated, though perhaps little

doubt of their exactness would remain in the mind of a student.

The patience and acuteness which must have been required to

extract the laws will secure high admiration for Malfatti.

813. We will give one specimen of the results which Malfatti

obtains, though we shall adopt an exact method instead of his in-

duction from particular cases.

Required the probability that in x trials the number n — 2 of

white balls will never occur in A. Let
<f>

(x, n) represent the whole

number of favourable cases in x trials which end with n white balls

in A] let ^ (x, « — 1) be the whole number of favourable cases

which end with n — 1 white balls in A. There is no other class of
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favourable cases ; by favourable cases we mean cases of non-occur-

rence of n — 2 white balls.

By aid of the Lemma in Art. 808 the following equations are

immediately established,

<f)(x+l, n) = n — 1),

^ (* + 1, 71 — 1) = 71*^ (as, n) + 2(n—l)<f>(x,n- 1).

By aid of the first the second becomes

^ (x -I- 1, 7> — 1) = n*<f> (x — 1, 71 — 1) -f- 2 (n — 1) (x, n — 1).

Thus denoting (x, 7t — 1) by we have

«r+, = «’«4^, + 2(7»-l)M,.

This shews that u„ is of the form Aa.‘ -(- where a and yS are

the roots of the quadratic

z* — 2(n—l) e — 7i* = 0.

From the first of the above equations we see that <j>(x+l, 7i)

is of the same form as ^ (x, tj — 1) ;
thus finally we have

<j) (x, 7j) -f- ^ (x, 71 - 1) = aa' -I- bff’,

where a and h are constants. The required probability is found by

dividing by the whole number of cases, that is by 7»**. Thus we

obtain

7j"
•

We must determine the constants o and h by special examina-

tion of the first and second operations. After the first operation

we must have ti — 1 white balls and one black ball in .d ;
all the

cases are favourable
;
this will give

aa + h^ = 71*.

Similarly we get

aa’ + Jy3* = t»* (1 + 2 (t»— 1)}

;

for the second operation must either give n white balls in A, or

7» — 1, or 7» — 2 ;
and the first and second cases are favourable.

Thus a and b become known, and the problem is completely

solved.
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Sl-t. We will briefly indicate the steps for the solution of the

problem in which we require the probability that n — 3 white balls

shall never occur in A.

Let
<f)

{x, «), ^ (a*, « — 1), <f>
{x, n — 2) represent the number of

favourable cases in x trials, where the final number of white balls

in ^ is n, n — 1, n — 2, respectively.

Then we have the following equations

<f>
(x + 1, n) = if) (x, n -1),

if){x+l, n — 1) = n'lf) (x, n) + 2 (n - 1) <f>
(x, n - 1) + i<f> (x, n - 2),

^ (a; + 1, n — 2) = (?i — 1)’ tf>(x, n — 1) + 4 (n — 2)<f> (x, n — 2).

If we denote ^ (x, n — 2) by u, we shall arrive by elimination at

the equation

~ (6” — 10) + (3«’ — 16n + 12) + -ire’ (n — 2) «, = 0.

Then it will be seen that ^ (x, n — 1) and if> (x, n) will be ex-

pressions of the same form as if>{x, n— 2). Thus the whole num-
ber of favourable cases will be aa* + i/3* + erf, where a, h, c are

arbitrary constants, and a, /3, 7 are the roots of

a’ - (Cn - 10) s’ -1- (3/i’ - 16n + 12) s + 4n’ (n - 2) = 0.

815. A work on otir subject was published by Bicquilley, en-

titled Du Calcul des ProhabiUtSs. Par G. F. de Bicquilley, Garde-

du-Corpa du Roi. 1783.

This work is of small octavo size, and contains a preface of

three pages, the PriviUge du Roi, and a table of contents
;
then

164 pages of text with a plate.

According to the Catalogues of Booksellers there is a second

edition published in 1805 which I have not seen.

816. The author’s object is stated in the following sentence

from the Preface

:

La th6orie dcs Probabilit^s 6baucb6o par dos 06om6tres c61Sbres m’a

paru susceptible d’etre approfond6o, et do faire partie de I'enscignement

€lemeutaire : j’ai pens€ qu’un traits ne seroit point iudigne d’etre offert

au public, qui pourroit enricher de nouvelles v6rit6s cette matidre int4-

ressante, et la mettre i la port6e du plus grand nombre des lecteurs.
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The choice of matter seems rather unsuitable for an elementary

work on the Theory of Probability.

817. Pages 1—15 contain the definitions and fundamental

principles. Page.s 15—25 contain an account of Figurate numbers.

Pages 26—39 contain various theorems which we should now
describe a.s examples of the Theory of Combination.s. Pages 40—80

contain a number of theorems which amount to little more than

easy developments of one fundamental theorem, namely that which

we have given in Art. 281, supiwsing yj = 0.

818. Pages 81—110 may be said to amount to the following

theorem and its consequences : if the chance of an event at a

single trial be p the chance that it wdll occur m times and fail n

.
\fn + n

times in w + n trials is — p" (1 — n)*.
|w

I
n '

Hero we may notice one problem which is of interest. Sup-

pose that at every trial we must have either an event P alone, oi

an event Q alone, or both P and Q, or neither P nor Q. Let p
denote the chance of P alone, q the chance of Q alone, t the

chance of both P and Q : then 1 —p — q
— t is the chance of nei-

ther P nor Q ; we will denote this by u. Various problems may
then be proposed

;
Bicquilley considers the following : required

the chance that in fi trials P will happen exactly m times, and Q
exactly n times.

L Suppose P and Q do not happen together in any case.

Then we have P happening in times, Q happening n times, and

neither P nor Q happening p — m—n times. The corresponding

chance is

iZi lHi~
~ ™

II. Suppose that P and Q happen together once. Then we
have alsoP happening m — 1 times, Q happening n — 1 timc.s, and

neither P nor Q happening p-m — n-\- 1 times. The correspond-

ing chance is

I w — 1 I n — 1
I

(i.
— — n -t- 1

„m-l„n-l/„a-m-B + l_
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III. Suppose that P and Q happen together tivice. The cor-

responding chance is

[

m — 2
I

n — 2
|

— ot — w + 2

And so on.

819. As another example of the kind of problem noticed in

the preceding Article, we may require the chance that in trialsP
and Q shall each happen at least once. The required chance is

1 - (1 - P - O'* - (1 - ? - O'* + (1 -p - ? - O'*-

Sec also A Igehra, Chapter LVI.

820. Pages 111—133 contain the solution of some examples.

Two of them are borrowed from Bufifon, namely those which we
have noticed in Art. 649, and in the beginning of Art. 650.

One of Bicquilley’s examples may be given. Suppose p and q
to denote respectively the chances of the happening and failing of

an event in a single trial. A player lays a wager of a to 5 that the
event will happen

;
if the event does not happen he repeats the

wager, making the stakes ra to rb
;

if the event fails ag.ain he
repeats the wager, making the stakes r*a to r’6

;
and so on. If the

player is allowed to do this for a series of « games, required his

advantage or disadvantage.

The player’s disadvantage is

{qa -pb) (1 + jr -f 2’r’+ . . . + g*'’ r*"}.

This is easily shewn. For qa —pb is obviously the player’s dis-

advantage at the first trial. Suppose the event fails at the first

trial, of which the chance is q ;
then the wager is renewed

;
and

the disadvantage for that trial is qar—pbr. Similarly y’ is the
chance that the event will fail tivice in succession

;
then the wager

is renewed, and the disadvantage is qar* —pbP. And so on. If
then qa is greater than pb the disadvantage is positive and in-

creases with the number of games.

Bicquilley takes the particular case in which a = 1, and

^ ~ ^— )
his solution is less simple than that which we have
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given. The object of the problem is to shew to a gambler, by an

example, that if a wager is really unfavourable to him he suffers

still more by increasing his stake while the same proportion is

maintained between his stake and that of his adversary.
821.

Pages 134—149 relate to the evaluation of probability

from experience or observation. If an event has happ>ened m

times and failed n times the book directs us to take as itsm + n

chance in a single trial.

822.

Pages 150—164 relate to the evaluation of probability

from testimony. Bicquilley adopts the method which we have

exhibited in Art. 91. Another of his peculiarities is the following.

Suppose from our own experience, independent of testimony, we
assign the probability P to an event, and suppose that a witness

whose probability is p offers his evidence to the event, Bicquilley

takes for the resulting probability P+ (1 — P) Fp, and not as we
might have expected from him P + (1 — P) p. He says that the

reliance which we place on a witness is proportional to our own

previous estimate of the probability of the event to which he

testifies.

823.

We will now notice the matter bearing on our subject

which is contained in the EncyclopSdie Mithodique; the mathema-

tical portion of this work forms three quarto volumes which are

dated respectively 1784, 1785, 1789.

Absent This article is partly due to Condorcet: he applies

the Theory of Probability to determine when a man has been ab-

sent long enough to justify the division of his property among his

heirs, and also to determine the portions which ought to be assigned

to the different claimants.

Assurances. This article contains nothing remarkable.

Probdbiliti. The article from the original EncyclopSdie is re-

peated ; see Art. 467. This is followed by another article under

the same title, which professes to give the general principles of

the subject. The article has not Condorcet’s signature formally

attached to it
; but its last sentence shews that he was the author.

It may be described as an outline of Condorcet’s own writings on
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the subject, but from its brevity it would be far less intelligible

than even those writings.

Substitutions. Condorcet maintains that a State has the autho-

rity to change the laws of succession to property
;
but when such

changes are made the rights which existed under the old laws

should be valued and compensation made for them. In this article

Condorcet professes to estimate the amount of compensation. The

formulie however are printed in such an obscure and repulsive

manner that it would be very diflScult to determine whether they

are correct
;
and certainly the attempt to examine them would bo

a waste of time and labour.

824. It should be observed that in the Encyclopidie Mitho-

dique various threats are uttered which are never carried into

execution. Thus in the article Assurances we are referred to

L'vinemens and to SociM

;

and in the article ProbabilitS we are

referred to Virit^ and to Votans. Any person who is acquainted

with Condorcet’s writings will consider it fortunate that no articles

are to be found under the titles here named.

82.5. The only important article connected with our subject

in the EncyclopSdie M6thodique is that under the title Milieu,

which wo will now proceed to notice. The article is by John

Bernoulli, the same person, we presume, whom we have noticed

in Arts. 598 and 624.

The article gives an account of two memoirs which it a.sserts

had not then been printed. The article says

:

Le premier m6moire dont jo me propose de donner I'extrait, eat un

petit 6crit latin de M. Dankl Bernoulli, qu’il me commuiiiqua, en

1769, et qu’il gardoit depuis long-terns paimi ses manuscrita dans le

dessein sans doute de l’6tendre davantage. II a pour titre : Dijiulicatio

tnaxime probabilis plurium observationum discrepanlium ; atyyis verisi-

mtllima inductio inde formanda.

The title is the same as that of the memoir which we have

noticed in Art 424; but this article Milieu gives an account of

the memoir which does not correspond with what we find in the

Acta Acad..,.Petrop., so we conclude that Daniel Bernoulli modi-

fied his memoir before publishing it
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The following is the method given in the article Milieu. Let

the numerical results of discordant observations be set off as

abscissse from a fixed point
;
draw ordinates to represent the pro-

babiUties of the various observations
;
trace a curve through the

extremities of these ordinates and take the abscissa of the centre

of gravity of the area of the curve as the correct value of the

clement sought. The probabilities are to be represented by the

ordinates of a certain semi-ellipse or semicircle. The article says

that to determine analytically the centre of the semicircle would

be very difficult, because we arrive at an equation which is almost

unmanageable
;

accordingly a method of approximation is pro-

posed. First take for the centre the point corresponding to the

mean of all the observations, and determine the centre of gravity

of the area corresponding to the observations
;

take this point

as a new centre of a semicircle, and repeat the operation; and

so on, until the centre of gravity obtained corresponds with

the centre of the respective semicircle. The magnitude of the

radius of the semicircle must be assigned arbitrarily by the cal-

culator.

This Ls ingenious, but of course there is no evidence that wc

thus obtain a result which is specially trustworthy.

The other memoir which is noticed in this article Milieu is

that by Lagrange, published in the Miscellanea Taunnemia; see

Art. 556. It is strange that the memoirs by Daniel Bernoulli

and Lagrange should be asserted to bo unprinted in 1785, when

Daniel Bernoulli had published a memoir with the same title in

the Acta Acad....Petrop. for 1777, and Lagrange’s memoir was

published in the Miscellanea Taurinensia for 1770—1773. The

date of publication of the last volume is not given, but that it

was prior to 1777 we may infer from a memoir by Euler; see

Art. 447.

826. We will now notice the portions of the EncyclopSdie

Mithodique which relate to games of chance. The three volumes

which we have mentioned in Art. 817 contain articles on various

games
;
they do not give mathematical investigations, with a slight

exception in the case of Bassette

:

see Art. 467. The commence-

ment of the article Breland is amusing: il se joue d tant de
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personnea que Von veut : mais il n’est beau, c’est-d-dire, trls-ruineux,

qud trois ou cinq.

There is however a distinct work on games, entitled Diction-

naire dea Jeux, faisant suite au Tome III. des Mathimatiquea.

1792. The Avertissement begins thus : Comme il y a, dit Mon-

tesquieu, une infinite de choses sages qui sont mendes d’une

manihre trbs-folle, il y a aussi des folies qui sont conduites d’une

manihre trbs-sage. The work contains 31C pages of text and

16 plates. There are no mathematical investigations, but in three

cases the numerical values of the chances are given. One of these

cases is the game of Trenle et quarante; but the results given are

inaccurate, as Poisson shewed in the memoir which we have cited

in Art. 358. The other two cases in which the results are given

are the games Krahs and Passe-dix.

The copy of the Encychpidie Methodique which belongs to the

Cambridge University Library includes another work on games

which is wanting in other copies that I have examined. This is

entitled Dictionnaire des Jeux MathJmatiques....An. vii. The

advertisement states that after the publication of the Dictionary

of Games in 1792 many of the subscribers requested that this

treatise should be enlarged and made more complete. The pre-

sent Dictionary is divided into two parts
;

first, the Dictionnaire

dea Jeux MathSmatiques, which occupies 212 pages; secondly, a

Dictionnaire de Jeux familiers, which is unfinished, for it extends

only from A to Grammairien, occupying 80 pages.

The Dictionnaire des Jeux MathSmatiques does not contain

any thing new or important in the calculation of chances. The

investigations which are given are chiefly taken from Montmort,

in some cases with a reference to him, but more often without.

Under the title Joueur we have the names of some writers on the

subject, and we find a very faint commendation of Montmort to

whose work the Dictionary is largely indebted

:

Flusieurs aiiteurs se sont exerces sur I'analyse des jeux
; on cn a un

traits 616mentaire de iluygens ; on en a nn plus profond de Moivre

;

on a des morceaux trSs-savans de Bernoulli sur cette matiSre. 11 y a

un analyse des jeux de hasard par Montmaur, qui n’est pas sans m4rite.

The game of Draughts obtains 16 pages, and the game of Chess
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73 pages. Under the title Cartes (Jeu de) we have the problem

which we noticed in Art 533, omitting however the part which

is false.

Under the title TTAtsi ou Wisth we have 8 pages, beginning

thus

:

Jeu de cartes mi-parti de hasard et de science. U a 6t4 invents par

les Anglais, et continue depuis long tern's d’etre en vogue dans la

Grand-Bretagne.

Gest de tous lea jeux de cartes le plus judicieux dans ses principes,

le plus oonvenable A la soci6t€, le plus difficile, le plus intfressant, le

plus piquant, et celui qui est combind avec le plus d'art.

The article quotes some of the results obtained by De Moivre

in his calculations of the chances of this game : it also refers to

Hoyle’s work, which it says was translated into French in 1770.

With respect to the Dictionnaire de Jeux famili'ers we need

only say that it comprises descriptions of the most trifling games
which serve for the amusement of children

;
it begins with J'ainie

mon amantpar A, and it includes Colin-MatUard.

827. We next advert to a memoir by D’Anieres, entitled

Riflexiom sur les Jeux de hazard.

This memoir is published in the volume of the Xouveaxix

Mimoires de VAcad....Berlin for 1784; the date of publication is

1786 ;
the memoir occupies pages 391—398 of the volume.

The memoir is not mathematical
; it alludes to the fact that

games of hazard are prohibited by governments, and shews that

there are difierent hinds of such games, namely, those in which a

man may ruin his fortune, and those which cannot produce more
than a trifling loss in any case.

There is a memoir by the same author, entitled Sur les Paris,

in the volume of the Nouveaux Mimoires de VAcad.. ..Berlin for

1786 ;
the date of publication is 1788 : the memoir occupies

pages 273^278 of the volume.

This memoir is intended as a supplement to the former by the

same author, and is also quite unconnected with the mathematical

Theory of Probability.

828. We have now to notice a curious work, entitled On the
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PnncipUs of translating Algebraic quantities into probable rela-

tions and annuities, d'C. By E. Waring, M.D. Lucasian Professor

of Mathematics at Cambridge, and Fellow of the Royal Societies

of London, Bononia and Oottingen. Cambridge, Printed by J. Arch-

deacon, Printer to the University; For J. Nicholson, Bookseller, in

Cambridge. 1792.

This is an octavo pamphlet. Besides the leaf on which the

title is printed there are 59 pages of text, and then a page with

a few corrigenda. The work is excessively scarce
;
for the use

of a copy I am indebted to the authorities of Queens’ College,

Cambridge.

829. The author and the printer seem to have combined their

efforts in order to render the work as obscure and repulsive as

possible
;
and they have attained a fair measure of success. The

title is singularly inaccurate
;

it is absurd to pretend to translate

algebraical quantities into probable relations or into annuities.

What Waring means is that algebraical identities may be trans-

lated so as to afford propositions in the Theory of Probabilities or

in the Theory of Annuities.

830. Waring begins with a Lemma. He proposes to sum the

series

1 + 2'-‘ r -I-
3*-‘ r’ + 4-V -t- 5*-V‘ -I- . . . in infinitum.

The sum will be

A+BrJr Cr* -l-Dr* + ... +r*^

The coefficients .4, B, 0...are independent of r; they must

be determined by multiplying up and equating coefficients. Thus

^ = 1,

D = eS*"* + 2’-* _ .

At A . O

Proceeding in this way we shall find that in the numerator of

the fraction which represents the sum the last term is r""* ;
that
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is there is no power of r higher than this power, and the coeflScient

of this power is unity. Waring refers to another work by himself

for the demonstration
;
the student will see that it may be deduced

from the elementary theorem in Finite Differences respecting the

value of A’*“ when n is not less than m.

Waring does not apply his Lemma until he comes to the

part of the work which relates to Annuities, which forms his

pages 27—59.

831. Waring now proceeds to his propositions in the Theory

of Probabilities
;
one of his examples will suffice to indicate his

method.

It is identically true that
N— a a a* r, a

=Tr~W>- SupposeN N ~N N'-
to represent the chance of the happening of an assigned event in

N — a
one trial, and therefore — the chance of its failing : then the

identity shews that the chance of the happening of the event in

the first trial and its failing in the second trial is equal to the dif-

ference between the chance of the happening of the event once

and the chance of its happening twice in succession.

832. There is nothing of any importance in the work respect-

ing the Theory of Probability until we come to page 19. Here

Waring says.

Let the chances of the events A and £ happening be respectively

and —^-T ! then the chance of the event A happening r times
o+ b a + 0

more than .8 in r trials will be

in r + 2 trials will be

a'

(a + by ’

o' Cl
o6 1

in r + 4 trials will bo

o' f , _
ah r (r + 3) 0*6’

1

{^TTbyV^^ (o + 5)*J’

and in general it will be
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a' ab r{r + 3) a'h'
^

r (r + 4) (r + 6) a'h*

[.
{a + by* 2 (a + J)*"^ [3 (iT^*

r(r + l + l)(r + l + 2)...(r + 2l-l) a'h' . . „ . 1+ + —^
t t 7—rv5 + m infimtum >
Li («+*) )

This may be deduced from the subsequent arithmetical theorem, viz.

2to(2to- 1) (2ot-2)...(2to-«) (2m-2){2m-Z)...(2m- a -

^TT ^
r (r + 3) (2m — 4) (2m -5)... (2m — » — 2)

2

r(r+4)(r + 5) (2m— 6)...(2w — s — 3)

[3 |»-2

r (r + 5 + 2) (r + » + 3)... (r + 2«+ 1)

|77T ’

(r + 2m) (r + 2m — 1) ... (r + 2m — a)

I
g+ 1

Waring’s words, “A happetnng r times more than B” are

scarcely adequate to convey his meaning. We see from the for-

mula he gives that he really means to take the problem of the

Duration of Play in the case where B has a capital r and A has un-

limited capital See Art. 309.

Waring gives no hint as to the demonstration of his arith^

metical thexorem. We may demonstrate it thus : take the formula

in Art. 584, suppose a = l+*, ^ = 1, 2' = *; we shall find that

a_l+«-(l-*)_,
^ = 2^

Thus we get

1 * ,<(< + 3) s’

(l+z)‘‘^‘(l+z)'"’'^ 2 (1 +«)•**

,
t(«-f-4)(<-|-5) z*

+ L? (1

+

<(<+5) (e + 6) (< + 7) e‘

Li (Tr^+-’
Multiply both sides by (1 + z)*"** : thus
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(1 + = (1 + 2)” + te (1 + 2)«-*+ a* (1 +

< (< + 4) (< + 5)

L3
2*(l+2)‘*-'+...

If we expand the various powera of 1 + « and equate the coeflS-

cients of z' we shall obtain the arithmetical theorem with t in

plaee of r.

But it is not obvious how Waring intended to deduce tlie

theorem on the Duration of Play from this arithmetical theorem. If

we put - for z we obtain
‘ a

{a + =a‘(a + &)” + ta' {a + ah + a' (a + by* a'b*

t(t + i)(t + 5)

13
a‘ (a + by* a‘b* + ...

and it was perhaps from this result that Waring considered that

the theorem on the Duration of Play might be deduced
;
but it

seems difficult to render the process rigidly strict.

833. Waring gives another problem on the Duration of Play

;

see his page 20.

If it be required to find the chance of A’a succeeding n times as

oft as Ifa precisely : in n + 1 trials it will be found

in 2n + 2 trials it will be found

P + n (fi + 1)
- 0 -

in 3n + 3 it will be

^ n(n + l)(3a+l) a”b’

^ 2 (a+by
Waring does not give the investigation

;
as usual with him

until we make the investigation we do not feel quite certain of

the meaning of his problem.

The first of his three examples is obvious.

29
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In the second example wc observe that the event may occur in

the first » + 1 trials, and the chance of this is P; or the event may

have failed in the first n + 1 trials and yet may occur if we proceed

to n + 1 more trials. This second case may occur in the following

ways : B may happen twice in the first n + 1 trials, or twice in

the second » + 1 trials
;
while A happens in the remaining 2«

trials. Thus wc obtain

„ (a + 1) n a”//’

2 (a + 6)“”’

which must be added to P to give the chance in the second ex-

ample.

In the third example we observe that the event may occur in

the first 2n + 2 trials, and the chance of this is Q\ or the event

may have failed in the first 2n + 2 trials, and yet may occur if we

proceeil to ?i + 1 more trials. This second case may occur in the

following ways :

B may happen three times in the first n + 1 trials, or three

times in the second n + 1 trials, or three times in the last n + 1

trials
;
while A happens in the remaining 3» trials.

Or B may happen twice in the first + 1 trials and once in the

second n + 1 trials, or once in the second n + 1 trials and twice in

the third n + 1 trials
;
while A happens in the remaining 3n trials.

Thus we obtain

f
(n + l)n(»-l) 1^1 a’V

V’ til 2 J(a+6)“«V
which must bo added to Q to give the chance in the third ex-

ample.

834. The following specimen maybe given of Waring’s imper-
fect enunciations

;
see lus page 21

:

Let a, b, c, d, ikc. bo the respective chances of the happening of
a, p, y, S, ifec. : in one trial, and

(oa?* + bj^ + cxy + cle> + <fcc.)" = o’a;^ + ... + A’x'' + ic.;

then will A be the chance of the happening of tt in n trials.

Nothing is said as to what tt means. The student will see that

the only meaning which can be given to the enunciation is to
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suppose that o, h, c, d, ... are the chances that the numbers

a, yS, 7, S, ... respectively will occur in one trial
;
and then N is the

chance that in n trials the sum of the numbers will be tt.

835. Waring gives on his page 22 the theorem which we
now sometimes call by the name of Vandermonde. The theorem

is that

(a + b) (o + 5 - 1) . .
.
(a + J — n + 1)

= a(a — 1) ... (a — n+ 1)

4 na (a — 1) ... {a—n+2)b

+ - 1) - (« - « + 3) J (S - 1)

n (n — 1) (n— 2)

1.2.3
a (a — 1) ... (a— n 4 4) 5 (J — 1) (6 — 2)

4J(i-l)...(J-n4l).

From this he deduces a corollary which we will give in our

own notation. Let
(f>

{x, y) denote the sum of the products that

can be made from the niimbei's 1. 2,3,...x, taken y together.

Then will

<6 (« — 1, n — s)

+ iTTT 1) 1)

It must be observed that « is to be less than n, and r less than

s
;
and the terms on the right-hand side are to continue until we

arrive at a term of the form
<f>

(x, 0), and this must be replaced

by unity.

29—2
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Tills fesult is obtained by equating the coefficients of the term

a'^l/ in tlie two members of Vandermonde’s identity.

The re.sult is enunciated and printed so badly in Waring's

work that some difficulty arose in settling what the result was and

hOw it liad been obtained.

83G. I do not enter on that part of Waring’s work which relates

to annuities. I am informed by Professor De Morgan that the late

Francis Baily mentions in a letter the following as the interesting

parts of the work :—the series /S' — wiiS'

+

S"—...., the

Problem ill, and the observations on assurances payable imine-

dudely at death.

837. Another work by Waring requires a short notice
;

it is

entitled An easay on the principles of human Icnowledye. Cam-

hridfje 1704. This is an octavo volume; it contains the title-leaf,

then 240 pagc.s, then 3 pages of Addenda, and a page containing

Corrigenda.

838. This work contains on pages 35—40 a few common theo-

rems of probability
;

the first two pages of the Addenda briefly

notice the problem di.scu.ssed by De Moivre and others about a

series of letters being in their proper places; see Art. 281, and De
^loivre Prob. xxxv. Waring remarks that if the numljcr of

letters is intinite the chance that they will occur all in their right

places is infinitesimal. He gives page 4,0 of his work as that on

which this remark boars, but it would seem that 49 is a misprint

for 41.

830. Two extracts may bo given from this book.

I know that some mathematicians of the first cla.ss liave endeavoured

to demonstrate tlie ih'gree of probability of an event’s happening n times

from its having Imppemsi m preceding time.s; and conseqtiently that

sucli an event will probably take place; but, alas, tlie problem far ex-

ceeds the extent of human undeiistnnding : who can determine the time

when the sun will probably cease to run its present course? Page 35.

...I have myself wrote on most subjects in pure mathematics, and in
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these books inserted nearly all the inventions of the modems with

which I was acquainted.

In my prefaces I have given an history of the inventions of the dif-

ferent writers, and ascribed them to their re.spective authora
;
and like-

wise some account of my own. To every one of the.se sciences I Lave

been able to make some additions, and in the whole, if I am not niLs-

takcn in enumerating them, somewhere between three and four hundred

new propositions of one kind or other, consitlerably more than have

been given by any English writer
; and in novelty and difficulty not

inferior
;

I wish I could subjoin in utility : many more might have

been added, but I never could hear of any reader in England out of

Cambridge, who took the ]>ains to read and understand what I have

written. Pago 115.

Waring proceeds to con.sole himself under this neglect in Eng-

land by the honour conferred on him by D’Alembert, Euler and

Le Grange.

Dugald Stewart make.s a remark relating to Waring; see his

Works edited by Hamilton, Vol. iv. page 218.

SiO. A memoir by Ancillon, entitled Doutes sur les bases du

calcid des probabiliU's, was published in the volume for 1794 and

1795 of the Mhnoires de V Acad....Berlin; the memoir occupies

pages 3—32 of the part of the volume which is devoted to specu-

lative philosophy.

The memoir contains no mathematical investigations; its ob-

ject is to throw doubts on the po.s.sibility of constructing a Theory

of Probability, and it is of very little value. Tlie author seems to

have determined that no Theory of Probability could be con-

structed without giving any attention to the Theory which had

been constructed. He names Moses Mendelsohn and Garve as

having alreatly e.xamined the question of the admissibility of such

a Theory.

841. There are three memoirs w'ritteu by Prcvo.st and Lhuilier

in conjunction and published in the volume for 1796 of the

iHmoires de I’Acad... .Berlin. Tlie date of publication is 1799.

842. The first memoir is entitled Sur les Brobabilites

;

it was

read Nov. 12, 1795. It occupies pages 117—142 of the mathe-

matical portion of the volume.
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843. The memoir is devoted to the following problem. An
um contains m balls some of which are white and the rest black,

but the number of each is unknown. Suppose that p white balls

and q black balls have been drawn and not replaced
;
required the

probability that out of the next r + a drawings r shall give white

balls and a black balls.

The possible hypotheses as to the original state of the um are,

that there were q black balls, or g + 1 black balls, or q + % ...

or m—p. Now form the probability of these various hypotheses

according to the usual principles. Let

/>, = (m - 2 - n+ 1) (m - g - n) to p factors,

= (2 + n - 1
) (g + n - 2) to 2 factors

;

then the probability of the n“* hypothesis is

where 2 denotes the sum of all such products as P,Q,. Now if

this hypothesis were certainly true the chance of drawing r white

balls and a black balls in the next r + s drawings would be

PA
[r[^N’

where

{tn-q —p — n-fV) {pi — q —p —n) to r factors,

£{,= (n — 1) (n — 2) to « factors.

.y= number of combinations of m —p - q things r + s at a time.

Thus the whole required probability is the sum of all the

terms of which the type is

X Ir
'

We have first to find S. The method of induction is adopted

in the original memoir
; we may however readily obtain 2 by the

aid of the binomial theorem : sec Algebra, Chapter L. Thus we
shall find

V It

lI’.±3±1
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Now -P.fl, differs from P, only in having j» + r instead of p ;

and differs from Q„ only in having q + s instead of q. There-

fore the sum of all the terms of the fonn is

\p + r\q + s |m + l

|/> + <7 + r + s+ 1 \m — p — q — r —

s

'

,
,

\m-p-q
And A = ,

1

^- ~
.

Ir + s \m — p — q — 1— s

Thus finally the rccjuired probability is

[

r + s I p + r
I 7 + s

TZT? \E\i

ip+g+i

p + q + r-k-s + l'

844. Let us suppose that r and s vary while their sum r + s

remains constant; then we can apply the preceding general

result to r -I- s + 1 different cases
;
namely the case in which all

the r + s drawings are to give white balls, or all but one, or all but

two, and so on, down to the case in which none are white. The

sum of these probabilities ouqht to be unit;/, which is a test of the

accuracy of the result. This verification is given in the original

memoir, by the aid of a theorem which is proved by induction.

No new theorem however is required, for we have only to ajiply

again the formula by which we found S in the preceding Article.

The variable part of the result of the preceding Article is

\p + r
I y + a

Eli
’

that is the product of the following two expressions,

(r -f- 1) (r + 2) p factors,

(s -I- 1) (a + 2) q factors.

The sum of such products then is to be found supposing r + s

constant
;
and this is

[P [i | p + '7 + r + a4 1

Ip + g + 1 [r + a

Hence the required result, unity, is obtained by multiplying

this expression by the constant part of the result in the preceding

Article.
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Tins result had been noticed by Condorcet
;
sec page 189 of

the Essai... de VAnalyse...845.

Out of the r + s + 1 ca.se.s considered in the preceding

Article, suppo.se we ask- which has the greatest probability ? This

question is answered in the memoir approximately thus. A quan-

tity when approaching its maximum value varies slowly
;
thus we

have to find when the result at the end of Article 843 remains

nearly unchanged if we put r — 1 for r and s + 1 for s. ThLs

leads to

p + r <7 + s + l

r -
«
+1“ ’

nearly
;

therefore - =
r

g
s + 1

nearly.

Thus if r and s are large we have - = - nearly.
s q

846.

It will be observeil that the expression at the end of

Art. 813 is independent of m the number of balls originally con-

tained in the urn
;
the memoir notices this and draws attention

to the fact that this is not the case if each ball is replaced in the

urn after it has been drawn. It is stated that another memoir

will be given, which will consider this form of the problem when

the number of balls is .supposed infinite
;
but it does not seem that

this intention was carried into effect.

847.

It will be instructive to make the comparison between

the two problems which we may presume would havo formed the

substance of the projected memoir. Suppose that p white balls

have been drawn and q black balls, and not replaced
;
and suppose

the whole number of balls to be infinite : then by Art. 701 the pro-

bability that the next r + s drawings will give r white balls and s

black balls is •

fx'{i-xydx
*0

and on effecting the intesrration we obtain the same rc.sult jis ino o
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Art. 843. The coincidence of the results obtained on the two dif-

ferent hypotheses is remarkable.
848.

Suppose that r = 1 and s = 0 in the result of Art. 843 ;

we thus obtain

p -f 1

p + q + 'l’

Again suppose r = 2 and s = 0 ;
we thus obtain

(p + l)(p + 2)

{p+q+^)(p + q + 2i)'

The factor — is, as we have just seen, the probability

of drawing another white ball after drawing p white balls and

q black balls
;
the factor e.xpresses in like manner the

probability of drawing another white ball after drawing^ -f-1 white

balls and q black balls : thus the formula makes the probability

of drawing two white balls in succession equal to the product of

the probability of drawing the first into the probability of drawing

the second, as should bo the case. Tills property of the formula

holds generally.

849. The memoir which we have now examined contains the

first di.scussion of the problem to wliich it relates, namely, the

problem in which the balls are not replaced. A particular case of

the problem is considered by Bishop Terrot in the Transaction of

the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Vol. xx.

850. The other two memoirs to which we have referred in

Art. 841 are le.ss distinctly mathematical, and they are accordingly

printed in the portion of the volume which is devoted to speculative

philosophy. The second memoir occupies pages 3—24, and the

third memoir pages 25—41. A note relating to a pa-ssage of the

third memoir, by the authors of the memoir, is given in the volume

for 1797 of the M^moires de VAcad.... Berlin, page 152.

851. The second memoir is entitled Sur I’art d’estimer la

prohahilitd des causes par les effets. It conssists of two sectiona

The first section discusses the general principle by which the
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probabilities of causes are estimated. The principle is quoted as

given by Lajdace in the Mimoires...par divers Savans, Vol. VI.:

Si un dv^nement pent dtre produit par un nombre n de causes

diflferentes, les probabilit<5s de I’existence de ces causes prises de

I’dvdnement, sont entre elles comme les probabUit^s de I’dvdne-

ment prises de ces causes The memoir considers it useful and

necessary to demonstrate this principle
;
and accordingly deduces

it from a simple hypothesis on which it is conceived that the whole

subject rests Some remarks made by Condorcet are criticised

;

and it is asserted that our persuasion of the constancy of the laws

of nature is not of the same kind as that w'hich is represented by

a fraction in the Theory of Probability. See Dugald Stewart’s

Works edited hy Hamilton, Vol. i. pages 421, 616.

The second section of the memoir applies Laplace's principle

to some easy examples of the following kind. A die has a certain

number of faces
;
the markings on these faces are not known, but

it is observed that out of p + q throws p have given ace and q
not-ace. Find the probability tliat there is a certain number of

faces marked ace. Also find the probability that in p'+ more

throws there will be y/ aces and q' not-aces.

It is shewn that the result in the last case is

2m^ (ti — m)^
2 in’’ (n — Hi)’

’

where 2 denotes a summation taken with respect to m from m = 1

to wj = n
;
and n is the whole number of faces. This is the result

if the aces and not-aces are to come in a prescribed order
;

if they

are not we must multiply by . ,

The memoir states without demonstration what the approxi-

mate result is when n is supposed very great
;
namely, for the

case in which the order is prescribed,

k + g' Ip+p lp + g + i

I? [P. IP + g + P' + g' + l
'

852. The third memoir is entitled Remarques sur Vutiliti et

Vitendue dupriticipe par lequel on estime la probahiliti des causes.

This memoir also relates to the principle which we have quoted
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in Art. 851 from Laplace. The memoir is divided into four

sections.

853. The first section is on the utility of the principle. It is

asserted that before the epoch when this principle was laid down

many errors had occurred in the writers on Probability.

The following paragraph is given

:

Dans I’appr^iation de la valeur du tdinoignage de deux t^moins

simultaii6H, il paroit que, jusqu’^ Lambert, on n’a point us6 d’un autro

artifice, que de prendre le complement de la formule employee pour lo

temoignage succcssif. On suivoit A cet 6gnrd la trace de I’appreciation

des argumens conspirans, telle que I'avoit faite Jnc. BemoullL 8i Ton

avoit connu la '^’raie metliode de I’estimation des causes, on n'auroit pas

manque d'examiner avant tout si ce cas s’y rapportoit
; et Ton auroit vu

que I’accord entre les temoins est un evenement posteHeur k la cause

qnelconque qui a determine les depositions : en sorte qu’il s’agit ici

d’estimer la cause par I’eftet On seroit ainsi retombe tout naturelle-

ment et sans efibrt dans la methode que Lambert a trouvee par un

effet de cette sagacite rare qui caracterisoit son genie.

854. The authors of the memoir illustrate this section by

quoting from n French translation, published in Paris in 1786, of

a work by Haygarth on the small-pox. Haygarth obtained from a

mathematical friend the following remark. Assuming that out

of twenty persons exposed to the contagion of the small-pox

only one escapes, then, however \nolent the small-pox may
be in a town if an infant has not taken the disease "we may
infer that it is 19 to 1 that he has not been e.xposed to the

contagion
;

if two in a family have escaped the probability that

both have not been exposed to the contagion is more than 400 to 1

;

if three it is more than 8000 to 1.

With respect to this statement the memoir says that M. de la

Roche the French translator has shewn that it is wrong by a judi-

cious discussion. The end of the translator’s note is quoted
;
the

chief part of this quotation is the following sentence

:

Si I’on a observ4 que sur vingt personnes qui pontent k une table de

pharaon il y en a dix-neuf qui se ruinent, on ne pourra pas en d4duiro

qu’il y a un k parier contre dix-neuf que tout homme dont la fortune
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n'est pas derang6c, ii’a jias ponU; au pharaon, ni quil y ait dix-neuf k

parier centre uii, que cet bonime est un joueur.

This would be absurd, M. de la Roche says, and he asserts that

the reasoning given by Haygarth’s friend is equally absurd. We
may remark that there must be some niLstake in this note

;
he has

put 19 to 1 for 1 to 19, and vice versa. And it i.s difficult to see how

Prevost and Lhuilier can commend this note
;
for M. de la Roche

argues that the reasoning of Haygarth's friend is entirely absurd,

while they only find it slightly inaccurate. For Prevost and

Lhuilier proceed to calculate the chances according to Laplace’s

principle
;
and they find them to be ~

, , which, as

they say, are nearly the same as the results obtiiined by Hay-

garth’s friend.

855. Tlie second section is on the extent of the principle. The

memoir asserts that we have a conviction of the constancy of the

laws of nature, and that we rely on this constancy in our applica-

tion of the Theory of Probability
;
and thus we re.ison in a viciou.s

circle if we pretend to apply the principle to questions respecting

the constancy of such laws.

856. The third section is devoted to the comparison of some

results of the Theory of Probability with common sense notions.

In the formula at the end of Art. 843 suppo.se « = 0 ;
the for-

mula reduces to

___ {p -I- 1) (p +2) ... fp + r)

(P+?+-) iP + 5 + 3) (P + 9 + J- + 1)
’

it is this resiilt of which particul.ar cases are considered in the

third section. The cases are such as according to the memoit lead

to conclusions coincident with the notions of common sense
;
in

one case however this is not immediately obvious, and the memoir

says, Ceci donne I’e.xplication d’une espfece de paradoxe remarqud

(sans I’expliquer) par M. De La Place
;
and a reference is given to

Ecoles normales, 6ihne cahier. Wewillgivethisca.se. Nothing is

known A priori respecting a certain die
;

it is observed on trial that

in five throws ace occurs twice and not-acc three times
;
find the

probability that the next four throws will all give ace. Here
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3 . 4 . 5 .

6

. 1

^=2, 5^=3, r=4 ;
the above result becomes 'jo ’ 14

'

If we knew h priori that the die had as many faces ace as not-ace

we should have ^ ,
that is ^ ,

for the required chance. The para-

dox is that ^ is greater than ^ ;
while the fact that we have had

only two aces out of five throws suggests that we ought to have a

smaller chance for obtaining four consecutive aces, than we should

have if we knew that the die had the same number of faces ace as

not-ace. We need not give the explanation of the paradox, as it

will be found in connexion with a similar example in Laplace,

Th^orie...des Prob. page cvi.

857. The fourth section gives some mathematical develop-

ments. The following is the substance. Suppose n dice, each

having r faces
;
and let the number of faces which are marked ace

be rn, m", m ", . . . resjrectively. If a die is taken at random, the

probability of throwing ace is

in' 4- m” + m" 4- . .

.

?ir

If an ace has been thrown the probability of throwing ace again

on a second trial with the same die is

m'* 4- in"' 4- m'"' 4- . .

.

r (m' 4- in" 4- ni" 4- ...)

The first probability is the greater
;
for

(»{' 4- »»"4- m"'4- ...)’ is greater than n {m’' + m"*+ m'"’ + ...).

The memoir demonstrates this simple inequality.

858. Prevost and Lhuilier are also the authors of a memoir

entitled Mimoire sur ^application du Calcul des prohabilites d la

valeur du temoignage.

This memoir is published in the volume for 1797 of the Mi-

moires de VAcad....Berlin; the date of publication is 1800: the

memoir occupies pages 120—151 of the portion of the volume

devoted to speculative philosophy.

The memoir begins thus :

Le but de cc m4moire est plutot de reconnoitre I’etat actuel de cetto

thMrie, que d’y ricn ajouter de nouveau.
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ITie memoir first notices the criticism given in Lambert’s Orga-

non of James Bernoulli’s formula which wo have already given in

Art. 122.

It then pa-sses on to the theory of concurrent testimony now
commonly received. Suppose a witness to speak truth m times and

falsehood n times out of wi + n times
;

let m and n have similar

meanings for a second witness. Then if they agree in an assertion

the probability of its truth is — —r •mm + nil

The ordinary theory of traditional testimony is also given.

Using the same notation as before if one witness reports a state-

ment from the report of another the probability of its truth Ls

mm' + nn

[m + m') (n 4- n) ’

for the statement is true if they both tell the truth or if they both

tell a falsehood If there be two witnesses in succession each of

whom reverses the statement he ought to give, the result is true
;

that is a double falsehood gives a truth. It is stated that this con-

sequence was first indicated in 1794 by Prevost.

The hj'pothesis of Craig is noticed
;
see Art. 91.

The only new point in the memoir is an hypothesis which is

proposed relating to traditional testimony, and which is admitted

to be arbitrary, but of which the consequences arc examined. The
hypothesis is that no testimony founded on falsehood can give the

truth. The meaning of this hypothesis is best seen by an e.xample:

suppose the two witnesses precisely alike, then instead of taking

as the probability of the truth in the case above considered
(m + »)* ^ ’

we should take that is we reject the term n* in the
(j» + n)

numerator w'hich arises from the agreement of the witnesses in a

fal,schood.

Tlius we take and
2mrt + n’

to represent respectively
(m+n)‘““" {m + nY

the probabilities of the truth and falsehood of the statement on

which the witnesses agree.

Suppose now that there is a second pair of witnesses inde-

pendent of the former, of the same character, and that the same
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statement is also affirmed by this pair. Then the memoir combines

the two pairs by the ordinary rule for concurrent testimony, and so

takes for the probability arising from the two pairs

m
m* + {2nm + n*)*

‘

Then the question is asked for what ratio of m to n this expres-

Sion IS equal to , so that the force of the two pairs of wit-m + a
nesses may be equal to that of a single witness. The approximate

value of — is said to be 4'864 so that ——— is about ^ r

n m+ n b

859. In Vol. VII. of the Transactions of the Royal Irish

Academy there is a memoir by the Rev. Matthew Young, D.D.

S.F.T.C.D. and M.R.I.A., entitled On the force of Testimony in esta-

blishing Facts contrary to Analogy. The date of publication of

the volume is 1800 ;
the memoir was read February 3rd, 1798 : it

occupies pages 79—118 of the volume.

The memoir is rather metaphysical than mathematical Dr
Young may be said to adopt the modem method of estimating the

force of the testimony of concurrent witnesses
;
in this method,

supposing the witnesses of eipial credibility, wo obtain a formula

coinciding with that in Art. 667. Dr Young condemns as erroneous

the method which we noticed in Art. 91 ;
he calls it “ Dr Halley’s

mode,” but gives no authority for this designation. Dr Young

criticises two mles given by Waring on the subject
;
in the first of

the two cases however it would not be difficult to explain and

defend Waring’s rule.
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CHAPTER XX.

LAPLACE.

800. Laplace was born in 1749, and died in 1827. He wrote

elaborate incmoii-s on our subject, which he afterwards embodied

in his great work the Theorie unalytique des Prohihilites, and on

the whole the Theory of Probability i.s more indebted to him than

to any other mathematician. We shall give in the first place a

brief account of Laplace’s memoirs, and then consider more fully

the work in which they arc reproduced.

861. Two memoirs by Laplace on our subject are contained in

the Memoires ...par divers Savarts, Vol. VI. 1774. A brief notice

of the memoirs is given in pages 17—19 of the preface to the

volume which concludes thus :

Ces deux M6nioiros do M. de la Place, out choisis panni un

tres-grand nonibre qu’il a prfisentfis de])uis trois ans, k I’Acadfimie, od il

remplit actuellement une place de GSoniitre. Cette Compagnie qui s’oat

empress^e de r€corapenser ses travaux et ses talcns, n’avoit encore vu

personne aussi jeune, lui pr&enter en si peu de temps, tant de Mfimoirea

impoi'tons, et sur des matidres si diverses et si difiiciles.

862. The "first memoir is entitled Mimoire sur Us suites ri-

curro-recurrenUs et sur lews usages dans la thtorie des kasards. It

occupies pages 3.53—371 of the volume.

A recurring series is connected with the solution of an equation

in Finite Diftcrences where there is one independent variable ; see

Art. 318. A recurro-recurrent series is similarly connected with

the solution of an equation in Finite Differences where there are

two independent variables. Laplace here first introduces the term
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and the subject itself
;
we shall not give any account of his investi-

gations, but confine ourselves to the part of his naemoir which
relates to the Theory of Probability.

863. Laplace considers three problems in our subject. The
first is the problem of the Duration of Play, supposing two plaj'ers

of unequal skill and unequal capital
;
Laplace, however, rather

shews how the problem may be solved than actually solves it. He
begins with the case of equal skill and equal capital, and then

passes on to the case of unequal skiU. He proceeds so far as to

obtain an equation in Finite Dififerences with one independent

variable which would present no difficulty in solving. He does

not actually discuss the case of unequal capital, but intimates that

there will be no obstacle except the length of the process.

The problem is solved completely in the Tliiorie...des Prob.

pages 225—238 ;
see Art. 588.

86 i. The next problem is that connected with a lottery which

appears in the ThSorie...des Prob. pages 191—201. The mode of

solution is nearly the same in the two places, but it is easier to

follow in the TMorie...de8 Prob. The memoir docs not contain

any of the approximate calculation which forms a large part of the

discussion in the ThSorie...des Prob. We have already given the

history of the problem; see Arts. 448, 775.

865. The third problem is the following; Out of a heap of

counters a number is taken at random
;
find the chances that this

number will be odd or even respectively. Laplace obtains wbat wo

should now call the ordinary results
;
his method however is more

elaborate than is necessary, for he uses Finite Differences : in the

TMorie...dea Prob. page 201, he gives a more simple solution.

We have already spoken of the problem in Art. 350.

866. The next memoir is entitled Mdmoire sur la Probability

des causes par les fvlntmens; it occupies pages 621—656 of the

volume cited in Art. 861.

The memoir commences thus

;

La Th5orio des haaards est unc dcs parties Ics plus curieuses et les

30
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plus dflicates do I'analyse, par la finesse des combinaisons qu’elle exige

ct par la difficult6 do les soumettre au calcul
;

celui qui ]>aroit I'avoir

traitee avcc le plus de succcs estM. Moivre, dans un excellent Ouvrage

qui a pour titre, Theory of Chanceg; nous devons k cet habile CWomHre

les premieres recherclies que Ton ait faites sur I'intdgration des Equa-

tions diffErencielles aux differences fiiiies
;

8G7. Laplace then refers to Lagrange’s researches on the

theory of c<)uations in Finite Differences, and also to two of his

own memoirs, namely tliat which we have just examined, and one

which was ahi^ut to appear in the volume of the Academy for

1773. But liis present object, he says, is very different, and is

thus stated

:

... je me propose de dEterminer la probabilitE des causes par les

EvJnemens, matiftre neuve k bien des Egards ct qui mErite d'autant plus

d’Etre cultivE*o que c’cst principalemcnt sous ce p«iiut de vue que la

science des hasards pent Ctre utile dans la vie civile.

868. This memoir is remarkable in the history of the subject,

as being the first which distinctly enunciated the principle for

estimating the probabilities of the causes by which an observed

event may have been produced. Bayes must have had a notion of

the principle, and Laplace refers to liim in the Thdorie. . .des Prob.

page cxxxvii. though Bayes is not named in the memoir. See

Arts. 539, 69G.

8G9. Laplace states the general principle which he a-ssumes in

the following words

;

Si un EvEnement peut 6tre produit par un nombre n de causes dif-

ferentes, los probabilites de I'existence de ces causes prises de I’evfine-

ment, sent entre elles comrae les probabilites de I’EvEnement prises de

ces causes, et la probabilite de I’existence de chacune d’elles, est Egale

k la probabilitE de I'Evfinement prise de cette cause, divisEe par la somme
de toutes les probabilitEs de I’EvEnement prises de chacune de ces

causes.

870. Laplace first takes the standard problem in this part of

our subject : Suppose that an urn contains an infinite number of

white tickets and black tickets in an unknown ratio
; p + q tickets
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are drawn of which p are wliite and q are black : required the pro-

bability of drawing m white tickets and n black tickets in the next

m + n drawings.

Laplace gives for the required probability

so that of course the m white tickets and n black tickets are sup-

posed to be drawn in an assigned order; see Arts. 704, 760, 843.

Laplace effects the integration, and approximates by the aid of a

formida which he takes from Euler, and which we usually call

Stirling’s Tlieorem.

The problem here con.sidcred is not explicitly reproduced in the

7Tieorie...des Prob., though it is involved in the Chapter which forms

pages 303—401.

871. After discussing this problem Laplace says.

La solution de ee ProblSme donne nne mCthode directe pour deter-

miner la probobilite des 6v2ncmens futurs d'aprSs ceux qui sont deja

arrives
;
mais cette matiSre etant fort 6tendue, je me bomerai ici A

donner une demonstration assez singnlidre du thdorAme suivant.

On pent tupposer let nomhres p q tellemenl grandt, qu’il devienne

avtsi approchant que Von voudra de la certitude, que le rapport du

nomhre de billett blancs au novd/re total det billets ren/ermes dans

rume, est compris entre let deux limites — ia,et —^ + <0, <o pouvani

_

p+q p+q ^ ^
Hre euppoti moindre qu'aucune grandeur donnee.

Tlie probability of the ratio lying between the specified limits is

Jx*(l—xydx

f *’’(! — x'y dx
•^0

where the integral in the numerator is to be taken between the

limits —

—

Cl) and -
-f w. Laplace by a rude process of

p-\-q p + y
30—2
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approximation arrives at the conclusion that this probability does

not differ much from unity.

872. Laplace proceeds to the Problem of Points. He quotes

the second formula which we have given in Art. 172 ;
he says that

it is now demonstrated in several works. He also refers to his

own memoir in the volume of the Academy for 1773 j
he adds

the following statement

:

...on y trouvera pareillement une solution g6n6rale du Problfeme

des partis dans le cas de trois ou d’un plus grand nombre de joueurs,

probleme qui n’a encore 6t£ rCsolu par personne, que je cache, bien quo

Ics G^omfitres qui out travaillc sur ces mati5res en aient desir€ la

solution.

Laplace is wrong in this statement, for De Moivre had solved

the problem
;
see Art. 582.

873. Let X denote the skill of the player A, and 1 — a: the skill

of the player B

;

suppose that A wants y games in order to win
the match, and tliat B wants h games : then, if they agree to leave

off and divide the stakes, the share of B will be a ceilain quan-

tity which we may denote by ^ {x,f. A). Suppose the skill of each

player unknown; let n be the whole number of games which A or

B ought to win in order to entitle him to the stake. Tlien Laplace

says that it follows from the g<meral principle which we have given

in Art. 8C9, tliat the share of B is

f (1 - ar)»'* (x, f, h) dx

f (1 — a:)""* dx
I 0

The formula depends on the fact that A must already have

won n —f games, and B have won n — h games. See Art. 771.

874. Laplace now proceeds to the question of the mean to be

taken of the results of observations. He introduces the subject

thus

:

On pout, au moyen de la Th6orie pr6c6dente, parvenir k la solution

du FroblOmc qui conaiste determiner le milieu que Ton doit prendre
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entre plusicun observations donn6es d’un mdme pb6nomt(ne. II y a

deux ans quo j’en donnai uue it rAcad4oiie, la suite du M6moire rur

lea Series recurroricurrerUes, imprimS dans ce volume
;
mais le i)eu

d’usage dont elle pouvoit fitre, me la fit supprimer lors do Timprcssion.

J’ai appris depuis par le Journal astronomique de AL Jean Bernoulli,

que M". Daniel Bernoulli et la Grange se sont occujjfis du meme pro-

blSme dans deux M6moirea manuscrits qui ne sont point venus it ma
connoissancc. Cette annonce jointe A I'utilitd do la matiere, a r6vcill6

mes id€es sur cet objet j ct quoique je ne doute point quo ces deux

illustres Geomctres ne I'aient traitiS beaucoup plus heureuscmcnt quo

moi, jo vais ccpendant exposer ici les r6flexions qu’il m’a fait naitre,

persuad6 que les diflerentes manicres dont on pout I’envisagcr produiront

uue mCtbode moins bypoth6tique et plus sdre pour determiner le milieu

que I’on doit prendre entre plusieurs observations.

875, Laplace then enunciates his problem thus :

Determiner le milieu quo Ton doit prendre entie trois observations

donn6es d’un m&me phdnomdne.

Laplace suppo.ses positive and negative errors to be equally

likely, and he takes for the probability that an error lies between

X and x+dx the expression ^
for this he oflfers some rea-

sons, which however are very slight. He restricts himself as his

enunciation states, to three observations. Thus the investigation

cannot be said to have any practical value.

876. Laplace says that by the mean which ought to be taken

of several observations, two things may be understood. Wo may
understand such a value that it is equally likely that the true

value is above or below it
;
this he says we may call the milieu

de probabiliU. Or we may understand such a value that the sum

of the errors, each multiplied hy its probability, is a minimum

;

this he says we may call the milieu derreur, or the viilieu astro-

nomique, as being that which astronomers ought to adopt. The

errors are here supposed to be all taken positively.

It might have been expected from Laplace’s words that these

two notions of a mean value would lead to different results
;
he

shews however that they lead to the same result. In both cases

the mean value corresponds to the point at which the ordinate to
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a certain curve of probability bisects the area of the curve. See

TMjrie...des Vrob. page 335.

Laplace does not notice another sense of the word mean,

namely an average of all the values ;
in this case the mean would

correspond to the abscissa of the centre of gravity of the area of

a certain curve. See Art. 485.

877. Laplace now proceeds to the subject which is considered

in Chapter VII. of the TMorie...des Proh., namely the influence

produced by the want of perfect .symmetry in coins or dice on the

chances of repetitions of events. The present memoir and the

Chapter in the Tlidorie...dea Proh. give different illustrations of

the subject.

The first case in the memoir is that of the Petersburg Pro-

blem, though Laplace does not give it any name. Suppose the

chance for head to be -
,
and therefore the chance for tail

to be —.j— ;
suppose there are to be x trials, and that 2 crowns

are to be received if head appears at the first trial, 4 crowns if

head does not appear until the second trial, and so on. Then the

expectation is

(1 + ®) |l + (l-tir)+(l-x^)’'+... + (l-wr‘} .

,
and therefore the chance forIf the chance for head is -

tail is , we must change the sign of or in the expression for
A

the expectation. If we do not know which is the more likely to

appear, head or tail, we may take half the sum of the two expres-

sions for the expectation. This gives

If we expand, and reject powers of w higher than w*, we obtain

*+
I

(x-l)(x-2) (x-3)

1.2.3
-(x-1)
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If we suppo.se that vr may have any value between 0 and c we
may multiply the last expression by t/or and integrate from 0 to c.

See Art. 529.

878. As another example Laplace considers the following

question. A undertakes to throw a given face with a common die

in n throws : required his chance.

If the die be perfectly symmetrical the chance is 1 — but

if the die be not perfectly symmetrical this result must bo

modified. Laplace gives the investigation : the principle is the

same as in another example which Laplace also gives, and to which

we will confine ourselves. Instead of a common die with six faces

wc will suppose a triangular prism which can only fall on one of its

three rectangular faces : required the probability that in n throws

it will fall on an assigned face. Let the chance of its falling on the

1 4- or

3~ ’ “3 3
three faces be

1 4- or'
,

1 4- or"
and — — rc.spectivcly, so that

4- w’ 4- «" = 0.

Tlien if we are quite ignorant which of the three chances belongs

to the assigned face, we must suppose in succession that each of

them does, and take one-third of the sum of the results. Thus we
obtain one-third of the following sum.

If wc reject powers of or, or', and or" beyond the square we get

approximately

2- M (« - 1)
2"-’

3* 1.2 • 3"'^

'

1 - i-. - (®*

+

Suppose we know nothing about w, or', and or", except that

each must lie between — c and -H c
;
we wish to find what we may

call the average value of w* -t- or’’ 4- or"*.

We may suppose that we require the mean value of x' + y* + z',
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sulyect to tho conditions that * + y + « = 0, and that x, y, and 2

must each lie between — c and -j- c.

The result is

re rc-x
' *

^LL.
‘^'‘0

Laplace works out this result, giving the reasons for the step.s

briefly. Geometrical considerations will furnish the result very

readily. Wo may consider a: + y + 2 = 0 to be the equation to a

plane, and we have to take all points in this plane lying within

a certain regular hexagon. The projection of this hexagon on tho

plane of (x, y) will he a hexagon, four of whose sides are equal to

c, and the other two sides to c>J2,. The result of the integration

5
is -c*. Thus tho chance is

0

3* ~172

2«-3

gSTi

879. It easily follows from Laplace’s proceas that if we sup-

pose a coin to be not perfectly symmetrical, but do not know
whether it is more likely to give head or tail, then tho chance of

two heads in two throws or the chance of two tails in two throw's

is rather more than
j

: it is in fact equal to such an expression as

1

2 K’W’)]
instead of being equal to ^ x ^ . Laplace after adverting to this

case says,

Cette aberration de la Thfiorie ordinaire, qui n’a encore 6t4 observ6e

par personne, que je sache, m’a ]>aru digne de I’attention des Gcomfitres,

et il me semblo quo Ton ne peut trop y avoir 6gard, lorsqu’on applique

le calcul des probabilit6s, aux diffdrens objets de la vie civile.

880. Scarcely any of the present memoir is reproduced by
.

Laplace in his Th^orie...dea Prob. Nearly all that we have no-

ticed in our account of tho memoir up to Ari 876 inclusive is
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indeed superseded by Laplace’s later researches; but what we
have given from Art. 877 inclusive might have appeared in

Chapter vii. of the Thiorie...des 'Prob.

881. Laplace’s next memoir on our subject is in the Mdmoires

...par divers Savans... 177S] the date of publication is 1776. The
memoir is entitled Reckerches sur Vint^gration des Equations dif-

ferentielles aux differences finies, et sur leur usage dans la theone

des hasards, &c.

The portion on the theory of chances occupies pages 113—163.

Laplace begins with some general obsen'ation.s. He refers to the

subject which he had already discussed, which we have noticed

in Art. 877. He says that the advantage arising from the want

of symmetry is on the side of the player who bets that head

will not arrive in two throws : this follows from Art. 879 ;
for to

bet that head will not arrive in two throws is to bet that both

throws will give tail

882. Tlie first problem ho solves is that of odd and even; see

Art. 865.

The next problem is an example of Compound Interest, and

has nothing connected with probability.

The next problem is as follows. A solid has p equal faces,

which are numbered 1, 2,...p: required the probability that in

the course of n throws the faces will occur in the order 1, 2,...p.

This problem is nearly the same as that about a nm of events

which we have reproduced from De Moivre in Art. 325: instead

of the equation there given we have

= where a=y

883. The next problem is thus enunciated

:

Je suppose un nombre n de joneurs (1), (2), (3), ... (n), jouant do

cette maniSre
; (1) joue avec (2), et s’il gagne il gagne la {lartie

;
s’il ne

perd ni gagne, il continue do jouer avec (2), jusqu’4 ce quo I’un des

deux gagne. Que si (1) perd, (2) joue avec (3) ;
s’il le gagne, il gagne la

partie ;
s’U ne perd ni gagne, il continue de jouer avec (3) ;

mais s’il

perd, (3) joue avec (4), et ainsi de suite jutqu’A ce que I’un des joucurs

ait vaincu celui qui le suit; e’est-A-dire quo (1) soit vainqueur de (2),
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1

ou (2) de (3), ou (3) de (4), ... ou (» - 1) de (n), ou (n) de (1). De plus,

la pi-obabilit6 d’un quelconquo des joueure, pour gagoer I’autrc = j
i
et

celle de ne gagner ni perdre = ^ . Cela pos4, il faut determiner la pro-
o

babilite qua I'un de ccs joueurs gagnera la partie au coup x.

This problem is rather difficult; it is not reproduced in the

Thiorie...de8 Prob. The following is the general result: Let r,

denote the chance that any assigned player will win the match

at the trial
;
then

n n (n — 11 1 n (n — 1) {« — 2) 1
t’x -

g 3" ~
1 . 2 . 3 y •

1

884. Laplace next takes the Problem of Points in the case

of two players, and then the same problem in the case of three

players; see Art. 872. Laplace solves the problem by Finite Differ-

ences. At the beginning of the volume which contains the memoir

some errata are corrected, and there is also another solution indi-

cated of the Problem of Points for three players; this solution

depends on the expansion of a multinomial expression, and is

in fact identical with that which had been given by De Moivre.

Laplace’s next problem may be considered an extension of the

Problem of Points; it is reproduced in the Theorie...des Prob.

page 214, beginning with the words Concevons encore.

885. The next two problems are on the Duration of Play
;
in

the first case the capitals being equal, and in the second case

unequal; see Art. 8C3. The solutions are carried further than in

the former memoir, but they are still much inferior to those

which were subsequently given in the Tbiorie...des Prob.

886. The next problem is an extension of the problem of

Duration of Play with equal capitals.

It is supposed that at every game there is the chance j> for

A, the chance q for B, and the chance r that neither wins; each

player has m crowns originally, and the loser in any game gives

a crown to the winner: required the probability that the play

will be finished in x games. This problem is not reproduced in

the Thiorie...dea Prob.
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887. The present memoir may be regarded as a collection of

examples in the theory of Finite Differences
;
the

^

methods ex-

emplified have however since been superseded by that of Gene-

rating Functions, which again may be considered to have now

given way to the Calculus of Operations. The problems involve

only questions in direct probability; none of them involve what

are called questions in inverse probability, that is, questions

respecting the probability of causes as deduced from observed

events.

888. In the same volume as the memoir we have just ana-

lysed there is a memoir by Laplace entitled, MSmoire sur tincli-

naison moyenne des orbites des coniltes ; sur la figure de la Terre,

et sur les Fonctions. Tlie part of the memoir devoted to the mean

inclination of the orhits of comets occupies pages 503—524 of the

volume.

In these pages Laplace discusses the problem which was started

by Daniel Bernoulli
;
see Art. 395. Laplace’s result agrees with

that which ho afterwards obtained in the The'orie...des Prob.

pages 253—260, but the method is quite different ;
both methods

are extremely laboriou.s.

Laplace gives a numerical example
;
ho finds that supposing

12 comets or planets the chance is 339 that the mean inclination

of the planes of the orbits to a fixed plane will lie between
45“ — 7i“and 4.5“, and of course the chance is the same that the

mean inclination will lie between 45“ and 45“-t-7i°.

889. The volume with which we have been engaged in Arti-

cles 881—888 is remarkable in connexion with Physical Astronomy.

Historians of this subject usually record its triumphs, but omit its

temporary failures. In the present volume Lagrange affects to

shew that the secular acceleration of the Moon’s motion cannot be

explained by the ordinary theory of gravitation
;
and Laplace

affects to shew that the inequalities in the motions of Jupiter and

Saturn cannot be attributed to the mutual action of these planets

:

see pages 47, 213 of the volume. Laplace lived to correct both his

rival’s error and his own, by two of his greatest contributions to

Physical Astronomy.
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890. Laplace’s next memoir on our subject is entitled Mi-
moire sur lea Prohabilitis

;

it is contained in the volume for 1778
of the Hiatoire de VAcad....Paris: the date of publication of the

volume is 1781. The memoir occupies pages 227—332.

In the notice of the memoir which is given in the introductory

part of the volume the names of Bayes and Price are mentioned.

Laplace does not allude to them in the memoir. See Art 540.

891. Laplace begins with remarks, similar to those which wo
have already noticed, respecting the chances connected with the

tos.sing of a coin which i.s not quite symmetrical
;
see Arts. 877, 881.

He solves the simple problem of Duration of Play in the way we
have given in Art 107. Thus let p denote A’s skill, and I — p de-

note P's skill. Suppose A to start with m stakes, and P to start

with n — m stakes : then A’s chance of winning all P’s stakes is

p’-ip-.g-pri
p'-{i-pT •

1 ' 1
Laplace puts for p in succession

^
(1 + a) and

2

takes half the sum. Thus he obtains for A’s chance

^ {(1 + a)-" -Kl - a)-^\
f
(1 + a)" - (1 - a)’"}

(H-a)--(l-a)" ’

which he transforms into

1 1 n _ (l +^r^
2 2^ > (l+a)--(l-a)-

’

The expression for A’s chance becomes — when a vanishes;

Laplace proposes to shew that the expression increases as a in-

creases, if 2im be less than n. The factor (1 — a’)" obviously dimin-

ishes as a increases. Laplace says that if 2m is less than n it is

clear that the fraction

(l+a)»-*"-(l-a)--~

(1 + «)-_(!_ a)-
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also diminishes as a increases. We will demonstrate this.

Put r forn — 1m, and denote the fraction by u
;
then

1 J« (1 + + (1 - (1 + «)"* + (1 - a)"“

Mrfa"*' (l+a)'-(l-a)' ” (1 + a)*- (1 - a)*
'

Thu.s

where z =

,,
r(z-‘+l) Ti(a"-'+l)

2'-l s"-l ‘

1 + a

l-a‘
We have to shew that this expression is nega-

tive
;
this wo shall do by shewing that increases as

successive integral values are ascribed to r. We have

(r+1) (
2^+ 1

) r(2’-+l)
2’^‘-l 2'-l

_ (r + 1) (z* - 1) - r (2
’^* - 1) (2

’“* + 1) _

(s"‘ - 1) (2^ - 1)
’

thus we must shew that 2*^—1 is greater than r {z^*' — z'’').

Expand by the exponential theorem
;
then we find we have to

shew that

(2r)’’ is greater than r
|

(r + 1)' — (r — I)*”

|
,

where j> is any positive integer
;
that is, we must shew that

IT' is greater than + t-^P- ^P-

—

r'~* + ...

But this is obvious, for r is supposed greater than unity, and

the two members would be equal if all the exponents of r on the

right hand side of the inequality were^ — 1.

We observe that r must be supposed not less than 2 ;
if r = 1

we have 2" — 1 = r (z'*' — 2*“').

We have assumed that r and n are integers, and this limitation

is necessary. For return to the expression

(l + ar-(l-gy
(1 + «)•-(! -a)-’
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and put for a in succession 0 and 1 ;
then we have to compare - with

2^
4 7* . 71 CC

;
that is, we have to compare ^ with — . Now consider

;
the

differential coefficient with respect to x is
^

;
so that ^

increases as x changes from 0 to diminishes.

Laplace treats the same question in the T}>4orie...des Prob.

page 40G
;
there also the difficulty is dismissed with the words U

est facile de voir. In the memoir prefixed to the fourth volume of

Bowditch’s Translation of the Micanique Cileste, page 62, we read:

Dr Bowditch himself was accustomed to remark, “ Whenever I meet

in La Place with the words ‘ Thus it plainly appears’ I am sure that

hours, and perhaps days of hard study will alone enable me to discover

how it plainly appears.”

892.

The pages 240—258 of the memoir contain the im-

portant but difficult investigation which is reproduced in the

Th^orte...des Prob. pages 262—272. Laplace gives in the memoir

a reference to those investigations by Lagrange which we have

noticed in Art. 570 ;
the reference however is omitted in the

Thiorie...des Prob.

893.

Laplace now proceeds to the subject which he had con-

sidered in a former memoir, namely, the probability of causes as

deduced from events; see Art. 868. Laplace repeats the general

principle which he had already enunciated in his former memoir;

see Art. 869. He then takes the problem which we have noticed

in Art. 870, enunciating it however with respect to the births of

boys and girl.s, instead of the drawings of white and black balls.

See Art. 770.

894.

Laplace is now led to consider the approximate evalu-

ation of definite integrals, and he gives the method which is repro-

duced almost identically in pages 88—90 of the Thcorie...des Prob.

He applies it to the example
j x’' (I— xf dx, and thus demon-

strates the theorem he had already given; see Art. 871: the pre-

sent demonstration is much superior to the former.
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89.5. There is one propo.sition given here which is not repro-

duced in the Th/orie...des Proh., but which is worthy of notice.

Suppose we require the value of jydx where y = aH" (1 — a")*,

the integral being taken between assigned limits.

Put n = ^ and <7 = -
;
and let'a ^ a

1 dx
z = - y -j-

.

a dy

Then, by integrating by parts,

Jydx = jaedy = ayz-ajydz (1),

jydz = afz^dy = ayz f^-ajy (z dx
;

so that

/y^ = ayz-a>g+a*/y^(z|)^ (2).

Now y vanishes with x. Laplace shews that the value of

jydx when the lower limit is zero and the upper limit is any

value of X less than
^

. is less than ayz and is greater than

ayz — a'yz so that we can test the closeness of the approxi-

mation. This proposition depends on the following considera-

• 4 1
tions: ^ is positive so long as a: is less than *‘“'1 there-

fore jydx is less than ayz by (1); and ^ positive,

so that Jydx is greater than ayz—a^yz ^ by (2). For we have

_ X (1 — r)

and this can be put in the form
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2 = —
a X

V. + rr- +
(1 + m)‘ "l+/i"(l+M)*ll-(l+^)a:}-

dz
Hence we see that z and ^ both increase with x so long

as X is less than — : this establishes the required proposition.

See also Art. 767.

896. Laplace then takes the following problem. In 26 years

it was okserved in Paiis that 251527 boys were born and 241945

girls : required the probability that the possibility of the birth

of a boy is greater than The probability is found to differ

from unity by less than a fraction having for its numerator 1'1521

and for its denominator the seventh power of a million.

This problem is reproduced in the Theorie...des Prob. pages

377—380, the data being the numbers of births during 40 years

in.stead of during 26 years.

897. Taking the same data as in the preceding Article, La-

place investigates the probability that in a given year the number

of boys born shall not exceed the number of girls bom. He

finds the probability to be a little le.ss than . The

result of a similar calculation from data furnished by observations

in London is a little less than • 1“ pages 397—401 of the

Theorie...des Prob. we have a more difficult problem, namely to

find the probability that during a century the annual births of

bovs shall never be less than that of girls. The treatment of

the simpler problem in the memoir differs from that of the

more difficult problem in the Th/orie...des Prob. In the memoir

Laplace obtains an equation in Finite Differences

hence he deduces

%„= constant + |l - + A {z^Az^

+ ...
|>
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which as he says is analogous to the corresponding theorem in

the Integral Calculus given in Art. 895 ;
and, as in that Article, he

shews that in the problem he is discussing the exact result lies

between two approximate results. See also Art. 770.898.

The memoir contains on page 287 a brief indication of a

problem which is elaborately treated in pages 369—376 of the

Thfyrie. . .dea Prob.

899.

Laplace now developes another form of his method of

approximation to the value of dehnite integrals. Suppose we

require Jy<£e; let F be the maximum value of y within the

range of tho integration. Assume y = Fe"*’, and thus change

^ydx into an integral with respect to t. The investigation is

reproduced in the TMwie...de8 Prob. pages 101—103.

Laplace determines the value of / e~^dt. He does this by
.1

0

taking the double integral I
j

e and equating tho
Jo Jn

results which are obtained by considering the integrations in

different orders.

900.

Laplace also considers tho case in which instead of as-

suming y= Ye^, we may assume y= Ye~^. Something similar is

given in the Thiorie...des Prob. pages 93—95.

Some formulae occur in the memoir which are not reproduced

in the Thiorie...dea Prob., and which are quite wrong: we will

point out the error. Laplace says on pages 298, 299 of the

memoir

:

ff dx dz
Consid^rons pr&entement la double int6grsle

jj

——^ prise

depuis 35 = 0 jusqu’A *=1, et depuia * = 0 jusqu’i s;=l; en faisant

, „ . f dz f dx
= x', elle se changera dans celle-ci

j
——

— j
i
««•

int^giales £tant prises depuis a:' = 0 et ; = 0, jnvjn ila: = let*=l,
31
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Tlien, as [ -yr =^. Laplace infers tliat

n * dxdz — r

'

But this is wrong
;
for tbe limits of x are 0 and and

not 0 and 1, as Laplace says
;
and so the process fails.

Laplace makes the same mistake again immediatel)' after-

wards ; he puts -7-.,
*

—

77 = z’, and thus deduces
V(,l -X)

/'/* dxdz _ f ' dx r' dz

K L (l-z^-^~Jo (l-x-jiJ, (1-z'^i

But the upper limit for a' should be 1 as

Laplace assumes
;
and so the process fails.

901. Laplace applies his method to evaluate appro.ximsitely

I
x' (1 — *)’ dx

;
and he finds an opportunity for demonstrating

Stirling’s Theorem. See Art. 333.

902. Laplace di.scusses in pages 304—313 of the memoir the

following problem. Observation shews that the ratio of the num-
ber of births of boys to that of girls is sensibly greater at London

than at Paris
;
this seems to indicate a greater facility for the birth

of a boy at London than at Paris : recpiired to determine the

amount of probability. See Art. 773.

Let u be the probability of the birth of a boy at Paris, p the

number of births of boys observed there, and g the number of births

of girls
;

let w — a; be the possibility of the birth of a boy at Lon-
don, p' the number of births of boys obsen'ed there, and y' the

num^r of births of girls. If P denote the probability that the

birth of a boy is less po.ssible at London than at Paris, we have

f fu’’ (1 — u)* (m —xy (1 — M -p *)•' du dx

/ ~ (!—»< + xY du dx
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Laplace says tliat the integral in the numerator is to be taken

from tt = 0 to w = a:, and from a; = 0 to a: = 1, and that the integral

in the denominator is to be taken for all possible values of x and ^
Tlius putting u — x = s the denominator becomes

f f u' (1 — uy (1 — sY du ds.
- 0 •' 0

Laplace’s statement of the limits for the numerator is wrong

;

we should integrate for x from 0 to u, and then for a from 0 to 1.

There is also another mistake. Laplace has the equation

E.
X

<1
I

P
l-X^ X-x i — A' + a:

= 0 .

He finds correctly that when a: = 0 this give.s

;>+/
p + p q

'

He says that when x = 1 it gives A’ = 1, which is wrong.

Laplace however really u.ses the right limits of integration in

his work. His solution is very obscure
; it is put in a much clearer

form in a subsequent memoir which we shall presently notice
;
sec

Art. 909. He uses the following values,

p = 251527, q = 241945,

p' = 737629, j' = 698958,

and he obtains in the pre.sent memoir

p= .

410458 ’

he obtains in the subsequent memoir

P=_?—

-

410178’

The problem is also solved in the Ihiorie . . . des Prob. pages

381—384 ; the method there is different and free from the mis-

takes which occur in the memoir. Laplace there uses values of p
and q derived from longer obseiwations, namely

p = 393386, q = 377555 ;

31—2
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he retains the same values ofp and q as before, and he obtains

p = —
328269

It will be seen that the new values of p and q make ^ a little

. .
^

larger than the old values
;
hence it is natural that P should be

increased.

903. Laplace gives in the memoir some important investiga-

tions on the probability of future events as deduced from ol>-

served events; these are reproduced in the Theorie-.-des Prob.

pages 394—396.

904. Laplace devotes the last ten pages of his memoir to

the theory of errors
;
he says that after his memoir in the sixth

volume of the M4moires...par divers Savans the subject had been

considered by Lagrange, Daniel Bernoulli and Euler. Since, how-

ever, their principles differed from his own he is induced to resume

the investigation, and to present his results in such a manner as to

leave no doubt of their exactness. Accordingly he gives, with

some extension, the same theory as before
;
see Art. 874. The

theory does not seem, however, to have any great value.

905. The present memoir deserves to be regarded as very im-

portant in the history of the subject. The method of approxima-

tion to the values of definite integrals, which is here expounded,

must be esteemed a great contribution to mathematics in general

and to our special department in particular. The appUcations

made to the problems respecting births shew the power of the

method and its peculiar value in the theory of probability.

906. Laplace’s next memoir on our subject is entitletl Me'moire

sur les Suites; it is published in the volume for 1779 of the

Histoire de TAcad...Paris; the date of publication is 1782. The
memoir occupies pages 207—309 of the volume.

This memoir contains the theory of Generating Function.s.

With the exception of pages 269—286 the whole memoir is

reproduced almost identically in the ThSorie...des Prob.; it forms

pag(>s 9— 80- of the work. The pages which are not reproduced
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relate to the solution of partial differential equations of the

second order, and have no connexion with our subject.

The formulae which occur at the top of pages 18 and 19 of

the Thforie...des Proh. are stated in the memoir to agree with

those which had been given in Newton’s Methodus differentialis

;

this reference is omitted in the Th4brte...des Prob.

907. Laplace’s next memoir on our subject is entitled Siir les

approximations des Formxdss qui sont fonctions de trls-grands rwni-

hres; it is published in the volume for 1782 of the Histoire de

fAcad...Paris: the date of publication is 1785. The memoir
occupies pages 1—88 of the volume.

Laplace refers at the commencement to the evaluation of

the middle coefficient of a binomial raised to a high power by

the aid of Stirling’s Theorem ;
Laplace considers this to be one

of the most ingenious discoveries which had been made in the

theory of Series. His object in the memoir is to effect similar

transformations for other functions involving large numbers, in

order that it might be practicable to calculate the numerical

values of such functions.

The memoir is reproduced without any important change

in the Theorie...des Prob., in which it occupies pages 88—174.

See Arts. 894, 899.

A mistake occurs at the beginning of page 29 of the memoir,

and extends its influence to the end of page 30. Suppose that a

function of two independent variables, 6 and ff, is to. be expanded

in powers of these variables; we may denote the terms of the

second degree by MS' + 2N6ff+ Pff*

:

Laplace’s mistake amounts

to omitting the term 2X96'. Tlie misteke does not occur in the

corresponding passage on page 108 of the Th^orie...des Proh.

908. Laplace’s next memoir is the continuation of the pre-

ceding; it is entitled, State du MSmoire sur les approximations

des Formules qui sont fonctions de trls-grnnds Nomhres; it is pub-

lished in the volume for 1783 of the Histoire de VAcad. ..Paris:

the date of publication is 1786. The memoir occupies pages

423—467 of the volume.

909. Laplace gives here some matter which is reproduced in

the Thiorie...des Prob. pages 363—365, 394—396. Pages 440—444
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of the memoir are not reproduced in the Th4orie...des Prob.;

they depend partly on those pages of the memoir of 1782 which

are erroneous, as we saw in Art. 907.

Laplace in this memoir applies his formulae of approxima-

tion to the .solution of questions in probability. See Arts. 767, 769.

He takes the problem which we have noticed in Art. 896, and

arrives at a result practically coincident with the fonner. He takes

the problem which we have noticed in Art. 902, gives a much
better investigation, and amves at a result practically coincident

with the former. He .solves the problem about the births during a

century to which we have referred in Art. 897, using the smaller

values of p and q which we have given in Art. 902; he finds

the required probability to be '604. In the TMorie...des P>-ob.

page 401 he uses the larger values of p and q which we have

given in Art. 902, and obtains for the required probability ’782.

910. This memoir also contains a calculation respecting a

lottery which is repro«iuced in the Thiorie...de8 Prob. page 195.

See Arts. 45.5, 864.

Laplace suggests on page 433 of the memoir that it would

be useful to form a table of the value of je~‘'dt for successive

limits of the integration : such a table we now pos.se.ss.

911. In the same volume there is another memoir by La-

place which is entitled, Sur les naissances, les manages et les

morts d Paris.... This memoir occupies pages 693—702 of the

volume.

The following problem is solved. Suppose we know for a

large country like France the number of births in a year
;
and

suppose that for a certain district we know both the population

and the number of births. If we assume that the ratio of the

population to the number of births in a year is the same for the

whole country as it is for the district, we can determine the popu-

lation of the whole country. Laplace investigates the probability

that the error in the result will not exceed an assigned amount.

He concludes from his result that the district ought to contain

not'lc&s than a million of people in order to obtain a sufficient

accuracy in the number of the population of France.
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The problem is reproduced in the Thdorie...des Prob. pages

391—SO-!. The necessary observations were made by the French

government at Laplace’s request
;
the population of the district

selected was a little more than two millions.

The solutions of the problem in the memoir and in the

Theorie...des Prob. are substantially the same.

912. In the Lemons de Mathhnatiquea donnfes d f/cole ?wnnale,

en 1795, par 3f. Laplace, we have one legon devoted to the subject

of probabilities. The le^'ona are given in the Journal de TEcole

Polytechnique, vii° et viii* cahiers, 1812; but we may infer from

page ICi that there had been an earlier publication. Tlie fefon

on probabilities occupies pages 140—172. It is a popular state-

ment of some of the results which had been obtained in the

subject, and was expanded by Laplace into the Introduction

which appeared with the second edition of the Theorie...des Pvb.,

as he himself states at the beginning of the Introduction.

913. With the exception of the unimportant matter noticed

in the preceding Ai'ticle, Laplace seems to have left the Theory

of Probability untouched for more than twenty-five years. . His

attention was probably fully engaged in emlxxlying his own re-

searches and those of other astronomers in his M^canique Celeste,

the first four volumes of which appeared between 1798 and 1805.

914. Laplace’s next memoir connected with the Theory of

Probability is entitled Mhnoire sur les approxinuxtiona dea for-

mules qui aont fonctiona de trha-granda nomhrea, et sur leur ap-

plication aux probabilih's. This memoir is published in the

Memoirea...de Vlnatitut for 1809; the date of publication is 1810;

the memoir occupies pages 353—415 of tlie volume, and a supple-

ment occupies pages 559—5G5.

915. Tlie first subject which is discussed is the problem re-

lating to the inclination of the orbits of the planets and comets

which is given in the Th£orie...des Prob. pages 253—2G1 ;
see

also Art. 888. The mode of discussion is nearly the same. There

is however some difference in the process relating to the planets,

for in the memoir Laplace takes two right angles as the extreme
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angle instead of one right angle which he takes in the Thiorie...

dee Prob. Laplace’s words are, on page 362 of the memoir

:

Si Ton fait varier les inclinaisona depnU z4ro jusqu’A la demi-cir-

oonfSrence, on fait disparoitre la consideration dee mouvemens retro-

grades ; car le moavement direct se change en retrograde, quand I’incli-

naison surpasae nn angle droit.

Laplace obtains in the memoir the same numerical result as on

page 258 of the Thiorie...des Prob.; but in the latter place the

fact of the motions being all in the same direction is expressly

used, while in the former place Laplace implies that this fact still

remains to be considered.

The calculation for the comets, which follows some investiga-

tions noticed in the next Article, does not materially differ from

the corresponding calculation in the Thforie...dee Prob.; 97 is

taken as the number of comets in the memoir, and 100 in the

Thiorie...des Prob.

916. Laplace gives an investigation the object of which is

the approximate calculation of a formula which occurs in the

solution of the problem noticed in the preceding Article. The
formula is the series for A" s', so far as the terms consist of

positive quantities raised to the power which i denotes. A large

part of the memoir bears on this subject, which is also treated

very fully in the Thiorie. . .des Prob. pages 165—171, 475—482.

Tliis memoir contains much that is not reproduced in the

Thiorie...des Prob., being in fact superseded by better methods.

We may remark that Laplace gives two methods for finding the

value of I
<*6”'*’ cos bt dt, but he does not notice the simplest

•^0 ^

method, which would be to diflferentiate e~'^ cos ht dt four times
J 0

with respect to b, or twice with respect to c
;
see pages 368—370

of the memoir.

917. In pages 383—389 of the memoir we have an important

investigation resembling that given in pages 329—332 of the

Thiorie...des Prob., which amounts to finding the probability that

n linear function of a large number of cirors shall have a certain
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value, the law of facility of a single error being any what-

ever.

Pages 390—397 of the memoir are sp>ent in demonstrat-

ing the formula marked (y) which occurs at the top of page 170

of the Thiorie...dea Prob. The remaining pages of the memoir

amount to demonstrating the formula marked (p) on page 168 of

the Thiorie...des Prob., which is again discussed in pages 475—482

of the ThSorie...des Prob. The methods of the memoir are very

laborious and inferior to those of the TMorie. . .des Prob.

918. Tlie supplement to the memoir consists of the matter

which is reproduced in pages 333—335 and 340—342 of the

Thtorie...des Prob. In his supplement Laplace refers to his

memoir of 1778; see Art. 901: the reference is not preserved

in the Theorie...des Prob. He names Daniel Bernoulli, Euler,

and Gauss; in the corre.sponding pa.ssage on page 335 of the

2Tiiorie...des Prob., he simply says, des giomitres ciUbres.

919. Laplace’s next memoir is entitled, Mfmoire sur les Inte-

grales Definies, et leur application aux ProbahiliUs, et spicialement

d la recherche du milieu qu’il faut choisir entre les risultats des

observations. This memoir is published in the Memoires ...de

Ilnstitut for 1810; the date of publication is 1811: the memoir
occupies pages 279—347 of the volume.

920. Laplace refers to his former memoirs on Generating

Functions and on Approximations
;
he speaks of the approaching

publication of his work on Probabilities. In his former memoirs

he had obtained the values of some definite integrals by the

passage from real to imaginary values
;
but he implies that such a

method should be considered one of invention rather than of

demonstration. Laplace says that Poisson had demonstrated several

of these results in the Bulletin de la Societi Philomatique for March

1811 ;
Laplace now proposes to give direct investigations.

921. The first investigation is that which is reproduce<l in

pages 482—484 of the Thdorie...des Prob. Then follow those

which are reproduced in pages 97—99 of the Th£orie...des Prob.

Next we have the problem of the Duration of Play, when the
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players are of equal skill and one of them has an infinite capital

;

there is an approximate calculation which is reproduce<l in pages

235—238 of the Thdorie. . .des Proh. Next we have the problem

about balls and the long dis-sertation on some integnds which we
find reproduced in pages 287—298 of the Th/orie...des Prob.

Lastly we have the theory of errors substantially coincident with so

much of the same theory as we find in pages 314—328 and

340—342 of the Tli/orie...de8 Prob.

922. A theorem may be taken from page 327 of the memoir,

which is not reproduced in the Th^orie...des Prob.

To shew that if -^jr (x) always decreases as x increases between

0 and 1 we shall have

yfr(x) dx greater than 3
j

x* i/r (x) dx.
Jo J 0

It is sufficient to shew that

X* I (x) dx is greater than 3 1 x* t/t (x) dx,
Jo J 0

2x
I
•^(x)dx is greater than 2x* (x),

J 0

I
(x) dx is greater than xi/r (x),

J 0

(x) is greater than (x) + x —^ ;dx

but this is obviously true, for — is negative.

The result stated on page 321 of the TMorie...des Prob., that

under a certain condition — is less than | , is an example of this

theorem.

or that

or that

or that

923. In the Connaissance des Terns for 181.3, which is dated

July 1811, there is an article by Laplace on pages 213—223,
entitled, Du milieu quit faut clioisir eiitre les rdsultats d un grand,

nombre (rohservations. The article contains the Tiiatter which is

repro<iuced in pages 322—329 of the Theorie...des Prob. Laplace

.sj)eaks of his work as soon about to appear.
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924. In the Connais8a7ice dee Terns for 1815, which is dated

November 1812, there is an article on pages 215—221 relating to

Laplace’s Throne...des Prob. The article begins with an extract

from the work itself, containing Laplace’s account of its object

and contents. After this follow some remarks on what is known
as Laplace’s nebular hypothesis re.specting the formation of the

solar system. Reference is made to the inference drawn by Michell

from the group of the Pleiatlos
;
see Art. 619.

925. In the Connaiasance des Terns for 1816, which is dated

November 1813, there is an article by Laplace, on pages 213—220,

entitled, Sur les Comltes.

Out of a hundred comets which had been observed not one had

been ascertained to move in an hj'perbola; Laplace proposes to

shew by the Theory of Probability that this result might have

been expected, for the probability is very great that a comet would

move either in an ellipse or parabola or in an hy]r>erl)ola of so

great a transverse axis that it would be uudistinguishable from a

paralwla.

The solution of the problem proposed is very difficult, from

the deficiency of verbal explanation. We will indicate the steps.

Laplace supposes that r denotes the radius of the sphere of

the sun’s activity, so that r represents a very great length, which

may be a hundred thousand times as large as the radius of the

earth’s orbit. Let V denote the velocity of the comet at the

instant when it enters the sphere of the sun’s activity, so that r

is the comet’s radius vector at that instant. Let a be the semi-

axis major of the orbit which the comet proceeds to describe, e

its excentricity, D its perihelion distance, w the angle which the

direction of V makes with the radius r. Take the ma.ss of the

sun for the unit of ma.s.s, and the mean distance of the sun from

the earth as the unit of di.stance; then we have the well-known

formulae

;

1 =

rF sin w = Va (1 — «*),

/) = a (1 — c).
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From these equations by eliminating a and e we have

2/>-— +2)*F*
sin’w p-p

and from this we deduee

1 - cos =
1 yjr* F* (l + ^)- 2Z>}

.

Now if we suppose that when the comet enters the sphere of

the sun’s activity all directions of motion which tend inwards

are equally probable, we find that the chance that the directioa

will make an angle with the radius vector lying between zero

and OT is 1 — cos w. The values of the perihelion distance which

correspond to these limiting directions are 0 and D. Laplace

then proceeds thus;

...en supposant done toutes les valeurs de 2) €galement possibles, on

a pour la probability que la distance p6rihyiie sera comprise entre z£ro

et D,

11 faut multiplier cette valeur par dV
; en l’iut4grant ensuite dans

des limites dyterminyes, et divisant I’intygrale par la plus grande valeur

de V, valeur que nous d6signerons jmr U j on aura la probability q>te la

valeur de V sera comprise dans ces limites. Cela posy, la plus petite

valeur de V est cello qui rend nulle la quantity renfermye sous le radical

]>rycydent ; ce qui donne

It would seem that the above extract is neither clear nor

correct
;
not clear for the real question is left uncertain

;
not

correct in what relates to U. We will proceed in the ordinary way,

and not as Laplace doea Let -<fr (
V) stand for
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then we have found that supposing all directions of projection

equally probable, if a comet starts with the velocity V the chance

is^(F) that its penhelion distance will lie between 0 and D.

Now suppose we assume as a fact that the perihelion distance

does lie between 0 and D, but that we do not know the initial

velocity: required the probability that such initial velocity lies

between assigned limits. This is a question in inverse probability
;

and the answer is that the chance is

f^(V)dV

lylr(V)dv’

where the integral in the numerator is to be taken between the

assigned limits
;
and the integral in the denominator between the

extreme admissible values of V,

Laplace' finds the value of (V)dV; for this purpose ho

assumes

v'l’'
»'('+?)

•JlD
For the assigned limits of V he takes

The value of jylr(V)dV between these limits he finds to be ap-

proximately

(w-2)ViP /?

2r trVr’

the other terms involve higher powers of r in the denominator,

and so are neglected.

The above expression is the numerator of the chance which

we require. For the denominator we may suppose that the upper

limit of the velocity is infinite, so that t will now be infinite.

Hence we have for the required chance

((
tt - 2) VW _ jD K

I
2r iVVrj

(ir-2)V2/J

2r
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tliat i.s,

1 --
‘JZD

»(7r — 2) \/r'

If for example we supposed i* = 2, we should have the extreme

velocity which would allow the orbit to be an ellipse.

1 2
In the equation suppose a = — 100 ;

then

r + 200.

100 /-
’

thus i*
^+200“
10()“‘

If we use this value of t we obtain the chance that the orbit

shall be either an ellipse or a parabola or an hyperbola with

transverse axis greater than a hundred times the radius of the

earth’s orbit. The chance that the orbit is an hyperbola with a

smaller transverse a.\is will be

X tjr'

Laplace obtains this result by his process.

Laplace supposes D = 2, r = 100000
;
and the value of t to be

that just given: he finds the chance to be about

Laplace then says that his analysis supposes that all values of

D between 0 and 2 are equally probable for such comets as can

be perceived; but observation shews that the comets for which

the perihelion distance is greater than 1 are far less numerous

than thase for which it lies between 0 and 1. He proceeds to

consider how this will modify his result.

926. In the Connai«sance des Terns for 1818, which is dated

181.5, there arc two articles by Laplace on pages 361—381 ;
the

first is entitled, Sur Vapplication du Calctd des Prohahilite'a d la

Pliilosophie naturelle; the second is entitled, Sur le Calcid des

Probahilitfs, appliqnf d la Philosophie naturelle. The matter is

reproduced in the first Supplement to the Thiorie...des Prob.

pages 1—25, except two pages, namely, 376, 377 : these contain

an application of the formulae of probability to determine from

observations the length of a seconds’ pendulum.
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927. In the Connaissance des Terns for 1820, which is dated

1818, there is an article hy Laplace on pages 422—440, entitled.

Application du Calcid des ProhahilitSs, aux operations geodesiqttes

:

it is reproduced in the second Supplement to the Throne...des

Prob. pages 1—25.

928. In tlie Connaissance des Terns for 1822, which is dated

1820, there Ls an article by Laplace on pages 346—348, entitled.

Application du Calcul des Probabilites aux operations rjeodisiques

de la meridienne de France: it is reproduced in the third Supple-

ment to the Theone...des Prob. pages 1—7.

929. We have now to speak of the great work of Laplace which

is entitled, Theorie analylique des Probabilites. This was published

in 1812, in quarto. There is a dedication to Napol(?on-le-Grand

;

then follow 445 pages of text, and afterwards a table of contents

which occupies pages 446—164 : on another page a few errata

are noticed.

The .second edition is dated 1814, and the third edition is

dated 1820.

The second edition contains an introduction of (rvi. pages
;
then

the text paged from 3 to 484 inclusive
;
then a table of contents

which occupies pages 48.3—506 : then two pages of errata are

given.

The pages 9—444 of the first edition were not reprinted for

the second or third edition
; a few p.ages were cancelled and re-

placed, apparently on account of errata.

The third edition has an introduction of cxLii. pages
;
and

then the remainder as in the second edition. There are, however,

four supplements to the work which appeared subsequently to the

first edition. The exact dates of issue of these supplements do not

seem to be given
;
but the first and second supplements were

probably published between 1812 and 1820, the third in 1820,

and the fourth after 1820. Copies of the third edition generally

have the first three supplements, but not the fourth.

930. Since the bulk of the text of Laplace’s work was not

reprinted for the editions which appeared during hLs life time,
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a reference to the page of the work w'ill in general suffice for

any of these editions : accordingly we shall adopt this mode of

reference.

An edition of the works of Laplace was published in France

at the national expense. The seventh volume consists of the

TMorie..,de8 Prob.; it is dated 1847. This volume is a reprint of

the third edition. The title, advertisement, introduction, and

table of contents occupy cxcv. pages
;

the text occupies 532

pages, and the four supplements occupy pages 533—691.

It will be found that in the text a page n of the editions pub-

lished by Laplace him.self will correspond nearly to the page n +

of the national edition : thus our references will be easily available

for the national edition. We do not think that the national

edition is so good as it ought to have been
;
we found, for example,

that in the second supplement the misprints of the original w'ere

generally reproduced.

931. We shall now proceed to analy.se the work. We take the

third edition, and we shall notice the places in which the introduc-

tion differs from the introduction to the second edition.

The dedication was not continued after the first edition, so that

it may be interesting to reproduce it here.

A Napol€on-le-Gran(i Sire, La bieuveillance avec laquelle Votre

Majeste a daign6 accueillir I’hotnmage do mon Traitc de Mecanique

Celeste, m’a inspir6 le desir de Lui dfidier cet Ouvrage sur le Calcul des

Probabilit4s. Ce calcul d61icat s’4tend aux questions les plus impor-

tantes de la vie, qui ne sont en effet, pour la plupart, quo des probl^mcs

de probability. 11 doit, sous ce rapport, intyresser Yotre Majeste dont

le gynie salt si bien apprycier et si dignement cncourager tout ce qui

peut contribuer au progrSs des lumiSres, et de la prospyrity publique.

Poee La supplier d’agr6er ce nouvel hommstge dicty par la phis vive

reconnaissance, et par les sentimens profonds d’admiration et de respect,

avec lesquels je suis, Sii-e, de Votre Majesty, Le trys-humble et tr6s-

obyissant serviteur et fidele sujet, Laplace.

Laplace has been censured for suppressing this dedication after

the fall of Napoleon
;
I do not concur in this censure. The dedi-

cation appears to me to be mere adulation
;
and it would have
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been almost a satire to have repeated it when the tyrant of Europe

had become the mock sovereign of Elba or the exile of St Helena

:

the fault was in the original publication, and not in the final sup-

pression.

932. We have .said that some pages of the origfinal impression

were cancelled, and others substituted
;
the following are the pages

:

25, 26, 27. 28, 37, 38, 147, 148, 303, 304, 359, 360, 391, 392; we
note them because a student of the first edition will find some

embarrassing errata in them.

933. The introduction to the Th«orie...de8 Prob. was pub-

lished separately in octavo under the title of £ssai phihsophique

8ur lea ProbahiliUs; we shall however refer to the introduction

by the pages of the third edition of the Thiorie...des Prob.

934. On pages l—xvi. of the introduction we have some gene-

ral remarks on Probability, and a statement of the first principle.s

of the mathematical theory
;
the language is simple and the

illustrations are clear, but there is hardly enough space allotted to

the subject to constitute a good elementary exposition for be-

ginners.

935. On pages XVI—XXXVII. we have a section cntitle<l Dea

m^thodea ancUytiquea du Calcul dea ProbabilitSa

;

it is principally

devoted to an account of the Theory of Generating Functions, the

account being given in words with a very sparing use of symbols.

This section may be regarded as 'a complete waste of space
;

it

would not be intelligible to a reader unless he were able to master

the mathematical theory delivered in its appropriate symbolical

language, and iu that case the section would be entirely super-

fluous.

This section differs in the two editions
;

Laplace probably

thought he improved in his treatment of the diflScult task he had

undertaken, naniely to explain abstnise mathematical processes in

ordinary language. We will notice two of the changes. Laplace

gives on pages XXIII. and XXIV. some account of Do Moivre’s

treatment of Recurring Series; this account is transferred from page

CL of the second edition of the introduction : a student however

32
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who wished to understand the treatment would have to consult

the original work, namely De Moivre’s Miscellanea AnalyUca,

pages 28—33. Also some slight historical reference to Wallis and

others is introduced on pages xxxv—xxxvil.
;
this is merely an

abridgement of the pages 3—8 of the TMorie.-.des Prob.

936. We have next some brief remarks on games, and then

some reference to the unknoum inequalities which may exist in

chances supposed to be equal, such as would arise from a want of

symmetry in a coin or die
;
see Arts. 877, 881, 891.

937. We have next a section on the laws of probability, which

result from an indefinite multiplication of events; that is the

section is devoted to the consideration of James Bernoulli’s theorem

and its conscqueucea Some reflexions here seem aimed at the

fallen emperor to whom the first edition of the work was dedicated ;

we give two sentences from page XLIII.

Voyez au contrairc, dans quel abime de malbeurs, les peujdes ont

6t€ souvent prCcipit&i par I’ambitiou ct par la periidie de lours chetik

Toutes los fois qu’une grande puissance enivr6e de I’amour des conquStes,

aspire A la domination universelle; le sentiment de riude]>endance pro-

duit entre les nations menac^es, une coalition dont elle devient presque

toujours la victima

The section under consideration occurs in the second edition,

but it occupies a different position there, Laplace having made

some changes in the arrangement of the matter in the third

edition.

We may notice at the end of this section an example of the

absurdity of attempting to force mathematical expressions into

unmathematical language. Laplace gives a description of a certain

probability in these words

:

La thfiorie dcs functions gdot-ratrlces donne une expression tres

simple de cette probability, qne Ton obtient en int6grant le produit de

la difiSrentielle de la quantity dont le rysultat dyduit d’un grand nombre
d’observations s’yearte de la vyrity, par une constante moindre que

I’unity, dypendante de la nature du problirae, et ylevye A une puissance

dont I’exposant est le nipport du carry do cet ycart, au nombre des

observations. L’intygrale prise entre des limites donnyes, et divisye
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par la m6me int^grale {teadae A I’infini positif et n€gati^ exprimeia la

probabilit6 qne I’^cart de la v6rit4, est compris entre ces limites.

A student familiar with the Thiorie...de8 Prob. itself might

not find it easy to say what formula Laplace has in view
; it must

be that which is given on page 309 and elsewhere, namely

"*r

.

Other examples of the same absurdity will be found on page LI.

of the introduction, and on page 5 of the first supplement.

938. A section occupies pages XLix—LXX. entitled Applica-

tion du Calcul dea ProhahiliUs, d la Philosophic naturelle. The
principle which is here brought forward is simple

; we will take

one example which is discussed in the Thiorie...des Prob. If a

large number of observations be taken of the height of a barometer

at nine in the morning and at four in the afternoon, it is found

that the average in the former case is higher than in the latter

;

are we to ascribe this to chance or to a constant cause ? The

theory of probabilities shews that if the number of observations be

large enough the existence of a constant cause is very strongly in-

dicated. Laplace intimates that in this way he had been induced

to undertake some of his researches in Physical Astronomy, be-

cause the theory of probabilities shewed irresistibly that there

were constant causes in operation.

Thus the section contains in reality a short summary of La-

place’s contributions to Physical Astronomy
;
and it is a memor-

able record of the triumphs of mathematical science and human

genius. The list comprises—the explanation of the irregularity

in the motion of the moon arising from the spheroidal figure of the

earth—the secular equation of the moon—the long inequalities of

Jupiter and Saturn—the laws connecting the motions of the

satellites of Jupiter—the theory of the tides. See Gouraud,

page 11.5
;
he adds to the list—the temperature of the earth shewn

to be con.stant for two thousand years : it does not appear that

Laplace himself here notices this result.

939. In the second edition of the Thiorie ...des Prob.

32—2
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Laplaco did not include the secular acceleration of the moon and

the theory of the tides in the list of his labours suggested by the

Theory of Probability. Also pages LI—LVI. of the introduction

seem to have been introduced into the third edition, and taken

from the first supplement.

Laplace does not give references in his TMorie...des Proh., so

we cannot say whether he publi.shed all the calculations respecting

probability which he intimates that he made
;
they woidd how-

ever, we may presume, be of the same kind as that relating to

the barometer which is given in page 3-jO of the Thvone...des Proh.,

and so would involve no novelty of principle.

Laplace alludes on page Liv. to some calculations relating to

the masses of Jupiter and Saturn; the calculations are given in

the first supplement. Laplace arrived at the result that it was

1000000 to 1 that the error in the estimation of the mass of

Jupiter could not exceed of the whole mass. Neverthele.ss it

has since been recognised that the error was as large as ^
; see

OU

Poisson, Recherches 8ur la Proh..., page 31G.

940. Laplace devotes a page to the Application du Calcul

des ProhaUlit^s aux Sciences morales; he makes here some inter-

esting remarks on the opposing tendencies to change and to con-

servatism.

941. The next section is entitled, De la Prohahilitd des

thnoignages; this section occupies pages LXXI—Lxxxii: it is an
arithmetical reproduction of some of the algcbraieal investigations

of Chapter xi. of the Th^orie...des Proh. One of Laplace’s di.scu.s-

sions has been criticised by John Stuart Mill in his Logic; see
Vol. II. page 172 of the fifth edition. The subject is that to which
we have alluded in Art. 735. Laplace makes some observations

on miracles, and notices with disapprobation the language of
Racine, Pascal and Locke. He examines with some detail a
famous argument by Pascal which he introduces thus

:

Ici se pr&ente naturellement la discussion d’un argument fameux
de Pascal, quo Craig, mathdinaticien ang]ai.s, a reproduit sous une forme
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g6om6trlque. Des t6moins attestent qu’ils tiennent de la Divinity mSme,
qu’en se conformant A telle chose, on jouira, non pas d’une on de deux,

mais d’une infinite de vies heureuses, Quelque faible qiie soit la proba-

biliti des t^moignages, pourvu qu’elle ne soit pas iu6nimcnt petite; il

cst clair que I’avantage de ceux qui se conforment i la chose prescrite,

est infiui, puisqu'il est le produit de cotte probabiIit6 par un bien

infini
;
on ue doit done point balancer h se procurer cet avantage.

Sec also the AtlieiuBum for Jan. 14th, 1865, page 55.

942. The next section is entitled, Des choix et des decisions

des assemblees; it occupies four pages: results arc stated re-

specting voting on subjects and for candidates which arc obtained

at the end of Chapter li. of the Th/orie...des Proh.

The next section is entitled, De la probability des Jugemens
des tribunaux; it occupies five pages: results are stated which

are obtained in the first supplement to the Theorie...des Prob.

This section is nearly all new in the third edition of the

Thiorie...des Proh.

The next section is entitled, Des Tables de mortality, et des

din-yes moyennes de la vie, des muriages et des associations queU

conques; it occupies six pages : results are stated which arc ob-

tained in Chapter viil. of the Tkyorie...des Prob.

The next section is entitled, Des bynyjices des yiablissemens qui

dependent de la probability des ydnemens; it occupies five pages.

This section relates to insurances : results are given which are ob-

tained in Chapter IX. of the Thyorie. . .des Prob.

943. The next section is entitled, Des illusions dans I’esti-

mution des Probabilitys

;

this important section occupies pages

cii—cxxvni: in the second edition of the Thyorie...des Prob. the

corresponding section occupied little more than seven pages.

The illusions which Laplace notices are of various kinds. One

of the principal amounts to imagining that past events influence

future events when they are really unconnected. This is illus-

trated from the example of lotteries, and by some remarks on

page CIV. relating to the birth of a son, which are new in the

third edition. Another illusion is the notion of a kind of fatality

which gamblers often adopt.

Laplace considers that one of the great advantages of the
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theory of probabilities is that it teaches us to mistnist our first

impressions; this is illustrated by the example which we have

noticed in Art. 8.56, and by the ca.se of the Chevalier de M6r^:

see Art. 10. Laplace makes on his page cviii. some remark.s re-

specting the excess of the births of boys over the births of girls;

these remarks are new in the third edition.

Laplace places in the list of illusions an application of tlie

Theory of Probability to the summation of series, which was

made by Leibnitz and Daniel Bernoulli. They estimated the

infinite scries

as equal to because if we take an even number of terms we
£t

obtain 0, and if we take an odd number of terms we obtain 1,

and they a.ssumed it to be equally prolrable that an infinite

number of terms is odd or even. See Dugald Stewarts llorik*

edited by Hamilton, Vol. rv. page 201i.

Laplace makes some remarks on the apparent verification

which occasionally happens of predictions or of dreams
;
and justly

remarks that persons who attach importance to such coincidences

generally lose sight of the number of ca-ses in which such antici-

pations of the future are falsified by the event. He says,

Ainsi, lo philoeophe de I’antiquit^, auqucl on montrait dans nn

temple, pour exalter la puissance du dieu qu'on y adorait, les ex voto

do tous ceux qui apr^ I'avoir invoqu6, s’6taicnt sauvtis du nanfi-age, fit

une reraarque conforme au calcul dos probabilites, en observant qu’il

ne vo}rait point inscrits, les noms de ceux qui, malgrd cette invocatiou,

avaient p^ri

914. A long discussion on what Laplace calls Psychologic

occupies pages cxin—cxxviii of the present section. There is

much about the sensorium, and from the close of the discussion it

would appear that Laplace fancied all mental phenomena ought

to be explained by applying the laws of Dynamics to the vibra-

tions of the sensorium. Indeed we are told on page exxiv. that

faith is a modification of the sensorium, and an extract from
Pascal is used in a manner that its author would scarcely have
approved.
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945. Tlie next section is entitled, Des divers moyens d'ap-

procher de la certitude; it occupies six pages. Laplace says,

L’indnction, I’analogie, des hypotheses fondles snr les &its et recti-

fi6es sans cesse jtar de notivelles observations, un tact heureux donn5
par la nature et fortihe par des comparaisons nombrenses do ses indi-

cations avec l’exp6rieuce; tels sont les principaux moyens de parvenir

h la v6rit&

A paragraph beginning on page cxxix. with the words Koite

jiigeons is new in the third edition, and so are the last four lines

of page CXXXIL Laplace cites Bacon as having made a strange

abuse of induction to demonstrate the immobility of the earth.

Laplace says of Bacon,

II a donn£ pour la recherche de la v6rit5, le pr£cepte et non I’ex-

einple. Mais en insistant avec toute la force de la raison et de l’£lo-

quenoe, sur la n£oessi(4 d'abandonner les snbtilitis iiisigniGantes de

r^le, pour se livrer aux observations et aux experiences, et en indi-

quant la vraie m6thode de sVlever aux causes geuerales des phenomdnes;

ce grand philosophe a contribu6 aux progrSs immenses que I’esprit

bumain a faits dans le beau sidcle oil il a termine sa carridre.

Some of Laplace’s remarks on Analogy are quoted with ap-

probation by Dugald Stewart; see his Works edited by Hamilton,

Vol. IV. page 290.

946. Tlie last section of the introduction is entitled. Notice

historique ear le Calcul des Probabilitds; this is brief but very

good. The passage extending from the middle of page CXXXIX.

to the end of page CXLI. is new in the third edition; it relates

principally to Laplace’s development in his first supplement of

liis theory of errors. Laplace closes this passage with a reference

to the humble origpn of the subject he had so much advanced
;
ho

says it is remarkable that a science which began with the consi-

deration of games should have raised itself to the most important

objects of human knowledge.

A brief sketch of the plan of the Thdorie...des Prob., which

appeared on the last page of the introduction in the second edi-

tion, is not repeated in the third edition.

947. The words in which at the end of the introduction La-
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place sums up tbe claims of the Theory of Probability well deserve

to be reproduced here:

On voit par cet Easai, que la thfiorie des probabilites n’est au fond,

que le bon sens r&luit au calcul : elle fait appr6cier avec exactitude,

ce que les esprite justes sentent par une sorte d’instinct, sans qu’ils

puissent souvent s’en rendre corapte. Si I’on considSre lea mdthodes

analytiquos auxquellca Cette tlifiorio a donne naissance, la v6riU; des

princij>es qui lui serv'cnt de base, la logique fine et delicate qu’exige

leur enqdoi dans la solution des problSinea, les 6tablissenjens d’utilitd

publique qui s’appuient sur elle, et I’extension qu’elle a re^ne et qu’elle

peut rccevoir encore, par son application aux questions les plus impor-

tantes de la PLilosophie naturelle et des sciences morales; si Ton ob-

serve ensuite, que dans les choses memes qui ne peuvent etre sonmises

au calcul, elle donne les aper(ju8 les plus sfirs qui puissent nous guider

dans nos jugemens, et qu'elle appreud A se garantir des illusions qui

souvent noiis €garent; on verra qu'il n'est point de science plus digne

de nos m6ditations, et qu’il soit plus utile de iaire entrer dans le systenie

de I’iustruction publique.

9i8. We now leave the introduction and pas-s to the Theorte...

des Prob. it.self. Laplace divides this into two books. Livre i. is

entitled Du Calml des Fonctions Gin^ratrices; this occupies page.s

1—177 ;
Livre ii. is entitled Theorie gMrale des Probability;

this occupies pages 179—401. Then follow Additions on pages

462—484.

949. The title which Laplace gives to his Livre I. does not

adequately indicate its contents. The subject of generating func-

tions, strictly so called, forms only the first part of the book
; the

second part is devoted to the consideration of the approximate

calculation of various expressions which occur in the Theory of

Probability.

950. The first part of Livre i. is almost a reprint of the me-
moir of 1779 in which it originally appeared; see Art. 900. This

part begins with a fe\v introductory remarks on pages 3—8 ;
these

pages 3—8 of the third edition do not quite agree with the pages

1—8 of the first edition, but there is nothing of consequence pecu-

liar to the first edition. L.aplace draws attention to the importance

of notation in mathematics
;
and he illustrates the point by the
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advantage of the notation for denoting powers, which leads him

to speak of Descartes and Wallis.

Laplace points out that Leibnitz made a remarkable use of the

notation of powers as applied to difierentials
;
this use we might

dc.scribe in modem terms as an ex.ample of the separation of the

symbols of operation and quantity. Lagrange followed up this

analogy of powers and diflFerentials
;
his memoir inserted in the

volume for 1772 of the memoirs of the Academy of Berlin is cha-

racterised by Laplace as one of the finest applications ever made of

the method of inductions.

951. The first Chapter of the first part of Livre I. is entitled

Dea Fmetions ginfratrices, d tine variable; it occupies pages 9—-19.

The method of generating functions has lost much of its value

since the cultivation of the Calculus of Operations by Profcs.sor

Boole and others
;
partly on this account, and partly because the

method is sufficiently illustrated in works on the Theory of Finite

Differences, we shall not explain it here.

Pages 39—49 contain various formulae of what we now call the

Calculus of Operations
;
the.se formulae cannot be said to be de-

monstrated by Laplace
;
he is content to rely mainly on analogy.

Lagrange had led the way hero
;
see the preceding Article.

One of the formulae may be reproduced
; see Laplace’s page 41.

If we write Taylor’s theorem symbolically we obtain

where A indicates the difference in arising from a difference h in

X. Then

Laplace transforms this into the following result,

(hi

The following is his method

:

/ lA V 2*A/* A * AV
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(

djA denote any terra arising from the development of

Ad\"
eSd*_e-»dx^.

and the term on the right hand may be supposed to have arisen

/ _*.lY
from the development of \e* '* — e ’

+ 2*. Thus the formula

is considered to be established.

Tlien

We ought to observe that Laplace does not expre5s the formula

quite in the way which we adopt. His mode of writing Taylor’s

Theorem is

A-*'
Ay. = c <^-1,

and then he would write

He gives verbal directions as to the way in which the symbols

are to be treated, which of course make his formula; really iden-

tical with tho.se which we express somewhat differently. We may
notice that Laplace uses c for the base of the Napierian logarithms,

which we denote by e.

If in the formula we put A = 1 and change x into x — ^ we

obtain
/ 1 £ 1 £\*

3

which Laplace obtains on his page 45 by another process.

952. Tlie second Chapter of the first part of Liwe l. is entitled

Des fonctions ginSratricea d deux variaMee: it occupies pages

50—87.

Laplace applies the theory of generating functions to solve

equations in Finite Differences w-ith two independent variables.

He gives on his pages G3—Go a strange process for integrating the

following equation in Finite Differences,

^*+1. »+l y+i ^^x+i , V
“ ~
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We might suppose that is the coefficient of in the ex-

pansion of a function of t and t
;
then it would easily follow that

this function mxist be of the form

<f>
(i) +ylr (t)

rt
7l a b \

’

where
<f>

(t) is an arbitrary function of t, and ifr
(
t
)
an arbitrary

function of t.

Laplace, however, proceeds thus. He puts

• c = 0,
1 a 6

rt T i

and he calls this the Equation ghiii-atrice of the given equation in

Finite Differences. He takes m to denote the function of t and t

whiph when expanded in powers of < and t has s*,, for the co-

u
efficient of Then in the expansion of the coefficient of

will be

Laplace then transforms thus. By the Equation gSniratrice
tr I

we have

- c H

—

1 T

therefore,

Develope the second member according to powers of

thus

--b
T
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Multiply the two series together. Let

V = a’,

V, = yio* + a; (c + oJ) a*”*,

i; = + ya-6 (c + a?i)

1 . 2.3
«'“+••

Then

^.„{K(J-j)’+K,(i-jr+..,+n

F F FI
+ 1:^4- . .’T +... +—L:±i_

But the equation

gives

therefore

1 a J _
-_c = 0

tr T t

1 7~r
1 , c-\-ab*

0
T

(l-“) +
(^(7-)’+- +F+S)- G-)!

Now we pass from the generating functions to the coefficients,

and we pick out the coefficients of tV on both sides. This gives

on the left-hand side, and on the right-hand side a series

which we shall now proceed to expre.ss.

Let A apply to x, and indicate a Finite Difference produced

by the change of x into * -i- 1 ;
and let S similarly apply to y, and

indicate a Finite Difference produced by the change of y into

y + 1.
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Now ~ ~
j
hence in u —

5^
the coefficient

of fr° will be (~^') ’
suppose that y is made zero

after the operation denoted by S' has been performed on .

Similarly in m ^
the coefficient of (^t° will be a'A' .

provided we suppose that x is made zero after the operation de-

noted by A’’ has been performed on .

In this way we obtain

z,., = VS'S>(^^) + F.5-8'-« -H ... + F,z,o

*''
(a+aty (*!')

Thus we see that in order to obtain z^, we must know
*
0. 1 .

up to Zo,,, and we must know z,,„ z,,,.... up to z^,-

Now we have to observe that this process as given by Laplace

cannot be said to be demonstrative or even intelligible. His

method of connecting the two independent variables by the eqvation

gin^ratrice without explanation is most strange.

But the student who is acquainted with the modem methods

of the Calculus of Operations will be iible to translate Laplace’s

process into a more familiar language.

Let E denote the change of x into a: -t- 1, and F the change of

y into y + 1 : then the fundamental equation we have to integrate

will be written

.[EF— aF— hE— c) z^, = 0,

or for abbreviation

EF— aF— bE— c = 0.

Then E“F’ will be expanded in the way Laplace expands

^^^“and his result obtained from E'F"z^^. Thus we rely on the

foundations on which the Calculus of Operations is based.
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We may notice that we have changed Laplace’s notation in

order to avoid the dashes which are difficult in printing. La-

place uses X where we use y, t' where we use t, and 'A where we
use Z.

953. Laplace takes another equation in Finite Differences.

The equation we will denote thus

A"-*S*z,„ + ... = 0.

Here A belongs to x of which the difference is unity; and S

belongs to y of which the difference is a.

Laplace says that the Equation gSnfratrice is

= 0.

He suppo.ses that this equation is solved, and thus decomposed

into the following n equations :

I

where y,.-.. are the n roots of the equation

r-af'+sr^-— =0.

Then, using the first root

ft’ T* V
^ a aW

Then passing from the generating functions to the coefficients,

that is equating the coefficients of <V, we obtain .

= (~ ^ +«(»-!) + ••! •
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The second member may be put in the form

Denote the quantity j*^o,r arbitraiy function

<f> (y). Thus

(“S

This value of y will then satisfy the equation in Finite Dif-

ferences.

Each of the n roots q, y,, j,, ... gives rise to a similar ex-

pression
;
and the sum of the n pai'ticular values thus obtained for

will furnish the general value, involving n arbitrary functions

The student will as before be able to translate this process

into the language of the Calculus of Operations.

Laplace continues thus : Suppose a indefinitely small, and

equal to dy. Then

/, dy\x+^ -

(1+7)

as we may see by taking logarithms. Thus we shall obtain

y
(y)

d/

This is the complete integral of the equation

4-..,, + ai" + #4-(^) + .... 0.

Laplace next gives some formulae of what we now call the Cal-

culus of Operatioas, in the case of two independent variables
;
see

his pages 68—70.

954i. In his pages 70—80 Liiplace oflFers some remarks on the

transition from the finite to the indefinitely small
;
his object is to

shew that the process will furnish rigorous demonstrations. He
illustrates by referring to the problem of vibrating strings, and
this leads him to notice a famous question, namely that of the ad-

missibility of discontinuous functions in the solution of partial dif-
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ferential equations; he concludes that such functions are ad-

missible under certain conditions. Professor Boole regards the

argument as unsound
;
see his Finite Differences, Chapter x.

955.

Laplace closes the Chapter with some general considera-

tions respecting generating functions. The only point to which we
need draw attention is that there is an important error in page 82

;

Laplace gives an incomplete form as the solution of an equation in

Finite Differences
;
the complete form will be found on page 5 of

the fourth supplement We shall see the influence of the eiTor

liereafter in Arts. 974, 980, 984.

956.

We now arrive at the second part of Livre I., this is

nearly a reprint of the memoir for 1782 ;
the method of approxi-

mation had however been already given in the memoir for 1778.

See Arts. 894, 899, 907, 921.

The first chapter of the second part of Livre I. is entitled De
linUgration par approximation, des differentieUes qiii renferment

des facteurs Hevis A de grandes puissances; this Chapter occupies

pages 88—109.

957.

The method of approximation which Laplace gives is of

great value : we will explain it. Suppose we require the value of

^ydx taken between two values of x which include a value for

which g is a maximum. As.sume y = Ye~‘‘, where Y denotes this

maximum value of y. Then

lgdx=Yje-‘'^dt.

Let y = <f>
{x)

;
suppose a the value of x which makes y have

the value Y : assume x = a+ 0.

+ = Ye-C;

Y
<> = log

Thus

therefore
'--^<f>(a + ey

From this equation we may expand < in a series of ascending

powers of 6, and then by reversion of series we may obtain 0 in a

series of ascending powers of <. Suppose that thus we have

e = D^t + D/+B/-^
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A + 25.<+3B,<*+••;

jydx = e-** (jB, + 2Bji + 3i?,<* + ...) dl.

Such is the method of Laplace. It will be practically advan-

tageous in the cases where B^, B,, ... form a rapidly converging

series; and it is to such cases that we shall have to apply it, when
we give some examples of it from Laplace’s next Chapter. In

these examples there will be no difficulty in calculating the terms

B^, B^, ..., so far as we shall require them. An investigation of

the general values of these coefficients as far as B^ inclusive will be

found in De Morgan’s Differential and Integral Cakidus, page 602.

If we suppose that the limits of x are such as to make the cor-

responding values of y zero, the limits of t will be — « and -f oo

.

Now if r be odd f e-^C dt vanishes, and if r be even it is equal to

r \

2*

Thus we have

jydx= Y^-n- .

Besides the transformation y = Ye~^ Laplace also takes cases

in which the exponent of e instead ef being — f has other values.

Thus on his page 88 the exponent is — t, and on his page 93

it is —
;
in the first of these cases Y is not supposed to be a

maximum value of y.

958. Some definite integrals are given on pages 95—101, in

connexion with which it may be useful to supply a few references.

The formula marked (T) on page 95 occurs in Laplace’s memoir
of 1782, page 17.

f" 'v/'n- - t!

J
cos rx e"“ ^dx = ^e 4a*

;

this was given by Laplace in the Memoire8...de tInsHtvl for

1810, page 290 ; see also Tables dUnUgrales D^finies, 1858, by

D. Bierens de Haan, page 376.

33
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[ <» sin rx

.
*

see D. Bierens de Haan, page 268.

/
o

cos ax ^ 7T X sin ax

1 + 3;’

where a is supposed positive
;
these seem due to Laplace ;

see

D. Bierens de Haan, page 282, TMorie. . .des Proh., pages 99—ISi.

We may remark that these two results, together with

/.

' sin or die 7T ,,

are referred by D. F. Gregory, in his Examples of tiie... Differential

and Integral Calculus, to Laplace’s memoir of 1782 ;
but they are

not explicitly given there : with respect to the last result see

D. Bierens do Haan, page 293.

959. Since the integral Je~^dt occurs in the expressions of

Art. 957, Laplace is led to make some observations on modes of

approximating to the value of this integral. He gives the follow-

ing series which present no difficulty

:

/.

In the memoir of 1782 the second of these three expressions

does not occur.

Laplace also gives a development of
j

e~‘‘ dt into the form of

a continued fraction, which he takes from his Mfcanique Celeste,

Livre x. Sec also De Morgan’s Differential and Integral Calculus,

page 691, for this and some similar developments.
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9G0. Laplace extends the method of approximation given in

Art. 957 to tlie case of double integrals. The following is substan-

tially his process. Suppose we require
jjy

dx dx' taken between

such limits of x and x' as make y vanish. Let Y denote the

maximum value of y, and suppose that a and a are the correspond-

ing values of x and x'. Assume

y=Ye-^-‘\

X =a+ 6, x' = a

Y
Substitute these values of x and x' in the function log — and

expand it in powers of 6 and ff
;
then since Y is by hj-pothesis the

maximum value of y the coefficients of 6 and & will vanish in this

expansion : hence we may write the result thus

that is

M0‘ + 2N6e' + = <* + <",

Since we have made only one assumption respecting the inde-

pendent variables t and t' we are at liberty to make another
;
we

will assume
ff sr

and therefore ff^[p— = (.

Now by the ordinary theory for the transformation of double

integrals we have

Ye-^-'^dtdt'
jjydxdx' = jj D

, n X J r dt dt' dt dt'
where P stands for

Tlius far the proce.ss is exact. For an approximation we may
suppose M, N, P to be functions of a and a only

;
then we have

d*Y „ 1 d*Y „ 1

2Ydada"
33—2

J/ = - 2F tfa’
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Then we Bliall find that

D = ^{PM-N^ 1 /(PYPY (d'Y\'\
2Y\/\da* da"* \dada)]

And the limits of t and t' will be — oo and + oo
;
thus finally

we have approximately

l\ydxdx‘ =
y ^ ^ \

V

Sf \da* da"* \dada;}]
See Art 907.

961. The second Chapter of the second part of Livre I. is

entitled De TinUgration par approximation, des Equations liniaires

avx differences ffniea et infiniment petites

:

this Chapter occupies

pages 110—125.

This Chapter exemplifies the process of solving linear dificrential

equations by the aid of definite integrals. Laplace seems to be

the first who drew attention to this subject : it is now fully dis-

cussed in works on difierential equations. See Boole’s Differential

Equations.

962. The third Chapter of the second part of Livre i. is

entitled Application des mdthodes prMdentes, d Vapproximation

de diverses fonctions de tris-granda nombres: this Chapter oc-

cupies pages 126—177.

The first example is the following. Suppose we have to in-

tegrate the equation in Finite Difierences,

= (« + !) y..

Assume y,= jaf<f>dx, where
<f>

is & function of x at present

undetermined, and the limits of the integration are also unde-

termined.

Let stand for £8*
;
then = sa^'. Hence the proposed

equation becomes

0 = !</) |(1 - a:) Sy
X^ ;
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that is, by integrating by parts,

0 = [® Sy <^] +J |(1 ^ ^ (*^)|
Sy <ir.

Where by we mean that xSy<f> is to be taken between

limits.

Assume
<f>

such that

and take the limits of integration such that [j; Sy = 0 ;
then

our proposed equation is satisfied.

d
From (1 — a:) ^ ^ (x<f>) = 0, we obtain

4> = Ae-\

where .d is a constant. Then xBy<f> will vanish when a; = 0 and

al.so when a; = so . Thus, finally

y = A afe^dx.

Now we proceed to put this integral in the form of a seriea

The maximum value of as’s"* is easily found to bo that which

corresponds to a; = «. Assume, according to Art 957,

a^e"" =

and put x = 8 6 \ thus

Take the logarithms of both sides
;
thus

<* = - « log ^1 + ^ + 5

“2s~3s’‘*'4s*

Hence by reversion of series we get
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therefore dx=dd = dt^2a \\ -\—

+

^ +
1 3V2s 6s j

The limits of t corresponding to the limits 0 and x of jc will

be — X and + x . Therefore

f°afe^ dx = a'er* I e“^V2s|lH— I eft.

Jo I 3V2s Cs )

By integration we obtain

y, =^s*^*e-*V27T |l+ ...j-.

Laplace says we may determine the value of the factor

very simply thus.

thus

Ji C
Denote it by 1 4 h-i + ... so that

' 8 a

y, = Aa’*'^ e~*

Substitute this value in the equation

= (« + !) y..

therefore

And

B B-20

i-(. + 9iog(i + ?).i-(. + i)(5-l + i-.,.)

Thus
12/’*'l2s"

'

B
,

B-20~
? s*
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Hence, equating coefficients,

J3_± /7-_L
12 ’ 288

The value of A in the expression for y, must be determined

by some particular value of y^ Suppose that when a = /t we

have y, = Y.

Then

thus

Hence
/

&’dx

yr-
Fa*^ie-*V2wr, .1.1

1 +
a:'* e"* dx

12a ^ 288a*
+ ...

The original equation can be very easily integrated; and we

obtain

y,= r(^ + l) 0*+2) ...a.

Hence, by equating the two values of

(/* + 1) (/* + 2) ... a =—-
f af^t’dx
J 0

It will be observed that a—/* is assumed to be a positive

integer, but there is nothing to require that a itself should bo an

integer.

963. One remark must be made on the process which we have

just given. Let
<f>

(a) denote

1 +^ +^+ •

^ 12a ^ 288a’

1
•<

^ 12a 288a*'

will be denoted by
<f> (— a).

Now Laplace does not shew that

4> i») <^ (- *) = L
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although he assumes the truth of this on his page 134i. It may
be shewn by adopting the usual mode of proving Stirling’s Theo-

rem. For by using Euler’s theorem for summation, given in

,
Art. 334, it will appear that

1 . 2 .

where ^^r(s) =A
2s

I?, B,

3 .
4«* 5 . C»*

the coefficients being the well-known numbers of Bernoulli.

Thus ^ («) 4.^ (_,) = 0 ;

therefore x = e' = 1,

that is 4>{*) <f>
(- «) = 1-

964. Laplace, after investigating a formula sometimes de-

duces another from it by passing from real to imaginary quantities.

This method cannot be considered demonstrative
;
and indeed

Laplace himself admits that it may be employed to discover new
formulsp, but that the results thus obtained should be confirmed

by direct demonstration. See his pages 87 and 471 ;
also Art. 920.

Thus as a specimen of his results we may quote one which he

gives on his page 134.

Let Q = C08 ur
{ft +ur f— 1)" +{fi — iaV— I)**

Oi’ + tsry

V— 1 sin w {ft — IS V— I)** -{ft-i-VT V— 1)**

then
2ffse~^

x'^e~*dx

A memoir by Cauchy on Definite Integrals is published in the

Journal de VBoole Polytechnique, 28* Cahter; this memoir was

pre.sented to the Academy of Sciences, Jan. 2nd, 181.5, but not

printed until 1841. The memoir discusses very fully the results

given by Laplace in the Chapter we are now considering. Cauchy

says, page 148,

... je suis parvenu A quelqnes r^sultats nonveanx, ainai qu’A la

demonstration directe de plusieurs formules, que M. Laplace a d6duites
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da passage do r^el A I’inutginure, dans le 3”* chapitre da Calcul d-s

ProbabUtUs, et qa’il vient de confirmer par des m4thodes rigoureuses

dans qaelques additions fsites A cet ouvrage.

The additions to which Cauchy refers occupy pages 464—484

of the Thdorie...de8 Prob., and first appeared in the second edi-

tion, which is dated 1814.

965. An important application which Laplace makes of his

method of approximation is to evaluate the coeflficients of the

terms in the expansion of a high power of a certain polynomial.

Let the polynomial consist of 2n -|- 1 terms and be denoted

by

^ ^ -b - + 1 -t- o + ... -i- -b
a““’ + o"

;

and suppose the polynomial raised to the power s.

First, let it be required to find the coeflScient of the term

independent of a.

Substitute for a; then we require the term which is

independent of 6 when

|l + 2 cos 0+ 2 cos 20+ ... + 2 cos n0|

is expanded and arranged according to cosines of multiples of 0.

This term will be found by integrating the above expression with

respect to 0 from 0 to tr, and dividing by tr. Sum the series of

cosines by the usual formula
;
then the required term

where ^ = s 0, and m = 2n + 1.
Aw

Now the expression vanishes when
4>

, •7T 2ir Sir
ffi = — or— or —

.

tn »n tn
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and between each of these values it will be found that the ex-

pression is numerically a maximum, and it is also a maximum when

<f>
— 0. Thus we may calculate by Art. 957 the value of the integral

( dA when the limits are consecutive multiples of —

.

J\ ^ m

The equation which determines the maxima values of
—

“

* sm<p
is

m cos m<p sin </> — cos tf> sin mtf>
. k ,

= 0.

sin 9

It will be found that this is satisfied when
<f>
= 0\ the situation

of the other values of
(f>

will bo more easily discovered by putting

the equation in the form

tan nuf> — m tan 0 = 0:

now we see that the next solution will lie between m<f> =^ and

TO0 =^ , and then the next between tn<fi =^ and m<f> =^

,

it T

and so on.

We proceed then to find

J 0 \ sin if> J
^

The maximum value of the function which is to be integrated

occurs when 0 = 0, and is therefore w*
;
assume

/sin »!0\*

therefore

/m0-^OT*0’

(
V /

take logarithms, thus we obtain

f=i(lH*-l)0‘ + ...
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Therefore approximately

d<t>

and

dt

The limits of ( will be 0 and oo

.

Hence approximately

2 r- . I ?:yo r.,j,
irJ.\Bind>J ^

7T V *(«» -llWo

wtV6 (2n + l)V3
V[»7r (ni* — l)j Vt« (» + 1) 2ott)

‘

Laplace next considers the value of the integral with respect

7T 27T
to <h between the limits — and — , and then the value between

^ m m
2*77 Stt

the limits — and — , and so on ; he shews that when « is a verymm •'

large number these definite integrals diminish rapidly, and may
be neglected in comparison with the value obtained for the limits

0 and — . Tliis result depends on the fact that the successive

numerical maxima values of — diminish rapidly : as we shall
sin (p

ir j >

now shew. At a numerical maximum we have

sin ni0 m cos m m
sin^ COS0 cos 0 V(1 + w’tan’^) ~ V(co8*^ + m*sin’ ^)

'

this is less than , ,
that is less than ^ i and therefore

sin q> sin 9 <j}

a fortiori less than ~ 4, that is less than %29 2 m<{>

Hence at the second maximum — is less than ^ ,

sin 9 2 5

^7)1
that is less than ^ , and therefore the ratio of the second numc-

0
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rical maximum value of to the fj^gt jg less than .

\sin<f> / [5/

Similarly the ratio of the third numerical maximum value to the

first is less than . And so on.

Next suppose that we require the coeflScient of o' in the

expansion of

•[-S'!—in H— + ...H (-1 + 0 + ...+ o*^ + o*”' + o"l

.

(a a a ^ a )

The coefficient of o' in this expansion will be the same as the

coefficient of a”'; denote the coefficient of o" by A^. Put

for a and suppose the expression to be arranged according to

cosines of the multiples of d
;
then 2.4, cos rd will be the term

corresponding to A, {a' + a~^. If we multiply the expression by

cos Id, and integrate between the limits 0 and ir, all the terms

will vanish except that for which r is equal to f; so that the

integral reduces to 2.4|
j

cos’ Iddff. Hence
•' 0

2« + l _
r
cos Iddff.

We put, as before, m =2n + l, and
<f> = ^6', thus we have

. „ ,'i»/sin;
Ai

As before assume

(

sin m^\‘_
Bind) /

~ m*e

then
<V6

1 become

V6
f

7T Vl«(w’-l))i'

Hence the integral becomes

2 >n* y/6 2f<V6 ,,
cos .. . i

utt
(w’ - 1)]
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As before we take 0 and oo for the limits of t, and thus

neglect all that part of the integral with respect to ^ which is not

included between the limits 0 and
7T

m’
Hence by Art. 958 we

have finally

2 *»V6 ^
7T »J{8 (to* — 1)} 2 '

or
(2n + l)V3

V{n (n + 1) 2s7rj

Suppose now that we require the sum of the coeflScients, from

that of 0-* to that of a' both inclusive
;
we must find the sum of

2Aj + 2A(_| + 2Aj_j+ . .. + 2Aj + :

this is best effected by the aid of Euler's Theorem
;
see Art. 334.

We have approximately

11
therefore XJ «, =

j + ^
“» + 2 “•

»

therefore 22,'

—

m, = 2 f + m,.

0

Hence the required result is

(2^

VI"

1

2«-H)*V6
ln(n+l) 87r)V»*

We may observe that Laplace demonstrates Euler’s Theorem

in the manner which is now usual in elementary works, that is by

the aid of the Calculus of Operations.

966. Laplace gives,on his page 158 the formula

J
x*-'e^dx

j

Va^-'e-^dx
J 0

He demonstrates this in his own way
; it is suflicient to observe

that it may be obtained by putting x for sx in the integral in the

numerator of the left-hand side.
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Hence he deduces

f x‘-'e-”(er*-l)"

A"i =•!«

I acf~' e~' dx
^ 0

Laplace calculates the approximate value of this expression,

supposing t very large. He assumes that the result which he

obtains will hold when the sign of t is changed
;
so that he obtains

an approximate expression for AV; see page 159 of his work.

He gives a demonstration in the additions; see page 474 of the

Tliiorie...des Proh. The demonstration involves much use of the

symbol V(— !)• Cauchy gives a demonstration on page 247 of the

memoir cited in Art. 964. Laplace gives another formula for

AV on his page 163 ;
he arrives at it by the aid of integrals with

imaginary limits, and then confirms Iris result by a demon-

stration.

967. Laplace says, on his page 165, that in the theory of

chances we often require to consider in the expression for AV only

those terms in which the quantity raised to the power t \s positive;

and accordingly he proceeds to give suitable approximate formulae

for such cases. Then he passes on to consider specially the ap-

proximate value of the expression

(n + r^ny—n (n + r - 2)** +—
^

(n + r Vn - 4)" - ,

where the series is to extend only so long as the quantities raised

to the power p are positive, and p is an integer a little greater or

a little less than n. See Arts. 916, 917.

The methods are of the kind already noticed
;
that is they are

not demonstrative, but rest on a free use of the symbol V(— 1).

A point should be noticed with respect to Laplace’s page 171.

He has to establish a certain formula
;
but the whole diflSculty of

the process is passed over with the words determinant convenable-

ment la constante arhitraire. Laplace’s fonnula is established by

Cauchy
;
see page 240 of the memoir cited in Art. 964.

968. In conclusion we may observe that this Cliapter contains

many important results, but it is to be regretted that the demon-
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strations are very imperfect. The memoir of Cauchy to which we

have referred, is very laborious and diflScult, so that this portion

of the TMorie...des Frob. remains in an unsatisfactory state.

969. We now anive at Livre n, which is entitled TMorie

QiMrale des ProhahiliUa.

It will be understood that when we speak of any Chapter in

Laplace’s work without further specification, we always mean a

Chapter of Livre il.

The first Chapter is entitled Principes ghiiraux de cette TMorie.

This occupies pages 179—188 ;
it gives a brief statement, with

exemplification, of the first principles of the subject

970. Tlie second Chapter is entitled De la Probability des

ivSnemens composes diMnemens simples dont les possibilitys respec-

tives sont donnies. This occupies pages 189—274 ;
it contains the

solution of several problems in direct probability
;
we will notice

them in order.

971. The first problem is one connected with a lottery
; see

Arts. 291, 448, 455, 775, 864, 910.

The present discussion adds to what Laplace had formerly

given an approximate calculation. The French lottery was com-

posed of 90 numbers, 5 of which were drawn at a time. Laplace

shews that it is about an even chance that in 86 drawings all

the numbers will appear. This approximate calculation is an

example of the formula for AV given by Laplace on page 159 of

his work
;
see Art. 966.

We may remark that Laplace also makes use of a rougher ap-

proximation originally given by De Moivre
;
see Art. 292.

972. On his page 201 Laplace takes the problem of odd and

even; see Arts. 350, 865, 882.

Laplace adds the following problem. Suppose that an um con-

tains X white balls, and the same number of block balls
;
an even

number of balls is to be drawn out : required the probability that

as many white balls as black balls will be drawn out.

The whole number of cases is found to be 2*'"* — 1, and the
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|2a;

whole number of favourable cases to be t— 1
;
the required

If If

probability therefore is the latter number divided by the former.

973. The next problem is the Problem of Points. Laplace

treats this very fully under its various modifications; the dis-

cussion occupies his pages 203—217. See Arts. 872, 884.

We will exhibit in substance, Laplace's mode of investigation.

Two players A and B want respectively x and y points of winning

a set of games
;
their chances of winning a single g;ame are p and

q respectively, where the sum of p and q is unity
;
the stake is to

belong to the player who first makes up his set : determine the

probabilities in favour of each player.

Let
<f)

(x, y) denote A’a probability. Then his chance of win-

ning the next game is p, and if he wins it his probability becomes

<f>{x — l,y); and q is his chance of losing this game, and if he loses

it his probability becomes ^ (x, y — 1) : thus

y) =i> ^ - 1. ^ (». y- 1) (!)•

Suppose that ^ (x, y) is the coefficient of in the develop-

ment according to powers of t and t of a certain function u of

these variables. From (1) we shall obtain

0)«*-S^(0,y) T»-f ^(0, 0)

= tt (pi + qr)-ptX<l>(x, 0)t’— qrX<f>(0,y)T' (2),

where 2 ^ (x, 0) t* denotes a summation with respect to x from

X = 0 inclusive to x = <»
;
and S,

<f> (0, y) i* denotes a summation

with respect to y from y = 0 inclusive to y = oo . In order to shew

that (2) is true we have to observe two facts.

First, the coefficient of any such term as <"t", where neither m
nor n is less than unity, is the same on both sides of (2) by virtue

of(l).

Secondly, on the left-hand side of (2) such terms as <"t", where

m or n is less than unity, cancel each other
;
and so also do such

terms on the right-hand side of (2).

Thus (2) is fully established. From (2) we obtain

.. (1 -pt)l<l> (x, 0) -4 (1 - qr) t d, (0, y) T»- 4, (0, 0)

.

“ ,

1 —pt — qr
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•we may write this result thus,

1 — pt — qr (
3),

Avhero F{t) and /(t) are functions of t and t respectively, which

are at present undetermined. By supposing that the term in /{t)

which is independent of t is included in F (t), we may write the

result thus.

X (0 + (t)

1—pt — qr
{i)-

Thus cither (3) or (4) may be taken as the general solution of

the equation (1) in Finite Differences; and this general solution

involves two arbitrary functions which must be determined by

special considerations. We proceed to determine these fimctions

in the present case, taking the form (4) which will be the most

convenient.

Now A loses if B first makes up his set, so that ^ (x, 0) = 0

for every value of x from unity upwards, and <^(0,0) does not

occur, that is it may also be considered zero. But from (4) it

follows that ^(*,0) is the coeflScient of f in the development

of jdfL
1 —pt ; therefore x (0 =

Again, A wins if he first makes up his set, so that (0,y) = 1

for every value of y firom unity upwards. But from (4) it follows

(t)

that if> (0,y) is the coefficient of t* in the development of
^ S

so that
T*lr (t) _ T

_

\ — qr 1 — T ’

therefore (t) =
rjl-qr)

1-T

Thus finally

u =
T (1 - gr)

(l-T)(l-pt-gT)'

Now <f>(x,y) is the coefficient of in the development of «.

First expand according to powers of t
;
thus wo obtain for tho

34
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coefficient of f the expression • Then expand

this expression according to powers of t, and we finally obtain for

the coefficient of ft"

f |l + a-^ +
^(x + 1) ,

1.2 *

x(j! + l) ••• (x + y- 2)

;y-l

This is therefore the probability in favour of A
;
and that in

favour of B may be obtained by interchanging with j and x
with ;/.

The result is identical with the second of the two formulae

which we have given in Art. 172.

97-1. Tlie investigation just given is in substance Laplace’s

;

he takes the particular case in which = |
and ? = | »

hut this

makes no difference in principle. But there is one important

difference. At the stage where we have

Laplace puts

F(0+/(t)

1 — qj

u =
/(t)

1 —pt — qr‘

This is an error, it arises from a false formula given by Laplace

on hi.s page 82 ;
see Art. 9.55. Laplace's error amounts to neg-

lecting the considerations involved in the second of the facts on

which equation (2) of the preceding Article depends : this kind

of neglect has been not uncommon wdth those who have used or

expounded the method of Generating Functions.

975. We will continue the discussion of the Problem of Points,

and suppose that there are more than two players. Let the first

player want x, points, the second x, points, the third x, points,

and so on. Let their respective chances of wlnxiing a single game
he 2\, 2’,f p,, • • • Let (x,, X,, Xj, ...) denote the probability in

favour of the first player. Then, as in Aft. 973, we obtain the

equation

^ (a-,
.
a-,

. = p,^ (a:, - 1, X,, X, ,

.

. .)
(x,, X.- 1 ,

x„ . .
.)

a:,, x,-l, ...) + ;•• (!).
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Suppose that
<f>

{x^, x,, ar,, ...) is the coefficient of f^’’> •••

in the development of a function « of these variables. Laplace

then proceeds thus. From (1) he passes to

« = « (M+M +M + — ) (2).

and then he deduces

1=M+M+M + (^)-

Hence

therefore

-A
<1

up.

P/t P»^t •••) *

= ttp'. |l + a:,(M+M+ —)

+ (M+ p,t, + ..•)'

Now the coefficient of in ^ is
<f> (a;,i X,, X,, ...).

Let kup’it^ t* ... denote any term of the right-hand member
of the last equation. Then the coefficient of in this

term will be ^y>,*'<^(0, x^—m, x,— w, ...). But x,— m, x,—

is equal to unity, for if the first player wants no points ho is en-

titled to the stake. Moreover we must reject all the values of

<f>(0, X, — »n, X, — jj, ...) in which m is equal to or greater than x,,

in which n is equal to or greater than x,, and so on; for the.se

terms in fact do not e.vist, that is must be considered to be zero.

Hence finally

<#> (*i. a-.. — ) =A‘ |l + ip, +P.+ -)

rr, (.r, + !)•
+—fS— ip,+p,+—)

I

a-, (a', + l)(a^
,
+ 2)

1.2.3 (a

+

i’>
+••)’

}•

31f—

2
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provided wc reject all terms in which the power of surpasses

X, — 1, in which tho power ofp^ surpasses ar, — 1, and so on.

Now on this process of Laplace’s we remark:

First, the equation (2) is not true
;
as in Art. 973 wo ought to

allow for terms in which one or more of the variables ar,, a:,, a;,, ...

is zero
; and therefore additional terms ought to be placed in each

member of equation (2) of the present Article, like those in equa-

tion (2) of Article 973.

Secondly, Laplace’s treatment of his equation (3) is unintel-

ligible, as wo have already remarked in a similar case ;
see

Art. 952. By making use of the Calculus of Operations we might

however translate Laplace’s process into another free from ob-

jection.

976. At this stage we shall find it convenient to introduce an

account of the fourth Supplement to the Th£orie...dea Probabilit^s.

This supplement contains 28 pages. Laplace begins with a few

remarks on Generating Functions; he gives the correct formula

for the solution of an equation in Finite Differences for which he

had formerly given an incorrect formula: see Art. 955. He does

not refer to the Thiorie...dea Prob. nor take any notice of the

discrepancy of the two formuloe. He says, on page -i of the Sup-

plement,

Un des principaux avantages de cette manifiie d’int^rer les 6qua-

tions aux differences partielles, consisle eu ce que I’analyso algebrique

fouruissant divers moyens pour dfivelopper les fonctions, on pent choisir

cclui qui convient le mieux it la question propos£e. La solution des

]>roblemes suivans, par le Comte de laplaco, mon fils, et les considera-

tions qu’il y a jointes, r6pandront un nouveau jour sur le calcul des

fonctions g6n6ratrice8.

We have therefore to ascribe all the rest of the fourth Sup-
plement to Laplace’s son.

977. Tlte main part of the fourth Supplement consists of the

solution of problems which may be considered as generalisations of

the Problem of Points. There arc three of these problems
;
we

will enunciate them.
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I. A player A draws a ball from an um containing white

balls and black balls; his chance of drawing a white ball is p,

and his chance of drawing a black ball is q : after the ball has

been drawn it is replaced. Then a second player B draws a ball

from a second um containing white balls and black balls; his

chance of drawing a white ball is p', and his chance of drawing

a black ball is q'

:

after the ball has been drawn it is replaced.

The two players continue thus to draw alternately a ball, each

from his own um, and to replace the ball after it has been

drawn. If a player draws a white ball he counts a point
;

if ho

draws a black ball he counts nothing. Suppose that A wants x
points, and B wants x' points to complete an assigned set, required

the probabilities in favour of each player.

II. Suppose A draws from an um in which there are balls

of three kinds
;
for a ball of the first kind he counts two points, for

a ball of the second kind he counts one point, and for a ball of the

third kind he counts no point : let his chances be p, p^, and j for

the three cases.

Similarly let B draw from a second um containing similar

balls
;
\cip',p^, and q be his chances for the three cases. Then,

as before, we require the probabilities for each player of his

making up an assigned set of points before his adversary makes
up an assigned set

III. An um contains a known number of black balls, and a

known number of white balls
; a ball is drawn and not replaced

;

then another ball, and so on: required the probability that a

given number of white balls will be drawn before another given

number of black balla

These three problems are solved by the method of Generating

Functions used carefully and accurately
;
that is, the terms which

are required to make the equations tme are given, and not

omitted. See Art. 97-1. After the problems are solved generally

particular cases are deduced.

The student of the fourth Supplement will have to bear in

mind that in the first problem p-\-q=l and p' + 1, and in

the second problem p+p^ + q=l, p'+p,'4 2' = l.
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aTS. After tlic solutions of tlicsc proLlems wc' have a few

pages headed Remarque sur les fonciions generatrices

;

and this is

the part of the fourtli Supplement with which we are chiefly

interested. It is here observeil that in a case like that of our

Art. 975, the equation (2) is not an accurate deduction from equa-

tion (1) ;
for additional terms ought to be added to each side, in

the manner of our Art. 973.

There is however a mi.st)ike at the top of iwge 24 of the fourth

Supplement : instead of adding a function of t, two functions must

be a«ldcd, one of t and the other of t'. >

The fourth Supplement then proceeds thus, on its page 24 ; .

Fauto d’avoir 6ganl k ces fonction.s, on pent tomber dans des

crrciirs gravc.s, en so servant do ce moyen pour inttjgrer les Equations

aux diffeiencea partielles. I’ar cetto mome raison, la niarcho suivio dans

la solution des jiroblDmes des n“* 8 et 10 du second livro do la Theorio

analytique des Probabilitc-s n’est nullenient rigoureusc, et semble impliquer

coutra<liction, cn ce qu’clie dlaldit une liaison entre les variables qui

sont et doivent etro toujoui-s independantes. Sans entrer dans les

considerations particuliires qui out pu la faire r^ussir ici, et qu'il est

also do saisir, nous allous faire voir quo la metbodo d’intc'gration ex-

posde au commencement de ce Supplement s’appliquo figalement k ces

questions, et les rc.sout avec non moins de simplicity.

The problem referred to a.s contained in No. 8 of the

Thiorie.,.des IVob. is that which wc have given in Art. 975;

the problem referred to as contained in No. 10 of the Theorie...des

Prob. is that which we shall notice in Art. 980. The fourth

Supplement gives solutions of these problems by the accurate use

of Generating Functions, in the mnuuor of our Art. 973.

Thus as Laplace himself attached the fourth Supplement to

his work, we m.ay conclude that he admitted the solutions in

question to lx; unsound. \Ve consider that they arc unsound, and

in fact unintelligible, as they are presented by Laplace
;
but on

the other hand, we believe that they may bo readily translated

into the language of the Calculus of Oix;ration.s, and thus become

clear and .satisfactory. See Art. 952.

979. Wo return from the fourth Supplement to the

Tlieorie...des Prob. itself. Laplace’s next problem is that wliich
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is connected with the game which is called Treize or Rencontre

;

see Arts. 162, 280, 286, 430, 626.

Laplace devotes his pages 217—225 to this problem
;
he gives

the solution, and then applies his method of approximation in

onler to obtain numerical results when very high numbers are

involved.

980. Laplace takes next on his pages 225—238 the problem

of the Duration of Pl.ay. The results were enunciated by Do
Moivre and demonstrated by Lagrange ; Laplace has made great

use of Lagrange’s memoir on the subject
;
see Arts. 311, 583,

588, 863, 885, 921. Wo may observe that before Laplace gives

his analytical solution he says, Ce probllme pent etre rdsolu

avec facility par lo procddd suivant qui est en quelque sorte,

radcanique
;
the process which he gives is due to De Moivre

;

it occurs on page 203 of the Doctrine of Chances. See also

Art. 303. In the course of the investigation, Laplace gives a

proce.ss of the kind we have already noticed, which is criticised in

the fourth Supplement
;
see Art. 978.

981. Laplace takes next on his pages 238—247 the problem

which we have called Waldegrave’s problem
;
see Arts. 210, 249,

295, 348.

There are n + 1 players C^, (7,, ... C^^. First C^ and C, play

together
;
the loser deposits a shilling in a common stock, and the

winner plays with C, ; the loser again deposits a shilling, and the

winner plays with (7^; the process is continued vmtil some one

player has beaten in succession all the rest, the turn of (7, coming

on again after that of The winner is to take all the money

in the common stock.

Laplace determines the probability that the play will terminate

precisely at the x"* game, and also the probability that it will

terminate at or before the x*** game. He also determines the

probability that the r“* player will win the money precisely at the

x**" game
;
that is to say, he exhibits a complex algebraical func-

tion of a variable t which must be expanded in powers of x
and the coeflBcient of f taken. He then deduces a general ex-

pression for the advantage of the r* player.

The part of the solution which is new in Laplace’s discussion
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is that which dotormiiics the probability that the player will

win the money precisely at tJie game

;

Nicolas Bernoulli had

confined himself to the probability which each player has of

winning the money on Vie whole.

982. We will give, after Laplace, the investigation of the

probability that the play will terminate precisely at the a:”"

game.

Let e, denote this probability. In order that the play may
terminate at the a:*** game, the player who enters into play at the

(x — n + 1)“* game must win this game and the n — 1 following

gomes.

Suppose that the wiimer of the money starts with a player

who has won only one game
;
let P denote the probability of this

P
event; then — will be the corresponding probability that the

play will terminate at the x**" game. But the probability that the

play will terminate at the (x — 1)“* game, that is is equal

P . .

to For it IS necessary to this end that a player who has

already won one game just before the (x — n + !)“ game should

win this game and the n — 2 following games
;
ahd tlie probabilities

of these component events being respectively P and
,

the

. P
probability of the compound event is . Thus

P 1

2" 2 ’

and therefore
^

is the probability that the play will terminate

at the x*** game, relative to this case.

Next suppose that the winner of the money starts with a player

who has won two games
;

let P" denote the probability of this

F
event

;
then will be the corresponding probability that the play

. P'
will terminate at the x"* game. And^ = z^\ for in order that

the play should terminate at the (x-2)“* game it is necessary that

a player who has already won two games just before the (x—n+ 1)***
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game should win this game and the n — 2 following games. Thus

P I

2* 2*
*’

and therefore ^ is the probability that the play will terminate

at the *“• game relative to this case.

By proceeding thus, and collecting all the partial probabilities

we obtain

“ 2 ^ ^ "b • • • d” 2*“* (^ )•

Suppose that is the coeflScient of in the expansion accord-

ing to powers of < of a certain function u of this variable. Then
from (1) we have, as in Art 937,

where P(«) is a function of t which is at present undetermined.

Now if (1) were true for x = n as well as for higher values of

n, the function F (t) would bo of the degree n — 1. But (1) does

not hold when.x = n, for in forming (1) the player who wins the

money was supposed to start against an opponent who had won
one game at least

;
so that in (1) we cannot suppose x to be less

than n + 1. Henco tho function F (t) will be of tho degree n,

and wo may put

Now tho play cannot terminate before the game, and the pro-

bability of its terminating at the n*'’ game is ^ ; therefore a.

vanishes for values of x less than n, and a, = . Thus
" 2* *

(•(2-0
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Ihe coefficient of f in the expansion of u in powers of t gives

the probalnlity tliat the play will terminate at the *“ game.

The probability that the play will terminate at or before the

game will be the sum of the coefficients of f and of the inferior

powers of t in the expansion of m, which will be equal to the co-

efficient of in the expansion of
; that is, it will bo the co-

X ^ t

efficient of in the c.xpansion of

1

This expression is equal to

1 f(2-Q
f

2" (1 - tf \
2" (I - 0 ^ 2” (1 - <)*

The r*** tenn of this development is

• (-ir-(2 -or
2 “ (I - ’

{

It"" 1 )

~Y' (1

The expansion in powers of t of this r*** term may now be

readily effected
;
the coefficient of f will bo

1 |.e + r — r« |
'

.c + r — rn —
1 ^(- l)^-‘

2"''* lx-)
I

r 2'“
I X — r« —

1
J

lx + r — rn — 1 ,

that IS -Sr. —

T

(x — rn -I- 2r).
2

I

X — r/i
\

r

The final result is that the probability that the play will termi-

nate at or before the x^** game, is represented by as many terms

of the following scries as there are units in the integer next

below
n

X - n + 2 (x - 2n + 1) . .

12 2*" ^ ^

(x-.‘ln-|-l)(x-3« + 2)

1.2. 3.
2“ (x — 3/1 + G) — . .

.
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TIio sum of the coefficients of every power of t up to infinity

iu'tlio expansion of u will represent the probability that the play

will terminate if there be no limit assigned to the number of games.

But fhe sum of these coefficients will be equal to the value of u

when t k made equal to unity; and this value of u is- unity. Hence

we infer that the probability of the termination of the playTuay'

be made as near to unity as we please by allowing a sufficient

number of games.

983. In Laplace’s own solution no notice is taken of the fact

that equation (1) does not hold for x = n. Professor Do Morgan

remarks in a note to Art. 52 of the Theory of Prohabilities in the

Encyclopasdia Metropolitana,

Laplace (p. 240) has omitted all allusion to this circumstance
; and

tha omission is highly characteristic of his method of writing.- No ono

was more sure of giving the result of an analytical process correctly, and

no one ever took so little care to point out tiie varioiis small considera-

tions on which correctness dopend.-i. . His Theorie de» Probabililee is by

very much the nio.st difficult mathematical work wo have ever met

with, and principally from this circumstance : the Mecanique Celeste has

its full share of the same ^ort of difficulty; but the analysis is less intri-

cate.
•

984. We may observe that a.s Laplace con.tinuc.s his di.scussion

of Waldegrave’s problem ho arrives at the following equation in

Finite Difference.s,

in integrating this, although his final result is correct, his proce.ss is

un.satisfactory, becau.se it dejK-nds upon an error we have already

indicated. Sec Art. 955.

985.

Laplace’s next problem is that relating to a run of
events which was discussed by De Moivro and Condorcet

;
see

Arts. 32.5, 077 : this problem occupies Laplace’s pages 247—253.

Let p denote the chance of the happening of the event in a

single trial
; let

<f>
{x} denote the probability that in x trials the
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event will happen i times in succession. Then from equation (1)

of Art. 678 by changing the notation we have

4> (x) +p'-‘ (l-p)<f,{x- 0 +p*-* (1 -p) <f>{x -{+!) + ...

... +p (1 -p) <t>
(x- 2) + (1 -p) if>(x-l) (1).

Laplace takes z, to denote the probability that the run will

finish at the trial, and not before
;
then he obtains

= (1 P) 1*^1

+

+P%., + — (2).

Wo may deduce (2) thus
;

it is obvious that

hence in (1) change x into x — 1 and subtract, and wo ob-

tain (2).

Laplace proceeds nearly thus. If the run is first completed

at the x“" trial the (x— 1)“' trial must have been unfavourable, and

the following i trials favourable. Laplace then makes t distinct

cases.

I. The (x — t — !)“ trial unfavourable.

IL The (x — t — !)“ favourable
;
and the (x — » — 2)“' un-

favourable.

III. The (x— t — !)“ and the (x — » — 2)“" favourable, and the

(x—t— 3)“' unfavourable.

IV. The (x-t-l)"-, the (x-f-2)“-, and the (x-»-3)“
favourable ;

and the (x — » — 4)“" unfavourable.

And so on.

Let us take one of these cases, say IV. Let P, denote the

probability of this case existing
;
then will

For in this case a run of 3 has been obtained, and if this be

followed by a run of » — 3, of which the chance is p'"*, we obtain

a run of t ending at the (x — 4)“* trial.

Now the part of a, which arises from this case IV. is P^(l —
for we require an unfavourable result at the (x — t)*" trial, of
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which the chance is 1— p, and then a run of t. Thus the part

of s, is

(1 or i>’ (1 -J>)

We have said that Laplace adopts 'Marly the method we have

given
;
but he is rather obscure. In the method we have given

Pj denotes the probability of the following compound event : no

run of % before the (x— * — 4)“* trial, the (x— t — 4)"* trial un-

favourable, and then the next three trials favourable. Similarly

our P, would denote the probability of the following compound

event; no run of * before the (x — i — 2)“’ trial, the (x—

t

— 2)“*

trial unfavourable, and the next trial favourabla Laplace says,

Nommons P' la probabilit(5 qu’il n’arrivera pas au coup x— t — 2.

Now Laplace does not formally say that there is to be no run of

t before the (x — t — 2)**“ trial
;
but this must be understood. Then

his P agrees with our P, if we omit the last of the three clauses

which form our account of the probability represented by P,
;
so

that in fact •pP with Laplace denotes the same as P, with us.

Laplace ^ves the integral of the equation (2), and finally ob-

tains the same result as we have exhibited in Art. S25.

986. Laplace then proceeds to find the probability that one

of two players should have a run of t successes before the other

;

this investigation adds nothing to what Condorcet had given, but

is more commodious in form. Laplace’s result on his page 250

will bo found on examination to agree with what we have given

in Art. 680, after Condorcet.

Laplace then supplies some new matter, in which he considers

the expectation of each player supposing that after failing he

deposits a franc, and that the sum of the deposits is taken by him
who first has a run of i suecesses.

987. Laplace’s next problem is the following. An urn con-

tains n-i-1 balls marked respectively 0, 1, ...n; a ball is drawn

and replaced : required the probability that after t drawings the

sum of the numbers drawn will be «. This problem and applica-

tions of it occupy pages 253—261. See Arts. 888, 915.

The problem is due to De Moivre
; see Arts. 149, 364. La-

place’s solution of the problem is very laborious. We will pass to
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the application >hich Laplace makes of the result to the subject

of the planes of motion of the planets.

By proceeding a.s in Art. 148, we find that the probability that

after t drawings the sum of the numbers drawn will be s is the

coefficient of af in the expansion of

1

(n+l)‘

Thus we obtain for the required probability

1 { 1 1 + 8 - w - 2

(n + 1)*
1

1

1

— 1
[£ 1 1

1

— 1 1
8 — n — i

f (t-1) |t' + 8-2n-3
]

1.2^ [f- 1 |8'-2a~-2 ‘"j •

If the balls are marked respectively 0, 6, 20, 30, ...nO, this

expression gives the probability that after i drawings the ^sutn of

the numbers drawn will be aO.

Now suppose 0 to become indefinitely small, and n and a to

become indefinitely great. The above expression becomes ulti-

mately

8 1
Let - be denoted by x, and - by dx, so that we obtain

t«-i
,<-> _ * (* _ i)<-. q. _ 2)- -

...
j

rfx

;

this expression may be regarded us the conclusion of the follow-

ing problem. The numerical result at a single trial must lie

between 0 and 1, and all fractional values are equally probable

:

determine the probability that after » trials the sum of the results

obtained wiU lie between x and x dx, where dx is indefinitely

small.

Hence if we require the probability that after i trials the sura

of the results obtained will lie between and a:,, we must inte-;
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grate the above expression between the limits and ar,
;
thus

vre obtain

Each series, like the others in the present Article, is to be

continued only so long as the quantities which are raised to the

power i are positive.

We might have obtained this result more rapidly by using

Art. 364 as our starting point instead of Art 148.

At the beginning of the year 1801, the sum of the.inclinations

of the orbits of the ten planets to the ecliptic was 91-4187

French degrees, that is -914187 of a right angle; suppose that for

each planet any inclination between zero and a riglit angle had

been equally likely ; required the probability that the sum of the

inclinations would have been between 0 and '914187 of a right

angle. By the preceding expression we obtain for the result

^C-9H187)" that is about •00000011235,

. Speaking of this probability, Laplace says

:

. ,,. Elle est d6jA trfes-petite; mais il faut encore la combiner avee

la probability d’line circonstauce trfis-remarquablo dans le systfirae clu

monde, et qui consiste en ce qiie toutes les planbtes se meuvent dans le

mSme sens que la terre. Si les mouvemens directs et rdtrogrades sout

©
10

;
il

faut done mnltiplier -00000011235 par 1 - 1 ,
pour avoir la probabilite

quo tous les mouvemens des planStes et do la terre seront dirig6s dans le

memo sens, et que la somme de leurs inclinaisons il I’orbite de la terre,

sera comprise dans les limites z^ro et 91‘'-4187
;
on aura ainsi

pour cette probability
;
ce qui donne 1 — pour la probability que

cela n’a ])as dll avoir lieu, si toutes les inclinaisons, ainsi que les mouve-

mens directs et rytrogrades, ont yty ygalement iacilee, Cette probability
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approche tellement de la certitude, que lo r^sultat obeerv6 dovlent

iuvraisemblable dans cette hypoth^se ; ce r6sultat indique done avec

une tr&s-grande probability, rexistence d’une cause primitive qui a dyter-

min6 lea mouvemens dea plan5tea A se rapprooher du plan de I’ycliptique,

ou plus naturellement, du plan de I’^quateur solaire, ct A se monvoir

dans le sens de la rotation du soleil...

Laplace then mentions other circumstances which strengthen

his conclusion, such as the fact that the motion of the satellites is

also in the same direction as that of the planets.

A similar investigation applied to the observed comets does

not give any ground for suspecting the existence of a primitive

cause which has affected the inclination of their planes of motion

to the plane of the ecliptic. See however Cournot’s Exposition de

la Th^orie des Chances ... page 270.

Laplace’s conclusion with respect to the motions of the planets

has been accepted by very eminent writers on the subject; for

example by Poisson: see his Recherches sur la Prob. ... page 302.

But on the other hand two most distinguished philosophers have

recorded their dissatisfaction
;

see Professor Boole’s Laws of

Thought, page 364, and a note by R L. Ellis in The Works of

Francis Bacon ... Vol. i. 1857, page 343.

988. Laplace devotes his pages 262—274 to a very remark-

able process and examples of it
;
see Art. 892. The following is

his enunciation of the problem which he solves

:

Soient t quantit6s variables et positives t, dont la somme soit

s, et dont la loi de possibility soit connue; on propose de tronver la

somme des produits de cliaque valeur que peut recevoir une fonction

donnye f {t, &c.) de ces variables, multipliye par la probability

oorrespoudante A cette valeur.

The problem is treated in a very general way; the laws of

possibility are not assumed to bo continuous, nor to be the same

for the different variables. The whole investigation is a charac-

teristic specimen of the great powers of Laplace, and of the brevity

and consequent difficulty of his expositions of his methods.

Laplace applies his result to determine the probability that

the sum of the errors of a given number of observations shall lie

between assigned limits, supposing the law of the facility of error in
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a single observation to be known : Laplace’s formula when applied

by him to a special case coincides with that which we have given

in Art. 5C7 from Lagrange.

989. An example is given by Laplace, on his page 271, which

we may conveniently treat independently of his general investi-

gation, with which he himself connects it. Let there be a number
n of points ranged in a straight line, and let ordinates be drawn

at these points
;
tho sum of the.se ordinates is to be equal to s

:

moreover the first ordinate is not to be greater than the second,

the second not greater than the third, and so on. Required the

mean value of the ordinate.

Let 2
,
denote the first ordinate, let + 2

,
denote the second,

2
, + 2

, 4- 2
,
the third, and so on : thus 2,, 2,, 2,, ... 2, are all po.si-

tive variables, and since the sum of the ordinates is a we have

M2
, + (n - 1) 2

, + (n — 2) 2
, + ... + 2, = s .

The mean value of the r*** ordinate will be

(
2
,
+ 2

, + ... + Zr) dz^dz, ...dz^

(1 ).

///

JJJ
<?2,<?2,...cf2,

where the integrations are to be extended over all positive values

of the variables consistent with the limitation (1).

Put M2
,
= a:,, (n - 1) 2

,
= a;,, and so on. Then our expression

becomes

[fL (5 + +A + ... +— dir.rfa-, ... rf*.

JJJ \n n — l «~2 n — r+1/

jjj...dx^dx,...dx.

with the limitation

a?, + *,+ ... +ar, = ». (2).

Tlie result then follows by the aid of the theorem of Lejeune

Dirichlet : we shall shew that this result is

»
.

1
.

1
.
11

~
1

1

f o + ... + f
•

n(n n — l n — 2 n — r+1)
35
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For let us suppose that instead of (2) we have the condition

that X, + *,+ ... + X. shall lie between s and s + As. Then by the

theorem to which we have just referred we have

jJJ...
x^dx.dx, ... cfe, =

I
‘ -

.

(s + As)* - s"
and

JJJ.
efx,(7x,... =

Hence by division wo obtain

llj...x„dx,dx,...dx,

Jjj...
dx^dx, ... dx.

(s + As)"*'-s"*‘ 1

(s + As)"-s* 'n+l'

The limit of this expression when As is indefinitely diminished

is -. Tlien by putting for m in succession the values 1, 2, ... r,

n

we obtain the result

Laplace makes the following application of the residt. Sup-

pose that an observed event must have proceeded from one of

n causes .d, /?, C,

;

and that a tribunal has to judge from which

of the causes the event did proceed.

Let each individual arrange the causes in what he considers

the order of probability, beginning with the least probable. Then

to the r* cause on his list w’e must con-sider that he assigns the

numerical value

~ 1—I

jTi f
•

B (w n— 1 « — 2 n — r + lj

The sum of all the values belonging to the same cause, accord-

ing to the arrangement of each member of the tribunal, must be

taken
;
and the greatest sum will indicate in the judgment of the

tribunal the most probable cause.

990. Another example is also given by Laplace, which we will

treat independently. Suppose there are n canilidates for an office,

and that an elector arranges them in order of merit
;
let a denote

the maximum merit : re(|uired the mean value of the merit of a

candidate whom the elector places on his list.
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Let denote the merits of the candidates, beginning

•with the most meritorious. The problem differs from that just

discussed, because there is now no condition corre.sponding to the

SMm of the ordinates being given
;
the elector may ascribe any

merits to the candidates, consistent \vith the conditions that the

merits are in order, none being greater than that which imme-
diately precedes it, and no merit being greater than a.

The mean value of the merit of the r*"* candidate will bo

JJJ

JJj
...dt^

The integrations are to bo taken subject to the following con-

ditions : the variables are to be all positive, a variable t„ is never

to be greater than the preceding variable and no variable is to

be gfreater than a. Laplace’s account of the conditions is not in-

telligible
;
and he states the result of the integration without

explaining how it is obtained. We may obtain it thus.

Put t. = x„ = + then the

above expression for the mean value becomes

JJJ---
(^n+ ‘e..,+ --. + x,) dx^dx^

JJJ
... dx,dx, ... dx,

with the condition that all the variables must be positive, and

that x, + x,+ ... + x^ must not be greater than a. 'Then we may
shew in the manner of the preceding Article that the result is

(n — r+ 1) a

n -I- 1

Laplace suggests, In accordance with this result, that each

elector should ascribe the number n to the candidate whom he

thinks the best, the number n — 1 to the candidate whom he

thinks the next, and so on. Then the candidate should be

elected who has the greatest sum of numbers. Laplace says,

36—2
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Ce mode d’eleotion sorait sans doute le moilleur, si des considerations

etrangJres au merite n’iufluaient j>oint souvent sur le choix des Cdec-

teurs, memo les plus honnetcs, ct no les dCtcrrainaient point k placer

aux demiers rangs, les candidate les plus redoutables a celui qu’ils pr6-

f6rent
; ce qui donne un grand avantagc aux candidate d’un merite

mediocre. Aussi rexperience I’a-t-elle fait abandonner aux etablisseiueus

qui I’avaient adopte.

It would be interesting to know where tlii-s mode of managing

elections had been employed. The subject had been considereil by

Borda and Condorcet
;
see Arts. G90, 719, 806.

991. Thus we close our account of the second Chapter of

Laplace’s work which we began in Art. 970 ;
the student will see

that comparatively a small portion of this Chapter is originally

due to Laplace himself.

992. Laplace’s Cliapter III. is entitled Des lots de la proba-

hiliU, qui resultcnt de la viultiplkation iiidefinie des ivetiemetis

:

it

occupies pages 275—303.

993.

Tlie first problem is that which constitutes James Ber-

noulli’s theorem. We will reproduce Laplace’s investigation.

Tlie probabihty of the happening of an event at esich trial

is p\ retjuired the probability that in a given number of trials

the number of times in which the event happens will lie between
certain assigned limits.

Let <7 = 1— p and = then the probability that the

event will happen m times and fail n times in p trials is e<iual to

a certain term in the expansion of (p + j)'*, namely

N^w it is knouui from Algebra that if m and n varj< subject

to the condition that m + n Ls constant, the greatest value of

the above term is when ^ is as nearly as possible equal to

2
q’

so that m and n arc as nearly as po.ssible equal to pp and pq

respectively. We say as tiearly as possible, because pp is not
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necessarily an Integer, while m is. Wo may denote the value of

mh-j fip + z, where z is some proper fraction, positive or negative
j

and then n = fiq — z.

The r**" term, counting onwards, in the expansion of +

after ia , ^|n»|n^ ^ \m—r | n + ^

We shall now suppose that m and n are largo numbers, and

transform the last cxpre.ssion by the aid of Stirling’s Theorem

;

see Arts. 333, 9G2. We have

[p = p-‘e-V(27r){l+^ + ...},

n + I’ 12(» + r)

We shall transform the term {m — Its logarithm is

(,_^_l)|log« + log(l-^)J,

and log

=

- — -

—

® \ mj m 2m 3m

Wo shall suppose that r* does not surpass p in order of mag-

nitude, and we shall neglect fractions of the order i
;
we sliull

thus nefflcct such a term as — because m is of the order p,
“ m

Thus we have approximately

i)
(log log (i-£)|

/ 1\ ,
r r* r°

and then, passing from the log^arithms to the numbers,

(-»--l™-* - (l +£ - 6^-)
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Similarly

Thus we have approximately

fir^

^m+4 e'“" I
r(n-w) ^ r^\

'

2jt) t 2mn 6/a* 6/i’J

'

\m-r |n + r V(27t)

Now suppose that the values of m and n are those which we

have already assigned as corresponding to the greatest term of

the expansion of {p + qf

,

then

p =
m — z

i
= n-Vz

thus we have approximately

Therefore finally we have approximately for the r**" term after

the greatest
Mr*

fi ,

T{n — m) r*
,

r*
|

hjif.tnn.ii) I
^ mn 2//m G//»* C//’J

‘

We shall obtain the approximate value of the r"" term before

the greatest by changing the sign of r in the above expression

;

by adding the values of the two terms we have

*
~

g »Wlfl

hjiftnuti)

If we take the sum of the values of this expression from r = 0

to r = r, we obtain approximately the sum of twice the greatest

term of a certain binomial expansion together with the r terms

which precede and the r terms which follow the greatest term

;

subtract the greatest term, and we have the approximate value of

the sum of 2r + 1 terms of a binomial expansion which include

the greatest term as their middle term.

Now by Euler’s theorem, given in Art. 33-t,

+ i g-...
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2 V/t
Here y =

^^27rmn) ^
differential coefficients of y

with respect to r will introduce the factor and its powers;

and is of the order ^ at most, so that when multiplied by

the constant factor in w we obtain a term of the oraer — . Thus

as far as we need proceed.

% = |ycfr-|yH-?r,

where both the symbols S and
J

are supposed to indicate opera-

tions commencing with r = 0, and
^

denotes the greatest term

of the binomial expansion, that is the value of
g y

when r = 0.

The expression 2y denotes as usual the sum of the values of y up

to that corresponding to r — 1 ;
adding the value of y correspond-

ing to r we obtain

subtract the greatest term of the binomial, and thus we have

= ; thus we obtain finally
V(277d«)

VWJo tjizmnn)

Put

This expression therefore is the approximate value of the sum of

2r -I- 1 terms of the expansion of (p -|- y)'*, these terms including

the greatest term as their middle term. In the theory of proba-

bility the expression gives the probability that the numl>er of

times in which the event will happen in p trials will lie between

m — r and both inclusive, that is between

fip + z ry^ and (IB + Z + —
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or, in other word.s, the expression gives the probability that the

ratio of the number of times in which the event happens to the

whole number of trials will lie between

P —^ and p + - +
T (2mn)

If /I be very large we may neglect z in comparison with fipor iiq\

and then vin = p'pq approximately, so that wc obtain the following

result : If the number of trials, p, be very large, the probability

that the ratio of the number of times in wliich the event happens

to the whole number of trials will lie between

f ^ VM

.6-.
•/"TT Jo >J{2irppq)

994. The result which has just Ijeen obtained is one of the

most important in the whole range of our subject. There are two

points to be noticed with rcsjjcct to the result.

In the first place, it is obvious that .supposing t to be constant

we may by sufficiently increasing p render the limits

^_I^)and^ + 3^W
VM ^

-Jp

as close as w'e please, while the corresponding probability Ls always

2
greater than

J

2 /’
In the second place, it is known that the value of —i— 1 e"'* dt

yTT Jo

approaches very near to unity for even moderate values of t.

Tables of the value of this expression will be found in the works
of Profe.ssor De Morgan cited in Arts. 208 and 485, and in that of
Galloway cited in Art. 753. Tlie following extract will sufficiently

illustrate the rapid approach to unity: the first column gives

values of t, and the second column the corresjjouding values of the

2 f’-
expression — e~‘'dt.

y'^Jo
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•5 •5204999

10 •8427008

15 •9661052

20 •9953223
2-5 •9995930
3-0 •9999779

995. With respect to the history of the result obtained in

Art. 99i, we have to remark that James Bernoulli began the

investigation
;
then Stirling and De Moivre carried it on by the aid

of the theorem known by Stirling's name; and lastly, the theorem

known by Euler’s name gave the mode of expressing the finite

summation by means of an integral See Arts. 123, 33-i, 335, 423.

But it will be seen that practically we use only the first term

of the series given in Euler’s theorem, in fact no more than

amounts to evaluating an integral by a rough approximate quadra-

ture. Thus the result given by Laplace was within the power of

mathematicians as soon as Stirling’s Theorem had been published.

Laplace, in his introduction, page XLII, speaking of James
Bernoulli’s theorem says,

Ce th6or5mo indiqu4 par le bon sens, 6tait difficile k d6montrer par

I’Analyse. Anssi I’illustre gfiomfetre Jacques Bemoolli qui s’on est

occup6 le premier, attachait-il une grande importance & la demonstra-

tion qu’il en a donnfie. Le calcul des fonctions g6n6ratrices, applique

k cet objet, non-seulement d^montre avec facUit€ ce thfioreme
; mais de

plu.s il donne la probabilit6 que le rapport des 6vencmens observds, ne
s’ccai-te que dans certaines limites, du vrai rapport de leura poasibilit^s

respectives.

Laplace’s words ascribe to the theory of generating functions

the merit which should be shared between the theorems known
by the names of Stirling and Euler.

We may remark that in one of his memoirs Laplace had used

a certain process of summation not connected with Euler’s

theorem : see Art. 897.

996. Laplace gives the following example of the result ob-

tained in Art 993.
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Suppose that the probability of the birth of a boy to that of

the birth of a girl be as 18 to 17 : required the probability that

in llOOO births the number of boys will fall between 7363 and

7037.

Here
18 17

P=^, 2 = ^. m=7200, n = 6800, r=lC3:

the required probability is '994303.

The details of the calculation wiU be found in Art. 74 of the

Theory of Probabilities in the Encyclopcedia Metropolitaruu

997. We have now to notice a cei-tain inverse application

which Laplace makes of James Bernoulli’s theorem : this is a

point of con.siderable importance to which we have already alluded

in Art. 125, and which we mu.st now carefully discuss.

In Art. 993 it is suppo.sed that p is given, and we find the

probability that the ratio of the number of times in which the

event happens to the whole number of trials will lie between

a-ssigned limits. Suppose however that p Ls not known a priori,

but that wc have observed the event to happen m times and to

fail n times in fi trials. Then Laplace assumes that the expression

given in Art. 993 will be the probability that P~ — be-

tween
T V(2mn)

/tV/*
and -I-

Ps/p
’

that is, Laplace takes for this probability the expression

Vtt /, j

\\z7rmn)
(!)•

He draws an inference from the formula, and then says, on

his page 282,

On pai^dent directoment A ces r6sultats, en coiisid£rant p comme

une variable qui pent s’etendre depuis z6ro jusqu’A I’unit^ et en deter-

minant, d’aprfis les €v4nemens observes, la probabilite de ses diverses

valours, comme on le verra lorsque nous traiterons de la probabilit6 des

causes, d6duite des 6v6nemens ol>serv6s.
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Accordingly we find that Laplace does in effect return to the

subject
;
see his pages 363—366.

In the formula which we have given in Art. 697, suppose

a = 0, and J= 1 ;
then if the event has been observed to happen

in times and to fail n times out of w» + w trials, the probability that

the chance at a single trial lies between a and is

^
a:** (1 — a:)" dx

/:

f a:" (1 — a:)* die

a

Let
m T V(2mn)

CC —^ ”
. j

where fi =m + n-, then we shall shew, by using Laplace’s method

of approximation, that the probability is nearly

2

VtTj

For with the notation of Art. 957 wo have y = x’“(l — a:)"

;

the value of x which makes y a maximum is found from- the

equation

J o
(
2).

m
X 1 —a?

= 0,

80 that

Then

«* = log

a =
m
+ n

(a + 0)" (l-a-d)’

= -
«* (l + 3 - « log (l -

_ d* Cm
^

n
I

6* C”* ” ]“
2 |a*

+ “
3

+ -

Thus, approximately,

j ^ fm n 1 _ d* (m + n)’

2(0* (1— o)*| 2mn
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Therefore

j
x" (1 — x}” dx yj e~‘‘dt

jx’'(l — x)’dx
yJ

e~‘’dt

= -^ f e~''dt= f e~^ dt
\Trj -T / 0

We have thus two results, namely (1) and (2) ; the former is

obtained by what we may call an assumed inversion of James

Bernoulli’s theorem, and the latter we may say depends on Bayes’s

theorem. It will be seen that the two results are not quite con-

sistent ; the ditference is not practically very important, but it is

of interest theoretically.

Tlio result (2) is in effect given by Laplace on his page 366

;

he docs not however make any remark on the difference between

this result and that which w'e find on his page 282.

On page 209 of his Recherches...8ur la Prob. Poisson gives the

rc.sult (1) which he obtains by the .same assumption as Laplace. But

on his page 213 PoLsson gives a different result, for he finds in effect

that the probability that the chance at a single trial lies bctw'cen

m r \J{2mn) {v + dv) V(2nm)

mV/*

Vdv,

where Y= -r- e"**
tj'tt

2 (w - n) v>
(3).

This is inconsistent with Poi.sson’s page 209 ;
for if we take the

integral jvdv between the limits -t and + t for v it reduces

to -7— I c”** dt, so that we arrive at the result (2), and not at the
J 0

result (1). It is curious that Poisson makes no remark on the dif-

ference between his pages 209 and 213
;
perhaps he regarded his

page 209 as supplying a first approximation, and his page 213 as a

more correct investigation.

Poisson’s result (3) is deduced by him in his Rgcherches...8ur la

Prob. from the same kind of assumption as that by which he and

-jOOgl>
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Laplace arrived at the result (1) ;
but the assumption is used in

such a way as to diminish very decidedly the apprehension of any

erroneous consequences : the as.sumption, so to speak, is made to

extend over an indefinitely small interval instead of over a finite

interval

Poisson had however previously considered the question in his

Mfmoire sur la proportion des vaissances des deux sexes; this

memoir is published in the M^moires...de VInstitut, VoL ix, 1830 ;

there he uses Bayes’s theorem, and proceeds as we have done in

establishing (2), but he carries the approximation further: he

arrives at the result (3). See page 271 of the memoir.

Thus the result (3) is demonstrable in two ways, namely, by

the assumed inversion of James Bernoulli’s theorem, and by
Bayes’s theorem. As Poisson in his latest discussion of the ques-

tion adopted the invei'sion of James Bernoulli’s theorem, we may
perhaps infer that he considered the amount of assumption thus

involved to be no greater than that which is required in the use of

Bayes’s theorem. See Art. 552.

In a memoir published in the Cambridge Philosophical Trans-

actions, Vol. VI. 1837, Professor De Morgan drew attention to the

circumstance that Laplace and Poisson had arrived at the result (1)

by assuming what we have called an inversion of James Bernoulli’s

theorem
;
and ho gave the investigation which, as we have said,

depends on Bayes’s theorem. Professor De Morgan however over-

looked the fact that Laplace had also implicitly given the result

(2), and that Poisson had arrived at the result (3) by both

methods. It will be found on examining page 428 of the volume

which contains Professor Do Morgan’s memoir, that his final

result amounts to changing n* into v in the second term of the

value of V in Poisson’s result (3). Poisson, however, is correct

;

the disagreement between the two mathematicians arises from the

fact that the approximations to the values of fi and v which Pro-

fessor De Morgan gives towards the top of the page under con-

sideration are not carried far enough for the object he has in

view.

In the Treatise on Probability by Galloway, which is con-

tained in the Encyclopcedia Britannica, reference is expressly made
to Professor De Morgan’s memoir, without any qualifying remark

;
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this is curious, for the Treati.se may be de.scribed as an abridge-

ment of Poi.sson’s Eecherches...sur la Prob., and Poisson himself

refers to his memoir of 1830 ;
so that it might have been expected

that some, if not all, of our conclusions would have pi'esented

themselves to Galloway’s attention.

998. Laplace di.scusses in his pages 284—286 the following

problem. An urn contains a large number, n, of balls, some white,

and the rest black
;
at each drawing a ball is extracted and re-

placed by a black ball : required the probability that after r

drawings there will be x white balls in the urn.

999. The remainder of the Chapter, forming pages 287—303,

is devoted to investigations arising from the following problem.

There are two urns, A and B, each containing n balls, some white

and the rest black
;
there are on the whole as many white balls as

black balls. A ball is drawn out from each urn and p>it into the

other urn; and this operation is repeated r times. Required the

probability that there will thou be x white balls in the um A.

This problem is formed on one which was originally given by

Daniel Bernoulli; sec Arts. 417, 587, 807, 921.

Let 2^, denote the required probability; then Laplace obtains

the following equation:

This equation however is too difficult for exact solution, and so

Laplace mutilates it most unsparingly. He supposes n to be very

large, and he says that we have then approximately

1 JV
dx ^2 dx'

dx 2 dx^
’

4--^- •
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Letx = ti±|^.

terms of the order i
n

r = nr', = JJ
;
then he says that neglecting

the equation becomes

dU
dr

d'U
dyu'

'

It is difficult to see how Laplace establishes this; for if we adopt

his expressions for and a,,r+i, the equation becomes

d[/

dr
2(i+i)e+2^(i + |

dU
dy.

+ (' +
li* 4 4^

n n n /

d^U
dy."’

and thus the error seems to be of the order or even larger, sii\ce

yt* may be as great as n.

1000. Laplace proceeds to integrate his approximate equation

by the aid of definite integrals. He is thus led to investigate some

auxiliary theorems in definite integrals, and then he passes on to

other theorems which bear an analogy to those which occur in

connexion with what arc called Laplaces Functions. We will give

two of the auxiliary theorems, demonstrating them in a way which

is perhaps simpler than Laplace’s.

To shew that, if i is a positive integer,

f f (s + y.>y — ly ds du = 0.

Transform the double integral by putting

8= r cos 0, y, = rsm0;
we thus obtain

f [ e~'“ (cos 10 + ,/—l sin t 0) F*' dr d0.
Jo J 0

It is obvious that the positive and negative elements in this

integral balance each other, so that the result is zero.

Again to shew that, if i and q are positive integers and q le.ss

than t.
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[ ( e”**T*' /It* (s + /i V — 1)* dsd/i = 0.
J O40 -m

Transforming as before we obtain

j j (cos x6+ sin t ff) sin* 6 r^*' dr dO.

Now sin*0 may be expressed in terms of sines or of cosines

of multiples of 6, according as j is odd or even, and the highest

multiple of 6 will bo q6. And wo know that if m and n are

unequal integers we have

/,

fd O

7w

sin m0 cos nd dd = 0,

cos m6 cos nO dd = 0,

sin m6 sin nO dO = O',

thus the requh'ed result is obtained.

Laplace finally takes the same problem as Daniel Bernoulli

had formerly given; see Art. 420. Laplace forms the differential

equations, supposing any number of vessels
;
and he givas without

demonstration the solutions of these differential equations : the

demonstration may be readily obtained by the modern method

of separating the symbols of operation and quantity.

1001. Laplace’s Chapter IV. is entitled, De la prdbahilitd des

erreurs des risultats moyens d'un grand nomhre d"observations, et

des risiUtats moyens les plus avantageux: this Chapter occupies

pages 304—348.

This Cliapter is the most important in Laplace’s work, and

perhaps the most difficult
;

it contains the remarkable theory

which Ls called the method of least squares. Laplace had at an

early period turned his attention to the subject of the mean to be

taken of the results of observations
;
but the contents of the pre-

sent Cliapter occur only in his later memoirs. See Arts. 874, 892,

904, 917, 921.

Laplace’s processes in this Chapter are very peculiar, and it is

scarcely possible to understand them or feel any confidence in
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their results without translating them into more usual mathema-
tical language.' It has been remarked by E. Leslie Ellis that,
“ It must be admitted that there are few mathematical investiga-

tions less inviting than the fourth Chapter of the Theorie des

Probability, which is that in which the method of least squares

is proved.” Cambridge Phil. Trans. Vol. 'viii. page 212.

In the Connaissance des Terns for 1827 and for 1832 there

are two most valuable memoirs by Poi-sson on the probability of

the mean results of observations. These memoirs may be de-

scribed as a commentary on Laplace’s fourth Chapter. It would
seem from some words which Poisson uses at the beginning

—

J ai pensd que les remarques que j’ai cu I’occasion de faire en

I’dtudiant,—that his memoirs form a kind of translation, which he

made for his own satisfaction, of Laplace’s investigations. Poi.ssou

embodied a large part of his memoirs in the fourth Chapter of his

Recherches sur la Prob....

We shall begin our account of Laplace’s fourth Chapter by
giving Poisson’s solution of a very general problem, as we shall

then be able to render our analysis of Laplace’s processes more
intelligible. But at the same time it must be remembered that

the merit is due almost entirely to Laplace
;
although his pro-

cesses ai'e obscure and repulsive, yet they contain all that is

essential in the theory ; Poi.sson follows closely in the steps of

his illustrious guide, but renders the path easier and safer for

future travellers.

1002. Suppose that a series of s observations is made, each

of which is liable to an error of unknown amount
;
let these errors

be denoted by e,, e,, ... e,. Let E denote the sum of these errors,

each multiplied by an assigned constant, say

^ + • • + 7A ••

required the probability that E will lie between assigned limits.

Suppose that each error is susceptible of various values, posi-

tive or negative, and that these values are all multiples of a given

cjuantity a>. Tliese values will be assumed to lie between ao>

and Rto, both inclusive
; here a and R will be positive or negative

integers, or zero, and we shall suppo.se that a is algebraically

36
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greater than /3, so that a— /3 is positive. The chance of an as-

signed error will not be assumed the same at each observation.

If n be any integer comprised between a and /8 we shall denote

the chance of an error non at the first observation by N^, at the

second observ'ation by iV,, at the third observation by N^, and

BO on. Let Ts- be a factor such that all the products nry,, W7,,

CJ7,, ... XT7, are integers
;
such a factor can always be found either

exactly or to any required degree of approximation. Let

Qi = SiiV"’""",

where h denotes a summation with respect to n for all values

from /9 to a, both inclusive
;
and let

T=Q,Q,...Q.:

then the probability that orE will be exactly equal to nm, where

»n is a given integer, is the coefficient of <"*“ in the development

of T according to powers of t\ or, which is the same thing, the

probability is etjual to the term independent of t in the develop-

ment of

For t" put e*'^, and denote by X what T becomes; then the

required probability is equal to

2v]

Let X and n be two given integers, such that X — /i is positive

;

then the probability that ctJ? will lie between Xto and fia, both

inclusive, may be derived from the la.st expression by putting for

m in succes.sion the values fi, 2, ...X, and adding the re-

sults. Since the sum of the values of is

2 sin 5^ I

the required proliability is equal to

’g-(xel)»V-i _ Xiie
_11 ’

sin-^

we shall denote this probability by P.
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Let us now suppose that o> is indefinitely small, and that X
and fi are infinite

;
and let

\o) = (c + 1
/)

tr, fia> = {c — rj) vs, vs6 = ax.

The limits of the integration with respect to x will be ± » .

Also 'we have

7— a j 1
71

ax
do = — dx, sin ^ 0 .

vs Z Zvs

Thus, neglecting + ^
compared with X and fi, we obtain

This expres,sion gives the probability that vsE will lie between

(c + 7])vs and (c — 17)
vs, that is, the probability that E will lie

between c + t) and c — t).

Since we suppo.se a indefinitely small we consider that the

error at each observation may have any one of an infinite number

of values
;
the chance of each value will therefore be indefinitely

small. Let
aa = a, /8a> = b, na = z

;

then =

Let iV* = a/i (z)
;

thus Qi becomes | fi (z) dz
;

J 6

and for A' in (1) we must put the new form which we thus obtain

for the product

Q,Q,Q, - Q.-

Assume
j fi(z) cosy\ xzdz = pi cos Vi,

j fi (®) 7l ~ Pi >

then Qi== Pif‘''
'

Let Y = p, p^ p^ ... p„

y = r,+r,+ r^+... + r,;

36—2
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then X=
Substitute in (1) and we obtain

P = — V cos (y — cx) sin t)x —

V _ 1 r" TT • , \ <ia!

+
j

2 sin (y — ex) sin r/x —

.

The elements in the second integral occur in pairs of equal

numerical value and of opposite signs, while the elements in the

first integral occur in pairs of equal numerical value and of the

same sign. Thus

P = —
j
Y cos (y — ex) sin yx— (2).

Since each error is supposed to lie between a and b we have

j^/i (z)dz = l.

Hence it follows that pi = 1 when x = 0 ;
and we shall now

shew that when x has any other value pf is less than unity.

For p,’ =
I

ft (z) cos 7i xzdz^ + 1 (z) siny, aw«2z|
;

that is p*=J^/,(z) cos yt xzdz J
(z') cos y^ xz' dz'

+ sin yi xzdz sin y^xz' dz

Ib'^*
7,!i>(z-z')dzdz’

;

and this is less than

Jb Ib^*
^ '

that is less than

that is less than unity.
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Up to this point the investigation has been exact: we shall

now proceed to approximate. Suppose « to be a very large num-
ber; then Y is the product of a very large number of factors, each

of which is less than unity except when a; = 0. We may infer that

Y will always be small except when x is very small
;
and we shall

find an approximate value of Y on the supposition that x is small

Let I z/( {z) dz = k(,
J b

jy/,(z)dz=k,’,

rz^f,(z)dz=k:',
j b

f“z‘/.(z) dz = kl".

Then we shall have in converging series

, x*'itkr
P*cosn=i—
Pi sin r, = xyjci- +

Let
I

{k^ —k^ =A(*; then we obtain

P(= 1 -x’7/A,’+
,

r, = xyik( +
Hence log pi = — + ;

therefore p, = approximately.

Let id stand for 'Zy’h', and I for SyA, each summation extend-

ing for the values of { from 1 to s inclusive. Then approximately

r = y = Ix.

Thus (2) becomes

P = c'***’ cos (£b — ca;) sin ^ (3).

The approximate values which have been given for Y and y
can only be considered to be near the truth when x is very small

;
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but no serious error will arise from tins circumstance, because

the true value of Y and the approximate value are both very

small when x is sensibly diflerent from zero. We may put (3) in

the fonn

cos (lx — cx + xa) dv
|
e-^'^dx-,

then by changing the order of integration, and using a result

given in Axt. 9.58, we obtain

P 1 r
’’ (i-g + eP

T- c Ut dv W-

This is therefore approximately the probability that E will lie

between c — t) and c + rj.

It is nece.s.sary to shew that the quantity which we have

denoted by «’ is really positive; this is the case since /j* is really

positive, as we shall now shew. From the definition of /q* in con-

junction with the equation
j («) dz = 1, we have

2/q’ = r z'f (z) dz [y, (z) dz - r z/, iz) dz (%/, iz) d^
J b J b J b .'6

= («’ - zz')f {z)ft («’) dz dz’.

And so also

24<* = /“ (/» - z/)/, {z)f, (/) dz dz.

Hence, by addition,

^K^nyz-zyfi{z)f,{z')dzdz'.
J b • b

Tims Ah' is e.s.sentially a positive quantity which cannot be zero,

for every element in the doidjle integnd is positive.

It is usual to call_/ (z) the function which gives the facility of
error at the observation

;
this means tliat^(2

)
dz expresses the

chance that the eiror >vill lie between z and z -|- dz.

If the function of the facility of error bo the same at every
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observation we shall denote it by f{z) ;
and then dropping those

suffixes which are no longer necessary, we have

Jb J b

h^=l{k'-n

a:* = A*S7,*,

Such is the solution which we have borrowed from Poisson
;
ho

presents his investigation in slightly varying forms in the places

to which we have referred : v/o have not adopted any form ex-

clusively but have made a combination which should be mo.st ser-

viceable for the object we have in view, namely, to indicate the

contents of Laplace’s fourth Chapter. Our notation does not quite

agree with that which Poisson has employed in any of the forms of

his investigation
;
we have, for example, found it expedient to

interchange Poisson’s a and b.

We may make two remarks before leaving Poisson’s problem.

I. We have supposed that the error at each observation lies

between the same limits, a and b
;
but the investigation will apply

to the case in which the limits of error are different for different

observations. Suppo.se, for example, it is known at the first

observation that the error must lie between the limits a, and b^,

which are witfiin the limits a and b. Theny, (z) will be a function

of z which must he taken to vanish for all values of z between b

and S, and between <i, and a.

Thus in fact it is only neccs.sary to suppo.se that a and b are so

chosen, that no error at any ohservation can be algebraically greater

than a or le.ss than b.

II. Poisson shews how to proceed one step further in the ap-

proximation. We took y = lx we have more closely y=lx —
where

Hence, approximately,

cos (y — cx) = cos (lx — cx) -t- sin {lx — cx).
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Therefore (2) becomes

^ 2 r —
f-j \ •

P=—\ e cos (ta: — cx) sin nx—
•ffJo *

-f-

f

e”'^.sin (Zx — cx) x’sinTjxfZx.
7T Jo

We formerly transformed the first term in this expression of P;

it is sufficient to observe that the second term may be derived

from the first by differentiating three times with respect to I and

multiplying by •, so that a transformation may be obtained for

the second term similar to that for the first term.

1003. Laplace g^ves separately various cases of the general

result contained in the preceding Article. We will now take bis

first case.

Let 7,
= 7,= ••• =7i= 1- Suppose that the function of the

fivcility of error is the .same at every observation, and is a constant;

and let the limits of error bo + a. Then

J —a

If C denote the constant value of f{z) we have then

2aC= 1.

Here k = 0, k' =
2(7(d

3

J = 0. K^ = h“ly,'= sJi‘= '’^
.

Letc = 0; then by equation (4) of the preceding Article the
probability that the sum of the errors at the s observations will

lie between — rj and >}

V6
2(1 (stt) i:

Sn>

dv = _s/(^
a V (stt)

.

ar>

V^“’dv.

V
Let = <*

;
then the probability that the sum of the errors

will lie between — ra -/s and ra

This will be found to agree ivith Laplace’s page 305.

se

dt.
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1004. We take Laplace’s next case.

Let = 7, = , , . = 7, = 1. Let the limits of error be +'a
;
sup-

pose that the function of the facility of error is the same at every

obsen'ation, and that positive and negative errors are equally

likely : thusf(— x) —f (x).

Here A = 0, A’ =
| i', Z= 0. /c* =

By equation (4) of Article 1002 the probability that the sum
of the errors at the s observations will lie between —

17 and rj

is

2 _
V(2sA'7t)

fV^dv.

This will be found to agree with Laplace’s page 308.

We have

and

hence always decreases as a increases from 0 to o we see, as

in Art 922, that k' is less than ^ .

k'= J
z‘‘f{z)dz=2j z‘f{z)dz,

1 = f /(«) dz =2 f f{z) dz
;

^ -a J a

1005. Laplace next considers the probability that the sum of

the errors in a large number of observations will lie betw'een

certain limits, the sign of the error being disregarded, that is all

eiTors being treated as positive
;
the function of the facibty of

error is supposed to be the same at every observation.

Since *all errors are treated as positive, we in fact take nega-

tive errora to be impossible
;
we must therefore put J = 0 in

Poisson’s problem.

Take 7^ = 7^ = . . . = 7, = 1. Then

Take c = f
;
then, by equation (4) of Art. 1002, the probability

that the sum of the errors will lie between l—t} and l+ is
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2 -—— I o

This will be found to agree with Laplace’s page 311.

For an example suppose that the function of the facility of

error is a constant, say C ;
then since

f /(«) = 1.

* 0

we have a (7=1.

Thus =

Therefore the probability th.at the sum of the errors will lie

,
sa , sa

between — t] and — + t; is

a V (s7t)

fi

I

e

1000. Laplace next investigates the probability that the sum

of the squares of the errors will lie between a.ssigned limits, sup-

posing the function of the facility of error to be the same at

every observation, and po.sitivc and negative errors equally likely.

In order to give the result we must first generalise Poi.s.son’s

problem.

Let
<l>i

(z) denote any function of a : required the probability

that

(®i) + ^« (0 + • • • + ^» (0

will lie between the limits c — r; and c + tj. The investigation

will differ very slightly from that in Art. 1002. In tl\at Article

we have

in the present case the exponent of e instead of being y^xzJ~ 1

,

will be x^i{z)J—i. The rciiuired probability will be found

to be — r e

{I -’C4 p)»

4<« dv

;
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where l=^j <f>i{z)fi{z)dz,
J b

and 2«* = S |<^ (2)| / (2) <7z - 2
|

<f>i (2)/ (
2
)
dz^ .

The summations extend for all values of 1 from 1 to b, both

inclusive.

It is not necc.ssary that <^, (2) should be restricted to denote

the same function of 2 for all the values of i ; Pois-son however

finds it .sufiicieut for hi.s purpo.se to allow this restriction.

Suppose now, for example, that
<f>i (

2
)
= 2’ for all the values

of »; and let the function of the facility of error be the same

at every obsen^ation. Then, taking b = 0, a.s in the preceding

Article,

l=s
[
z‘f{z)dz,

• 0

2/d = sj z*f{z) C?2 - s
1

1"^ 2’/ (z) f/2

|
.

Take c = 1; then the proliability that the sum of the stjuarcs

of the errors will lie between l — t} and f + 77 is

1

Ktj-Kf•f 0

‘dv.

This will be found to agree with Laplace’s page 312.

1007. Laplace proceeds in his pages 313—321 to demonstrate

the advantage of the method of least squares in the simplest ca.se,

that is when one unknown element is to be determined from

observations; see Art. 921. This leads him to make an inve.sti-

gation similar to that which we have given in Art. 1002 from

Poisson; Laplace however a.ssumes that the function of the facility

of error is the same at evei-y observation, and tliat positive and

negative errors are equally bkely, and thus his investigation is

le.ss general than Poisson’s.

Laplace and Poisson agree closely in their application of the

investigation to the method of least squares : we will follow the

latter.
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In a system of observations the quantity ^ven by the observa-

tion is in general not the element which we wish to determine,

but some function of that element. We suppose that we already

know the approximate value of the element, and that the required

correction is so small that we may neglect its squ.are and higher

powers. Let the correction l>e represented by « ;
let Ai be the

approximate value of the function at the t**" observation, and

A( uqi its corrected value. Let be the value of the function

given by observation, e< the unknown error of this observation.

Tlien we shall have

Bi + Ci = A, + uqi.

Put Sf for Bi — Ai, so that Sj is the excess of the observed

value above the approximate value of the function
;
thus we

have

ei = uqi-Si.

A similar equation will be furnished by each of the s observa-

tions. All the quantities of which and S, are the types will

l)e known, and aU tho.se of which €( is the type will be unknown.
We wish to obtain from the system of equations the best value

of M.

Fonn the sum of aU such equations as the preceding, each

multiplied by a factor of which 7j
is the tjq)e. Thus we obtain

tyfii = ulysq, - lyiSi (1).

Then by equation (-t) of Art. 1002 the probability that

will lie l)etween l—ij and Z -f is

— f
/e Vtt.'o

where I and k have the values assigned in that Article.

V*
Put ^ = Z*

;
thus the probability that Sy.ei will lie between

I — 2t/c and I -t- 2tk is

.(2).
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If in (1) we put I for S7jej we obtain

S7A .
I

u =
27(2<^ 27(2j

(3),

and there is therefore the probability assigned in
(
2) that the

error in the value of u will lie between

2tk , 2tk— =— and =—

.

274i 2,7,24

Supposing then that t remains constant, the error to be ap-

prehended will be least when
2>/i2i

is least
;
and therefore the

factors of which 7,
is the type must be taken so as to make

this expression as small as possible. Put for k its value
; and

then the expression becomes

^7*

We then make this expression a minimum by the rules of the

Differential Calculus, and we find that the factors must be deter-

mined by equations of which the type is

% = V'

where is a coefficient which is constant for all the factors.

With these values of the factors, equation (3) becomes

V̂11 1

»

W;
5?£l v2l

and the limits of the error for which there is the probability

assigned in
(
2
)
become

If the function of the facility of error is the same at every
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observation the quantities of which Aj is the t3
q>e are all equal,

and so are those of which k( is the type. Thus (4) becomes

_ Iq^Bi Iclqi
(5);

and the limits of error become

2tA

-VM-
If we suppose also that positive and negative errors are

e<nially likely, we have A = 0, as in Art. 1004. Thus (5) be-

comes

tt (6).

This agrees with Laplace’s result.

Laplace also presents another view of the subject. Suppose

that {x) dx represents the chance that an eiTor will lie between

X and x-\-dx\ then
j

x"^(x)dx may be called the mean value

of the positive error to be apprehended—la yaleur moyenne de

Verreur d craindre en plus. Laplace compares an error with a

loss at play, and multiplies the amount of the error by the chance

of its happening, in the same way as we multiply a gain or loss

by the chance of its happening in order to obtain the advantage

or disjidvantage of a player. Laplace then examines how the

mean value of the error to be apprehended may be made as small

as possible.

In equation (4) of Art. 1002 put c = t]\ and suppose positive

and negative errors equally likely, so that ^=0: then the proba-

bility that 27(
6* will lie between 0 and 2jj

1 p,
dv = JL_f

2k Vtt
*^^dv.

Thus the probability tliat Syje* will He between 0 and t is

—
- r e dv,
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and therefore the probability that Xyift will lie between t and

T + t?T is

1

2/c sjir
e dr.

This then is the probability that the error in u will lie

between and ^ ; and therefore the probability that

the error in u will he between x and x + dx is

2>c Vtt
® dx.

This then is what we denoted above by (x) dx
;
and wc

obtain therefore

f dx
• Vtt

’

which is least when is least. Tliis leads to the same re-

suit as before. The mean value of the positive error to be ap-

prehended becomes -r- .

Since 6j = — S( we liave

Xe:=x(u^>-s,r.

If we were to find u from the condition that the sum of the

squares of the errors shall be as small as possible, we should obtain

by the Differential Calculus

u

which coincides with (6) ;
so that the result previously obtained

for « is the same as that assigned by the condition of making the

sum of the squares of the errors as small as possible. It will

be remembered that (6) was obtained by assuming that the

function of the facility of error is the same at every observation,

and that positive and negative errors are equally likely. The
result in (4) does not involve these assumptions. It will be found
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that the value of u in (4) is the same as we should obtain by

seeking the minimum value of

^ A-,)*

^ K ’

that is the minimum value of

1008. It is very important to observe how much is demon-

strated with respect to the results (4), (5), and (6) of the preceding

Article. There is nothing to assure us that we thus obtain the

tnost prohiihle value of u, in the strict sense of these words
;
neither

Laplace nor Poisson makes such an assertion : they speak of the

method as the most advantageous method, as the method which

ought to he preferred.

Let us compare this method with another which would perhaps

appear the most natural, namely that in which each of the factors

7,, 7,, ... is taken equal to unity.

In the preceding Article we arrived at the following result.

_ h'^
.(•5).

Now suppose that instead of giving to the factors 7,, 7,, ... the

values assigned in the preceding Article we take each of them

equal to unity
;
then the quantity I of the preceding Article be-

comes that is sk if we suppose the function of the facility of

error to be the same at each observation. Hence instead of (5) we

shall have

SSj sk
u = + v~ (7).

Now (5) is preferable to (7) because it was shewn in the pre-

ceding Article that, corresponding to a given probability, the limits

of the error in (5) are less than the limits of the error in (7). In

2tA
fact the limits of the error in (5) are ± -

7,.^—^ > *uid in (7) they
V )

arc ± ; and the result that the fonner limits are less than

by t .ooglc

“ Z

—

- - - n
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the latter is equivalent to the known algebraical theorem that

is less than sSj*.

Moreover suppose that we neglect the second tenn ou the right-

hand side of (5) and of (7), and thus arrive at

•(C), U = •(8);

then there is another reason why (G) is preferable to (8) ;
for, by

virtue of the algebraical theorem just quoted, the term which is

neglected in arriving at (G), is less than the term which is neg-

lected in arriving at (8).

1009. It was shewn in Art. 1007 that there is the probability

(2) that the limits of the error in (6) are This involves

an unknown quantity h. Laplace proposes to obtain an appro.xi-

mate value of h from the ob.servations themselves. It is shewn in

Art. 1006 that there is a certain probability that the sum of the

squares of the errors will lie between l—rj and l+ rj. A.ssume I

for the value of the sum of the squares of the errors
;
thus

2e’ =l = a f s’/ (z) dz = 2sA’.
J 0

Therefore approximately

2s ‘la
'

and with the value of u from (6) of Art. 1007, we obtain

2s 2g,’

Thus the mean value of the positive error to be apprehended,

which was found in Art. 1007 to be -
,
becomes

Vl'n-Sgi)

V{(2g.»)(2a,»)-(2gA)’l

2g,’ V(27ts)

This agrees with Laplace’s page 322.

37
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1010. Laplace now proceeds in his pages 322—329 to the

case where two unknown elements arc to be determined from a

largo number of observations; sec Art. 923. Laplace arrives at

the conclusion that the method of least squares is advantageous

because the results which it gives coincide with those obtained by

making the mean values of the positive errors to be apprehended

as small as possible
;

the investigation is very laborious. The

same assumptions are made as we have stated at the end of

Art. 1007.

Lapl.acc considers that he has thus established the method of

le.ast squares for any number of unknown quantities, for he asserts,

on his page 327, ...il est visible que Tanalyse prMdente pent s'ften-

dre d, un nomhre quelconqtic cTiUmens. This assertion, however,

seems very far from being obvious.

Poisson has not considered this part of the subject
;
on account

of its importance I shall now supply investigations by which the

conclusions obtained in Art. 1007 will be extended to the case of

more than one unknown element I shall give, as in Art. 1007,

two modes of arriving at the rc.sult
;
Laplace himself omits the

first, and he presents the second in a form extremely different from

that which will be here adopted. In drawing up the next Article

I have obtained great assistance from the memoir by R. L. Ellis

cited in Art. 1001.

1011. Suppose that instead of one element to be determineil

by the aid of observations we have any number of elements
;

siq)-

pose that approximate v.alues of these elements are known, and

that we have to find the small coiTcction which each element

requires. Denote these corrections by x, y, z, ... Then the general

type of the equations furni.shed by the aid of observations will be

ei = fl(a; +% + c,z+ ... -<7, (1).

Here C( is unknown, while a^, 5,, Cj, ... are known. Multiply

(1) by 7(, and then form the sum of the products for all values of

i, which we suppose to be from 1 to s, both inclusive. And let the

factors 7,, 7,, ... 7, bo taken subject to the conditions

E7A=0, E7(C* = 0 (2);
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thus we obtain

^7.^( S7i«i

Now we know from equation (-i) of Art. 1002 that there is the

probability

<*)

that will lie between I— 2tk and 1+2tk, where, as before,

I = Put I for SytCj ; thus (3) becomes

;
(5,

and there is the probability (4) that the error in the value of x,

when determined by (5), wll lie between

fCWe propose then to make as small as possible, the fac-

tors being taken consistent with the limitations
(
2).

Since it is obvious that we want not the absolute values of

the factors 7,, 7,, 73 , ••• ,
but only the ratio which they befir to

any arbitrary magnitude, we shall not really change the problem

if we impose the condition XyiOi = 1. Thus, since /c* = we

require that Sy'/f ’ shall be a minimum consistent with the con-

ditions

SytUi = 1, = 0
, tyiCi=0 (C).

Hence, by the Differential Calculus, we have

tyih’dyi= 0,

^atdyi = 0
,

SWyj = 0,

Therefore by the use of arbitrary multipliers fi, v, ... we

obtain a set of s equations of which the type is

yfi^ = \at + + vc^+ (7).

37-2
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Let stand for p ;
then from (7) we can deduce the follow-

ing system of equations

:

1 = X'S.a'ji + fitoibiji + vZafiiji

0 = XZa^bJi + + vlbfiiji -1- . .
. (8).

0 = XSa.Cijj -I- fiSbfiJt -I- v'Sc'Ji -I- ...

To obtain the first of equations (8) we multiply (7) by Oijt,

and then sum for all values of i paying regard to (6) ;
to ob-

tain the second of equations (8) we multiply (7) by bjj\ and sum
;

to obtain the third of equations (8) we multiply (7) by Ciji and

sum
;
Jind so on. The numlx>r of equations (8) will thus l>e the

same as the number of conditions in (0), and therefore the s<ame

as the number of arbitrary multipliers \ fi, v, ... Thus equations

(8) will detenninc \ fi, v,

;

and then from (.5) we have

x = Syiqi + l (9).

We shall now shew how this value of x may practically

be best calculated.

Take s ecjuations of which the tyq)c is

a^x -f- biy' + CiZ + = 4- ^'j.

First multiply by aj, and sum for all values of i
;
then mul-

tiply by bji and sum
;
then multiply by cj, and sum ;

and so on :

thus W'e obtain the following system

x'taUi + y'tafiijf + z’tafij, + . . . = S («7(,+ k,)

x'tafijt + y'Xb,'j\ + z'tbicjt 4- ... = S (j, + )tj) Jj'i

x'toiTiji 4- y'tbfiji 4- z'tcij^ 4- . .. = S (<?i 4- L’,) cj^

Now wo shall shew that if x be deduced from (10) we shall

have X = 4- 1, and therefore x = x.

For multiply equations (10) in order by v, ... and add;

then by (8)
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*' = X2 (jj + a^j^ + /iS (ji + biji + vt
(2( + kt)cjt + ...

~ ^ + ^i)ji + • • •}

= tyi{qt + k,) by (7).

Tlie atlvantagc of using equations (10) is twofold
;

in tlie

first place we determine x, and thence x, by a systematic process,

and in the next place we see that the equations (10) are sym-

metrical with respect to x,y',z, : thus if we had proposed

to find y, or z, or any of the other unknown quantities instead of

X, we should, by proceeding in the same manner as we have

already, arrive at the same .system (10). Hence the same ad-

vantage which we have shewn by the Theory of Probability to

belong to the value of x by taking it equal to x, will belong

to the value of y by taking it equal to y

,

and to the value of z

by taking it equal to z', and so on. In fact it is obvious

that if we had begun by investigating the value of y instead of

the value of x the conditions (6) would have been changed in such

a manner as to leave the proportion of the factors 7,, 7,, 7,,...

unchanged
;
and thus we might have anticipated that a sym-

metrical system of equations like (10) could be formed.

We have thus .shewn how to obtain the most advantageous

values for the required quantities x,y,z, ...

Supjx)se now that we wished to find the values of x, y, z', ...

which render the following expression a minimum,

tji [a^x + %' + CjZ' + ... - - A(}*;

it will be found that we arrive at the equations (10) for deter-

mining x', y, z ... Hence the values which have been found for

X, y, z, ... give a minimum value to the following expression

Sj, (f, _ k^* that is S

If be zero, and /<( constant, for all values of i, the values which

have been found for x,y, z, ... render the sum of the squares of

the errors a minimum : as in Art 1007 these conditions will hold

if the function of the facility of error is the same at every ob-

servation, and positive and negative errors are equally likely.
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Thus we have completed one mode of arriving at the result,

and we shall now pass on to the other.

If wo proceed as in the latter part of Art. 1007 we shall

find that the probability that tbe error in the value of x, when

it is determined by (5), lies between t and t+dtis

2/C\/7T
e dt. (

11 ).

For put c = 9? in equation (1) of Art. 1002. Tlien the proba-

bility that S7(€( will lie between 0 and 2t;

-SvjJ-.'’ *"sssj, " *
Thus the probability that 27(^1 will lie between t and r + dr is

(I-t!*

2a:*,/'
e **’ dr.

and therefore the probability that 27(64 will lie between 1+t and

l-\-T dr is

1

2/Cv^7T
e dr

.

This is therefore the probability that the error in the value of

X when determined by (5) uill lie between

T

27,04
and

T + dr

27,04

And therefore the probability that the error in the value of x
when determined by (.5) will lie between t and t -t- dt is given by (11).

The mean value of the positive error to be apprehended in the

value of X will be obtained by multiplying the expression in (11)

by t and integrating between the limits 0 and 00 for t. Thus, since

27(0, = 1, we obtain for the result
;
and therefore if we pro-

V7T

cecd to make this mean error as small as possible we obtain the

same values as before for the factors 7^, 7,, 7,, ...

It will be interesting to develop the value of k. Multiply

equation (7) by 7,, and sum for all values of i ;
thus by (6) we

obtain

k’ = X.
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Suppose then we have two unknown quantities, x and v ; we
find from (8)

.

and the mean error for x will be
•i/TT

The mean error to be apprehended for y may be deduced

from that for x by interchanging a, with bi.

If there are three unknown quantities we may deduce the

mean error from that which has just been given in the case of

two unknown quantitie.s by the following rule :

change ta*ji into Sa’yi - ,

change ~

’

change Xafiji into SajSjj -

To establi.sh this rule we need only observe that if we have

three equations (8) wo may begin the solution of them by ex-

pressing V from the last equation in terms of \ and /i, and sub-

stituting in the first and second.

By a similar rule we can deduce the mean error in the case of

four unknown quantities from that in the case of three unknown
quantities : and so on.

The rule is given by Laplace on his page 328, without any

demonstration. He assumes however the function of the facility

of error to be the same at every observation so that j\ is constant

for aU values of t
;
and he takes, as in Art. 1009,

1012. Laplace gives on his pages 329—332 an investigation

which approaches more nearly in generality to that which we
have supplied in Art. 1007 than those which we have hitherto

noticed in the fourth Chapter of the Theorie ... des Prob.; see

Art. 917. Laplace takes the same function of the facility of error
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at every observation, but he does not assume that positive and

negative errors are equally likely, or have equal ranges.

101.3. Laplace says, on his page 3.33, that hitherto he has

been considering observations not yet made
;
but he will now

consider observations that have been alrea<ly made.

Suppose that observations assign values a,, a,, a,, ... to an

unknown clement
;
let

<f>
(z) be the function of the facility of an

error z, the function being supposed the same at every ob.serva-

tioiL Let us now determine the probability that the true value

of the element is x, so that the errors are a, — x, a, — x, a, — x, ...

at the various observations.

Let P= <j) {a^ — x) . — x) .
<f>

(cf, — x)

Then, by the ordinary principles of inverse probability, the pro-

bability that the true value lies laetween x and x -t- tix is

rdx

JPilx’

the integral in the denominator being supposed to extend over all

the values of which x is su.scoptible.

Let II be such that, with the proper limits of integration,

n^Pdx = \.

and let y = II(f> (a, — x)
. ^ (a, — x)

. ^ (a, — x) . . .

.

Laplace conceives that we draw the curve of which the ordi-

nate is y corresponding to the abscis.sa x. He says that the value

which we ought to take as the mean result of the observations is

that which rendere the mean error a minimum, every error being

considered positive. He shews that this corresponds to the point

the ordinate of which bisects the area of the curve just drawn

;

that is the mean result which he considers the best is such that

the true result is equally likely to exceed it or to fall short of it.

Sec Arts. 876, 918.

Laplace says, on his page 335,

Des gC-ometres c416brea ont pris jiour lo milieu qu’il faut choisir,

celui qui rend le rcsultat observe, le plus probable, ot par consequent
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I’abscisse qui rdpond i la plus grande ordonnge de la courbe
;
mais Ic

milieu que nous adoptons, est 6videmment indiqud par la th6orie des

probabilitfs.

Tliis extiuct illustrates a remark which we have alrefidy made

in Art. 1008, namely that strictly speaking Laplace’s method does

not profess to give the most probable result but one which he con-

siders the most advantageous.

lOli. Laplace gives an investigation in his pages 335—310

which amounts to sohdng the following problem : if we take the

average of the results furnished by observations as the vwst pro-

bable result, and assume that positive and negative errors are

equally likely and that the function of the facility of error is the

same at every observation, what function of the facility of error is

implicitly assumed ?

Let the function of the fticility of an error z be denoted by

e wliich involves only the assumption that positive and ncga-

tiv'e errors are equally likely. Hence the value of y in the pre-

ceding Article becomes
He-’.

where <r = ^ (x — a,)’ + -^ (x — o,)* (x — o,)’ + . .

.

To obtain the most probable result we must determine x so

that a shall be a minimum ; this gives the equation

(x - oj 1^' (x - a.)* + (x - a,) ' (x -

+ {x- o.) ilr' (x - aj* + ... = 0.

Now let us assume that the average result is always the most

probable result
;
suppose that out of s observ'ations i coincide in

giving the result a,, and s — i coincide in giving the result a,
; the

preceding equation becomes

t (x - a,) i/r' (x - o,)’ -I- (s - 1
)
(x - oj (x - = 0.

The average value in this case is

8

Substitute this value of x in the equation, and we obtain

'h' -
(«i
-

«,)|
=

'k' (“i
- ajj •
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This cannot hold for all values of - and a, — a, unless (z) be

independent of z
;
say i|r' (z) = c.

Hence yfr (z) = cz + c, where c and c are constants.

Thus the function of the hicility of error is of the form
;

and since an error must lie between — ac and «

,

we have

cf” c-'^f7z=l;
J —CO

therefore
tJTT

The result given by the method of least sciuares, in the case

of a single unknown ([uantity, is the same as that obtained by

taking the average. For if we make the following expression a

minimum
(x - + (x - aj* + .. . 4- (x - a,)’

we obtain

a + a + . . . + a,
X = — '

.

s

Hence the assumption in the preceding investigation, that

the average of the results furnished by observations will be the

most probable result, is ecjuivalent to the assumption that the

method of least squares will give the most probable result.

1015. Laplace devotes his pages 340—342 to shewing, as ho

says, that in a certain case the method of least squares becomes

necessary. The investigation is very simple when divested of the

cumbrous unsymmctrical form in which Liiplace presents it.

Suppose we require to determine an element from an assem-

blage of a large number of observations of various kinds. Let

there be «, observations of the first kind, and from these let the

value a, bo deduced for the unknown quantity; let there be

observations of the .second kind, and from these let the value a, be

deduced for the unknown quantity
;
and so on.

Tiike X to represent a hypothetical value of the unknown quan-

tity. A.ssume positive and negative errors to be equally likely

;

then by Art. 1007 the probability that the error of the result

deduced from the first set of observations will lie between x — e,

and x + dx — a^ ia dx.
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Here 8' stands for
, and the value of 8, -will therefore

* 4 2.7, n, *

depend on the values of the factors 7,, 7,, ... which we employ; for

example we may take each of these factors equal to unity, which

amounts to adopting the average of the results of observation
;
or

wo may take for these factors the system of values which we have

called the most advantageous system : if we adopt the latter we

Similarly the probabihty that the error of the result deduced

from the second set of observations will lie between * — a, and

x+dx — a, is
’ h/tT

And so on for the other sets of observations.

Hence we shall find, in the manner of Art. 1013, that the pro-

bability that X is the true value of the unknown quantity is pro-

iwrtional to

e-".

where tr = /S," {x

-

aj* + /3,’ {x - a^' + {x- + ...

Now determine x so that this probability shall have its

greatest value
;

<r must be a minimum, and we find that

8,\ + + •••

8,^

+

8,^+ 8:+-

We may say then that Laplace obtains this result by deducing

a value of the unknown quantity from each set of observations,

and then seeking for the viost probable inference. If a,, a,, a,, ...

are determined by the mo.st advantageous method, this result is

similar in form to that which is given in Art 1007, if we suppose

that positive and negative errors are equally likely, and that one

function of facility of error applies to the first set of observations,

another function to the second set, and so on. For the numerator

of the value of x just given corresponds with the ^^rr>
ih

denominator with the 10^7.
hi
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lOlC. Liiplace gives some remarks on his page.s 34-3—348

relative to another method of treating errors, namely, that which

con.si.sts in making the sum of the 2«'^ powers of the errors a

minimum, n being supposed indefinitely great. He explains this

metlujd for the ca.se of one unknown quantity, and he refers to the

M^cauique Celeste, Livre in. for the ca.se in which there is more

than one unknown (piantity. The section intended of Liere III.

must lie the 39th, in which Laplace gives some rales as in

the pre.seut place, but without connecting his rules with the con-

sideration of infinite jjowers of the errors. Another method is given

in the next section of the Mecanique Celeste which Dr Bowditch

in a note on the passage ascribes to Boscovich ; Laplace takes up

this method in the .second Supplement to the Th^orie...de8 Frob.,

where he calls it the method of situation,

1017. Laplace gives on his pages 31C—348 .some account of

the history of the methods of treating the resvdts of obseiwations.

Cotes first prop<j.scd a rule for the case in which a single element

was to be determined. His rule amounts to taking

7. = 7» = --- =7.= 1

in iVi't. 1007, so that

Laplace says that the rule was however not employed by mathe-
maticians untU Euler employed it in his first memoir on Jupiter

and Saturn, and Mayer in his investigations on the libration of

the moon. Legendre suggested the methotl of least stpiares as

convenient when any number of unknow'n quantities had to be

found
;
Gauss had however previously u.sed this method hinnself

and communicated it to astronomers. Gauss was also the first

who endeavoured to justify the method by the Theory of Proba-

bility.

We have seen that Daniel Beraoulli, Euler, and Lagrange had

studied the subject : see Arts. 424, 427, 55C. Lambert and Bos-

covieh also suggested rales on the subject
;
see the article Milieu of

the EncyclopSdie M^thodique and Dr Bow'ditch’s translation of the

Mecanique Celeste, VoL II. pages 434, 435.
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The titles of sonic other memoirs on the subject of least squares

will be found at the end of the Treatise on Prehability in the

Encyclopti'dia Britannica; 'kq would also refer the student to the

work by the Astronomer Royal On the Algebraical and Numerical

Theory of Errors of Observations and the combination of Observa-

tions.

1018. Laplace’s fifth Chapter is entitled Application du Ccdcul

des Probabilit^s, it la recherche des phinoinhies et de leurs causes

:

it occupies pages 319—3G2.

The example with which Laplace commences will give a good

idea of the object of this Chapter. Suppose that observations

were made on 400 days throughout which the height of the

barometer did not vary 4 millimetres
;
and that the sum of the

heights at nine in the morning exceeded the sura of the heights

at four in the aftcnioon by 400 millimetres, giving an average

excess of one millimetre for each day ; required to estimate the

probability that this excess is due to a constant cause.

Wo must examine what is the probability of the result on

the supposition that it is not due to any constant cause, but

arises from accidental perturbations and from errors of ob-

servation.

By the method of Art. 1004, supposing that it is equally pro-

bable that the daily algebraical exee.ss of the morning result over

the afternoon result will bo jxisitive or negative, the probability

that the sum of s excesses will exceed the positive quantity c

1

f{2k'sTr)

*«*' do

Hence the probability that the sum will be algebraically le.ss

than c is

_j_ r
fTTjr

e-^dt.
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Now, as in Art. lOOi, we may take — as the greatest value

ofk', so that the least value of t is— also a = 4, c=400,

5./

3

8 = 400 : thus the least value of t is -
, that is V(3V''5).

V ^

1 r
Hence 1 r~

j
is found to be very nearly equal to

unity. Wo may therefore regard it as nearly certain that the

sum of the exce.s.scs would fall below 400 if there were no constant

caiLso : that is we have a very high probability for the existence of

a constant cause.

1019. Laplace states that in like manner ho had boon led

by the theory of probabilities to recognise the existence of con-

stant .causes of various results in physical astronomy obtained by

obscn'ation
;
and then he had proceeded to verify the existence

of these constant causes by mathematical investigation.s. The
remarks on this subject are given more fully in the Introduction,

pages LVii—LXX
;
see Art. 938.

1020. Laplace on his pages 3.19—362 solves Bufifon’s problem,

which we have explained in Art. 650.

Suppose that there is one set of parallel lines
;
let a be the

distance of two consecutive straight lines of the system, and 2/-

the length of the rod : then the chance that the rod will fall

*ir .

across aline is — . Hence, bj^ Art. 993, if the rod be thrown
Tra

down a very large number of times we may be certain that the

ratio of the number of times in which the rod crosses a line

4r
to the whole number of trials will be very neaidy — ; we might

therefore determine by experiment an approximate value of tt.

8r
Laplace adds...et il est facile de voir que le rapport — qui,

GTT

pour un nombre donnd de projections, rend I’erreur it craindre la,

]>lus petite, est I’unit^... Lapl.occ seems to have proceeded thu.s.

Suppose p the chance of the event in one trial
;
then, by Art. 993,
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the probability that in /x trials the number of times in which the

event happens will lie between

pfi — T (1 —p) and pn + T V'Ifxp (1 — 1>)

is approximately
_2 rr

e^dt.

Hence to make the limits as close as possible we must have

p (I— p) as small as possible, and thus This, we say, ap-

pears to have been Laplace’s process. It is however wrong
;
for

p (1 —p) is a maximum and not a minimum when p=\. More-

over we have not to make t Vt^p (1 — p) as small as possible,

but the ratio of this expression to pjj,. Hence we have to make

>Jp (1 _ n) . 1^ as small as possible
;
that is we must make — 1 as

p p
small as possible : therefore p must be as great as possible. In

the present case /> =— ; wo must therefore make this as great

as possible ; now in the solution of the problem 2r is assumed

to bo not greater than a, and therefore we take 2r = a as the

most favourable length of the rod.

Laplace’s error is pointed out by Professor Do Morgan in

Art-. 172 of the Theory of Probabilities in the EncyclopceJia

Metropolitana. The most curious point however has I believe

hitherto been unnoticed, namely, that Laplace had the correct

result in his first edition, where ho says ...et il est faede de voir

2r
que le rapport qui, pour un nombre donnd de projections,

rend I’crreur ^ craindre la plus petite, eat I’unitd ... The onginal

leaf was cancelled, and a new leaf inserted in the second and third

editions, thus causing a change from truth to error. See Art. 932.

Laplace solves the second part of Buffon’s problem correctly,

in which Buffon him.self had failed
;
Laplace’s solution is much

less simple than that which we have given in Art. 650.
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1021.

Laplace’s sixth Chapter i.s entitled De hi prohahilite des

causes et des ^.v^nemens future, tir4e des /lenemens obsern's: it

occupies pages 3G3—401.

The subject of this Chapter had engaged Laplace’s attention

from an early period, and to him wo must principally ascribe

the merit of the important extension thus given to the Tlieory of

Probability, due honour being at the same time re.scrvcd for his

predec e.s.sor Bayes. See Art.s. 851, 8C8, 870, 90.3, 909.

Let X denote the chance, supposed unknown, of a certain

simple event
;

let y denote the chance of a certain compound

event depending in .an ,a.ssigned manner on this simple event;

then y will he a known function of x. Suppose that this com-

pound event Inos been obsen-ed
;
then the probability that the

chance of the simple event lies between a and /3 is

This is the main formula of the present Chapter: Laplace

applies it to examples, and in so doing he evaluates the integrals

by his method of approximation.

In like manner if the compound event depends on two inde-

pendent simple events, the probability that the chance of one lies

between a and /9 and the chance of the other between a' and /S' is

j I

0 •' 0

dx

dx

1022.

The examples in the present Giapter of Laplace’s work

exhibit in a striking way the advantage of his method of apjiroxi-

mation; hut as they present no novelty nor difficulty of principle

we do not consider it necessary to reproduce any of them in detail.

1023.

Laplace makes a remark on his page S6G which m.ay

deserve a brief examination. He says that if we have to take the

integral fe-^dt between the limits — t .and t' we may for an ap-
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proximation take the integral between the limita 0 and

and double the result : he says this amounts to neglecting the

square of t"* — We may put the matter in the following form :

suppose that a and h are positive, and we require x such that’

f e~^dt+f e~‘‘dt = 2f du
J 0 Jo Jo

Suppose a less than b
;
then in fact we require that

[ e~^dt = f e~‘'dt.
J a J X

Laplace, in effect, tells us that we should take x =

as an approximation. He gives no reason however, and the more

natural approximation would be to take * = ^
(« + &). tmd this is

certainly a better approximation than his. For since the function

e"** decreases as t increases, the true value of x is less than

^
(a + V), while Laplace’s approximation is greater than

5 (a + J).

1024. Laplaee discusses on his pages 869—376 a problem re-

lating to play
;
see Art. 868 . A and B play a certain number of

matches
;
to gain a match a player must win two games out of

three
;
having given that A has gained t matches out of a large

number w, determine the probability that .4’s .‘^kill lies within as-

signed limits. If a player wins the first and second games of a

match the third is not played, being unnecessary ;
hence if n

matches have been played the number of games must lie between

2n and 3n : Laplace investigates the most probable number of

games.

1025. Laplace discusses in his pages 377—380 the problem

which we have enunciated in Art. 896. The required proba-

bility is

f x’’ (1 — x)* dx

,

f x' (1 — x)’ dx
• 0

where p and j have the values derived from observations during

3S
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40 years
;
those values are given in Art. 902. Laplace finds that

the probability is approximately

, 1 - 0030761

where is a very large number, its logarithm being greater than

72. Thus Laplace concludes that the probability is at least equal

to that of the best attested facts in history.

With respect to a fonnula which occurs in Laplace’s solution

see Art. 767. With respect to an anomaly observed at Vitteaux

see Arts. 768, 769.

1026. Laplace discusses in his pages 381—384 the problem

which we have noticed in Art. 902.

He offers a suggestion to account for the observed fact that the

ratio of the number of births of boys to girls is larger at London

than at Paris.

1027. Laplace then considers the probability of the results

founded on tables of mortality : he supposes that if we had observa-

tions of the extent of life of an infinite number of infants the tables

would be perfect, and he estimates the probability that the tables

formed from a finite number of infants will deviate to an assigned

extent from the theoretically perfect tables. We shall hereafter in

Art. 1036 discuss a problem like that which Laplace here considers.

1028.

A result which Laplace indicates on his page 390 sug-

gests a general theorem in Definite Integrals, which we will here

demonstrate.

Let u’ =

«iV + -
V.)’ + a,’ («.- + • • + (2. - :

let e-“' be integrated with respect to each of the n — 1 variables

z,, between the limits — oo and oo : then the result

will be

where

77T

a. a\_, a\
— I I 1 ,
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Let us consider first the integration with respect to we have

(
2
.
- ^^i)* = (fli + «A*) - 2a,V,z, + a.V

— (a*+a'b*) fz — °« Y I

q »-

«

where i =

The limits of t will be — 00 and ao
; integrate with respect to

t : thus we remove z^ entirely, and obtain the factor

h/tt

V(a; + a.»A.»)’

and instead of the first two terms in m* we have the single term

<hVg,*

Wo integrate next with respect to z, ;
thus we shall remove

r, entirely, and introduce the factor

\/ (a.* +a‘‘J.*
+ “•**«’)

and instead of the first three terms in u’ we shall have the single

term

o.‘ + a.>V
+ ’

Thus we have now on the whole the factor

(Vw)*X

where
1 _ 1 .W.W
X* aya^ a* ’

and the first three terms in u’ are replaced by the single term X**,’.

38—2
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We integrate next with respect to thus we shall remove r,

entirely, and introduce the factor

Vw .. Vw
VCV+ a/6,')

,
that is,

say
\o.

'

where ^ :

fir \

and the first four terms in u* are replaced by the single term

By proceeding in this way it is obvious that we shall arrive at

the assigned result.

1029. Laplace devotes his pages 391—39-t to a problem

which we have indicated in Art. 911. The problem resembles

that which we have noticed in Art. 1027, and the mode of solution

will be illustrated hereafter in Art. 1036.

The problems which Laplace considers in his pages 385—394

relate to the probabilities of future events
;
and thus these pages

are strangely out of their proper place : they should have followed

the discussion which we are about to analyse in our next Article,

and which begins thus, Consid^rom maintenant la probahiliU dee

Mnemene future, tirie dee dvinertiene ohservh.

1030. Laplace considers in his pages 394—396 the impor-

tant subject of the probability of future events deduced from

observed events : see Arts. 870, 903, 909.

Betaining the notation of Art. 1021, suppose that z, which is

a known function of x, represents the chance of some compound
future event depending on the simple event of which x represents

the chance : then the whole probability, P, of this future event

will be given by

IJ 0

Laplace then suggests approximations for the integrals in the
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above expression. We will reproduce the substance of his remarks.

In Art. 957 we have

= log Y- log

= log Y- log
|<^

(a) + e^' (a) + ^
f

'
(a) +

...J

2 4>[a)
+•••’

for Y=^ (a), and (a) = 0, by hypothesis.

Thus approximately

Hence if y vanishes when a; = 0 and when x=l, we have

approximately

FV(2-w)

j
ydx =

Similarly if we suppose that ys is a maximum when x = a',

and that then yz = Y'Z', we have

r (Y'Z')* s/(27r)

Suppose that * is a function of y, say z =
<f> (y), then yz is

a maximum when y is a maximum, so that a'^a) and since

^^ = 0, we find that
da

Hence we have approximately

Ain.

da*

'

P=
/(, I

WV)
V r* (!')

)

1031. Laplace discusses on his pages 397—401 the following

problem. It has been observed during a certain number of years

at Paris that more boys than girls are annually baptised : deter-

mine the probability that this superiority will hold during a cen-

tury. See Art. 897.
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Let p be the observed number of baptisms of boys during a

certain number of years, q the observed number of baptisms of

girls, 2n the annual number of baptisms. Let x represent the

chance that an infant about to be born and baptised will be a

boy.

Let (a: + 1 — ar)*" be e.xpanded in a series

a;** + 2na:’’ n x'l I •r*’(1 - X) + 1—2 ^

then the sum of the first n terms of this series will i-epre.sent the

probability that in a year the number of baptisms of boys will

predominate.

Denote this sum by then will be the probability that

the superiority will be maintained during % years.

Hence we put x* (1 — x)* for y and f ‘ for z in the formula of

the preceding Article, and obtain

P=
f x' (1 — xy ^ dx
•(j

I
x^ (1 — xy dx

J a

Laplace applies his method of approximation wth great success

to evfiluate the integrals. He uses the larger values of p and q
given in Art 902 ;

and he finds that P= '782 approximately.

1032. Laplace’s seventh Chapter is entitled De Vivfltience des

inigaliUs inconnues qui peuvent exister eiitre des chances que I’on

suppose parfaitement Sgales

:

it occupies pages 102—407.

The subject of this Chapter engaged the attention of Laplace

at an early period
;
see Arts. 877, 881, 891. Suppose the chance

of throwing a head with a coin is either or —^ ,
hut it is

as likely to be one as the other. Then the chance of throwing

71 heads in succession will be

that i., « + ...}.
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/

Thus there is an advantage in undertaking to throw n heads

in succe.ssion beyond what there would be if the coin were per-

fectly symmetrical.

Laplace shews how we may diminish the influence of the want

of symmetry in a coin.

Let there be two coins A and B; let the chances of head

and tail in .4 be p and q respectively, and in B let them be p
and q respectively ; and let us determine the probability that in

n throws the two coins shall always exhibit the same faces.

The chance required is {pp' -f- qq)'.

Suppose that

P =
1 + a

2 ’

1 -
1
-

2 ’

a'

then (i^' +

^

But as we do not know to which faces the want of symmetry

is favourable, the preceding expression might also be (1 — aa')*
At

by interchanging the forms of p and q or of p and q. Thus

the true value will be

that is

1

2
'

1 f n (n - 1) , „ n (n - 1) (n - 2) (n - 3) ,

rf"'" 1.'2
““ +

[t

It is obvious that this expression is nearer to ^ than that

which was found for the probability of securing n heads in n

throws with a single coin.

1033. Laplace gives again the result which we have noticed

in Art 891. Suppose p to denote A’s Skill, and q to denote B’s

skill
;
let A have originally a counters and B have originally b

counters. Then A’s chance of ixiining B is
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Laplace puts for p in succession
|

(1 + a) and 5(1 — a), and

takes half the sum. Thus he obtains for .4’s chance

1 |(l + a)“-(l-o)'l{fl+a)»+(l-a)‘l
2

Laplace says that it is easy to see that, supposing o less than

a
h, this e.xpression is always greater than which is its

a + b’

limit when a = 0 . This is the same statement as is made in

Art. 891
,
but the proof will be more easy, because the trans-

formation there adopted is not reproduced.

Put
1 + g

1 — g
X,

and “ •

We have to shew that u continually increases as x increases

from 1 to 00 , supposing that a is le.ss than b. It will be found that

ulx aria:’-!) (a^-l-l)
•

We shall shew that this expression cannot be negative.

We have to shew that

g* — of— x~*

b a
cannot be negative.

This expression vanishes when g = 1, and its dififerential coeffi-

cient is (g^‘ — of') (1 - g'*^), which is positive if g lie between
1 and « ; therefore the expression is positive if x lie between
1 and 30 .

Laplace says that if the players agree to double, triple, ...

their resf>ective original numbers of counters the advantage of A
will continually increase. This may be easily shewn. For change
a iPto ht and b into kb

:

we have then to shew that

(g^-l)(g“ + l)

ar*"***- 1
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continually increases with Tc. Let =y \
then we have to shew

that

y-l)(.yUl)

continually increases as y increases from unity ; and this is what

we have already shewn.

1034. Laplace’s eighth Chapter is entitled Des durfes vioyennes

de la vie, des manages et des associations quelconques: it occupies

pages 408—418.

Suppose we have found from the tables of mortality the

mean duration of the life of n infants, where n is a very large

number. Laplace proposes to investigate the probability that the

deviation of this result from what may be considered to be the

true result will lie within assigned limits : by the true result is

meant the re.sult which would be obtained if n were infinite.

Laplace’s analysis is of the same kind as that in his fourth Chapter.

1035. Laplace then examines the eflfect which would be

produced on the laws of mortality if a particular disease were ex-

tinguished, as for example the small-pox. Laplace’s investigation

resembles that of Daniel Bernoulli, as modified by D’Alembert

:

see Arts. 402, 405, 483.

We will give Laplace’s result. In Art. 402, we have arrived

at the equation

^?=2_JL
dx n mn ’

f . 1 1
where q=~. Put i for -

, and r for — : and let t and r not be^ s n m
assumed constant. Thus we have

Let V denote e'/'*'; thus

d
Tx^

yf = constant — jtrvdx.

d
^gy=-xrv,

therefore
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The constant i.s unity, if we suppose the lower limit of the

integral to bo 0, for y and v are each unity when a: = 0 ;
thu.s

qv = 1

The differential equation obtained in Art. -tOo becomes when
expressed in our present notation

1 dz 1 d^ tr irv

z dx ^ dx q ,
/

.

’

1 — trvdx

therefore, by integration.

a constant

As before the constant is unity
;
thus

This result agrees with that on Laplace’s page 41L
Laplace intimates that this would be an advantageous formula

if t and r were constants
;
but as these quantities may vary, he

prefers another formula which he had previously investigated, and

which we have given from D’Alembert in Art. 4;83. He says that

by using the data furnished by observation, it appears that the

extinction of the small-pox would increase by throe years the

mean duration of life, provided this duration be not affected by

a diminution of food owing to the increase of population.

1036. Laplace discusses in his pages -115—118 the problem

of the mean duration of marriages which had been originally

started by Daniel Bernoulli; see Arts. 112, 790.

Laplace’s investigation is very obscure: W'O will examine various

ways in which the problem may be treated.

Suppose /X men aged A years to marry /x women of the same

age, /X being a large number : determine the probability that at

the end nf T yc.irs there will remain an a.ssigncd numlxT of un-
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broken couples. The law of mortality is assumed to be the same

for men as for women
;
and we suppose that the tables shew that

out of + n, persons aged A years, were alive at the end of

T years, wi, and n, being large.

One mode of solving the proposed problem would be as follows.

Take —^— as the chance that a specified individual will be alive
nij +

at the end of T years ; then f
— — )

will be the chance that a^ ’ Vwi, + «,/

specified pair will be alive, and we shall denote this by p. There-

fore the chance that at the end of T years there will be v un-

broken couples, out of the original p. couples, is

\t
\p-v\v P' (1 -!>)'-'•

This is rigorous on the assumption that is exactly the

chance that a specified individual will be alive at the end of

T years ; the assumption is analogous to what we have called an

inverse use of James Bernoulli’s theorem
;
see Art. 997.

Or we may solve the problem according to the usual principles

of inverse probability as given by Bayes and Laplace. Let a;

denote the chance, supposed unknown, that an individual aged

A years will be alive at the end of T years. We have the ob-

served event recorded in the tables of mortality, that out of »i,+n,

persons aged A years, m, were alive at the end of T years. Hence

the quantity denoted by y in Art. 1030 is

*’"• (1-x)”',

and the quantity denoted by z is

1

f x"‘ (1 — x)"* (x^' (1 — x’)'*-’’ dx
therefore —=—i ^

liilli: f X"' (1 - x)’> dx
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Laplace however adopts neither of the above methods
;
but

fonns a mixture of them. His process may be described thu.s

:

Take the first form of solution, but use Bayes’s theorem to deter-

mine the value of^, instead of putting^ equal to
^ ^

•

We will complete the second solution. The next step ought

to consi.st in evaluating strictly the integrals which occur in the

expression for P\ we shall however be content with some rough

approximations which arc about equivalent to those which Laplace

himself adopts.

Assume, in accordance with Art. 993, that

[t-

[vLM;
(a:*)' (!-*•)'*-' =

V (1 — X*)
’

where r is supposed to be not large, and to be such that nearly

V — x^/jt — r, /i — v= [1 — a^) /J. + r.

Thus P= /:

a;". (1 - x)--

V2TrMa^ (1 - x‘)

f
x”> (1 - x)"

J 0

dx

Then, as in Arts. 957, 997, we put

x"> (1 - x)’> = I'c-'*,

t J (2m,n,) ,

a; - a -I- nearly.

where
+ w,

And finally we have approximately

P= -

VZlTflC^ (1 — o‘J

Then we have to effect a summation for different values of r.
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like that given in Art. 993. The result is that there is approxi-

mately the probability

_2_

Vtt J A *J2iTfia‘ (1 — a')

that the number of unbroken couples will lie between

fia*— T V2/«i‘ (1 — a’) and fia* + t V2/«** (1 — a').

This substantially agrees with Laplace, observing that in the

third line of his page 418 the equation ought to be simplihed by
the consideration that p has been assumed very great

;
so that

the equation becomes

^

(1 - <f>')
•

See Art. 148 of the Theory of Probabilities in the Encychpoedia

Metropolitana.

There is still another way in which the problem may be solved.

We may take it as a result of observation that out of marriages

of persons aged A years there remained p, unbroken couples at

the end of T years, and we require the consequent probability

that out of fi marriages now contracted between persons aged

A years v unbroken couples will remain at the end of T years.

Then as in Art. 1030 we obtain

P=
Li —- f x'l (1 — dx

J 0

Le

The result will be like that which we have found by the

second method, having — instead of a*. Practically ^ may be

nearly equal to a’, but they must not be confounded in theory,

being obtained from different data. The last mode is simpler in

theory than the second, but it assumes that we have from observa-

tion data which bear more immediately on the problem.

1037. Laplace’s ninth Chapter is entitled JDes binifices dipen-

dans de la probubiliti des ivinemens future: it occupies pages

419—431.
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Suppose that a large number of trials, s, is to be made, and

that at each trial one of two cases will happen
; suppose that in

one case a certain sum of money is to be received, and in the

other case a certain other sum : determine the expectation.

Laplace applies an analysis of the same kind as in his fourth

Chapter
;
we shall deduce the required result from the investiga-

tion in Art. 1002. We supposed in Art. 1002 that aU values of

a certain variable z were possible, and that fi (z) denoted the

chance at the 1 “' trial that the value would lie between z and

z -f Sz. Suppose however that only two values are possible which

we may denote by ^ and
;
then we must suppose that ft (z)

vanishes for aU values of z except when z is very nearly equal

to ^ or to f(, and we may put

I
ft (^) Pi + Si,

J 6

where pi stands for the part of the integral arising from values

of z nearly equal to 51 aiid stands for the part of the integral

arising from values of z nearly equal to
;
and thus

Pi+5'i = l-

Again,
j

zf^ («) dz will reduce to two terms arising from values

of z nearly equal to 5 and respectively, so that we shall have

J b

Similarly,

J b

Suppose now in Art. 1002 that 7, = 7»= ••• =7j = 1 ;
then

? = = 2 (?</)<

= 2 K5i> -t- f.-y.) (p. -1 yj - (ip, +

= ^PiSi(Si-Sir-
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2
And there is, by Art. 1002, the probability^ j

e~^dl that

2e will lie between

2 (ipt+ - 2tk and S (5p( + fi?i) + 2t/c.

There has been no limitation as to the sign of or fj.

This result will be found to agree with that given by Laplace

on his page 423
;
he had previously, on his page 420, treated the

particular case in which the function /( (z) is supposed the same at

every trial, so that the suffix » becomes unnecessary, and the result

simphfies in the manner which we have explained towards the

end of Art. 1002.

1038. An important consequence follows so naturally from the

investigation in the preceding Article, that in order to explain it we
will interrupt our analysis of Laplace. Suppose that £ = 1 and

= 0, for all values of i ; thus

2** = ;

and becomes equal to the number of times in which an event

happens out of s trials, the chance of the happening of the event

being pi at t*'' trial. Thus we have the probability

that the number of times will lie between

dC

Ipi — T •J^'tpiqt and + t V22p,

This is an extension of James Bernoulli’s theorem to the case

in which the chance of the event is not constant at every trial
;

if

we suppose that pi is independent of t we have a result practically

coincident with that in Art. 993. This extension is given by

Poisson, who attaches great importance to it
;
see his Recherches

sur la Frol). page 246.

1039. If instead of two values at the t"* trial as in Art. 1037,

we suppose a larger number, the investigation will be similar to
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that already given. Denote these values by 5, f,, ;
we shall

have
Z = 2 (6;>(+ f(yi+ Xi«’t+ •••).

where y?i + y( + w,+ ... = 1";

2** = S l&Vi + t + Xi’ + • • - (£pi + + X< + • • O’j-

Laplace hiinself takes the particular case in which the function

f^{^) is supposed the same at every trial
;
see his pages 423—42.5.

1040. Laplace proceeds to a modification of the problem just

considered, which may be of more practical importance. Nothing

is supposed known a priori respecting the chances, but data are

taken from observations. Suppose we have observed that in /x,

trials a certain result has been obtained v^ times ; if p, more trials

are made determine the expectation of a person who is to receive f

each time the result is obtained, and to forfeit f each time the

result fails.

The analysis now is like that which we have given at the end of

Art. 1036. There is the
2

probability ^ |

e~‘'dt that the number

of times the result is obtained will lie between

pv^ _ r‘^2pv,ip^-v,)
j ^

T v'2mv, (m, - V,)

Ml M,

But if the result is obtained <r times in p trials the advan-

tage is

(/*-")?> t^iat is, o- (?-|- f) - p^.

Hence there is the probability above assigned that the advan-

tage will lie between

M
>1 Ml

*'i)-

This will be found to agree substantially with Laplace’s

page 425.

1041. Laplace pa.s.ses on to questions connected with life in-

surances; he shews that the stability of insurance compahie.s

depends on their obtaining a very large amo>mt of business It

has been pointed out by Bienaym^, that if the consideration of
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compound interest is neglected we shall form too high an estimate

of the stability of insurance companies
;
see Cournot’s Exposition

de la Thiorie dee Chances...page 333: see also page 143 of the

same work for a formula by Bienaym^ connected with the result

given in Art. 1038.

1042. Laplace’s tenth Chapter is entitled De Tesp^rance morale:

it occupies pages 432—445. This Chapter may be described as

mainly a reproduction of the memoir by Daniel Bernoulli, which

we have analysed in Arts. 377—393 ;
Laplace himself names his

predecessor. Laplace adds the demonstration to which we have

referred in Art. 388 ;
see his pages 436, 437. Laplace also applies

the theory of moral expectation to an example connected with life

annuities ; see his pages 442—444.

The following example in inequalities is involved in Laplace’s

page 444. If a,, a,, a,, ... and i,, h„ ... are series both in in-

creasing or both in decreasing order of magnitude

g,*5, + + a*h, + ... + o.*h,

a,5, + aA + aA + • • • + «

A

is greater than

a,‘ + o,» + o.»4-...-|-a.V

fl, + a, + a, + . . . + a,
’

for if we multiply up and bring all the terms together, we find

that the result follows from the fact that a^, (a, — a,) (i, — J,) is

positive.

Hence too if one of the two series is in increasing and one in

decreasing order of magnitude the inequality becomes inverted.

1043. Laplace’s eleventh Chapter is entitled De la Probability

des temoignages: it occupies pages 446—461.

We have given sufficient indication of the main principle of

the Chapter in AH. 735 ;
see also Art. 941.

Laplace’s process on his page 457, although it leads to no error

in the case he considers, involves an unjustifiable assumption
;
see

Poisson, Recherches sur la Pro6....page 112. See also pages

3 and 364 of Poisson’s work for criticisms bearing on Laplace’s

eleventh Chapter.

39
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1044. Laplace’s pages 464—484 are headed Additions; see

Arts. 916, 921. Tlicre are three subjects discussed.

I. Laplace demonstrates Wallis’s theorem, and he gives an

account of the curious way in which the theorem was discovered,

although it cannot be said to have been demonstrated by its dis-

coverer.

II. Laplace demonstrates a formula for A"s‘ which he had

formerly obtained by a bold assumption
;
see Arts. 916, 966.

III. Laplace demon.strates the formula marked (j>) on page 168

of the Th^orie...des Proh.; see Art. 917.

104.'). The first Supplement to the Thhrie...des Proh. is en-

titled Sur Vapplication da Galcul des Probabilitds d la Philosophie

Katurelle; it occupies 34 pages; see Art. 926. The title of the

Supplement does not seem adapted to give any notion of the

contents.

1046. We have seen in Ail. 1009 that in Laplace’s theory of

the errors of observations a certain quantity occurs the value of

which is not known a piiori, but which may be approximately

determined from the observations themselves. Laplace propo.ses

to illustrate this point, and to shew that this approximation is one

which we need not hesitate to adopt : see pages 7—11 of the first

Supplement. It does not appear to me however that much con-

viction could be gained from Laplace’s investigation.

A very remarkable theorem is enunciated by Laplace on page 8

of the first Supplement. He gives no demonstration, but sa3's

in his characteristic way, L’analyse du n“ 21 du seconde Livre

conduit it ce thdoreme gdiidnal.... The theorem is as follows:

Suppose, as in Art. 1011, that certain quantities are to lie deter-

mined by the aid of observations; for simplicity we will a.ssume

that there are three quantities x, y, z. Let values be found for

these quantities by the most advantageous method, and denote

these values by x^, y,, z,, respectively. Put

x = x^ + ^, y = + 17, z = z,-|-f.

Then Laplace’s theorem .asserts that the probability of the simul-
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taneous existence of f, r), X, as values of the errors of the quantities

to be determined, is proportional to e~’, where

o- = S (Uif+ lin +

I am compelled to omit the demonstration of this theorem for want

of space
;
but I shall endeavour to publish it on some other

occasion.

1047. Laplace next supposes that six elements are to be

determined from a large numlK;r of observations by the most ad-

vantageous method. He arranges the algebraical work in what

he considers a convenient form, supposing that we wish to de-

termine for each variable the mean value of the error to be appre-

hended, or to determine the probability that the error will lie

within assigned limits
;
see pages 11—19 of the first Supplement.

He then, on his pages 21—26, makes a numerical application, and

arrives at the result to which we have already referred in Art. 939.

1048. Laplace observes that all his analysis rests on the as-

sumption that positive and negative errors are equally likely, and

he now proposes to shew that this limitation does not practically

affect the value of his results: see his pages 19—21. Here again

how'ever it does not appear to me that much conviction would be

gained from Laplace’s investigation.

1049. The first Supplement closes with a section on the Pro-

bability of judgments: it is connected with the eleventh Chapter:

see Art. 1043.

10.50. The second Supplement is entitled Application du

Calcul dea Prohahilitis aitx operations giodesiques: it occupies 50

pages: see Art. 927. This Supplement is dated February 1818.

This Supplement is very interesting, and considering the sub-

ject and the author it cannot be called difficult. Laplace shews

how the knowledge obtained from measuring a hose of verification

may be used to correct the values of the elements of the triangles

of a survey. He speaks favourably of the use of repeating circles;

see his pages 5, 8, 20. He devotes more space than the subject

seems to deserve to discuss an arbitrary method proposed by

39—2
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Svanberg for deducing a result from observations made with a re-

peating circle : see Laplace’s pages 32—35.

Laplace explains a method of treating observations which he

calls the method of situation, and which he considers may in

some cases claim to be preferable to the most advantageous method

explained in his fourth Chapter. This method of situation had

been given in the Mfcanique Cileste, Livre in., but without re-

ceiving a .special name: see Art. 1016. Laplace gives an investi-

gation to determine when the method of situation should be pre-

ferred to the most advantageous method, and an investigation of the

value of a combination of the two methods.

1051. Tlie third Supplement is entitled Application des

formules g/bdesiques de probability, d la m4ridienne de France;

it occupies 36 pages: .see Art. 928.

Laplace begins by giving a numerical example of some of the

formulae in the second Supplement. In his pages 7—15 he gives

what he calls a simple example of the application of the geodesic

formulae. He takes a system of isosceles triangle.s, having their

ba.ses all parallel to a given line, and he finds the errors in lengths

arising from errors in the angles. The investigation is bke that in

the second Supplement.

Laplace devotes his pages 16—28 to discussions respecting the

error in level in large trigonometrical surveys.

Pfiges 29—36 contain what Laplace calls Mythode ginSrale du
calcul des probahilitis, lorsquil y a plusieurs sources dUerreurs.

1052. Here we close our account of the Theorie Analytique

des Probahilitis. After every allowance has been made for the aid

which Laplace obtained from his predecessors there will remain

enough of his own to justify us in borrowing the words applied to

his 'riieory of the Tides by a most distinguished writer, and pro-

nouncing this also “ to be one of the most splendid works of the

greatest mathematician of the past age.”

For remarks which will interest a student of Laplace’s work I

may refer to the first page in the Appendix to De Morgan’s Essay

on Probabilities... in the Cabinet Cyclopedia; to the History of the

Science which forms the introduction to Galloway’s Treatise pub-
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lished ia the Encychpcsdia Britannica; to the work of Gouraud,

pages 107—128; and to various passages in Dugald Stewart’s Works

edited by Hamilton, which will be found by consulting the General

Index in the Supplementary volume.

Some observations by Poisson will find an appropriate place

here: they occur in the Comptes Rendus...\o\. II. page 396.

Sans doute Laplace s’est montr^ un homme de gdnie dans la m€ca-

nique c61este ;
c’est lui qni a fait preuve de la sagacity la plus p€n€trante

pour d6couvrir les causes des ph6nomdnes
; et c’est ainsi qu’il a trouv6 la

cause de I’acceldration du mouvement de la Lune et celle des grandes

in€galit4s do Satume et de Jupiter, qu’Euler et Lagrange avaient cher-

ch6es infructueusement. Mais on peut dire que c’est encore plutut dans

le calcul des probabiliWs qu’il a 6t4 un grand g6onictre; car ce sont les

nombreuses applications qu’il a fiiitcs de ce calcul qui ont donii6 naissance

au calcul aux dilfiireuces finies partielles, ^ sa mdthode pour la r6duction

de certaines int4grales en 84ries, et k ce qu’il a nomm6 la theorie desfone-

tions generatrices. Un des plus beaux ouvrages de Lagrange, son M6-

moire de 1775, a aussi pour occasion, et en partie pour objet, le calcul

des probabilitds. Croyons done qu’un sujet qui a I’attention de

pareils hommes est digne de la notre; et tachons, si cela nous est pos-

sible, d’ajouter quelque chose A ce qu’ils ont trouv4 dans une matiAre

aussi difficile et aussi int4ressante.
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1053. This Appendix gives a notice of some writings wliich

came under my attention during the printing of the book, too

late to be referred to their proper places.

lO.il. John de Witt’s tract which was mentioned in the fifth

Chapter has been recovered in modern times, and printed in an

English translation. See Contributions to the History of Insur-

ance... by Frederick Hendriks, Esq. ill the Assurance Magazine,

Vol. II. 1852, page 231. For some remarks on John de Witt’s hj'po-

thesis as to the rate of mortality, see page 393 of the same

volume.

Many interesting and valuable memoirs connected with the

history of Insurance and kindred subjects will be found in the

volumes of the Assurance Magazine.

1055. A memoir on our subject occurs in the Actoniin Era-

ditorum. . .Supplementa. Tomus ix. Lipsise, 1729. The memoir is

entitled, Jokannis Rizzetti Ludorum Scientia, sive Artis conjectandi

eleinenta ad alias applicata: it occupies pages 215—229 and

295—307 of the volume.

It appears from page 297 of the memoir that Daniel Ber-

noulli hatl a controversy with Rizzetti and Riccati relating to

some problems in chances; I have found no other reference to

this controversy. Rizzetti cites the Exercitationes Mathematicae

of Daniel Bernoulli
;

I have not seen this book myself, which

appears to have been published in 1721'.

The chief point in dispute may be said to be the proper defi-

nition of expectation. Suppo.se that A and B play together
;
let

A stake the sum a, and B stake the sum h
;
suppose that there

are m + n+p equally likely cases, in m of them A is to take both

the stakes, in n of them B is to take both the stakes, and in p of
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them each take.s his own stake. Then according to the ordinaiy

principles we estimate the expectation of A at

?n (a + ft) + pa
m + n +p

'

so far as it depends upon the game which is to be played. Or if

we wish to take account of the fact that A has already paid down
the sum a, we may take for the expectation

m(a-t-l)) + pa . nib — na— a, that IS, .

m+n-\-p m + n +p
Rizzetti however prefers another definition

;
he says that A ha-s

m chances out of »n + n + p of gaining the sum ft ;
so that his

expectation is — . Rizzetti tries to shew that the ordinary
VI + « +p

definition employed by Montmort and Daniel Bernoulli leads to

confusion and error
;
but these consecpiences do not really follow

from the ordinary definition but from the mistakes and unskil-

fulne.ss of Rizzetti himself.

The memoir does not give evidence of any power in the sub-

ject. Rizzetti considers that he demonstrates James Bernoulli’s

famous theorem by some general reasoning which mainly rests

on the axiom, Etfoctus constans et immutabilis pendet a causa

constante, at immutabili. On his page 224 he gives what he con-

siders a short investigation of a problem di.scus.sed by Huygens

and James Bernoulli
;

.see Arts. .33, 103 : but the investigation is

unsatisfactory, and shews that Rizzetti did not clearly understand

the problem.

10.56. I am indebted for a reference to the memoir noticed

in the preceding Article to Professor De Morgan who derived it

from Kahle, BihUotheem Philosophue Struviana... GottingeJi, 1740.

2 Vols. 8vo. Vol. I. p. 29.5. Professor De Morgan supplied me
from the same place with references to the following works which

I have not been so fortunate as to obtain.

Andrew Rudiger, De eensu falsi et veri, lib. I. cap. xii. et

lib. III.: no further description given.

Kahle himself. Elementa logicce probabilium, methodo mathe-

7»a<ukZ. . .Halae Magdeburgicae, 173.5, 8vo.
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1057. The work which we have quoted at the beginning of

Art. 347 contains some remarks on our subject; they fonn part

of the Introduction d la Philosophic, and occur on pages 82—93 of

the second volume. It appears from page XLVii of the first volume

that this work was first published by ’s Gravesande in 1736. The

remarks amount to an outline of the matlrematical Theory of Pro-

bability. It is interesting to observe that ’s Gravesande gives in

effect an example of the inverse use of James Bernoulli’s theorem;

see his page 85 : the example is of the kind which we have used

for illustration in Art. 125.

1058. The re.sult attributed to Euler in Art. 131 is I find

really due to John Bernoulli. See Johannia Bernoulli...Opera

Omnia, Tomus Quartus, 1742, p. 22. He says,

Atque ita satisfactum est ardenti desiderio Fratrfs mei, qui agnoscens

aummte hujus pervestigatiouem diBiciliorem esse quam quia putaverit,

ingenue fassus est, omnem suam industriam fulsse elusam : Si quis in-

veniat, inqiiit, 7iobisque communicel, quod indtistriam nostram thuit

hactenus, magnas d« nobis gratias first. Vid. Tractat. de Seriebus inji-

nitis, p. 254. Utinam Prater superstes esset.

1059. An essay on Probability was written by the celebrated

Moses Mendelsohn
;

it seems to have been published in his Phi-

losophiache Schn/ten in 1761. I have read it in the edition of the

Philosophische Schriften which appe.ared at Berlin in 1771, in two

small volumes. The et-.say occupies pages 243—283 of the second

volume.

Mendelsohn names as writers on the subject, Pascal, Fermat,

Huygens, Halley, Craig, Potty, Montmort, and De Moivre. Men-
delsohn cites a passage from the w'ork of ’s Gravesande, which

amounts to an example of James Bernoulli’s theorem
;
and Men-

delsohn gives what he considers to be a demonstration of the

theorem, but it is merely brief general reasoning.

Tlie only p>oint of interest in the memoir is the following.

Suppo.se an event A has happened simultaneously, or nearly so,

with an event B\ we are then led to enquire whether the con-

currence is accidental or due to some causal connexion. Men-
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delsohn says that if the concurrence has happened n times the

probability that there is a causal connexion is —^ ;
but he gives

no intimation of the way in which he obtains this result. He
takes the following illustration : suppose a person to drink coffee,

and to be attacked with giddiness
; the concurrence may be acci-

dental or there may be some causal connexion : if the concurrence

has been obseiwcd n times the probability is
n +

1

that the gid-

diness will follow the drinking of coffee.

If we apply the theorem of Bayes and Laplace, and suppose

that an event has happened n times, the probability that it will

W “t” 1
happen at the next trial is

^ ^ ^ ;
see Art. 848. It is certainly

curious that Mendelsohn’s rule should agree so nearly with this

result when n is large, but it is apparently only an accidental

coincidence, for there is nothing in Mendelsohn’s e.ssay which

suggests that he had much knowledge of the subject or any great

mathematical power : we cannot therefore consider that he in any
way anticipated Bayes.

Mendebohn makes his rule serve as the foundation of some

remarks on the confidence which wo repose on the testimony of

our senses, referring especially to the scepticism of Hume. Men-
delsohn also touches on the subjects of Free Will and the Divine

Foreknowledge; but as it appears to me without throwing any

light on these difficult problems.

I was aware that Mendelsohn had written on Probability from

the occurrence of his name in Art. 840, but I assumed that his

essay would not contain any matter healing on the mathematical

theory, and so I omitted to examine it. I supply the omission

at the reejuest of the late Professor Boole
;
he had seen a reference

to Mendelsohn in some manuscripts left by Dr Bernard, formerly

teacher of Hebrew in the University of Cambridge, and, in con-

sequence of this reference, expressed a wish that I would report

on the character of the essay.

1060. I take from Booksellers’ Catalogues the titles of four

works which I have never seen.
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Thubeuf. Eldmens et principes de la royale Arithmdtique

aiix jettons, etc. 12mo. Paris, IGCl.

Marpurg, F. W., Die Kun.st, sein Gliick spielend zu machen.

Hamburg, 17G5. 4to.

Fenn, (I.) Qilculations and formulae for determining the Ad-
vantages or Disadvantages of Gamesters,. ..1772. 4to.

FrommichenUeberLehred. Wahrscheinl. Braunschw.1773. 4to.

lOGl. I had overlooked a passage in Montucla which bears

on the point noticed in Art. 990; sec Montucla, page 421. It

seems that a mode of election suggested hy Condorcet was for

some time adopted at Geneva. The defects of the mode were

indicated in a 'work by Lhuilier entitled, Exanien dii mode dilec-

tion proposi en ffurier 1793, a la Convention nationale de France,

et adopU d Genhe (1794, en 8°),

1062. A very curious applicsition of the Theory of Proba-

bility was stated by Waring; see his Meditationes Algehraiccp,

3rd Edition, 1782, pages xi, G9, 73. For example, he gives a rule for

ascertaining the number of imaginary roots in an equation, and

says : Haec methodus in quadraticis a;quationibus verum pimljet

numerum impossibilium radicum ; in cubicis autem ejus proba-

bilitas inveniendi impo.ssibiles radices non videtur majorem habere

rationem ad probabilitatem fallcndi quam 2 ; 1.

I owe this reference to the kindness of Professor Sylvester in

sending me a copy of his remarkable memoir in the Philosophical

Transactions for 1864, on the Real and Imaginary roots of Alge-

braical Equations. Professor Sylvester had independently made
the same kind of application

;
see page 580 of the volume, where

he says: “Like my.self, too, in the body of the memoir Waring

has given theorems of probability in connexion with rules of this

kind, but without any clue to his method of arriving at them.

Their correctness may legitimately be doubted.”
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Absent, a6o, 441.

Acciue Mievius, 409.

Airy, 5^ 611.

AnciUon, 45.^.

Annuitiee, 4^^
Arbutbnot, 19 to ^ 15^ laa
Arguments, Probability of, jo, 46a.

Arithmetical Triangle, 1 7. 18 to 30, 64. Si.

Assurance, 7j6, 441.

Atbcnseum, j8, 55, 501.

Bacon, 503.

Bally, 451.

Barbeyrae, 196.

Barrow, 2 1.

Bauhusius, ^
Bayes, ^ to joo, 22?i 1^6, 47^ sqt.

Bayle's Dictionary, li.

Bernard, 617.

Bemonlli, James, it, 74, t8, 39, 46. 47,

56 to 22, 80i 2§, IJJ, ^ 1422

ii2r 563.

Bernoulli, John, 40, 4.t, 57, 88, 91,96,98,

113 to 1 16, m, 135, 139, aro, ala,

aaa. fiifi.

Bernoulli, Nicolas, 45, 58, go, 9^ 101,

105 to L3ii uSj i 57j <23 to '99>

a 10, aao, a 43, 4a9, 536.

Bernoulli, Daniel, 4a, a^j to a 38, ads to

^85. 793. 3<9, 377, 393. 173 to 478,

434, 44»J 469, 475, 489, 5°», 601,609,

614,

Bernoulli, Jubn, 325 to 3a 8, 44a, 469.

Bicquilley, 35, ^38 to 441.

Bienaymd, 608.

Binet, a 9a.

Boole, 2i 505, ili £44,^
Borda, 391, 43a to 434, 548.

Boscovich, 588.

Bowditcb, 478, ,s88.

Breslau Registers, 41, aa6, 3aa.

Browne, 7^ 49, 199.

Buckley, a6.

Buffon, 703, a6a, a?5, a?7, 783, 344 to

342, 31^ 38^ 440.

jMffet of the Volume.

Bullialdus, 6^.

Buteo, 33.

Calandiin, 149.

Calculus of Operations, 50J to .sir, jif,

534-

Canton, 494.

Caramuel, 44 to 46.

Carcavi, 8.

Cardan, 1 to 4, 33.

Carpenter, Lord, 141.

Castelli, 6.

Caueby, ao, sap, .4a6.

Clark, aoj, 333.

ClaviuB, ^
Combinations, 2^ to ^ ^ ^ igo.

Commerctum £j)t8tolicum, 131.

Condorcet,^ 186, 261. 351 to 410,

43», 44L 456, 458, 539, £4ii 548,^
Cotvs, 143, p88.

Cournot, aaa, 3^ 544, 609.

Craig, Lfc 4^ SOO;

Cramer, 72 t, 221, 34 i^»

Cranmer, 149.

Cuming, 182.

D'Alembert, 2^ 2i4s 227, 228, 253,

756, 2£8 to ag3, 331, 344, 322, 6oi.

Dangeau, Marquis of, 42-

D'Aniercs, 446.

Dante, i, 373.

De Beaune, ra7, 130.

De Ganibres, ^
De Haan, 313, 514.

De la Hontan, 95.

De la Roche, 459.

De M (Srd, 2, 8, Lli^ 145, soa.

De Moivre, 43, £», £4, 63, 78 to 94,

lOQ to lo.s, ia8, 134 to 193, 199 to^ a£oto 233, 303, 313 to 323, 340,

361, 378, 41i 4»<, 4^ 468, 497, ill,

£3£a £32i 54i! 553-

De Morgan, a^ 49, 147, 34^ 379, 400,

45 1. 5<3> £i4j 5^ ££i 557, 59‘, 60S,

6ia, 615.

Descartes, ai, 59, 13a, 505.
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De Witt, to ill 6»4.

Diderot, 5^ ifio.

Dodiwn, 3^3.

Election, modes of, 374, 347. 6i8.

£11“. 544. *6*1 578.

Emerson, 343,

Enfyrhpidit, 39^ j£, spi, 338 to igj,

386. 390, 441 to 445.

Errors, Theory of, 336 to 338, 301 to

309, 438, 443, 4^ to 470, 484. 488,

490, s5i to

Euler, go, 232 to 3321 225 to 328, 42I1

443. 489. S5.3, *88.

Expectation, 313, 3^ 393, 609, 614.

Faulhaberua, 65.

Fenn, 6r8.

Fermat, 2 to iTj ^5, ^ 146.

Fontaine, 'I'll, 161. ,1^46.

Fontana, iS^.

Fontonelle, ^ ^ 2^ 188.

Forbes,

Fr^ret, 407.

Frbmmichen, 618.

Fujw,^ 349-

Gaeta, i86.

Galileo, 4 to fi.

Galloway, 48, 40^ 6'»-

Games

:

Ace of Hearts, ^ 103.

Backgammon, ^ 20«;.

Bassctte, ^ 1 50, 760, 44.^.

Bernoulli's, Nicolas, 1 16.

Bowls, 100. 140. 159, 107f 213s 324.

Brebind, 443.

Cartes, iqo.

Cinq ot Neuf, 6^.

Croix ou Pile, 2^ to ^65, ^79, 281,

292.

Dice, i6q.

Ksp^rance,

Ferme, 106.

Gageure, 7^ 2^ 264.

Harard, ^ ^ 205.

Her, 429.

Krabs, 444.

Lausfjuenet, 21;

Lotteries, 4^ js3, riQOt I5T, 203, 206.

245 to 256, 260, 325, 338, 4^ 465,

Slh
Noyaux, 2£i
Odd and Even, 200, 465, 473, 527.

Oublieux, iqq-

Pari, 260.

Passe- Dix, 2±i 444*

Paume, 7s, 1 23.

PbaraoD, 48^^82^ Ll^ 150* 152. 203,

^43. 345-

Piijuet, 24* 166.

Quadrille, 152, loi.

Quinquenove, 94.

Rafle, R:iffling, 2ii 164.

Royal Oak, 52,

Tas, 1 06, 1 10, t24,

Trcize or Rencontre, 2L 105» 1 15, 120,

la 339. 335* 452»£i£;
Trente et Quarante, 205, 444.

Trijaques, 6^
Trois Dez, 24*

Whist, ^
Garre, ££3.

Gauss, 4S9, 388.

Goncratini; Functions, 484, 497, 504.

£i°2 534-

Gouraud, Ijlij*^ 3^a2i 38, 22il^
77. 393. 344, 409, 499. 6‘3-

Graunt, ^
*8 Graveaande, 22i 197> 616.

Gregory, 314.

Halley, 31 to 43, ^ 161. 336, 368, 463.

Ham, 203 to 70f,

Hamilton, 137.

Haygarlh, 4£g.

Hendriks, 614.

Hermann, 57.

Herschel,

Hoyle, J33, 445.

Huygens, 14, oi to Sj, 40, 44 to 53,

j8 to ^ ^ 138 to 141. I4 t. 199,

433, 444-

I

Izquierdus, 33.
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Jones,

Jostell, 4 !.

Kaestner, .^ai«

Kahle, 615.

Kantena, 417.

Kepler, ^
Kerseboom, 941.

Lacroix, 377.

Lagrange, 17^ an. a4Q, 301 to 3^0. 4^8,

466, 469, 478, 484, 505,^
Lambtrt, 23- 3i5 iih 459.

462, ,s88.

Laplace, 1i H3, L57 to 163. 169 to ijS,

186, aoi. ai3 to aa^. aaS, a 30, a 34,

050 to 253, llJh ^ ?23. ?22. 314.

3'7. 347. 379. 40o, 4°9 to 4t». 43^
459, 4^4 to 613.

Laplace, Comte de, to 534.

Laplace's Functions, 55Q.

Least Squares, 360, f 7.^.

Leibnitz, 12^ 7^ 21, ^ to 33* 30f iL
S^UiTSt 5°’. 505-

Leslie, 2^
Lhuilier, 6i8. See PrcYost and Lhoilier.

Libri, I, a, ^ 6,

Loc , 5 o.

Longomontamia, 4g»

Lubbock aud Drinkwater, n> 13> 33* 37»

4>. 48. 50. S4i 55. 099-

Lully, 4^.

M., apg.

Maclaurin, iqa.

Mairan, aoo.

Malebranche, 7^ ia6.

MalfutU, 33^ 434 to 43^.

Mallet, 333, 332 to 343^ 350.

Marpurg, 6i&.

Moseres, 34, 59, 65.

Mayer, 588.

Mead, 199.

M^Citnique C4lt9te, 478, 487, 514* gS8.

Mechaniqne dv, Feu, 131,

Mend 1 hn, 453* 616.

Mercator, 63,

Merian, f6.

Micbaelis, 93.

MicheU, 33t to 335, 393, 491.

Miohelsen, 4a7,

Mill, a6a, 356, 409, goo.

Monsoury, L’Abbd de, toy.

Montmort, ^3^4ito42,33i38,78to
I4L 152. L74i 125 to ’°3.

209, ill, ii8 to 422; 444-

Montucla, 12̂ 2̂ 38, 39, ^
4^ 48, Z2> L13i nil 114i 122i

12i ai^ 331i^
Mortality, J2 to 4i 240. 268, 285.

Motte, 23^ 48.

Napoleon, 495 to 497.

Necker, a59, a64.

Neumann, 43.

Newton, 11, £4, ^ 12^

Nicole, 201 to ao3.

Nozzolini, 3.

Numbers of Bernoulli, ^ 13a, 191.

Orl>ai«, L'Abl>d d’, toy,

Octtinger, 175.

Pacioli, L
Pascal, 2 to at, a8 to 30j 40, 66, 96, xa8,

a 77, .^oo, 50a.

Payne, 3a4.

Peacock, i6j

Permutations, 34, 64^^ 130.

Peterson, 34.

Petty, 32, &L.

Peverone, L
Poisson, 2, a 06. aaa, 410, 489, 544, 53$

to 3^ 3^ 321^ 37^ 6o2i 6^ 613 .

Promotion Fhytique, 131,

Prestet, a8, 36, 64, 65.

Provost and Lbuilicr, 34* ^ 2Ii 384,

4U* 4.^^* 453 to 461 .

Price, 294 to 300, 37S, 476*

Problems:

Arbuthnot's, 33^ ao9.

Bernoulli's, James, 62, 338. 350.

Bernoulli's, Daniel, 231 to 235, 319,

4M to 42^ 560.

Births of boys and girls, no, 195, iq6

to 128. nil 415 to 420, 4^ to 4^
593. 597-
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Problemi!

:

Buffon'a, 160, 347, S90.

Cuming’i, 181.

Duration of Marriages, 119, 335, 416,

601.

Duration of Play, 61, loi to 105, 147,

167 to 183, J09, 317 to 3 to. 448.

465. 474 .
47S, 489. 535 -

Inclination of Planes of Orbits, its to

tt4 ,
t73 . 475 . 487. 54 ’-

Laplace's on Comets, 491 to 494.

Petersburg, 134, 110 to iij, 159 to 161,

J75, s8o, 186 to J89, 331, 345. 393.

470 -

Points, 8 to 19, 59, 96 to 99, 137,

146, 201 to 203, 316, 412, 468, 474,

528, 532.

Poisson’s, 561 to 568.

Run of Events, 184 to 186, 208, 324,

361 to 368, 473.

Small-pox, 224 to 228, 265 to 286, 423,

601.

Waldegrave’s, 122 to 125, 139, 162,

<99 . 3 < 5 . 535 -

Woodcook’s, 147 to 149.

Puteanus, 27.

Racine, 500.

Riccati, 614.

Rizzetti, 614.

Roberts, 53, 136, 137, 159, 164.

Roberval, 8, 12 to 13.

Rudiger, 615.

Saurin, 38.

Sauveur, 46, 201.

Schooten, 22, 26, 30, 64, 67.

Schwenter, 33.

Series, 65, 73 to 73, 85, 89, I2I, 123,

178 to 181, 210, 313, 426, 464.

Simpson, S3, 206 to 212, 236, 303, 309.

Smart, 187.

Stevens, 149, 164.

Stewart, Dugald, 4, 349, 409, 433, 458,

501. 503.613-

Stifel, 33.

Struve, 334.

Sussmilcb, 320.

Svanberg, 612.

Sylvester, 618.

Tacquet, 36.

Twtagliz, I.

Taylor, 162.

Temit, 457.

Tetens, 427.

Theorems

:

Bayes's, 73, 294 to 300, 398, 410, 557,

603.

Bernoulli’s, James, 71 to 73, 131, 183,

198, 360, 39.3. 548, 554. 556. 607.

Binomial, 65, 82.

De Moivre's on Dice, 84, 138, 146,

189, 208, 305, 350, 428, 542.

De Moivre’s approximation, 138, 144,

207.

Euler’s, 192.

Stirling’s 72, 188, 235, 467, 483, 320,

549. 553-

Vandermonde’s, 431.

Wallis's, 610.

Thomson, 49.

Thuteuf, 618.

Titius, 54.

Trembley, no, 160, 230, 250, 411 to 431.

Trial by Jury, 388.

Turgot, 352.

Van Hudden, 38.

Varignun, 1
1
4.

Vastel, 39.

Voltaire, 407, 409.

Vossius, 28.

Waldegrave, 122, 134.

Wallis, 21 to 28, 34 to 36, 59. 65, 143,

160, 498, 503.

Waring, 446 to 452, 463, 618.

Watt, 49, 322.

Woodcock, 147, 148.

Young, 463.

THE END.
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